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PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

INTRODU CTION
-WHAT IS PHYSIOLOGY?

....
...

Fig. 1.1 shows the different levels of organization of living

organisms. At a fundamenta l level, atoms of elements link
together to form mocules. The smallest unit of structure
capable of carrying out all life processes is the cell. Simple
organisms are composed of only one celJ, but complex
organisms have many cells with different structural and
functional speciliazatio ns. Collection of ceIJs that carry
out related function are known as tissues. Tissues form
structural and functional units known as organs, and
group of organs integrate their functions to create organ
system (Fig. 1.2) and (Table 1.1).

The term physiology was originally derived from a Greek
root with Latin equivalent Physiologia, which denoted
natural knowledge. It now denotes a study of theft!.nctions
of the living ocgn1zism as a whole or its constituent parts.
1. A study of mammalian plzysiologtJ, which is a study of
the dynamic inter-relatio nship among different tissues
and organs, is mostly carried out at the oq~anism level.
The knowledge of physiology is important to appreciate
the role of mechanism that control bodily functions.
2. Clinical Physiology is study of physiological responses
or compensatox:y mechanisms that occur in normal
systems when other parts of the body are diseased,
for example, the study of changes in the lungs, liver or
kidneys when the ~ _,t_goes ,into fajiure.
3. Applied Physiology is study of underlying mechanisms
that control body functions with aging, during exercise,
the effects of low or high barometric pressures, oxygen
lack, yoga, meditation etc.
Physiology is, therefore, the discipline that deals with the
bodilv fu nctions and their control. It is Jwwever, only concerned

HOMEOSTATIC REGULATION
In the nineteenth century, Claude Bemard (a French

Physiologist) was first to recognize the importance of
maintaining a stable intemal environment. The cells, tissues,
organs and organ systems of the body are interconnec ted
and live together in a shared (internal) environment. Blood
forms internal environment of the cell i.e. Milliett foterieur
in terms of volume, (water) composition, ion concentrations,
pH and temperature. This is regulated to normal (narrow)
physiologica l limits with respect to minor changes in the

with the normal.

..,
Physiology

Chemistry

Atoms -

Molecules -

Cell
Biology

Molecular
Biology

Cells

-

Tlssues -

Organs -

Fig. 1.1 Levels of organization ofliving organisms
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Circulatory
system.

-

Respiratory ,--- - - ,
system
Nervous
system

-

l

t

Homeostat ic regulation usually involves a receptor,
sensitive to a p articular stimulus and an effector whose
activity affects the same stimulus.
(Also refer to pages 507, 557).
A. NEGATIVl~ FEEDBACK MECHANIS MS

Endocrine

system
(;

--

Most homeostatic mechanisms involve Nega tive feedback
i.e. a corrective mechanism involving an action that
directly opposes a variation from normal limits. Therefore, •
an increase or decrease in the variable being regulated
brings about :responses that tend to push the variable
in the direction opposite (negative) the direction of the
original change. For example,
Rise in blood
pressure (BF')
(a stimulus)

via negative feedback
mechanism

Decrease in B.P.
to normal limits
(response)

HM@
Fig. 1.2 Physiological o rgan systems in the h uman body

_J

body. A variety of physiological mechanisms which act to
stabilize the internal environment, are called Homeostasis
Mechanisms (A term coined by an American physiologis t
W. B. Cannon in the twentieth century). The adjustments
in physiological systems that are responsible for the
preserva ti.on of h omeostasis are referred to as Homeostatic

Regulation.

Here the initial stimulus produces a response that
depresses the stimulus i.e. stimulus and response
are opposite to each other.
In general, the nervous system performs corrective
managemen t by directing rapid, short-term and very
specific_response. On the other hand, the endocrine system
releases chemical messengers (hormones) that affect tissues
and organs throughout the body. The response may be
slow to begin with but often persists for days or weeks.
However, both systeim are usually cgntrolled by nega~ve
feedback mech anisms.

.... _

Table! 1.1: Organ Systems of the Huma 1 Body
System Name

Organs (or tissues)

Function(s)

1.

Circula tory

Heart, blood vessels, blood

Transp ort of mate.rials between all cells of the body

2.

Digestive

Stomach, intestines, liver, pancreas

Conversion of food into particles that can be transported into
the body; elimination of wastes

3.

Endocrine

Thyroid gland, adrenal g land etc.

Coordination of body function through synthesis and release of
regulatory molecules

4.

Immune

Thymus, spleen, lymph nodes

Defence against foreign invaders

5.

Integumentar y

Skin

Protection from external environment

6.

Musculoskeletal

Skeletal muscles, bones

Support and movement

7.

Nervous

Brain, spinal cord

Coordination of body function through electrical signals and
release of regulatory molecules

8.

Reproductive

Ovaries and ute rus, testes

Production of the :species

9.

Respiratory

Lungs, airways

Exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the internal
and external envir,orunents

10.

Urinary

Kidneys, bladder

Maintenance of water and solutes in the internal environment;
waste removal

.,.
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8 . POSITIVE FEEDBACK MECHANIS MS
In few instances homeostatic regulation involves Positive
feedback mechanisms. i.e. an initial disturbance in a system
sets off a chain of events that increases the disturbance
even further. Therefore, it does not usually favour stability
and often abruptly displaces a system away from its
steady state operating point.

.._

O
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Nucleus
Cytoplasm

Mar1(ed fall in B.P. (stimulus)

Example

Decreased blood supply to the heart
Decrease in myocardial contraction
ri4-- - Endoplasmic

Further fall in the B. P. (response)

Reticulum

UMN
Here, the initial stimulus produces response that

Mitochondrion
Microtubule

reinforces (exaggerate s) the original stimulus.
Positive feedback mechanism can sometimes be
useful:
Example 1.

-·

fig. 1.3 Structure of a Generalised Ceil

----- ---~

(B) Nucleus and its chromosom es
(C) Cytoplasm and its organeUes

Injury to blood vessels
Initiates clotting processes

The clear fluid portion of the cytoplasm in which the
particles are dispersed is called cytosol.

Clotting proceeds

•
Release of chemicals
Enhances clotting processes

·-

-(,

Seals break in blood vessel wall

Example 2. Refer to page 805
(Also refer to page 656)

A. CELL MEMBRAN E or PLASMA MEMBRAN E
or UNIT MEMBRAN E
Thickness
.· 70-100 Angstrom (A) or 7-10 nanometer (nm)
(1 nm = 10-9 mts; IA= 10-10 mts).

Structure (Auid Mosaic Model) ( f 16 .••)
1. All membranes consist of a double layer of lipid
molecules in which proteins are embedded. The lipids

mE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIO N
OF A CELL
of life is a cell, since virtually
unit
l
fundamenta
The
all tissues and any organised activity can be equated
to the cellular level. Though no typical or generalised
cell exists, it is convenient to create one to serve as a
conceptual model within which most cell functions can
be incorporated . (Fig. 1.3)

Transmembrane
proteins

UM§

Most cells in a human being have diameters of
10-20 µm (range 2-120 µm).
The three principal constituents of a cell are:
(A) Cell membrane

1

Phosp 01p1d
bilayer

I_!~g.

1.4 Cell Membrane: Fluid Mosaic Model

Glycoproteins

6 0
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normally constitute 20-40% of the dry weight of the
hydro phob ic), contains two fatty acid chains. The
membrane.
hydrophobi c ends facing each other meet in the
2. Proteins make upto 60-70% of the dry weight of the
water-poor interior of the membrane.
membrane and are of 2 types:
Important Note
(i) Lipoproteins (proteins containing lipids): function
as enzymes and ion channels.
The bimolecular lipid layer in the membrane has
the characterist ics of a fluid due to presence of
(ii) Glycoproteins (proteins containing carbohydrat es
cholesterol.
This fluidity makes the membrane quite
constituting 1-5% of the dry weight): function as
flexible,
thus
allows cells to undergo considerabl e
receptors for hormones and neurotransm itters.
changes in shape without disruption of their
Some proteins are located in the inner surface of the
structural integrity.
membrane (intrinsic proteins); some are located in the
outer surface of the membranes (extrinsic and peripheral
proteins); while some extend through the membrane
Functions
(transmemb rane proteins):
1. Protective - it forms outermost boundary of the cell
(i) Intrinsic proteins serve mainly as 'enzymes'.
organelles.
(ii) Extrinsic proteins contribute to the cytoskeleton
2. Digestive - takes in food and excretes waste products.
(framework of the cell).
3. Property of selective penneabilit y:
(iii) Transmemb rane proteins serve as:
(i) No11-polar molecules (gases like 0 2, CO and N ,
2
2
(a) Channels, through which ions or small water
lipids, steroid hormones, alcohol) can dissolve in
soluble substances can diffuse (pages 15 and
the non-polar regions of the membrane and thus
521).
move rapidly across the membrane. Polar molecules
(b) Carriers, which passively or actively transport
(water soluble substances: ions, glucose, urea etc.)
materials across the lipid layer (pages 20 and
have much lower solubility, therefore, penetrate
520).
the membrane much more slowly.
(c) Pumps, which actively transport ions across
(iii) Chemical and physical characteristics of the
the lipid layer (pages 18 and 520).
membrane control the free passage of ions and
(d) Receptors, which when activated initiate
molecules into and out of the cell.
intracellular reactions. The number of
This property of selective permeability of the cell
receptors in a cell are not constant but their
membrane helps ii"" maintaining the difference of
number increases and decreases in response
composition between ECF and ICF (page 29).
to variou stimuli, and their properties change
4. lttsulating properties: It act as the cjj_electric material
with change in physiological condition. For ~
(such as rubber) of a charged condenser, thus the cetr
example, when a hormone or neurotransmitter~
membrane has a very high insulating value.
is present in excess, the number of active
5. It provides a framework for the arrangemen t of an
receptors decreases (called lo
L 'i' l 1 , 1);
ordered sequence of protein molecules (enzymes,
whereas during their deficiency, the number
pumps, receptors, ions, channels, Co-factors, carriers)
of active receptors increases (called
in a functionally meaningful pattern.
I
) (Also refer to page 651). These
6. It links adjacent cells together by junctional complexes
effects on receptors are of physiological
to form tissues (page 10).
significance in explaining the phenomeno n
of denervation hypersensit ivity (pages 171
Summary: Cell membrane components and Functions
and 189) and tolerance to certain drugs.
(Fig. 1.5)
3. The clear area formed by bimolecular thickness of lipid
molecules (phospholip ids, cholesterol and glycolipids)
B. NUCLEUS AND ITS CHROMOS OMES
is arranged as follows: (Fig. 1.4)
Structure
(i) Head end: contains phosphate portion, is positively
1. It is a spherical structure (10 µm diameter) surrounded
charged and quite soluble in water (i.e. polar or
by a relatively permeable membrane called 1111clear
hydrophilic ). Polar groups of lipid molecules
membrane (or envelope). This is composed of two unit
have affinity for water (water loving) and face the
membranes and shows large pores of 1000 A diameter
aqueous phase i.e. exterior of the cell on one side
which are closed by thin homogenou s membrane.
(ECF) and cytoplasm on the other (ICF).
Therefore, passage of macromolecules like RNA can take
(ii) Tail end: quite insoluble in water (no affinity
place through these pores. The space between the two
for water/ water fearing) (i.e. no n-polar or
folds is 300 A and is called perim1clear cistern. (Fig. 1.6)

..
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Cell Membrane
Consists of

!

Proteins

Carbohydrates

Phospholipids, Sphingolipids

Cholesterol

•
Together form

Together form

Together form

t

t

t

Lipid bilayer

Glycoliplds

Glycoproteins

I

Functions

as

i

Selective barrier
between cytosol and
external environment

Whose functions include

t
Structural
stability

i

Cell
recognition

t
Immune
response

Fig. 1.5 M embrane comp onents and functions

is conveyed from the nucleus to the cytoplasm by
messenger RNA where actually the synthetic work of
the cell takes place.

UMN
80% of the dry weight of nucleus is protein, the

-·
! .

.-

remainder is made up by 18% DNA and 2% RNA.
Nuclear envelope

Nuclear pores - - - --¥

Fig. 1.6 Nucleus

2. It is made up of chromosomes (each chromosome is
made up of supporting protein plus giant molecule
of Deoxyribonucleic Acid-DNA), on which genes are
present. Gene is a portion of DNA molecule which
carries a complete blue print for all the heritable species
and individual characteristics of an animal. During cell
division, the pairs of chromosomes become visible, but
between cell divisions the irregular clumps of dark
material called chromatin are the only evidence of
their presence.
3. It contains a nucleolus which is densest of all the
nuclear material i.e. a patch work of granules rich in
Ribonucleic Acid (RNA). N ucleoli are most prominent
and numerous in growing cells. They synthesize the
RNA for the ribosomes.
Functions
l. DNA in nucleus serves as a 'template' (block) for
synthesis of RNA, which then moves to the cytoplasm
where it regulates the synthesis of proteins by the
cells. The information coded into the DNA molecules

2. Genes are units of hereditary characteristics.
3. It is concerned with cellular reproduction and
multiplication; the development of chromosomal
threads form the network, being the first step towards
cell division.
C. CYTOPLASM AND ITS ORGANELLES
1. Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)
It is a complex series of tubules whose walls are made
up of unit membrane. Through this network of tubules,
substances may be delivered from the outer membrane
of cell proper to the membrane of the nucleus or to other
inclusion bodies of the cells e.g. mitochondria (Fig. 1.7).

Rough endoplasmic
reticulum

Smooth endoplasmic
reticulum

Fig. 1.7 Endoplasmi c Reticulum (E.R.)

8 O
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Types
(i) Agrmwlnr or Smootli ER: Contains no granules.
(a) It is site of steroid (Adrenocortical hormone)
synthesis in steroid secreting cells and the site
of detoxification processes in other cells.
(b) As the sarcoplasmic reticulum, it plays
important role in skeletal and cardiac muscle
(page 160).
(ii) Granular or Rough ER or Ergastoplasm.
(a) Contains granules called ribosomes (diameter
15 nm; contains 65% RNA and 35% protein:
Ribonucleoprotein) which are attached to the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane. 3-5 ribosomes
clump together to form polyribosomes or
polysomes.
(b) It is the site of protein synthesis e.g., hormones
that are secreted by the cell; and proteins that
are found in enzymes.
(c) Free ribosomes are also found in the cytoplasm,
they synthesize cytoplasmic protein e.g.,
Haemoglobin.

4. It adds certain carbohydrates to proteins to form
glycoproteins, which play an important role in the
association of the cells to form tissues.
3. Mitochondriion

Structure
(i) Length 5--12 µm; diameter 0.5-1 µrn; filamentous or
globular in shape; occur in variable numbers from
a few hul[ldred to few thousands in different cells.
(ii) Made up of outer membrane and inner membrane.
Inner membrane folded to form cristae (shelves)
which project into the interior of the mitochondrion.

-

(Fig. 1.9)

Irg

Outer membrane
Inner membrane

c mole,cules
and 0 2

2. Golgi Complex (or Golgi Bodies)
It is a collection of membranous tubules and vesicles found
always in the neighbourhood of the nucleus, prominent
in actively secreting gland cells. (Fig. 1.8)

i

enzymes

Secretory
vesicles

•

Matrix

·-

Fig. 1.9 Mitochondrion

(iii) Outer memb ·ane: Studded with the enzymes

,,
.

Transport
vesicles

I

Fig. 1.8 Golgi Co_m...:.
~_lex
_ _ _ _ __

Functions
1. Wrapping and packaging department of the cell.
2. Produces sccrctio11 granules i.e. membrane enclosed
complexes, which store hormones and enzymes in
protein secreting cells; it packages proteins.
3. Site of formation of lysosomes i.e. large irregular
structures surrounded by membrane which are present
in the cytoplasm.

concerned! with biological oxidation (oxidation being
catalyzed by enzymes).
(iv) Interior (matrix) of mitochondrion contains enzymes
concerned w ith 'citric acid cycle' (page 604) and
'respiratory chain oxidation' (page 598).
(v) Inner membrane contains adenosine triphosphatase
(ATPase) and other enzymes concerned with
synthesis and metabolism of ATP.

Functions
(i) Mitochondria are power generating units of the cells
and are plentiful and best developed in parts of
cells where energy requiring processes take place
e.g. rapidly contracting skeletal muscles where they
comprise 40-50% of the cell volume.
(ii) Also contain DNA and can synthesize proteins.
4. Lysosomes

Structure
1. These are large irregular structures surrounded by
unit membrane and are found in the cytoplasm;

..
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250-750nm in diameter. A typical cell may contain
several hundred lysosomes.
2. It is filled with large number of small granules,
5-8 run in diameter which contain variety of enzymes,
called lyso zymes (Table 1.2).
!.

Table 1.2: Lysosomal enzymes (lysozymes) and the
substrates on which they act

•

Substrate

Enzymes

(i)

Ribonuclease

RNA

(ii)

Deoxyribo
nuclease

DNA

(iii)

Phosphatase

Phosphate esters

(iv) Glycosidase

6. Centrioles or Centrosomes

Stnicture
(i) These are two short cylinders called 'centrioles' visible
only during cell division.
(ii) They are located at each pole near the nucleus and
are so arranged such that they are at right angles to
each other.
(iii) Tubules in group of three (triplets) run longitudinally
in the walls of the centrioles. There are nine of
these trip)f.ts spaced at regular intervals around the
circumference.
Function

Complex carbohydrates, glycosides
and polysaccharides

(v) Arylsulphatases Sulphate esters
(vi)

Collagenase

Collagen proteins

(vii)

Cathepsins

Proteins

They are concerned with the movement of the
chromosomes during cell division.
7. Microtubules and Microfilaments
Microhtbules are long hollow structures approx.
25 run in diameter; make up stnl,dures ar tracts ao whir},
chromosomes, mitochondria and secretion g:ran~ move
from one part of the cell to another (Fig. 1.10 and 1.11).

3. The interior is kept acidic (near pH 5.0) by the action
of proton pump or H+ or ATPase. Lysozymes are all acid
hydrolases as they function be~ at the ~idic pH

..

Functions

•

(i) Acts as a form of digestive (lytic) system for the cell,
because enzymes present in it can digest essentiajJy
a ll roacroroale~(ii) Engulf worn out components of the cells in which
they are located.
.
(iii) Engulf exogenous substances e.g. bacteria etc. and
degrade them.
(iv) When a cell dies, lysosomal enzymes cause autolysis
of the remnant i.e. why lysosomes are called as

suicidal bags.

Fig. I. JO Microtubule

----------

5. Peroxisomes

(i) Its structure is similar to that of lysosomes but
with a diHerent chemical composition. It contain
oxidases (enzymes that produce H 20 2) rather than
hydro lases.
(ii) They consume oxygen in small amounts that is not
used in the chemical reactions associated with ATP
formation.
(iii) They destroy certain products formed from oxygen,
especially hydrogen peroxide, that can be toxic to
the cells, hence the name peroxisomes.

UMN

The alcohol, a person drinks is mainly detoxified by
the peroxisomes of the liver cells.

Microfilaments are long solid fibers 4-6 nm in diameter.
They comprise the contractile protein actin and are
responsible for the cell motion. (Fig. 1.11)

Functions

These are involved in the:
(i) movements of the chromosomes;
(ii) cell movement;
(iii) processes that move secretion granules in the cell;
and
(iv) movement of pr~ins within the cell membrane.
8. Secretion Granules: Page 8.
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Rough endoplasmic reticulum

-

-

=::~

•
.1'

Mitochondrion
Intermediate

fllam)

Actin monomer
monomer

Fig. 1.11 Cytoskeleton

Important Note

All cells have a system of fibers called cytoskeleton
that maintains the stn,icture of the cell. It allows a
cell to change shape and also permits its movement.
The cytoskeleton comprises of microtubules and
microfilaments, along with proteins that bind them
together (Fig. 1.11).

JUNCTIONAL COMPLEXES:
CELL JUNCTIONS
The cells are associated into tissues by various means
(Fig. 1.12):
l. Tiglzt Junction: In this, membranes of two cells become

opposed and outer layers of the membranes fuse
strongly, thus obliterating the space between the cells.
This type of junction is characteristically seen along
the apical margins of cells in epithelium such as the
intestinal mucosa, the walls of the renal tubules, and
the choroid plexus. Tight junction forms a barrier to
the movement of ions and other solutes from one side
of the epithelium to the other.
2. Desmosomes or Adherens Junction: Here two membranes
are separated by a 150-350 A (15-20 nm) space. There
is dense accumwation of proteins on both the surfaces
of the membrane with fibers extending from the
cytoplasmic surface of each membrane into the cell.
This holds adjacent cells firmly together in areas that

Tubulin
P•Tubulin dimer
monomer

are subjected· to stretching, such as the skin.
3. Gap Junction or Nexus: There is 2 nm to 20 nm space
between the opposing membranes. This gap is filled
with d ~ v packed particles through each of which
there appears to be a channel that connects the two
cells. The diameter of each channel is regulated by
intracellular Ca2+, pH and voltage.
Other advantages of gap junction:
(i) It permits rapid propagation of electrical potential
changes from one cell to another, e.g . cardiac and
smooth muscle cells (page 175).
(ii) It permits the direct transfer of ions and other
small molecules upto MW 1000 (e.g. sugars, amino
acids) b,etween the cells without traversing the
extracellular space.
Important N

m

Cells are attached to each other by cell adhesion
molecules (CAMs).They also transmit signals into and
out of the cell. These adhesion proteins (viz. laminin,
intergin,IgG,cadherin,selectin)playimportantrolein:
(i) embryoniic development
(ii) formation of the nervous system
(iii) holding ti ssues together
(iv) inflammattion and wound healing, and
(v) metastasis of tumours.
Cells with abnormal CAMs have a higher rate of
apoptosis (see below).

..
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Fig. 1.12 Junctiona l complexes (cell junctions)
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APOPI'OSIS:
PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH
It is a Greek word which means looseni ng or
falling. (Apo means 'a.way' and Ptosis means 'f~ ')
1. Apopto sis is a process of program med cell death in
which body cells die and get absorbe d (phago cyt~ed)
under genetic control. Here cell's own gene pla~s an
active role on its death, therefore:-=also called as ~/

-

suicide.

Import ant Note

Cell necrosis or cell murder is a process in which

neighb ouring healthy cells are destroy ed by a
disease such as inflamm ation. Howev er apoptos is
is an orderly cell death in which neighbo uring cells
usually remain healthy.
Mechan ism. Apopto sis may be initiated by:

(i) environ mental processes such as inflamm ation
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i!.~

(ii) internal stimuli I,~ ~ f .
(iii) I a,, a transmembrane protein produced by natural

(i) it is responsible for regression of duct system
during sex differentiation in the foetus;
killer cells (page 122) and T-,4unphocyes N Kc.-t.Ul
(ii) it is responsible for degeneration and regeneration
(iv) Tumour necrosis factor. l1N P)
of neurons within the CNS and for the formation
The ultimate pathway initiating apoptosis is acfivation
of synapse;
of group of cysteine proteases inactivate enzymes
(iii) it is responsible for removal of inappropriate clones
(together called as, (nspascs) within the mitochondria.
· of immune cells·
l~
The activated apoptotic gene causes the cell to undergo
(iv) it is responsible for cyclical ~ edding of
DNA fragmentation, condensation of cytoplasm and ..
endometrium at the time of menstruation; and
chromatin; finally the cell break up and remnants are
(v) it is responsible for cell shed from the tip of the
removed by phagocytes.
villi in the small intestine.
(;.11
2. Pltysiological sig11ifica11ce. Apoptosis plays an
3. Applied. Abnormal apoptosis occim""in autoimmune
important role during embryonaJ development and
diseases (page 128), degenerative diseases and
aJso in adulthood. It removes un-needed cells. For
cancers.
example,

.•

-

tMN-MiiiH:ti
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) cellular cytoskeleton
(ii) Millieu interieur

(iii) homeostatic regulation
2. Give the electron microscopic structure of the cell membrane.

(iv) Junctional complexes

3. Justify the term 'fluid mosaic model' for the cell membrane structure. Which cell membrane component is responsible
for its fluidity?
4. Give the role of the cell membrane in maintaining the difference of composition between ECF and TCF.
5. List the prominent cell organelles. Briefly describe the structure and functions of any one of them.
6. Describe the structure and function of the different types of junctions found between cells.
7. Give an account of programmed cell death. How is it initiated? Give its physio-clinical significance.
8. Write sh ort notes on:
(i) Peroxisomes
(ii) Lysosomes
(iii) Cell adhesion molecules
(iv) Negative versus positive feedback mechanisms.
(v) Caspascs

Hti·I
1. On weight basis, the cell membrane contains protein and lipid in the ratio of:
(a) 1:2
(b) 1:1
(c) 2:1
(d) 4: 1
2. One major function of the cell membrane is:
(a) Protective
(b) Digestive
(c) Property of selective permeability
(d) Links adjacent cells together to form tissues
3. Main function of nucleus is:
(a) To control chemical and physical characteristics of the cell
(b) To bring about cellular reproduction and multiplication
(c) To synthesize protein for the cell
(d) To help in cellular mo~ment
4. Endoplasmic reticulum is associated with all of the followings except:
(a) Enzymatic secretion
(b) Lipid secretion
(c) Glycogen synthesis
(d) Glyc@genolysis
5. Mitochondria are plentiful and best developed in parts of cells where:
(a) Active protein synthesis takes place
(b) Energy requiring processes take place
(c) Active detoxification process is going on
(d} Active secretion occurs

--
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6. Peroxisomes:
(a) Their structure and chemical composition is similar to that of lysosomcs
(b) They destroy products formed from oxygen, cspecrally hydrogen peroxide
(c) They engulf exogenous substances and degrade them
(d) They consume oxygen in large amounts, hence the name peroxisomes

., •

7. Cytoskeleton comprises:
(b) Cell membrane
(d) Cell junctions

(a) Microtubules and microfilaments
(c) Golgi complex
•

8. All
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

are hue for gap junction, except:
It permits rapid propagation of electrical potential changes from one cell to another
It permits direct transfer of ions between the cells
It is traversed by a channel that connects the two cells
It is plentiful in skeletal muscle cells

9. Which of the following is false about apoptosis?
(a) It is a process of programmed cell death
(b) It is also called as cell suicide
(c) It plays an important role during embiyonal development
(d) It occurs as a natural process in autoimmune diseases
10. Which of the following m oves rapidly across the cell membrane?
(a) CO2
(b) Water
(c) Glucose

(d) Urea

11. The bimolecular lipid layer in the cell membrane has the characteristics of a fluid due to presence of:
(a) Phospholipids
(b) Cholesterol
(c) Glycolipids
(d) Glycoproteins

.. 14,tt#Ui
1. (d) 2. (c)

3. (b)

4. (c)

5. (b)

6. (b)

7. (a)

8. (d)

9. (d)

---CXX)I----

10. (a)

11. (b)
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Transport Across Cell Membranes
I.

Passive Transport Processes:
(A) Diffusion: simple, facilitated

II.

(B) Osmosis: osmotic pressure, tonicity

·"

Active transport processes:
(A) Primary (Na+-K+ pump)

(B) Secondary
(C) Carrier type (uniporters, symporters, antiporters)
(D) Vesicular transport processes: endocytosis (phagocytosis), pinocytosis, exocytosis
III.

Intercellular communication: chemical messengers

Substances move through the cell membrane by two major
processes: passive and active. Passive transport requires no
energy; active transport on the other hand does consume
energy.

(iv) It is the only form of transport that is not carrier
mediated.
(v) Factors affectmg diff11sio11. The 'rate' at which a
material diffuses through a membrane (flux) is given
by Fick's law of diff11sio11 i.e.
Net rate of diffusion (flux) =

PASSIVE TRANSPORT PROCESSES
Here substances move across the cell membrane without
any energy expenditure by the cell. It includes: Diffusion
and Osmosis.

Diffusion coefficient (D) x
Area of the membrane (A)
- - -- - - - -- - X (Cin- cout)
Thickness of membrane
(or diffusion distance) (T)

A. DIFFUSION
Diffusion is a passive process (i.e. no external source of

Cin and Cout = Concentration of the material inside and

energy is required) by which molecules move from areas
of high concentration to areas of low concentration (down
their 'chemical gradient'); and cations (positively charged
molecules) move to negatively charged areas whereas
anions move to the positively charged areas (down their
'electrical gradient'). It is of two types:
(1) simple diffusion, and
(2) facilitated diffusion.

outside of the membrane. The negative sign indicates that
the material is moving down its concentration gradient.
(Also see to page 355)
(a) Distance: The greater the distance, the longer
the time required. 1n the human body, diffusion
distances are usually small as diffusion of
substances occurs across the cell membranes of
uniform thickness (10nm).
(b) Size o_r tlze gradie11t: The larger the concentration
gradient, faster
the diffusion proceeds.
(c) frmperature: The higher the temperature, faster
the diffusion rate. At normal body temperature of
37°C diffusion is optimal (maximum).
(d) ,\,JoleC11larsize:Thepermeabilityofcellmembrane to
a substance falls rapidly with increase in molecular
weight in the range between 10,000 to 60,000. This
is why glucose diffuses faster than large proteins.
(e) Lipid solubility.
- Lipid soluble molecules (02, CO2, N 2 and alcohols)
diffuse rapidly with ease through the lipid layer
of the membrane.

1. Simple Diffusion

Characteristic features
(i) It occurs because the heat content of the solution
keeps the solvent and the solute particles of the
solution in constant motion.
(ii) Net movement stops when the concentration of the
molecules is equal everywhere within the solution
(diffusional equilibrium).
(iii) Although random movements of the molecules

continue after diffusional equilibrium is achieved,
the concentration of the molecules throughout the
solution remains the same.

14
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Gated cliamrels have gates that open or close either:
(i) by alteration in membrane potential (voltage
gated) e.g. Na+ and Ca2+ channels (page 156); or

- Water soluble molecules (ions, glucose, urea) can
cross the cell membrane slowly as they diffuse
through the aqueous channels formed by
transmembrane proteins.
Ion channels

·•

(ii) when they bind a ligand i.e. either an ion or a

specific molecule (ligatz1 §.:!/aJ- The ligand is
either external (e.g. neuN>~ansmitter - page 156 "">
or a hormone) or intern~ (e.g. intracellular Ca 2+, U 't
cAMP, or G protein pro uced in the cells - page
654) (fig. 2.2).
~r6W\~
Some channels are also opened by mechanical
stretch (mechanosensitive cha1111el - pages 190,867), -f>V-.
which play an important role in cell movement.

?o~€ ~' '11\ou...\ Qo}t_.

'Ions' also utilize ionic diannels to cross th~ cell membrane.
Some channels are continuously open, whereas others are
'gated' (Fig. 2.1).

I

Ions

i
•

•

Cell membrane

r

i
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••••
Open

Closed

Closed

Fig. 2.1 Ion channels

af'

--

Cytosol

Open

_J

,'\l

Fig. 2.2 Ligand gated channels

There
ion chann~ls specific (for Na+, K+, Ca2 + and
cl-) and non-specific (for cations or anions). Each type of
channel exists in multiple forms with different properties.
lmP.ortant Notes
Most are made up of identical or very similar protein
subunits. For example: I\) 0 N,
'\Ont~ 1. The variation in the membrane permeability in
different cell membranes reflects differences in
1. K+ channels are tetramers with four
the number of ion channels in th membranes.
similar protein subunits through
2.
Thee
tracellular liga s are calle rst messengers
which K+ pass. Similarly aquaporin
and
the
· tracellular m ·a tors are IJed second
water channels (page 530) are
e second
essengers enerally
messengers.
tetramcrs with an intracellular
activate prate· kinases (page 654).
channel in each protein subunit.

Gtoie!l

2. Ligand gated cations or anion
channels (see below) have five
identical protein subunits.

3. Several types of c 1- channels arc
dimers with an intracellular pore in
each subunit.

Applied: Ion channel mutations cause a variety of
channelopatl1ies - diseases that mostly affect muscle and
brain tissu e and produce: periodic paralysis, myotonia,
myasthenia or convulsions.

2. Facilitated Diffusion
Clzaraderistic features
(i) It is a carrier-medi.ated process that enables molecules
that are too large to flow through membrane channels
by simple diffusion (Fig. 2.3). For example,
(a) glucose transport by the glucose transporter (GLUT)
across intestinal epithelium (page 260), and
{b) the transport of glucose into RBCs, muscles and
adipose tissue in the presence of insulin.
(ii) It is more rapid than simple diffusion.
(iii) The carrier protein undergoes repetitive spontaneous
configurational changes during which the binding
site for the substance is alternately exposed to the
ICF and ECF.
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• • • Glucose molecules
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Transmembrane carrier protein

Fig. 2.3 The facilitated diffusion of glucose

(iv) Its rate of diffusion increases with increase in
concentration gradient to reach a plateau when all
the binding sites on the carrier proteins are filled
(Fig. 2.4). This is called 'saturation'.
Simple diffusion

Facilitated diffusion

• 0

a: ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Concentration gradient

Fig. 2.4 The diffusion rate (simple and facilitated) compared

(v) There are many types of carrier proteins in membranes,
each type having binding.sites that are specific for a
particular substance.
Important Notes

1. Diffusion is a major force affecting the
distribution of water and solutes in different body
compartments.
2. In diabetes mellitus, glucose uptake by muscle
and fat cells is impaired because the carrier for
facilitated diffusion of glucose require insulin.
Some substances (weak acids and weak bases) that
are quite soluble in cell membr~es in the undissociated
form, cross the membrane with difficulty in the ionic form.
However, if an undissociated substance diffuses from one
side of the membrane to the other end and then dissociates,
there occurs net movement of the undissociated substance

•• • • •
from one side of the membrane to another, called No11io11iL 1lirJ11 io11 . This phenomenon is seen in the GIT and
kidneys.
B. OSMOSIS
Definition: Osmosis is the passive flow of the solvent
e.g. water across a selectively permeable membrane (i.e.
membrane permeable to so~yent but not to the solute),
into a region where there is a higher concentration of a
solute to which the membrane is impermeabfe.
The Osmotic Pressure
The tendency for m9vemenf of solvent molecules to pass
across a membrane from a low concentration of solute to a
region of greater solute concentration can be prevented by
applying pressure to the more concentrated solution. The
amount of pressure exactly required to prevent solvent
migration (i.e. osmosis) is called the osmotic pressure of the
solution (fig. 2.5).
Osmotic pressure of a solution is related to the:
(1) Number of particles (molecules or ions) dissolved in
the solution rather than their size, type, molecular
weight or chemical composition.
(2) Temperature and volume in the same way as the
pressure (P) of a gas i.e.

P=

nRT

v·

where n = number of particles; R = gas constant;
T = absolute temperature and V = volume of
solution.
If 'T' is kept constant then osmotic pressure is
proportionate to the number of particles in a solution per
unit volume of solution.
Since the body fluids are not ideal solutions, the number
of particles free to exert an osmotic effect is reduced due to
interaction among the ions. Thus, it is actually the effective
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Water is placed on one side of the membrane (A) and an equal
volume of a solution of solute is placed on the other (B)

•
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Water molecul1!s from (A) move down their concentration
gradient into the solution (B) and its volume increases

Fig. 2.5 Diagrammatic representation of osmosis

electrolyte's concentration in the body fluids rather than
the number of equivalents of an electrolyte in solution
that determines its osmotic effect.

' ' ,
are hypertoniic; and those with lesser osmolality are
hypo tonic.

Important

UM§
The coUoidal osm otic pressu re due to the plasm a
colloids is called ONCOTIC PRESSURE (refer to
page 55).
The Osmotic Pressure Gradient
The osmotic pressure gradient is created by the presence
of different concentrations of solutes in the solutions
on either side of the membrane. Thus a homogeneous
solution containing osmotically active particles can exert
osmotic pressure only when it is in contact with another
solution across a membrane permeable to the solvent and
not to the solu te.

C

Osmolal Concentration of Plasma: Tonicity
The term concentration refers to the total concentration of
solute particles in a solution, irrespective of their chemical
composition. The concentration of osmotically active
particles is expressed in osmoles (osm) or 'milliosmoles'
(1/1000 of 1 osm) (page 30).
The osmolarity is the number of osmoles per litre
of solution e.g. plasma; whereas the osmolalihJ is the
n umber of osmoles per kilogram of the solvent. Therefore,
osmolarity is affected by the volume of the various solutes
in the solution and the temperature, while the osmolality
is not. ~motically active substances in the body are
dissolved in water, and as the density of water is 1, so
osmolal concentration is expressed as osm/L of water.

Tlze osmolality of normal human plasma is 290 mosm/L.
The osmolality of a solution relative to plasma is called
tonicihJ. Solutions that have the same osmolality as plasma
are said to be isotonic (e.g. 0.9% sodium chloride solution
or 5% glucose solution); those with greater osmolality

In contrast to isotonic, hypertonic and hypotonic,
another set: of terms isosmotic, hyperosmotic and
hyposmotic denote simply the .gsroa!arjtv (i.e. total
solute concentration) of a solution relative to another
solution regardless of its composition. The two sets
of terms are therefore not synonymous.
Relatii:e co11trilmti,m of tlze t•nrio11,;; ,,tnsma compo11e11ts
to I o ., to 1/ c,
11tr w , o I 1~ ,,,,

.. , r 1,

1. Approximately 2 7
othe
0~
90 mosm/ L of normal

pl~sma a1re_con~uted b
a+ and its accom~anying
CO because there 1s no net
aruons, mainly~
movement of these osmo cally active particles into
the cells .and these particles are not metabolised.
2. Although the concentration of the p lasma proteins
is large !(average 6.4--8.3 gm / dL), they normally
contribute less than 2 mosm/ L because of their very
high molec~
eights.
3. The major non-electrolytes of plasma, glucose and
urea, which are in equilibrium with the cells (i.e.
easily crosses most cell membranes) contribute
a,g,cwt 5 mosm/ L. But this can be quite large in
hyperglycemia or uremia.

UM§
Clinically, a rough estim ation of plasma osm olality
can be mad,:! by using the formula:

Osmolali.ty (m osm /L) =
2 [Na+] + 0 ..055 [glucose] + 0.36 ['Blood urea nitrogen]
(m Eq /L)
(m g/d L)
(m g/d L)

Cli11ical significance
The total plasma osmolality is important in assessing
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dehydration, overhydration, and other fluid and electrolyte
abnormalities. For example:
1. Hyperosmolality can cause coma (Hyperosmolar coma)
by causing water to flow out of the cells i.e. cellular
dehydration.
2. The flow of water into or out of the capillaries depends
.. S, on whether the colloidal osmotic pressure or 011cotic
pressure (osmotic pressure produced by plasma proteins)
is greater or lesser than the hydrostatic pressure of the
blood (produced by systemic arterial blood pressure).
When water flows into or out of capillaries, it carries
dissolved particles with it. This force is called solvent
drag. Its effects are very small in the body.

\>

....4-4.•5·

"-'~ ,ouu:e&l~~o\Vtd,

At normal body temperature (37°C), a concentration
of lmosm/L will cause 19.3mmHg osmotic pressure
in the solution.

ACTiyE TRA,NSPORT PROCESSES
Here, substances are transported against their chemical
and electrical gradient. This form of transport requires
energy and is called active transport. It includes:
(A) Primary active transport processes,
(B) Secondary active transport processes,
(C) Carrier type processes, and
(D) Vesicular transport processes

1. Sodium-potassium (Na+ - K+) pump,

2. Calcium (Ca2+) pump, and
3. Potassium hydrogen (K+ - H+) pump.
1. Sodium-potassium (Na+ - K+) pump
or Na+ - K+ ATPase
It is the most common pump found in all parts of the
body. It uses the membrane-bound ATPase as a carrier

molecule i.e. an enzyme that catalyses the hydrolysis of
ATP. One of these ATPase is sodium-potassium activated
ATPase (Na+ - K+ ATPase).

Struchtre
ATPase is composed of 6 subunits, three o. (<X:t, o.i and C½)
and three P(P1, P2 and P:J, all extend through the membrane
of most cells; however they have specialized function in
certain tissues. Sodium and potassium transport occurs
through o. subunit. a-subunit has:
(i) ATPase enzwnatic activil]_ i.e. the ability to convert ATP
to adenosine diphosphate (ADP), thereby releasing
energy; and
(ii) binding siffS on its intracellular and extracellular
faces. The former contains binding sites for three
Na+ ions and an ATP molecule whereas the latter
contains binding sites for two K+ ions.
Mechanism of operation
The operation of the Na+- K+ pump consists of two steps
(Fig. 2.6):

HMN

Step 1: Binding of 3Na+ ions and ATP to a carrier protein
inside the cell transfers high energy phosphate group
from ATP to aspartic acid residue of o. subunit of ATPase
(plzosphorylation). This causes change in configuration of
protein resulting in 3Na+ ions to move out of the cell.
Step 2: When 2K+ ions bind to the carrier protein on
the outside of the cell, the aspartic acid-phosphate bond is
hydrolysed (depliosphon;lation). This causes second change

Because active transport processes require energy,
they are often referred to as pumps.

.

A . PRIMARY ACTIVE TRANSPORT PROCESSES

They directly use the energy obtained fro~ the hydrolysis
of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). ,The primary active
transport system consists of:
Binding site for 2k•

l

ECF

Cell membrane

t ' \' ATP-binding site
\
Membrane-bound ATPase
(carrier molecule)

Phosphorylation site
Binding site for 3Na•

"Step 1"

Fig. 2 .6 Mechanism of operation of Na+ - K' pump

"Step 2"

j

..
-•
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in configuration of protein resulting in 2K+ ions to move
into the cell.

Functions
1. Na+ - K+ pump is responsible for maintaining the high
K+ and low Na+ concen trations in the cell. How?
Na+ - K+ pump catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP
and uses the energy to force out 3Na+ ions from the
cell and take 2K+ ions into the cell for each mole of
ATP hydrolyzed . Thus it is an l'lectrog 11ic 1111111p with
a coupling ratio of 3/2 and produces net movement of
positive charge out of the cell. This electrical potential
is a basic requirement in nerve and muscle fibers for
transmitting electrical signals.
2. Active trnnsport of Na+ ions a11d K+ ions is one of the major
energy-using processes in the body. It accounts for a large
part of the basal metabolism.
3. It helps in regulation of normal cell volume and pressure
(p age 35).

!

--

Inhibition of the pump
1. The pump requires binding by Na+, K+ and ATP for its
operation. Therefore, if the concentration of any of these
substances is too low, the pump does not function .
2. When temperature is reduced.
3. During oxygen lack.
4. Metabolic poisons e.g. 2,4 dinitrophenol (DNP) that
prevents the formation of ATP.

Na+- K+ pump activity is increased by: thyroid

hormones, insulin, aldosterone and G-actin, whereas
dopamine inhibits its activity.

Clinical Significance
Digitalis, a drug used for the treatment of heart failure,

Glucose --..e •

• • •

•• • •••••••
• ••

••

•

Ll
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increases myocardial contractility by binding to the
extracellular face of the a -subunit and interfering with
the dephosphorylation step of the transport process.
This inhibits lthe pump thereby increasing intracellular
Ca2+ concentration and ultimately leads to increased
myocardial contractility (also see to page 342).
2. Calcium (Ca2 +) pump or Ca2 + ATPase
(i) It is one of the ATPase other than Na+ - K+ ATPase.
It is present in the sarcoplasmic reticulum of

muscle cells, which maintains the intracellular
ionic Ca2+ concentration below 0.1 mmol/L.
(ii) lt is also located in the cell membrane and in many
cell org;anelle membranes. In the cell membrane, the
direction of Ca2+ transport is from cytoplasm to ECF.
In cell organelle membranes it is from cytoplasm
into the organelle lumen . This is why the cytoplasm
of most cells has a very low Ca2 t concentration.
3. Potassium-hydrogen (K+ - H +) pump
or K+ - H + ATPase (or tt+ - K+ ATPase)

It is present in the cells of the gastric m ucosa (page 218)
and renal tubules (page 527) where it causes the secretion
of H+.
4. Proton ATPase

It is present in many cell organelles such as golgi complex
and lysosomes (page 8) where it help to keep the interior
acidic.
B. SECONDARY ACTIVE TRANSPORT PROCESSES
In some tissues, the active transport of Na+ is coupled
(linked) to the transport of other substances i.e. the transport
of many ions and n u trients alon g their electrochemical
energy gradients is accomplished by Na+-dependent
secondary active tran sport (Fig. 2.7). For example:

•

• •• • •
• • ••

Carrier ~ - --'""
molecules

• • • ••

(A) The affinity of the protein carrier for glucose Is
Increased In the presence of Na•. The glucose and
Na• pass through the membrane together.

(B) Once iniside the cell, the Na'" dissociates from the
carrier, reducing the carrier's affinity for glucose and
causing the g lucose to d issociate from the carrier.

I Fig. 2.7 Secondary active transport of glucose (i.e. active transport that uses an indirect energy source)

----'
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(1) Glucose and ammo acids are reabsorbe d from the
proximal renal tubules (page 521) or absorbed from
the intestinal lumen (page 260) only if Na+ binds to
the protein and is transporte d down its electrochemical
gradient at the same time.
(2) Calcium is exchanged from the cytoplasm of cardiac
and other muscle cells for extracellular Na+, called
Na+ - Ca2+ exchanger. This causes muscle relaxation.
(3) Iodide pump (page 681).
Mechanis m of secondary active transport

When Na+ binds to the carrier molecule, the carrier
molecule increases its affinity for the substance s to be
transporte d. When both Na+ and the substance are
bound to the carrier molecule, the carrier undergoes a
configurational change during which both molecules are
transporte d across the membrane .
In some cases, both Na + and the substance are
transporte d in the same direction, whereas in others they
are transporte d in opposite directions.
C. CARRIER TYPE PROCESSES

Carriers are transport proteins that binds ions and other
molecules and then change their configuration, moving
the bound molecules from one side of the cell membran e
to the other. (Fig. 2.8)

Cell

membrane

Uniporter

Symporter
(co-transporter)

Antiporter
(counter transporter)

Fig. 2.8 Carrier type processes_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2. Symporters (co-transporters) transport two particles
together in the same direction, such as the secondary
active transport of glucose (see above).
3. Antiporte rs (counter transporters) transport molecules
in opposite directions i.e. they exchange one substance
for another. For example:
(i) Na+ - K+ pump which moves 3Na+ out of the cell
in exchange for 2K+ that moves into the cell.
(ii) Na+ - Ca2+ exchanger s in the muscle cells.
(iii) Na+ - H+ exchanger s in the renal tubules.
Importan t Note

Carrier type processes can be active or passive,
dependin g on the location.
D . VESICUL AR TRANSPO RT PROCESSES
or TRANSCY TOSIS

Many substances are transported across the cell membrane
by endocytosis and exocytosis.
1. Endocyto sis - 2 types:
(i) Ph, {OC1/10s (cell eating). It is the process by
which extracellular substance s (bacteria, dead
tissue, foreign particles etc.) are engulfed by the
cells. The substance makes contact with the cell
membran e, which then invaginates. The endocytic
vesicle pinches off from the cell membran e and
fuses with another intracellul ar vesicle e.g.
lysosome, from which the ingested substance is
released into ICF. (Fig. 2.9)

.

-

UMN
If
J

the substance ingested is in solution form, the
process is called pinocytosis (cell-drinking).
(ii)

Types
l. Uniporter s are carriers that transport a single particle

in one direction, such as the facilitated diffusion of
glucose.

~l
~e, •-11 lurr. I uc.c
w. - the material to
be transporte d first binds to a receptor, and then
the receptor-s ubstance complex is ingested by
endocytosis. For example, transport of iron and
cholesterol into the cells.

S ummary: Characten stics of different types of transpurt
Type

Electro-chemical
gradient

Carrier
mediated

Metabolic energy
required

Effect of inhibition Na+
- K+ pump

1. Simple diffusion

Downhill

No

No

Nil

2. Facilitated diffusion

Downhill

Yes

No

Nil

3. Primary active transport

Uphill

Yes

Yes

lnhibited

4. Cotranspor t

Uphill

Yes

Yes (indirectly)

Inhibited

Uphill
Yes
Yes (indirectly)
Downhill or Uphill means along or against the electrochemical gradient respectivel y

Inhibited

5. Counter transport

a
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•

•
•
Coat protein
Phagosome
(food vacuole)

Cytoplasm

Coated vesicle

(C)

(B)

(A)

Fig. 2.9 Sequence of events in endocytosis (A), Pinocytosis (B) and Receptor mediated endocytosis (C)
Cell
membrane

Secretion granule

Fusion

Elimination of layers

Fission

Fig. 2.10 Sequence of events in exocytosis

..

2. Exocytosis - Here substances secreted by the cell are
trapped within vesicles or granules which fuse with the
cell membrane and release their contents to the ECF. Titis
leaves the contents of the vesicles or granules outside
the cell and the cell membrane intact. It requires Ca2+
and energy (rig. 2.10). Hormones, digestive enzymes

and synaptic transmitters are examples of substances
transported out of the cell by this process.

UMN

Vesicular transport processes of any kind require
metabolic energy in the form of ATP.

INTERCELLULAR COMMUN ICATION:
CHEMICAL MESSENG ERS

•
Glucose

Fig. 2. 1 I Summary: Movements of substances across cell
membranes.

Cells communica te with each other via chemical
messengers that include amines, amino acids, steroids,
polypeptide s, lipids, nucleotides etc. Some messengers
move from cell to cell via gap junction without entering
the ECF (page 10), and some messengers are secreted into
the ECF to affect the functions of neighbourin g cells. The
intercellular communica tion mediated by messengers in
the ECF are of tl,ree types:
1. Neural co11111111111catio11 i.e. communica tion via synaptic
junction (page 155) .
2. Paracrim• co1111111111icntio11. Here products of cells diffuse
in the ECF to affect the neighbourin g cells. In addition,
if product of cells bind to receptors on the same cell, it
i. .,
is called
3. Endocrme comr111111icatio11 in which hormones reach cells
via the circulating blood (page 655).
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Angiotens in II (page 506) and catecholam ines (page
735) and ADH (page 672) act in this fashion.

The extracellu lar ligands (page 15) are called First
Messengers and the intracellu lar mediators are called
Second Messengers.

The second messenge rs generally activate protein
kinases i.e. enzymes that catalyze the phosphorylation
of tyrosine or serine and threonine residues in proteins.
The major protein kinases are:
l. Calmodul in dependen t e.g.
(i) Phosphory lase kinase
(ii) Ca 2+ / calmoduli n kinase I, II and III
(iii) Myosin light-chain kinase
2. Protein kinase C
3. cAMP dependen t kinase-protein kinase A
4. cGMP dependen t kinase
Mode of action of chemical messengers
The mechanism s by which chemical messenge rs in the
ECF bring about changes in cell function are:
(A). By opening or closing io11 channels in t/,e cell membrane.
Some ligands (page 15) bind directly to ion channels
in the cell membran e and then alter the permeabil ity
of membran e to the ion. For example, action of A-ch
on motor end plate (page 155).
(B) By stimulation of transcription. The chemical messenge r
acts via cytoplasmic or nuclear receptors to increase
transcription of mRNA. Thyroid and steroid hormones
exert their effects in this fashion (page 654).
(C) By activating phosp/10/ipase C. Binding of ligand to
its receptor activates phospholi pase C on the inner
surface of the membrane . Phospholipase C catalyzes the
hydrolysis of phosp/10tidylinositol diphosphate (PJP ) to
2
form inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG)
both of which act as second messenger.
(i) The IP3 diffuses to the endoplasm ic reticulum (ER),
where it triggers the release of Ca2+ into the cell to
produce physiological effects.
(ii) DAG stays in the cell membrane, where it activates
protein kinase C to produce physiological effects
(Fig. 2.12).

Role of calcium ions as second messenger
Ca2 + regulates a very large number of physiological
processes (page 699), so regulation of intracellul ar Ca2+
is of great importanc e.
"

·ll .JI

t,

(Fig. 2.13)
1. The free [Ca2+] in the cytoplasm at rest is 100 nmol/L
and in the interstitia l fluid is 1,200,000 nmol/L i.e.
12,000 ti.mes the cytoplasm ic concentra tion.
2. Much of the intracellul ar Ca 2+ is bound by
the endoplasm ic reticulum, mitochond ria and
calcium-binding proteins. The major Ca2+ binding
protiens include:
(i)
,
Ca2+ binding protein involved in
contractio n of skeletal muscle.
(ii)
'1 I
When it binds Ca2+, it activates five
different calmodulin -dependent kinases.
(a) myosin light-chain kinase, which phosphory lates
myosin to bring about contraction in smooth
muscle.
(b) Phospfwrylase
kinase, which activates
phosphory lase
(c) & (d ) Ca 2+fcalmodulin kinase 1 and II, are •
concerned with synaptic function; and
(d) Ca2+/calmodulin kinase ITT, concerned with
protein synthesis.
(ill) C l •ii:, r ,, that inactivate s Ca2+ channels by
dephosph orylating them and also plays a role in
activating T-cells.
3. Ca2+ enters the cells along its concentra tion and
electrical gradient and cause opening of store-operated
Ca2+ channel (SOCC) in the cell membran e to increase
the concentra tion of free Ca2+ in the cytoplasm . This

'

..
-"

C

-.

Ca2•

(voltate gated)
Ca2 +

Ca 2 +

(ligand gated)

ligand
(1st messenger)

binds to
receptor

PIP2

i.e. (i) IP3
(ii) DAG -

I

ER -

i
-

3Na•

Ca2•
(SOCC)

(+) Phospolipase C

Ca2 +

2nd meSSflnger

ts intracellular Ca2+

•

(+) Protein kinase C

fig. 2.12 Pathway for the formation of inositol triphosphate
(IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) from phosphotidylinositol
diphosphate (PIP 2). (t s: increases; (+):activates;
ER: endoplasmic reticulum)

- - -- - - - -

Mitochondrlon

I

Endoplasmic
reticulum

Fig. 2.13 Regulation of intracellular Ca2+.
SOCC: Store-operated Ca2+ channel in cell membrane
CBP: Calcium binding proteins; (+):Stimula tion
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Summary: Mode of action of chemical messengers (See text for d etails)
Examples

Mechanism

..

A. By opening or closing of ion channels in the cell
membrane
B. By stimulation of transcription of mRNA
C. By activating phosphorylas e C with intracellular

production of IP3 and DAG.

•
D. By altering activity of adenylate cyclase
E. By increasing cGMP in cell

(i) Action of A-ch on motor end plate (page 155)

(ii) Action of catecholamine on ion channel on the heart (page 177)
Action of steroid and thyroid hormones
(i) Angiotensin 11 (page 506)
(ii) Catecholamin es (page 736)
(iii) ADH (page 671)

Activation of phosphorylas e kinase in the liver by epinephrine
(page 601)
(i) Vasodilator action of nitric oxide on blood vessels (page 322)
(ii) Phototransdu ction in rods and cones (page 1108)
Actions of catecholamines (page 736); A-ch opioids (page 900);
Angiotensin II, TSH; FSH, light (page 1108) etc.

F. By activation of G-protein

in tum bi,nds to and activates Ca2+-binding protein

..

and eventually activate a number of protein-kinases.
4. Ca 2+ is pumped out of the cell by:
(i) Ca2+-J--J+ pump (Ca2+-tt+ ATPase) in exchange for
two H+; and
(ii) by an antip ort driven by the Na+ gradient that
exchanges 3Na+ for each Ca2+ (Na+-Ca2+ antiport)
5. Many second messengers (specially IP3) act by
increasing the free cytoplasmic [Ca2+] by releasing Ca2+
from intracellular stores - primarily the endoplasmi c
reticulum .
\ t

II

•

1

L ,-

cGMP. Nitric oxide produces vasodilation via this
mechanism (page 322). cGMP also play important
role in vision (page 1108).
(F) G-proteins linked receptor activation (Fig. 2.14)
(i) G-proteins or GTP (Guanosine triphosphate: An
analog of ATP) binding proteins are membrane
bound nucleotide regulatory p roteins having 3
sub-units: a , and y. When the largest of 3 subunits (i.e. a-sub-unit) bin ds GDP (Guanosine
diphosphate ), the 3 sub-units associate together.

l

'I

different effects at low and at high intracellular
Ca
concentratio ns. For example:
(1) Ca2+ may be in high concentratio n at the site of its
release from an organelle or calcium bindng p rotein
or a channel (Ca2+ sparks); and
(2) Ca2+ may be in low concentratio n after it diffuses
throughout the cell.
2 + have

(A)
G-protein complex
GDP

(B)

UM&
2

Ca + sparks plays an important role in the control of
vascular ton e. In addition, once released intracellula r
[Ca2+] fluctuate at regular intervals a nd the amplitude
of such fluctuations codes information for effector
mechanism s.

receptor
binding
G-protein

Ca2 •

(C)

(D) By altering activity ofadenylate cyclase causing increased

•

or decreased intracellular production of cAMP
(page 653). A typical example is the activation of
phosphoryla se kinase in the liver by epinephrine via
cAMP (page 601).
(E) By increasing cyclic gumwsine monoplzosphate (cGMP)
in cell. Increase in intracellular cGMP activates cGMP
dependent kinase producing physiological effects. The
enzyme guanylyl cyclase catalyzes the formation of

cAMP
Phospholipase C

Fig. 2.14 G-protein linked receptor activation. {A) Receptor
G-protein interaction; (B) Activation of G-protein lin k.:d
receptor; (C) Effects of free a -sub-unit of G-protem on
enzymes and channels.
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(ii) G-protein gets activated when a receptor binds to

its specific ligand. When this occurs, a-sub-uni t
exchanges bound GDP for GTP and dissociates
from the Pand y sub-units. G-proteins, therefore,
dissociate into 2 parts: the a-subunit and the
py-subunit complex.
(iii) The free a-subunit then migrates in the cell
membran e to modulate the activity of target cell
in 3 ways:
(a) interaction with adenylyl cyclase; or
(b) interaction with phospholi pase C; or
(c) directly open an ion-channel.

(iv) Examples of some of the ligands for receptors
that act via G-proteins are: Catecholamines
(page 736), A-ch, opioids (page 900), angiotensin
Il, TSH, FSH, light (page 1108) etc.

UMN

.

-

All G-protein coupled receptors tran verse the cell

membran e seven times (called serpentine receptors).

Applied Aspects

Abnormalities caused by alteration in the function of
G-protein receptors are given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Rl'ceptor and G-protl•m diseases
I. Diseases due to mutation of the genes for receptors

A Due to loss of functi.on of receptors
Receptor Involved

Disease

1. Cone opsins

Colour blindness (page 1113)

2. Rhodopsin
3. V 2-vasopressi n (page 696)

Retinitis pigmentosa (page 1089) and night blindness (page 1108)
Nephrogen ic diabetes insipidus (page 674)

4. Endothelin and receptors

Hirschspru ng's disease (page 253)

B. Due to gain of function of receptors
1. Ca2 receptors

Familial hypercaldu ric hypocalcer:nia and secondary hyperparat hyroidism
(page 707)

2. G-protem

Acidophilic cell tumour of anterior pituitary with acromegaly (page 665)

II. Diseases due to production of antibodies against receptors
1. Thyroid ~timulating hormone (TSH)

Grave's disease (page 691)

2. Nicotinic A-ch receptors

Myasthenia gravis (page 158)

iMN-hMiH,ti
1. Give physio-clinical significance of: diffusion, osmosis, non-ionic diffusion, solvent drag, hyperosmo
lar coma;
chemical messengers; Fick's law of diffusion and factors affecting it; Receptor mediated endocytosi
s.
2. What determine distribution of water and solutes in different body compartments.
3. Differentiate between:
(i) active and passive transport processes
(ii) simple and facilitated diffusion
(iii) osmotic and oncotic pressure
(iv) osmolarity and osmolality
(v) endocytosis and exocytosis
(vi) phagocytos1s and pinocytosis
(vii) isotonic and isosmotic solutions
(viii) primary and secondary active transport processes.
(ix) first and second messenger
4. Depict diagrammatically
(i) mechanism of operation of Na• K• pump.
(ii) Phenomeno n of Osmosis
(iii) Secondary active transport
(iv) Sequence of events in encocytosis and exocytosis
5. What are the requireme nts for operation of Na+ - K+ pump. What will happen if the pump does
not function?

•
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6. Give the normal value of human plasma osmolality. Enumerate the p lasma components that contribute to it. Add a note
on its clii:iical significance.
7. List the major processes that brings about the transport of substances across the cell membranes.
8. Write briefly about:
(ii) Role of calcium ion as second messenger
(i) Protein kinases
G-protein linked receptor activation
(iv)
(iii) Calcium binding proteins
Mechanism of diversity of calcium action.
(vi)
(v) Ion channels
(vii) Solvent drag
9. Describe briefly principal ways that a chemical messengers in the extracellular fluid produce changes inside the cells.
10. Explain how does intercellular communication affect cellular physiology?

11. Briefly describe abnormalities caused by alteration in functions of G-protein receptors.

00·1
1. Rate of diffusion of a substance from a region of its higher concentration to a region of lower concentration is directly

proportional to:
(b) Temperature
(a) Molecular size of the substance
(d) Water solubility of the substance
(c) Thickness of the membrane
2. The concentration of sodium on the first side of a membrane is two times as great as on the second side of the m embrane.
This concentration is now increased to five times as great on the first side as on the second side. How many times does
the net rate of sodium diffusion through the membrane increase?
(d) Two times
(a) Five times
(b) Four times
(c) 2.5 times
3. Gated ionic channe ls open or close by:
(a) Alteration in membrane potential
(c) Only when they bind to an external ligand

(b) Only when they bind to an internal ligand
(d) Depending on the lipid solubility of an ion

4. A major force affecting the distribution of water and solutes in different body compartments is:
(a) Diffusion
(b) Osmosis
(c) Active transport processes
(d) Sodium-potassium pwnp

•-

5. Osmotic pressure of a solution is related to the:
(a) Number of particles dissolved in the solution
(c) Chemical composition of the solution

(b) Size and type of the particles
(d) Number of equivalents of an electrolyte in the solution

6. Approx. 90% osmolality of plasma is contributed by:

(a) Plasma proteins
(c) Sodiwn and its accompanying anions

(b) Glucose
(d) Urea

7. Active transport processes:
(a) Are often referred as pumps
(b) Arc most used processes to move substances through the cell membrane
(c) Always use the energy obtained from transport of other substances
(d) Help transport of substances across cell membrane along the electro-chemical gradient

•

•

8. Sodium-potassium pump is characterised by all of the following except:
(a) Requires binding by only Na+ and K+ for its activation
(b) Uses membrane bound ATPase as a carrier molecule
(c) ls responsible for maintaining high K+ and low Na+ concentration in the cell
(d) Accounts for a large part of the basal metabolism
9. A large part of the basal metabolism is due to:
(a) Operation of sodium-potassium pump
(b) Flow of large molecules th.rough membrane channels by facilitated diffusion
(c) Phenomenon of osmosis
(d) Sodium dependent secondary active transport
10. Sodium potassium pump can be inhibited by all, except:
(a) lf concentration of Na ..., K+ and ATP is too low
(b) When temperature is reduced
(c) If plasma Ca2+ concentration decreases
(d) Oxygen lack
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11. The exocytosis (or reverse pinocytosis ) requires which ion?
(a) Na+
(b) K+
(c) Ca2+
(d) Mg2+
12. Which is not tnte about second messengers?
(a) Mediate intracellular responses to many different hormones and neurotransmi tters
(b) Generally activate protein kinases
(c) are substances that interact with first messenger outside cells
(d) are intracellular mediators.
13. The m echanis m by which epine phrine activates the phosphorylas e kinase in live r is m ediated by:
(a) opening or closing of ion channels in the cell membrane
(b) activation of transcription of mRNA
(c) Achvation of G-protein
(d) Activation of adenylatc cyclase.
14. All ar e the major calcium binding proteins except
(a) Calmodulin
(b) Actinin
(c) Troponin
(d) Calcineurin
15. Simple diffusion differs from facilitated djffusio n through a m embrane in that s imple diffusion:
(a) Does not follow saturation kinetics
(b) ls a carrier mediated process
(c) Is an active process
(d) Occurs only across a selectively permeable membrane
16. O ncotic pressure is:
(a) Same as osmotic pressure
(b) Osmotic pressure across the capillary wall
(c) Pressure due to the plasma colloids
(d) 37 mmHg at capillary arteriolar end
17. Hyperos molar coma is associated with:
(a) Cellular overhydration
(b) Increased colloidal osmotic pressure of the interstitial fluid
(c) Cellular dehydration
(d) Increased hydrostatic pressure of the plasma

1. (b)
11. (c)

2. (b)
12. (c)

3. (a)
13. (d)

4. (a)
14. (b)

5. (a)
15. (a)

6. (c)
16. (c)

7. (a)
17. (c)

8. (a)

9. (a)

10. (c)

----<CXX )>----
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Body Water and Body Fluids
I. Introduction
II. Distribution of total body water (TBW)
Ill. Measurement of body fluid volumes

N.
V

Ionic composition of body fluids
Units for measuring concentration of solutes
(A) Moles
(B) Equivalents
(D) Concept of pH and H+ concentration

(C) Osmoles
{E) Concept of buffer system

INTRODUCTION

Table 3.1: Distribution of total body water (TBW) in a
normal adult 70 kg person

1. In an average young adult male (Fig. 3.1):
(i) 7% of body weight is mineral
(ii) 15% is fat
(iii) 18% is protein and related substances, and
(iv) 60% is water, called total body water (TBW).
2. TBW is about 10% lower in young females due
to relatively greater amount of adipose tissue
(subcutaneous fat)
3. In infants TBW is 65-75% of body weight.

Compartment

(L)

Body weight

42

60

100

A. Extra
Cellular
Fluid (ECF)

14

20

33
(l/3rd TBW)

B. Intra
Cellular
Fluid (ICF)

28

40

Total Body
Water (TBW)

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL BODY
WATER (TBW)

Percent

Volume

Body water

67
(2/3rd TBW)

A. EXTRA CELLULAR FLUID (ECF) COMPARTMENT
This is fluid contained in the spaces outside the cell.
ECF compartment includes: Plasma, interstitial fluid and
transcellular fluid. (Table 3.2)

The distribution of the total water in the body is as given
in Table 3.1.

Table 3.2: Distribution of extra cellular fluid (ECF)
in a normal adult 70 kg person
Compartment
Plasma
(25%

Percent

Volume
(L)

Body weight

Body water

3.5

4-5

8

10.5

15

25

of ECF)

Interstitial plus
Transcellular

Fluid

•

(75%
Infant 65-75%

Adult 60%

of ECF)

l. Plasma is the fluid portion of the blood (page 49). It
represents 25% of the ECF. Its volume can be calculated
from blood volume and PCV (packed cell volume) as

Elderly person
50-55%

Fig. 3.1 Body composition

under:
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Plasma Volume (L) =
Blood volume (L) x

100 -

Hematocrit (PCV)
100

Blood liulume i.e. plasma and blood cells which fill the
vascular system. It is approx. 80 mL/kg of body weight
or 8% of the total body weight.
2. Interstitial Fluid: It is that part of ECF that is outside
the vascuJar system. It sunounds all cells except blood
cells and includes lymph. It is in constant motion
throughout the body and is transported rapidly in the
circuJating blood. Lymph constitutes 2-3% of the total
body weight.
3. Transcellular fluid: It represents fluid in the lumen of
structures lined by epithelium. It includes: digestive
secretions; sweat; cerebrospinaJ fluid (CSF); pleural,
peritoneal, synovial, intraocular (aqueous and vitreous
humours) and pericardia] fluids, bile and luminal fluids
of the gut, thyroid and cochlea. Transcellular fluid
volume is relatively small, about 1L = 15 mL/kg of
body weight (1.5% of body weight).
Important Note

The normal cell function depends upon the
constancy of the fluid that forms the actual
immediate environment of the cells. For this reason
blood is called the internal environment of the body
or Millieu Interieur (a term coined by Claude Bernard,
French physiologist). (Also refer to page 3)
B. INTRA CELLULAR FLUID (ICF) COMPARTMENT
This is the fluid contained within the body cells. This is
larger of the two major fluid compartments. The volume
of the ICF compartment varies.

MEASUREMENT OF BODY
FLUID VOLUMES
The volume of water in each fluid compartment can
be measured by the indicator dilution principle. This
principle is based on the relationship between:
• the amount of a substance injected intravenously (A)
• the volume in which that substance is distributed (V),
and
• the final concentration attained (C).
The equation for the relationship is:
C=

i.e.

V =

Characteristics of the Indicator (marker) used
l. It should be relatively easy to measure.
2. It must remain in the compartment being measured.
3. It must not alter water distribution in the compartment
being measured.

4. It must be non-toxic.
5. It must mix evenly throughout the compartment being

measured.
6. It must be unchanged by the body during the mixing
period or the amount changed must be known.
The indicator may leave the compartment by excretion •
or metabolism during the time allowed for mixing.
Then
(A) administered minus
removed
Volume of distribution (V) = _ _(A)
__
C_ _ __

...

•

A . EXTRACELLULAR FLUID VOLUME (ECFV)
MEASUREMENT

The ECFV is difficuJt to measure, because:
(i) limits of this space are ill-defined;
(ii) few substances mix rapidly in all parts of the space
while remaining exclusively extracelluJar.
Methods
1. Most accurate method to measure ECFV is by using
iu,1/ill (polysaccharide, MW 5200). Radioactive (RA)
inulin is prepared by substituting 14C for one of the
carbon atoms of the molecuJe. RA inuJin levels are
easily determined by counting the samples with suitable
radiation detectors.
2. As c1- is largely extracelluJar, RA isotopes of c1- (36c1and 38CI-) have been used for determining ECFV.
However, some c1- is intracelluJar, therefore, ECFV
determined using o - are greater than actual ECFV.
3. Like c1-, other anions that have been used to measure
ECFV includes: 82Br, sulphate, thiosulphate, thiocyanate
and ferrocyanide. These ions interchange with c1- in
the body and determine greater values for ECFV.
4. Mannitol and sucrose have also been used to measure
ECFV.
(1) Plasma Volume is measured using either of the two
dilution methods.
(i) The first method employs substances that neither
leave the vascular system nor penetrate the
RBCs; such substances include:
(a) Evans Blue Dye (T-1824) that becomes bound
to plasma proteins.
(b) Radio-iodinated
human
serum
albumin
(RISA) i.e. serum albumin labelled with
RA iodine. It slowly leaks out of the circulation
into the interstitial fluid. Suitable sample of
injected solution and plasma samples obtained
after injection are counted in a scintillation
counter.
(c) Radio-iodinated gamma globulin and fibrinogen.
These substances generally do not leak out
of the blood stream.

r

•

•
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(ii) The second method is based on the fact that
the radio-isotopes of phosphorus (32P), iron
(55,59fe) and chromium (51 Cr) penetrate and
bind to RBCs. Therefore, the Re l Cell \io/111 ,
i.e. volume occupied by all the circulating RBCs
in the body can be measured by injecting tagged
RBCs intravenously (I.V.) and after mixing has
occurred, measuring the fraction of the RBCs
that is tagged. Commonly used tag is 51 Cr (RA
isotope of chromium) that is attached to the cells by
incubating them in a suitable 'Cr' solution. Then

=Blood volume x
(practically PCV = RBC volume)

Plasma volume

Table 3.3: Ionic distribution in the various body fluids
(concentration in mEq/ L of H 2 O)
Ion

•

I.C.F.

153

145

12

K+

5.4

5

155

Mg2+

1.9

2

15

Others

2.7

2

2

Total
Cations

163

154

184

c1-

m

110

8

HC~

26.2

27

8

Phosphate
(PO/-)

1

2

90

Proteins
(Prot-)

17.2

15

60

Others

7.6

Total
Anions

163

154

184

326

308

368

Anions

directly because:
(i) difficult to sample it;
(ii) no substance is distributed exclusively in this
compartment.
Substances which librate here also equilibrate in
plasma. Therefore, the interstitial fluid volume is
determined as the difference between ECFV and
plasma volume (i.e. ECFV minus plasma volume).

B. INTRACELLULAR FLUID VOLUME (ICFV)
MEASUREMENT
ICFV cannot be measured directly by dilution, because
no substance is confined exclusively to this compartment
after I.V. administration. It is determined indirectly as:
ICFV = TBW - ECFV.
TBW can be measured by indicator dilution principle
(page 28). Deuterium Oxide (D2O, heavy water) has
properties that are slightly different from HzO, but in
equilibration experiments for measuring TBW, it gives
accurate results. Tritium Oxide and aminopyrine have also
been used for this purpose.

Interstitial

Cations

(2) Interstitial Fluid Volume cannot be measured

'· .

Plasma

Flu.id

lOO - PCV
100

29

Total Ions

18

the concentrations of the cations equals the sum of the
concentrations of the anions in each respective compartment,
making the fluid in each compartment electrically
neutral.
3. Na+, Ca2+, c1- and HCO3- are largely extracellular;
whereas, K+, Mg2+, organic phosphates (PO/ -), and
proteins (pror) are predominantly present in the ICF.

UM§

Ca2+ concentration gradient on outside to inside the
cell is 12,000: 1, see pages 22 and 36.

Important Note

The ECFV /ICFV ratio is larger in infants and children
than it is in adults, but the absolute volume of ECF
in children is smaller than it is in adults. Therefore,
dehydration develops more rapidly and is frequently
more severe in children than in adults.

•

4. Essentially all of the body K+ is in the exchangeable
pool, whereas only 65%-70% of the body Na+ is
exchangeable. Only the exchangeable solutes are osmotically
active.
5. Almost all of the body Ca2+ (in bone) and most of the
body Mg2+ (in bone and cells) are non-exchangeable.

IONIC COMPOSmON OF BODY FLUIDS
Characteristic features
1. Ions constitute approx. 95% of the solutes in the body
fluids (Table 3.3).

2. The distribution of electrolytes in various body
compartments differs markedly. However, the sum of

UNITS FOR MEASURING
CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTES
The number of molecules, electrical charges, or particles
of a substance per unit volume of a particular body fluid
are frequently expressed in moles, equivalents or osmoles.
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A. MOLES
The mole is the standard unit for expressing the amount
of substances in the SI unit system. A mole is the grammolecular weight of a substance, i.e., the molecular weight
of the substance in grams. Each mole (mol) consists of
approx. 6 x 1023 molecules. Thus, 1 mole of KC! = 39 +
35.5 gm = 74.5 gm (i.e. sum of atomic masses of all the
atoms in the molecule).
The m illimole (mmol) is 1/1000 of a mole, therefore,
1 mmol of KCl = 74.5 mg.
1. The concentrations of two different substances on the
basis of number of grams per litre of solution does
not indicate how many molecules of each compound
are present. Therefore, concentrations in units of
grams per litre are often used when the chemical
structure of the solute is unknown.
2. When the structure of a molecule is known,
concentrations are expressed as moles per litre.
This provides a unit of concentration based upon
the number of molecules of the solute in solution.
Thus a solution containing 74.5 gm of KCl in
1 litre of solution is said to be one-molar (1 \1 or
1 mol/L) solution of KCL
3. Since 1 mole of any molecule will have the same
number of molecules (6 x lo23), therefore, lM solution
of KCl contains the same number of solute molecules
per litre as a lM solution of glucose or any other
substance.

U@N
The concentrations of many solutes dissolved in the
body fluids are m uch less than lM, being in the range
of millimoles per litre (1 mM = 0.001M).

B. EQUIVALENTS

1. The equivalent is the standard unit for expressing the
solutes in the body which are in the form of charged
particles. One equivalent (Eq) is 1 mole of an ionized
substance divided by its valency. One mole of KCl
dissociates into 1 Eq of K+ and 1 Eq of CI- . One Eq of
K+ = 39 gm/1 = 39 gm; but 1 Eq of Ca2+ = 40gm/2 =
20 gm. The m.illiequivalent (mEq) is 1/1000 of 1 Eq.
2. The normalittJ (N) of a solution is the number of
gram equivalents in 1 litre. Therefore, 1 N solution of
hydrochloric acid contains 1 + 35.5 gm/L = 36.5 gm/L.
C. OSMOLES
1. The amount of concentrations of osmotically active

particles are usually expressed in osmoles (osm). One
osmole equals the gram molecular weight (i.e. one
mole) of the substance divided by the number of freely
moving particles each molecule liberates in solution.

The milliosmole (mosm) is 1/1000 of 1 osm.
Gram molecular weight
(i.e. one mole) of a substance

As 1 osmole = - - - - - - -- -- - - -Number of freely movable particles,
each molecule liberates in solution

therefore
(i) if a solute is a non-ioruzmg compound (e.g.
glucose), then one osmole is equal to 1 mole of •
solute particle. Thus, I-molar solution of glucose
has a concentration of 1 osm (] osmole per litre);
(ii) if the solute ionizes and forms an ideal solution,
each ion is an osmotically active particle, thus in a
1-molar solution of NaCl, NaCl would dissociate
into Na+ and CI- ions, so that each mole in solution
would supply 2 osmoles of solute per litre of
solution. Similarly, one mole of CaC12 would
dissociate into Ca2+, c1- and CI- supplying 3
osmoles.
2. The number of osmoles per litre of solution is called
Osmolarity, e.g. plasma; whereas the number of osmoles
per kilogram of solvent is OsmolalittJ.

U@N
Osmolarity is affected by the volume of the various
solutes in the solution and the temperature, while
the osmolality is not.

'

3. Osmotically active substances in the body are dissolved

in water; as the density of water is 1, therefore, osmolal
concentration is expressed in osmoles per litre (osm/ L)
of water.
D. CONCEPT OF pH AND H+ CONCENTRATION
1. H+ concentration of various body fluids is expressed in.
two different ways, either directly as [H+] or indirectly
as pH (pH stands for power of hydrogen). (Table 3.4)
pH refers to the negative logarithm of the [H+].
The relation between [H+] and pH can be expressed
as:
(i) pH= log10 1/[H+]
(ii) pH = -log10 [H+]

U@N
For decrease in each pH unit (e.g. from 7.0 to 6.0), the
[H+] is increased 10 fold; for each pH unit increase
(e.g. 7 to 8), it is decreased 10 fold.
2. pH and [H+J are inversely related. Another advantage
of the pH concept is that when the pK of a buffer
system is known, it is immediately possible to
determine the effective pH range of the buffer, where
K = the ionization or dissociation constant. Therefore,

•

•
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Table 3.4: pl I and [H+] of various body fluids
[H+J nmol/L or nEq/L =
10-9 mol/L

pH

..

(maximum alkaline
urine)

10

7.70

of plasma (~verc
alkalosis)

20

7.41

(arterial blood)

7.40

(plasma)

7.38

(mixed venous
blood)

7.30

(CSF)

7.20

(RBC)

7.10

(lCF)

80

7.00

(pure water)
'neutral'

100; pH of water at 25°C, in
which H + a nd OH- are present
in equal numbers, [H+] =
[OH-J = 10-7 mol/L

6.9

of plasma (severe
acidosis)

126

8.00

•

'•

40 How? plasma at pH 7.4 i.e.
[H+] of 40 x 10-9 mol /L

50

6.0

(normal urine)

1000

\

4.5

(urine maximum
acidity)

31600

~-

1.0

(pure gastric juice)

108

pK = negative log of K (-log K) and is equal to the pH
at which half of the acid molecules are dissociated and
half are undissociate d.
3. Blood pH always refers to plasma pH (7.4), the
is
I I
It
range of [H+] that is •
20-126 mEq/ L = pH of 7.7 to 6.9.
Optimal pH range for blood at which human body functions
properly is 7.35 to 7.45 (7.4 ± 0.05). Clinically, blood
pH < 7.35 is referred as Acidosis, and blood pH > 7.45, as
Alkalosis (Fig. 3.2).

..

•

•

•
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Dynamics of Buffering:
The Henderson-Hasselbakh Equation
The general equation for a buffer system is

HA ~ H+ +Awhere A- represents any anion and HA the undissociated
acid.
If an acid stronger than HA is added to a solution
containing this buffer system, the equilibrium is shifted
to the left. H + are 'tied up' in the formation of more
undissociate d HA, so the increase in H+ concentratio n
is much less than it would otherwise be. Conversely, if a
base is added to the solution, H + and OH- react to form
H 2O; but more HA dissociates, limiting the decrease in H+
concentratio n. By the It , Cf 11a 1c 101, the product of
the concentratio ns of the products in a chemical reaction
divided by the product of the concentration of the reactants
at equilibrium is a constant:

If this equation is solved for H+ and put in pH notation
(pH is the negative log of [H+]), the resulting equation
is that originally derived by Henderson and Hasselbalch
to describe the pH changes resulting from addition of
H + or OH- to any buffer system (Henderso1t-Hasselbalcl1
equation):
[A- J
pH = pK + log [HA]
It is apparent from these equations that the buffering

capacity of a system is greatest when the amount of
free anion is equal to the amount of undissociate d HA
i.e. when [A- J/ [HA] = 1, so that log [A-J/[HA] = 0 and
pH = pK. This is why the most effective buffers in tl1e body
would be expected to be those with pKs close to the pH in which
they operate. The pH of the blood is normally 7.4; that of
the cells is probably about 7.2; and that of urine varies
from 4.5 to 8.0.
The pK of the bicarbonate system is 6.1
The pK of the dibasic system is 6.8
The pK of the Ammonia system is 9.0
(For details refer to pages 551 and 559)

E. CONCEPT OF BUFFER SYSTEM
A buffer is a substance that has the ability to bind or
release H + in solution.
A buffer in a solution consists of
a weak acid and its conjugate base,
6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6
thus keeping the pH of the solution
1
1
1
1
relatively constant despite the addition
of considerable quantities of acid or base.
Buffering is the primary means by which
large changes in [H+] are minimized (also
Fig. 3.2 The pH scale
refer to page 55).
----

Acidosis -

7.0

6.8

- - - + - - - - Alkalosis

7.2

I 1I

7.4

7.6

I

Blood
Neutral
(pure water) (Optimal:
7 35-7-45)

6.9

-compatible with liJe--.-7.

7.8

j

1

8.0

1
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lMi-h@iH:ti
1. Give physiological significan ce of:
(i) transcellular fluid
(ii) moles, osmoles and equivalent
(iii) pH and buffering
(iv) total body water
2. Name the different body fluid compartm ents in the human body. Describe the
ways in which their volumes can be
measured .
3. Explain, why dehydrat ion d evelops rapidly and is often more severe in children
than in adults.
4. Give the range of normal pH of blood. What blood pH is compatib le wi th life and
why?
5. Give distribution of ions in various body fluids compartm ents. Explain its physiolog
ic basis.
6. Depict diagrama tically: The pH scale.

•

Ota·i
1. Total blood volume is approxim ately:
(a) 8% (or 80 mL/kg) of body weight
(b) 15% (or 150 mL/kg) of body weight
(c) 25% (or 250 mL/kg) of body weight
(d) 30% (or 300 mL/kg) of body weight
2. Synovial, intraocul ar and pericardia ! fluids are examples of:
(a) Lymph
(b) Interstitial fluid
(c) Transcellular fluid
(d) Intracellular fluid
3. If plasma volume is 3 litres and PCV is 40%, then total blood volume is:
(a) 4 litres
(b) 4.5 litres
(c) 5 litres
(d) 5.5 litres
4. Dehydrat ion develops more rapidly and is frequentl y more severe in children
than adults beca use in children:
(a) ECFV/[CFV ratio is smaller
(b) ECFV/ICFV ratio is larger
(c) Total body water is larger
(d) Total ECFV is smaller
5. Which of the following ion is almost n on-excha ngeable in the b ody?
(a) Sodium
(b) Potassium
(c) Chloride
(d) Calcium
6. Major anion in intraceUular fluid is :
(a) Protein
(b) Phosphat e
(c) Chloride
(d) Bicarbonate
7. A mole of albumin with molecula r weight 69,000 exerts an osm otic effect identical
to:
(a) 69mmHg
(b) Cannot exert an osmotic effect because of very high molecular weight
(c) Na+ which has an atomic weight of23
(d) Oncotic pressure
8. One mole is:
(a) Sum of atomic masses of all the atoms in the molecule
(b) Mole of an ionized substance divided by its valency
(c) Number of gram equivalents in one litre
(d) Gram molecular weight of ~e substance divided by the number of freely moving particles
each molecule liberate m solution
9. In intracellu lar fluid, the single substance with the greatest osmotic
activity is:
(a) Protein
(b) Potassium
(c) Urea
(d) Phosphat e
10. Blood pH range that is compatib le with life is:
(a) 7.4 ± 0.5
(b) 6.9 - 7.7
(c) 6.7 - 7.9
(d) 4.5 - 6.00
11. In an average young adult male, .. . % is fat:
(a) 7
(b) 15
(c) 18
(d) 25
12. E.C.F. differs from 1.C.F. in man in that:
(a) It forms major portion of total body water
(b) It has lower tonicity
(c) Its principal anions are organic
(d) It has higher Na : K+ molar ratio

.j
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13. The flu id in each bo dy compartme nt is electrically neutral because:
(a) Ions constitute approx. 95% of the solutes in the body fluids
(b) Na+ and o- are largely extracellular, whereas K+ and ro;-are predominantl y intracellular
(c) Essentially all of the body K+ and Na+ is in the exchangeable pool
(d) Sum of concentration of cations equals the sum of concentration of anions in each respective compartment
14. For bicarbonate buffer system the H enderson-H asselbach equatio n is:
(b) pH= pK + H2CO/ HCO3
(a) pH - pK + HCO3/H 2CO3
(d) pH =pK + log H 2CO/HCO3
(c) pH= pK + log l ICO/ H 2CO3

1. (a)

11. (b)

2. (c)
12. (d)

3. (c)
13. (d)

4. (d)
14. (c)

5. (d)

6. (b)

---CXX) >----

-

'I

7 (c)

8. (a)

9. (d)

10. (b)

O
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The Membrane Potentials

- .i

Introduction: Ionic composition of body fluids
Gibbs-Donnan membrane equilibrium

I.

II.

Resting membrane potential:
Genesis, equilibrium potential; variation in membrane potential.
Ill. Action potential:
Definition; Origin; phases; ionic basis; properties; electrotonic potentials (graded potentials);
extracellular (surface) recording - biphasic and monophasic; injury (demarcation) potential.

INTRODU CTION
1. The cell membrane separates the intracellular fluid
(ICF) from extracellula r fluid (ECF) i.e. separating
the two compartmen ts having widely different ionic
composition s (Table 3.3, page 29).
2.
, 1positw11 of !CF nnd
l

f

(i) Resting cell membrane is effectively impermeabl e
(or moderately permeable) to Na+.
(ii) Resting cell membrane is freely permeable to K+
and c1- (K+ permeability 50-100 times greater than
Na+ permeability ).
(iii) Cell membrane is practically impermeabl e to most
of the intracellular anions such as proteins and
organic phosphate ions.
(iv) Presence of carriers for certain ions and other
molecules on the cell membrane, e.g. glucose etc.
3. I'
' I/ IL / ( t I((',// I I 'I'll/ pi/ /11, di
I ,., I(

Table 4.1 : Size of hydrated ions and other substances
Substance

Atomic or
Molecular weight

K

Radius (nm)

39

0.12

35.5

0.12

Hp

18

0.12

2

Ca +

40

0.15

Na+

23

0.18

Urea

60

0.23

180

0.38

69,000

7.50

Cl

Glucose
Albumin

I

solution

solution

'a'

'b'

I

(i) Each solution will be electrically neutral i.e. total
charges on cations will be equal to those on anions.
Therefore,
(Cations)a = (Anions)a and
(Cations)b = (Anions)b ... (1)
(ii) The product of diffusible (penetrating ) ions on one
side of the membrane will be equal to product of
diffusible ions on the other. Therefore,
(Diffusible cations). x (Diffusible anions)3
= (Diffusible cahons)b x (Diffusible anions)b ... (2)

The ions in the body are hydrated i.e. ion with its full
complement of water. Thus, although the atomic weight
of potassium (39) is greater than the atomic weight
of sodium (23), the hydrated Na+ is larger than the
hydrated K+; that is why Na+ moves through the cell
membrane with greater difficulty than K . (Table 4 .1)
4. Gibbs-Donn an membrane equilibrium
lnspite of marked concentratio n gradient across the cell
membrane, this uneven distribution of ions is constantly
maintained under resting conditions. I low?
Consider two ionized solutions 'a' and 'b' filling
compartmen ts of constant volume and separated by
a membrane permeable to cations as well as anions.
At equilibrium two things occur:

.

(diffusible cations)a _ (diffusible cations)b
(diffusible anions)b (diffusible anions)a

1.e. - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~

But if one or more indiffusible (non-penetr ating) ions
are also present, the ionic distribution of the diffusible ions
34
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at equilibrium will be asymmetrical. Consider that KCl is
present in solution 'a' and 'b', but only 'a' contains a salt
K+x-, where x- is an non-diffusible anion unable to cross
the membrane (e.g. protein or organic phosphate anion).
solution
'a'

solution
'b'

K+

K+

e1-

e1-

xTherefore, the penetrating ions K+ and c1- diffuse
until equilibrium is attained, the two criteria (1) and (2)
established above will hold i.e.
(K+). = (CI-)a + (X-)a
} (e Iectric
. all y ncu tral)
(K+)b = (Cl\
and (K+). x (CJ-\ = (K+)b x (CI-)b

(K•). = (Cl )b
(K+)b (CJ-).

I

(products and ratios
of diffusible ions)

From the relationship it follows that:
(K+\ > (CJ-).
and, therefore, that
(K+)a > (K+)b and (Cl-)a < (Cl-)b
and (K+)a + (CI-)a > (K+)b + (Cl-)b

Hence at equilibrium two things will occur:
(i) the diffusible cation (K+) co11centratio11 011 tl,e side of
the membrane containing the non-penetrating anion
x- is greater than tl1e diffusible cation concentration
011 the other side;
(ii) tile diffusible anion (Ct) concentration will be greater on
the side without the non-diffusible anion. This is known
as the Gibbs Donnan Membrane Equilibrium.
5. Gibbs-Donnan effect
The asymmetrical distribution of ions across the cell
membrane at equilibrium has the following effects on the
body:
(i) There will be an electrical difference across the cell
membrane whose magnitude can be determined
by Nemst equation (page 36).
(ii) Because of protein anions (proc) and other organic
molecules in the cells, there are more osmotically
active particles in the cells than the interstitial
fluid. This would make them swell and eventually
rupture; but prevented by operation of Na+ - K+
pump which produces net movement of positive
charge out of the cell and keeps the inside and
outside of the cell in osmotic equilibrium. Thus
normal cell volume and pressure depend on
Na+ - K+ pump. (Page 18)

::::I
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Important N
lschaemia decreases Na+ - K+ pump activity causing
swelling and damage of body cells, that is why cerebral
ischaemia, if prolonged, is always fatal.

RESTI1'.fG MEMBRANE POTENTIAL
01r STEADY POTENTIAL
or TRANSMEMBRANE POTENTIAL
When two electrodes are placed on the surface of a cell and
are connected through a suitable amplifier to a cathode ray
oscilloscope (CRO i.e. voltage amplifier recorder system), no
potential difference is observed. However, if one electrode
is inserted into the interior of the cell, a constant (or steady)
potential difference is observed between the inside and the
outside of the cell at rest, called as the Resting Membrane
Potential (Fig. 4 1). This is also termed as steady potential
or trans111e111bra11e potential and indicates the resting state
i.e. state of polarisation of the cell membrane. It is written
with a minus sign, signifying that inside is negative relative
to the exterior. Its magnit11de varies considerably from
tissue to tissue ranging from -1 Om V to -1 OOm V.
GENESIS OF RESTING MEMBRANE POTENTIAL
(RMP)
,,

·, ,-11timt11

inside m11t positivity outside tlir

, 11'

(i) It is due to distribution of ions across the cell
membrane. Some K + diffuses out of the cell along its
concentration gradient while non-diffusible anions
(e.g. proteins etc.) stay in the cell, creating a potential
difference across the membrane. Therefore, there is
a slight eJ<cess of cations outside the membrane and
slight excess of anions inside. (It is worth noting
that the actual number of ions responsible for the
membrane potential is a minute fraction of the total
number present across the cell membrane in each
respective compartment.)
(ii) Na+ - K+ pump is electrogenic at rest with a coupling
ratio of3/2 (page 19). ltdoesnotgenerate the membrane
potential when the coupling ratio is 1. However,
it maintains the concentration gradient on which
the existence of the membrane potential depends.
CAO
Microelectrode
on cell s;urface

Cell
Microelectrode inside cell

Fig. 4 . 1 Arrangement to record resting membrane potential

(R.M.P.)
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(iii) Na+ influx does not compensate for K+ efflux,
because membrane at rest is much less permeable
to Na+ than K+.
(iv) o- diffuses inwards down its concentration gradient
but its movement is balanced by the electrical
gradient.

THE EQUILIBRIUM POTENTIAL:
Forces acting on ions
The forces acting on ions across the cell membrane
produces the variations in membrane potential. In the
above mentioned system, the magnitude of forces acting
across the cell membrane on each ion can be analysed by
Nernst equation as follows:
E

RT l Cm
ion=- ZF n C

out

where,
Eion = equilibrium potential
R = the natural gas constant (8.216 joules / degree)
T = absolute temperature
Z = the valency of ion (for both Na+ and
K + = 1; for Ca2+ = +2; for e1- = -1)
F = The Faraday constant (No. of coulombs/ mole
of charge = 96,500 coulombs/ mol)
ln = Symbol for natural logarithm
Cin and Cout = concentration of the ion inside and
outside.
At normal body temperature of 37°C, the Nernst equation
can be simplified by s ubstituting for the constants (R, T
and F) and con verting to common logarithms, then
Eion

C.

= -61.5 log Cm
out

A. Forces on c1(i)
being mainly extracellular, tends to diffuse into
the cell along its 'Concentration Gradient'.
(ii) Inside of the cell being negative with reference
to outside, therefore, CJ- is pushed out of the cell
along this 'Electrical Gradient'.

o-

An equilibrium is reached at which C[- influx and C[- efflux
are equal, therefore tlte membrane potential at which the electric
force is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the
concentration force is called Equilibrium Potential for that
ion. (Table 4.2)
Ec1- of a neuron calculated from the Nernst equation
is -70mV, and the resting m embrane potential of a nerve
fiber is also - 70m V. Therefore, forces applied on c1- to
explain the distribution of CJ- across the membrane are no
forces other than those represented by the concentration
and electrical gradient i.e. CJ- moves into and out of the
cell membrane passively.

Table 4.2: Equilibrium potential (E) for
im ortant ions in a neuron
E a+

+60mV

EK+

-90mV

Ec.2+

+130mV

E H+

-25mV

Ec1-

-70mV

EHC03

-25mV

I
.-

B. Forces on K+
In this case, concentration
gradient is outwards and
High K· !1.--• Low K•·
electrical gradient is inwards.
-70 m\/14
' 1._
. -EK+ of a neuron is -90m V.
Since the resting membrane
potential is -70mV, there is
something else than passive forces (i.e. concentration and
electrical gradient) acting on K+ which is responsible for
active influx of K+. If only passive forces are acting across
the membrane then cell will lose K+.
C. Forces on Na+
Here, concentration graruent
is inwards and electrical
gradient is also inwards.
~a+ of a neuron is +60mV,
since resting membrane
potential is -70m V and
membrane is moderately permeable to Na+; therefore,
forces other than passive forces are acting on Na+ which
are responsible for active efflux of Na+. If only passiv,e
forces are acting across the membrane then cell will gain
Na+.
However, the intracellular concentration of Na+ and K+
remains constant. Since Na+ - K+ pump actively transports
3Na+ o ut of the cell against its electrical and concentration
grad ient and this transport is coupled to active transport
of 2K+ into the cell.

D. Forces on Ca2+
The ionized Ca 2+ concentration in ECF is l.2mmol/L and
in ICF is much lower, 1~ mmol/L, (Le. Ca 2+ con centration
ECF : ICF : : 12,000: 1), therefore, both electrical and
chemical gradients are directed inwards. The Ca 2+
permeability of the nerve cell membrane is approx. 100
times less than the Na+ permeability, but some Ca2+ does
enter. The intracellular Ca 2+ is kept low by active transport
of Ca2+ out of the cell.
The sih1atio11 in muscles and various other types of cells is
similar. In muscles e.g. the resting membrane potential is approx.
-90 mV; Ecr is - 86mV; EK+ is - 100 mV and ENa+ is

+55 mV
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VARIATIO NS IN MEMBRANE POTENTIAL
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The magnitude of the membrane potential at any given time
depends upon the distributio n of Na+, K+ and c1- and the
permeabil ity of the membran e to each of these ions. An
equation that describes this relationship with considerable
accuracy is the Goldman- Hodgkin- Katz (GHK) equation.
It is derived from the laws of diffusion and, therefore, uses
permeabil ity as a measure of the ease with which an ion
passes through the membrane .
PK [K+]m + PNa [Na+]m + Pei [Cllout

RT

- - - - -- - - - - -F m-v-PK [K•]out + PNa [Na+Jout + Pel [Cllm
where,
V

=

membran e potential

R

=

the natural gas constant
(8.216 joules/ degree)

T

= absolute temperatu re

F

=

ln

the Faraday constant (No. of coulombs /mole
of charge= 96,500 coulombs / mol)

= symbol for natural logarithm

Pa PK and PNa = permeabil ity of the membran e to c1-,

K+ and Na+ respectively

.. [ 1;n and [ lout

= signify concentra tion of ions inside
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(iii) Effect of change in ECF [Ca2+]: Refer to page 143
(iv) The GHK equation predicts that the membran e
potential will be most influenced by the equilibriu m
potential for the ion to which the membran e is most
permeable (or to which it has the highest conductance,
a measure of permeability).
Importan t Note

Measurem ent of permeabi lity changes show that t he
permeabi litytoNa+ isalteredw heneverth emembra ne
potential changes; depolariz ation of membran e
causes an increase in sodium permeabil ity, whereas
hyperpola rization causes a decrease (page 38).

ACTION POTENTIAL
A. DEFINffi ON

The brief sequence of changes which occur in the
membran e potential following excitation is called action
potential.

B. ORIGIN
Excitable cells e.g. nerve and muscle cells, generate
action potentials when they are stimulated by a change
in membran e potential. It is due to the disturbanc e in
the ionic equilibriu m across the receptive zone of the cell
membran e i.e. changes in the conductio n of ions across
the cell membran e that are produced by alterations in
the ion channels.

and outside the cell.
Since PNa is low relative to PK in the resting cells, Na+
contribute s little to the value of membran e potential and
changes in extracellular [Na+] produce little change in the
resting membrane potential. (However, size of the action
potential decreases) .
(i) If the permeabil ity of Na+ is zero, the GHK equation
reduces to the Nemst equation for K+.
(ii) Because the permeability of K+is so much higher than
the permeabil ity for Na+, the membran e potential is
primarily dependen t on the concentra tion gradient
for K+.
(a) Increase in extracellular K+, which makes the
equilibriu m potential for K+ more positive, cause
the membran e potential to decrease (depolarize)
i.e. become more positive. Thus the neuron
becomes more excitable.
(b) Decrease in extracellular K+, which makes the
equilibriu m potential for K+ more negative,
cause the membran e potential to increase
(11yperpolarize) i.e. become more negative (less
excitable).
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C. PHASES
The phases of action potential produced by various cell
types differ slightly but their origin is the same. The phases
of the nerve cell action potentinl are described here (Fig. 4.2):
l. During resting (polarised) state, the inside of nerve is
negative and the outside of n erve is positive and the
resting membrane potential in most of neurons is
-70 mV.
2. When a stimulus is applied there is a brief irregular
deflection of the base line, the 5 , 1/11 \r J 1 . This is
due to a current leakage from the stimulating electrode
to the recording electrode. It marks the point of stimulus.
The stimulus artifact is followed by an isopotential
interval or fut •1t pawtl which ends with the next
potential change. It corresponds to the time it takes
the impulse to travel along the axon from the site of
stimulation to the recording electrode. Its duration is
propo rtionate to the distance between the stimulating
and recording electrodes; and inversely proportional
to the speed of conduction of the axon .
3 . The first manifestation of the approaching impulse is
a beginning of 7 l' la • , o or Reverse Polarization
of membrane. Depolarization means reduction in the
membrane potential from its negative value towards
zero.
4. After an initial 15 mV of depolarization the rate of
depolarization increases; the point at which this change
in rate occurs is called the firinr le1,l'I (or t/zreslwld
excitation).
5. The tracing rises rapidly, then reaches and overshoots
the zero potential line to approx. +35 m V.
6. It then reverses and falls rapidly towards the resting
level, called l<tJ 0/n ·i::.atio11.
7. When repolarization is about 70% completed, the rate
of repolarization decreases and tracing approaches the
resting level more slowly.
The sharp rise and the rapid fall are the ',pike 'Jo emwl
of the axon, and the slower fall at the end of the process
is the After Depolarization.
8. After reaching the previous resting level, the tracing
becomes slightly more negative than its resting value for
quite some time. This small but prolonged increase in
membrane potential is called ifta 111/perpolar _11tio11.
After depolarization lasts for approx. 4 msec. while after
hyperpolarization is 1-2 mV in amplitude and lasts for
approx. 35-40 msec. These potentials represent recovery
processes in the neurons. If the nerve has been conducting
repetitively for a long time, the after hyperpolarization is
usually quite large. 'Depolarization' decreases the stability
of t/ze membrane, while 'hyperpolarization' increases the
stability.
During the local response and after-depolarization, the
1

threshold is lowered but during the rising and falling
phases of spike potential, and after-hyperpolarization,
threshold is increased.

UMN

.

,.

The excita bility is the reciprocal of threshold.
The size and duration of action potential varies
from tissue to tissue. Duration of action potential in a
mammalian axon is not more than a few msec. bu t that
in cardiac muscle fiber is approx. 200-300 msec.
D . IONIC BASIS (MECHANISM OF DEVELOPMENT)
OF ACTION POTENTIAL (Fig. 4.3)
1. Resting (polarised) state: R.M.P.
At rest, inside of the membrane is negative and outside is
positive. Why? (Page 35). Since K+ permeability is greater
than Na+ permeability, therefore, K+ channels maintain
the RMP (which is close to the equilibrium potential for
K +).

2. Depolarization
(i.e. during activation of the membrane)
At the point of stimulation, a slight decrease in the RMP
due to passive redistribution of ions, leads to increased
K+ and o - influx, restoring the RMP. However, when
depolarization exceeds 7 mV, "Na+ channel activation"
occurs through 'm' gates (i.e. the voltage-gated Na+
channels start to open at an increased rate); and when
firing level is read1ed, influx of Na+ along its concentration
and electrical gradient is so great (18-20 times) that
it overcomes the repolarizing forces and run away
depolarization results.
The membrane potential fails to reach +60 mY (i.e. value
of E a+> during the action potential because increase in
Na+ permeability is short-lived.
}actor w'11ch limit Na+ intlu are·
(i) inactivation of Na+ channels through 'h' gates (Na+
channels rapidly enter a closed state)
(ii) the direction of electrical gradient for Na+ is
reversed during 'overshoot' because membrane
potential is reversed
(iii) opening of voltage-gated K+ channels ('n ' gates),
therefore, within 0.3 msec of the threshold
excitation, K+ leaves the cell along its concentration
gradient.

UMN
Decreasing the ECF [Na+] reduces the size of the
action potentia l but h as little effect on the RMP.

- ;;
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Fig. 4.3 Events during action potential: ionic basis (values in mEq/ L)

3. Repolarization

Repolarization starts with K+ efflux due to opening of
voltage gated K+ channels and decreases in further Na+
influx. The opening of voltage gated K+ channels is slower
and more prolonged than the opening of Na• channels.
K+ efflux cause net transfer of positive charge out of the
cell that serve to complete repolarization.
4. After depolarization

At the termination of spike potential K+ conduction is
slowed down and thus a few milliseconds are delayed

in restoring the membrane potential. This last phase of
slow K+ efflux is called after depolarization.

5. After hyperpolarization

With the disappearance of the after depolarization,
though the resting membrane potential is achieved yet
the resting ionic status (composition) is not established.
It is achieved by slow return of the K+ channels to the
closed state (although the membrane permeability tc Na•
has returned to baseline levels) (Fig. 4.3).
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long the duration of current flow is.
(ii) The length of time for which a current of twice
'rheobase' intensity must be applied to produce
a response is called cl1ro11axie. Within limits, the
chronaxie of any given excitable tissue is constant
for that tissue. Therefore, chronaxie values as a unit
of excitability have been used to compare excitability
of various tissues.

Important Notes

1. Generation of action potential is prevented by
local anaesthetics such as xylocaine as it blocks
opening of the sodium channels thereby reducing
membrane excitability.
2. Decreasing extracellular Na+ concentration
decreases the size of the action potential but has
little effect on the RMP. (Also refer to page 38).
3. Decrease in extracellular [Ca2+] causes activation
(opening) of Na+ channels. This increases the
excitability of nerve by decreasing the amount
of depolarization necessary to initiate the action
potential. Conversely, an increase in extracellular
[Ca2+] decreasesmembranepermeabilitytoNa+and
stabilizes the membrane by decreasing excitability.

E. PROPERTIES (CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES) OF
ACTION POTENTIAL
1. Threshold Stimulus
Excitable cells W1dergo rapid depolarization if the
membrane potential is reduced to critical level, called the
threshold potential. It is possible to determine the minimal
intensity of stimulating current (threshold intensity) that,
acting for a given duration, will just produce an action
potential. The relationship between the strength of the
stimulating current and the duration it must be applied
to produce a response is called strength-duration cttrve.
Stimuli of extremely short duration will not excite the
tissue, no matter how intense they may be. With stimuli
of longer duration, thresfwld intensihJ is inversely related to
the duration of stimulus. Furthermore, with weak stimuli,
a point is reached where no response occurs no matter
how long the stimulus is applied (Fig. 4.4).

2. All or none response

The action potential is an all or none response to a stimulus
i.e. if the stimulus is subthreshold (not adequate), no
action potential is produced. Once threshold intensity
is reached, a full-fledged action potential is produced.
Further increase in the intensity of a stimulus produces no
increment in the height of the action potential provided
the other experimental conditions remains the same.
However, once threshold voltage is reached, the stronger the
stimulus, the more frequently action potentials are generated.
(Fig. 4.5). This is explained by the fact that once threshold
is reached, membrane events are no longer dependent
upon stimulus strength. Therefore, action potential is "all
or none" in character i.e. it fails to occur if the stimulus is
subthreshold in magnitude or it responds to the maximum
of its ability. This All or None relationship between the
stimulus and the response is called All or None Law.
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Fig. 4.4 Strength-duration curve (R: Rheobase; C-chronaxie)

(i) The weakest current strength which can excite a

tissue, if allowed to flow through it for an adequate
time, is called Rheobase. The time for which it
must be applied is the utilizatwu time. A still weak
current fails to stimulate the tissue no matter how

If two successive stimuli (i.e. stimulus one after the another
in quick succession) of more than thresfwld intensity are
applied to an excitable cell, it is found that for some
time after the first stimulus, the cell becomes refractory
(non-responsive) to the second stimulus. The duration
for which it remains refractory to the second stimulus is
called the refractory period. During this period it is more
difficult to elicit an action potential. There are two types
of refractory periods:
(i) Absolute refracton; period (ARP) - begins from
the time the firing level is reached until the
repolarization is approx. 1/3 complete. During
this period no stimulus, no matter how strong,

•

• .;--
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can initiate the fresh impulse (i.e. second action
potential) in this region; nor can an impulse
generated elsewhere pass through this area (Fig. 4.6).
7
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level of the membrane ahead of the action potential. Once
initiated, a moving impulse does not depolarize the area
behind it to the firing level because this area is refractory.
Direction of propagation of impulse is the same as current
flow direction inside the nerve (Fig. 4.7).
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r:ig. 4.6 Refractory periods: (I) 'Absolute' Refractory Period
L (ARP); (2) 'Relative' Refractory Period (RRP)
C

(a) during the upstroke, the ' m' gates are opening
rapidly; and
(b) during the early portion of the down stroke,
Na ... channels are inactivated by the 'h' gates.

•

Depolarization wave

5

No action potential can occur until tl,e inactivation
gates open.
(ii) Relative refracton1 period (RRP) - begins at the
end of ARP to the start of the after depolarization.
During this period stimulus stronger than normal
stimulus can cause excitation.
Because suprathresh old stimulus opens
Ca
more sodium channels through 'h' gates (page
38); thus the Na+ channels are again available
for excitation when the 'h' gates open during the
downstroke.
The stimulus must be greater than normal because
the same Na+ channels are still inactivated and more K+
channels than norma l are still open.

Important Note
The action potential elicited during this interval
has a lower upstoke velocity and a lower 'overshoot'
potential than does the normal action potential.

Fig. 4.~ Mechanism of conduction of action potcntia.l

The magnitude of the action potential does not change
as it is conducted along the membrane, because new action
potentials are being generated constantly. Furthermore ,
the speed of propagation varies with different tissues.

5. Accommodation
If an excitable cell is submitted to the passage of slowing
rising strength of currents, the site of the membrane
under stimulation fails to produce action potential i.e. the
membrane adapts to the applied stimulus. This is due to
the slower opening and delayed closing of the voltagegated K+ channels.
If depolarizati on occurs rapidly, the opening of the Na+
channels overcomes the repolarizing forces; but if the
induced depolarizati on is produced slowly, the opening
of K+ channels balances the gradual opening of Na ...
channels, and an action potential does not occur.
F. ELECTROTONIC POTENTIALS - GRADED
POTENTIALS
The charges are due to flow of electrons (e "), therefore,
e will flow from cathode towards anode. This causes less
negativity (depolarization) at cathode while more negativity
(hyperpolarization) at anode. (fig. 4.8)

+

1

I7-

Cathode

4. Conductiv ity

(i.e. propagation of wave of depolarization)
The action potential generated at one location on the
excitable cell acts as a stimulus for the production of an
action potential in the adjacent region of the membrane.
The excitation (activation) impulse is conducted along
the cell membrane as a wave of depolarizati on. The self
propagating nature of action potential is due to circular
current flow and successive depolarizati on to the firing

Tissue

+

I Fig. 4.8 Flow of current in a tissue
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Although subthres hold stimuli do not produce an
action potential, they do have an effect on the membrane
potential, due to passive redistributio n of ions, across the
membrane. Titls can be demonstrate d by placing recording
electrodes within a few milimetres of a stimulating
electrode and applying subthreshol d stimuli of fixed
duration.
l. Application of s11btlzresl1old current witlr catliode
(11egati've): At cathode, the current flows outwards
through the membrane, therefore, at cathode the inside
of membrane becomes less negative (depolarized),
this localized depolarising potential change which
rises sharply and decays exponential ly with time is
called the Catelectroto nic Potential. (Fi.;. 4 9)

Propagated action potential
- - Firing level

-55

/

Local response
(Catelectrotonic
potentials)

2

to produce 7-15 mV of depolarizati on is produced when
voltage-gate d Na+ channels begin to open and is called
the Local Response. The point at which a run away spike
potential is initiated is the firing level.
At 15 mV of depolarizati on of cathode i.e. at membrane
potential of - 55 m V, the depolarizing forces are strong
enough to overcome the repolarizati on processes and
propagated action potential results. The current strength
required for this to occur is defined as threshold.
Therefore, stimulation normally occurs at the cathode because
cathodal stimuli are depolarizing. Anodal current, by taking the
membrane potential further away from the firing level, actually
inhibit impulse formation.
Important N

.,...
•
•

m

Graded pot:entials are changes in membrane
potential tha1t are confined to a relatively small region
of the membrane and their magnitude is variable
(graded). They are given various names according
to the location of the potential, such as end-plate
potential (page 156), pacemaker potential (page 176),
post-synaptic potential (page 852), generator or receptor
potential (pa~;e 866). The major differences between
the graded potential and action potential are given
in Table 4.3.

•

msec
(Anelectrotonic
potentials)

-85

fig. 4. 9 Electrotonic potentials. Application of stimuli of 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 times threshold intensity.

2. Application of subtlireslzold current witlt anode
(positive): At anode, the current flows inwards
through the membrane, therefore, at anode the inside
of membrane becomes more negative (hyperpolarized)
producing localized hyperpolari zing potential
change of similar duration, called Anelectroto nic
Potential.
Catelectrotonic and anelectrotonic potentials are
together called as Electroto11ic Potentials. They are due
to passive change in membrane polarization caused by
addition or subtraction of charges respectively.
At low current intensities producing approx. 7 mV
of depolarizati on or hyperpolari zation, their size is
proportiona te to the magnitude of stimulation (called
Graded Poteutials); with stronger stimuli, this relationship
remains constant tor anelectrotonic responses but not
for responses at the cathode. The cathodal responses
are greater than would be expected from the magnitude
of the applied current. The disproportio nately greater
response at the cathode to stimuli of sufficient strength

G. EXTRACELLULAR (SURFACE) RECORDIN G OF
ACTION POTENTIA L

If both recording electrodes are placed on the surface of
the axon, there is no potential difference between them
at rest. When e•xcitable cell is stimulated with threshold
stimulus, an impulse is conducted past the two electrodes, a
characteristic sequence of potential changes result. (fig. 4.10)
1. As the wave of depolarizati on reaches the recording
electrode nearer the stimulator, this electrode becomes
negative to the other electrode, and the potential
difference between the two electrodes is recorded as
an upward deflection.
2. When the impulse reaches to the portion of the nerve
between the two electrodes, the potential returns to
zero followed by isoelectric interval.
3. When the imjpulse passes the second electrode, the first
electrode becomes positive relative to the second, now
the potential difference between the two electrodes is
recorded as downward deflection.
4. When the impulse passes beyond the second electrode,
the potential again returns to zero.
It is by convention that when the first electrode becomes
negative relative to the second an upward deflection
is recorded. TI1erefore, the record shows an upward
deflection followed by an isoelectric interval and then a
downward deflection. This sequence is called a Biphasic
actio11 potential. The duration of the isoelectric interval is
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Table 4.3: Differences between graded potential and action potential
Action potential

Graded potential

1. It is a change in membrane potential that is confined to a 1. It spreads over the membrane covering relatively a much larger
area and is propagating in nature i.e. it travels for considerable
relatively small region of the membrane (1-2 mm) and is
distance over the membrane without decrement.
non-propagating in nature, i.e. it remains confined locally and
declines with time.
2. It is initiated either spontaneously (pacemaker potential) 2. lt is initiated by membrane depolarization. Only nerve,
muscle and some glands have cell membranes capable of
or by neurotransmitter (end-plate potential, post-synaptic
producing action potentials.
potential) or by environmental stimuJus (generator or receptor
potential).
3. It shows graded response i.e. summation is possible, therefore, 3. Summation of action potential is never possible; therefore, it
obeys 'All or None' law.
its magnitude is proportional to the strength of stimulus i.e.
it does not obey 'All or None' law.
4. It can either be a depolarizing or hyperpolarizing response.

5. It has

110

4. It is always a depolarization with an overshoot.
5. It has a threshold that is usually 10 to 15 mV depolarized

threshold.

relative to the resting potential.
6. It has no refractonJ period.

6. It has a refractory period.

7. It is important in signaling over short distances.

7. It is the long distance signal of nerve and muscle membrane.

Cathode ray
oscilloscope

f
+

+

+

Stimulus
(A)

(D)

(C)

(B)

Fig. 4. 10 Events during Extracellular (Surface) recording of action potential: biphasic recording(~

area of activity)

Physiological significance
If the axon under one of the external electrode is damaged
e.g. by crushing or cutting the nerve (in damaged area
polarity is abolished), then the damaged area becomes
negative relative to the healthy portion at rest. Therefore,
a steady potential difference between the two electrodes
is recorded at rest, called the InjunJ (Demarcation)
Potential. (Fig. 4.11) Negativity of the damaged area is
due to the breakdown of the membrane. On stimulation
with threshold stimulus while the demarcation potential

inversely proportional to the speed of conduction of the
tissue and directly proportional to the distance between
the two recording electrodes.
Important Note

Biphasic action potential can record only changes
in membrane potential (i. e. action potential) but not
RMP, therefore, an accurate analysis of the action
potential as described in the case of intracellular
recording is not possible.
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is being recorded, as wave of depolarization reaches the
electrode nearest to the stimulator, this electrode too
becomes negative thus neutralizing the demarcation
potential i.e. both the electrode become equipotential
(potential difference becomes zero), thus recording zero
potential. When the impulse passes to the portion of the
nerve between the two electrodes, the potential returns to
original negative potential i.e. injury potential is recorded.
When the impulse reaches the electrode overlying the
damaged area, no potential is recorded because impulse
stops at the damaged area i.e. on stimulation only single
upward deflection is recorded and is called as Monophasic
action potential.

Clinical use
Extracellular recordings are useful in clinical practice,
when the electrical activity of excitable tissues must be
monitored; for example
(i) Elcctroencep1wlograms (EEGs) are used to aid in
diagnosis of brain diseases,
(ii) Flectrocardiograms (ECGs) are used to detect
damage to the heart, and
(iii) Electromyograms (EMGs), recordings from
skeletal muscles, are used to aid in the diagnosis
of neuropathies and myopathies.

1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Gibbs Donnan membrane equilibrium
(ii)
(iii) Equilibrium potential
(iv)
(v) Chronaxie and Rheobase
(vi)
(vii) Electrotonic potential
(viii)
2. Differentiate between:
(i) Intracellular and extracellular recording of action potential
(ii) Anelectronic and Catelectronic potentials
(iii) Graded potential and action potential
(iv) Mono and bi-phasic action potential
(v) Absolute and relative refractory period.

'-

Resting membrane potential
Mechanism of development of action potential
All or none law
GHK equation

3. What causes differences in the ionic composition of ECF and ICF?

•

4. How uneven distribution of ions between ICF and ECF compartments is constantly maintained under resting conditions?
5. What will happen and why to resting membrane potential with change in the ECF ionic composition.
6. Explain ionic basis of action potential and electrotonic potential.
7. Describe briefly the properties of action potential.
8. Draw well labelled diagram:
(i) Intracellular recording of action potential
(ii) Relationship among strength of stimulus, local potential produced and frequency of action potential
(iii) Mechanism of conduction of action potential in a neuron

OR·I
1. Resting nerve membrane is more permeable to K+ than to Na+ by:

(b) 20-50 times
2. If the intracellular concentration of a permeable solute
the following is not tnie?
(a) ATP is required to maintain the concentration gradient
(c) The solute is sodium
(a) 1-5 times

(c) 50-100 times

(d) 200-500 times
is much greater than the extracellular concentration, which of
(b) The solute is transported actively into the cell
(d) The solute diffuses passively out of cells

3. Normal cell volume and pressure depends on:

(a) Gibbs- Donnan effect
(b) Operation of Na+ - K+ pump
(c) Asymmetrical distribution of ions across the cell membrane
(d) Presence of more osmotically active particles in the cell
4. Magnitude of resting membrane potential from tissue to tissue ranges from ..... mV
(a) - 50 to - 70
(b) -40 to - 90
(c) -70 to -100
(d) - 10 to -100

...
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5. The magnitude of the membrane potential at any given moment can be detE:rmined with considerable accuracy by:
(a) Nemst equation
(b) Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation
(c) Gibbs Donnan membrane equilibrium
(d) Equilibrium potential
6. Presence of Ca2+ on nerve membrane may play a significant role in:
(a) Operation of sodium-potassium pump
(b) Regulation of K+ outflow
(c) Keeping Na+ gates closed
(d) Preventing protein anion from going out

_,

7. A decrease in extracellular concentration of calcium causes:
(a) Decreased excitability
(b) Hyperpolarization
(c) Decreased membrane stability
(d) Decreases membrane permeability to Na+
8. Value of which of the following is considered as unit of excitability:
(a) Rheobase
(b) Chronaxie
(c) Utilization time

(d) Refractory period

9. All or none law refers to:
(a) Resting potential
(b) Spike potential
(d) Strength of contraction
(c) Excitatory postsynaptic potentials
10. Absolute refractory period:
(a) Begins from the time the firing level is reached until the repolarization is complete
(b) During this period no stimulus, no matter how strong, can initiate the fresh impulse
(c) During this period stimulus stronger than usual can cause excitation
(d) During this period more sodium channels open up

-

11. Tme about the extracellular recording of action potential:
(a) One electrode is placed on the surface and other is inserted into the interior of the cell
(b) It cannot record changes in membrane potential
(c) It cannot record resting membrane potential
(d) It can provide a record for accurate analysis of the action potential
12. The differences in the permeability of resting cell membrane to various small ions is determined by:
(b) Size of the hydrated ions
(a) Atomic weight of the ions
(c) Size of the ions as such
(d) Membrane potential
13. Resting membrane potential is also referred as:
(a) Equilibrium potential
(b) Generator potential
(c) Steady potential
(d) Spike potential
14. Genesis of resting cell membrane potential is due to all except:
(a) Existence of Na+ pump expelling Na+ from the cell
(b) Impermeable anions being inside the cell
(c) Existence of K+ pump transferring K+ into the cell
(d) K+ pump being considerably weaker than Na+ pump
15. Nernst equation deals with:
(a) Oxygen uptake by the body
(b) Forces acting on ions across the cell membrane
(c) Cellular ATP levels
(d) Plasma bicarbonate level
16. Resting membrane potential is close to the isoelectrical potential for:
(a) Na+
(b) K+
(c) ea2+
(d) ct17. What provides most of the e nergy that is used to maintain a normal resting me mbrane potential of about 70 millivolts
inside the nerve?
(a) The chloride pump
(b) The sodium potassium pump
(c) The calcium pump
(d) Diffusion of chloride ions
18. If the resting membrane potential of a nerve cell falls, there is a net:
(a) Gain of Na+ into the cells
(b) Loss of K+ from cells
(c) No loss of K+ from cells
(d} Cain of c1- into cells
19. The repolarization of an action pote ntial is associated with all of the following except:
(a) Loss of positive charges from inside the cell
(b) Return of the mennbrane potential towards its resting value
(c) Closure of sodium channels in the cell membrane
(d) Decreased potassium permeability of the cell membrane
20. Stimulation normally occurs at the cathode because:
(a) Cathodal stimuli are hyperpolarizing
(b) Cathodal stimuli are depolarizing
(d) Electrons flow from anode towards cathode
(c) Anodal current inhibits impulse formation

1.

(c)

11. (c)

2. (c)
12. (b)

3. (b)
13. (c)

4. (d)
14. (d)

5. (b)
15. (b)

6. (c)
16. (d)

7. (c)

17. (b)

8. (b)
18. (a)

9. (b)
19. (d)

10. (b)
20. (b)

'
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Composition and functions of blood
Serum

Chapter 6: The Plasma Proteins
Origin; forms and their functions
Relation of diet to plasma proteins (Whipple's experiment)
Variations and functions

Chapter 7: Haemoglo bin
Structure; some important definitions
Normal values; functions; free haemoglobin; synthesis; catabolism; varieties (HbA, HbF:
thalassaemia; HbS)

Chapter 8: Erythrocyte: Red Blood Corpuscle {RBC)
General structure
Variations in size, shape and structure of RBC
RBC indices (blood standards): MCV; MCH; MCHC; 0
Haemopoiesi s: Theories; interleukins (Tl..s); colony stimulating factors (CSFs)
Erythropoiesis: Stages and regulation
Anaemias: grading; classification; pernicious anaemia; folic acid deficiency anaemia; iron
deficiency anaemia; congenital spherocytosis

<;:hapter 9: Jaundice
Chemistry of bilirubin formation
Fate of bilirubin
Types of jaundice (hemolytic; hepatic and obstructive)
Physiological jaundice: Jaundice of newborn; phototherapy

Chapter 10: Leucocyte: White Blood Corpuscle (WBC)
General: total leucocyte count; leucopenia; leucocytosis; leukaemia
Structure, functions and variations
Phys iology of phagocytic mechanism
Leucopoiesis: stages, regulation, senile leucocytes

Chapter 11: Platelets or Thromboc ytes
Structure; count and variations; thrombopoiesis; functions

Chapter 12: Coagulation of Blood
Definition; mechanism; physiology of clotting mechanism; Anticoagulant mechanism (fibrinolytic system); anticoagulants;
Haemorrhagic (bleeding) disorders: hemophilia; purpura

Chapter 13: Blood Groups
Classical ABO; Rhesus (Rh) blood groups: determination, inheritance and hemolytic diseases
Uses: blood transfusion; investigation - a case of paternity dispute
Blood storage
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Chapter 14: Lymphoid Tissues and Lymph
Tissue macrophage system; lymphocytes; plasma cells
Functions of spleen
Lymph

Chapter 15: Immunity (The Immune System)
Natural (the complement system)
Acquired (immunoglobulins; cytokines)
Regulation of immune response
Immunological tolerance: Recognition of self; Autoimmunization
Tissue transplant (graft)
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Composition and Functions of Blood

[

I. Composition of Blood
II. Functions of Blood
III. Serum

COMPOSmON OF BLOOD

3. Platelets or Thrombocytes
Normal count: 1.5-4 lacs/ µL (0.15 - 0.4 x 106 / µL).

Total blood volume : 5-6 litres (8% of body weight or
80 mL / kg body weight)
Specific gravity
1050-1060
4-5 times that of water
Viscosity
pH
7.4 ± 0.05; alkaline

•

UMN
µL was previouly called as cumm.

If anticoagulated sample of blood is allowed to stand in
a narrow tube, on settling it separates out into cells and
plasma (Fig. 5.1).

B. PLASMA
1. Plasma is a clear, straw coloured fluid portion of th
blood and represents 55% of the total blood volum
(about 5% of body weight). It contains:
(i) 91 % water; and
(ii) 9% solids. The solids comprise:
(a) 1% inorganic molecules, and
(b) 8% organic molecules.
2. The major inorganic molecules are:
(i) Na+ Ca2+ c1- HCO3(mainly extracellular).
(ii) K+, Mg2+, Cu2+, PO/ -, Protein(mainly intracellular).
(iii) Fe2+, Fe3 +.
3. Of 8% total organic molecules:
(i) 7% are plasma proteins; and
(ii) 1% are other substances like Non-protei1'
Nitrogenous (NPN) substances, sugar, fatsJ
enzymes and hormones.

'

+-- Serum
J

Plasma
(55%)
RBCs
WBCs
Platelets

f

Clot

Cells
} (45%)

(A)

(B)

Fig. 5.1 (A) Anticoagulated blood showing proportion of plasma
and cells. (B) Blood clot in a serum.

•

A.CELLS
The cellular elements of blood represents 45% of the
• total blood volume, called Packed Cell Volume (PCV)
or Haematocrit. It includes:
1. Erythrocytes or Red Blood Corpuscles (RBC's)
Normal count: 5 million/ µL (5 x 106 /µL).
2. Leucocytes or White Blood Corpuscles (WBCs)
Normal count: 4,000- 11,000/ µL (4-11 x 103 / µL).

I

I

Plasma Proteins
Normal value: 6.4-8.3 gm/ dL
Compoumts
1. 55% Albumin : 3-5 gm/ dL
(Average: 4.8 gm/ d L)
2. 38% Globulin : 2-3 gm/ dL
(Average: 2.3 gm/ dL)
49
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(i) 13% a-Globulin : 0.78--0.81 gm/ dL
(ii) 14% f3-Globulin : 0.79--0.84 gm/ dL
(ill) 11 % y-Globulin : 0.66--0.70 gm/ dL

composition, concentration, pH and temperature,
which is regulated to normal physiological limits with
respect to minor changes in the body. This mechanism
is called Homeostasis (W.B. Cannon). Buffering power
of haemoglobin helps to maintain constancy of blood
pH.
5. Regulation of body temperature: Blood preserves the
very narrow range in body temperature. How?
Blood whose major constituent is water has:
(i) High specific heat - This buffers sudden change (rise
or fall) in body temperature.
(ii) High conductivity- This helps to take out heat from
an organ for uniform distribution throughout the
body.

AIG ratio; Albumin: Globulin : : 1.7 : 1
3. 7% Fibrinogen : 0.3 gm/ dL
4. Prothrombin : 40 mg/ dL

Non-Protein Nitrogenous (NPN) Substances
Normal: 28-40 mg/ dL
These are derivatives of food and in parts are the waste
products of tissue catabolism. These include:
20-40 mg/dL
1. Urea
2. Uric acid
2-4 mg/ dL
3. Creatine
1-2 mg/ dL
4. Creatinine
0.6-1.2 mg/ dL
5. Xanthine
Traces
6. Hypoxanthine
Traces

(iii) High latent heat of evaporation.
6. Chemical for communication and protection
(i) Concentration of hormones and various substances

in the blood is regulated through feedback
mechanisms.
(ii) Within b lood circulates the entire complex of
hurnoral antibodjes important in defence against
infection, initiation of inflammation and regulation
of Haemostasis (clotting mechanism).
7. Plasma protein functions
(i) Exerts the osmotic pressure which influen ces the
exchange of fluid between blood and tissues.
(ii) Acts as a reservoir of proteins.
{ill) Combines with many substances e.g. iron, thyroxine
and steroid hormones to form transportable •
complexes from which the active components are
released at the appropriate sites.
(For details refer to page 54.)

Other Substances
These include:
1. Neutral fats (triglycerides): 30-150 mg/ dL
2. Phospholipids e.g.
Lecithin, sphingomyelin,
cephalin etc.
: 150-300 mg/ dL
3. Glucose (fasting)
: 70-90 mg/dL
4. Cholesterol
: 120-200 mg/ dL

FUNCTIONS OF BLOOD
1. Respiratory: Blood transports oxygen from lungs to
the tissues and of carbon-dioxide from the tissues to
the lungs.
2. Nutritive: Blood conveys absorbed food materials,
glucose, amino acids, fatty acids, vitamins, electrolytes
and trace metals from the alimentary canal to the tissues
for utilization and storage.
3. Excretory: Blood transports the metabolic wastes e.g.
urea, uric acid, creatinine etc. to the kidney, skin and
intestine for their removal.
4. 'Homeostatic' for water, pH and electrolyte
concentration: Blood forms internal environment of the
cell i.e. Millieu Interieur (page 3, 28) in terms of volume,

SERUM
If the blood is allowed to clot in a test tube, then the
clot retracts and gives out semm. Therefore, serum is
plasma minus fibrinogen and clotting factors (II, V and
VIII), because these factors get consumed during clotting
(remaining do not).
Serum has a higher serotonin (5 hydroxytryptamine SHT) content because of the breakdown of platelets d uring
clotting.

ti@&JiiiiiH,H
1. Give physio-clinical significance of Millieu interieur and Homeostasis
2. Enumerate functions of blood.
3. Explain the role of blood in regulation of body temperature.

..
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1. Amount of total blood volume in an individual is approximate ly:
(c) 70 ml/kg body weight
(a) 50 mUkg body weight (b) 60 ml/kg body weight
2. Total blood volume (% of body weight) is:
(c) 40
(b) 20
(a) 8
3. Hae matocrit is ratio of:
(a) WBC to plasma

•

(c) RBCs to plasma

(b) Platelets to plasma

4. True about plasma in blood is:
(a) It contains more of inorganic than organic molecules
(c) It is a clear, colourless fluid portion of the blood
5. Normal A/G ratio in bloo d is:
(b) 1: 1.7
(a) 1.7: 1

(d) 80 mUkg body weight
(d) 80
(d) Total blood cells to plasma

(b) It represents 45% of total blood volume

(d) It contains 91 % water and 9% solids
(d) 1 : 7.1

(c) 7.1 : 1

6. Millieu interieur r efe rs to:
(a) Internal environment of the cell
(b) Fluid which is present within the cell
(c) Haemoglobin that helps to maintain con stancy of blood pH
(d) Haemostasis
7. Serum d oes not contain:
(a) Calcium
8. Normal blood pH is:
(a) 7.20

(b) Prothrombin

(d) Factor X

(c) Factor VII

(b) 7.30

(c) 7.40
9. The h ematocrit of 38% m ean s that in the sample of blood analysed:
(a) 38% haemoglobin IS in the plasma
(b) 38% of the total blood volume is made up of blood plasma
(c) 38% of the total blood volume is made up of red, white blood cells and platelets
(d) 38% of the haemoglobin is in red blood cells

1. (d)

2. (a)

3. (d)

4. (d)

5. (a)

6. (a)

---(XX)- - -

l

7. (b)

(d) 7.50

8. (c)

9. (c)
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The Plasma Proteins
I.
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Origin of plasma proteins

II. Forms of plasma proteins and their functions
ill Relation of diet to plasma proteins (Whipple's
experiment)

Iv. Variations in plasma protein concentration
V

Functions of plasma proteins

ORIGIN OF PLASMA PROTEINS

FORMS OF PLASMA PROTEINS AND
THEIR FUNCTIONS
Normal total plasma protein concentration:
6.4-8.3 gm/ dL of blood.
Serum proteins means all plasma proteins minus

l. In Embryo: Mesenchymal cells through a process of

secretion or dissolution of their substances, form plasma
proteins. First the albumin is synthesized and rest of
plasma proteins afterwards.
2. In Adults
(i) Albumin from liver mainly
(ii) Fibrinogen also from the liver
(iii) Globulin from:
(a) Tissue macrophages (i.e. reticulo-endothelial
cells, page 114) - Liver (specially synthesize
a and globulin), spleen and bone marrow.
(b) Plasma cells - These are large, oval and very
active cells found in medullary cords of
lymphoid follicles and small lymphocytes
(page 115).
(c) Lymphocytes synthesize y-globulin.

fibrinogen.
The major forms of plasma proteins and their functions
are summarized in Table 6.1.

ALBUMIN
Refer to Table 6.1.

GLOBULIN

Normal plasma concentration: 2-3 gm/ dL
(Average: 2.3 gm/ dL).

Table 6.1: Forms of plasma proteins and their functions
Type

55% : 1. Pre-albumin (MW-60000)
2. Albumin (MW-69000)

Normal plasma level

0.03 gm/dL
3-5 gm/dL
(Av: 4.8 gm/dL)

Functions

Binds Thyroxine {TJ and tri-iodothyronine (f:i)
(i) Controls colloidal osmotic pressure (page 55).
(ii) Binding and Carrier protein: lt helps in transport of anions,
cations, dyes, drugs, hormones, fatty acids, metals, amino
acids, enzymes and bilirubin.

38% : Globulin (MW-Variable)

2-3 gm/dL
(Av: 2.3 gm/ dL)

See below.

7%

200-450 mg/dL

Helps in blood clotting. (precursor to fibrin: page 95)

40 mg/dL

Helps in blood clotting. (precursor to thrombin: page 97)

: Fibrinogen (MW-3,50,000)
Prothrombin (MW-68000)

Album.in: Globulin : : 1.7 : 1 (A/G Ratio) (MW: Molecular weight)
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(iii) regulates the renal threshold for haemoglobin.

Types

-·

(i) 13% a-globulin (<Xi; «xi)
(ii) 14% P-globulin (P1; P2)
(iii) 11% y-globulin (y1; 'Y2)

O 53

Normal level
0.78--0.81 gm/ dL
0.79--0.84 gm/dL
0.66--0.70 gm/dL

Forms of globulin
l. Glycoprotein: Carbohydrate plus protein.
2. Lipoprotein: 0i-globulin plus lipid; it is a water-soluble
complex with the following subtypes:
(i) Hrgli ,lr11sift1 lipo11rotl!i11 (HD1 .) or a-lipoprotein.
It contains 50% protein with large amount of
cholesterol and phospholipids.
(ii) I .ow cle11s1tt1 1t1,011rott'm (LDL) - contains large
amount of glycerides.
(iii) \:1 nJ loll de11sity li1,011rotei11 (H DI).
(ii) and (iii) are also called 'P'-lipoprotein; they
have higher proportion of fat in the form of
triglycerides or cholesterol.
(iv) U1ylomicro11s (page 263) - contain 2% protein
and 98% triglycerides.
Important Notes

1. HDL levels are increased in individuals who
exercise and those who drink alcohol in
moderation, whereas they are decreased in
smokers, obese and sedentary workers.
2. In healthy individuals, proportion of HDL is high
but in coronary artery disease (CAD) patients,
proportion of 'P'-lipoproteins (LDL and VLDL)
increases.
Lipoproteins are used in lipid metabolism and increase
in:
(a) Atherosclerosis,
(b) Obesity and
(c) Liver diseases
3. Transferrin: 0i-P globulin (mainly 13-,globulin),
MW-90,000.
Normal plasma concentration: 3.0--6.5 mg/ dL. It has
the specific property of iron binding; each transferrin
binds 2 atoms of ferric ions.
I u11n11ms:
(i) regulates and controls iron absorption from
GIT;
(ii) protects against iron intoxication;
(iii) helps in iron transport.
4. Haptoglobins: <Xi globulin; MW-90,000.
Normal plasma level: 40-180mg/dL.
It forms stable complexes with free haemoglobin,
therefore:
(i) prevents loss of iron through urinary excretion;
(ii) protects the kidney from damage by
haemoglobin;

5. Ceruloplasmin: 0i-P globulin (mainly «xi-globulin),
MW-16,000.
Normal plasma level: 15---o0mg/ dL.
It binds with copper and helps in its transport and
storage.
Important Note

"WILSON'S DISEASE" - It is due to deficiency of
ceruloplasmin, therefore, free copper increases in
circulation which gets deposited in brain and liver to
cause their destruction (hepato-lenticular degeneration,
page 998); also copper is lost in urine.
6. Fetuin: present in foetus and newborns. It is a growth
promoting protein and has MW-45,000.
7. Coagulati_cm factors: a, P globulin (page 97).
8. Angiotensinogen: «xi-globulin (page 506).
9. Haemagglutinins i.e. antibodies against red cell
antigens.
10. Immunoglobulin (lg): y-globulin. (page 126).

RELATION OF DIET
TO PLASMA PROTEINS
[WHIPPLE'S EXPERIMENT (WHTPPLES GEORGE H. 1956)]
This can be studied in the standard plasma depleted dog. The

whole blood is withdrawn from the animal and the cells,
suspended in the same volume of ringer locke solution
(i.e. a protein free fluid), are re-injected into the anirnaJ.
This procedure (plasmapheresis), if repeated daily, leads
to progressive reduction in the concentration of plasma
protein, because rate of protein withdrawal exceeds the
rate of regeneration. The depletion is continued for some
weeks, till plasma protein concentration has fallen l:o
4 gm/ dL. Why?
l. To exhaust the protein reserves and, thereafter,
2. To find out the rate of regeneration of plasma proteins
on a standard diet.
Findings
1. Sudden decrease of plasma proteins upto 4-5 gm/dL;
after 15 minutes plasma proteins start increasing dute
to mobilization of labile protein reserve and within 2--7
days normal level is reached if good diet containing
all essential amino acids (page 619) is given. This
shows plasma proteins are normally formed from
food proteins but in protein starvation they may be
formed from tissue proteins. The presence of infection
depresses protein regeneration.
2. When plasma protein concentration becomes 4 gm/ dL,
exhaustion of protein reserves occurs; and
3. When plasma protein concentration becomes less than
2 gm/dL, it results in shock (page 387) and death of the
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animal. If after withdrawal of the whole blood, the cells
are treated with serum and then re-injected, it causes
no shock because of less loss of plasma proteins.
Conclusion. Whipple's suggested that proteins of cells
are of 3 types:
1. Fixed cell proteins or indispensable cell proteins.
These are not mobilized even when serum plasma
protein level is less than 2 gm/dL. It is required for
all essential metabolic activity of tissues and plays
no role in compensatory mechanisms.
2. Dispensable reseroe proteins can be called upon
for energy and other purposes in starvation and
malnutrition etc. Increase breakdown of endogenous
proteins from skeletal muscle and glands serves this
purpose.
3. Labile reserve proteins. When plasma protein level
decreases they move out readily (immediately) into
the blood stream and compensate for protein loss
such as in haemorrhage, burns etc. Main sites: Liver,
tissue macrophage system and other sites of protein
synthesis.

4. Increase in Albumin
(i) Dehydration
(ii) Congestive cardiac failure
5. Increase in y-globulin - Mainly due to extensive tissue
destruction, seen in:
(i) Multiple myeloma (page 130)
(ii) Tuberculosis
(iii) Lymphatic leukaemia (page 130)
(iv) Cirrhosis of liver and Acute hepatitis.
(v) Nephritis
6. Decrease in y-globulin
(i) Nephritis
(ii) Hypogarnmaglobulinaemia
Important Note

When the body tissu es are extensively damaged,
though plasma albumin falls, the plasma immunoglobulin rises probably as a result of plasma cells
hyperplasia (page 116). Thus causing reversal of A/G
ratio.
7. Fibrinogen - Solely manufactured in the liver.

VARIATIONS IN PLASMA PROTEIN
CONCENTRATION
1. Decrease (Hypoproteinaemia) - Haemorrhage results in

loss of all forms of plasma proteins. After haemorrhage,
fibrinogen, globulin and albumin are regenerated in
that order with complete restroration effected in a
few days (page 406); bums; pregnancy; malnutrition,
starvation.
2. Increase (Hyperproteinaemia) - This is because of
loss of more water from the plasma e.g. secondary to
extensive burns (page 389), dehydration and diabetes
insipidus (page 674); hemolysis; leukaemia.
3. Decrease in Albumin
I,_, JI' i I
(i) Infancy and newborns (normal plasma protein level:
5.1-5.5 gm/dL) because of hepatic immaturity.
(ii) Pregnancy (during 1st six months). Globulin also
decreases.
le

~1

(i) Impaired protein synthesis due to:

(a) Hepatitis
(b) Cirrhosis of liver
(c) Chronic diseases
(d) Severe malnutrition and fasting causes poor
supply of proteins
(e) Malabsorption
(ii) Excessive loss due to:
(a) Burns
(b) Nephrosis. It causes increased loss of albumin
in urine.

D,·cre1.,es in:
(i) congenital (rare)
(ii) carcinoma prostate
(iii) extensive cardiac or pulmonary surgery.
(fibrinogen decreases due to fibrinolysis i.e.
dissolution of blood clot.)
(iv) intra-vascular coagulation.

lncrr11 .,e, in:
(i) pregnancy, menstruation
(ii) malaria
(iii) tissue injury
(iv) acute or chronic infections

FUNCTIONS OF PLASMA PROTEINS
1. Helps in coagulation of blood due to presence of

fibrinogen, prothrombin and other coagulation factors
which are protein in nature.
2. Helps to maintain colloidal osmotic pressure:
(COP) across the capillary wall; normally it is
25-30 mmHg. How?
(i) Osmotic pressure across the capillary wall can
be exerted both by (a) the crystalloids e.g. urea,.
Na+, glucose etc., and (b) the colloids e.g. plasma1
proteins.
However, capillary wall is completely permeable to
crystalloids, therefore, crystalloids hardly contribute
to capillary osmotic pressure and proteins exer1r
an osmotic force of 25 mmHg across the capillary
wall.

CHAPTER 6: THE PLASMA PROTEINS
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COP due to the plasma colloids is called the oncotic
pressure, refer to page 17.
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(ii) COP is inversely proportional to the molecular

size and shape, and is directly related to the
concentration of molecules. Therefore, 80% of COP
is due to albumin because of least molecular weight
(i.e. molecule size) and maximum concentration.
(iii) COP across the capillary wall helps to maintain
the exchange of fluid at tissue level. The rate of
fluid exchange (i.e. filtration-absorption) at any point
along a capillary depends upon a balance of forces,
called '>t,1rli11~ f, nt! (E.H. Starling, 1896); which
are (Fig. 6.1):

I

Interstitial fluid
Filtratio n

Absorption

Capillary bed
Arteriolar end
HP = 37 mmHg

Hg. 6.1 Starlingforus: Pressure gradient across capillary wall
{in most vascular beds) (COP: colloidal osmotic pressure;
HP: hydrostatic pressure)

..
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(a) Hydrostatic pressure across capillary wall - it
favours filtration.
(b) COP across capillary wall - it favours
absorption.
(c) Hydrostatic pressure in interstitial fluid:
Normal 2-3 mm.Hg.
{d) Interstitial fluid osmotic pressure:
Normal 3-4 mmHg.
(c) and (d) essentially cancel each other, therefore,
forces which determine fluid exchange at tissue level are
· (a) and (b).
Hydrostatic pressure at arteriolar end is 37 mmHg,
therefore, some fluid is forced out of capillary bed:
37 - 25 = 12 mmHg.
Hydrostatic pressure at venous end is 15 mmHg,
therefore, some fluid will be pulled back by osmotic

D
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forces: 25 - 15 =10 mmHg. (Also refer to page 355) (For
whole body capillary filtration coefficient: Refer to pages 356
and 517).
Applied
(a) l11poprote111acmia (i.e. decrease in plasma protein
level) causes decrease in COP, therefore, increase
filtration occurs at arterial end and decrease in
absorption of fluid at venous end, resulting in abnormal
collection offluid in interstitial spaces, called OEDEMA.
(b) When capillary permeability is increased e.g. in anoxia,
urticaria, inflammation etc., all the proteins escape
much more readily from the capillary into interstitial
spaces producing oederna.
3. Helps in maintaining viscosity of blood. How?
The viscosity of a protein depends on:
(i) the shape of the protein molecules (mainly), and
(ii) the size of the protein molecules.
The less symmetrical the molecule (like fibrinogen),
the greater is its viscosity. Since 80% of total plasma
protein concentration is due to albumin, and fibrinogen
is present in traces, blood viscosity is maintained at
low level. Normally viscosity of blood is 4-5 times that
of water.
4. Helps in maintaining systemic arterial blood pressure
constant.
The resistance to flow of fluid at constant velocity
through a capillary depends almost entirely on viscosity
of fluid. The arterial blood pressure i.e. resistance to
blood flow is directly proportional to viscosity of blood.
However, plasma proteins maintain the blood pressure
constant by maintaining viscosity of blood.
5. Provides stability to blood due to presence of globulin
and fibrinogen. If blood loses its stability, it will lead
to Rouleaux formation of RBCs i.e. RBCs pile one over
another.
6. Helps in maintaining the acid-base balance in the
body.
Plasma proteins act as buffers. Their buffering capacity
is 1/6th (about 15%-16%) of total buffering capacity
of blood. They are amplwteric in nature i.e. behave as
acids or bases depending on the conditions and thereby
maintain the blood pH at 7.4, by accepting or donating
H +.
\ft cl11111ism At physiological blood pH of 7.4,
plasma proteins exist in an 'ionised' form i.e.
(i) 'C' terminal end is in the form of 'COO-, and
(ii) 'N' terminal end is in the form of -NH 3 +.
Therefore, 'C' terminal end can buffer the change that
may follow addition of an acid whereas 'N' terminal
end can buffer the change that may follow addition of
an alkali (Fig. 6.2).
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IoH- w I NH2 _
'N' terminal end can
attenuate the effect
of OH-

_

co I o- w

I

'C' terminal end can
attenuate the effect
of W

Fig. 6.2 Buffering action of plasma proteins

7. Leucocytes can manufacture a few substances called
Trepfw,ies or Carrel from plasma proteins, which help
in the nutrition of tissues.
8. Immune function. y-globulin produce antibodies which
p rovide immunity to the body.

9. Transport function. Plasma proteins combine loosPly
with many agents e.g.
(i) hormones (thyroxine, cortisol)
(ii) drugs
(iii) metals
- ..,
(a) 'transferrin' ((½ ~1 globulin) with two atoms •
of Fe3+, is carried to the site of storage.
(b) 'ceruloplasmin' ((½ ~1 globulin) with copp1er,
circulates in blood.
10. Reservoir function. Plasma proteins form loose bond
w ith the hormones, drugs and metals etc. to serve as a
' reservoir', from which the same are released slowly. This
plays a beneficial role during starvation.

tMfiWi#UH:ti
1. G ive physio-clinical significance of
(i) Whipple's experiment

(ii) Osmotic and Oncotic pressure

(iii) Lipoprotein complexes

2. Write short notes on:
(i) Origin of plasma proteins
(ii) Hepato-lenticular degeneration
(iv) Variations in plasma protein concentration
(iii) Role of diet to plasma proteins
(v) Plasmapheresis
(vi) Oedema
3. Depict diagrammatically Starling forces that determine .filtration-absorption across the capillary wall.
4. G ive an a ccount of forms of plasma proteins and the ir functions.
5. What will happe n and why if total plasma protein concentration decreases?

HH·I
1. Which is tnte valu e for normal plasma level:
(a) Albumin: 2-3 gm/dL
(c) Fibrinogen: 0.3gm/dL

(b) Globulin: 3-5 gm/dL
(d) Prothrombin: 0.03 gm/dL

2. Lipoprotein with maximum fat conte nt is:
(a) High density lipoprotein (HDL)
(c) Very low density lipoprotein (VLDL)

(b) Low density lipoprotein (LDL)
(d) Chylomicrons

3. In a healthy individual sudden decrease of total plasm a proteins upto 4-5 gm/dL produ ces:
(a) Protein shock
(b) No ill-effects on the body
(c) Exhaustion of protein reserves
(d) Generalised oedema
4. Protein shock occurs when total plasma protein concentration becomes less than:
(a) 2 gm/dL
(b) 3 gm/dL
(c) 4 gm/dL
(d) 5 gm/dL
5. Following a haemorrhage, the order in which plasma proteins are regenerated:
(a) Albumin, globulin, fibrinogen
(b) Globulin, fibrinoge n, albumin
(c) Fibrinogen, globulin, albumin
(d) Fibrinogen, albumin, globulin

"

6. Total plasma protein levels are low d uring infancy due to:
(a) Low protein intake
(b) increased protein loss in urine
(c) Hepatic immatu rity
(d) Total plasma protein levels are higher in infants as compared to adults
7. O ncotic p ressure of plasma is due to:
(a) Albumin
(b) Preallbumin

(c) Electrolytes

(d) Fibrinogen

CHAPTER 6: THE PLASMA PROTEINS O
8. Which one of the following is not a crystalloid?
(a) Urea
(b) Na+

(d) Albumin

(c) Glucose

9. Albumin fraction in plasma contributes to colloidal osmotic pressure to the extent of:
(a) 20%

(b) 50%

(c) 80%

(d) 100%

10. Calculate the net filtration pressure across the capillary wall.
Interstitial fluid hydrostatic pressure = 5.3 m.mHg
Plasma colloid osmotic pressure = 18 mmHg
Capillary hydrostatic pressure= 17 mmHg
Interstitial fluid colloid osmotic pressure = 6 mmHg
(a) +0.5 mm Hg
(b) -0.3 mmHg

(c) --0.5 mmHg

(d) +0.3 mmHg

11. Which of the following promotes the rouleaux formation?
(a) Albumin
(b) Prealbumin
(c) Fibrinogcn

(d) Prothrombin

12. Buffering capacity of plasma proteins is ..... of total buffering capacity of blood:
(a) 10%
(b) 15%
(c) 20%

(d) 25%

13. In coronary artery disease patient which form of lipoprotein complex increases?
(a) High density lipoprotein (HDL
(b) Low density lipoprotein (LDL)
(c) Very low density lipoprotein {VLDL)
(d) (b) and (c)
14. Which statement is not true of plasmapheresis?
(a) It is a procedure of separation of plasma from the blood
(b) It is done to exhaust the protein reserves
(c) It is done to find out the rate of regeneration of plasma proteins on a standard diet
(d) lt is most commonly employed procedure during dialysis

15. Increase in gamma globulin is mainly seen in:
(b)
(a) Tissue destruction
(d)
(c) Fasting
16. Increased capillary protein permeability will often cause:
(a) Decreased interstitial fluid protein concentration
(b)
(c) Increased capillary hydrostatic pressure
(d)

1. (c)
11. (c)

2. (c)
12. (b)

3. (b)
13. (d)

4. (a)
14. (d)

5. (c)
15. (a)

Severe malnutrition
Malabsorption
Increased lymph flow
Interstitial oedema

6. (c)

16. (d}

---(XX)>--- -

7. (a)

8. (d)

9. (c)

10. (b)
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Haemoglobin
I. Structure
II. Some important definitions: Oxyhaemoglobin; carbamino-haemoglobin;
reduced haemoglobin; carboxyhaemoglobin; methaemoglobin
111. Normal values
IV. Functions of haemoglobin
V. Disadvantages of 'free' haemoglobin
VI. Synthesis of haemoglobin
VII. Catabolism of haemoglobin
VIII. Varieties of haemoglobin: HbA; HbF-thalassaemia; HbS

The red, oxygen carrying pigment in the RBCs of
vertebrates is haemoglobin. It consists of the protein globin
(polypeptide) united with the pigment haem (heme).

Each polypeptide chain is associated with one haem
group. Thus, there are 4 haem to the one molecule
of haemoglobin, contains 4 iron atoms and can carry
4 molecules (8 atoms) of oxygen.
4. Oxygenation of 1st haem molecule in haemoglobin,
increases the affinity of 2nd haem for oxygen and
oxygenation of 2nd haem increases the affinity of the
3rd and so on. Therefore, the affinity of haemoglobin
for the 4th oxygen molecule is many times that of the
1st. This shifting affinity of haemoglobin for oxygen
results in:
(i) Sigmoid shape of oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation
curve (page 429).
(ii) Haemoglobin reacts with oxygen very rapidly
requiring less than 0.01 second. Similarly,
deoxygenation of haemoglobin is also very rapid.
5. Molecular weight of haemoglobin is 68,000.

STRUCTIJRE
l. Haem is an iron containing porphyrin, called ironprotoporphyrin IX. The porphyrin nucleus is tetrapyrrole
i.e. it consists of 4 'pyrrole rings' joined together by
4 methine (= CH-) bridges. The pyrrole rings are
numbered I, II, III and IV; the carbon atoms of the
methine bridges are labelled a, ~, y and o; the position
on pyrrole rings to which side chains are attached are
numbered 1 to 8. The side chains at 1, 3, 5 and 8 position
are methyl (-CH:0; 2 and 4 are vinyl (-CH= CH2); 6 and
7 are propionic acid (-CH2.CH2.COOH). (Fig. 7.1)
2. The iron in haem is in the ferrous (Fe2+) form. The
iron is attached to the 'N' of each pyrrole ring. Each
Fe2+ combines loosely and reversibly with one molecule
of oxygen. Combination of haem with oxygen is
called oxygenation and not oxidation, because, after
combination with oxygen, iron in the haem stays in Fe2+
state. Therefore, the oxygen does not become ionic oxygen

but is carried as molecular
oxygen.
3. Globin is a protein built
from 4 polypeptide chains,
two ' a ' and two 'W chains.
Therefore,
the normal
adult haemoglobin (HbA)
is written as HbA (CJ.i~2 ).
Of two a -chains each
contains 141 amino-acids
and of two ~-chains each
contains 146 amino-acids.

" ~
-•

SOME IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS
1. OXYHAEMOGLOBIN

Haemoglobin reacts with oxygen to form oxyhaemoglobin
and is represented as Hb02 .

NH
Pyrrole Ring

Fig. 7.1 Structure of haemoglobin molecule
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The affinity of haemoglobin for oxygen is influenced
by pH, temperature and concentration of 2, 3, diphosphoglycerate (2,3 DPG) in the RBCs, a product of metabolism
of glucose. As concentration of 2,3 DPG rises, the affinity
of haemoglobin for oxygen falls and the oxygen-haemoglobin
dissociation curve is shifted to the right; as a result more
oxygen is released by blood to the tissues.
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system causes hereditanJ metliaemog lobillemia, a fatal
condition. (Fig. 7.2)

Important Notes
1. At high altitude (e.g. 5000 metres above sea level)
2,3 DPG concentration in RBCs increases by 50%
and this makes more oxygen available to the
tissues.
2. Stored blood loses its 2,3 DPG and oxygen affinity
of haemoglobin increases resulting in less release
of oxygen.

2. CARBAMINO-HAEMOGLOBIN
Carbon dioxide reacts with haemoglobin to form cnrbnminohaemoglobi11.
CO2 + HbNHz

HbNH COOH

3. REDUCED (DEOXYGENATED) HAEMOGLOBIN

t

Haemoglobin from which oxygen has been removed
is called reduced or deoxygenated haemoglobin and is
represented as Hb.

4. CARBOXY HAEMOGLOBIN
or CARBON MONOXY HAEMOGLOBI
Carbon monoxide (CO) reacts with haemoglobin to
form carboxy haemoglobin or carbon monoxy haemoglobin.
The affinity of haemoglobin for CO is 210 times than its
affinity for oxygen which consequently displaces oxygen
on haemoglobin, reducing the oxygen carrying capacity
of blood.
5. METHAEMOGLOBIN
When either reduced or oxygenated haemoglobin is
exposed to various drugs or oxidising agents, the ferrous
(Fe2+) is oxidised to ferric (Fe3+) form and the compound
is called methaemoglobin. It is represented as HbOH.

..

Disadvantages
(i) It cannot unite reversibly with gaseous oxygen.
(ii) It is dark coloured and when it is present in large
quantities (more than 1.5% gm/ dL) in circulation it
resembles cyanosis i.e. blue colouration of skin (Also
refer to page 461).
Some oxidation of haemoglobin to methaemoglobin
occurs normally, but an enzyme in RBCs, the
NADH (dihydronicotinamide adenine dinucleotide)methaemoglobin reductase system, converts methaemoglobin back to haemoglobin. Congenital absence of this

Fig. 7.2 Methaemoglobinemia
(Note: Dark coloured fingers on the right)

NORMAL VALUES
1. At birth: 23 gm/ dL, because RBC count is more.
2. At the end of 3 months: 10.S gm/ dL, as an infant is

totaUy on milk feed which is devoid of iron.
3. After 3 months, haemoglobin increases gradually and
at the end iof 1 year it becomes 12.S gm/dL.
4. Adults
Males : 14-18 gm / dL (Average: 15.S gm/dL)
Females: 12-15.5 gm/dL (Average: 14 gm / dL)
Clinically 14.8 gm / dL haemoglobin irrespective of sex
is regarded as 100% haemoglobin.
When blood is equilibrated with 100% oxygen (p02
= 760 mmHg), the normal haemoglobin becomes 100%
saturated.
1 gm/ dL haemoglobin when fully saturated combines
with 1.34 mLoxygen, therefore, haemoglobin concentration
is an index of oxI1.\. -ca, r 11111, c 1,.,, c, z11 of blood. Normal
values - ma/es: 21 mL/ dL,femnles: 18 mL/ dL.

FUNCTIONS OF HAEMOGLOBIN
1. Facilitate transport of oxygen from lungs to the
tissues.
2. Facilitate transport of CO2 from the tissues to the lungs
(refer to page 434).
3. It acts as an excellent acid-base buffer, being a protein
(page 55). It is responsible for 70% buffering power of
whole blood.
4. It has additional nitric oxide (NO) binding site on
the ~-chain which is increased by 0 2 . Therefore,
haemoglobin binds with NO in the lungs and releases
it in the tissues where it promotes vasodilation.

DISADVANTAGES OF 'FREE' HAEMOGLOBIN
(Why haemoglobin is contained within the RBCs?)
1. If haemoglobin was dissolved in the plasma (ca lled free
haemoglob;in) it would lead to:
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(i) increase in the viscosity of plasma, hence of whole
blood, causing BP to rise, and
(ii) increase in the osmotic pressure of plasma to
100 mmHg.
(i) and (ii) interfere with the mechanism of fluid
exchange between capillaries and tissue spaces
(page 55).
2. Loss of free haemoglobin by the kidneys in urine
(/111emoglolmmria) also results in kidney damage.
3. Free haemoglobin is taken up and rapidly destroyed by
the tissue-macrophage system.

CATABOLISM OF HAEMOGLOBIN
Old RBCs are destroyed in 'tissue-ma ropliagc. sy~te,n'
(previously called 'reticulo-endothelial system' page
114).

The fate of haemoglobin after its destruction is shown
in Fig. 7.3.

•@Ui
Approx. 0.3 g;m of haemoglobin is destroyed and
0.3 gm synth esized every hour.

SYNTHESIS OF HAEMOGLOBIN
Synthesis of haemoglobin requires the provision of
nutrients e.g. proteins, vitamins, minerals (specially iron).
It only takes place in the developing RBCs (erythroid series,
page 69).
Factors controlling haemoglobin formation
1. Role of proteins - A low protein intake decreases
haemoglobin regeneration even in the presence of
excess of iron; the limiting factor here is lack of globin
formation.
2. Role of Minerals
(i) Iro11
(a) it helps in formation of haem;
(b) iron content of haemoglobin is 0.33%, therefore
100 mL of blood containing 15 gm of
haemoglobin contains 15 x 0.33/ 100 = approx.
SO mg of iron.
(c) as life span of RBC is 120 days, therefore, 0.8%
(1/ 120 x 100) of total blood haemoglobin
contained in SO mL (6 litres x 0.8%) of blood,
is destroyed daily, releasing approx. 25 mg of
iron. This iron is reused for fresh synthesis of
haemoglobin.
(ii) LOJ,JICr - helps in promoting the absorption,
mobilization and utilization of iron. Very little
copper is required; adequate amount occurs in
diet and most iron preparations contain traces of
copper.
(iii) (ol,alt is necessary for manufacture of
vitamin B12 by bacterial action in the lumen of
GIT. It also increases the production of a hormone
erythropoietin (page 68) which, in turn, stimulates
the development of RBCs.
(iv) Calcmm - increases iron absorption from GIT.
3. Role of vitamins - Vitamin C, vitamin B12 and folic
acid help in synthesis of nucleic acid which in tum, is
required for the development of RBCs.

! Haemoglobin

I

Tissue-macrophage
system (split off into)

GLOBIN
(enters aminoacid pool)

HAEM

I

(iron protoporphyrin IX)

(split off)

Remaining part

(Oxidised
by haem
oxygenase)

8:ILIVERDIN
(Tetrapyrrole
straight chain
fre1~ from globin
and iron)

RE-USED
for
synthesis of

Fe2•

combines with
Apoferritin
(Tissue protein)

FERRITIN
(stored in the
liver)

reduced by biliverdin
reductase
131LIRUBIN

(ExGreted in bile)

1

Fig. 7.3 Fate of haemoglobin in th
_ e_ b_o_d_y_ _ __ __ _

VARIETIES OF HAEMOGLOBIN
Several varieties of haemoglobin occur in human, in all
the ' haem' moiety is the same; physical and chemical
differences being due to variations in the composition
of the peptides of the 'globin' fraction. The amino-acid
sequence in the polypeptide chains of haemoglobin is
determined by 'globin' genes.

t
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(ii) It is much more resistant to the action of alkalies than

Important Note

••

In diabetes mellitus (OM) patients, small amount
of HbA is non-enzymatically glycosylated to form
haemoglobin A1 c (HbA.ic )· It has a glucose attached
to the terminal valine in each P-chain. HbA1c
concentrations are measured as an index of control
of OM (page 751).

• 1. ADULT HAEMOGLOBIN (HbA)
It is of two types:
(i) Haemoglobin A (CXiP2) - predominately seen; as
described above (page 58).
(ii) Haemoglobin A2 (CXi62) . Here P chains are replaced
by 6 chains. The 6 chains also contain 146 amino-acid
but 10 individual amino-acid differ from those in the
p chain. Approx. 2.5% of the total haemoglobin is
HbA 2 in normal adults. It produces no abnormality
and is regarded as normal haemoglobin.
HbA appears in foetus, after 5 months (20 weeks) of
intra-uterine life, when bone marrow begins to function
as a haemopoietic agent.

HbA. This property is made use of in a photoelectric
calorimetric method to estimate HbF in the presence
of HbA.
(iii) HbF has greater affinity for oxygen, because of poor
binding of 2,3-DPG to the y-polypeptide chain,
therefore, it can take much larger volume of oxygen
than HbA a t low oxygen pressure. This facilitates
the movement of oxygen from maternal to foetal
circulation. HbF is 70% saturated at 20 mmHg of
pO2 pressure (pO2), whereas HbA is only 30-35%
saturated at this pressure.
(iv) Its life span is less (about 80 days) as compared to
that of HbA (120 days).
(v) At birth HbF predominates, (approx. 80%), it
gradually disappears 2-3 months after birth.
Hence, persistence of HbF beyond the age of 4-6
months after birth should raise the suspicion of disordered
synthesis of HbA due to deficient production of o. or
!3-chains (called a. or p Thalassaemia respectively).

Amount of HbA, of the
total haemoglobin

Age

t
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At 20 weeks of intra-uterine
life

Thalassaemia

6% (rest is HbF)
(more common)

At birth

20%

At 2 months (post-natal)

50%

At 4 months (post-natal)

90%

More than 1 year

> 99% (< 1% is HbF)

2. FOETAL HAEMOGLOBIN (HbF - O.,£'f2)
Salient features
(i) Its structure is same as of HbA, except that the
P-chains are replaced by y-chains. y-chains also
contain 146 amino-acids but have 37 amino-acids
that differ from those in the P-chains.

a (rare)

T
Major

Minor
(more common)

The main differentiating features between the major
and minor P-thalassaemia are give in Table 7.1.
3. HAEMOGLOBIN-S (HbS)
It is inherited as Mendelian dominant. Here, in each
P-polypeptide chain of HbA at position 6, one glutamic acid
is replaced by a valine. Therefore, when HbS is reduced (e.g.

Table 7.1: Main differentiating features behvecn major t1nd minor P-thalassacrnia
Major ~-thalassaemia
(also called Cooley's anaemia or Mediterranean anaemia)

..

Minor ~-thalassaemia

1.

Prevalence

Less common

More common

2.

Inheritance

'Homozygous' transmission (i.e. when identical
abnormal genes are inherited from both parents and
all of the haemoglobin is abnormal).

'Heterozygous' transmission (i.e. when an abnormal
gene is inherited from one parent directs the formation
of abnormal haemoglobin).

3.

Anaemia

Moderate to severe

Mild

4.

Basic defect

Total absence of l}--chain synthesis

Partia.l synthesis of 13-chain

5.

HbF levels

Markedly increased

Norm al or slightly increased

6.

Life span

Shorter; average age of death 17th year.

Longer; the patient survives upto adult life and can
transmit the gene to the offsprings
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as in low 0 2 tension or low pH at tissue levels), it becomes
much less soluble than HbA, haemoglobin precipitates
into crystaJs within RBCs causes the following:
(i) It damages cell membrane producing increased
fragility of RBCs.
(ii) Crystals elongate and RBCs become sickle shaped
(reaping hook shape- Fig. 8.10, page 74) which decreases
the blood flow to tissues due to phenomenon of
sickling (increased blood viscosity).
(i) and (ii) cause RBCs to become more fragile producing
severe anaemia, called Sickle Cell A11ae1nia. Finally,
patient dies in a few days due to severe anaemia and
secondary infection.

4. MISCELLANEOUS HAEMOGLOBINS

Other haemoglobins are Haemoglobin C, E, I, J and M .
HbC is same as HbS but it is not associated with sickling.
All these abnormal haemoglobins cause hemolytic
anaemias.
-•

SUMMARY
Thus, there a1re two major types of inherited disorders of
haemoglobin in humans:
1. Haemoglobi11011athies' in which abnormal polypeptide chains are produced. One of the example HbS.
2. 'Thalnssa,wias' in w hich the polypeptide chains are
normal in structure but produced in decreased amounts
or absent because of defect in the 'globin' genes.
1

h#@JitMiH:ti
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Free haemoglobin
(iii) Foetal haemoglobin
(v) HbA1c
(vii) Abnormal haemoglobins
2. What will happen and why?
(i) lf iron in haem is present in ferric form?
(iii) If haemoglobin was dissolved in plasma?

(ii) Haemoglobinopathies
(iv) Thalassaemia
(vi) Functions of ha1emoglobin
(viii) Cooley's (or Mediterranean) anaemia

(ii) lf HbF persists during adult life?
(iv) If glutamic acid in ~-chain of HbA gets replaced by valine

3. Describe the factors controlling haemoglo bin formation.

'

HH·I
1. Haemoglobin iron combines with:
(a) Molecular oxygen rather than ionic oxygen
(c) Oxygen attached to 2,3 DPG

(b) Both molecular as well as ionic oxygen
(d) Superoxide radical

2. Each haemoglobin molecule carries h ow m any molecules of oxygen?
(a) 2
(b) 4
(c) 6

(d) 8

3. Affinity of haemoglobin for oxygen is influenced by all of the following except:
(a) pH
(b) K+
(c) Temperature

(d) 2,3 DPG

4. Increase in affinity of hae moglobin for oxygen is associated with:
(a) More release of oxygen by blood to the tissues
(b) Shifting of oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve to the right
(c) Rise in 2, 3 DPC concentration in the RBC
(d) Less oxygen available to the tissues
5. Exposure of hae moglobin to oxidising agents results in:
(b) Formation of methaemoglobin
(a) Ferric form to oxidise to ferrous form of iron
(c) Cyanosis
(d) Formation of deoxygenated haemoglobin
6. Not Tnte about free hae moglobin:
(a) Increases the viscosity of the blood
(c) Damages the kidney
7. Index of oxygen carrying capacity of blood is:
(a) 2,3 DPG levels in the RBCs
(c) Haemoglobin concentration in the blood
8. Not correct ab out tissue macrophage system:
(a) Also called as reticulo endothelial system
(c) Ingests large foreign colloidal particles

(b) Interfere with fluid exchange across the capillary wall
(d) Decreases osmotic pressure of plasma
(b) Iron content of haemoglobin
(d) Total iron content in the blood

(b) Destroys all th1~ old blood cells
(d) Plays important role in immune response

CHAPTER 7: HAEMOGLOBIN
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9. More than 90¾ of foetal haemoglobin (HbF) is n ormally replaced by aduJt haemoglobin (HbA):
(a) Soon after birth
(b) 1-2 months after birth
(c) 3 months after birth
(d) 4 months after birlth
10. Main differentiating features between major and minor ~-thalassaemia is that the former:
(a) Is more common
(b) inherited as heterozygous transmission
(c) Life span is longer
(d) Hb-F levels are markedly increased.
11. Sickle cell anaemia, false statement is:
(a) RBCs fragility increases
(c) Blood flow to tissues decreases

(b) RBCs are sickle shaped
(d) Manifests as mild anaemia

U. Hereditary methae moglobinemia:
(a) Is a fatal condition
(b) Occurs normally due to some oxidation of haemoglobin to methaemoglobin
(c) Is a reversible blood disorder
(d) Methaemoglobin level in the blood rises upto 1.5 gm/dL

1. (a)

2. (b)

3. (b)

4. (d)

5. (b)

6. (d)

7. (c)

8. (d)

---CXX)>--- -
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9. (d)

10. (d) 11. (d) 12. (a)
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Erythrocyte Red Blood Corpuscle (RBC)
I. General structure
II. Variations in size, shape and structure of RBC
III. Haemopoiesis: Theories ofhaemopoiesis; Interleukins (ILs); Colony stimulating factors (CSFs)
rv. Erythropoiesis: Stages; Regulation
V. Anaemias
Grading
Classification: Pernicious anaemia; Folic acid deficiency anaemia; Iron deficiency anaemia;
Congenital spherocytosis

GENERAL STRUCTURE

contains specific blood group substance, the antigen.
3. Composition (Fig. 8.1)

1. RBC is a circular, biconcave, non-nucleated disc.
\

("'

(i) 62.5% water

Jl -

(ii) 35% Haemoglobin (29.5 ± 2.5 pg/ RBC)
(iii) 2.5%:

(i) Allows considerable alteration in cell volume. Thus,
can withstand considerable changes of osmotic
pressure and resist hemolysis.
(ii) Allows easy folding of RBC on itself when it passes
through capillaries.
(iii) Haemoglobin remains distributed in the centre of the
RBC which facilitates optimal and quick exchange
of gases (i.e. oxygen and carbon dioxide).

(a) Sugar - glucose
(b) Lipids - cephalin, cholesterol and lecithin
(c) Protein - Glutathiones, albumin like insoluble •
protein, acts as a reducing agent, thus prevents
damage of haemoglobin.
(d) Enzymes of glycolytic system; carbonic anhydrase and catalase.
(e) Vitamin derivatives, and
(f) Ions - Na+, K+, Ca 2+, PO43- and sot.
4. I 111
6.5-8.8 µm (average 7.3 µm)
5. I 111 /m
at periphery 2-2.4 µm; at the centre
1.2-1.5 µrn

Important Note

The mature RBC has no nucleus, no mitochondria
and no ribosome, still it can live for 120 days and can
carry out its normal activities. How?
RBC depends entirely on glucose metabolism for its
energy supply.Glucose is transported easily across
the cell membrane by facilitated diffusion (i.e. carrier
mediated passive process, page 15). Although the cell
has no mitochondria but it has cytoplasmic enzymes
for metabolizing glucose and other substances and
for utilization of oxygen. As these metabolic systems
become progressively less active with time, it limits
the life span of RBC.
2. Structure: RBC contains haemoglobin, which takes
pink colour with Leishrnan's stain. Its cell membrane
contains circular pores, which are concerned with
ingress or egress of water and electrolytes. Below the cell
membrane is a contractile layer of lipoprotein- ' 11 r1',
which is arranged in a fibrillar manner. It maintains
the shape and flexibility of RBC membrane and also

(A)

1.2-1.5 µm
(B)
Weter (62.5%)

Others (2.5%)

Haemoglobin (35%)
Fig. 8.1 Human red blood corpuscle (A) dimensions;
(B) Composition

------------------'
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6.

•

7. l

1/111

8.

(Ill '

l

140 µm2
78-94 µm3 or fL (86 ± 8 µm 3 )

At birth; 6-7 million/µL
Adults - Male: 5-6 million/µL
(average 5.5 million/µL)
Females: 4.5-5.5 m.illion/µL
(average 4.8 million/µL)
Clinically 5 million/µL is taken as 100% RBC count.

UMN

µL was previously called as cumm.

t

9. I 1ft
, 120 days; determined by(i) Injecting immunological distinct RBCs, then
performing agglutination tests at regular intervals.
(ii) Injection of radioactive iron (RA-Fe) or glycine
labelled with isotopic 15N (heavy nitrogen) or RBC
tagged with radio-active chromium (51 Cr). Basic
principle underlying the method is the fact that
tagged RBCs lose radio-activity only when they
are destroyed. Hence, if radio-activity in RBCs is
measured periodically it declines steadily. The time
after which radio-activity disappears from the RBC
completely gives the normal life span of RBC.
• 10. '1 , r 1 ~,,, l 1u1 Tissue macrophage system
(page 114).
11.
(i) That of haemoglobin (page 59).
(ii) Helps in identifying blood groups as it contains
blood group specific substance i.e. antigen on its
surface.

VARIATIONS IN SIZE, SHAPE AND
STRUCTURE OF RBC

•

1. Anisocytosis - Variation in the size of RBCs.
2. Poikilocytosis - Variation in the shape of RBCs.
3. Spherocytosis - Spherical RBCs; more fragile.
4. Anaemia - Reduction in number of RBCs less than
4 million/µL or their content of haemoglobin less than
12 gm/ dL or both.
5. Polycythemia - RBC count increases more than
6 million/ µL.
Causes:
A. Physiological
(i) at birth
(ii) at high altitude due to chronic hypoxia
B. Pathological
(i) congenital heart diseases which produces
hypoxia
(ii) dehydration

D 65,

(iii) shock

(iv) tumour of bone marrow, called Polycytlzemia Verat
(Erythraemia). In this condition RBC count may be
increased upto 7-8 million/ µL and is associatedl
with presence of immature RBCs in the peripherall
blood.
6. At Birth
(i) RBCs are larger in size and RBC count is
6-7 m.illion/µL.
(ii) PCV (packed cell volume) is 54%, because RBC:
count is more.
(iii) Reticulocytes are 2-6% of RBC count in the
circulation; they decrease to <1% during the
1st week after birth, at which level they remain
throughqut life.

HAEMOPOIESIS
It is the development of blood cells i.e. RBCs.,
WBCs and platelets. Therefore, the term haemopoiesis
includes:
1. Erytltropoiesis i.e. development of RBCs
2. Leucopoiesis i.e. development of WBCs; and
3. Megakan;oe1;topoiesis i.e. development of platelets.
THEORIES OF HAEMOPOIESIS
l. J
, I Ii,
- most acceptable. According to this

theory different types of blood cells arise from a singlei
ancestral cell, called pluripotent stem cell present in thei
bone marrow. (Fig. 8.2)

UMN

75% of the cells in the bone marrow belong to the
WBCs producing myeloid series (i.e. WBCs and their
precursors), and only 25% are of erythroid series (i.e.
RBCs an d their precursors).

2.

t,,
I/• r
I , - There are separate stem cells presentin the bone marrow for each main variety of blood i.e.
granulocytes, monocytes, lymphocytes, erythrocytes
and platelets.

Monophyletic Theory' of Haemopoiesis
In health, the proliferation and maturation of blood cells
that enter the blood from bone marrow is regulated with
great precision by: (a) Interleukins (!Ls); and (b) Colonystimulating factors (CSFs).
Interleuki11s (IL s) are hormone like chemical messengers
with known amino-acid sequence. They are produced
by lymphocytes, macrophages and other body cells e.g.
endothelial cells, neurons, glial cells activated T-cells,
fibroblast etc. IL are the same as cytokines, but in cytokines
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[pluri: many; potent: capable of producting}

PLURIPOTENT STEM CELL or
Multipotent Uncommitted Stem Cell or
Haemocytoblast

I

Lymphocytes
precursors separate
out, some enter

. ,::
Undergoes extensive
differentiation by /L-1,
}
IL-6 and /L-3 to form

I

UNI POTENT line progenitor cells
or
COMMITTED (specific) stem cells
Bursa! Equivalent
e.g. foetal liver; bone
marrow

Thymus

GM-CSF

B-lymphocytes

T-lymphocytes

WBCs

GM-CSF
Ep

RBCs

GM-CSF

Also undergo extensive
differentiation and proliferation but
are committed to particular line
of development. No. of divisions
during maturation 2 to 7.

Platelets

Fig. 8.2 Monophyletic theoryofhaemopoiesis (IL: Interleukins; Ep: Erythropoietin; GM-CSF: Granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating
factors. Important: Dilferentiated mature cells in peripheral blood lose the power of further division, exception is lymphocyte.

amino-acid sequence of a factor is not known. Initially,
the messengers secreted by lymphocytes were often called
lymphokines. However, since they are produced by other
cells as well, therefore, more appropriate term cytokines is
used now. Cytokines play an important role in regulation
of the immune system (details page 127).
Colony stimulating factors (CSFs) are growth factors
or hormones. They cause appropriate single stem cell
to proliferate in culture medium e.g. soft agar, forming
colonies of daughter cells.
The principle 'ILs' and 'CSfs' with their functions
are given in Table 8.1.
IL-1, IL-6 and IL-3 act in sequence to convert multipotent
uncommitted stern cell to committed stern cells. 'CSF' and
'IL' have overlapping action. Furthermore, they activate
and sustain mature blood cells.

UMN
In health, number of all types of cells in peripheral
blood are kept constant within narrow limits by
'feedback control mechanisms' (page 3). This shows
that the rate of formation, release and destruction of
blood cells is balan ced.

ERYTHROPOIESIS
(A) During intrauterine life - 3 stages.
1. ,\,fesoblastic stage In early

embryo upto
3 months of foetal life, RBCs are formed from mesoderm

Table 8.1: Principal Interleukins (!Ls) and Colony
Stimulating Factors (CSFs)

IL-6

Increases secretion of CSF and
count of all blood cells except
lymphocytes

IL-4

Increases basophil production

IL-5

Increases eosinophil production

IL-11

Increases production of
granulocytes, RBCs and platelets

G-CSF
(granulocyte-CSF)

Increases production of
granulocytes

M-CSF
(macrophage-CSF)

Increases production of monocyte

GM-CSF
(granulocytemacrophage CSF)

Increases production of
neutrophil, monocyte, eosinophil,
RBCs and platelets.

Ep-(Erythropoietin)

Increases production of RBCs

Throm.bopoietin

Increases production of platelets

IL-1, IL-3

(or multi-CSF) and

.t

•

..
of yolk sac or area vasculosa. Since erythropoiesis occurs •
within the blood vessel, therefore, this stage is also called
intravasettlar erythropoiesis. (Fig. 8.3)
Mesoderm consists of syncytium or nucleated mass of
protoplasm without distinct cell outline which gives rise
to network of capillary vessels lined by endothelium and
containing plasma (formed by liquefaction of cytoplasm).
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Islands of blood

Mesenchymal cells

".

Endothelial cells proliferate and differentiate to form
m asses of nucleated haemoglobin bearing cells; these cells
get detached from capillaries and finally lose their nuclei
to give rise to non-nucleated discs.
2. 11 I'' r c -.fn1;e After 3 months of foetal life, liver and
spleen are the site of blood formation. Nucleated RBCs
develop from the mesenchyme between the blood vessels
and the tissue cells.
3. .\.fy,,,fo1d s tr •e From the middle of foetal life,
• erythropoiesis occurs in the bone marrow.
Hepatic and myeloid stages are extravascular
erythropoiesis.
• (B) In children, erythropoiesis occurs in:
(1) All bones with red marrow (mainly),
(2) Liver, and
(3) Spleen.
(C) In adults, i.e. after 18-20 years of age, from red bone
marrow which includes:
(1) ends of long bones like humerus and femur,
because shaft is converted to yellow marrow;
(2) skull; (3) vertebrae; (4) ribs; (5) sternum, and;
(6) pelvis
If marrow gets destroyed, then liver and spleen again
become important sites of blood formation.

t

(0 fte

are given

D
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STAGES OF ERYfHROPOIESIS
Stages of erythropoiesis are summarized in Table 8.3 and
Fig. 8.5.
During the development of erythrocytes as the cell
attains maturity, it shows the following characteristic
features
1. Reduction in the cell size.
2. Cytoplasm increases in
amount and nucleus
decreases in size.
3. Staining reaction of
cytoplasm changes
from deep basophilic
to polychromatophilic
(acidophilic plus
basophilic) and finally
to acidophilic; due to
gradual reduction in
RNA amount.
4. Initially, nucleus is
very big in size with
open chromatin and
containing many
nucleoli; with maturity
of RBC, chromatin
material condenses
bone marrow
and degenerates finally
leading to disappearance of nucleus and nucleoli.

REGULATION OF ERYfHROPOIESIS
Regulation of Erythropoiesis

General factors

Special Maturation Factors

t

t

Hypoxia

1. Dietary factors
2. castle's Intrinsic factor (1.F.)
3. Extrinsic factor

ncei:, bet e n red and }eUow bone marrow
in

Table 8.2.)

•
Table 8.2: Red bone marrow versus yellow bone marrow (Fig. 8.4)

•

Red Bone Marrow

Yellow Bone Marrow

1. It consists of numerous blood cells

1. It consists of fat cells, blood vessels
and a minimal framework of
reticulum cells and fibers.

of all kinds and their precursors
(erythroid and myeloid)
2. It is also called 'active' marrow.

2. It is also called 'inactive' marrow.

3. It includes the ends of long bones
and other sites (see above).

3. It includes shaft of bones.

Important Note
Bone marrow cells (haemocytoblasts) are
few in number and can be stimulated to
form any cell in the body. They are also
capable of completely replacing the bone
marrow when injected into a host whose
own bone marrow has been completely
destroyed.
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Table 8.3: Stages of Erythropoiesis (Also refer to Fig. 8.5)
Terminology

Cytoplasm

Cell size

Mitosis

Nucleus
Staining

Haemoglobin
- ji.

Haemocytoblast
(Stem cell)

19-23 µm

Proerythroblast

15-20 µm

Very big - occupies almost
whole of the cell with open
chromatin, containing 4-5
nucleoli; deep basophilic

Rim all around
the nucleus; deep
basophilic

Occupies 3/4 of cell volume;
2-3 nucleoli; chromatin open

Slightly more in amount;
deep basophilic

Absent

Present
(++)

,.._

-do-

Active
mitosis
(++)

Early normoblast

Intermediate
Normoblast

14-16 µm

Size decreases; no nucleoli;
chromatin condenses

Further increase
in amount; less
basophilic

10-14 µm

Nucleus size further
decreases; chromatin further
condenses

8-10 µm

Nucleus very small with
chromatin dot cart wheel

7Days

-do-

-do-

Marked cytoplasm,
polychromatophilic
staining

Starts appearing

-do-

Increases markedly

Further
increases in
amount

Stops
here

Late Normoblast
(i) Early

appearance
(ii) Late

7-8 µm

Reticulocytc

7-8pm

i

Further increases;
more acidic, less
basophilic

-do-

Absent

No nucleus; remnants of

Acictiophilic

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

RNA present

2 Days
Erythrocyte

Nucleus degenerates,
becomes uniformly deeply
stained pyknotic

7.2-7.4 µm

Nil

-do-

l

Important Note
Normal (Nonnoblastic) bone marrow contains 30% proerythoblast and early normoblast cells and 70% of
intermediate and late normoblast cells.

A. General Factors: Hypoxia

Hypoxia means lack of oxygen at tissue level.
It is the most potent stimulus for the production of
RBCs. Hypoxia causes stimulation of bone marrow
thereby increases RBC production. This effect is mediated
by erythropoietin.

Erytliropoieti11 or Haemopoietin or Erythrocyte stimulating
factor (ESF) or Erythropoiesis stimulating hormone (ESH)
It is a glycoprotein, 74% protein and 26% carbohydrate;
contains 165 amino-acids, molecular weight 46,000;
half life: 5 hours.

S011ra "' , , , abol ~,n
1. Mainly (85%) secreted by kidneys probably by interstitial
cells (or cells in the endothelium) of the peritubular
capillaries.

2. 15% produced by extra renal sources like liver
parenchymal cells and cells of tissue macrophage
system (page 114). The hypoxic stimulus has to be much
greater than in normal persons to trigger extra renal
erythropoietin production. Inactivated in the liver and
kidneys; main site of excretion-urine.

f Or, I. 1vl '1
• ( '
Hypoxia of kidneys causes release of Renal Erythropoietic
Factor (REF) or Erythrogenin which acts on a plasma
substrate, Erythropoietinogen, an a-globulin, to form •
erythropoietin. Hypoxia also increases this specific
globulin formation from the liver.

UMN
Erythropoietin production reaches its peak within 24
hours of hypoxic stimulus.

•
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Haemocytoblast
or
Pluripotent (multipotent) uncommitted stem cell
IL-1
IL-6
IL-3

••

/

\~

Proerythroblast

Myeloblast

'-

I

(GM-CSF) (lls)

Progranulocyte

,,

Lymphoblasl

Megakaryoblast

I

I

I

Promonocyte

Prolymphocylo

Pn,-Megakaryocyte

(GM-CSF)

(GM-CSF)

Fig. 8.5 Haemopoiesis: Origin and development of blood cells (IL: Interleukins; Ep: Erythropoietin; GM-CSP: Granulocyte macrophage
colony stimulating factor)

Summary

•

Monoblast

Kidneys

Liver

stem cells in the bone marrow into proerythroblast

Hypoxia
R.E.F.

erythropoietinogen
(a-globulin)
Erythropoietin

Erythropoietin
Sensitive Stem Cells

4 t,
(i) Causes early differentiation of erythropoietin sensitive

Proerythroblast

and subsequently to mature RBCs. Thus, increasing
RBC count in 2-3 days.
(ii) Increases release of reticulocytes from the bone marrow.
(iii) Increases synthesis of RNA, DNA, globin and ferritin
which increases 'haem' synthesis, thus increasing
haemoglobin synthesis in already existing normoblasts.
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n , {t · '1 1g
1. Increase

m;thro7,oicti11 production

(i) Hypoxia due to:
(a) haemorrhage
(b) high altitude (secondary to alkalosis)
(c) cardio-respiratory disturbances
(d) methaemoglobin excess
(ii) Vasoconstrictor agents (catecholamines) due to renal
hypoxia.
(iii) Nucleotides e.g. cAMP, NAO and NADP.
(iv) Products of RBC destruction, called haemolysates.
(v) Hormones
(a) Thyroxine i.e. why thyrotoxicosis leads to
polycythemia and myxoedema is associated with
anaemia.
(b) Anterior pituitary hormones - TSH; ACTH;
GH; LH; FSH and prolactin. Therefore, pituitary
disturbances produce anaemia.
(c) Androgens: stimulate erythropoiesis by increasing
REF production and also potentiate the action of
erythropoietin.
(vi) Others e.g. cobalt salts.
2. Decrease
(i) Oestrogen(a) decreases hepatic synthesis of globulin
(b) depresses the erythropoietic response to hypoxia.
This is why, in females, RBC count is less as compared
to males.
(ii) Chronic renal diseases
(iii) Protein deficiency
(iv) Cirrohosis of the liver
(v) Chronic inflammatory diseases

in the ileal mucosa. 'I.F.' is split off from this complex
and vitamin B12 is released into portal blood. This process
does not require energy but is calcium dependent and
is optimal at pH 7.0. 'l .F.-B12 complex' is resistant to GIT
proteolytic enzymes.
f.n

,

1

'

,

These are present in certain foods and are essentially vitamin
B12 and folic acid (Table 8.4).
I.F. with extrinsic factor form haematinic principle
which helps in the maturation of RBCs (for conversion
of pro-erythroblast to mature RBC). Therefore deficiency
of any one of them causes maturation failure and will lead
to Megaloblastic Anaemia.

•

•

...,

ANAEMIAS
Definition
Anaemia is a clinical condition characterized by reduction
in the number of RBCs less than 4 million/ µL or their
content of haemoglobin less than 12 gm/dL or both.
Grading

Mild Anaemia
: Haemoglobin 8-12 gm/ dL
Moderate Anaemia : Haemoglobin 5-8 gm/ dL
Severe Anaemia : Haemoglobin less than 5 gm/ dL
Important Note

I

j

In long standing anaemia, exertional dyspnoea
occurs when the haemoglobin concentraion is about
7.5 gm/dL, weakness becomes appreciable at about
6 gm/dL; dyspnoeaatrestappears at3 gm/dL and the
heart fails when haemoglobin level falls to 2 gm/dL.

B. Special Maturation Factors

(Factors responsible for final maturation of RBCs)
I 1 1J h.t 1 •r
(i) Proteins help in 'globin' formation.
(ii) Iron, manganese, copper, cobalt, nickel help in 'haem'
formation.
(iii) Calcium increases iron absorption from GIT.
(iv) Vitamins C, B12 and folic acid help in synthesis of
nucleic acid.

D,

C r• ., I I Tl/ SIL Fae

r

! 1J

It is a glycoprotein; MW: 50,000 to 60,000; produced by
the parietal (oxyntic) cells of the stomach, therefore, it
decreases due to:
(i) big gastric ulcer
(ii) malignancy of stomach and
(iii) gastrectomy (removal of stomach).
I.F. helps in absorption of vitamin B12 from ileum. How?
One molecule of I.F. binds with one molecule of B12 to
form I.F.-B12 complex which then binds to specific receptor

Classification
(A) Etiological or Whitby's Classification. This is based
on the cause of anaemia.
l. H11e1,1orrlwg1c - Anaemia due to blood loss
(i) Acute i.e. sudden loss of blood
(ii) Chronic - slow loss of blood due to piles;
worm infestation; peptic ulcer; during
menstruation etc.
2. I i u.ri/ iefic,encu.s due to iron, vitamins and
proteins etc.
3. Dt/ ,lu ""' 1po1esis or abnormal haemopoiesis
resulting in aplastic anaemia.

Causes:
(i) X-rays irradiations
(ii) y-rays irradiation
(iii) hypersensitivity of bone marrow to
(a) cytotoxic drugs, sulpha drugs
(b) chemicals.

..
•
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Table 8.4: Extrinsic factors: Vitamin B12 and Foli acid compared
Features

..

Vitamin 8 12

Folic Acid (pteroylglutamic acid)

(i)

Source

Absent in plants. It is also synthesized b y bact,~ria
in GIT.

Green leafy vegetables; yeast; liver etc.
Food folate is rapidly destroyed by
heating.

(ii)

Daily requirements

2µgm

100-200 µgm

(iii)

Normal plasma
concentration

300-400 pg/mL

3-20 ng/mL

(iv)

Site of absorption

Only from ileum in the presence of I.F.

JejW1urn

Storage

In liver it is approx. 1000 times its amow1t which is
present in normal mixed diet taken daily; therefore,

Liver, RBCs and WBCs (Total body
stores 2-3 mg)

!

(v)

many months ofdefective vitamin 8 12 absorption will only
produce its deficiency.
(vi)

Excretion

30-40% of daily intake in faeces, also excreted in

Urine

urine
(vii)

FW1ctions

(a) Promotes the maturation and normalization of
RBCs (plays an essential role with folic acid in
synthesis of nucleic acid-DNA).
(b) Increases WBC and platelet count through its
action on bone marrow
(c) Maintains normal activity of nervous system
(d) Helps in myelination of nerve fibres.

UMN

Dyshaemopoiesis is characterized by decrease in all

t

types of blood cells - RBCs, WBCs and platelets.
4. Hemolytic 1111ae111ias - anaemias due to excessive
destruction of RBCs.
(i) Intrinsic (intra-corpuscular) defects - hereditary in
nature:
(a) Congenital (or familial or hereditary)
spherocytosis.
(b) Haemoglobinopathies - sickle cell anaemia
and thalassaemia.
(c) Erythroblastosis foetalis.
(d) Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD)
deficiency.
(ii) Extrinsic (extra-corpuscular) defects - acquired in
nature:

(a) As of Vitamin B12
(b) lt is reduced to tetrahydrofolic acid
and then acts as a co-enzyme in
different biological systems

(a) Antigen-antibody reaction.
(b) Infection e.g. malaria.
(c) Drugs/ poisons e.g. quinine, aspirin, burns,
snake venom etc.
(d) Hypersplenism, it causes over activity of
normal destructive mechanism.
(B) Morphological or Wintrobe's Classification. This
is based on the size of RBC and its haemoglobin
concentration (Table 8.5).
PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA or ADDISON'S ANAEMIA
(Pernicious means destructive or injurious.)
Cause
This is due to lack of intrinsic factor with a consequent
failure in the absorption of vitamin B12. The primary
lesion is atrophy of gastric mucosa which contains oxyntic
cells.

Table 8.5: Morphological or Wintrobe's classification of anaemia
Normochromic

(a) Normocytic

-.It.

(i) After acute haemorrhage

Hypochromic

After chronic haemorrhage

(ii) All haemolytic anaemias

except Thalassaemia
(iii) Aplastic Anaemia
(b) Macrocytic

(c) Microcytic

All megaloblastic anaemias
due to deficiency of Vitamin
8 12; folic acid or intrinsic factor
Chronic infections

Secondary to liver disease

(i) Iron deficiency anaemia
(ii) Thalassaemia

UMN

Iron deficiency anaemia is
characterized by microcytic
hypochromic type of RBCs
(page 73).
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Characteristic features
1 Hr11c ,\' rem

Anaemia produces hypoxia which results in stimulation
of erythropoiesis in bone marrow with maturation arrest,
therefore, bone marrow becomes hyperplastic and gets
replaced by:
(i) 70% proerythroblasts and early normoblasts
(normal: 30%), and
(ii) 30% intermediate and late normoblasts (normal: 70%)
This over activity of bone marrow is called Megaloblastic
hyperplasia of bone marrow. (Fig. 8.6).

..

(A)

Fig. 8.7 Peripheral blood picture in Pernicious Anaemia.
Macrocytic normochromic RBCs with anisocytosis and
poikilocytosis

(g) Peripheral smear shows nucleated RBCs with
marked anisocytosis and poikilocytosis.
(h) Reticulocyte count increases more than 5%
(normal less than 1%).
(i) Excessive destruction of RBCs in spleen, liver
and bone marrow produces:
• decrease in ]jfe span of RBCs;
• serum bilirubin increases more than
1 mg/ dL (normal 0.2-0.8 mg/ dL), th:is
produces low grade hemolytic jaundice and
increased urine urobilinogen excretion;
• increase serum iron (normal 60-160 µg/dL),
because iron is not utilized by immatw-e
RBCs.
(ij) WBCs and platelets both decrease becaus:e
encroachment of megaloblastic tissue on the space
available in the bone marrow. In addition, vitamin
B12 is also required for their development.

(B)

Fig. 8.6 (A) Normal Bone Marrow and (B) Megaloblastic
Bone Marow Megatoblastic erytl1roblasts can be seen
__,

__

2. Blood C11tm'?1·~
(i) RBC: Macrocytic nonnochromic (Fig. 8.7)

(a) Count decreases markedly; less than
1 million/µL
(b) Haemoglobin content decreases less than
12 gm/dL
(c) Diameter increases to 8.2 µm (normal 7.2 µm)
(d) MCV increases to 95-160 fL (normal 78-94 fL)
(e) MCH increases to SO pg (normal 28-32 pg)
(f) MCHC usually normal (35 ± 3%), because both
MCV and MCH increase; it may decrease in late
stages.

3. Chanxcs i11 CIT
(i) Deficiency of intrinsic factor
(ii) Atrophy and destruction of gastric mucosa containing
oxyntic cells produces marked or complete lack of
HCI in gastric juke (Achlorhydria).
(iii) Soreness and inflammation of the tongue.
(iv) Loss of appetite and apathy (mental laziness).
(v) Diarrhoea.
4. Cha,1'.;t:S 111 Nermus Sy1:-tem
In advanced cases demyelination of white fibres of the
spinal cord occurs, affecting the dorsal (posterior) columns
chiefly; and later the lateral columns, called Subacut·e
Combined Degeneration of Spinal Cord. This is associated
with tingling and numbness in hands and feet; motor and
psychological disturbances.
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5. Laborato1 y Im.•esfigafio11s
(i) Plasma concentration of vitamin B12 decreases to
I/10th of normal (normal: 300-400 pg/ml).
(ii) Vitamin B12 excretion in faeces increases to 90%
(normal: 30-40%).
(iii) Uri.nary excretion of vitamin B12 decreases, because
of poor absorption of vitamin B12 from intestine and
its low plasma levels.
Signs of improvement after beginning treatment with
Vhamin B 2
1. Reticulocytic response i.e. increase in number of
circulating reticulocytes upto 30-40%. This is due
to the proliferation of bone marrow and numerous
young RBCs pass into the circulation. This commences
within 4-5 days and reaches a peak in 7-10 days. Extent
of reticulocytic response is inversely proportional to
RBC count before treatment.
2. Normoblastic reaction of the bone marrow. Within 6-9
hours of treatment with Vitamin Biz, formation of
nuclear DNA component promotes the maturation
of proerythroblast and early normoblast into
intermediate and late normoblast.
3. There is no longer excessive rapid destruction of
RBCs, simultaneously serum bili.rubin returns to
normal.
4. Increase in WBC and platelet count.
5. Cell metabolism increases in general, therefore,
patient feels stronger and characteristic symptoms e.g.
loss of appetite, apathy and digestive disturbances
disappear.

•

I

_,-

Important Note
Treatment of pernicious anaemia with vitamin B12
prevents further progression of CNS lesion but
cannot reverse the damage already done and changes
in the stomach remain unaffected. That is why this
anaemia is called pernicious (destructive or injurious)
anaemia.

0
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What will happen if Folic acid is given to Pernicious
Anaemia patients?
Both folic acid and vitamin B12 plays an important part in
number of biochemical reactions and synthesis of nucleic
acids. Vitamin B12 deficiency interferes with normal folate
metabolism and results in functional folate deficiency
inspite of adequate folate intake.
Clinical administration of either folic acid or vitamin
B12 will cure sprue and allied condition and both will
improve the blood picture of pernicious anaemia. But
while Vitamin B12 also protects against 'neuropathy',
folic acid has no such effect and may even accelerate the
development of nervous lesions.
IRON DEFICIENCY ANAEMIA
Commonest anaemia in India.
Definition
Any anaemia which responds to adequate dosage of iron
is called iron deficiency anaemia.

Causes
1. Decrease intake - milk fed infants.
2. Increased loss:
(i) Acute haemorrhage
(ii) Chronic haemorrhage: worm infestation, peptic
ulcer, piles, increased menstrual blood loss etc.
3. Increased demand: Infancy, childhood, pregnancy,
menstruation.
4. Defective utilization due to decreased absorption in
diseases of stomach and duodenum.
Characteristic features
1. RBC - Microcytic hypochromic (Fig. 8.8)
(i) Count decreases or normal
(ii) MCV, MCH, MCHC and CI decrease.

FOLIC ACID DEFICIENCY ANAEMIA
Folic acid deficiency also produces Megaloblastic anaemia
as seen with vitamin B12 deficiency, except that neuropathy
occurs only with Vitamin B12 deficiency.

.

Causes of folic acid deficiency
1. Less dietary intake.
2. Poor absorption e.g. in steatorrhoea and sprue
(pages 246-247).
3. Increased demand e.g. pregnancy.
4. Antifolate drugs e.g. anti-cancer drugs (methotrexate).

Fig. 8.8 Peripheral blood picture in Iron Deficiency Anaemia.
Microcytic hypochromic RBCs with anisocytosis and
__,
poikilocytosis [Inset: Normal RBCs]

_____________
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(iii) Life span - normal.
(iv) Peripheral smear shows
anisocytosis and poikilocytosis.
2. Bone Marrow - Normoblastic

(A)

hyperplasia

3. WBC and platelets - normal coWlt.
4. Investigations
(i) Serum bilirubin less than
Fig. 8.9 Nails (A, B) and tongue (C) in iron deficiency anaemia
0.4 mg/ dL
'------------~
(ii) Serum iron decreases
(normal: 60-160 µgm/dL)
GLUCOSE-6-lPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE
(iii) Total iron binding capacity (TIBC) - increases
(G6PD) DEFICIENCY ANAEMIA
(normal: 150-350 µgm / dL).
Enzyme G6PD is required in the formation of NADPH
5. Nails-dry, soft, spoon shaped; later develop longitudinal
which, in tum, maintains glutathione in the reduced state.
striations. (Fig. 8.9 A and 8)
6. Tongue - angry red. (Fig. 8.9 C)
Decrease in concentration of reduced glutathione, damages
the RBC membrane producing hemolytic anaemia and also
7. Cardiovascular/ Respiratory System - Early breathlessinhibits the killing of bacteria by granulocytes, thereby
ness; palpitations; repeated chest infections.
predisposes to severe infections.
8. Nervous Sysem - Irritability; loss of concentration;
Sulphonamides and antimalarial drugs can produce
headache; generalized body ache; impotence.
G6PD deficiency in normal individuals.

,
C

j

CONGENITAL SPHEROCYfOSIS
or HEREDITARY (FAMILIAL) SPHEROCYfOSIS

This is inherited as an autosomal dominant character.
Here, below the cell membrane, contractile layer of
lipoprotein - spectrin is defective due to genetic glycolysis
defect. Therefore, RBCs become very small in size and
spherical (microspherocytes). As biconcavity is lost,
many advantages of RBCs are lost (page 62); thus, on
passing through capillaries RBCs are easily ruptured even
by slightest compression. Life span decreases to 15-20
days.
RBCs are more fragile in hypotonic saline solution. The
disease is characterized by splenomegaly and raised serum
bilirubin producing hemolytic jaWldice (page 72).

•
I

.

THALASSAEMIA

(page 61).
SICKLE CELL ANAEMIA

(For details, refer to page 61, and Fig. 8.10).
ERYTHROBLASTOSIS FOETALIS

Here Rh positive RBCs in foetus are attacked by 'sensitized'
antibodies from an Rh negative mother. These antibodies
make the RBCs fragile causing severe anaemia in foetus
(see also page 106).

Fig. 8.10 Peripheral blood picture in Sickle Cell Anaemia.
Sickle shaped!RBCs with anisocytosis and poik:ilocytosis

CHAPTER 8: ERYTHROCYTE - RED BLOOD CORPUSCLE (RSC)
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1. Write short notes on:
(ii) Achlorhydria.
(i) Haemolytic anaemia
(iv) Interleukins and Colony stimulating factors
(iii) Spectrin
(vi) Erythropoietin
(v) Regulation of Erythropoiesis
(viii} Subacute combined degeneration of spinal cord
(vii) Haematinic principle
(ix) Reticulocytic response
(x) Erythroblastosis foetalis
(xii) Osmotic fragility of RBCs
(xi) G6PD anaemia
2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) why anaemia can never be hyperchrornic?
(ii} Anaemia in kidney or liver disease
(iii) How a RSC without a nucleus can cany out its normal functions for 120 days?
3. Differentiate between:
(i) Haemopoicsis and erythropoiesis
(ii) Red and yellow bone marrow
(iii) lntravascular and extravascular erythropoiesis
(iv) Vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiency anaemia
(v) Blood picture in vitamin B12 and iron-deficiency anaemia
(vi) Polycythernia and polycythemia vera
(vii} Nom1oblastic and mcgaloblastic bone marrow
4. Give the stages of erythopoiesis with characteristic features.
5. How erythropoietin is formed? Give its mode of action.
6. Give basis of morphological classification of anaemias with characteristic features.
7. What will happen
(i) lf folic acid is given to pernicious anaemia patient?
(ii) lf immature RBCs appear in peripheral blood

-·

8. Give characteristic features including peripheral blood picture of:
(i) Iron deficiency anaemia.
(ii) Pernicious anaemia.

00·1

(

1. Glutathiones within the RBCs:
(a) Acts as an enzyme of glycolytic system
(c) Required in the formation of NADPH

(b) Prevents damage of haemoglobin
(d) Maintains the shape and flexibility of RBCs

2. Which is not a function of RBC?
(a) Helps in identifying blood groups
(c} Provides stability to blood

(b) Helps transport of gases
(d) Helps in maintaining acid base balance in the body

3. Normal reticulocyte count at birth is:
(a) 1-2%
(b) 2-6%

(c) 6-10%

4. Interleukins:
(a) Are hormones like chemical messengers
(c) Are produced by macrophages only

(b) Amino acid sequence is not known
(d) Are also called as lymphokines

(d) 30-40%

5. Colony stimulating factor increases production of all except:
(a) Lymphocytes
(b) Neutrophils
(c) Basophils

(d) Macrophages

6. ln a normal individual, erythropoiesis is completed in ...... days:
(a) 3
(b) 7
(c) 14

(d) 20

7. RBC count is less in young fema les compared to males of sam e age because:
(a) Increased blood loss during menses
(b) Females are less active and less muscuJar than the males
(c) Oestrogens depresses the erythropoiesis
(d) Low thyroxine levels
8. Pituitary disturbances produce anaemia due to:
(b) Depressed erythropoietic response to hypoxia
(a) Decreased renal crythropoietin factor production
(d) Decreased hepatic synthesis of globulin
(c) Decreased erythropoietin release
9. Normal bone marrow contains ..... . % proerythroblast and early normoblast, and ...... % of intermediate and late
n ormoblast cells:
(a) 30; 70

(b) 70; 30

(c) 50; 50

(d) 80; 20
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10. All of following help in the maturation of RBCs, except:
(a) Castle's intrinsic factor (b) Iron
(c) Vitamin 8 12
(d) Folic acid
11. Iron deficiency anaemia is:
(a) Normocytic normochronic
(b) Normocytic hypochromic
(c) Microcytic hypochromic
(d) Macrocytic hypochromic
12. All hemolytic anaemias are normocytic normochrornic except:
(a) Congenital spherocytosis
(b) Sickle cell anaemia
(c) Thalassaemia
(d) Erythroblastosis foctalis

-

13. Treatment of a pernicious anaemia patient with folk acid will improve all except:
(a) Nervous lesions
(b) Blood picture
(c) Changes in GIT
(d) General symptoms
14. Patient with iron deficiency anaemia tends to have all, except-.
(a) Increase in total iron binding capacity
(b) Normal life span of RBCs
(c) Pallor of mucous membranes
(d) A low pO2 in arterial blood
15. Biconcave shape and flexibility of RBC is maintained by:
(a) Glutathione
(b) G-6-P-D
(c) Spectrin
(d) Actomyocin
16. Normal myeloid-erythroid ratio in the bone marrow is:
(a) 1 : 1
(b) 1 : 2
(c) 3 : 1
(d) 3: 2
17. The commonest site of haemopoiesis in a 3 months old foetus is:
(a) Liver
(b) Spleen
(c) Bone marrow
18. Which bone does not contain the red marrow?
(a) Vertebrae
(b) Ribs
(c) Sternum

(d) Gut
(d) Clavicle

19. Major stimulus to trigger extra renal erythropoietin poduction is:
(b) Renal failure
(a) Generalised severe hypoxia
(c) Hepatic insufficiency
(d) Bone marrow hypoxia
20. True about pernicious anaemia:
(a) Caused by lesion of gastric mucosa which contains chief cells
(b) Associated with normoblastic hyperplasia of bone marrow
(c) Macrocytic hyperchromic type of RBCs
(d) Also called destructive/injurious anaemia

I
••_I
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21. Erythroblastosis foetalis is:
(a) Destruction of RBCs of mother by foetal Rh antibodies
(b) Haemolysis in foetus due to maternal Rh antibodies
(c) Haemolysis in foetus due to maternal ABO antibodies
(d) Destruction of RBCs of mother by foetal ABO antibodies

1. (b)

2. (c)

11. (c)
21. (b)

12. (c)

3. (b)
13. (a)

4. (a)
14. (d)

5. (a)

6. (b)

15. (c)

16. (c)

- - - C X X ) 1 - - --

7. (c)
17. (a)

8. (c)
18. (d)

9. (a)

10. (b)

19. (a)

20. (d)

-

Jaundice

•
I. Chemistry of bilirubin formation
11. Fate ofbilirubin
III. Types of jaundice and their characteristic features (Hemolytic; Hepatic; Obstructive)
IV Physiological Jaundice
Jaundice of newborn
Phototherapy
V. Junctional Complexes

•
F

Jaundice is a yellow
discolouration of the skin,
eyes and other body
tissues caused by the
presence of an excessive
accumulation of bilirubin
in the plasma and tissue
fluids (Fig 9.1). In adults,
normal serum bilirubin is
0.2-0.8 mg/ dL (average Fig. 9. l J aundice.
(Note: Yellow discolouration
0.5 mg/ dL). Clinically
of the skin and eyes)
jaundice occurs when
serum bilirubin exceeds 2 mg/ dL.

2. Conjugation
On reaching the liver, free (unconjugated) bilirubin is split
from albumin and enters the hepatic cells. In the hepatic
cells it undergoes conjugation with 'uridine diphosphate
glucuronic acid' (UDPGA) in a reaction catalyzed by
enzyme 'glucuronyl transferase' to form Bilirubin Mono and
Di-Glucuronides. These are water soluble i.e. Conjugated
Bilintbitt, also called Clwle bilintbi11.
3. Excretion
Excretion of conjugated bilirubin b y the hepatic cells into
the bile canaliculi is an active process i.e. it is transported
against a concentration gradient into bile canaliculi. This is
the rate limiting step in the liver for handling of bilirubin
and needs energy. Some of it escapes into the general
circulation and is excreted via kidneys in urine as urine
bilirubin; while most of it passes via the bile ducts to the
small intestine.

Imp~

The first site where ja undice is clinically detected is
the sclera because:
(i) The sclera is white, a yellow discolouration is
more obvious than a similar discolouration of
brownish skin.
(ii) Sciera has a protein 'elastin' which has an
extremely high affinity for bilirubin.

4. Degradation

When this 'conjugated' water soluble bilirubin reaches
the large intestine it is degraded b y colonic bacteria.
Glucuronic acid is split from bilirubin, and bilirubin
undergoes reduction forming a colourless compound
Stercobili11ogen, also called Urobilinogen .

CHEMISTRY OF BllIRUBIN FORMATION
l

Page 60.

FATE OF BnIRUBIN
,

5. Re-Excretion
Some 20% of stercobilinogen (urobilinogen) is reabsorbed
into the portal circulation to reach the liver.
A. A part of which is re-excreted by the liver into the
bile and returns to the small intestine by enterohepatic

Refer fig. 9.2.
1. Uptake

Bilirubin formed by the destruction of RBCs is free or
unconjugated bilirubin. It is lipid soluble and bound to
albumin in plasma (protein conjugation), which prevents
its excretion by the kidneys in urine.

circulation.
B. The remaining absorbed stercobilinogen (urobilinogen)
enters the general circulation. It gets filtered by the
77
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RBCs destruction

t

'FREE' (Unconjugated) billrubin
lipid soluble; bound to albumin

•

Albumin _ _ __,_

-

splits

(in liver cell)

Common bile
duct

Glucuronic acid - _ _ -

l

Degradation
by colon
bacterial flora

I

Kidney

Bilirubin

(Rod~•d)

•
"\

"Stercobilinogen"
(urobilinogen)

oolo"""{ mpo,od

20% enters
portal circulation

80% excreted in faeces
(20-250 mg/day)

l

Urine urobllinogen

Som, g,t o,;dl~d to

"Stercobllln" brownish
compound gives brown
colour to faeces

Fig. 9.2 Fate ofbilirubin

- - - - - - ------------- - - -

kidneys and is excreted in urine as urine urobilinoge11.

If urine is allowed to stand, urobilinogen is oxidised
to urobilin.
The remaining 80% of stercobilinogen which is not
reabsorbed from the intestine is excreted in amounts of
20-250 mg/ day in the faeces. Some of this stercobilinogen
is oxidised to a brownish compound stercobili11 which is
responsible for the brown colour of the faeces.

---

--- --------------~

The t ·11 I 111111 bilin1bi11 includes conjugated bilirubin
(mainly) plus free (unconjugated) bilirubin.
One of the tests which helps in determining the type
of bilirubin present in the serum is The van den Bergli
Test.
P lilLIJ •· "Diazo" reagent (mixture of sulphanilic
acid, hydrochloric acid and sodium nitrite) on reacting
with serum containing excess of 'conjugated bilirubin'

"

'
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(water soluble) within 30 seconds i.e. almost immediately
gives a reddish violet colour. This is said to be Direct
positive reaction.
However, when Diazo reagent reacts with serum
containing an excess of ' unconjugated' bilirubin (lipid
soluble), no colour develops until some solvent like alcohol
is added. This is called Indirect positive reaction.

TYPES OF JAUNDICE
The various types of jaundice and characteristic features
of each type are given in Table 9.1.

79

PHYSIOLOGICAL JAUNDICE
Usually mild form of jaundice appears in some newborn
children on the 2nd or 3rd day of life, called Jaundice of
Newbont or Neonatal Jaundice.
Causes
1. Excessive destruction of RBCs after birth causing

increase in serum bilirubin.
2. Due to hepatic immaturihJ. During intrauterine life
bilirubin formed is mainly eliminated via the placenta
and to lesser extent by liver. Immediately after birth the
liver has to eliminate all the bilirubin formed, therefore,
liver is unable to deal adequately with this increased

Table 9.1: Jaundice: Types and Characteristic Features
Test

{•

Pre-Hepatic
(Hemolytic) Jaundice

Hepatic (Hepatocellular)
Jaundice

Post-Hepatic (Obstructive)
Jaundice

1.

Cause

Excessive breakdown
of RBCs such that
even normal liver
cannot conjugate all of
it resulting in increased
serum unconjugated
billirubin.

Infective (viral or bacterial) or
toxic damage to liver. Therefore,
it can't conjugate bilirubin
efficiently. Moreover, conjugated
bilirubin is also unable to get
excreted completely with bile,
causing increase in serum level of
botlr conjugated and unconjugated
bilirubin.

Obstruction of bile ducts
(stone or tumour), therefore,
conjugated bilirubin can't flow
through the biliary tract freely
resulting in increased serum
conjugated bilirubin.

2.

van den Bergh Test

Indirect positive
reaction.

'Biphasic' reaction.

Direct positive reaction.

3.

Blood Examination

Anaemia,
reticulocytosis and
abnormal RBCs in
peripheral smear.

Normal.

Normal

4.

Plasma albumin, globulin
levels and A/G ratio

(i) Serum albumin
level: normal.
(ii) Serum globulin
level: normal
(iii) A/G ratio: normal

Albumin decreases as it is formed
in the liver and globulin increases,
therefore, A/G ratio decreases.

Albumin - usually normal,
may reduce in late stages;
globulin level normal;
normal A/ G ratio.

5.

Thymol-turbidity
[Serum with thymol
barbitone gives: (a) faint
opalescencent colour when
y-globulin level is normal,
(b) turbid solution, when
y-globulin level increases.]

Nil

Markedly increased.

Usually slight.

6.

Serum Alkaline phosphatase
level (it is formed in the liver
and bones and gets excreted
in bile).
Normal: 5-13 KA0 units/dL.

Normal

Initially, slightly increases; later
markedly increases because
swollen liver cells block bile
canaliculi and prevent its excretion
in bile.

Markedly increases, because of
complete obstruction to bile
ducts .

7.

Urine bilirubin.

Absent, because
unconjugated bilirubin
is protein bound; that
is why also called
Acholuric Jaundice.

Present,

Sarne as in hepatic jaundice.
Deep yellow urine.

conjugated

bilirubin

is water soluble (Bilirubinuria)

causing deep yellow urine.

80
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Table 9.1: Jaundice: Types and Characteristic Features
Test

Urine urobilinogen.

8.

Faecal stercobilinogen.
Normal 20-250 mg/ day.

9.

Pre-Hepatic
(Hemolytic) Jaundice

He patic (Hepatocellular)
Jaundice

Post-Hepatic (Obs tructive)
Jaundice

Increases, because of
increased formation of
stercobilinogen.

Decreases, secondary to decrease
in stercobilinogen level.

Absent, if obstruction is
complete.

Markedly increased,
because higher than
normal quantities of
conjugated bilirubin
is delivered to the
intestine producing
'dark brown' coloured

Reduced, because conjugated
bilirubin excreted in bile is
reduced causing 'pale' faeces.

Absent, producing 'clay'
coloured faeces .

.-

..

•

stools.
10.

Faecal fat. A normal healthy
individual after ingestion of
100 gm. of fat is expected to
excrete 5-6 gm of fat/ day in
faeces. Nonnal: 5-6% of total
fat intake/ day.

Normal

Increased upto 40-50% due to
inadequate emulsification and
absorption of fats producing
bulky, pale, greasy and
foul smelling faeces, called
'Steatorrhoea'.

Same as in hepatic jaundice.

11.

Liver function tests.

Normal

Impaired.

Normal or mildly impaired.

amount of bilirubin during the first 10 days of life
causing development of jaundice.
That is why serum bilirubin continues to rise after birth
to a peak which is generally reached during the 1st
week and then it declines. It is more common and of
greater severity in premature babies. In infants, when
serum bilirubin rises beyond 5 mg/dL, clinical jaundice

appears.
PHOTOTHERAPY
Exposure of the skin to white light converts bilirubin to
Lumm b which has a shorter life than bilirubin (Fig. 9.3).
It acts by photoisomerisation of bilirubin to soluble
forms, which are easily excreted. Therefore, phototherapy

Fig. 9.3 Phototherapy of a baby with mild jaundice

(exposure to light) is of value in treating infants with
jaundice (irrespective of its cause).

lMfiWi#UM:ti
1. Give physiological basis of:

(ii) Acholuric jaundice
(i) Oinical jaundice
(iv)
Pale faeces
(iii) Steatorrhoea
2. Write short notes on:
(ii) Neonatal jaundice
(i) Van Den Bergh Test
(iv) Hemolytic Jaundice
(iii) Phototherapy
(v) Faecal fat
3. Draw line diagram to show fate of bilirubin after its formation.
4. Define jaundice. Give its types with main characteristic features.

)
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1. Conjugation of bilirubin occurs in:
(a) Hepatocytes
(b) Granulocytes
(c) Lymphocytes
2. Conjugated bilirubin is excreted by hepatic cells into bile canaliculi as:
(a) An active process
(b) A passive process
(c) Diffusion

..-

..

t

(d) Erythrocytes
(d) Carrier mediated process

3. Jaundice is defined as:
(a) Increase in level of S.bilirubin above 1 mg/dL
{b) ?.issage of high yellow coloured urine
(c) Yellow discolouration of skin, eyes and other body tissues
(d) Excessive accumulation of bilirubin in the plasma and tissue fluids
4. Not true about stercobilinogen:
(a) Also called urobilinogen
(b) Formed when conjugated bilirubin is degraded by colonic bacteria
(c) A colourless compound
(d) 80% of the total formed is reabsorbed into portal circulation
5. Phototherapy given for treating jaundice:
(a) Converts lumirubin to bilirubin
(b) Acts by photoisomerisation of bilirubin to soluble forms
(c) Helpful only in obstructive jaundice
(d) Any type of the light can be used
6. Major urinary form of bilirubin in severe obstructive jaundice is:
(a) Free bilirubin
(b) Both free and conjugated bilirubin
(c) No bilirubin will be present in the urine
{d) Bilirubin conjugated with glucuronic acid only
7. In a 30-year old jaundiced patient, investigations show reticulocytosis, absence of urinary bilirubin with normal liver
function tests. The most likely diagnosis is:
(a) Hemolytic jaundice
(b) Hepatic jaundice
(c) Obstructive jaundice
(d) Physiological jaundice
8. Tnte about bilirubin:
(a) Clinically, jaundice occurs if level is more than 2 mg/dL
(b) Is same as biliverdin
(c) Normal serum level is l.5 mg/dL
(d) ls secreted in stool as such
9. Regarding conjugated bilirubin, false is:
(a) Also called as cholebilirubin
(b) It is lipid soluble and bound to albumin
(c) Formed from free bilirubin and UDPGA in the liver
{d) Normally excreted in urine in small amounts
10. Normal amount of stercobilinogen excreted in faeces is:
(a) 10-20 mgm/day
(b) 20-250 mgm/day
(c) 250-500 mgm/day
(d) 1 gm/day
11. Clinically jaundice appears in infants when serum bilirubin rises beyond:
(a) 1 mg/dL
(b) 2-3 mg/dL
(c) 4 mg/dL
(d) 5 mg/dL
12. A person complains of passing clay coloured, bulky, greasy and foul smelling faeces for last 2-3 days, most likely he is
having:
(a) Malabsorption syndrome
{b) ?.increatic insufficiency
(c) Hepatitis
(d) Obstruction of bile ducts

1. (a)

2. (a)

3. (c)

4. (d)

5. (b)

6. (d)

7. (a)

- --

8. (a)

CXX)f---

9. (b)

10. (b)

11. {d)

12. (d)
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LeucocyteWhite Blood Corpuscle (WBC)
I. General: Total leucocyte count; Leucopenia; Leucocytosis; Leukaemia
II. Structure, functions and variations of neutrophils; eosinophils; basophils; lymphocytes and
monocytes
III.

Physiology of phagocytic mechanism

Iv. Leucopoiesis: Stages; Regulation; Senile leucocytes

GENERAL
The different types of leucocytes present in the circulation
are:
A. Granulocytes i.e. WBC with granules in their
cytoplasm
Percentage Absolute Count
1. Neutrophils
50-70%
3000-6000 / µL
150-300/ µL
2. Eosinophils
1-4%
10-100/µL
< 1%
3. Basophils
B. Agramtlocytes (Agranular)
1500-2700/µL
1. Lymphocytes 20-40%
300-600/ µL
2. Monocytes
2-8%
Total Leucocyte Count (TLC)
At birth : 20,000/µL; count decreases after 2nd week,
reaching normal adult value at 5-10 years.
In adults : 4,000-11,000/µL.
Leucor enia - TLC decreases less than 4000/ µL.
Causes
1. Starvation
2. Typhoid (enteric) fever
3. Viral or protozoal infection
4. Bone marrow depression.
Le oc~toi -TLC increases above 11,000/ µL.
Causes
1. Newborn (normal - 20,000/ µL)
2. In the evening (Note: minimum count is seen in the
morning)
3. Exercise
4. After injection of Epinephrine or nor-epinephrine
5. Stress
6. Pregnancy, menstruation, lactation
7. Administration of steroids
8. Any pyogenic (acute/ chronic pus forming) or
pyrogenic (fever producing) infection.

Leukaemia is a cancerous condition of blood in whkh
TLC is usually more than 50,000/ µL and associated
with presence of immature WBCs in the peripheral smear.

UMN

µL was previously called as cumm.

STRUCTURE,FUNCTIONS
AND VARIATIONS
Structure as seen by Leishman's staining; haematoxylin- •
eosin stain.
A. NEUTROPHILorPOLYMORPHONUCLEAR
LEUCOCYfE (Fig. 10.1)
...,, 10-14 µm diameter
J\, I,

(i) Purple in colour.
(ii) Multilobed (1-6 lobes), that is why also called
polymorphonuclear leucocyte.
(ill) Young cells have single 'lwrse shoe shape' nucleus.
(iv) As the cells grow older nucleus becomes multilobed.
Lobes are connected with one another by chromatin
threads. More the
number of lobes, the
more mature is the
neutrophil.

I

Llthpla· ,w Slight bluish
in colour, granular.
( r I tf

(i) 'fine' sand like
I
particles, called
'pin-point' granules. Fig. IO.I Neutr_o_phi
_·_
t _ _ ___,

I
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(ii) 'neutrophilic' in nature (red-brown or purplish in
colour), i.e. take both the acidic and the basic stains,
therefore, the cell is called a neutrophil.
(iii) Contain large amounts of proteins and traces of
lipids and nucleic acids.
(iv) Also contain varieties of enzymes which include:
glycosidases, sulphatases, phosphatases, nucleases
(ribonuclease and deoxy ribonuclease) and
proteolytic enzymes. They can 'lyse' any type
of substance, the granules are thus regarded as
lysosomes.
(v) In addition, all granulocytes liberate histamine and
peroxidase enzyme which aids in killing ingested
bacteria. (Also refer to page 86)
_,
11t1 1 6-30 hours (half life: 6 hours). Once they leave
the circulation they enter the tissues to become 'tissue
macrophages'. Some enter the GIT and are excreted in
faeces and some are excreted in respiratory secretions.
\.I

..
•

1bolism
(i) metabolism of cytoplasmic glycogen forms glucose,
which oxidises to release energy; this energy is
utilized in phagocytic processes and to carry out
amoeboid movements;
(ii) the capacity of neutrophils to function in anaerobic
conditions helps in removal of cell debris or
bacteria from necrotic tissues;
(iii) neutrophils also show active metabolism of neutral
lipids and phospholipids during phagocytosis.

bacteria, neutrophils are the first cells to seek out
to ingest and kill the bacteria. They have been thus
called the body's ,
11 dt t 11ce against bacterial
infections. (Details page 85)
2. They contain a fever-producing substance, endogenous
pyrogen which is an important mediator of febrile
response to bacterial pyrogens.
Neutrophilia means increase in neutrophils, causes
are:
A. I hy olog1ca)
1. Exercise

2. After injection of epinephrine
3. Pregnancy, menstruation and lactation.
1n healthy individuals, 2-3 x 1010 neutrophils are
circulating in the blood at one time, called circulating
granulocyte pool (CGP); the same number of neutrophils
are 'margin ated' and are attached to endothelial cells by
selectins in the blood vessel walls or 'sequestered' in closed
capillaries (i.e. marginated or sequestered 11eutropltils),
called Marginated Gra11ulocyte Pool (MGP). Therefore,
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CGP = MGP; together (CGP + MGP) forms Total blood
granulocyte pool (TBGP).
Whenever, marginated or sequestered neutrophils
come into circulation, it results in transient increase in
neutropl1ils. This is seen with:
(i) exercise
(ii) injection of epinephrine/nor-epinephrine
(iii) splenic contraction.

B. P,1tlwlogical
1. Acute pyogenic (pus forming) infections
2. Following tissue destruction e.g.
(i) bums
(ii) after haemorrhage
(iii) myocardial infarction
(iv) after surgery.
Neutropenia means decrease in neutrophils, causes
are:
1. In children (normal count: 40%)
2. Typhoid/paratyphoid fever
3. Viral infection
4. Bone marrow depression.

1

Fimctio11s
1. Pliagocytosis -whenever the body gets invaded by

D

B. EOSINOPHIL <Fig. 10.2)
'>1:1 10-14 µm diameter
\i11,/c11·

(i) Purple colour.
(ii) Usually (85%) cells - 'bilobed', the two lobes are

connected with chromatin thread thus producing
'spectacle' appearance.
(iii) Remaining 15% cells have 'trilobed' nucleus.
l 1/' 1p/t1"111

(i) Acidophilic, therefore, appears light pink in colour.
(ii) Granular.
G

II t

(i) Coarse.
(ii) Stain bright red with acidic (eosin) dye.
(iii) Granules do not cover the nucleus.
(iv) They contain:
(a) very high peroxidase content, (histaminase
content is maximum)
(b) 'lysozymes' i.e. most
of the enzymes
found in neutrophil
granules.
Functions
1. Mild phagocytosis

because less motile than
neutrophils.
2. Eosinophils collect at the
sites of allergic reactions
and limit their intensity

Fig. 10.2 Eosinophil
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by degrading the effects of inflammatory mediators

(e.g. histamine, bradykinin) and inhibit mast cell (page
100) or basophil degranulation.
3. They enter the tissues and are specially abundant

in the mucosa of respiratory tract, gastrointestinal
and urinary tract, where they provide local mucosal
immunity.
4. Eosinophils attack parasites that are too large to be
engulfed by phagocytosis. Eosinophil granules release
chemicals (peroxidase) which are toxic to larvae of
parasites.
Eosiflopltilia i.e. increase in eosinophils.
Causes
1. Allergic conditions e.g. bronchial asthma.
2. Parasitic infestation e.g. worms.
3. Skin diseases.
Eosinopenia i.e. decrease in eosinophils. Seen after
injection of ACTH or corticosteroids because of increased
sequestration of eosinophils in the lungs and spleen and
by their destruction in the circulating blood.

C. BASOPHIL (Fig. 10.3)

N11dc11s

Cytopla,111

10-14 µm diameter
As in Eosinophil.
Slight basophilic, therefore, appears blue;
granular.

3. Liberates heparin which:
(i) acts as anti-coagulant and keeps the blood in fluid
state in the body;
(ii) activates a hormone, lipoprotein lipase which
facilitates absorption of triglycerides after meals.
Basophilia i.e. increase in basophils.
Causes
1. Chickenpox
2. Smallpox
3. Tuberculosis
4. lnfluenza.
Basopenia i.e. decrease in basophils.
Causes
l. After administration of glucocorticoids.
2. Drug induced reactions.
D. LYMPHOCYTES (Fig. 10.4)

They are of two types:
l. Large lymphocytes: 10-14 µm diameter; precursor of

small lymphocytes.
2. Small lymphocytes (B-type): 7-10 µm diameter;
responsible for 'antibody' production (page 115).
Both large and small lymphocytes have the same
structure.

..

(.

(i) Coarse
(ii) Stains purple or blue with basic (methylene blue)

dye.
(iii) Granules are plenty in number and overcrowd

the nucleus resulting in obscure boundary of the
nucleus.
(iv) Contain histamine (an inflammatory mediator) and
heparin (an anti-coagulant).
(v) The granules also contain Eosinophil chemotactic factor
of anaphylaxis (ECF-A).
Functions

1. Mild phagocytosis.
2. Liberates histamine and ECF-A which leads to allergic
manifestations. ECF-A attracts
eosinophil into the region
of antigen-IgE interaction
(page 126). ECF-A is a
of
chemical
mediator
immediate hypersensitivity
reactions. These ranges from
mild urticaria (localized skin
allergic reactions) to severe
anaphylactic shock.
~ ig. 10.3 Basophil
_· _ _ _ __,

,

Small Lymphocyte

Large Lymphocyte

Fig. I 0.4 Lymphocytes

(i) Single; very big; purple in colour.
(ii) Shape: round, oval or indented.
(iii) Central in position and occupies whole of the cell
leaving marginal cytoplasm at one end of it or all
around it.
(iv) Nuclear chromatin is coarse and lumpy (shapeless). •
(i) Pale blue
(ii) Scanty, its amount is always less than the amount

of the nucleus.
Produce antibodies i.e. immune substances,
specially in delayed hypersensitivity (for details, refer to
page 115).
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Lymphocytosis i.e. increase in lymphocytes.
Causes
1. In children - lymphocytes (60%) are more than
neutrophils (40%), called Relative Lymphocytosis.
2. Chronic infections e.g. tuberculosis (IB).
3. Lymphatic leukaemia.
4. Viral infections.
Lympl,opcnia i.e. decrease in lymphocytes.
Causes
1. Hypoplastic bone marrow
2. AIDS (acquired i.m.muno deficiency syndrome, page
130).
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PHYSIOLOGY OF PHAGOCYTIC
MECHANISM
Neutrophils play an important role in inflammation,
particularly bacterial. The following events are seen
during phagocytosis.
1. Diapedesis. Neutrophils are motile cells, therefore,
they emigrate from the blood stream into the tissues
by passing through the junction between endothelial
cells, a process called 'diapedesis' (Fig. 10.6) .

I

Blood capillary

1nterstitia1- -{tissue) space

1.11---+,,...Red blood cells

Lymph~
capillary

E. MONOCYfE-LARGEST WBC (Fig. 10.5)
, : 10-18 µm diameter with irregular cell outline.

O

I

Neutrophil with --J~_...;.,,.,
pseudopodium
•---•

(i) Pale staining.

(ii) Single.
(iii) Round or indented (kidney shaped).

•

(iv) Eccentric in position i.e. present on one side of the
cell.
(v) Nuclear chromatin is finely reticular.
' 1•
: Usually pale blue; clear.
Gm11111e:- : Sometimes contains fine purple dust like
granules, called Azur granules which may
be few or numerous.
Functions
1. Active phagocytosis. Monocytes follow the neutrophils
in the areas of infections or inflammation and constitute
a second line defence. Phagocytic mechanism is the
same as seen in neutrophils (see below).
2. Monocytes enter the circulation from bone marrow
but after 72 hours they enter the tissues to become
'tissue macrophages'. All tissue macrophages
(page 114) come from circulating monocytes.
Life span: Approx. 3 months
3. Monocytes may also kill tumour cells after sensitization
by lymphocytes.
4. They
synthesize
complement and other
biologically important
substances
like
prostaglandin E and clot
•
promoting factors.
Monoci1tosis i.e. increase
in monocytes.
Causes
1. Tuberculosis
2. Syphilis
Fig. 10.5 Monocyte
3. Some leukaemias.
Monocytopcnia i.e. decrease in monocytes.
Causes: Hypoplastic bone marrow.

Lymphocyte

Fig. 10.6 Mechanism of diapedesis

-----------'

2. Chemotaxis. Bacterial products interact with plasma
proteins to produce 'agents' that attract neutrophils to,
the site of injury or inflammation, called 'chemotaxis'. As.
a result of chemotaxis, neutrophils adhere to each other
forming clumps and become immobile. The chemotactic
agents include:
(i) components of complement system-CSa
(page 121)
(ii) leukotrienes (originate from free fatty acids), and
(iii) polypeptides from lymphocytes, basophils andl
mast cells.
3. Opsonization. Opsonins are antibodies against bacteria..
The principal opsonins are immunoglobulin of IgG
group and complement proteins. They coat the bacteria1
and make them tasty to the phagocytes, a process calledl
'opsonization'.
4. Phagocytosis
(i) Coated bacteria then bind to the receptors on the
neutrophil cell membrane and get phagocytosedl
by a process of 'endocytosis', forming antigert
antibody complex. (Fig. 10.7)
(ii) This way neutrophils also phagocytize many
foreign inanimate substances e.g. carbon particles.,
sodium urate crystals, etc.
(iii) Phagocytosis occurs at pH between 6 to 8 and is
not dependent on 0 2. It is aided by bivalent cations
and is prevented by calcium chelating agents.
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Membrane------~
invagination and
phagocytosis

~ -

- --

..

Digestive vacuole

----- . . . - - Residual body
Exocytosis (expulsion
Indigestible components)
Degradation of bacterium

Fig. 10... Mechanism of phagocytosis

(iv) A neutrophil can phagocytize 5-20 bacteria before
the neutrophil itself become inactivated and dies.
(v) Macrophages are more powerful phagocytes than
neutrophils. They can phagocytize as many as
100 bacteria; can engulf particles upto the size of
a RBC; and have the ability to phagocytize necrotic
tissues and even dead neutrophils.
5. Degranulation. After phagocytosing the bacteria,
bacteriocidal substances (called defensins) such
as lysozymes and peroxidases are released from
the lysosomal granules into the digestive pouch
(degranulation), where they kill and digest the bacteria.
How?
Associated with degranulation, the cell membrane
bound enzyme NADPH oxidase is activated. This causes
sharp increase in 0 2 uptake and metabolism in the
neutrophil (the respiratory burst) with generation of
superoxide radical (02-) and hydrogen peroxide <Hi02)
as follows:

202- + ztt+

Catalyzed by
Cytoplasmic enzyme
superoxide dismutase

Hi02 + 02

Free radical 0 2- and H 20 2 are both oxidants that react
to form hydroxyl radical (OH-), a very potent bactericidal
agent.

UMti
In addition, neutrophils also discharge myeloperoxidase and elastase enzymes that help destroy
invading organisms.

6. Inflammatory Response. Release of lysosomaJ enzymes,
histamine and 5-HT into ECF produces inflammatory
response.
7. Limiting Inflammation. Fusion of phagocytic vacuolle
with lysosome causes release of:
(i) 'Thromboxanes' produces
(a) vasconstriction and
(b) platelet aggregation (page 93).
(ii) 'Prostaglandins' produces: anti-inflammatory
effect.
(i) and (ii) limit the inflammation.
Applied: Disorders of Phagocytic Functions
Patients with these disorders are prone to infections. These
are mild when only the neutrophil system is involved,
but severe when the 'monocyte tissue macrophage system'
is also involved.
l. Agr,11111/oi 11tosis i.e. decrease in granulocytes. Thlis
increases susceptibility to infections.
2. _\J11elo11I le11kae 11ia i.e. presence of immature WBC:s
in circulation. As immature cells do not possess full
phagocytic activity, therefore, patient becomes more
prone to infections.
3. '\eutro11liil h'JJ'mnotil1t11 - In this condition actin
in neutrophils does not polymerize normally and
neutrophils move slowly.
4. Cllro11ic -sr 11111lomato11s disc,1 r of clzildlzood It is a fatal
hereditary condition, specially affecting males. There
is failure to generate superoxide radical (02- ) both in
neutrophils and monocytes. Therefore, inability to kill
many phagocytosed bacteria.
5. Co11,1, ~111t, I 11 '11trope11ia - idiopathic, producing
maturation arrest of neutrophils.
6. Co11ge11it11l myeloperoxi,la ·e tleficiency: Neutrophills
also produce the enzyme myeloperoxidase which
helps catalyzing the formation of oxidants, therefor1?,
with its deficiency microbial killing power is reduced

,.

•
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Table 10.1: Stages of Granulopoiesis
Stage

-

.,

Cell size

Nucle us

Others

Cytoplasm

1.

Primitive WBC
(stem cell)

18-23 µm

Large, spherical,
many nucleoli;
open chromatin.

Basophilic; thin rim of cytoplasm
all around the nucleus.

Mitosis+++

2.

Myeloblast

16-20 µm

Large, pale or
purple blue;
many nucleoli;
fine stippled
chromatin.

Amount increases; narrow blue
rim without granules.

Mitosis+++
Show active
protein synthesis;
highly developed
endoplasmic
reticulum.

Myelocyte-A

14-18 µm

Size decreases,
nucleoli
disappears,
chromatin
condenses.

Amount increases further.

Mitosis++

12-16 µm

Round, nucleus
size further
decreases.

Amount increases, less basophilic;

Multiplication is
maximum.

3.

(Pre-myelocyte)

4.

Myelocyte-B

(Myelocyte proper)
i.e. Neutrophil,
Eosinophil and basophil.
5.

Myelocyte-C

(Me/am yelocyte)

6.

Mature WBC (Neutrophil;
Eosinophil; Basophil)

10-14 µm

Nucleus size
decreases,
becomes
indented and
lobed.

granules appear with special
staining reaction; maximum
granules in neutrophils, scanty in
eosinophils and basophils.
Amount further increases and
becomes more liquid; granules
show amoeboid movements
(maximum in neutrophils).

Mitosis stops.

(See to pages 82 to 85 under individual cel1 description and fig. 10.9 on page 88)

•
but not absent because most of the oxygen-dependent
bactericidal mechanisms remain intact.

(i) Granulopenia or dead granulocyte~
(ii) Macrophages
-, -· ·-

LEUCOPOIESIS: DEVELOPMENT OF
LEUCOCITES (WBCS)
A. Granulopoiesis - duration is 3 days. Granulocytes
develop mainly and exclusively in the red bone marrow.
It is wholly 'extravascular' process (page 67). Between
the fat cells of the marrow are branched reticulum
cells (i.e. irregular in outline, free from granules
or mitochondria with faint basophilic cytoplasm).
Reticulum cells multiply by mitosis forming primitive
WBCs (stem cells) myeloblast
premyelocyte
- myelocyte proper - metamyelocyte - mature
WBCs (Table 10.1).
B. Agranulocytes also develop to a slight extent in the
bone marrow but their main site of origin is in the
'lymphoid tissues' (i.e. thymus, spleen, lymph nodes,
peyer's pa tches, tonsils etc.) from 'stem cells' that
originally come from the bone marrow. In Humans,
3.5 x 1010 lymphocytes per day enter the circulation
via the thoracic duct alone. However, at any given time
only about 2% of the total body lymphocytes are in the

I

Release
(a) Granulocyte releasing factor (GAF) or
Leucocytosis inducing factor (LIF)
(b) Granulopoietin
I

1.
(Inhibit)

Stimulates bone marrow to cause
increased production and release of
stored granulocytes in peripheral blood.

2. Decreases maturation time i.e.
stimulates stem cell conversion to
Negative feedback
granulocytes with more mitosis.
mechanism

i

Mature granulocytes (mainly neutrophils)

'\., ..., ...,,'Z,.... , Release
a factor which via

__

Fig. I 0.8 Schematic diagram of regulation of granulopoiesis

_,

peripheral blood and rest are in the lymphoid organs;
(details page 114).
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Haemocytoblast
or
Pluripotent (multipotent) uncommitted stem cell

}

IL-1
IL-6
IL-3

GM-CSF

·.
Myeloblast

Monot>last

t

t

(GM-CSF) (lls)

·. .

Progranulocyte

r

Lymphoblast

(13M-CSF)

Promonocyte

Prolymphocyte

..

·~.{r

-cs;·r·

Eoslnophilic Pre-myelocyte

Neutrophillc
Pre-myelocyte

IL-4

Basophilic Pre-myelocyte

M-CSF

•
Large lymphocyte

f

Eosinophilic

Eosinophil

Meta Myelocyte
Neutrophllllc

Neutroph/1

Basophilic

Basophil

e

Monocyte

'

Granular leucocytes

Wandering macrophage

Lymphocytes

t
Small T
I.ii

t

t

Small B

Peripheral
blood

Agranular leucocytes

Plasma cell

Fig. 10.9 Leucopoiesis-origin and development ofWBCs (IL: Interleukins; Ep: Erythropoietin; GM-CSF: Granulocyte macrophage

L colony stimulating fuct_o_r)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Regulation of Granulopoiesis
For every circulating granulocyte, 50-100 mature cells are
held in the bone marrow reserve. The relative constancy
of blood granulocyte count is maintained by an efficient
'feedback' mechanism by circulating factors. How?
(Fig. 10.8).

Old WBCs are ,:haracterized by:
1. Loss of mobility.
2. Nucleus seen lying free; nuclear lobulation increases.
3. Poorly staine-d granules.
4. Cells break u1p readily while making blood smear.

1. Write short notes on:

(ii) Relative lymphocytosis
ECF-A
(iv) Endogenous pyrogen
Respiratory burst
(vi) First and second line of defence
Variation in leucocyte count
(viii) Physiology of phagocytic mechanism
Regulation of granulopoiesis
(ix) Disorders of phagocytic function.
Name various types of leucocytes found in the blood. Describe the major fuinctions of each type.
Give the main causes of variations associated with different types of leucocytes.
Describe the role of eosinophils in control of allergic reactions.
Depict dfagramatically
(ii) Regulation of granulopoeses
(i) Mechanism of phagocytosis by a neutrophil

(i)
(iii)
(v)
(vii)

3.
4.
5.

!

00·5
1. Total leucocyte count at birth is:
(d) 20000/µL
(c) 15000-18000/µL
(a) 4000-11000/µL
(b) 11000-15000/µL
2. Neurophil granules are regarded as lysosomes because:
(a) Of fine sand like particles
(b) They take both acidic and basic stains
(c) They liberate peroxidase enzyme
(d) They contain variety of enzyme that can digest any type of substrate
3. Neutrophil count tends to fa ll in all except:
(b) Typhoid fever
(a) During acute bacterial infection
(d) Drugs depressing bone marrow
(c) In pernicious anaemia

-1
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O

4. Eosinopenia is seen in:
(c) Cushing syndrome
(b) Worms infestation
(a) Bronchial asthma
5. False about a lymphocyte:
(a) Small lymphocyte is more mature than a larger one
(b) Both large and small lymphocyte have the same structure
(c) Small lymphocyte percentage is more in peripheral blood
(d) Large lymphocyte may survive for 2-4 years
6. The te rm "relative lymphocytosis" refers to:
(a) Increase in lymphocytes
(b) Lymphocytes are more than neutrophils in children
(c) Increase in lymphocytes in response to chronic infection
(d) Lymphatic leukaemia
7. Neurophils differ from monocyte in that:
(a) Neutrophils kill and digest bacteria
(b) Neutrophils enter the tissues to become tissue macrophages
(c) Neutrophils constitute a second line defence
(d) Neutrophils may also kill tumour cells

(d) Urticaria
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8. Sequence of events involved during phagocytic mechanism are:
(a) Chemotaxis - Diapedesis - Opsonization - Phagocytosis
(b) Diapedesis - Opsonization - Chemotaxis - Phagocytosis
(c) Diapedesis - Chemotaxis - Opsonization - Phagocytosis
(d) Phagocytosis - Diapedesis - Chemo taxis - Opsonization
9. Hereditary condition in which neutrophils fail to generate superoxide radical (021:
(a) Myeloid leukaemia
(b) Agranulocytosis
(c) Chronic granulomatous disease of childhood
(d) Neutrophil hypomotility
10. Which is not a physiological cause of leucocytosis?
(a) Newborn
(b) Stress

(c) Pyogenic in fection
(d) Exercise
11. Not true about leukaemia is:
(a) Cancerous condition of blood
(b) Always associated with leucocytosis
(c) Associated with immature WBCs in the peripheral smear
(d} Associated with tremendous proliferation of myeloid series of cells in the bone marrow
12. Which is not a function of neutrophil?
(a) Phagocytosis
(b) First line defence against all infections
(c) Produce febrile response
(d) Kill the bacteria
13. Chemical mediator of immediately hypersensitivity reaction is contained in the granules of:
(a) Neutrophils
(b) Eosinophils
(c) Basophils
(d) Mast cells
14. Which one of the following s tate ments concerning the monocyte is incorrect?
(a) More common in blood than eosinophil and basophil
(b) Produced in the adult by the bone marrow and lymph nodes
(c) Unlike neutrophil does not accumulate outside circulation in area of inflammation
(d) Not classified as a granulocyte

15. Which is not true about phagocytosis by a neutrophil?
(a) Optimal pH ranges from 6 to 8
(b) Not dependent on oxygen
(c) Can phagocytose 5-20 bacteria
(d) Neutrophils are more powerful phagocytes than macrophages
16. Which of these is not present in eosinophil granules?
(a) Lysozymes
(b) Histamine

1. (d}
11. (b)

2. (d)
12. (b)

3. (a)
13. (c)

4. (c)
14. (c)

5. (c)
15. (d)

..
•

(c) Ribonuclease enzyme

7. (a)

6. (b)
16. (b)

----<CXX)>---

(d) Peroxidase enzyme

8. (c)

9. (c)

10. (c)

-

.

'
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Platelets or Thrombocytes
I. Structure
11. Count and variations

ill. Thrombopoiesis
IV Functions

(Platelets
cells)

STRUCTURE
= small plate; thrombo = lump or clot; cytes =

(ii) it shows extensive invagination with a complicated
canalicular system in contact with the E.C.E
(Fig. 1 I.1);

(iii) the main lipids in lipoprotein layer of cell membrane
are: phospholipids, cholesterol and glycolipids;
(iv) it contains various receptors meant for combining
with specific substances like:
• collagen
• fibrinogen and
• , 1
\~ ,11 b
,rl , _t
- lt is a large circulating
molecule produced by endothelial cells. It plays
important role in platelet adhesion (page 93) and
regulates circulating level of factor VIlI (page 97);
and
(v) it also contains precursors of various substances
like: thromboxane Ai, prostaglandins, leukotrienes
and platelet factor 3 and 4.

A.GENERAL
1. Platelets are the smallest blood cells, colourless,
!

"

spherical, oval or rounded granulated bodies;
2. 2-5 µm in diameter with an average volume 5.8 fL
(µm3);
3. Leishman staining shows a faint blue cytoplasm
with distinct reddish purple granules; nucleus is not
present.

B. UNDER ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
l. Platelet membrane: Salient features
(i) It has identical structure with the cell membranes,
thickness: 60AO = 6 nm;

.--- - - - - - - Glycogen
. - - --

t

Fig. 11.1 Platelet under electron microscope
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2. Cytoplasm contains:
(i) Golgi apparatus;
(ii) Endoplasmic reticulum;
(iii) Few mitochondria;
(iv) Microvesicles and mictotubules. Microvesicles are
arranged in a form of a ring at the periphery of
the cell;
(v) Contractile proteins like actin and myosin
(previously called ' thrombosthenin'); helps in clot
retraction;
(vi) Glycogen;
(vii) Lysosomes, and
(viii) Granules - these are of 2 types:
(a) Dense gratmles - contain:
• non-protein substances like phospholipid,
triglycerides, cholesterol, etc.
• 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT, serotonin) vasoconstrictor agent
• ADP - helps platelet aggregation
• ATP - stores energy, and
• other adenine nucleotides.
(b) u-granules (granules with clear interior) contain secreted proteins which include:
• clotting factors, and
• p latelet derived growth factor (PDGF); it
stimulates wound healing and is a potent
mitogen for vascular smooth muscle (i.e.
stimulates mitosis in the vascular wall).
Thus it helps in repair of the damaged
vessel wall. PDGF is also produced by
macrophages and endothelial cells.

(i) after administration of epinephrine due to
splenic contraction
(ii) after trauma e.g. surgery, injury, child birth
etc.
(iii) splenectomy (removal of spleen)
(iv) thrombocytopheresis i.e. experimental removal .
of platelets from the circulation
(v) stress causes increased epinephrine release
resulting in spleen contraction.
(B) T11romb•ocytopenia i.e. decrease in platelet count.
Causes.
(i) b,one marrow depression
(ii) hypersplenism
(iii) vliral infection e.g. dengue fever (particularly
attack platelets)
(iv) drug hypersensitivity.
It leadls to purpura which is associated with
bleeding disorders (page 102).

THROMBOPOIESIS or
MJEGAKARYOCYl'OPOIESIS
i.e. DEVELOPMENT OF PLATELETS
Site of origin
Steps

bone marrow
Pluripotent stem cell

Committed stem cell
(polyploid precursor cell)

•

Megakaryoblast (Stage I)

Important Note

Platelets cannot synthesize 5-HT, they obtain their
5-HT while passing through the GIT, refer page 762.

Pro-megakaryocyte (Stage II)

Granular megakaryocyte
(Stage 111)

COUNT AND VARIATIONS
1. Nom1al count is 1.5 to 4 lacs/ µL (average: 2.59 lacs/ µL). Its
count is very much constant.
2. The circulating platelets represent approx. 60-75% of
the platelet pool of the body, the remaining are mostly
in the spleen. Therefore, spleen acts as a reservoir of
platelets.
3. Life span: 8-12 days. Studied by transfusing platelets
labelled with 51 Cr or 32p_
4. Destruction: mainly in the spleen. In hypersplenism
(overactivity of spleen), the platelets may almost
disappear from circulation.
5. Variations
(A) Thromboe1;tosis i.e. increase in platelet count.
Causes:

Platelets

(Refer to Fig. 8.5 page 69)
Megakaryo,cytes are giant cells with 35-160 µm
diameter; multinucleated (contain irregular ring of lobed
nuclei) with dense granular cytoplasm. Platelet formation
begins with the formation of micro-vesicles which join to
form a demarcation membrane for platelets. Platelets are
formed within the cytoplasm of granular megakaryocyte
by pinching off bits of cytoplasm and are released into the
circulation when the cell dies. One mega.karyocyte forms
2,000-4,000 platelets by this process.

·
••
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FUNCTIONS
1. Haemostasis i.e. spontaneous arrest of bleeding by

•
!

,

aggregation.
(iii) Pin el< t aggre~ fl w11 is also increased by 'platelet

activating factor' (PAF), a cytokine secreted by
neutrophils, monocytes and platelet cell membrane
lipids.
Important Note

Normally platelets are present in an inactive state in
the circulation, unless they become active, there can
be no haemostasis.
(iv) Platelet aggregation activates phospholipase 'C',
which in tum activates phospholipase A 2; this
causes release of 'arachidonic acid' from membrane
phospholipids, and which in turn gets converted
to thromboxane A2 and prostacyclin.

Important N

m

Aspirin by inhibiting thromboxane Ai formation
prevents platelet aggregation., Therefore, aspirin
in low doses is of value in preventing myocardial
infarction and stroke (also refer to page 99).
2. Blood Coagulation: The loose aggregation of
platelets in the temporary haemostatic plug is bound
together and converted into definitive haemostatic
plug by fibrin. The clotting mechanism responsible
for formation of fibrin involves a complex series of
reactions in which platelets play a major role (page 93).
3. Clot Retract:ion: Within 5-30 minutes of fibrin clot
formation, clot retracts i.e. it contracts down to 40% of
its original volume. This is produced by contraction
of attached platelet pseudopodia which contain the
contractile actomyosin like protein, thrombosthenin. The
compact clot is a more effective haemostatic plug.
4. Phagocytic function: platelets help in 'phagocytosis' of
carbon partides, viruses and immune complexes.
5. Storage and transport function: platelets store 5-HT
and histamine, which are released when the p latelets
disintegrate and act on the blood vessel. Platelets can
take up 5-HT against a concentration gradient.

h@MfNMiH:ti
1. Define Haemostasis. Describe the role of platelets in its occurrence.

2. Describe briefly the electron microscopic structure of a platelet. Give its functions.
3. Men tion physioilogical basis of aspirin in prevention of myocardial infarction and transient ischaemic attacks (TIA).
4. Write short notes on:
(i) Platelet granules
(iii) Functions of platelets
(vi) Clot retraction
(ix) Development of platelets
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(a) I llro11 '" a ,e
causes:
• further increase in platelet aggregation,
which along with platelet adhesion helps
in formation of temporary haemostatic
plug; this causes stoppage of bleeding from
the injured blood vessel and maintains the
integrity of the vascular tree.
• release of platelet contents i.e. nor-epinephrine
and 5-HT, both are vasoconstrictor
agents, therefore, plays important role for
haemostasis in contracting large blood
vessels.
(b) Pro.,tae11clin - inhibits thromboxane A 2
formation and thus prevents further platelet
aggregation, keeping platelet plug localised
(i.e. prevents intravascular spread of clot).

Platelets production is precisely regulated by
'feedback' mechanisms by Colony stimulating factor
(page 66) and tlirombopoietic stimulating factor (TSF)
or throml,op 1iet in, produced by the liver and kidneys.
• It is probably released in circulation following excessive
• destruction of platelets or when the thrombocytopenia
develops. It promotes the production of megakaryocytes
from committed stem cells.

physiological process (page 95). Haemostasis mechanism
includes:
(i) Platt.ft adl1e~w11 i.e. when a blood vessel is
injured, platelets adhere to the exposed collagen,
laminin and von-Willebrand factor present on the
endothelium cells in the vessel wall.
(ii) Plat l t ,, tu r , 111 - platelet binding to exposed
collagen initiate platelet activation, also produced
by ADP and thrombin.
The activated platelets:
(a) change the shape i.e. put out pseudopodia
(b) discharge their granule contents, and
(c) stick to each other, called platelet

O

(ii) Normal platelet count and its variations
(iv) Platelet activation factors
(v) von-Willebrand factor
(vii) Platelets derived growth factor
(viii) Haemostatic plug
(ix) Thromboxane Ai_
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1. Smallest blood cell is:
(a) Small lymphocyte
2. Which is

(b) RBC

(c) Platelet

(d) Neutrophil

wrong regarding von-Willebrand's factor?

(a) Regulates circulating level of factor VIII
(c) Prevents platelet adhesion with collagen

(b) Produced by endothelial cell
(d) Factor VIII gets activated after separating from it

3. Platelet derived growth factor (PDG F):

(a) Also called platelet factor 3 and 4
(c) Inhibit mitosis in the vascular wall

(b) Stimulate wound healing
(d) Helps in clot retraction

4. lbrombocytopenia commonly occur in:
(a) Splenectomy
(b) After surgery

(c) Dengue fever

(d) Stress conditions

5. Which is not a function of platelets?
(a) Haemostasis
(b) Phagocytosis of viruses

(c) Clot retraction

(d) Synthesize 5-HT

6. Temporary haemos tatic plug is converted into definitive plug by:
(a) Platelets
(b) ATP
(c) Fibrin

(d) Serotonin
7. Platelets aggregation:
(a) Means platelets adhere to the exposed collagen in the vessel wall
(b) Increased by thrornboxane Az
(c) Increased by prostacyclin
(d) Converts temporary haemostatic plug into definitive plug
8. A reliable screening test for platelet function is:
(a) Clotting time
(b) Prothrombin time
(c) Thrombin time
(d) Clot retraction time
9. Aspirin inhibits:
(a) Platelet activating factor
(b) Prostacyclin synthesis
(c) Thromboxane Az
(d) Phospholipase Az
10. Which one of the following is released by blood platelets during haemorrhage to produce vasoconstriction?
(a) Serotonin
(b) Histamine
(c) Thrombosthenin
(d) Bradykinin
11. lbrombosthenin is:
(a) Coagulation factor
(b) Contractile protein
(c) Thrombosis promoting protein
(d) Platelets derived growth factor
12. The life span of platelets is:
(a) 4 days
(b) 8-12 days
(c) 20-30 days
(d) 90 days
13. Platelet adhesion is dependent upon all except:
(a) Ca2+
(b) ADP
(c) Collagen
(d) Stasis of blood

1. (c)
11. (b)

2. (c)
12. (b)

3. (b)
13. (d)

4. (c)

5. (d)

6. (c)

---cx::o---- -

7. (b)

8. (d)

9. (c)

10. (a)

•
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Coagulation of Blood
I. Definition

II. Mechanism of haemostasis
III. Physiology of dotting mechanism
IV Why blood does not clot in circulation?
V. Anti-coagulant mechanism: Fibrinolytic system

VI. Anti-coagulants: Natural; Synthetic
VII. Haemorrhagic (bleeding) disorders

DEFINITION
Spontaneous arrest or prevention of bleeding by physiological processes is called haemostasis.

MECHANISM OF HAEMOSTASIS
Injury to vessel wall

t
!

initiates series of events
Collagen

Endothelium Basement
membrane

Formation of clot

t

(A)

t Seals off the damaged blood vessel

t
prevents further loss of blood
S

t.

L

e e ,

't:d

Three major events which get involved during haemostasis
are:
A. Constriction of injured blood vessel due to
1. local myogenic contraction of the blood vessel
2. nervous reflexes that originate from injured tissues;
and
3. release of 5-Hf and other vasoconstrictor substances
from the platelets.
B. Formation of a temporan; haemostatic plug of
platelets.
C. Conversion of temporary haemostatic plug into the
definitive haemostatic clot.
(details as per schematic Fig. 12.1 and 12.2)

'

Fibrin

(B)

Fig. 12.1 Temp,orary (A) and Definitive (B) haemostatic plug.

(TXAilliromboxaneAi; vWF: von-Willebrand factor)

" n1 l1fu:, 1111 r,r 1etu , . Here small quantities of 'inactive'
enzymes are activated, and the activated enzymes in turn
successively acltivate increasing quantities of other inactive
enzymes (Macfarlane, R.G. 1967).
The fundamental reactions involved in the clotting of
blood are:
1. Formation of Fibrin i.e. conversion of 'soluble' plasma
protein 'fibrinogen' to 'insoluble fibrin' by an enzyme
'thrornbin'. (fig. 12.3):

PHYSIOLOGY OF CLOTTING MECHANISM
BLOOD CLOTTING FACTORS
Refer Table 12.1.
The clotting mechanism responsible for the formation
of fibrin involves a 'complex series' or ·, of
95
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Injury to vessel wall

t

(A)
• Release of 5HT and other
vasoconstrictors from
platelets
• Local myogenic spasm
• Nervous reflexes from
damaged tissues

(8)
Endothelium is disrupted

(C)

Release of tissue
thromboplastin (protein
phospholipid mixture)

Underlying layer of
collagen is exposed
via Intrinsic
System

(attracts
platelets)

Constriction of
injured blood vessel

'Platelet Adhesion' (platelets
adhere to collagen in the
vessel wall)

!

Activation of coagulation
(through a complex
series of clotting
mechanism reactions)

(ADP release
from platelets)
'Platelet Activation'

via Extrinsic
System

Formation of Rbrin

loose platelet aggregation

!
_

,.

Formation of Temporary
Haemostatic Plug of
Platelets

1----- ----. •

Formation
of Definitive
Haemostatic Plug

(cannot be removed by clinically used
dosage of anti-coagulants - heparin
and dicumarol)

r.
1

(inhibits)

(can be removed by
anticoagulants)

This step is balanced by "Limiting Reactions" that
(i) prevent intravascular coagulation (i.e. prevent
clots from developing in uninjured vessels) , and
(ii) maintains the blood in a fluid state.
Fig. 12.2 Schematic diagram to show series of events involved in haemostasis

(thrombin)
SOLUBLE - - - -•
FIBRINOGEN

(Il l & XIII
as catalyst)
FIBRIN MONOMER- --+ FIBRIN POLYMER - -- - -•
+
(soft soluble
Ca2+
peptides
fibrin clot)

type of

Reactions:

Fig. 12.3 Formation of fibrin

(Proteolysis)

(Polymerizntion)

(Clotting)

Insoluble and
Elastic
FIBRIN CLOT
(firm clot)

'
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Table 12.1: Blood Clotting Factors (Designated by Roman numerals)
Description

International
Nomenclature

Factor I

Fibrinogen, MW 3,30,000; plasma level: 200-450 mg/ dL.

Factor ll

Prothrombin, MW 69,000; plasma level: 40 mg/ dL.

Factor ill

Thromboplastin or tissue factor or tissue extract.

Factor TV

Ionic calcium

Factor V

Labile factor I proaccelerin / accelerator globulin.
It gets consumed during clotting and is, therefore, absent £com serum.

Factor VT
Factor VII

Proconvertin /serum prothrombin convergen accelerator (SPCA)/stable factor or Autoprothrombin I.
Not consumed during clotting, therefore, is present in serum as well as in plasma.

Factor VITI

Antihenwphilic factors (AHf)/ Antihemophilic globulin (AHG)/antihemophilic factor-A (AHF-A),
absent from serum; half life 10-20 hours.

Factor IX

Christmas factor / plasma thromboplastin component (PTC)/autoprothrombin II/ AHF-B.

Factor X

Stuart prower factor /au toprothrombin-C. Present in plasma and serum.

Factor Xl

Plasma thromboplastin antecedent (PTA)/ AHF-C. Present in plasma and serum.

Factor XlI

Hageman factor I glass factor/ con tact factor, present in plasma and serum.

Factor Xill

Fibrin stabilizing factor I fibrinrase / Laki-Lorand factor.

Fibrin initially is a loose mesh of interlacing strands
and is converted by the formation of covalent crosslinkages to a dense, tight aggregate. This latter reaction
is catalyzed by factor III and Xlll and requires Ca2+.
2. Formation of Thrombin: There is no circulating
thrombin in normal blood but its inactive precursor
'prothrornbin', an (½-globulin (MW 69000) is present
in plasma in a concentration of approx. 40mg/ dL.
Prothrombin is formed in the liver in the presence
of adequate amounts of vitamin K. Its concentration
decreases in liver diseases. It is converted to thrombin
(MW 33000) by the action of prothrombin activator.
3. Formation of Prothrombin Activator: It is formed in
two ways by Extrinsic and Intrinsic systems.
Extrinsic system is triggered by injury to vessel wall or
other body tissues resulting in formation of 'extrinsic
prothrombin activator' (EPA); whereas Intrinsic s11stem is
triggered when blood is exposed to the collagen fibres
or change in blood constituents, resulting in formation
of 'intrinsic prothrombin activator' (IPA). (Fig. 12.4)
In both the cases the key reaction is conversion of factor
X to its active form, Xa, which then interacts with factor
V, Ca2+, platelet, phospholipids to form protlzrombi11
activator. In this stage factor V acts as a co-factor and
phospholipids provide a surface on which the reagents
are concentrated.
4. Formation of Active Factor X (Xa): Factor X can be
activated by reactions in either of two systems, an
extrinsic and an intrinsic system.

(i) Activation of 'Extrinsic' system causes release of

tissue thromboplastin, a protein-phospholipid
mixture (that functions as a proteolytic enzyme)
from vessel walls and a variety of other tissues
when they are damaged. Factor III activates factor
VII (VIia); VIia activates factor X (Xa) in the presence
of Ca2+, factor III and platelet phosphilipids.
(ii) Activation of 'Intrinsic' system causes the
conversion of inactive factor XII to its active form
Xlla. XIIa then activates factor XI (Xla) which in
turn activates factor IX (IXa). IXa forms a complex
with Vllla; this complex in the presence of platelet
phospholipids and Ca 2+ activates factor X to form
Xa.

UMN
Factor VIII gets activated when it is separated from
von-Willebrand factor (page 91).

Once Xa is fanned clotting takes place within Jew seconds.
The clot itself initiates a vicious circle (positive
feedback) to promote more clotting.
5. Clot Retraction: 'EPA' and / or 'IPA' catalyze the
conversion of prothrombin to thrombin. Thrombin acts
on fibrinogen to form fibrin clot. Within 5-30 minutes
clot retracts i.e. it contracts down to 40% of its original
volume with the liberation of yellowish fluid called
serum. Clot retraction is impaired in disease conditions
which have a low platelet count.
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Intrinsic System

Extrinsic System

In vivo triggered by
(i) when blood is exposed to the collagen fibres
underlying the endothelium in blood vessels.
(ii) change in blood constituents
In vitro brought by exposing the blood to electronegatively charged wettable surface such as glass.
Therefore,

1

(causes ,a/ease of)

Tissue thromboplaslin (Ill)
(a protein phospholipid mixture)

Inactive XII

t
-L

It is triggered by injury to
(i) Blood vessel wall or
(ii) other body tissues

Active XII (Xlla)
Inactive XI

Active XI (Xia)

Inactive IX

VIiia
Key reaction of both systems

l

Active IX (IXa)

ActMl

r

(VIia) -

-

-

Inactive VII

Inactive X - - -- A tive X (Xa) - - -- - Inactive X
platelet
Ill, Ca2+
phospholipids
platelet
and Ca++
phospholipids

V, Ca2+ (act as a co-factor); platelets
phospholipids (provides a surface on
which reagents are concentrated)
EPA
IPA
Prothrombin (II) - - - - -- --+- Thrombin

XIII, Ca2+
Fibrinogen (I)

5-30 minutes
Clot Retraction

I

40% of its

'f volume

Serum
Fig. 12.4 Schematic diagram of clotting mechanism (lPA and EPA: Intrinsic and Extrinsic prothrombin activator respectively)

Important Note

In the extrinsic system the reactions leading to the formation of Xa are rapid and simple whereas in the intrinsic
system reaction are more complicated and takes several minutes (1 to 6 minutes) for completion. However, after
blood vessel rupture clotting occurs by both pathways simultaneou sly.

6. Limiting Reactions (Prevention of intravasettl ar
thrombosis) i.e. reactions which prevent spread of clot
in the injured vessel after blood coagulation. These
reactions include:
(i) Removal of some activated clotting factors,
specially IX, X, Xl and Xll from the circulation by
m
n 1 1 Ill (a circulating protease inhibitor
secreted by the liver).

(ii) Reduction in the supply of clotting factors to the -

degree that they are used up during clotting.
between 'Thromboxa ne Ai' and
'prostacycli n' (page 93).
Thromboxane A2 promotes platelet aggregation
and vasoconstriction (platelet aggregating effect),
whereas prostacyclin inhibits platelet aggregation
and promotes vasoclilatation (platelet anti-

(iii) Interaction

..
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aggregating effect). Balance between these two
causes:
(a) localized platelet aggregation at the site when
a blood vessel is injured and consequent clot
formation;
(b) preventing excessive extension of clot and
maintaining blood flow around it.

f

O
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Thrombin

i(Thrombomodulin)

Protein C Activator

t

Protein C - - - --

Activated protein C

Important Note

Administration of aspirin in low dosage shifts the
balance towards prostacyclin and also inhibits platelet
aggregation (page 93). Thus it has been shown to be
of value in preventing myocardial infarction (MI),
unstable angina, strokes and transient ischaemic
attacks (TIA).

!
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WHY BLOOD DOES NOT CLOT
IN CIRCULATION?
1. Endothelial factors :

2.
3.

4.
5.

(i) Smoothness of endothelial lining prevents platelets
adhesion and extension of clot into blood vessel.
(ii) Negatively charged particles (such as glycocalyx,
a mucopolysacoharide) present over endothelial
lining, repel the clotting factors i.e. protein anions,
thereby prevent clotting.
Velocity of circulation; if decreases leads to clotting.
Presence of natural anticoagulants in the blood e.g.
heparin and protein 'C'.
All endothelial cells except those in the cerebral
microcirculation produce tlzrombomodulin, a thrombinbinding protein that converts thrombin into protein
C activator. This activates protcm C, (a naturally
occurring anti-coagulant protein) along with its cofactor
I Mtei11 .,, inactivates factors V and VIII and inactivates
an inhibitor of "tissue plasminogen activator", increasing
the formation of plasmin (fibrinolysin). (Fig. 12.5)
Simultaneous activation of Fibrinolytic System along
with clotting mechanism (see below).
In the event of spontaneous clot formation, liver removes
the activated clotting factors from the circulation (see
above).

Inactivates inhibitor of tissue

VIiia to V and VIII

plasminogen activator

Plasminogen

I
(iv) Presence of natural anticoagulants in the circulation
i.e. heparin and protein C (see below).
7. Role of Calcium. Calcium acts as a catalyst in many stages
of cascade reactions. However, calcium deficiencies do
not produce coagulation disorders because only traces
of calcium are required for coagulation. Even if very
severe calcium deficiency occurs, it may produce other
symptoms like tetany (page 710) before coagulation
disorders develop.

converts Va and

i

Plasmin
(fibrinolysin)

Fig. 12.5 Steps involved in the formation of plasmin

{fibrinolysin)

APPLIED: THROMBOSIS
Dlflllif101i

Formation of clots inside blood vessels is called
Thrombosis. The bits of thrombus when break off and
travel in the blood stream, is called Emboli.
(

' C

1. Sluggish blood flow. It allows activated clotting factors
to accumulate instead to be washed away. This is
commonly seen in leg veins after delivery and surgery.
2. Damage to tunica intima by afherosclerotic plaques. They are
particular prone to occur in the coronary and cerebral
blood vessels.
3. Mutation in the gene for factor V, thus it fails to get
activated by activated protein C (see above).
4. Mutation in antithrombin ill and protein S (see above).
C, 11plu ,1twn
Thrombi/emboli frequently occlude the blood supply
to the organ in which they form and damage it. This is
commonly seen secondary to extensive tissue damage or
septicemia resulting in Disseminated intravascular coagulation.

ANTICOAGULANT MECHANISM:
FIBRINOLYflC SYSTEM (FIG. 12.6)
Factors that initiate clotting mechanism also stimulate
the dissolution of the blood clot, called fibrinolysis .
Fibrinolysis is due to the action of proteolytic enzyme
'jibrinolysin' or 'plasmin'. It is present in the circulation
as inactive 'plasminogen' (profibrinolysin) which gets
converted to "plasmin" by the action of ' thrombin' and
tissue plasminogen activator - TPA (released by tissue
damage). Plasmin lyses fibrin and fibrinogen, with the
production of fil m10.;tt1 legradat,01111n im ts (FOP) that
inhibit thrombin. However, this process of fibrinolysis is
much slower than clotting process.
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Plasminogen or Pro-Fibronogen
(present in blood as inactive precursor of plasmin)
Tissue (releases) :fPA - + 14---- -Thrombin
damage
f
Plasmin
or
Fibrinolysin

Fibrin and Fibrinogen

-

(inhibits)

l

- -~ Fibrin degradation
products (FDP)
(small peptides)

Fig. 12.6Fibrinolytic system
(TPA: Tissue plasminogen activator)

Important Notes
(i) Human TPA (it is used clinically and can be

produced by recombinant DNA techniques).
(ii) Urokinase (an enzyme produced by kidney cells)
(iii) Streptokinase (a bacterial enzyme by streptococcus

bacteria)
These 3 enzymes (i, ii and iii) are fibrinolytic and are
used in the treatment of early MI and TIA (also see
to page 99).

Factors Affecting Fibrinolytic System
(A) I' uno(ed by

1. Stress and strains (physical or mental) e.g. violent
exercise, surgical operation; that is why in violent
sudden death, the blood is in fluid state and
incoagulable as a resuJt of fibrinolysis.
2. After administration of epinephrine, corticosteriods
and phenformin (an anti-diabetic agent).
3. TISsue activators (occur in microsomes)
are widely distributed throughout the body cells
and body fluids e.g. urine contains a plasminogen
activator, urokinase produced by kidney cells.
(B) l1i iii ,rn by 'antiplasmin' which prevents activation
of plasminogen, e.g.
1. E-amino caproic add (EACA)
2. Aprotinin or Trasylol (trypsin inhibitor).
Physiological Significance of Fibrinolytic System
1. In physiological conditions the clotting system of plasma

is continually forming small amounts of fibrin which is
deposited to form a thin layer on vascular endothelium,
and that the fibrinolytic system is constantly in action
to prevent excessive fibrin formation, therefore,
(i) if clotting system predominates it leads to
intravascular thrombosis; and

(ii) if fibrinolytic system predominates it leads to

tendency of bleeding.
The above (i) and (ii) normally remain balanced.
2. Plasmin can form 'kinins' (e.g. bradykinin, kallidin) •
which contribute to the vascular and sensory feahu-es
l
(pain) of the inflammatory response to injury.
3. It also plays a role in cell movement and in ovuJation _
producing defects in growth and fertility.

ANTICOAGULANTS
Types
A. Nahtral Anticoagula1tts
l. Htpan11
A powerful anticoagulant first isolated from liver
(hence its name), also present in many other organs
e.g. lungs. It is a polysaccharide containing many sulphate
groups with MW between 15000-18000. It facilitates the
action of antithrombin ill (page 99), thereby inhibiting the
active forms of clotting factors IX, X, XI and XII. This is
responsible for its anti-coagulation property.

Origin: Heparin is secreted by (i) granules of circulating basophils
(ii) granuJes of mast cells. Its characteristic features
I'
are:
(a) these are granulated wandering cells and are i
found in large numbers in tissues that are rich •
in connective tissue; and are arranged in clo:se
proximity to the walls of small blood vessels.
(b) they contain IgE (Reagin) receptors on their
surfaces and discharge the content of their
granuJes when IgE-coated antigen binds
to the receptors, thus mediate allergic and
inflammatory reactions (page 126);
(c) they also contain heparin, histamine a111d
proteases;
(d) they may aid in defence against parasitic
infestation and response to natural immunity.
Destruction: by an enzyme Heparinase in the liver.
Uses:
(i) responsible for fluidity of blood
(ii) post-operatively prevents spread of intravascular
thrombosis.
2. i\utitl,romb,n or Heparin co-factor II. It inhibits thrombim (page 97).
3. Protein C (page 99).
B. Synthetic Anticoagulants
1. \ ,t 1 n, 1 .k. A iragonists. effective orally. These includ,e:
(i) coumarin derivatives e.g. Dicoumarol
(ii) Warfarin
(iii) phenindione, and
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(iv) Nicoumalone, etc.
Mode of action: by substrate competitive inhibition
of vitamin K in liver i.e. they occupy vitamin K
receptor sites in the liver and prevent vitamin K to
carry out its normal physiological function (page 102).
Vitamin K deficiency thus produced results in deficiency
of prothrombin, factor Vil, IX, X, protein S and
protein C, and hence decrease in blood coagulability.
2. Clotting can be prevented in vitro if Ca2+ is removed
from the blood:
(i) by addition of substances which form insoluble
salts with Ca2+ such as sodium citrate or sodium
oxalate or sodium edetate (EDTA~thylene diamine
tetra acetic acid);
(ii) by cl1elat111g ngenh which bind Ca2+.
However, in vivo, a plasma Ca2+ level low enough
to interfere with blood clotting is incompatible
with life.

#

'

..,

Common major causes of bleeding disorders can be
classified as:
A. Defective blood clotting due to:
(i) deficiency of clotting factors (I, II, V, VIII, IX, X);
(ii) deficiency of vitamin K;
(iii) anticoagulant overdose.
B. Defective capillary contractility - PURPURA
C. Combined defects.
A. DEFECTIVE BLOOD CLOITING
In this disorder a firm clot is not formed following an

injury during period of capillary contraction. When the
capillaries finally open up once more, oozing will recur.
Cause:.
l. Deficiency of dotting factors (Table 12.2)

2. Vitamin K deficiency
3. Anticoagulant overdose.
Hemophilia A (Oassical Hemophilia)
It is of interest because it is relatively common.

Cw
It is caused by an abnormality or deficiency of factor VIII.
It is an inherited sex-linked anomaly due to an abnormal
gene on X-chromosome. It is invariably transmitted by

females (who themselves show no symptoms) to males
who manifest signs of the disease. The gene responsible
for hemophilia is present in the X-chromosomes. In the
presence of another normal X-chromosome the gene acts
as a recessive i.e. the individual has no sign of hemophilia
but can transmit the disease. Certain constituents of
the normal X-chromosome may be responsible for this.
(Fig. 12.7)

Important Not~ i

If a hemophilic man marries a hemophilic carrier,
it is possible to have a female hemophilic child, but
this occurrence is very rare.

Table 12.2: Major bleeding disorders due to deficiency of clotting factors
Deficiency of factor

•
.t

Cause

Clinical Syndrome

I

Afibrinogenemia or Fibrinogenopenia

See text

II

H ypoprothrombinentia

Decreased hepatic synthesis of factor II

V

Parahaemophilia

Congenital

Hemophilia A (classical hemophilia)

See text

IX

Hemophilia B (christmas disease)

Congenital

X

Stuart-Prower factor deficiency

Congenital

Von-Willebrand's disease

Congenital or Acquired

Vl1l

Von-Wil/ebrand's factor (page 91)
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HAEMORRHAGIC (BLEEDING)
DISORDERS

3. 1\,fol1111a11 (Malny sttm) Pit Vip er

(i) In vitro, it has a direct anticoagulant effect on
fibrinogen by forming imperfect fibrin polymer.
(ii) In vivo,
(a) by Defibrination (destruction of fibrinogen),
and
(b) by stimulating conversion of plasminogen
to plasm.in i.e. stimulation of fibrinolytic
system.
4. An1i11 ( 111cord) - also a type of snake venom.
It is a glycoprotein, used therapeutically; anticoagulation is due to 'defibrination' wruch produces
.fibrinogenopenia.
Other causes of ' fibrinogenopenia ' include:
(i) Congenital, and
(ii) During pregnancy; secondary to embolism from
prematurely separated placenta.
5. Cold: Keeping blood at 5-10°C, postpones coagulation
but does not absolutely prevents its occurrence. Ice
when applied to the surface of body for arresting
haemorrhage, prevents bleeding by inducing reflex
vasoconstriction.

O
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I

Parents

0

(i) The condition is characterized by a

marked increase in the coagulation
time (CT); normal CT is 3-8
minutes.
(ii) The bleeding time (BT) is normal;
normal BT is 2-5 minutes. Therefore,
minute breaks in the skin are sealed
by contraction of the capillaries.
(iii) Normal blood collected after
venopuncture clots in 5-10 minutes,
while hemophilic blood may take
1-12 hours and may form only the
soft clot.
T

,:1

•
Father
(without hemophilia)

n-1

Son
(without hemophilia)

XY

Daughter
(carrier for
hemophilia gene)

xx

Son
(has hemophilia)
XY

Daughter
(does not have
hemophilia gene)

xx

____

Fig. 12. 7 Inheritance of hemophilia ( X-chromosome responsible for hemophilia)
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Green leafy vegetables, cereals, animal tissues, synthesized
by many bacteria normally present in the intestine.
Vitamin K is absorbed from small intestine in the
presence of adequate amounts of bile salts. Its deficiency is
characterized by prolongation of clotting time and serious
haemorrhages may occur.
Id

xx

Children

Vitamin K Deficiency
Vitamin K is required for the synthesis of prothrombin
(factor II) and factors VII, IX and X in the liver.
Vitamin K in liver acts on certain receptor sites to form all
the factors. Anticoagulants act by substrate competition
by occupying vitamin K receptor sites.
<,

Mother
(carrier for hemophilia gene)

XY

/Ht/I/

(i) Fresh blood transfusion, because
factor VIII is lost rapidly on
storage; or
(ii) Injecting factor VIII and IX,
prepared from fresh frozen plasma
i.e. 'cryoprecipitates'; or
(iii) Injecting thrombin or
thromboplastin.

+

0

/\ ift:Jl<'lt11Clf

(i) Obstructive jaundice: Absence of bile from bowel
depresses fat absorption and consequently
vitamin K absorption from the GIT and, therefore,
prothrombin and factor VII are decreased and
prothrombin time is prolonged. In severe cases
clotting time may be prolonged and can cause
serious haemorrhages.
(ii) Chronic diarrhoeas e.g. sprue causes:
(a) defective fat absorption causing decreased
absorption of vitamin K, and
(b) abnormal state of intestinal bacteria secondary

_,

f

to antibiotic administration producing defective
vitamin K synthesis.
(iii) Liver diseases e.g. hepatitis, cirrhosis, malignancy
cause failure of prothrombin formation; therefore,
even parenteral administration of vitamin K is
ineffective.
(iv) Haemorrhagic states in infants: Normal prothrombin
level in infants is 1/3 - 1/6 of normal adult level
because bacterial flora in the GIT takes several days
to one month to develop satisfactorily. Therefore,
vitamin K deficiency is even more marked in
premature infants. Usually plasma prothrornbin level
returns to normal during the second week after birth.
If the level is less than 1% of normal it may produce
severe haemorrhagic states.
ft·•11t11/1 I

Injecting vitamin K usually causes complete recovery in
less than 48 hours.

B. DEFECTIVE CAPILLARY CONTRACTILITY
The clinical condition in which the capillary abnormality •
results in bleeding is known as Purpura. It is characterized
by spontaneous haemorrhages beneath the skin, mucous
membrane and in internal organs. Severe purpura with
haemorrhages in the skin and from mucous membrane
is called Purpura Haemorrhagica.

..
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PURPURA

•

Types of Purpura: Two types:
(Fig. 12.8)
1. Primary (Idiopathic) congenital or hereditary
and usually occurs in
children.
2. Secondary (Symptomatic)
- due to allergies; infections
e.g. sub-acute bacterial
endocarditis (SABE) and
typhus; drugs e.g. iodine,
bismuth, ergot, quinine,
phenothiazine; cachectic
states e.g. cancer.

Fig. 12.8 Purpura: Primary (A) and Secondary (B)

Fonns/Classification
Diag,wsis
1. Cl, 11i \ Time (C. Normal (3-8 minutes).
2. I /ceding Time (IL Increases (normal: 2-5 minutes).
3. (. p, 1"1 ·, "" /, I I e ,1 ,
decreases, causing
increased capillary fragility.
Evidense: If firm pressure is applied to the skin (by
inflating a blood pressure cuff at 60 mmHg for 2 minutes)
the local capillaries leak blood, leading to appearance
of a crop of minute haemorrhage (petechiae).
4. SI in \1icro5 ~0,,11
(i) In primary purpura -skin capillaries are very irregular
and distorted in form, sometimes branching; after
puncture these vessels remain patent, therefore,
free bleeding proceeds from the needle track for
several minutes.
(ii) In secondary purpura the capillaries are anatomically
normal but because of presence of toxic agents or
other causes they do not contract effectively in
response to injury.
5. Platelt t Co11111 Normal 1.5-4.0 lacs/µL.
In many cases of purpura there is reduction in platelet
count, called Thrombocytopenic Purpura. Also occurs
in hypersplenism because platelets are destroyed in
spleen.
6. With low platelet count, clot retraction is deficient and
there is poor constriction of ruptured vessels. The clot
formed is soft, friable and does not retract well. This
results in easy bruisability and multiple subcutaneous

1. Tl1roml10, 11c JJll'II , f , r,,,., Purpura with low platelet
count. It results in poor clot retraction and poor
constriction of injured blood vessels, therefore, it is
characterized by easy bruisability and subcutaneous
haemorrhages. Clinically, it is seen as:
(i) Mild Purpura: platelet count less than 50,000/µL.
(ii) Moderate Purpura: platelet count less than 10,CXXl/µL It
is characterized by 'severe bleeding'.
(iii) Fulminating Purpura: platelet count less than
1000/µL.
2 . .. tlrr ,,, , t. / ( pn1ic P11rp111 1 purpura with normal
platelet count.
3. llmmwo 1si/1 , H l ,, _ m It is due to abnormal
circulating platelets but platelet count is normal.
4. Hnrmorr/111 ,,, I l1 , •t·rr, . ,s.- It is entirely due to a
localized capillary abnormality. There is group of
dilated capillaries in the skin or mucous membrane;
these do not contract with stimuli which affect normal
capillaries. Profuse bleeding follow rupture of these
vessels.

Treabnent
1. Injecting ACTH or corticosteroids, decreases fragility
of capillaries; helpful in primary thrombocytopenic
purpura.
2. Splenectomy (removal of spleen) helps by decreasing
platelet destruction in spleen. It cures approx. 70% of
severe primary thrombocytopenic purpura.

haemorrhages.

lMffh#UH,ti
1. Draw line diagram to show:
(i) Series of events involved in haemostasis (ii) Ootting mechanisms
(iv) Fibrinolytic system
(v) Inheritance of hemophilia

(iii) Formation of plasmin
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2. Write sh ort notes on:
(i) Cascade amplification reaction
(iv) Heparin
(vii) Reagins
(x) Bleeding disorders

(ii) Thrombomodulin
(iii) Protein C
(v) Human TPA
(vi) Mast cells
(viii) Chelating agents
(ix) Anticoagulants
(xi) Effects and causes of vitamin K deficiency

,.

3. Explain/Give physiological basis:

(i) Why calcium deficiency does not produce coagulation defects?
(ii) Role of aspirin in prevention of a stroke.
(iii) Why blood does not clot in circulation?

(iv) Why clot does not spread in the injured vessel after blood coagulation?
(v) ls it possible to have a female hemophilic child?
(vi) Why is blood clotting abnormal in an individual with vitamin K deficiency?
(vii) Purpura and its various forms.
4. Mention the role of calcium in clotting mechanism .
5. Give steps involved in formation of fibrinolysin.
6. Give physiological significance of fibrinolytic system .
7. Name natural anticoagulants and give their functioning in the body.

8. How a balance is maintained be tween the clotting mechanism and fibrinolytic system in the body?
9. Name the tests to determine bleeding disorders.

00·1
1. The conversion of fibrinogen into fibrin occurs by:

(a) Prothrombin
(c) Thromboplastin
2. Not true of temporary h aemostatic plug:
(a) It is a loose aggregation of platelets
(c) Seen following an injury to vessel wall

(b) Thrombin
(d) Platelets
(b) Can be removed by anticoagulants
(d) Gets converted to definitive plug by fibrin

3. Role of pla telets phospholipids in blood coagula tion is:

(a) Provides a surface on which reagents are concentrated
(c) Helps platelets activation

(b) Helps platelets adhesion
(d) Helps platelets aggregation
4. In clotting mechanism via intrinsic and extrinsic pathway, the key reaction is:
(a) Formation of thrombin
(b) Formation of fibrin
(c) Formation of prothrombin activator
(d) Conversion of factor X to its active form
5. Administration of aspirin in low dosage shown to b e of value in preventing myocardial infarction by:
(a) Inhibiting platelets aggregation
(b) Preventing platelets adhesion
(c) Initiating platelets activation
(d) Retracting the blood clot
6. Calcium d eficie ncies do not produce coagulation disorders because:

(a) Only traces of calcium are required for coagulation
(b) If deficiency is very severe, it may produce bleeding symptoms
(c) Calcium acts as a co-factor
(d) All other clotting factors are intact
7. Blood normally does not clot in circulation; false statem ent is
(a) Ootted blood liberates certain substances which prevents further clotting
(b) Removal of activated clotting factors from the circulation
(c) Activation of fibrinolytic system that limits clotting
(d) Presence of clotting factors in small amounts.
8. Human TPA (tissue plasminogen activator) used clinicaUy in treatme nt of early myocardial infarction acts by:
(a) Activation of fibrinolytic system
(b) Stimulating heparin release from liver

(c) Removing activated clotting factors from the circulation (d) Inhibiting thrombin
9. Hepa rin acts b y inhibiting:

(a) Active form of clotting factor VIII
(c) Calcium

(b) Vitamin K synthesis in liver
(d) Action of thrombin

'
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10. Haemophilia is:
(a) Autosomal dominant

(b) Autosomal recessive

11. Lack of Vitamin K causes de ficiency of all except:
(a) Prothrombin
(b) Fibrinogen

•
1

(c) X-linked recessive

(d) X-linked dominant

(c) Factor VII

(d) Factor X

12. Primary purpura is:
(b) Due to allergies
(a) Congenital disorder
(d) Capillaries are normal
(c) Clotting time is prolonged
13. Bleeding in thrombocytop e nic purpura usually occurs w hen platelet count is reduced below:
(a) 1.5 lac/µL
(b) 75,000/µL
(c) 50,000/µ L
(d) 25,000/µL
14. Haemostasis is no rmally associated with all of the following except:
(a) Polymerization of plasma prothrombin molecule
(b) Blood coagulation
(c) Vascular spasm
(d) Formation of a platelet plug
15. The main fe ature of enzyme cascade syste m s is:
(a) Amplification
(b) Activated enzymes in tum activate other inactive enzymes
(c) Negative feedback regulation
(d) Counter regulation
16. Constrictio n of blood vessel following injury is due to:
(b) Serotonin
(c) Endothelin
(a) Anoxia

(d) Prostacyclin

17. Once a ctive form of factor X is formed, clotting takes place within:
(b) Few seconds
(c) Few minutes
(a) Few milliseconds

(d) 5-10 minutes

18. Fibrinolytic system gets activated by all of the following conditions, except:
(a) Violent sudden death
(b) Stress and strain
(c) Glucocorticoids

(d) Ttypsin inhibitor

19. Anticoagulants that prevent coagulation when placed in a blood sample outside the body include all except:
(a) Citrates
(b) Oxalate
(c) Heparin
(d) Coumarins
20. H emophilia B results due to lack of which of the following factors of coagulation?
(a) FactorV
(b) Factor VITI
(c) Factor IX

1. (b)
11. (b)

2. (b)
12. (a)

3. (a)
13. (c)

4. (d)
14. (a)

5. (a)
15. (b)

- --

.

.,. •

6. (a)
16. (b)

7. (d)
17. (b)

(XX)>---

(c) Factor X

8. (a)
18. (d)

9. (d)
19. (d)

10. (c)
20. (c)

D
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Blood Groups
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I. Classical 'ABO' blood groups
Landsteiner's law
• Determination of classical blood groups • Inheritance of classical blood groups
II. Rhesus (Rh) blood group
Rh incompatibility (hemolytic diseases)
Ill. M and N blood groups
rv. Uses of blood grouping tests
Blood transfusion, investigation - a case of paternity dispute
V. Blood storage

The membrane of human RBCs contains a variety of blood
group specific antigens, also called agglutinogens. More
than 30 such antigens are known but a few of them are
of practical significance. These antigens enable the blood
group of different individuals to be differentiated.
The chief blood groups are:
I. Classical 'ABO' blood groups
II. Rhesus (Rh) blood group
III. M and N blood group

CLASSICAL 'ABO' BLOOD GROUPS
The individuals are divided into 4 major blood groups
depending on the presence or absence in their RBCs
membrane of the blood group specific substance called
A, B and 0. The groups are correspondingly called as
given in Table 13.1.
A and B are group specific substances, polysaccharide
in nature. They are called antigen (agglutinogen) i.e. in the
presence of a suitable antibody (agglutinin or 'isohaemagglutinin') cause clumping of RBCs (agglutination). (Fig. 13.1)
The agglutinin acting on agglutinogen A is called 'a '
or 'Anti-A'; the agglutinin acting on agglutinogen B is
called 'W or 'Anti-B'. Group specific substance 'O' does

not normally act as an agglutinogen and there is no
corresponding agglutinin; that is why group ' O' RBCs are
not agglutinated by agglutinins a or ~- The agglutinins a
and~ are globulins of lgM type and c, , nc.1 oss rh • t'lac
(page 126).
Based on these facts Karl Landsteiner in 1900 framed
a law, called Landsteiner's Law. It has two major
components:
1. If an agglutinogen is present in the RBCs of an
individual, the corresponding agglutinin must be
absent from the plasma;
2. If the agglutinogen is absent in the individual RBCs,
the corresponding agglutinin must be present in the
plasma.
Exception to the 2nd part are: absence of Rh, M and N
agglutinogens from the RBCs which are not accompanied
by presence in the plasma of anti-Rh, anti-M or anti-N
agglutinins.
Taking into account both agglutinogen and agglutinin,
therefore, the full description of four blood groups is All;
Ba; AB and Oap· The agglutinin a. is subdivided into:
Ui - agglutinate only A 1
a proper - agglutinate both A 1 and Ai-

,,t,

Table 13.1: Classical' ABO' blood groups and their frequency of distribution
Antigen (Agglutinogen)
present on the RBC membrane

Blood
Group

Frequency of distribution
Britain or United States

A

A

42%

21%

B

B

9%

39%

Both A and B

AB

3%

9%

Neither A nor B

0

46%

31%
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Sub-groups

India
A 1 (75%); Az (25%)

t
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DETERMINATION OF CLASSICAL BLOOD GROUPS

These can be determined by mixing a drop of isotonic
saline suspension of subject's RBCs with a drop of serum
A and serum B separately on a glass slide; and seeing
whether agglutination occurs or not. The results are
diagnostic and are shown in the Fig. 13.1.

.
•• •• ••.
•• ••.
•• ••.

Anti-A

!

Antl-B

Antl-0

Control

. ,;:.•,>.:

.,:

:.-.:;,·:

-,::.•.:;_.:

.,:
:.-.:;--:

••
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against well-diluted cells; with weak serum and high
cell concentrations the cells may "mop up" agglutinins
without being agglutinated.
6. The 4 classical ABO blood groups depend on 3 genes,
named after the corresponding factor A, B and 0. Each
person's blood group is determined by the two genes
which he receives from each parent. (fig. 13.2)

Blood type
Codomlnant
(Two alleles of a gene)

0-positive
0-negative

Blood
Type B

Blood
Type A

A-positive
A-negative
B-poslt/ve

A
B-negative

A allele
B allele

AB-positive

O allele
AB-negative
Not valid

Fig. 13.1 Detemination of ABO and Rh blood types

. UMN
With high agglutinin titre the cells are massed into a
few large clumps; with weaker agglutinin titre more
numerous but smaller clumps are formed.

A

Blood Type A

Blood Type AB

Blood Type B

Blood Type 0

(Codominant)

Fig. 13.2 Inheritance of blood groups

INHERITANCE OF CLASSICAL 'ABO'
BLOOD GROUPS
1. The Agglutinogen A and B are inherited as Mendelian

2.

3.

•

4.

5.

dominant and first appear in the sixth week of foetal
life. Their concentration at birth is 1/Sth the adult
level and it progressively rises during puberty and
adolescence.
Group specific substances A and B are not limited
to the RBCs but are also found in many organs like
salivary glands and pancreas(++); kidney, urine, liver
and lungs (+); testes, semen and amniotic fluid.
The antigens very similar to A and B are common
in intestinal bacteria and food to which infants are
exposed; and infants rapidly develop antibodies
against those antigens which are not present in their
own RBCs i.e. either a or p or exp or none.
The specific agglutinins are present in the plasma and
appear at 10th day, rise to peak at 10 years; and then
decline.
The specific agglutinins act best at low temperature
(between 5°C to 20°c, called Cold Antibodies) and

Genes A and B may be demonstrated by the use of
anti A or anti B serum. The presence of'O' gene is not
easily demonstrated; and to anti-A serum AA and
AO cells react alike, both serologically being group A.

RHESUS (Rh) BLOOD GROUP
Discovered by Landsteiner and Weiner in 1940.
RBCs of Rhesus monkeys (monkeys with red ischial
callosity) when injected into rabbits, the rabbits respond
to the presence of an antigen in these cells by forming
an antibody which agglutinates Rhesus RBCs. If the
immunized rabbit's serum is tested against human RBCs,
agglutination occurs in 85% of people , these are called
Rh '+' (positive) and their serum contains no Rh antibody.
No agglutination occurs in 15%, these are called Rh '-'
(negative) and their serum also contains no Rh antibody.
The Rh blood group system has not been detected in tissues
other than RBCs.
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Distribution of Rh negative percentage of individuals
in India
l. Jammu and Kashmir
10--12%
2. Punjab
~%

3. Delhi
4.84%
4. South India
2.3%
The Rh antigen is called 'D', and its antibody is
called anti-D . In Rh system, Rh antibodies are of the IgG
type and antigen-antibody reaction occurs best at the body
temperature. Therefore, the Rh antibodies are called wann
antibodies. These antibodies being IgG type etm cro:.:
the placeuta. Blood group antigens are the results of the
action of genes which are present in the chromosomes.
The gene corresponding to the antigen D is also called
D; when D is absent from a chromosome, its place is
occupied by the alternate form (Allelomorplt) called
'd'. Rh gene is inherited from both the father and the
mother. If gene D is carried by both sperm and ovum the
resulting gene composition (genotype) of the offspring
is DD; if the gametes carry D and d respectively the
result is Dd; if both gametes carry d the result is dd.
DD (homozygous) and Dd (heterozygous) are both Rh
positive; dd (homozygous) is Rh negative. Of 85% Rh
positive 35% are DD, 48% Dd and 2% have some other
genotype containing D.
Rh negative individuals (whose RBCs contain no D
agglutinogens), anti-D antibodies (agglutinins) are not
naturally present in the plasma, but the production of
anti-D antibodies in these Rh negative individuals may
be evoked by:
1. transfusion with Rh positive blood i.e. D-positive
RBCs (0.5 mL may be sufficient);
2. entrance of D-positive RBCs from Rh positive
foetus into the maternal circulation of Rh negative
mother.

returns to foetal circulation and tends to destroy foetal
RBCs. The degree of damage done to the foetus depends
on the magnitude of maternal anti-D response and the
ability of maternal Rh antibodies to cross the placenta.
Since sensitization of Rh negative mother by carrying
an Rh positive foetus generally occurs at birth, the first
child is usually normal; however, serious results may
occur in the second or later pregnancies depending on
the degree of sensitivity of the mother. If the mother
has been immunized previously by a Rh positive
transfusion at any time, even in childhood, a dangerously
high response may occur during the first pregnancy.
The changes in the foetus are termed Hemolytic
Disease, because, they are due to the destruction of RBCs
by maternal anti-D. ABO incompatibilities rarely produce
hemolytic disease of new born, because, ex and antibodies
are of IgM and cannot cross the placenta.
The various forms of hemolytic disease of the newborn
are: (Fig. 13.3)

.,
Swollen-f-.:1,-,..
liver

_.-"k::-1,_ Severe abdominal
swelling

(A)

Important Note

C, D and E are three common types of Rh antigens
(or Rh factor). The type D antigen is widely prevalent
in the population and is more antigenic than the
other Rh antigens.
Rh factor and hemolytic disease

The child of a Rh negative mother (genotype dd) and a
Rh positive father (genotype DD) must be Rh positive
(Dd). If Rh positive father is Dd the offspring may be Rh
positive (Dd) or Rh negative (dd).
It mother is Rh negative and fodu.,, is Rh positive,

serious complications may occur. RBCs containing 'D'
antigen may pass the p lacenta from the foetus to the
mother, either during pregnancy or small amount of
foetal blood leaks into maternal circulation at the time
of delivery. The mother responds by forming anti-D which

Bilirubin moves
from bloodstream
Into brain tissue

Excess blllrubin in
blood

(B)

Fig. 13.3 Hemolytic disease of the new born:
(A) Hydrops foetalis; (B) Kernicterus

- ------~

l. Hydrops Foetalis: The foetus is grossly oedematous,
it either dies in utero or if born prematurely or at

term, it dies within a few hours.

'
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2. Icterns Gravis Neo11aton11n: U,aractem,tic
feat11 es.
(i) The infant born at term is jaundiced or becomes so
in 24 hours, due to excessive destruction of RBCs
(hemolytic jaundice).
•
(ii) There may be no anaemia at birth, but develops in a
few days. Because at birth, excessive destruction of
RBCs is compensated for by an intense normoblastic
response of the marrow, associated with high
reticulocyte count and presence of many nucleated
RBCs in the circulation (En1throblastaetnia or
ErtJthroblastosis Foetalis).
Free anti-D (derived from the mother) is present in
the infant's blood for at least one week after birth
and continues to destroy the infant's cells, though
at diminished rate at this time.
3. There may be severe neurological lesions involving
basal ganglia. As blood brain barrier is not
developed in foetus and newborn infants, bile
pigments enter the brain and they secondarily
become stained bright yellow with bile pigments
(kernictents) (page 998). It usually develops
when serum bilirubin level exceeds 18 mg / dL.
4. Liver may also be severely damaged and death may
occur from liver failure.
Treatment. Exchange blood transfusion soon after
• birth i.e. removing small quantities of infant's blood
successively from IVC (by passing a polyethylene
catheter along the umbilical vein) and replacing an equal
volume of compatible Rh negative blood. Thus, infant Rh
positive RBCs prone to destruction are removed from the
circulation.
Prevention of Rh hemolytic disease
Destruction of Rh positive foetal cells in the maternal
blood can be brought about by administering a single dose
of anti-Rh antibodies in the form of Rh-immunoglobulin
soon after child birth. This prevents active antibodies
formation by the mother.
(Many of the other blood group antigens like Lutheran,
Kell and Kidd are also known).

O
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4. Medicolegal value.
5. Blood group antigens help in cell recognition.
BLOOD TRANSFUSION
Indications: Alteration in blood either in quantity or
quality that interferes with the normal functions of the
body.
1. Blood loss: accidents, surgical operations.
2. Blood disorders: hemophilia, purpura, clotting
defects.
3. Blood diseases: severe anaemia, leukaemia, blood
dyscrasias.
4. Poisoning e.g. carbon monoxide poisoning.
5. Acute infections or fever, when -y-globulins are needed.
6. Pre or post-operatively in building up and making up
the loss.
7. Shocks.
Basic rules to be observed
1. The plasma of the donor which contains the agglutinins
can usually be ignored because:
(i) The donor's plasma in the transfusion is usually
diluted so by the much larger volume of recipient's
plasma that it rarely causes agglutination even
when the titre of agglutinins against the recipient's
cells is high.
(ii) Donor's agglutinins are also neutralized by soluble
agglutinogen which are found free in the recipient's
body fluid.
However, when the recipient's plasma has agglutinins
against the donor's RBCs, the cells agglutinate and
hemolyse. Therefore, account need only be taken of
the effect of the serum agglutinins of the recipient on
the cells (agglutinogens) of the donor.
2. No Rh negative female at any age before menopause should
ever be given a Rh positive blood transfusion, otherwise she
becomes sensitized by the injected Rh positive blood
and forms anti-D antibodies (she is likely to destroy
subsequently any Rh positive foetus). In other words,
the transfusion may make her permanently childless.
3. For effect of transfusing cell of any group into a
recipient of any group (intra-group transfusion), refer
to Table 13.2.

M AND N BLOOD GROUPS
• M and N factors depend on two minor genes. Each person
carries two of the gene of the M and N group i.e. M + M
(= M); N + N (= N) or M + N (= MN). These are antigenic
to rabbits.

USES OF BLOOD GROUPING TESTS
1. In blood transfusion.
2. In pregnancy (Rh incompatibility): see above.
3. Investigating cases of paternity dispute.

Conclusion
1. Group A and group B can only safely receive blood
from their own group and group 0.
2. Persons of group AB have no circulating agglutinins
and can, therefore, be given blood of any type without
developing a transfusion reaction, called Universal
Recipients.
3. Persons of group O contain no agglutinogen and their
blood can be given to anyone, therefore, its RBCs are

llO
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not agglutinated by the members of group, called
Universal Donors.

Systemic
- Chills
- Fever

r

The classical terms, universal redpient and universal donor
are no longer valid as complication can be produced by
the existence of Rh and other factors. Therefore, only

Vascular - - - -- - - ,
- Hypotension
- Uncontrollable bleeding

safeguard against blood transfusion complication
is Direct Cross Matching i.e. to match the serum of
the recipient directly against the RBCs of the donor
and again to match the RBCs of the recipient against
the serum of the donor; agglutination in either case
indicates incompatibility.
4. If time does not permit the grouping and cross-matching
of the recipient, '0' Rh negative blood should be used.
In case of extreme emergency like war casualties, train
accidents etc., 'O' Rh positive blood should be given
(in case if 'O' Rh negative blood is not available).

Chest
- Constricting
pain

Transfused vein
- Heat sensation

~'-"•-

Urinary - - -~ ~- Hemoglobinuria
- Hyperbiiirubinemia

---!-'!--

Heart
- Increased
heart rate

.-- --';--';: +-+- Lumbar

region

- Pain

Fig. 1 J.4 Summary: Main symptoms of mismatched blood
transfusion

To eliminate the risk of transfusion reactions, patient's
own blood can be withdrawn (upto 1-1.5 L) 3-4 weeks
in advance of elective surgery and then reinfused
during the surgery, a procedure called Autologous
Transfusion. Anaemia resulting from withdrawal
of blood can be made good with appropriate iron
therapy over a period of 3-4 weeks.

(iii) Severe reaction with I n•moglo'1i111ma and renal
failure.
(a) After few mL of blood has been introduced,
patient complains of violent pain in the
back or elsewhere and tightness in the chest;
because, agglutinated RBCs form clumps
which block capillaries.
(b) Oliguria (decreased urinary output) due to: •
- fall in arterial blood pressure below
70 mmHg, and
- local vascular disturbances in kidneys
These cause marked fall in glomerular
filtration rate (GFR).

Dangers/Hazards
1. Effects of Incompatible (mismatched) blood transfusion
(Fig. 13.4)

Signs and symptoms occur because the recipient serum
contains antibodies (a, or anti-D) which agglutinate
the donor's RBCs. The RBCs are first agglutinated and
then undergo hemolysis. The following types of clinical
reaction occur:
(i) 111, 1,11 m lm•rvl J , Injected RBCs are rapidly
destroyed, the recipient's blood returning within
a week or less to its pre-transfusion state.
(ii) Pr r-r rs/m, ·o I a,, ,die
Hemolysed RBCs
cause increased release of haemoglobin which
gets metabolised to bilirubin producing 'hemolytic
jaundice'.

If urine is acidic and GFR is slow, the hemoglobin
which passes through glomeruli is precipitated
in the tubules as 'acid haematin'. This obstructs the
lumen of tubules producing renal tubular damage.
Later, anuria sets in (i.e. complete absence of urine
output) due to vascular disturbances involving the
glomeruli.

Table 13.2: Effec t of inter-group blood transfusion
Recipient Blood
group
AB
A

Agglutinin in
serum

RBCs of Donor
AB

A

B

0

,.,..

ii

+

B

13
a

+

+

0

a 13

+

+

+

'"t

--------8~

0 :.------""'

,.,..
AB

Transfusion scheme

+

'+': Agglutination of RBCs and incompatibility; '- ': No agglutination of RBCs and compatibility

•
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Still later,
Renal failure

t

,

increases nitrogenous substances and potassium
in the body (uraemia)
within 8-10 days
Lethargy, coma and death

:

t

!

(Death occurs, if more than 350 mL of incompatible
blood is transfused)
2. Mechanical overloading of circulation produces
'hypervolemia', specially in patients with cardiac
damage.
3. Chemical risks
(i) As stored blood cells lose K+ to the external
plasma, therefore, after excessive transfusion e.g.
replacement transfusion for erythroblastosis foetalis,
death occurs due to hyperkalemia (page 178).
(ii) With massive transfusion of citrated blood, normal
conversion of citrate to bicarbonate by the tissue
cells may be delayed as a result, therefore,
(a) patient may suffer from lack of ionized
calcium (more in patients with liver disease
or induced hypothermia) causing 'tetany';
(b) ' alkalosis' develops in patients with defective
kidney functions.
This is why, intravenous calcium gl11co11ate is given
with citrated blood transfusion.
• 4. Pyrogenic reactions like fever with chills and rigors.
5. Allergic reactions e.g. rash, anaphylactic shock,
angioneurotic oedema, urticaria, serum sickness etc.
6. Tratismission of diseases like malaria, syphilis, AIDS,
jaundice (viral hepatitis) etc.
INVESTIGATION A CASE OF PATERNITY DISPUTE
This is based on the knowledge of inheritance of classical

and other blood groups. A baby must receive one of the
three possible genes (A, B or 0) from each parent. Further,
each parent transfers one or two genes to the child: an

group is

...

\

O(M)

Parents must have
given it
O+O (M+M)

BLOOD STORAGE
Characteristic features
1. For better long term preservation of blood cells and
for transfusion purposes citrate is used in combination
with dextrose in the following forms:
A. • ,'1-(1 1 t "1c.• rr
\CTJJ o;o
Cl -(Trisodium
citrate, citric acid and dextrose; its pH is 5-4. For
use, add 10 volumes of blood to 1-5 volumes of
solution).
B. ( rtm e •

A+B (N+N)

..,[, +,

So if mother
was

Father could not
have been

No matter

AB (N)

No matter

O(M)

which

A(MN)

A+O or A+A (M+N)

B or O (N)

B or O (N)

B(MN)

B+O or B+B (M+N)

Aor O (M)

Aor O (M)

Brackets indicate supplementay blood groups

pl,,,,

1
I),,
·o_e-n.,it titu•
(( PD \)
-(frisodium citrate, citric acid, dextrose and
adenine; its pH is 5-6-5·8. For use, add 7 volumes of
blood of to 1 volume of solution).
Dextrose acts by:
(i) liberating lactic acid which by decreasing the pH
helps in survival of RBCs both in vitro and in
vivo.
(ii) providing a substrate for the metabolism, which
is still required even at 4°C and thus helps in cell
survival (Also see to page 431).
Under such conditions blood can be stored for
14 days. 80% cell survive for 24 hours after transfusion
and thereafter surviving cells are destroyed at a rate
of 1% per day.
2. Stored blood is not a suitable medium for transfusing
WBCs and platelets to a recipient, because blood stored
for longer than 24 hours contains virtually no viable
WBCs and platelets. (Also see page 102)
3. Cold storage decreases cell metabolism, thereby decreases
active transport and cations move with concentration
gradient. Therefore,
(i) cell loses K+, increasing plasma K+ concentration
from 4-5 mEq/ L to 20-30 mEq/L in 2 weeks.
(ii) cell gains Na+, increasing intra cellular Na+
concentration from 12 mEq/L to 30-40 mEq/ L.

which

AB (N)

lll

'A' parent (genotype AA or AO) can give A or O; a 'B'
parent (genotype BB or BO) can give B or O; an AB parent
can give A or 6 and 'O' parent (00) can give 'O' only
(Table 13.3).

Table 13.3: Investigation: A case of paternity dispute
If the baby's

D

Important Notes

1. The child's blood group may not be
set in its true ABO type until as late as
1 year after birth.
2. Blood grouping test can never prove
that any suspected person is the actual
father; they can only show that he could
not possibly have been the father or that
he (Like many others) might have been.
3. DNA finger printing is of great value in
determining paternity to almost 100%.
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(i) and (ii) cause net increase in cell total base and
water, as a result cells become shorter and fatter
(more spherocytic). This causes increase in their
hemolysis in hypotonic solution and cells may
rupture in vitro even in 0.8% NaCl solution.
(iii) Spontaneous hemolysis of cells takes place to an

increasing degree while in contact with their own
plasma in the blood bank.
4. If stored cells are transfused, they become normal
(reconditioned) in less than 48 hours, with reference
to Na.,. and K+ content, volume, shape and saline
fragility.

1. Write short nots on:
(i) Landsteiner's Law
(ii) Rh factor
(iii) Hemolytic disease of newborn
(iv) Uses of blood group tests
(v) Direct cross matching
(vi) Dangers of incompatible blood transfusion
(vii) Storage of blood
(viii) Heterologus and autologus transfusion
(ix) Prevention of Rh hemolysis diseases
(x) Warm and cold antibodies
2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) How a and~ agglutinins are produced in persons who do not have the respective agglutinogens in their RBCs?
(ii) In a Rh negative mother carrying an Rh positive foetus, the first child is usually normal.
(iii) In case of extreme emergency, 'O' Rh negative blood should be transfused.
(iv) LV. calcium gluconate is given with citrated blood transfusion.
(v) Blood grouping can never prove that any suspected person is the actual father.
(vi) ABO incompatabilities rarely produce hemolytic disease of newborn.
(vii) Stored blood is not suitable for transfusing WBCs and platelet to a recipient.
(viii) The terms'universal donor' and 'recipient' are no longer valid.
(ix) Kemicterus, Hydrops foetalis, Icterus gravis neonatorum and Erythroblastosis foetalis
3. How the blood groups are determined? Give their frequency of distribution in India.
4. How much blood is sufficient to produce anti-D antibodies in an Rh negative individual?
5. Give the basic rules needed to be observed for blood transfusion.
6. At what age after birth a child's blood group is set in its true ABO type? Explain.
7. What changes blood cells undergo during cold storage?

.-"

./

8. Draw labelled diagram to show inheritance of blood groups.

HR·I
1. The least frequent blood group in India is:
(a) A
(b) B
2. Blood group '0' RBCs are agglutinated by:
(a) Agglutinin a
(b) Agglutinin

(c) AB

(c) Both a and P
3. Classical 'ABO' blood groups agglutinogen first appear:
(a) In the 6th week of foetal life (b)
At birth
(c) 1 year of life
(d) 10 years of life

(d) 0

(d) Neither a nor p

4. With respect to blood groups, maximum titre of agglutinin is usually reached:
(a) At birth
(b) 1-3 years of age
(c) 4-7 years of age
(d) 8-10 years of age
5. Rh negative individuals are those:
(a) Whose serum contains no Rh antibody
(b) Whose RBCs contain antigen D
(c) With absence of Rh antigen on their RBCs membrane and their serum also contains no Rh antibody
(d) In whom production of anti-D antibodies can be provoked by other blood groups
6. Absence of anti-A and anti-Rh agglutinin in the plasma means that subject is:
(a) A-positive or AB-positive
(b) A-negative or AB-negative
(c) A-positive, AB-positive, A-negative or AB-negative
(d) Type 0 -positive

'
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7. Prevention of erythroblastosis in Rh-positive babies with the Rh-negative m other is by:
(a) Passive immunizing the mother against Rh-positive factor soon after child birth
(b) Above immunization to be carried out during the pregnancy
(c) Destruction of Rh-positive cells in foetus by anti-Rh antibodies
(d) Fresh blood transfusion to the baby immediately after birth
8. Which one of the following changes would not occur in blood after 7 days of storage?
(a) Decreased concentration of dextrose and increased concentration of lactic acid
(b) Decreased concentration of plasma potassium
(c) An increased prothrombin time
{d) A decreased concentration of platelets
9. True about cold antibodies:
(a) Act best at low temperature between 20°C to 37°C
(c) Are globulin of IgM type

(b) Act against undiluted RBCs
{d) Can cross the placenta readily

10. Commonly seen earliest sign of blood transfusion reaction is:
(a) Jaundice
(b) Haemoglobinuria
(c) Violent pain in the back or elsewhere
(d) Skin rashes
11. Death usually occurs if m ore than ...... ml of incompa tible blood is transfused :
(a) 50 mL
(b) 150 mL
(c) 250 mL

(d) 350 mL

12. A man with blood grou p B cannot be the biological father of a child with an AB blood type if:
(a) The mother is type O
(b) The mother is type A
(c) 171e mother is type AB
(d) The mother is Rh-positive
13. Addition of glucose to stored blood is to:
(a) Prevents hemolysis
(c) Increases haemoglobin content
14. Agglutinin a and are globulin of:
(a) IgG type
(b) IgA type

V

(b) Provides nutrition
(d) Decreases the pH

(c) IgM type

(d) IgD type

15. Blood group antigen s are:
(a) Carried by sex chromosomes
(b) Attached to plasma proteins
(c) Attached to haemoglobin molecule
(d) Found in saliva
16. Minimum am ount of Rh positive blood required for transfusion to provoke Rh-anti-bodies in a Rh n egative individual
is ...... ml:
(a) 0.5
(b) 10
(c) 50
(d) 100

)·

17. Which on e of the following represents the m ost potentially dan gerou s situation?
(a) Rh-positive mother with 2nd Rh-negative child
(b) Rh-negative mother with 2nd Rh-positive child
(c) Rh-positive mother with 1st Rh-negative child
(d) Rh-negative mother with 1st Rh-positive child
18. Rh-negative m other carrying Rh-p ositive foetus, first child born is usually normal because:
(a) Mother does not have agglutinogen D
(b) Anti-Rh titre developed is not sufficiently high to destroy the foetal RBCs
(c) Foetal agglutinogen D caru1ot cross the placenta
(d) Anti-Rh titre developed in the mother's plasma cannot cross the placenta to destroy the foetal RBCs
19. In cross-m atching before blood transfusion :
(a) Donor's RBCs are mixed with recipient plasma
(b) Donor's RBCs are mixed with recipient RBCs
(c) Donor's plasma 1s mixed with recipient RBCs
(d) Donor's plasma is mixed with recipient plasma
20. "Fresh" blood refers to blood which is administered :
(a) Immediately
(b) Within 12 hours

•

"

1. (c)
11. (d)

2. (d)
12. (a)

3. (a)
13. (d)

4. (d)
14. (c)

5. (c)
15. (d)

(c) Within 24 hours

6. (c)
16. (a)

7. (a)
17. (b)

----<CXX)-- -

(d) Within 72 hours

8. (b)
18. (b)

9. (c)
19. (a)

10. (c)
20. (c)

Lymphoid Tissues and Lymph

• i

I. Lymphoid Tissues
A. Tissue macrophage system
B. Lymphocytes

C. Plasma cells
II. Functions of Spleen

ill. Lymph

LYMPHOID TISSUES

features to ingest (i. e. phagocytose) large (macro) foreign
colloidal pa1rticles. Therefore, they are called macrophages.
They are scaittered all over the body tissues, thus together
they constitute tissue macrophage system (previously
called as reticuloendothelial system - RES). Examples
include: ( 1g. 1 .1)
"y
l. l 1rt< ml c Is - the cells that form part of the lining of
" .
blood sinuses in the bone marrow.
2. ,
- the cells that lie at frequent intervals
along the vascular capillaries in the liver.
3. ehculurn cells found in both the red and white pulp ·
of the spleen.
4. l, mp 1 Jaes that line the lymphatic paths.
5. rulmona:r) alveolar macrophages (PAM).
6. Osteocla<,t in the bones.

Lymphoid tissues are of fundamental importance in all
types of immune response.
Sites
Bone marrow, spleen, lymph nodes, tonsils, peyer's
patches, appendix, thymus.
It contains 3 types of cells:
I. Tissue macrophages
II. Lymphocytes (90% are small; 10% are large)
ill. Plasma cells

II

A. TISSUE MACROPHAGES
These are special group of phagocytic cells found in
different parts of the body having common characteristic
Bone marrow

Blood

Tissues

Common
myelold

Lymph nodes

--

Resident macroi~

,

M-CSF

P
~ GM-=

t
t

Myeloid dendritic

/

Langerhans cells (skin)
Kupffer cells (liver)
Osteoclasts (bone)

5

~

Microglla (CNS)

____.I____

Recruited macrophage

2 -integrins
oglobulin-family
rs Selectins
TM7 receptors

Pulmonary alveolar
macrophage (PAM)
Littoral cells (bone marrow)

,,
Alternatively antigen
activated
Classically antigen activated

Fig. 14. l Tissue macrophage system (Abbreviations as given in the text}
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7. \iticroglia in the brain.
8. In Subcutaneou. tissue. .
Functions
,.._ · 1. They ingest and destroy RBCs; form and release

bilirubin. They also destroy WBCs and platelets.
2. They ingest bacteria and are, therefore, concerned
..• with the defence of the body against infection. They
• rapidly increase in number under these conditions with
resulting enlargement of the organs which are rich in
these cells e.g. spleen, lymph nodes etc.
3. They ingest and 'process' antigen which then stimulate
antibody formation in plasma cells (page 116).
Tissue macrophage system functions as a physiological
unit i.e. if any part of it is put out of action, the rest of
the system undergoes compensatory hypertrophy and
makes good the deficiency.
B. LYMPHOCYTES
They circulate in the lymph and blood; non-phagocytic,
move in a characteristic way and do not respond to
chemotactic stimuli (compared to other WBCs).
_.. Formation and Development
Lymphocyte proliferation occurs in lymphoid tissues, in
,.response to antigenic stimulation.

t

Small Lymphocyte (a resting eel~

+

Large Pyroninophilic Cell (stained red with pyronin)

+

D llS

3. It seems to condition the lymphocytes so that they
respond to antigenic stimulation; such lymphocytes are
called immunologically competent lymphocytes (also
refer to page 757).
Factors affecting lymphocyte production
Tt1Jiibitio11 b11
(i) X-rays
(ii) Administration of cortisol/ glucocorticoids
c;,;, rnlutio11 by
(i) Thyroid hormones
(ii) Pyridoxine and folic acid
{iii) A substance in the plasma of lymphatic leukaemia
patients

Life Span
Two population of lymphocytes exist in the blood:
l. B-lymphocytes: (20-30%), which survive for few days
or weeks; and
2. T-lymphocytes (60-80%), which survive for 2-4 years.
Location of B and T lymphocytes
l. Peripheral blood and thoracic duct contain:
(i) 60-80% T-l.ymphocytes cell, and
(ii) 20-30% B-lymphocytes cell
2. Lymph Nodes contain T-lymphocytes in the paracortical
region and B-lyrnphocytes in subcapsular region, in
germinal centr1es and in medullary cords.
3. Spleen contains T-lyrnphocytes in periarteriolar sheaths
and B-lymphocytes in germinal centres, red pulp and
peri-arteriolar sheaths.
(For details, also refer to page 122)

Large Lymphocyte

+

2 small Lymphocytes

Role of thymus
During embryological development it is the first organ to
contain lymphoid tissue, therefore, following its removal
in neonates lymphoid tissues of other sites fail to develop
• normally, thus lymphocytes are markedly decreased in
~circulation.
.Meclzani!>II! of actw11

•l. It acts on bone marrow and causes
(i) promoted differentiation of stem cells into
lymphocytes, and
(ii) migration of lymphocytes to other lymphoid tissues
to complete their development.
2. It secretes humoral factors, one of these is thymosin
which checks the development of lymphocytes.

The Circulation of Lymphocytes
Lymphocytes formed in lymphoid tissues pass into
aHerent lymphatics and enter the blood stream via the
thoracic duct and. right lymphatic duct.
The small lymphocytes in peripheral blood (mostly
T-lyrnphocytes) have a special affinity for the endothelium
of the post capillary venules in lymphoid tissues. From
here they enter efferent lymphatics and finally the thoracic
duct, which conveys them into the blood stream where
the re-circulation is completed.
Summary
Lymphatics

+

blood

+

lymphoid tissues

+

lymphatics
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This re-circulation of lymphocytes keeps the blood
lymphocyte count relatively constant.
C. PLASMA CELLS

Plasma cells are found in the medullary cords of lymphoid
follicles; the small lymphocytes give rise to "plasma blast"
cells which undergo replication and differentiation to form
plasma cells. Life span: 2-3 days.
These cells are oval in structure; 14 x lOµm size;
eccentric nucleus and a deep basophilic cytoplasm which
contains abundant endoplasmic reticulum, polyribosomes
and golgi apparatus. Therefore, it is a very active cell
which forms and secretes antibodies (immunoglobulins,
page 126) into the blood and other body fluids.
Any one plasma cell only manufactures antibodies of
a single kind i.e. those which are specific for the antigen
that caused the initial activation of the B-lymphocyte from
which that plasma cell was derived.

FUNCTIONS OF SPLEEN
Spleen functions are mostly shared with other organs and
tissues, therefore, it is not essential for life. Its functions
include:
l. Fornahon of RBCs
(i) during 2nd trimester of uterine life; and
(ii) in adults after destruction of red bone marrow.
2. Contains lymphoid tissues which form lymphocytes
and plasma cells.
3. Being a part of tissue macrophage system, it destroys
aged RBCs, platelets and WBCs, therefore, splenectomy
causes:
(i) appearance of nucleated RBCs in circulation
with increase in percentage of reticulocytes, and
(ii) thrombocytosis and leucocytosis.
4. Participates in defence reaction against toxins
(diphtheria, tetanus); bacteria and large parasites by the
formation of antibodies and by phagocytosis. Therefore,
in the absence of spleen, bacterial infections are more
common and severe. Moreover, malaria has a higher
mortality rate, because the deformed RBCs that contain
the malaria parasite are not removed.
5. Resexvoir of RBCs. Proof contraction of spleen following
injection of epinephrine, increases RBC release into
peripheral blood.
Clinical Significance

Splenectomy is of therapeutic value in human in cases
where the spleen is the predominant site of RBCs
destruction e.g.
(i) hereditary spherocytosis
(ii) hypersplenism which causes destruction of RBCs,
WBCs and platelets
(iii) auto-immune hemolytic states.

LYMPH
The lymphatics at the periphery are a closed system of
tubes. Their walls are formed by a single layer of cells
without basement membrane under the endothelium, and
junction between endothelial cells are open with no tight • ""
intercellular connections. These tubes rapidly join together •
to form bigger lymphatic vessels (Fig. 14.2). The lymph
vessels contain valves and regularly traverse lymph nodes I....
along their course. All the lymph from the body is finally •
collected into two big channels:
l. Right lymphatic duct, which opens into right subclavian
vein, and
2. Thoracic duct which opens into left subclavian vein.
Lymphatic system exists in all the organs with the exception
of CNS and cornea.
Chemistry of Lymph
Lymph is the modified "tissue fluid", transparent, yell.ovvish
in colour, faintly alkaline in reaction and clots slowly. Its
colloidal osmotic pressure is less than that of plasma.
l. Proteiu content varies with the different tissues but
slightly less than that of plasma proteins.
Organ
Protein content
(i) Liver
6 gm/dL
(ii) Intestine, heart, lungs,
approx. 4 gm/ dL
thoracic duct
(iii) Skin and skeletal muscle
2 gm/dL
1-1.5 gm/dL
(iv) Legs
(v) Choroid plexuses,
ciliary body
zero
2. Lipids - more in intestinal region and less in thoracic
duct, because lymphatics of intestinal villi (lacteals)
absorb and transport lipids. Lipoprotein absorption
from GIT is responsible for giving milktj colour to the
lymph, called Chyle. This is seen usually after a fatty
meal.
3. Carboliydrntes - less than plasma concentration.
4. Coagulatio11 factors - More in liver lymph as compared
to the peripheral lymph, because they are formed in the
liver. In vitro, lymph clots on standing due to clot1ting
factors present in it.
5. Cellt1lar components
(i) Contains large number of lymphocytes of all s.izes •
with variable degree of maturity.
(ii) Contains no granulocytes (rarely monocyte and
macrophages are found).
(iii) Contains few RBCs and platelets.
6. Otliers - Na+, K+, ci-, so/-, Ca2+, phosphorus, l\lPN ,
substances, urea, creatinine etc.

t I

Formation and Flow of Lymph
Lymph is formed from tissue fluids, therefore, its
formation is based on transcapillary exchange i.e. rnpid
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'

Lymph node
Blood capillaries
Lymph capillaries

- ..
..J

(A)

Endothelium of
lymph capillary
Anchoring filament

Lymph capillary

Tissue cell

Arteriole

Pore

Blood capillary

~ - - - - - Venule
Tissue cells

(B)

(C)

Fig. 14.2 Lymphatic System. (A) Its relationship to the cardiovascular system. (B) Relationship of lymph capillaries to tissue cells and
blood capillaries. (C) Appearance of a lymph capillary. (
direction offlow)

• and continuous exchange between intravascular and
extravascular compartments (page 55).
Only 2-4 litres of lymph seeps back into the blood
! stream in 24 hours and lymph flow is very slow, approx.
0.5-1 mL/ min (in the thoracic duct).

•
Factors Maintaining Flow of Lymph
Towards the Heart
1. Contractile valves in lymphatics prevent the retrograde
flow of lymph.

2. Muscle pump i.e. rhythmic contraction of skeletal muscles.
3. Peristalsis in the GIT.
4. Rhythmic contraction of the walls of large lymphatics.
Rate of these contractions increases in direct proportion
to the volume of lymph in the vessels.
5. Interstitial fluid pressure is 1.9 cm of ~O whereas
pressure in the lymphatic system is 1.3 cm of ~O.
6. Negative intrathoracic pressure during inspiration.
7. Suction effect of high velocity of blood in veins in which
the lymphatics finally terminate.
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Lymphagogues i.e. factors which increase flow of
lymph
1. Increase in pressure in capillaries at venous end due
to venous obstruction. This decreases absorption of
interstitial fluid at the venous end of the capillaries.
2. Increase in capillary permeability e.g. bacterial toxins,
increased local temperature, hypoxia, histamine etc.
3. Decrease in osmotic pressure of plasma due to
administration of hypotonic saline.
4. Increase muscle pump activity e.g. exercise.

4. Transports antibiotics.
5. Helps in formation of maximally concentrated urine
by maintaining appreciable osmotic gradient between
medullary interstitium and vasa recta which helps
efficient operation of counter current mechanism.
f"
6. Some large enzymes e.g. histamine and lipase, reach the •
circulation by lymphatics mainly after their secretion ,4
from cells into the interstitial fluid.
7. Supplies nutrition and oxygen to those parts where •
blood cannot reach e.g. cartilage etc.
8. Enhances the efficiency of the immune system by the
following mechanisms:
(i) it transports antigen to the organ of the immune
system;
(ii) the continual movement of lymphocytes exposes
an antigen to a large sample of lymphocytes. Thus
antigen quickly encounters any lymphocytes that
can specifically react with it;
(iii) it disperses the 'memory' lymphocytes, in readiness
for any second encounter with the antigen.

Functions of Lymph
1. Transports proteins: approx. 95% of proteins lost per
day from vascular system into the interstitial fluid are
returned to the blood via lymphatics by (i) pinocytosis
and (ii) through endothelial gaps.
2. Transports absorbed long chain fatty acids and
cholesterol from the intestine via lymphatics into blood.
3. Transports RBCs, WBCs and bacteria to the regional
lymph nodes.

...
1f-mr.~~·~¥~·~,··1¥-i~i~l·~i,~hL______________________________________ ~ •
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Tissue macrophage system
(ii) Thymosin
(iii) Plasma cells
(iv) Functions of spleen
(vi) Immunologically competent lymphocytes
(v) Lymphagogues
(viii) B and T lymphocytes.
(vii) Functions of lymph
2. Name the organs which do not possess lymphatic system. Give its physiological significance.
3. Mention the role of thymus in formation and development of lymphocytes.
4. How do tissue macrophages contribute to body defences?
5. Give physio-clinical significance of splenectomy.

00·1
1. All types of immune response are fundamentally mediated by:
(b) Lymphoid tissues
(c) Lymphocytes
(a) Tissue macrophages
2. Which is not a function of tissue macrophage system?
(a) All blood cells get destroyed here
(b) Concerned with the defence of the body against infection
(c) Capable of phagocytosing large foreign colloidal particles
(d) Forms and secretes antibodies
3. If thymus is removed a few years after birth:
(a) Cellular immunity will be lost
(c) Both cellular and humeral immunity will be lost

(d) Plasma cells

(b) HumoraJ immunity will be lost
(d) Both cellular and humeral immunity will be present

4. Percentage of T-lymphocytes in peripheral blood is:

(a) 20-30%

(b) 40-60%

(c) 60-80%

(d) Above 85%

~-
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5. Not tme abo ut plasma cells is:
(a) Very active cells
(b) A particular cell is capable of forming many types of antibodies
(c) Forms and secrets immunoglobulin
(d) Formed in the lymph nodes

_,

.

6. Tnte about spleen is that:
(a) It is not essential for life
(c) Its removal causes thrombocytopenia

(b) Normally forms RBCs during adult life
(d) Its removal causes leucoperua

7. Milley colour of the lymph in intestinal region is due to:
(a) Carbohydrates
(b) Cellular components
(c) Lipids
(d) NPN substances

8. The most important physiological function of the lymphatic system is to:
(a) Transport fluid and proteins away from the interstitium
(b) Concentrate proteins in the lymph
(c) Remove particulate materials from the interstitium
(d) Create negative pressure in the free interstitial fluid
9. T-lymphocytes s urvive for:
(b) Few months
(a) Few days or weeks

(d) 2-4 years

(c) 1-2 years

10. True a bout lymph capillaries is:
(a) Have smaller diameter than blood capillaries
(c) Have no endothelial lining

(b) Less permeable than blood capillaries
(d) Have a discontinuous basement membrane

11. Lymph of which organ h as highest protein concentration upto 6 gm/dL?
(a) Liver
(b) Intestine
(c) Thoracic duct

(d) Legs

12. Total quantity of lymph entering circulation daily is:
(b) 2 litres
(a) 1 litre

(d) 4-6 litres

(c) 2-4 litres

_,..
1. (b)
11. (a)

2. (d)
12. (c)

3. (d)

4. (c)

5. (b)

6. (a)

-----'COO>----
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7. (c)

8. (a)

9. (d)

10. (d)
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Immunity (The Immune System)
I. Introduction
II. Classification
Natural immune System (the complement system; C-reactive protein; interferons; NK cells)
Acquired immune system (immunoglobulins; cytokines)
Ill. Regulation of immune response

IV. Immunological tolerance: Recognition of self; Auto-immunization

V. Tissue Transplant/ Graft

INTRODUCTION

effected by elements free in the serum or body fluids;
whereas cell mediated responses involve cells directly
eliminating the invading organisms. (The main differences
between natural and acquired immune system are given
in Table 15.1)

Body is protected against invading organisms by
physical barriers like skin and other epithelial linings
which constitute the first line of defence. (Fig. 15.1). If
these mechanisms fail to control the invading organisms,
then the second line of defence, the immune system is
activated.
Lymphoid tissues (page 114) are fundamentally
involved in the process of immunity i.e. body protection
power against invasion by undesirable agents like
microorganisms,viruses, tumour cells and parasites.
The responses of the immune system of each division
(natural and acquired) are divided into two types: Humoral
and Cellular (cell mediated). The Hu.moral responses are

'Lysozyme' in
nasal secretions

THE NATURAL (OR INNATE) IMMUNE SYSTEM
A. Natural Humoral Responses

These are effected by soluble factors in the serum and
body fluids, e.g.
1. The complement system
2. C-reactive protein
3. Interferons
4. Natural killer cells
'Lysozyme' in
tears

Sneezing, coughing
(cilia eliminate
Inhaled substances)

~

--

G IT
'HCI' in stomach
kills
ingested organisms

Normal bacterial
flora prevents growth
of harmful organisms
Flushing action
of urine protect.s
urinary tract
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'Lysozyme' in a lytic
enzyme which atta<::ks the
cell walls of bactteria
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CLASSIFICATION OF IMMUNE SYSTEM
The Immune System

.,

.

II. Acquired

I. Natural (or Innate)

(Specific)

(Non-specific)

iwr

•

- ..II

Joi ,

, .,. d &'

n

es

rlu
/1
(B-Lymphocytes
and Antibodies)

(Neutrophils,
monocytes and
macrophages)

(soluble factors in serum and
body fluids) e.g. complement
system; interferon etc.

Acquired Immune System

1. It is available since birth

1. It is acquired after birth

after exposure to microorganisms.
2. 'Not specific' to a particular
micro-organism.

..
3. It is able to recognise and
respond immediately to
any foreign cell or particle.

2. 'Specific' for each species
of micro-organisms and
shows 'immunological
memory' (i.e. 2nd exposure
to same foreign substance
produces a more rapid
and greater response).

,w_ ,

3. It is more complex and
requires time to be fully
developed.

1 r, c ..,,,1 •,tc,~~
The cell-killing effects of circulating antibodies and cellular
immunity are mediated by a system of plasma enzymes,
called the Complement System.

--- ------------Classical Pathway
initiated by antibody
binding to antigen

Mannose binding lectin pathway
initiated by lectin binding
to mannose in
bacteria

C4, C2, Ca2+

7

Opsonization and
phagocytosis

.,

C3

C5
C6

~

a
,.,_-----._

inflammatory response

C? ----------{ (Histamine release activity, promotes }
C8 activate~
movement of macrophages towards
C9 cs, s, 7
invasion site)

C5b to C9 cause holes to appear in the
cell membrane of the foreign invaders
and results in its destruction
Fig. IS.2 The complement system

7

Alternative (or properdin) Pathway
initiated by polysaccharides on
bacterial cell walls (endotoxin) and yeast
cell walls (zymosan) and tumour cells

C1q, r, s

3b

(T-Lymphocytes)

The enzymes are identified by the numbers Cl to C9.
Cl is made up of 3 sub-units, Clq, Clr and Cls, therefore,
there are 11 proteins in the system. (Fig. 15.2)
Activation of this system triggers a sequence of 'cascade'
reactions that activates other components of the system.
The system gets activated by three pathways:
(i) Cf,,._ r/ I' '11' ,, - initiated by antibody binding
to antigen. Cl binds to the antibody-antigen
complex (i.e. immune complex) and thus triggers
a sequence of events that activates C3.
(ii) \ ,
I 1.1,
p, 1 t 1 initiated when
lectin binds mannose groups in bacteria; and
(iii)
t
e or J, n> 11 d, I' r/11 •~1 I/ - initiated by
polysaccharides on bacterial cell wall (endotoxin),
yeast cell wall (zymosan) and tumour cells.
Interaction of factor I with polysaccharides in cell
membrane of invading cells triggers reactions that
activate C3 and CS. Properdin (a circulating protein)
stabilizes the activating enzyme complex.

Table 15.1: Natural and Acquired immune
systems compared
Natural Immune System

Ce Ir '- a

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

I
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Once activated, the complement system helps in lysing
foreign invaders by the following mechanisms:
(i) Insertion of pore-forming molecules (perforins) in
the cell membranes of foreign invaders. Ions move
through these pores and the cells become lysed by
osmosis.
(ii) Formation of the activated fragments C3a and
CSa from C3 and CS respectively. These fragments
release histamine from granulocytes, mast cells and
platelets. Histamine dilates the blood vessels and
increases capillary permeability.
(a) CSb, C6 and C7 are chemotactic and attract
leucocytes to the site of the antigen-antibody
reaction.
(b) C3b is responsible for opsonization and
phagocytosis of bacteria (page 85). It also
initiates reactions that activate the rest of the
complement enzymes.
2. C-Reactive Protein
Entry of foreign invaders (antigens) activates concentration
of many plasma proteins, specially of C-reactive protein
(CRP) which coats the invading antigen. CRP-coated
organisms activate the complement system which, in turn,
facilitates phagocytosis.
Normal plasma level: < l mg/ dL

3. Interferons
Virally infected cells release 'interferons' into ECF which:
(i) forms a protective ring of uninfectable cells, thus
limits the spread of infection;
(ii) inhibits protein synthesis by promoting degradation
of mRNA thereby inhibits replication of viruses.

4. Natural Killer Cells (NK Cells)
These are special type of cytotoxic lymphocytes, also called
non-T, non-B lymphocytes. These are large lymphocytes
that make up 10-15% of the circulating agranulocytes.
(lz, ·, Ltf,I ic Jf!lltllnS

(i) They kill cells without any apparent prior
sensitization and without the involvement of major
histocompatibility antigen.
(ii) They destroy cells that have undergone malignant
transformation, thus help prevent the establishment
of cancerous tumours.
(iii) They attack viruses and kill antibody-coated
viruses.
(iv) Their activity is increased by interleukin-2 (IL-2).
(v) They represent:
(a) an important natural first line of defence
against viral infections
(b) combating the spread of disease while more
specific T and B cell responses are activated.

(vi) They may represent a primitive immune system

from which T and B cell system evolved.
B. Natural Cellular Responses
Foreign substances entering the blood stream are dealt with
by circulating phagocytes e.g. neutrophils and monocytes:
Cell mediated 1st and 2nd line of defence respectively.
If initial inflammatory response by neutrophils and
monocytes does not prevent the spread of the foreign
material further then, the 'fixed' macrophages, in the liver,
spleen, lymph nodes and other body tissues may succeed
in eliminating it from the tissue fluids.
THE ACQUIRED IMMUNE SYSTEM
If the invaders overcome the natural immune system, then
the acquired immune system comes into play. The body
has two principal acquired immune defence systems (Fig.
15.3). Both react to antigens i.e. protein or polysaccharides
substances which are able to induce the synthesis of
antibodies.
l. Humoral l111m1111ittJ is due to circulating antibodies in
they-globulin fraction of plasma protein. It is mediated
by B-lymphocytes, and they activate the complement
system to neutralize antigens (page 121). It is a major
defence against bacterial infections.
2. Cellular Immunity is responsible for delayed allergic
reactions, rejection of transplants of foreign tissue and ·
lysis of tumour cells. It is mediated by T-lymphocytes
and constitutes a major defence against infections due
to viruses, fungi and few bacteria e.g. tubercle bacillus.
It also helps defend against tumours.
Development of the Acquired Immune System
1. During the foetal development and neonatal life,
lymphocyte precursors from the bone marrow enter
the thymus gland and become transformed into
the lymphocytes responsible for cellular immunity
(T-lymphocytes). Simultaneously these lymphocyte
precursors that enter the liver and spleen get transformed
into lymphocytes responsible for Humoral immunity
(B-lymphocytes).,. (Fig. 15.4)
Important Note

For role of thymus in development ofimmunologically
competent lymphocytes, refer to pages 115 and 757.
Afterwards many of T and B lymphocytes migrate
to the lymph nodes and bone marrow, where they
are morphologically indistinguishable but can be

* 'B'

is named because in birds the lymphocyte precursors that
populate the bursa of Fabricius, a lymphoid struchm near the cloaca,
become transfered into the lymphocytes respo11Sible for hunwral
immunity.

.,

...
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----- -- -- -Summary: The acquired immune defence systems
Features

_, .

Humoral response

Cellular response

1. Type of response

Involves antibodies

Does not involve antibodies

2. Major cells involved

8-Lymphocytes

T-Lymphocytes

3. Antigen reacted to

Extracellular phases of bacterial
and viral infections

Fungi; parasites; intracellular
viral infections; tumours and
cancer cells; foreign tissues
such as transplanted organs.

4. Effect of stimulation

a-Lymphocyte
encounters
bacterium

@f

t

~'@
.1.

J. .J.

Antibodies
attack
bacteria

Fig. 15.3 The acquired immune system

- - - - - - - - ---

---

!

t

r

t

Activated
T-Lymphocytes

.... •
......
0

t
Secretion of
Antibodies

(1)
L

i\

Plasma Cells
formation

J.l.l.J.
). }.

T-Lymphocyte
encounters
cancer cells

t

Release of
Lymphokines

t

Cytotoxic-T
Lymphocyte
attack cancer
cells

t

Bacteria
eliminated by
phagocytosis

Ellmination of
cancer cell

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -

During foetal development Lymphocyte
prnoo~~ -

~

•

_ _ _J

=:;i
Processing in liver, spleen
and bone marrow

Processing In Thymus

..
Clones of T-cells
(Memory T-cells, cytotoxic T-cells
supressor T-cells and helper T-cells)

Fig. 15.4 Schematic diagram showing development of the immune system

~ - - - - - Clones of B-cells (Memory B•cells)

-----
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5. The '-l ·I
mid !,111 pre s, r T ·ell- are involved in the
regulation (neither excess nor deficient) of antibodies
production by B-lymphocytes. There are two types of
helper T cells:
(i) T helper 1 (TH 1) cells secrete IL-2 and y-interferon
(concerned with cellular immunity).
(ii) T helper 2 (TH 2) cells secrete IL-4 and IL-S.
(concerned with humoral immunity) (also refer
to Table 15.3, page 127).
6. The (. 1tc re,, ic T-cel /.; are responsible for delayed allergic
reactions, rejection of transplant of foreign tissues and
lysis of tumour cells. They combine directly with target:
cells that have the antigen which initially stimulated
them to bring about their destruction by inserting:
perforins and by initiating apoptosis.
7. It mory lJ 1111d I Cells are cells that have been exposed
to an antigen and are readily converted to effector cells
by a later encounter with the same antigen. Unlike other
lymphocytes, they persist in the body for months or
even years/life long, such as immunity to measles.

identified by special techniques. Both types are present
throughout life.
2. There is aJso a slow continuous production of new
lymphocytes from stem cells with processing in the
bone marrow in adults. When appropriate contact with
an antigen occurs, both types of lymphocytes become
activated and differentiate further. This takes place in
the organs of the immune system such as the lymph
nodes and spleen.
3. B-lymphocytes differentiate into f I, ,,, r u I (page
116) and
( I . Plasma cells form and secrete
protein immunoglobulin (IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD and IgE).
Similarly, T-lymphocytes differentiate into 4 different
varieties of T-ceUs:
(i) helper /inducer T cells; (ii) suppressor T cells;
(iii) cytotoxic (effector) T cells or killer cells; and
(iv) memory T cells
4. (
<" and J ,,.~ -c • II have on their surface
the glycoprotein CD8 (cluster of differentiation) and are,
therefore, called T8 cells. 'Helper'/'lnducer' T cells have
on their surface the glycoprotein CD4 and are, therefore,
called T4 cells. CD8 and CD4 are co-receptors (i.e. T-cell
receptor) for major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
class I and Il molecules respectively. (MHCs are a family
of membrane protein complexes encoded by a specific
set of genes. Every nucleated cell of the body has MHC
on its membrane)

A. Acquired Humoral Responses
When an antigen e.g. bacteria or other foreign proteins
enters the body, it is ingested by macrophages and
partially digested. Antigen peptide fragments then
combine with MHC-11 and move to the cell surface.
This processed antigen with the macrophage then binds,
to receptors on T-Lymphocytes activating helper T cells.
(T4 cells). The T4 cells then activate B-lymphocytes causing:
them to proliferate and transform into Memon; B Cells:
and Plasma Cells (Fig. 15.5). The plasma cells secrete large·
quantities of antibodies into the general circulation. The,

Important Note

There are three types of cytotoxic lymphocytes in
the body: a~ T cells, yo T cells and natural killer cells
(page 122).These T-cells are prominent in the mucosa
of the GIT.
j

..

~dy~ionby
ANTIGEN
(vi ru ses, acteria or foreign
p roteins)
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antibodies circulate in they-globulin fraction of the plasma
and are, therefore, called Immtmoglobulins. For efficient
production of antibodies against proteins or polypeptides,
B-lymphocytes require contact with helper / inducer
T4 cells. Macrophages by liberating IL-1 cause further
activation of helper T4 cells and B-lyrnphocytes.
Antigens can also be processed and presented to T4
cells by:
(1) other types of antigen-presenting cells which
include the B-lymphocytes themselves;
(2) the Langerhans cells of the skin, and
(3) specialized cells - dendritic cells in the lymph
nodes and spleen.
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it is processed by antigen-binding c,ells and binds to the
appropriate lymphocytes by the process described above.
These cells are stimulated to divide, forming clones of cells
that respond to this antigen (clonal selection). A clone is
the population of cells descended by asexual reproduction
from a single cell.
Immunoglobulins (lg)

1. lmmunogobulins contains 4 polypeptide chains,
linked by disulphide bonds. The-re are two identical
low molecular weight chains (light chains) and two
identical high molecular weight chains (heavy chains).
H ig. 15.7)

Primary and Secondary Antibody Responses
Antigen combining
sites (Identical)

When antigens e.g. microorganisms, are encountered
for the first time there is a Primary response in which
a low level of antibodies can be detected in the blood
after about 2 weeks. Although the response may be
sufficient to limit the antigen, the antibody level then
fall. The second exposure to the same antigen produces a
Secondary response in which there is a rapid response by
memory B-cells resulting in a marked increase in antibody
production and it declines more slowly (Fig. 15.6).
f
The secondary response may overcome a potential
-~ • pathogen before it can cause the symptoms of infection
,,
i.e. it provides acquired antibody mediated immunity. This
principle is used in active immunization against infectious
• diseases.
,--------------------- -
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Secondary
Antibody
Response

100
Primary Antibody
Response
10

. A ", .....

1st 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
ti
lime (weeks)
2nd lime (weeks)
an gen
antigen
exposure
exposure

Hg. 15.6 Primary and secondary antibody response to a given
antigen.
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Fig. 15.~ Structure of an immunoglobulin molecule
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(Burnet, F.M. 1969)

The number of different antigens recognized by
lymphocytes in the body is extremely large and develops
without exposure to the antigen.
Stem cells differentiate into many million different
T and B lymphocytes, each with the ability to respond to a
particular antigen. When the antigen first enters the body,

2. Both the heavy and light chains are divided into
'constant' and 'variable' regions.
3. The amino-acid sequences in the 'constant' regions of
the different Imrnunoglobulins are very similar. The
'constant' regions are involved in lthe effector functions
of antibodies.
4. The arrangements of the amino acids in the 'variable'
regions are distinct for each immunoglobulin. This
variability allows for a vast number of unique antibodies
each of which binds with specific affinities for different
antigens.
fi/

Immunoglobulins can be divided into 5 classes based on
differences in the 'constant' regions of their heavy chains.
There are five types of heavy chains "f (gamma), a (alpha),
µ (mu), o (delta) and E (epsilon); and these give rise to
the five classes of immunoglobulins, IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD
and IgE respectively. Each of these classes has different
effector functions as shown in TablE:s 15.2 and 15.3.
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Table 15.2: The major lmmunoglobulins (lg) with their characteristic functio
Type of lg

Functions

1. lgG
(i) 71%
(ii) 0.8-1.6 gm/dL (Av.1.3 gm/ dL)
(ill) 1,60,000
(iv) 'Y (gamma)
(v) K (kappa) or A (lamda)

(a) Antibodies of secondary immune response, because get :stimulated by natural
infection or artificial immunization with viruses or bacteria, therefore, produce
major antiviral, antibacterial and antitoxin activity in serum.
(b) These antibodies are distributed equally between blood a.ind tissue fluids.
(c) They cross the placenta from mother to foetus by active transport e.g. antibodies
of Rh blood group system and are found in milk, saliva, nasal and bronchial
secretion.
(d) They can serve as opsonin and promote chemostactic activity of WBC's

2. IgA
(i) 22%
(ii) 140-420 mg/ dL (Av. 250 mg/ dL)
(iii) 1,70,000
(iv) a (alpha)
(v) Kor A

(a) Occur .i n plasma and are also secreted in tears, saliva, intes·tinal juices, respiratory
secretions and colostrum.
(b) They can't cross the placenta.
(c) Lyse bacteria in the presence of lysozyme, which also occurs in the secretions
containing IgA, thereby protect mucous surfaces i.e. provi.rle localized protection.

3. IgM

(a) Because of their large size they are predominantly intrav2LScular and produced in
primary immune response e.g. a, antibodies of ABO b lood groups.
(b) Each IgM molecule possesses at least 5 identical combing sites, therefore, these
antibodies can adhere to surfaces of cells with large numb,ers of similar antigenic
sites.
(c) Activate complement system, promote phagocytosis and cause cell lysis by digesting
holes in the cell membrane at the site of antibody attachment.
(d) More effective than IgG antibodies in lysing cells.

(i) 7%
(ii) 50-200 mg/dL (Av. 120 mg/ dL)

(iii) 1,000,000
(iv) µ (mu)
(v) Kor A

4. IgE: Reagins
(i) Traces
(ii) 0.03 mg/ dL
(iii) 1,85,000
(iv) e (epsilon)
(v) Kor,._
5. IgD
(i) Traces
(ii) 3 mg/ dL

(a) Heat labile, skin sensitizing antibodies, therefore, also caUed reagins.
(b) When specific antigen is brought into contact with IgE-coated mast cells (page 100)
or blood basophils; these cells undergo degranulation witth release of chemical
mediators and E.C.F.-A (page 84). Thus play important role in allergies, parasitic
infestations and anaphylactic type of immediate hypersensmvity disorders.
Present on the surface of B-lymphocytes with IgM, therefore, involved in antigen

recognition.

(iii) 1,50,000
(iv) 15 (delta)
(v) Kor,._
(i) Percentage of total lg

(ii) Normal plasma level

(ill) Molecular weight (MW)

There are two types of 'light' chains, K (kappa) and A
(lamda). Both light chains in any antibody are either K
or A. type.
8. Acquired Cellular Responses
Cellular immunity is mediated by T8-cells. These cells
are activated:
(i) when they are presented with antigens and MHC-I
proteins on the surfaces of antigen-presenting
cells;
(ii) when exposed to interleukin-2 (IL-2).
T-lymphocytes proliferate and differentiate into
cytotoxic-T cells in about 2 weeks time (Fig 15.5) . T-cells
attack and destroy cells that have the antigen which
activated them i.e. highly specific immune reaction. They
kill by inserting pore forming molecules (perforins) in the
membranes of their target cells.

(iv) Heavy chain

(v) Light chain

,d/i11,.., t'r tl1t anh 1:11 b10 wll a/1011/ 7
Lymphocytes, macrophages and ,other lymphoid tissue
cells involved in immune responses communicate as
follows:
1. In part by hormones like chemical messengers called
Interleukins (IL) and cytokines;
2. In part by the complement system (page 121); and
3. By Natural killer cells (page 122).
Role of Interleukins (IL) and Cytokines: (pages 66 and
127)
11,Jw I rl1,

1 1/

0

REGULATION OF IMMUJNE RESPONSE
A. Local Factors
1. The Antigen: As long as the antigen persists, the response
continues.
2. The Response: The 2 major immune systems i.e. humoral
and cellular, regulate their own responses through

.<

. '\,
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Table 15.3: Principal cytokines and their functions

t

IL-1 (ex and ~)

Principal Actions

Sources

Cytokines

Macrophage, T-lymphocyte,
keratinocytes, glial cells etc.

.,-

ex and act on same receptor, many of the effects are those that
are seen at the start of an infection.
(i) CNS: fever, anorexia
rotein synthesis, Na+ excretion
(ii) Metabolic:
(iii) Blood: (a) secretion of colony stimulating factors
(b) s count of all blood cells except Lymphocytes
s capillary permeability,
s WBCs adherence,
(iv) CVS:
hypertension.

tf

t

t

t

t

2.

IL-2

T 4 -Lymphocytes

Proliferation, i.e. synthesis and maturation ofT8 and 8-Lymphocytes.
Also activate N-K cells (page 122)

3.

IL-3

T-Lymphocytes

t s secretion of 'colony stimulating factors' and count of all blood
cells except Lymphocytes

4.

IL-4

T4-Lymphocytes

Differentiation of B-lymphocytes, basophils.

5.

IL-5

T-Lymphocytes

B-cell activation; eosinophil differentiation.

6.

IL-6

Fibroblasts, tumour cells,
macrophages

t s synthesis and secretion of immunoglobulins by 8-lymphocytes

7.

IL-7

Bone marrow cells

Proliferation of T and B lymphocytes.

Macrophages, Mast cells

Lysis of bone; fever, hemormagic necrosis in tumours.

8. Tumour Necrosis
factor (TNF)
ex-interferon

Leukocytes

10.

!3-interferon

Fibroblasts

Antiviral; anti-proliferative.

11.

y-interferon

T-Lymphocytes, NK cells

Activates macrophages; induces MHC-11 antigens on macrophages.

12.

Platelet derived
growth factor
(PDGF)

Platelets, macrophages,
endothelial cells

Mitogen for vascular smooth muscle; faster wound healing.

13.

Platelet-activating
factor (PAF)

Neutrophils, monocytes,
platelets

s chemotactic activity;
Platelet aggregation; inflammation;
bronchoconstriction; s capillary permeability.

II
'

.I,

"~'

Antiviral; antiproliferative, induces MHC-I antigens on lymphocytes;
NK cell activity (therefore, may be of value in treatment of
cancer).

9.

ts

ts: increases

B. General Factors
.,;
J . 1. Effect of hormones on immune response

•

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

t

(IL = Interleukins, also refer to page 66)

feedback mechanisms, e.g. IgM antibodies which appear
during humoral immune response exert 'negative
feedback', thus preventing uncontrolled population of
one type of antibodies far in excess of requirements.
3. Suppressor T cells, which develop more slowly than
cytotoxic T cells, help terminate the immune response
by dampening the immune responses of T and B cells.
This includes turning off the helper / inducer cells.

Inhibit
Glucocorticoids
Oestrogens
Androgens
Progesterone

t

Stimulate
(i) Growth hormone
(ii) Thyroxine
(iii) Insulin

2. Genetic factors: Some individuals are more susceptible
to infections. This may be due to a genetic tendency for
poor immune resp onse.

IMMUNOLOGICAL TOLERANCE:
RECOGNffiON OF SELF
Why animals do not usually make an immunological response
to their own proteins or tissue cells, although these are excellent
antigens in other species?
The capacity to m ake an immunological response to
foreign antigen develops late in foetal life or even after
birth. All potential antigens with which the cells are in
contact during the period of immunological immaturity
are recognized as self while materials with which first
contact is made after this p eriod are recognized as Not
self and will evoke an immunological response.
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The ability to recognise self is due to the following
mechanisms:
1. Clonal Anergy i.e. mechanism preventing destruction of
self When B and T lymphocytes (precursors of humeral
and cellular immunity) in foetal life are exposed to
potentially antigenic materials in the tissues, they
are subsequently unable to make a specific immune
response to these materials i.e. B and T lymphocytes
enter a prolonged hyporesponsive state (C/011al --\Jtc~J
I

1 ,i

I

TISSUE TRANSPLANT/GRAFT
TYPES OF GRAFfS (Fig. 15.8)
1. h 1110\r 1ft ( •'l.llo.1; raft) - graft from one person to

another.
2. -1,,11/0,vaft - graft from one site to another in the same • .,
person.
3. 1frtero\""oft xc,wsmfO - graft from one animal species
to another.
--..

l

wh,;(c I ',i/e11 e).

Thus, all potentially antigenic material encountered
in foetal life, whether self or not self elicit no response
either then or subsequently at least as long as it persists
in the tissues.
2. Clonal Abortion (or Negative selection)i.e. probably many
of the not self (anti-self) T-lymphocytes are eliminated
in the thymus during their early development.
3. Suppressor T cells keep the development of not self
antibodies in check
4. In a few tissues e.g. the lens of the eye, self antigens are
almost isolated from the cells of the immune system.

lsograft

an
individual

Allograft <i!

One species
n-t>ther

t

Applied

Xenograft

However, immune tolerance sometimes fails and allows
the production of antibodies against or sensitization by
products of animal's own tissues. This is called Autolmmm 1-11 io11 and A11to- 'ie11~1t1:11rw11. These antibodies
are called 111 , - '"'11tibod1e . How?
Auto-immunization might occur when new antigenic
materials are formed at any time after the period of
immunological immaturity. Some potential antigens are
anatomically segregated so that there is normally a barrier
between them and immunologically competent cells. A
breakdown of this barrier at any time after early infancy
leads to auto-antibody formation (see below).
Deficiency of suppressor T cells is probably the cause
of auto-immune diseases.
I

Auto-immune diseases
l. Insulin dependent

Auto-antibodies are
formed against
Pancreatic islet !}-cells

(Type I) diabetes mellitus
2. Myasthenia gravis

Nicotinic cholinergic
receptors

3. Multiple sclerosis

Myelin basic proteins

4. Hashimoto's thyroiditis

Thyroid gland cells

5. Grave's disease
(hyperthyroidism)

TSH receptors

6. Rheumatoid arthritis

Collagen tissues

Fig. 15.8 Tissue transplant

When tissues such as skin, kidneys or heart are •
transplated from a donor to a recipient of the same
species, the transplants "take" and function for the first
few days but after a week or so they become necrotic and
are "rejected" because the recipient develops an irnmw1e
response to the transplanted tissue. The T-Lymphocyte
system is responsible for the rejection of the transplanted
tissue. How?
Some of the T-lymphocytes possess recognition sit,es
for foreign transplantation antigens on cell surfaces;
contact with antigen causes lymphocytes to become large
'pyroninophiJic' cells (page 115) which divide and form
daughter lymphocytes with similar recognition site (this
occurs in regional lymph nodes). These immunologically
activated small lymphocytes leave the lymphoid tissue via
the efferent lymph and enter the blood. When they reach _
the transplanted tissue they react with it, reducing its
blood supply and bring about its destruction (Homograft
Reaction). (Fig. 15.9)
After first graft has been rejected, if a second graft from
the same donor is applied, the tissue transplant rejection
is greatly speeded up and the graft is "sloughed off"
in 3-4 days. This second set reaction is due to previous
immunization and is associated with rapid invasion

•
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(C)

Macrophage

Chronic delayed
type hypersensitivity
reaction In vessel
wall, intimal
smooth muscle cell
proliferatiion, vessel
occlusion
Vascular smooth - - -::s
muscle cell

Alloantigen specific
CD4+ T cell

Fig. 15.9 Graft rejection: {A) Hyperacute rejection; {B) Acute rejection; {C) Chronic rejection

•

• by lymphocytes, plasma cells and polymorphs. This is
generally true even if the donor and recipient are close
relatives; and the only transplants that are never rejected
are those from an identical twin.

UMN
Individuals with same genetic constitution are called
syngeneic, those with different genetic constitution
are called allogeneic.

Biological significance of homograft reaction lies in
its ability to reject occasional mutant cells formed during
the normal course of cell division in the body. Rejection
of mutant cells may be an important process for the
preservation of an unchanged genetic constitution.
Important Note

Probably cellular immunity mechanism declines
with age, which accounts for increased incidences of
tumours with advancing age.
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PREVENTION OF THE REJECTION OF
TISSUE TRANSPLANT
1. If donor and recipient are identical (homozygotic)
twins.
2. Immune-suppressive agents:
(i) X-rays irradiation to destroy most of
T-lymphocytes producing tissues i.e. total lymphoid
irradiation.
(ii) Antimetabolic drugs e.g. Azathioprine kills
T-lymphocytes by killing all rapidly dividing
cells.
(iii) Steroids or glucocorticoids, inhibit production of
IL-2 by T4 cells, thereby inhibiting cytotoxic T cells
proliferation.
serum
(ALS)
or
(iv) Anti-lymphocytic
anti-lymphocytic globulin (ALG) i.e. antibodies
against T-lymphocytes. These are prepared by
injection of lymphocytes of one species into an
animal of another species, prevent lymphocytes
from participating in immune reaction.
(v) Drugs which bind with immuno-suppressant
binding proteins (immunophilins) in the cytoplasm
of lymphocytes, e.g.
(a) Cyclosporin A (a fungi extract)
(b) FK-506 (a macrolide antibiotic of fungal
origin)
(c) Rapamycin
CLINICAL ASPECT
1. Failure of the lymphocyte precursors to develop or to

of cellular and humoral immunity, with marked
susceptibility to infections.
2. OiGwr ... ~yllffrome - disorder characterized by
congenital absence of thymus, thymic hypoplasia,
as a result cellular immunity is absent but humeral
immunity is present.
3. _\ ·11 n , 1-,s"l<'b ,Ii we11111J or
1,~p 1b 11111w1-glob11/111aemt11
Congenital disorder due to abnormality of Helper
and Suppressor T cells, therefore, there is deficiency
of periphe1ral lymphoid tissue and B-lymphocyte w ith
absence of plasma cells and marked reduction of serum
IgG levels. As a result, after maternal antibodies (IgG)
have disappeared from the blood (by 3-4 months},
children w ith this condition are susceptible to bacterial
infections but are relatively resistant to viral and fungal
diseases. Tihis shows that cellular immunity brought by
T-lymphocytes is normal.
4. Most cases of c 11ronic lr;mpl,atic l1:11k11emii are due to
uncontrollerl prolifer ation of B-lymphocytes; and that of
Acute lymphocytic leukaemia are due to T-lymphocyte
malignancies.
5. \111ltiph myelmna is due to malignant proliferation of
clones of m ature plasma cells.
6. -\cm ,mt imm,1110 nfJicie11ctf tf1ulmm, (AIDS) is caused
by HIV (human immuno-deficiency virus). HIV binds
to CD4
decrease or loss of helper T cells (T4 cells)
failure of proliferation of T8 and B-lymphocytes
loss of immune functions and death from infections •
or cancer.

•

migrate to thymus, liver and spleen causes absence

fMi-M#UM:ti
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Complement system
(iu) Interferons
(v) Perforins
(vii) Reagins
(ix) Helper and suppressorT-cells
(xi) Major histocompatibility complex (MHQ

(ii) NK cells
(iv) Non-T, Non-B lymphocytes
(vi) Plasma cells and Immunoglobulins
(viii) Immunological :silence
(x) Immunologically competent lymphocytes
(xii) Cytotoxic and memory T-cells
2. How the foreign substances entering the circulation are dealt with?

3. Mention the role of thymus in development of immunologically competent lymphocytes.
4. Give the mechanism by which body recognizes so ma ny clifferent antigens;.

•

5. How immune response is regulated? Why we do not make an immunological response to our own body proteins?
Explain.

_,

6. Define the term auto-immunization. Name some auto-immune diseases and give their physiological basis.
7. Explain: increase incide nces of tumours with advancing age.
8. What is AIDS? How it is caused? Which immune syste m gets affected with this clisease?

\
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9. Draw labelled diagram to depict:
(i) Development of immune system
(ii) Acquired immune system
(iii) Primary and secondary immune rcspponse to a given antigen
10. List major immunoglobins. Give their characteristic functions.

• Hti·ii
1. Humoral responses of natural immune system include:
(a) Neutrophil
(b) Complement system
(c) Macrophages
2. Natural cell mediated responses involve all of the following cells except:
(a) Neutrophils
(b) Monocytes
(c) Macrophages

(d) Band T-lymphocytcs
(d) T-lymphocytes

3. C5b of complement complex is known as:
(d) Agglutinating complex
(c) Chemotaxic complex
(a) Opsonizing complex
(b) Lytic complex
4. Interferons act by:
(a) Coating the invading antigens, thus facilitate phagocytosis
(b) Inhibiting protein synthesis thereby inhibit viruses replication
(c) Lysing the foreign invaders
(d) Formation of perforins
5. Which statement is not true for natural killer cells:
(b) They kill cells without prior sensitization
(a) Also called non-T, non-B lymphocytes
(d) Forms a major component of acquired immune system
(c) They destroy the cancer cells
6. Most T-cell population consists of:

--

... J

7.

·\I"
8.

9.

10.

(b) MemoryT cells
(a) Helper (or inducer) T cells
(d) Cytotoxic (or killer) T cells
(c) SuppressorT cells
HelperT4 lymphocytes cause proliferation of:
(b) B-lymphocytes
(a) Neutrophils in bone marrow
(d) Plasma cells
(c) Tissue macrophages
Cellular immunity differs from humoral immunity in that:
(a) Cellular responses arc affected by elements free in the serum or body fluids
(b) Cellular immunity persists for a longer time
(c) Cellular immunity activity is increased by interleukins
(d) Cellular immunity checks the cells that have undergone malignant transformation
Cellular response of acquired immune system become fully functional after an encounter with an antigen in about ........ .
time:
(a) 1 week
(b) 2 weeks
(c) 3 weeks
(d) 4 weeks
lmmunoglobulins that provides localised protection:
(d) IgD
(c) IgM
(a) lgG
(b) IgA

11. Immunity is most suppressed in:
(a) Liver failure
(b) Patients on ACfH therapy (c) Anaemia
12. Which is not an autoimmune disorder?
(a) Hashimoto's thyroiditis
(c) Endemic goitre

•

._J

•

(d) Renal failure

(b) Grave's disease
(d} Myasthcnia gravis

13. Increased incidence of tumours with advancing age is probably due to:
(b) Decline in natural cellular immunity
(a) Decline in acquired cellular immunity
(c) Decline in natural humoral immunity
(d) Decline in acquired humoral immunity
14. Tnie about AIDS is:
(b) Associated with increase in number of helper T cells
(a) Caused by a fungus
(d) Both cellular as well as humoral immunity is lost
(c) Only cellular immunity is lost
15. Perforins are:
(b) Pinocytised molecules
(a) Phagocytised molecules
(d) Pore forming molecules
(c) Cell membranes barrier
16. Mast cell and basophil activation with amplification of inflammatory response is brought about by:
(a) C3a
(b) C3b
(c) C6
(d) C7
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17. Troe about acquired humoral immunity is:
(a) Constitute a major defence against infections due to viruses
(b) Constitute a major defence against bacterial infections
(c) Constitute a major defence against fungi
(d) It helps defence against tumours
18. Cells previously exposed to an antigen and readily converted to effector cells by a later encounter
with the same antigen
are:
(a) HelperT cells
(b) Cytotoxic/effectorT cells
(c) MemoryT cells
(d) Suppressor T cells
19. Immediate hypersen sitivity reaction is due to:
(a) IgE
(b) Activated T cells
(c) IgG
(d) All of the above
20. Anaphylac tic results from liberation of all except:
(a) Histamine
(b) Eosinophil chemotactic factor-A
(c) Interleukins
(d) Bradykinin
21. Most likely cause of autoimmu ne diseases is:
(a) Activation of suppressor T cells
(b) Activation of memoryT cells
(c) Deficiency of suppressor T cells
(d) Deficiency of memoryT cells

1. (b)
11. (b)
21. (c)

2. (d)
12. (c)

3. (c)
13. (a)

4. (b)
14. (d)

5. (d)
15. (d)

6. (a)
16. (a)

7. (b)
17. (b)

8. (b)
18. (c)

9. (b)
19. (a)

..

!

10. (b)

20. (c)

..
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Unit III
J

NERVE MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY

Chapter 16: Structure and Function of Nervous Tissues
Myelinated and unmyelinated nerves; Myelinogenesis; Glial cell (neuroglia); Neurotrophins:
Nerve growth factor; Metabolism in the nerve fibers; Heat production in the nerve fibers.

Chapter 17: Physiological Properties of the Nerve Fibers
Excitability; AU or none law; Refractory period; Accommodation; Conductivity (saltatory
conduction)
Orthodromic and antidromic conduction
Chapter 18: Nerve Fiber Types and Function
General; Classification; Properties of mixed nerves (compound action potential)
Chapter 19: Degeneration and Regeneration in Peripheral Nerves
Causes and grading of injury; Degenerative and Regenerative changes; Complications
Chapter 20: Neuromuscular Junction (NMJ)
Definition; Structure; Sequence of events at NMJ; Gradation of muscular activity; Miniature
and Giant end plate potentials; Clinical importance, Applied (Myasthenia gravis, Lambert
Eaton syndrome)

Chapter 21: Skeletal Muscle
Structure; contractile response: Excitation contraction coupling; Steps in muscular contraction
and relaxation with molecular basis; Mode of contraction (isometric and isotonic); Motor
unit; White (fast) and Red (slow) muscle fibers.
Energy source of muscular contraction.
Chapter 22: Cardiac Muscle
Structure; Properties (morphological, electrical, mechanical, metabolic)
Chapter 23: Smooth Muscle
General features; Single unit and multi-unit smooth muscJes; properties of visceral smooth
muscles (electrical, mechanical-plasticity); Nerve supply; excitatory junctional potential;
Denervation hypersensitivity; Effect of various agents on membrane potential of intestinal
smooth muscle.
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Structure and Function of
Nervous Tissues
I. Structure of the neuron

ll. Functions of the neuron
Ill. Myelinated and unmyelinated nerves; myelinogenesis
IV Glial cell (neuroglia)
V
VI.

Neurotrophins: Nerve growth factor (NGF)
Metabolism in nerve fibers

VII. Heat production in the nerve fibers

Structural and functional unit of the nervous system is
called Neuron (Fig. 16.1). The term neuron is used to
describe the nerve cell and its processes, the dendrites and
the axon. Nerve cell is present in the grey matter while
dendrites and the axon are present in the white matter.
Neurons vary considerably in shape and size (5 µm to 120
µmin diameter) in different p arts of the body. The human
nervous system contains approx. 1012 neurons.

8 . DENDRITES
These are 5-7 processes extending out from the cell body

and arborize extensively after they leave the cell. They also
contain Nissl granules, mitochondria and neurofibrillae.
They are the receptive processes of the neuron. Impulses
can be transmitted from one dendrite to another in the
central n ervous system (CNS).
C. AXON (AXIS CYLINDER or NERVE FIBER)

STRUCTURE OF THE NEURON
A. NERVE CELL BODY
(or SOMA or PERIKARYON)

They are of various sizes and forms-stellate, round,
pyramidal, fusiform etc. Its principal con stituents are
similar to a generalised cell. However, after fixation w ith
special stains its cytoplasm also reveals the presence of:
1. Nissl Granules/Bodies

These are basophilic granules/ bodies composed of many
thin, parallely arranged, membrane bounded cavities or
cistemae which are covered by many minute particles
consisting of Ribose nucleoproteins i.e. RNA with proteins.
Granule's size and number varies with physiological
condition of the cell. For example, fatig ue, certain
• poisons and sectioning of axon causes Nissl granules to
disintegrate into fine dust and which finally disappears
(Chroma to lysis).

It originates from a somewhat thickened area of the cell
body called Axon Hillock, in which there are no Nissl
granules. The cytoplasmic fluid occupying the centre
of the axon is known as Axoplasm. The cell membrane
enveloping the cytoplasm is also continued on the axon
as Axolemma. A short distance from its origin (Initial
segment of the Axon), the axon acquires a sheath of myelin.
Axons vary from a few microns in length to as long as 90
ems. Axon is the single elongated cytoplasmic extension
with the specialized function of conducting impulses
away from the cell body.
Myelin Sheath is a protein-lipid complex made up of
many layers of unit membrane which envelopes the axon
except at its endings and at periodic constrictions about
1 mm apart called Nodes of Ranvier. Functions of myelin
sheath:
(1) Due to high insulating property it confines the nerve
impulse to individual fibers and thus prevents cross
stimulation of adjacent axons; and
(2) facilitates conduction of nerve impulse (page 138).

2. Neurofibrillae

Axons (Nerve Fibers) are of 2 types:
(1) Afferent: nerve fibers which carry impulses to the
CNS.

These are fine threads 6-10 nm in diameter and of variable
length. They traverse the cytoplasmic matrix forming a
loose framework of fibrils in the cytoplasm.
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Nerve cell body
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Neurofibrillae
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i.

Direction of
impulse
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Fig. 16.1 Structure of a typical spinal motor neuron (Inset: A nerve trunk in cross section)

(2) Efferent: nerve fibers which convey impulses from
the CNS to the periphery.
A mixed nerve contain fibers of both types.
D . SYNAPTIC KNOBS (TERMINAL BUTTONS
or AXON TELODENDRIA)
The axon c:Uvides into terminal branches, each ending
in a number of synaptic knobs. They contain granules or
vesicles in which synap tic transmitter secreted by the
nerve is stored.

UMN

Based on the number of processes that originate from
th eir cell body, neurons can b e classified as unipolar
(e.g. cutaneous neurons); bipolar cell of retina an d
multipolar e.g. motor n eurons of spinal cord, Purkinje
cell is cereb ellum, Pyramidal cells of hippocarpus.
(Fig. 16.2 A)

FUJllrCTIONS OF mE NEURON
l. Neroe cell 11:,ody
(i) It maintains the functional and anatomical integrity
of the axon. Proof If axon is cut, the part distal to the
cut degenerates (Wallerian Degeneration) (page 150).
Materials responsible for maintaining integrity of the
axon (mostly proteins called Neurotrophins, page
139) are formed in the endoplasmic reticulum of the
cell body and then transported down the axon at •
variablle rates (upto 400mm/day) called anterograde
transport. There is also a retrograde transport at about ,.200mm/ day of 'nerve growth factor' (page 139) and •
various 'viruses' from the nerve endings to the cell
body.
(ii) The proteins associated with synaptic transmitters
are also synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum
of the cell body and are transported to the synaptic
knobs by the process of axoplasmic flow.
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2. Dendrites: It is the receptive process of the neuron i.e.
transmits the impulses towards the cell body. Here
non-conducted local potential changes generated by
synaptic connections are integrated. (Fig. 16.2 8)
3. Axon
(i) Initial segment of the axon: a site where propagated
action potentials are generated.
(ii) An axonal process: transmits propagated impulses
away from the cell body to the nerve endings (All
or None transmission).

4. Synaptic knobs: nerve endings where action potentials
cause the release of synaptic transmitter.
Bipolar
(Auditory neuron)

Important Note

Unipolar
(Cutaneous neuron)

Voltage gated Na+ channels are highly concentrated
in the nodes of Ranvier and the initial segment in
myelinated nerve fibers (See Table 16.1).

(A)

Receptor zone
Graded electrogenesis
(non-propagated local potentials
are integrated)

MYELINATED AND
UNMYELINATED NERVES

&

Multipolar
(Motar neuron)

Within the grey matter the axons are surrounded only
by the plasma membrane, but upon leaving the grey
substance they acquire myelin sheath. Therefore, a nerve
fiber with myelin sheath is called myelinated (medullated)
nerve fiber. When this fiber comes out of CNS it receives a
second covering- the Ne11rolemma i.e. sheath of Schwann
cell (glial like cell). While in unmyeli11ated (unmedullated)
nerve fibers, when they emerge out of the grey substance,
these fibers remain embedded in the Schwann cell. (Fig.
16.3 and Table 16.1)
Surrounding the 'neurolemma' of myelinated nerve
fiber in peripheral nerve trunk is a thin layer of fine
reticular fibers which form the Endoneurium or Sl1eatl1
of Henle. Bundles (fascicles) of nerve fibers are enclosed in
a connective tissue capsule called Perineurium. Number of
fascicles are bounded together by connective tissue fibers,
called Epineurium. (Fig. 16.1 - inset)

. --+}:~~ - - - -

1"'----

In itial segment of the axon

Where propagated action
potentials are generated

1

Axon

All or none transmission

_l_
Synaptic knob

Action potential causes the
release of synaptic transmitter
(8 )

Fig. 16.l (A) Types of neurons; (B) Functional organization of

L neurons.
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_
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Fig. 16.:l Cross section of myelinated and unmyelinated nerves compared
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Table 16.1: Myelinated and Unmyelil1c1ted nerves compared
Myelinated Nerves

Unmyelinated Nerves

1. The Schwann cell membrane is coiled many times round
the axon forming the multiple layers of membrane that
make up myelin.

1. Axons are simply buried (surrounded) in the Schwann cell without

2. Examples:
(i) All preganglionic fibers of autonomic nervous
system (ANS)
(ii) Nerve fibers in somatic nervous system more than
1 µm diameter.

2. Examples:
(i) All post-ganglionic fibers of ANS.
(ii) Nerve fibers in somatic nervous system Jess than 1 µrn
diameter.

3. Conduction of nerve impulse is faster (50-100 times)
than the u.nmyelinated fiber of same diameter because
of Saltatory Conduction i.e. leaping of impulse from node
to node over inter segmental region.

3. Conduction of nerve impulse is slower because it is a continuous
process.

4. Density of voltage gated Na+ channels: Highly
concentrated, number being 350-500/µrn 2 in the initial
segment of the axon and 2000-12,000/µrn 2 at the nodes
of Ranvier.

4. Much less (about 110/ µm 2 along the axons)

wrapping of myelin.

MYELINOGENESIS
Neurolemma or sheath of Schwarm has got a cell, Schwann
cell which takes part in the deposition of rnyelin sheath
round the axon, a process called Myelinogenesis (Fig. 16.4).
It begins duriI1g second trimester of intrauterine life and is

I

completed by the end of infancy (i.e. 1 year after birth).
Steps involved during rnyelinogenesis are:
(1) Myelinogenesis begins with Schwarm cell growing
round the axon and completely enveloping it all along
its width.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------

(A)

- - - - - - - - - - - - --+--Inner collar- - - - - - - - - , . . - - - - - - - - - Cytoplasm

. . - - - - - - - - Periaxonal space

,r-- Outer membrane
Schwann cell with nucleus

Axon

-

(2

•

)l~

fi@J

Inner membrane

q___

___j

Mesaxon

Lipid layer
} fuse

_k_,-,=:_--==--~~: :;~~n

Outer and inner
unit membranes

Fig. 16.4 (A) Myelination; (B) Process of myelinogenesis (Inset: structure of single myelin membrane)

Myelin
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(2) The cell membrane of the Schwann cell surrounding
the axon is connected to the rest of the membrane of
the Schwann cell by the double mesaxon.
(3) The Schwann cells now begin to rotate and so wrap
around the axon as many closely packed helically
arranged layers of double membranes.
(4) Each membrane of myelin is composed of two lipid
layers sandwiched between layers of protein and they
form the Myelin Sheath of nerve fiber. The thickness
of myelin sheath is determined by the number of
membrane layers wrapped around the axon.
(5) The Nodes of Ranvier which interrupt the myelin sheath
at periodic intervals (about 1 mm apart) indicate the
junction between adjacent non-syncytial Schwann
cells.
Applied
In multiple sclerosis, there is patchy destruction of myelin
in the CNS. It is a crippling disease associated with delayed or
blocked conduction in the demyelinated axons. Loss of myelin
leads to leakage of K+ through voltage gated channels,
hyperpolarization and failure to conduct action potentials.
(For details refer to page 937)

Types:
(i) Fibrous astrocytes are found mainly in white
matter; and
(ii) Protoplasmic astrocytes are found in the grey

matter.

Functions:
(i) help in support, transport mechanisms,
inflammatory and reparative reactions,
(ii) help forming the blood brain barrier
(page 372), and
{ill) help maintain homeostasis in the CNS extracellular
fluid by maintaining optimal concentration of
ions and neurotransmitters (specially glutamic
acid and GABA) in the brain neurons.
(3) Oligodendroglia (Oligodendroglioct;tes): These are the
cells that form myelin around axon within CNS. The
axons in the CNS d o not have Schwann cells. Unlike
Schwann cells, these cells form myelin on many
(1 to 15) neighbouring axons.

UMti
Schwann ceLils, astrocytes and oligodendroglia are
together called Macroglia.

NEUROTROPHINS: NERVE
GROWTH FACTOR(NG~

Glial Cell (Neuroglia) means g lue, these are the cells which

Neurotrophins are number of proteins produced by the

support the nerve cells. Glial cells are very numerous.
• There are approx. 10 times as many glial cells as
neurons. Unlike the neurons, the glial cells are capable
of multiplying by mitosis (This is particula rly seen after
brain injury e.g. stroke). The Schwann cells that invest the
axons in peripheral nerves are also the glial cells. Glial
cells are of 3 types: (Fig. 16.5)
(1) Microglia: They are pltagoctJfic cells (like macrophages)
that come from the bone marrow (scavenger cells) and
enter the CNS from meninges and blood vessels. They
remove damagaed cells and foreign invaders.
(2) Astrocytes: They are found throughout the brain
joining to the blood vessels and investing synaptic
structures, neuronal bodies and neuronal processes.

structures that the neurons innervate and by astrocytes.
They bind to tyrosine kinase associated (trk) receptors at the
endings of a neuron and are essential for survival and
growth of nerves. The established neurotrophins are:
1. N •rvt: ~ro ti' ra·ctor ( Cl)
2. B,am derived muwtrop.111.. f~cto (8011,,jt) necessary
for the growth and maintenance of cutaneous
mechanoreceptors
3. '-ltcurottopk1m 3, 1nd 5 (NT-3, 4, 5).
Characteristic features of nerve growth factor
(1) NGF, a protein growth factor (the first neurotrophin
isolated, page 136), present in salivary glands,
circulation (plasma) and many different tissues.

,
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Fig. 16.S The glial cells (A) Microglia; {B) Astrocyte; (C) Oligodendrocyte
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same nature as seen in the muscles, i.e. pyruvic aciid

(2) It is made up of 2cx, 2~ and 2y sub-units; structure of
p unit resembles that of insulin.
(3) Functions: It is necessary for the growth and maintenance
of sympathetic neurons, some sensory neurons and
cholinergic neurons in the brain.
Injection of antiserum against NGF in newborn animals
leads to almost total destruction of sympathetic
ganglion (immunosympathectomy).
(4) It is picked up by neurons in the extracerebral organs
they innervate and is transported in retrograde fashion
from the endings of the neurons to their cell bodies.
(5) It is also responsible for the growth and maintenance
of cholinergic neurons in the basal ganglia.
(6) Other factors that promote the growth of neurons
include:
(i) Ciliary neurotrophic factors (CNTF) produced by
Schwann's cells and astrocytes. It promotes the
survival of damaged and embryonic spinal cord
neurons.
(ii) Glial cell line derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF);
maintains midbrain dopaminergic neurons.
,,., (iii) Leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF);
/ (iv) Insulin like growth factor I (IGF-1);
(v) Transfonning growth factor (TGF);
(vi) Fibroblast growth factor (FGF); and
,, (vii) Platelet derived growth factor (PDGF).
(Also refer to note on page 152)

is formed and if 0 2 supply is insufficient, lactic aciid

accumulates.
(3) Energy requirement of the resting nerve to maintaiin

polarization of the membrane is supplied by combustion
of sugar and phospholipids mainly. During activilty •
ATP and creatine phosphate break down (hydrolysis)
and supply energy for the propagation of the nerve
impulse.
(4) During activity acetyl choline is liberated by the
cholinergic fibers, while epinephrine by the adrenergic
fibers.
(5) The nerve fibers are rich in K+ and vitamin B1. Vitamin
B1 is essential for complete oxidation of pyruvic and
lactic acids.

..

HEAT PRODUCTION IN fflE
NERVE FIBERS
As metabolism in the nerve fiber is very low, therefore,
during rest a minute quantity of heat is produced which
increases during activity.
Heat is evolved in 3 phases:
1. Resting heat - while the nerve is inactive.
2. Initial heat - during action potential.
3. Recovery or delayed heat - that follows the activity. '"
Initial Heat
1. It is approx. 10% of the total heat.
2. It is anaerobic and coincides with the spike

METABOLISM IN IBE NERVE FIBERS
Metabolic changes are constantly going on in a nerve fiber
at a very low level. About 70% of total energy required
is used to maintain polarization of the membrane by the
action of Na+ - K+ pump. During maximum activity,
the metabolic rate of nerve doubles (as compared to
skeletal muscle where metabolic rate can increase upto
100 folds).
Characteristic features

(1) Unlike muscles, the excitability, conductivity and
recovery processes can go in a nerve for a considerable
period even in the absence of oxygen.
(2) Chemical changes in the nerve are roughly of the

potential.
Cause: Breakdown of ATP and creatine phosphate.

Delayed (Recovery) Heat
1. It is aerobic and is 30 times the initial heat.
2. This energy is used for re-synthesis of ATP and
creatine phosphate and as such for restoring the
normal excitability of the nerve fiber.
3. It comes in 2 stages:
(i) 1st stage - lasts for few seconds and the quantity
of heat is small - approx. same as the initial heat.
(ii) 2nd stage - lasts for 10-30 minutes and contribut,es
the greatest proportion of both total and delayed
heat.
,..,
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1. Write short notes on:
(i) Wallerian degeneration
(iii) Multiple sclerosis
(v) Functions of neurotrophins
(vii) Myelinogenesis

•

(ii) Saltatory conduction
(iv) 'fypes of neuroglia and their functions
(vi) Nerve growth factor
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2. Depict diagrammatically
(i) functional organization of a neuron

(ii) Structure of a neuron

3. Give an account of:
(i) Myelinated and unmyelinted neive fibres

(ii) Neive cells and glial cells

•
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1. Chromatolysis is seen in:
(a) Demyelination
(b) Multiple sclerosis

(c) Section of axon
2. Material responsible for maintaining integrity of the axon is:
(a) RNA
(b) DNA
(c) Neurotrophins

(d) All of the above

(d) Lipoprotein complexes
3. Large myelinated nerve fibers differ from unmyelinated fibers in that former are characterized by:
(a) Saltatoiy conduction
(b) Axons are burried in the Schwann cells without wrapping of myelin
(c) Conduction is a continuous process
(d) Examples include all postganglionic fibers of ANS
4. Which of the following is an example of an unmyelinated neuron?
(a) Anterior horn cell
(b) Preganglionic parasympathetic neuron
(c) Preganglionic sympathetic neuron
(d) Postganglionic parasympathetic neuron
5. Development of myelin sheath in peripheral nervous system depe nds on:
(a) Oligodendrocytes
(b) Astrocytes
(c) Microglia

(d) Schwann cell

6. Not true about myelinogenesis:
(a) Process of deposition of myelin sheath around the axon
(b) Begins 1 year after birth
(c) In peripheral neives, Schwann cells are responsible to cariy out this function
(d) Oligodendroglia are responsible for it within the CNS

..

7. Myelin is composed of:
(a) A double layer of lipid molecules with proteins embedded in it
(b) Two lipid layers sandwiched between three protein layers
(c) Many layers of unit membranes
{d) A single layer of cell membrane
8. Which is not a glial celJ?
(a) Schwann cell

(b) Microglia
(c) Astrocyte
9. Not tme of an as trocyte:
(a) Found throughout the brain joined to the blood vessels
(b) Helps forming blood brain barrier
(c) Forms myelin around the axons within CNS
(d) Helps in maintaining optimal concentration of ions in the brain neurons

10. Substance n ecessary for complete oxidation of pyruvic and lactic acids in a nerve:
(a) Vitamin B1
(b) Vitamin B6
(c) Vitamin B12

~.

11. Which part of a neuro n has the highest concentration of Na+ channel:
(a) Dendrites
(b) CelJ body
(c) Initial segment
12. Nodes of Ranvier are about ...... mm apart:
(a) 0.01
(b) 0.1
(c) 1.0

(d) Oligodendroglia

(d) All of the above
(d) Synaptic knob

(d) 2.5

13. Proteins associated with synaptic transmitters are synthesized in:
(b) Endoplasmic reticulum of cell body
(a) Neive fiber
(c) Dendrites
(d) Synaptic vesicles
14. False about dendrites is:
(a) There are 5-7 elongated cytoplasmic extensions from the cell body
(b) Receptive process of the neuron
(c) Here non-propagated local poten-tials are integrated
(d) Local potentials generated here obey all or none law
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15. Most sen sitive part of axon is:
(a) Dendrite
(c) Axon tip

(b) Soma
(d) Initial segment of axon

16. In m ultiple sclerosis:
(a) There is excessive deposition of myelin round the axons (b) Thickness of myelin increases
(c) There is patchy destruction of myelin
(d) It is associated with increased conduction in the axons

•

..
1. (c)
11. (c)

2. (c)
12. (c)

3. (a)
13. (b)

4. (d)
14. (d)

5. (d)
15. (d)

6. (b)
16. (c)

7. (b)

8. (a)

9. (c)

10. (a)

------<CXX)f----
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Physiological Properties of
- the Nerve Fibers
I. Excitability

II. All or none law
III. Refractory period

rv.
V.

Accommodation
Conductivity

The basic properties of nerve fibers are essentially similar
to the properties of action potential generated in any
excitable tissue (page 40) viz. ExcitabilihJ; All or None Law;
Refractory period; Accommodation and Conductivity.

EXCITABILITY
It is the property by virtue of which various cells respond
to changes in the external or internal environments. It is

• due to the disturbances in the ionic equilibrium across
the receptive zone of cell membrane.
The nerve fiber can be stimulated by a suitable stimulus,
• which may be meclzanicnl, thermal, chemical or electrical. In
experiments, 'electrical' stimulus is usually employed,
because its strength and frequency can be accurately
controlled. The production of a wave of depolnriwtion, en/led
excitation (or activation) impulse will show that a nerve
has been excited.
Factors affecting the excitability
(1) Strength and duration of the stimulus i.e. Strengthduration curve (page 40).
(2) Effect of extracellular Ca2+
(i) Decrease in £CF [Cn2+] increases excitability of
nerve and muscle cell by decreasing the amount
of depolarization necessary to initiate the changes
in the Na+ and K+ permeability that produces the
action potential.

ALL or NONE LAW
The action potential in a single nerve fiber is "all or
none" in character i.e. when a stimulus is applied, either
the axon does not respond with a spike production or it
responds to the maximum of its ability. This 'All or None'
relationship between the stimulus and response is known as the
All or None Law.
It also applies to the skeletal muscle (the unit being the
individual muscle fiber) and to the heart (the unit being entire
atria or entire ventricle).

REFRACTORY PERIOD
lf two successive stimuli of more than threshold intensity
are applied to a nerve, the nerve is unable to respond to
the second stimulus for quite some time i.e. the nerve
has become refractory (non-responsive) to subsequent
stimulation. The length of time it remains refractory to the
second stimulus is called refractory period (page 40).
Important Note

This puts a limit to the frequency at which nerve
can generate or conduct impulses, the maximum of
which is not more than 1000/sec.

ACCOMMODATION
If a nerve is submitted to the passage of a constant strength
of current, the site of the nerve under stimulation shows
decrease of excitability. Therefore, accommodation consists
of a rise in threshold of the tissue during stimulation
(Mechanism of accommodation - page 40).
A similar feature at nerve endings is called Adaptation
i.e. nerve fiber accommodates while the nerve endings
adapt.

UM§

Decrease in plasma [Ca2+] increases membrane
permeability to Na+.
(ii) Increase in ECF [Cn2+] stabilizes the membrane
by decreasing excitability. Moreover, Ca2+ entry
contributes to depolarization.
143
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Important Note

The fibers of sensory nerves have far less power of
accommodation, than those of motor nerves; fine
pain fibers show almost no accommodation at aJJ.

CONDUCTIVITY
The nerve impulse is conducted along the nerve fiber i.e.
propagation of wave of depolarization. It is an active, self
propagating process and the impulse moves along the
nerve at a constant amplitude. (Fig. 17.1)

'A: in Unmyelinated Nerves
The nerve cell membrane is polarized at rest i.e. positivity
outside and negativity along the inside of the membrane.
As soon as fiber is excited at a point, the polarity is reversed
for a brief period, positive charges from the membrane
ahead of and behind the action potential fl.ow into the area
of negativity represented by the action potential (current
sink). A local circuit current flows between the depolarized
membrane and the resting membrane areas. The self
£!2..~6!,_ting__n ature,.Qf_t:!le necye impulse i.s du_p to circular
'J.J.lEJl1Jlow and Sll,ccessi¥£: depolarjzation to the firing
level of the membrane ahead of the action potential. Once
initiated, a moving impulse does not depolarize tbe .irea
behind it to the firing leuel eeee:nse this area 1s refractory.
Direction of propagation of impulse is same as current
flow direction inside the nerve (Fig. 4.7, page 41).

Current sink
/

'B' in Myelinated Nerves
Myelin is a relatively effective insulator and current
flow through it is negligible. In myelinated nerves,
action potentials are generated only at the Nodes of .,
Ranvier (about 1 mm apart), the regions where axon r
cell membrane is exposed to the ECF. Each node has a ,
high concentration of voltage-gated a+ channels, which
open with depolarization and allow Na+ into the axon.
In general, as the diameter of the axon increases, the ,
intemodal distance increases. Here the active generation of
current is confined to the node but depolarizing the whole
internodal length of fiber by local circuit action. Ins tead,
depolarization jumps from one node of Ranvier to the next.
Jumping of depolarization from node to node is called
@a_ltatory conducti_gpJ saltatory means_J,eapiftg). Therefore,
it is a rapid process and can conduct much faster (50100 times) than the unmyelinated fiber of same diameter.
ORTHODROMIC AND
ANTIDROMIC CONDUCTION
An axon can conduct in either direction, when an action
potential is initiated in the middle of it; two impulses
travelling in opposite directions are set up by electrotonic
depolarization on either side of the initial current sink.
Impulses normally pass in one direction only i.e.
from synaptic junction or receptor along axon to their '\
termination. Such conduction is called Orthodromic
conduction. Conduction in the opposite direction is called
Antidromic conduction, seen in sensory nerve supplying •
the blood vessels.

Local current flow

Active node

Inactive node

+

~ ; ; ( ++
+

+

+

+

'-.JI '-./

+ +

Direction of propagation
Unmyelinated nerve

~-

+.

+-

-

-~

Axon

I

•+

Direction of propagation
'B' Myellnated nerve

Fig. I ~.I Mechanism of conduction of nerve impulse
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1. Describe briefly the physiological properties of the nerve fibers.
2. Write short notes on:
(i) All or None law
(ii) Types of conduction in a nerve fiber
(ill) Accommodation
(iv) Refractoiy period
(v) Adaptation
(vi) Excitability
(vii) Orthodromic and antidromic conduction of nerve impulse
3. Give physiological significance of refractory period in a nerve.

•
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1. What does indicate that a nerve has been excited?
(b) Production of an el1~ctrotonic potential
(a) Production of generator potential
(d) Production of a wave of depolarization
(c) Production of catclectronic potential
2. Rate of propagation of nerve impulse in a myelina ted nerve is .... times as compared to unmyelinated fiber of same
diameter:
(d) 100-150
(c) 50-100
(b) 10-50
(a) 5-10
3. Not true of refractory period in a nerve:
(a) It is length of time it remains non- responsive to re-stimulation
(b) Increase with the diameter of nerve fiber
(c) It puts a limit to the frequency at which a nerve can conduct impulses
(d) Because of it, a nerve can conduct maximum of 1000 impulses/sec.
4. Once initiated, a moving nerve impulse does not depolarize the area behind to the firing level because:
(a) It travels only in one direction along axon
(b) This area is refracto,ry
(c) Direction of current flow inside the nerve is reversed
(d) All of the above
5. Propagation of an impulse in one direction along axon to its termination is called:
(a) Antidromic conduction
(b) Orthodrornic conduction
(c) Antegrade conduction
(d) Saltatory conductio n
6. Presence of calcium on nerve membrane may play a significant role in:
(a) Operation of sodium pump
(b) Regulation of potassium outflow
(c) Keeping sodium gates closed
(d) Preventing protein anions from going out
7. Excitability of a nerve is increased by:
(a) Decrease in ECF calcium ion concentration
(c) Increase in strength of a stimulus

(b) Increase in ECF calcium ion concentration
(d) Increase in duration of a stimulus

8. All or none response in a nerve is applicable to:
(a) A mixed nerve
(b) Only a sensory nerves

(c) Only a motor nerve

(d) A single nerve fiber

9. Accommodation in a nerve is:

(b) Rise in threshold during stimulation
(d) All of the above

(a) Decrease of excitability to constant stimulation
(c) Due to slow opening of K+ channels

10. Which of the following may show antidrornic conduction?
(a) Synapse
(b) Axons
(c) Both (a) & (b)

1. (d)

2. (c)

3. (b)

4. (b)

5. (b)

6. (c)

- -- C X X ) - - -

....

7. (a)

(d) Cell body

8. (d)

9. (d)

10. (b)

Nerve Fiber Types and Functit1ns
I.
IL

General
Classification of nerve fibers

Ill. Properties of mixed nerves: Compound action potential

GENERAL
l. Greater the diameter of a given nerve fiber

(i) The greater is its speed of conduction (because a
large fiber offers less resistance to local currents).
(ii) The greater is the magnitude of spike potential.
(iii) The smaller is the duration of spike.
(iv) The lesser will be the threshold of excitation.
(v) The lesser will be its refractory period. Therefore,
number of stimuli that can be applied per second
are more.
2. Speed of conduction
(i)
l'
, the speed of conduction is
approximat ely 6 times the fiber diameter. The
diameter of myelinated fibers ranges from 1-20 µm,
therefore, conduction velocity varies from
6-120 mts/sec.
(ii)
.. ,
, the speed of conduction is
proportiona l to the square root of the diameter.
The largest unmyelinat ed fibers are approx. 1 µm
in diameter, therefore, their maximum conduction
velocity is 1 mt/sec.
3. The Large axons are concerned mainly with
propriocept ive, pressure and touch sensations and
somatic motor functions.
4. The Small axons are concerned with pain and temperature
sensations and autonomic functions.

CLASSIFICATION OF NERVE FIBERS

III. Pltysio--clinical classification: It has clinical as well as
physiological significance and is based on sensitivity
to hypoxia, pressure and anaesthetic agents (Table 18.3).
1.
1
(i.e. 0 2 lack at tissue level) to the body is
associated with alteration of autonomic functions
such as rise in the heart rate, blood pressure,
respiration etc. as the pre-ganglionic autonomic
'B' fibers are most susceptible to it.
2. , , on a nerve can produce temporary paralysis
due to loss of conduction in motor, touch and
pressure fibers (in group'A') while pain sensations remain relatively intact. This is commonly seen
after sitting cross-legged for long periods or after
sleeping with arm under the head.
3. I
are used for stitching cut wounds
and for other minor surgical procedures as these
agents can block transmission of pain sensations
in group 'C' fibers before they affect touch fibers
in group 'A'.

PROJt>ERTIES OF MIXED NERVES
(1) Peripheral nerves are made up of many axons of

various types, bound together in a fibrous envelop
called the Epineurium. Potential changes recorded from
such nerve, therefore, represent an algebric summation
of the all or none action potential of these axons.
(i) With (subliminal) stimuli, none of the
axons are stimulated and no response occurs.
(ii) With t
intensity stimuli, axons with low
threshold fibres fire and a small potential change
is recorded.
(iii) With further increase in intensity of stimulating
current, axons with higher threshold will also fire,
producing recording of larger potential change.

'10

I. Erlanger and Gasser's classification: Nerve fibers have
been divided into A, B and C groups; 'A' group is
further subdivided into ex, p, y and~ fibers (Table 18.1).

II. Numerical classification: This is sometimes used for
sensory neurons and is based on the origin of nerve
fibers (Table 18.2).
146
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Table 18.1: Erlanger and Gasser's classification
Fiber
Diameter
(µm)

Conduction
Velocity
(mts/sec.)

Spike
duration
(Millisec.)

Absolute
Refractory
Period
(Millisec.)

12-20

70-120

0.4--0.5

0.4-1

5-12

30-70

3-6
2-5

15-30
12-30

<3

3-15

1.2

1.2

Pain, touch, temperature and
conduct impulses generated by
cutaneous receptors

0.4-1.2

0.5-2

2

2

Postganglionic sympathetic
nerve fibers

0.3-1.3

0.7- 2.3

2

2

Function

Fiber Type
f

\.

Typical
myelinated fibers
of spinal nerves
(Motor and
sensory)

Ao.

(Myelinated
efferent
preganglionic)
(Unmyelinated)

B

Proprioception, Somatic Motor
Golgi tendon organs, touch
Touch, pressure and motor
functions
Motor to muscle spindles
Pain, temperature, crude touch

A~

Ay
A6

'Preganglionic' autonomic nerve
fibers

C
(i) (Dorsal
root)

(ii) Sympathetic

Table 18.2: Numerical classification for sensory neurons
Origin

Number
la

Muscle spindle, annulospiral ending

Aa

lb

Golgi tendon organ

Ao.

II

MuscJe spindle secondary ending, kinesthesia, touch, pressure

A~

m

Pain and temperature receptors; crude touch and pressure receptors

A6

IV

Pain touch, pressure, temperature

Dorsal root 'C' fibers

Table 18.3: Physio-clinical classification
Most susceptible

Intermediate

Least susceptible

Sensitivity to 'Hypoxia'

B

A

C

Sensitivity to 'Pressure'

A

B

C

Sensitivity to 'Local Anaesthetics'

C

B

A

Susceptibility

Thus, electrical response increases proportionately
until the stimulus is strong enough to excite aU
the axons in the nerve. Such a stimulus is called
1
stimulus.
(iv) With 1111r ma i, "'' stimulus, no further increase
in size of the potential change occurs.
(2) Appearance of multiple peaks in action potential is
called compound action potential.
COMPOUND ACTION POTENTIAL
It is an extracellular (biphasic) recording of action potential
which is made 'monophasic' recording by injuring the

part of a nerve and placing one of the external recording
electrode on it. (Fig. 18.1 and 18.2)
Cause of Compound Action potential
A mixed nerve is made up of families of fibers with
varying speed of conduction. Therefore,
1. When all the fibers are stimulated, the activity in fast
conducting fibers arrives at the recording electrodes
sooner than the activity in slower fibers; and
2. The farther away from the stimulating electrodes the
action potential is recorded, the greater is the separation
between the fast and slow fiber peaks.
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In general, Group 'A' fibers make maximum
contribution to compound action potential and
group 'C' the least.

5

4

>

.§.

3

a

Factors affecting compound action potential
l. Tt;pL of fib( r~ · None of the peripheral nerves show all
the components because none contain all fiber types.
Therefore, the number and size of the peaks vary with
the types of the fibers in the particular nerve being
studied.

Q)

"'C

A

.€
Q.

E

2

<(

B

C

0
100
200
Fig. 18.1 Compound action potential
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400

300

j

2. Stre11,;:;th of tin st1111ul11.~: The shape of the compound
action potential also depends upon the number and
type of fibers stimulated by a given strength of the
stimulus.

Compound Action
potential

_A
I

/
/

\/

'

\/

I

1D+-/- -_-_-_-_-_--NH.'--E--R--V--E--,.,.,..,- - - . )
(,,..__.__.__ _ _,~..,f- - X--EStimulator

"

Direction of impulse

Fig, 18.2 Compound action potential as recorded at various distances from the stimulating electrode
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1. Draw a well labelled diagram of compound action potential. Mention the factors affecting it.
2. Mention properties of mixed nerves.
3. Give physio-clinical classification of nerve fibers. Add a note an its significance.
4. Differentiate between action potential and compound action potential.

HR·I
1. Greater the diameter of a given nerve fiber, greater is the:
(a) Speed of conduction
(b) Spike duration
(c) Magnitude of spike
(d) Both (a) and (c) are correct
2. The fiber which is the thickest in human nerve is:
(a) Touch
(b) Pain
(c) Temperature
(d)
3. The most susceptible nerve fiber to hypoxia is:
(a) A
(b) B
(c) C
(d)
4. Conduction in which type of nerve fibers is blocked maximally by pressure?
~A
~B
(d)
5. Which of the following nerve fibers is affected by local anaesthetics first?
(a) Parasympathetic
(b) A
(c) B
(d)

we

Proprioception
All are equally sensitive
Sympathetic nerve
C
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6. If a mixed nerve is stimulated with increasing strength of current, magnitude of potential:
(a) Does not change
(b) Gradually increases to a limit
(c) Decreases
(d) Multiple peaks appear
7. Which group of nerve fiber makes maximum contribution to compound action potential?

(b) B

(a) A

(d) lb

(c) C

8. Not trne about compound action potential is:
(a) Represents an algebraic summation of action potential of axons in a mixed neive
(b) It is an extracellular recording
(c) Associated with appearance of multiple peaks
(d) All of its components can be recorded from a given mixed neive
9. Spike duration is maximum in which nerve fiber?
(a) Ao.
(b) A~

(d) C

(c) Ay

10. Type B nerve fibers are seen in:
(b) Somatic motor
(a) Preganglionk autonomic
(d) Sympathetic post-ganglionic
(c) Motor to muscle spindle
11. Compound action potential is the property of:
(d) Mixed nerves
(c) Motor neives
(a) Single neive fiber
(b) Sensory nerves
12. The shape of compound action potential depends upon:
(a) Number and type of nerve fibers stimulated
(b) Strength of the stimulus
(c) Distance between the stimulating and recording electrodes
(d) All of the above

1. (d)
11. (d)

2. (d)

3. (b)

4. (b)

5. (d)

6. (d)

12. (d)

----<(XX)---

7. (a)

8. (d)

9. (d)

10. (a)
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Degeneration and Regeneration
in Peripheral Nerves

>

I. Introduction: causes and grading of injury
IL Degeneration and regeneration processes
III. Complications

INTRODUCTION

Grading of injury (by "Sunderland")

The destructive and constructive changes which occur
in a nerve fiber after injury are called degeneration and
regeneration respectively. The degenerative changes in distal
part of cut nerve fiber were first described by Augustus
Waller in 1862 (Wallerian degeneration); although there
is in addition retrograde degeneration of the axon upto
the nearest cell body.

hr-t P
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Most commonly seen and is secondary to ischaemia
caused by direct pressure to a nerve for a limited time.
Ischaemia produces local anoxia (i.e. complete lack of
0 2) with temporary impairment of nerve function. It
gets corrected within few hours to few weeks, because
the axon is not destroyed but merely loses its functional properties for a short time.

Common Causes of Injury (in order of occurrence)
Transection i.e. (through and through cut)
2. Crushing
3. Injection of toxic or poisonous substance into the nerve
4. Ischaemia i.e. interference in the blood supply
5. Hyperpyrexia - increase in body temperature beyond
40.5°C (106°F).

Sec I D , • 1 .. '1 s (.._
Prolonged and/or severe pressure, damages the nerve
fibers at the pressure point eventually causing death of
axon locally and distally.

1.

1111rd V

t

I 11, 11

(1

Endoneurial tubes becoming interrupted.

Cell body

Basement membrane

Normal

Compressed

Sheath loss

Disconnection

Degeneration

___________________________________,

Fig. 19.1 Degeneration in peripheral nerve
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Fascicles becoming disorganised.
I if,11 Dt n
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Through and through cutting of nerve fibers i.e. complete
• transection.

DEGENERATION AND
REGENERATION PROCESSES
Degenerative and regenerative processes go side by side
and take place at three levels:
l. Changes in the nerve cell body (retrograde changes)
2. Changes in the distal stump
3. Changes at the site of injury.

,.

A. DEGENERATIVE CHANGES (Fig. 19.1 and 19.2)
1. Changes in the Nerve Cell Body
(Retrograde Changes)
Changes begin within 48 hours of the nerve section and
reach to maximum by 15-20 days.
1. Chromatolysis: Nissl's granules disintegrate (i.e. break
up into a fine dust) and lose their staining reaction
after 15-20 days and cell becomes colourless. The
process begins in the zone around the nucleus and
spreads to the periphery of the cell. The dissolution of
Nissl substance (RNA) occurs in order that the protein

· r:Normal

Retrograde

Anterograde

Chromatolysls and cell organelles disintegrate

Atrophy

Anterograde degeneration

Complete degeneration and conduction block

Fig. 19.2 Degenerative changes in nerve cell body
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manufacturing process can be mobilized to help the
neurons to survive.
2. Golgi Apparatus, mitochondria and neurofibrils:
Fragmented and gradually disappear.
3. Cell draws in more fluid, loses its polygonal shape and
becomes rounded cell.
4. Nucleus: increases in size and is displaced to the
periphery and becomes oval. It may be completely
thrown out of the cell, in which case the cell atrophies
and finally dies off.
Degree of damage and clzromatolysis depends on:
(i) Variety of neurons affected
(a) At the periphery, changes as described above
will occur.
(b) In the central nervous system (CNS): No
regeneration of nerve cell takes place because
it has no centrosomes.
(c) In the autonomic nervous system (ANS):
Changes are difficult to demonstrate due to
normal sparseness of the Nissl granules.
(ii) Distance of the lesion from the nerve cell: if less,
more damage.
(iii) Nature of injury
(a) if sharp cut, effects will be less;
(b) if forcibly tom, death of the cell occurs.
2. Changes in the Distal Stump
It undergoes complete degeneration, the process starts
within 24 hours of injury. Changes in the action potential
can be observed as early as 2 days after section. After the
3rd day, the ability of the nerve to conduct an impulse
decreases markedly and after the 5th day, aI1 impulse can
no longer be evoked. Changes are as follows:
(1) Axis cylinder breaks up into short lengths
and after a few days little debris (dust like particles)
are left in the space formerly occupied by the axon.
(2) Myeli11 Slieath breaks up, more slowly than the axon
into small oily droplets. Its destruction occurs in two
stages:
i.e. upto 8-10 days little or no
(i) 1 1111 ,wt /, r, l
chaJ1ge in histochemistry of oily droplets is seen.
(ii) { /11•1 •ic 1/ h st ,, r n starts on 8th day and goes on
till 32nd day. It is caused by enzymes of Schwann
cells or macrophages lining the endoneurial tubes.
Principal myeliil lipids are:
(a) Free cholesterol, and
(b) Lipids containing sphingomyelin (cerebrosides
and sphinosine).
At the time of disappearance of myelin, cholesterol
esters appear in large quantities and free cholesterol
disappears.
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Now if the damage is in the CNS, no further
changes take place (because CNS neurons do not
have the growth promoting chemicals needed for
regeneration and CNS myelin is a potent inhibitor of
axonal growth. But if the damage is in the peripheral
nervous system - neurolemma shows the further
changes.
(3) Nucleus of Schwann cell starts multiplying mitotically
with formation of cords of cell which fill up the
endoneurial tubes.
(4) Macrophages from endoneurium start digesting
(phagocytosing) debris of axis cylinder and of myelin
sheath.
(5) Once the debris are cleared, Schwann cell cytoplasm
starts, proliferating and fills up the endoneurial tubes
(this process takes 3 months).
(6) Ultimately all that is left of the fibers is the neuroleminal
tubes enclosing a mass of granular cytoplasm
containing many nuclei.
3. Changes at the Site of Injury
Schwann cells differentiate into thin elongated cells, mainly
from the distal end and very little from the proximal end.
They can bridge up the gap upto 3 ems. Rate of progress
of growth is 1-2 mm/day. If gap is more than 3 cm it is
difficult to fill up, because of inter-lacing of fibers. This
can be fascilitated by operation procedures by removing
the debris and stitching the two cut ends together for an
early degeneration and regeneration.

B. REGENERATIVE CHANGES (Fig. 19.3)
1. Changes in the nerve cell body
It begins in 20 days and is completed in 80 days.

Niss! granules and golgi apparatus gradually reappear,
cell regains its normal size and nucleus returns to its
central position. Repair of cell may even occur if the axon
does not regenerate.
2. Changes in the distal stump and at the site of injury

(1) Axis Cylinder (Central Axon) from the proximal
stump elongates and then grows out in all directions
as rounded pseudopod like structures called Fibrils
towards the distal stump. This results from growth
promoting factors secreted by Schwann's cells and
increased production of neurotrophin from the
denervated distal stump.

r
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Fig. 19.3 Regeneration in peripheral nerve
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Important Note

ln the CNS the distal stump of a damaged axons are
unlikely to form new synapses, therefore recovery is
rare.

(2) Each axon gives rise to 50-100 fibrils which are guided
by the strands of Schwann cell into the distal ends of
the endoneurial tubes.
(3) 2-3 weeks after the nerve section the distal endoneurial
..
tube contains varying numbers of developing
fibrils, some none, some as many as 20-30 fibrils. (4) Eventually all the fibrils re-innervating one tube
degenerate except one which thereupon progressively
gets enlarged to fill the tube.
(5) To begin with, rate of growth is 0.25mm/day, but
once it enters the distal stump, the rate of growth
becomes 3-4 mm/ day. As it grows deeper down, the
rate of growth further increases because mechanical
conditions for regeneration are more suitable than
those in a cut nerve end.
(6) ln approx. 15 days, Schwann cell filling the endoneurial
tube starts laying down myelin sheath round the
successful fibril, which is completed by one year.
(7) Once the regenerated axon reaches its target, a new
functional connection (e.g. neuromuscular junction) is
formed.
(8) Increase in fiber diameter takes place very slowly. Final
diameter attained is 80-85% of normal. It is limited
by the diameter of the distal tube and the size of the •
parent nerve cell. Therefore, functional recovery is not
full which takes longer time and may be associated "
with different complications if it does not reach its own cut stump. That is why, for a motor nerve, recovery
may be complete but for a mixed nerve it is rarely so. •

.,

;
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COMPLICATIONS
A. FUNCTIONAL COMPLICATIONS
l. In sensory nerve damage, an area of anaesthesia is

8 . ANATOMICAL COMPLICATION

Fig. 19.4 Neuroma in sole

of the nerve, intermashing of nerve fibers leads to painful
collection at the site of injury called 11e11roma. (Fig. 19.4)

h@fi-M#iiH:ti
1. Describe briefly the degenerative and regenerative changes in a peripheral nerve following 5° injury:
(i) in the nerve cell body
(ii) in the distal stump
(iii) at the site of injury.
2. Write briefly about:
(i) Wallerian degeneration

(ii) Chromatolysis

(iii) Complications following a nerve injury.

· 00·1
1. Hyperpyrexia usually beyond ....... results in nerve damage:
(a) 37°C
(b) 38°C
(c) 39.5°C

(d) 40.5°C

2. Peripheral nerves can tolerate ischaemia up to:
(a) 6 hours
(b) 12 hours
(c) 24 hours
3. Retrograde degenerative changes begin within ........ of nerve section:
(a) 6 hours
(b) 12 hours
(c) 24 hours

(d) 48 hours

4. First change to occur in the distal segment of cut nerves:
(a) Myelin sheath degeneration
(b) Axonal degeneration
(c) Mitosis of Schwann cell
(d) Axonal sprouting
5. After injury to a nerve, its ability to conduct an impulse is lost completely:
(a) lmmediately
(b) After 24 hours
(c) After 3rd day

(d) After 5th day

(d) 30 minutes

6. The gap between two cut ends of a nerve fiber, which can be filled up by natural processes is up to:
(a) 0.5 cm
(b) 1 cm
(c) 2 cm
(d) 3 cm
7. Following injury to a nerve regeneration changes in the nerve cell body begins in:
(a) 10 days
(b) 20 days
(c) 30 days

(d) 40 days

8. After transection of a peripheral nerve, the regenerative changes usually get completed in:
(a) 1 month
(b) 2 months
(c) 3 months
(d) 4 months
9. Recovery in a nerve is completed approx. by ............ after the section:
(d) 1 year
(a) 3 months
(b) 6 months
(c) 9 months
10. Which nerve is likely to show complete functionaJ recovery after it has been injured?
(a) Sensory nerve
(b) Motor nerve
(c) Mixed nerve
(d) Autonomic nerve
11. Wallerian degeneration refers to:
(a) Degenerative and regenerative changes in a cut nerve fiber
(b) Retrograde degeneration of the axon upto the cell body
(c) Degenerative changes in distal part of cut nerve fiber
(d) Degenerative changes at the site of injury
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produced.
2. Misinterpretation of sensations, because many fibers
will establish connections with new kinds of endings
in new situations. Therefore, difficulty in localization
e.g. thumb base may be interpreted as its tip.
3. Fine motor control may be permanently impaired
because of improper connections within the motor
fibers.

When the gap is more than 3 cm between the two cut ends

D
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U. Complete transection of a nerve is:
(a) 1° injwy
(b) 3° injwy

(c) 5° injury
13. Wallerian degeneration of ruptured nerve begin s within:
(a) 6 hours
(b) 12 hours
(c) 24 hours

(d) 7° injwy
(d) 6 weeks

14. After the nerve section, to b egin with the rate of growth of fibrils is:
(a) 0.05 mm/day
(b) 0.25 mm/day
(c) 1-2 mm/day
15. Neuroma is:
(a) A cancerous condition of nerve fibers
(b) Degenerative and regenerative changes in peripheral nerves after injury
(c) Painful collection of nerve fibers at the site of injury
(d) An area of anaesthesia following sensory nerve damage

1. (d)
11. (c)

2. (b)
12. (c)

3. (d)

13. (c)

4. (b)
14. (b)

5. (d)

6. (d)

15. (c)

- - - C X X ) > - - --

7. (b)

(d) 3-4 mm/day

8. (c)

9. (d)

10. (b)

Neuromuscular Junction
I. Definition

IL Structure
Ill Synthesis, storage and release of A-ch

rv.

Sequences of events at neuromuscular junction during nerve impulse transmission
V. Miniature end plate potential

VI. Clinical importance of neuromuscular junction
Vil. Applied: Myasthenia gravis; Lambert-Eaton syndrome

DEFINITION

so called because they are stimulated by both nicotine
and A-ch, and inhibited by curare.
5. An enzyme Specific acettJl-cliolinesterase (true or specific
cholinesterase) is found in high concentration in postsynaptic clefts, which destroys (hydrolyzes) the A-ch.

Neuromuscular (or myoneural) junction is a junction
between the motor nerve and skeletal muscle fiber.
(Fig. 20.1)

•,

STRUCTURE
SYNfflESIS, STORAGE AND
RELEASE OF A-ch

A. LIGHT MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE
. At termination, the axon supplying a skeletal muscle
fiber loses its myelin sheath and divides into a number
of terminal buttons (End Feet) which make a close and
- intensive contact with a specialized part of muscle
sacroplasm known as
,, I' • . Only one neroe fiber
ends on each motor end plate.

l. A-ch

is synthesized within the mitochondria
from 'choline' in the presence of enzyme Choline
Acetyltransferase (Choline Acetylase). In addition, it
requires acetyl Co-enzyme A, ATP and glucose. With
the exception of choline all components required for
synthesis of A-ch are present within mitochondria or
gain ready access to them.
2. A-ch once formed is temporarily stored in minute
vesicles (synaptic vesicles). Each vesicle contains a
quantum (packets) consisting of a few hundred or a few
thousand molecules of A-ch (Approx. 104 molecules).
3. Nerve impulse causes fusion of vesicles with membrane
of terminal nerve fiber by increasing permeability of
Ca2+. Ca2+ in ECF helps in fusion by changing ionic
composition and thereby decreasing the flow of
axoplasm, therefore, vesicles easily come in contact
with the membrane. Mg2+ decreases this process. The
amount of transmitter released is directly proportional
to the Ca2+ influx.

B. ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE
1. Underneath the nerve ending, the muscle membrane of

..

motor end plate is thrown into folds, called Palisades.
These folds increase the surface area on which
neuromuscular transmitter can act.
2. At terminal nerve endings there are many mitochondria
and minute Vesicles (Synaptic vesicles) or granules,
diameter 30-50 nm, which contain small packets of the
chemical transmitter, acetyl-choline (A-ch) responsible
for synaptic transmission. These vesicles are most
numerous at active zones in the nerve terminal.
• 3. Nerve membrane which is in close approximation
w ith the muscle membrane, is known as pre-synaptic
membrane, while the muscle membrane is called Post
Synaptic Membrane. The space between these two
membranes is called Synaptic cleft (50-100 nm wide)
which is filled with ECF.
4. The • ic i
1 1
are found on the postsynaptic membrane near the junctional folds. They are

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AT
NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION DURING
NERVE IMPULSE TRANSMISSION
l. Nerve impulse (action potential) reaches presynaptic

nerve ending.
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Free Choline + Acetyl Co-enzyme A + ATP + Glucose

From ECF

in the mitochondria

t

1

in cytoplasm

I

--1

(choline acetyltransferase)

I
I-

Acetyl-choline (A-ch)

t

I

(Acetyl cholinesterase)
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Axon of motor neuron
Motor end plate
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2. As it reaches presynaptic membrane it causes release
of A-ch into the synapse (synaptic cleft) by a process
of exocytosis.
3. A-ch, after its release, diffuses within few hundred
microsec. across the very short distance to the post
synaptic membrane i.e. motor end plate.
4. A-ch attaches to nicotinic A -cit receptors on motor end
plate surface and increases the permeability of motor
end plate to Na+ (mainly) and other positive ions (e'.g.
Ca2+, NH4+, K+).
5. Increased permeability of Na+ (Na+ influx) causes
depolarization of the post synaptic membrane causing
generation of local potential, called end nlate J'Oteutrnl
(non-propagated depolarization). (Fig. 20.2)
6. Resting membrane potential (RMP) in skeletal muscle
membrane is -90 m V. When end plate potential reaches
a threshold of 30-40 m V, it depolarizes the surface
membrane of the muscle and results in generation
of action (spike) potential (magnitude 120-130 mV).
7. Spike potential thus sets up a propagated muscle action
potential which can travel in both directions along the

------------ -- -End-plate potential
Stimulus

A

-

1 mm

Bath

Fig. 20.2 End plate potential

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----'

muscle membrane. Once it reaches inside the muscle
cell (muscle fiber) then the muscle gives mechanical
response by contraction.
Gradation of muscular activity
For graded, repeated muscular contractions (page 171)
in response to different frequencies of stimulation, A-ch
should be removed, therefore, repolarization occurs and
second impulse can be received. How A-c/1 is removed?
1. Some A-ch gets diffused back to presynaptic region
from synaptic clefts.
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2. A major part of A-ch is removed by post-synaptic
membrane enzyme acetyl cholinesterase which
hydrolyses A-ch and results in repolarization of the
membrane. (Fig. 20.3)

Pre-synaptic membrane__!.
A-ch
Choline
Nicotinic A-ch receptors on--;::i..._
~--~_,,/
post-synaptic membrane
! ACE :
11 )I 11
1

l

1

Fig. 20. 3 Removal ofAcetyl-choline (A-ch)
ACE: Acetyl cholinesterase

-------~

UM§
Action of A-ch liberated by a single nerve impulse is
very brief, thus muscle end p late becomes sen sitive
to subsequent release of A-ch.

:I
•

I Fig. 20.4 Miniature end plate potential (MEPP)

Characteristic Features of Neuromuscular Junction
1. Tip of pallisade is only 50-100 nm from presynaptic

ending. Therefore, A-ch diffusion is very easy, calculated
• . time for this diffusion is a few hundred m.icrosecs.
2. An average motor end plate contains about 50 million
'nicotinic' A-ch receptors.
• 3. When a nerve impulse arrives it causes the almost
synchronous release of approx. 106 molecules of
A-ch at a single motor nerve ending. Each nerve
impulse causes fusion of 60 A-ch 'vesicles' with
pre-synaptic membrane and each vesicle contains
about 104 molecules of A-ch. This amount is enough
to activate all the nicotinic A-ch receptors.
4. Artificial application of A-ch is less effective than
liberation from the nerve endings. Proof Intracellular
application of A-ch to the motor end plate by means
of electrophoresis through a micro-pipette, 108-109
molecules of A-ch are required to depolarize the
membrane. This also shows that the 'nicotinic A-ch
receptors' are present on the surface of motor end plate
and not inside the cell.
, 5. Under normal functioning condjtions measurable
fatigue of the neuromuscular junction occurs rarely.

..
MINIATURE END PLATE
POTENTIAL (MEPP)
During re~, very small potential changes upto 0.5 m V
can be recorded from the motor end plate even if there
is no impulse, called MEPP. (Fig. 20.4)

Reaso11 for M EPP
As axoplasm is flowing, because of random Brownian
movements some impulses come to nerve terminal and
cause fusion of some 'vesicles' with nerve membrane, with
release of A-ch in very small amow11ts (<106 molecules
of A-ch). Therefore, no mechanical n:!sponse is seen and
it can only result in production of ~v!EPP (i.e. a minute
depolarizing spike). (For difference between end plate
potential and action potential, refer to page 43.)
In experimental animals, inhibition of MEPP results
in production of
•I ,
',
11al ,
due
to release of more quantity of A-ch.. This causes more
depolarization of motor end plate u1pto 12 mV but not
sufficient enough to generate thresh1Dld potential. GEPP
are responsible for fibrillation in muscle treated with anti
cholinesterase.

CLINICAL IMPORTAJSCE OF
NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION
Blocking of neuromuscular junctiol:l produces muscle
relaxation, therefore:
(1) Helps in surgical operations by providing open
fields.
(2) Reduces movements during electroconvulsive treatment
of psychotic patients.
Blockage of neuromuscular junction. This can be
achieved in two ways:
A. By inhibiting release of A-ch from presynaptic
membrane i.e. motor nerve endings ti.g. Botulinum toxin
(a bacterial toxin) which combines irreversibly with
cholinergic motor nerve terminals and interferes with
synthesis or release of A-ch.
B. Drugs which antagonize the actioll! of A-ch on the postsynaptic membrane i.e. motor end plate. They act by two
ways:
1. By Competitive lnhlbition

For example, Tubocurarine, Gallamine (Flaxedil). Both A-ch
and curare compete for the same 'nicotinic A-ch receptors'
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site. Therefore, if amount of curare is more than A-ch it
competes with A-ch for receptors on motor end plate and
forms a strong complex with them.
Antagonists to curare are anti-cholinesterases
(neostigmine, eserine, tetraethyl-pyrophosphate and
edrophonfom) which act on cholinesterase and prevent
destruction of A-ch by cholinesterase, thus increase the
A-ch amount and eventually lead to removal of the
block.
2. By Persistent Depolarization

For example, suxamethonium (succinyl choline),
decamethonium. Their duration of action is very
short (5 minutes). Both these agents act by persistent
depolarization to cause iocal energy exhaustion with no
further generation of ATP, resulting in muscle relaxation.
Antidote is not required because they act for 5 minutes
and are used for fracture reduction. If necessary, curare
is the antidote.
Suxamethonium gets destroyed itself in the body
after 5 minutes by Pseudo-Cholinesterase or non-specific
cholinesterase, found in the plasma. Its concentration is
under endocrine control and is also affected by alterations
in liver functions.

to the nicotinic A-ch receptors. These antibodies
destroy some of the receptors and bind others to
neighbouring receptors.
(ii) The size of end plate potential is reduced, therefore,
•
it is more difficult to depolarize the muscle membrane to threshold and to produce action •
potential.
(iii) The disease is characterised by rapid onset of fatigue •
with marked generalised weakness of muscles. •
(iv) The most commonly affected muscles are: extraocular muscles, facial, swa1llowing and mastication
muscles. (Fig. 20.5)

Fig. 20.5 Ptosis (drooping of the
eyelid) in Myasthenia gravis

(v) In severe form patient b,ecomes bed ridden and
may even die from paralysis of respiratory muscles.
2. LAMBERT-EATON SYNDROME

APPLIED
1. MYASTHENIA GRAVIS
(Myo means muscle; asthenia means weakness and
gravis means severe)
(i) Myasthenia gravis is a rare autoimmune disease
caused by the formation of circulating antibodies

In this condition, muscle weakness is caused by antibodies.
against one of the Ca2+ channels: in the nerve endings at
the neuromuscular junction. This decreases the normal
Ca2+ influx that causes A-ch re.lease. Proximal muscles of the lower limbs are primarily affected.

lMN-M#iiHrH
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) End pla te potential
(ii) MEPP

(iii) GEPP

(iv) Threshold excitation

2. Write short notes on:

(i) Nicotinic A-ch receptors

(ii) True and pseudo cholinesterase

(iii) Myasthenia gravis

3. Draw well labelled diagram of neuromuscular junction. Give its physio-clinical significance.

4. How A-ch is removed at neuromuscular junction (NMJ)? Mention characteristic features of NMJ.
5. Give sequen ce of events at NMJ during transmission of nerve impulse.
6. How blockage of NMJ can be achieved? Why is it required?

7. Name the drugs that antagonise the action of A-ch at motor end plate. Give their mode of action.

8. Define Myasthenia gravis. Name the muscles most commonly affected by it and why?
,I

HS·&
1. At neuromuscular junction, one nerve fiber end on ...... motor end plate:

(a) O ne
(b) Three
(c) Five
2. Synaptic cleft at neuromuscular junction is filled with fluid which is rich in:
(a) Na+
(b) K+
(c) PO/-

(d) Many
(d) Protein anions
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3. What type of ions is probably most important in causing release of transmitter from vesicles at nerve endings?
(d) Calcium ions
(c) Magnesium ions
(b) Potassium ions
(a) Sodium ions
4. Value of threshold excitation in a skeletal muscle fiber is:
(d) 70-80 mV
(c) 50-60 mV
(b) 30-40 mV
(a) 10-15 mV
I

•

5. The end plate potential is characte rised by:
(d) Hyperpolarization
(c) Depolarization
(b) All or none law
(a) Propagation
6. O n an average motor e nd plate contains approx. .......... nicotinic A-ch receptors:
(d) 50 million
(c) 10 million
(b) 1 million
(a) 10,000
7. When a nerve impulse arrives at neuromuscu lar junction it causes release of approx. .......... molecules of A-ch:
(d) 107
(c) 106
(b) 1C>5
(a) 104
8. Usual amplitude of minia ture end plate potential is:
(d) 120-130 mV
(c) 30-40 mV
(b) 12 mV
(a) 0.5 mV
be cause:
disappears,
9. A patient complains of m uscle weakness. On administratio n of n eostigmine, it
on motor end plate
receptors
(b) It competes with A-ch for
(a) It blocks the action of acetylcholine
esterase
anticholine
of
action
the
(d) It interferes with
(c) It acts by persistent depolarization of motor end plate
10. Curare in the rape utic doses:
(a) Competes with A-ch for same nicotinic receptors on motor end plate
(b) Prevents propagation of action potential in skeletal muscle
(c) Enhances the action of cholineesterase
(d) Enhances the action of catecholamines

..

11. ln myasthenia gravis:
(a) Tolerance of acquired immunity system to one's tissue is depressed
(b) Antibodies are formed against muscurinic A-ch receptors
(c) Most commonly affected muscles are respiratory group of muscles
(d) It is a common auto-immune disease
12. Myas thenia gravis is characte rized by:
(a) Formation of circulating antibodies to the nicotinic A-ch receptors
(b) Sustained contraction of muscles
(c) Most commonly affected muscles arc those of the limbs
(d) Formation of antibodies against Ca2+ channels
13. All may be the causes of muscle weakness except:
(a) Myasthenia gravis
(c) Administration of curare

(b) Lambert-Eato n syndrome

14. Troe about pseudocholinesterase is:
(a) Stored in the synaptic vesicles
(c) Gets destroyed in the body itself

(b) Normally found in the plasma

(d) Neostigrnine in therapeutic doses

(d) Also called specific cholinesterase

15. Specialized part of muscle sacroplasm is called as:
(c) Motor end plate
(a) Pre-synaptic membrane (b) End feet
released:
is
transmitter
following
the
16. At neuromuscu lar junction
(c) Histamine
(b) Bradykinin
(a) Acetylcholine
17. Width of synaptic cleft is:
(c) 50-100 nm
(b) 30 nm
(a) 10 nm
18. Each synaptic vesicle s tores a pprox...... molecules of A-ch:

·-

(c) 104

(b) 1D3

(a) 1D2

(d) Palisades
(d) Serotinin
(d) Above 100 nm
(d) lo-5

19. Resting m embrane pote ntial in skeletal muscle m embrane is:
(d) -90 mV
(c) -80 mV
(b) -70 mV
(a) -60 mV
lar junction:
neuromuscu
the
20. Which of the followi ng statements is not correct? Re lease of acetylcholine at
muscle cell
the
into
movement
sodium
(b) Increases
(a) Produces an end-plate potential
acetylcholine
of
destruction
rapid
by
followed
(d) ls
(c) Always causes the muscle fiber to contract

1. (a)
11. (a)

2. (a)
12. (a)

3. (d)
13. (d)

4. (b)

14. (b)

5. (c)
15. (c)

6. (d)
16. (a)

7. (c)
17. (c)

8. (a)
18. (c)

9. (d)
19. (d}

10. (a)
20. (c)
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Skeletal Muscle
•
I. Introduction
II. Structure
Ill. Electrical phenomenon and ionic fluxes in skeletal muscle fiber

Iv. Contractile response
V. Mode of contraction: Isometric and isotonic contraction

VI. Properties of motor unit
VII. Energy source for muscular contraction

INTRODUCTION

surface endoplasmic reticulum (sarcoplasmic reticulum)
and rich in glycogen.

Body muscles are divided into 3 types: Skeletal, Cardiac
and Smooth muscles. The main differentiating features
between the 3 types of muscles are given in Table 21.1
and pages 191-192.

B. LIGHT MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE
(Fig. 21.1 and 21.2: B)
The cross striations which are characteristic of skele tal
muscle are due to difference in the refractive indices of ..
various parts of muscle fiber. Therefore, the muscle fiber.
'
is seen to show alternate dark and light cross bands.
1. The dark band is made of highly refractile material 1(i.e.
Anisotropic), therefore, looks dark and is called 'A' btrnd •
(1.5 µmin length).

STRUCTURE
A. GENERAL FEATURES
1. Skeletal muscle is made up of many long thin cells
called muscle cells or muscle fibers. They are contained
in connective tissue sheets and form bundles of fibers.
These are then bound in further connective tissue to
form the whole muscle.
· 2. Muscles begin (origin) and end (insertion) in the tendons
and muscle fibers are arranged in
parallel between tendinous ends so
that the force of contraction of the
'unit' is additive.
3. Each muscle fiber is a multinucleated,
1-40 mm long, cylindrical in shape, 50 to
lOOµm diameter and surrounded by a
cell membrane, the sarcolemma. There are
no syncytial bridges between the cells.
(Fig. 21.1 and 21.2: A)
4. The muscle fibers are made up of many
fibrils called Myofibrils. Each myofibril
is 1-2µm in diameter, lies parallel to
one another and are striated.
I Sarcolemma
5. The fibrils are divisible into individual
filaments, made up of the co ,t ·a ~ile
1 1
osi11 and
I • 11

Thin Filaments
Thick Filaments
Sarcoplasmlc reticulum

-----=--

Cl

:.~,,.....,.,,__--+--- M-line
H-band

ti •

6. The cytoplasm in the muscle fibers,
called Sarcoplasm, contains: numerous
mitochondria (sarcosomes); smooth

One sarcomere
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Table 21.1: Skeletal, Cardiac and Smooth muscles com par

•

(1) Location

Most are attached to the skeleton
and form 'somatic' musculature.

(2) Structure

developed
well
cross striations, thus, called
'striated' muscle.
lacks
i.e.
(ii) No11-sy11cytinl
anatomic and functional
between
connections
individual muscle fibers.

'

(3) Control

I

(i) Shows

Generally under voluntary control
i.e. why called "voluntary" muscles.

Present in heart only

Smooth Muscle
Mostly in hollow viscera.

(i) Also has well developed

(i) Lacks cross-striatio ns, therefore

cross-striations.
(ii) Functionally syncytinl in
character.

(ii) They are of 2 types:

llmol1111tnry i.e. can't be controL1ed

brvoluntary

also called plain muscle.
functionally
Unit:
(a) Single
syncytial.
(b) Multi Unit: functionally nonsyncytiaJ.
(For details, refer to page 187.)

at will.

2. In the centre of each ' A' band is found a slightly less
refractile region called 'H' band (0.5 µmin length) (after
the discoverer Hensen).
3. A 'M' line is seen in the middle of the 'H ' band, due
to central bulge in each of the ' A' band (the M-line is
particularly pronounced during muscle contraction) .
4. This line plus the narrow light area on either side of it
is called the Pseudo-H Zone.
5. The alternate light band is made of lower refractile
material (i.e. Isotropic), therefore, looks lighter and is
called 'J' band (] µm in length).
6. In the centre of each 'I' band is found a narrow line of
highly refractile material which, therefore, looks dark
called 'Z ' line (from German - Zwischensc heibe i.e.
between disc).
7. The contractile 1111it of the muscle is the substance
included between two adjacent 'Z' lines, called
Sarcomere (2.5 µm in length).
Important Note

Variationinsarcomerelength:Atrest,i.e. when the muscle
is relaxed, I band interdigitat es with the 'A'band only
outside the'H'band (sarcomere length is 2.5 µm). During
muscle contra.cti.on, the length of 'A' band remains
constant whereas the 'Z' lines move close together
causing sarcomere length to reduce to 1.5 µrn. By
stretching the muscle to the point where I and A band
overlap ceases, the sarcomere length becomes 3.5 µm.
C. ELECTRON MICROSCO PIC APPEARANCE

-..
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(main features only)

Cardiac Muscle

Skeletal Muscle

O

The myofibrils are made up of two sets of protein filaments,
• thick and thin filaments (Fig. 21.2: C) .
(A) Tltick filament: It is approx. twice the diameter of
thin filament and made up of Myosin. It is responsible
for the formation of 'A ' ba11d. There are several
hundred (about 500) myosin molecules in each thick
filament.

Myosin
1. Myosin filaments are 10-11 nm thick and approx.
45 run apart, extending from one end of the 'A' band
to the other.
2. Transverse section through 'A' band shows that each
myosin filament is surrounded by 6 actin filaments in
a regular hexagonal manner (Fig. 21.3).
3. Myosin treated with proteolytic enzyme (trypsin) reveals
two fragments which are arranged symmetrica lly on
either side of centre of sarcomere (Fig. 21.4) . It is this
arrangemen t that creates the light areas in the pseudo-H
zone.
The myosin molecule is composed of two large
polypeptide heavy chains and four smaller light chaitts.
These polypeptide s combine to form a molecule that
consists of two globular heads (containing heavy and light
chains) and a long tail formed by the two twisted heavy
chains (fig. 21.41).
Function: Eadh globular head has two important sites:
(a) Actin binding site, where myosin comes in contact
with actin.
(b) ATPase (catalytic) site, that hydrolyzes (breaks)
ATP.
The myosin molecules aggregate with their heads
pointed in one direction along one half of the filament
and in the opposite direction along the other half. The
heads serve as tthe cross-bridges.
(B) Thin filament: It is made up of Actin, Tropomyosin
and Troponin. They arrange themselves to form
2 chains of g)obular units that form a long double helix
(i.e. spiral chain). It is responsible for the formation
of 'I' band. Each thin filament contains 300-400 actin
molecules and 40-60 tropomyosin molecules.
1. Actin: Actin filaments are thinner, 4-5 nm in
diameter and stretch from 'Z' lines to the edge of
the 'H' zone. They occur in 2 forms:
(Globular Actin): 5.5 run diameter,
(i) J
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(A) General appearance
1-40
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mm--------•1
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(B) Light microscopic
appearance
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I
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(C ) Electron microscopic
appearance

A-I Junction line
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_ __..____ Thin filament
(actin; tropomyosln; troponin)

(thick filament>-J
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(I) Resting state

1-+:-+i

'

Narrowing of ' I' band~

(II) During muscular
contraction

- - - - -- - Thick filaments
Cross linkages_ _.
>>~~~~
Ryanodine receptors (Ca2 +

release channels)
( D ) Sarcotubular system

.,..

1- ,

/

Dihydropyridine
receptors

A-I
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,,.-

I

_ ___,_
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'
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:

/ I - Triad

\

,
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Terminal Cistern

'

'

'

Thin filaments

_,.,

/1

- -

Longitudinal Sarcoplasmic
reticulum

~ - - - - - - Transverse Tubule System
(T-Tubule)

Fig. 2 I .2 Morphology of skeletal muscle

(A) Through 'I' band showing
only thin filaments

• •
• • •
• •
(B) Through 'I'/. band. Each

Fig. 21 .3 Transverse Section through myofibrils

thick filament is
surrounded by six thin filaments

• •
• • •
• •
(C) Through 'H' zone showing
hexagonally packed thick filaments.
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--------Arrangement of myosin molecules '

,

,,
'

Head
ATP-binding site
Light chains

Actin
binding site

Nock-V;?if

I

i"

chalos

I• 150 nm / t / t

Troponin

Actin

(B) Thin (actln; tropomyosin;
troponin) filament

Tropomyosin

Fig. 21.4 Electron microscopic structure of thick and thin
filaments

molecular weight 60,000. Each molecule binds
one molecule of ATP firmly.
(ii) 'F' Acti11 (Fibrous Actin): Formed by
polymerization of 'G' acti.n molecule with
liberation of energy.
G-actin ATP -+ F-actin ADP+ inorganic PO/ - + Energy
(7 Kcal).

,

HMN
Actinin, Titin and Desmin are important structural
muscle proteins; Actinin binds the Z-lines to actin;
Titin connects Z-lines to the M-lin e and Desmin bin ds

•~

"
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site of actin where myosin head comes in contact with
acti.n i.e. prevents the interaction between actin and
myosin filaments.
3. Troponi11: Troponin molecules are small globular units
located at intervals along the tropomyosin molecules. It
is made up of 3 subunits with molecular weight ranging
from 18,000 to 35,000.
(i) Tropcmi11 r'. binds the other troponin components
to tropom yosin.
(ii) Tropcmin '/ . inhibits the interaction of myosin with
acti.n.
(iii) Tropo11i11 'C'. contains binding site for Ca2+ that
initiates muscle contraction.
At rest, i.e. when the muscle is relaxed the thin filaments
interdigitate with the thick (myosin) filaments only outside
the 'H ' band. During muscle contraction, the length of 'A'
band (thick filament) remains constant, whereas 'Z' lines
move close together.
D. SARCOTUBULAR SYSTEM
1. It is a highly specialized system of internal conduction of

(A) Thick (myosln) filament

•

O

the Z-lines to the cell membrane. These protein
together forms the cytoskeleton of th e muscle cell
(p age 10)
2. Tropomyosin: Tropomyosin molecules (molecular
weight 70,000) are long filaments located in the groove
between two chains in the acti.n. It covers the binding

depolarization within the muscle fiber. It is made up of
T-system (transverse tubular system) and a Longitudinal
Sarcoplasmic Reticulum. (Fig. 21.2: D)
(i) T-System or Transverse Tttbular System
(a) They are inwardly directed extensions
of the sarcolemma into the muscle fibers
at the junction between 'A' and T bands
(A-I junction), therefore, each sarcomere
has 2 tubules. Their lumina (30 nm wide)
are thus in continuity with the ECF which
surrounds the muscle fibrils. Its function is
the rapid transmission of the action potential
from the cell membrane to all the fibrils in
the muscle.
(b) Depolarization of the T-tubule membrane
activates the longitudinal sacroplasmic
reticulum (see below) via diltydropyridille
receptors. These receptors are voltage gated
Ca2+ channels in the T-tubule membrane and
are so called because they get blocked by the
drug dihydropyridine. These receptors serve
as voltage sensor and cause release of Ca2+
from the longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum.
(Fig. 21.5)
(ii) Longitudinal Sarcoplasmic Reticulum

(a) Longitudinally on either side of the tubular
system are found the vesicle or sacs of the
dilated longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum.
These sacs are named Terminal Cistemae,
which are rich in glycogen and Ca2+. It is
concerned with Ca2+ movements and muscle
metabolism.
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CONTRACTILE RESPONSE
The skeletal muscle is contractile in nature i.e. it contracts
when excited. How?
Excitation (depolarization) of muscle fiber causes
development of action potential (Electrical phenomenon)
which through sequence of events produces muscular •
contraction (Mechanical phenomenon). These two phenomena , •
are coupled (linked) together by coupling agent i.e. Ca2+. .,.
Therefore, the process by which depolarization of the
muscle fiber initiates contraction is called Excitation

Ca 2•-current

~-===~
(intracellular)
T-Tubule

- - -+

DHP-Receptor

Fig. 21.5 Dihydropyridine (DHP) and ryanodine receptors
-----'

contraction coupling.

(b) The Ca2+ channels in the longitudinal
sarcoplasmic reticulum are not voltage gated
and allow the release of Ca2+ into the cell.
These are called rya11odine receptors, as they
are kept in the open position by ryanodine, a
plant alkaloid.
2. There is a close proximity i.e. contiguity (and not the
continuity) of the terminal cistemae and the T-system.
Transverse tubule with two terminal cisterns is called
the Triad structure which is found at the A-I junction
and hence there are two triads per sarcomere. Triad
structures are most extensive in muscles which contract
and relax very rapidly.

Sequence of events in excitation contraction coupling
A. Steps in muscular contraction
1. Stimulation of motor nerve with threshold intensity

produces propagated action potential.
2. Release of Acetylcholine (A-ch) into synaptic cleft which
binds with "nicotinic A-ch receptors" concentrated
on motor end plate causing generation of end plate
potential.
3. Depolarization of muscle membrane (sarcolemma) by
increasing its permeability to Na+.
4. Generation of action potential in the muscle fiber.
5. Inward spread of action potential along T-system.
6. Spread of depolarization to terminal cistern with release
..
of Ca 2+ in the myofibrils.
2
7. Increase in concentration of Ca + in ICF by 2000 times
i.e. from 10- 7 moles/ L to 2 x 10-4 moles/ L.
8. Role of calcium
(i) Ca2+binds to troponin C to saturation point causing
tr~osinJ,_o_ ~ ve_laterally. This exposes the

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENON AND IONIC
FLUXES IN SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBER
The electrical events and distribution of ions across the
muscle fiber membrane in skeletal muscle are similar to
those in nerve fiber (page 38). The differences in values
between the two are given in the Table 21.2.

Table 21.2: Electrical phenomenon in skeletal muscle fiber and nerve fiber compared
Features

Skeletal Muscle Fiber

Nerve Fiber

1.

Resting Membrane potential

- 90mV

-70mV

2.

Initial excitation threshold potential level

30-40 mV

15mV

3.

Magnitude of action potential

120-130 mV

100-105 mV

4.

Duration of spike potential

2-4 msec.

Variable; 0.4 to 2 msec.

5.

Absolute refractory period

1-3 msec.

0.4-2 msec.

6.

Maximum number of impulses which can pass

100-200/ sec.

1000/ sec.

7.

Threshold of electrical stimulus

More

Less

8.

Conduction velocity of action potential

5 mts/sec. (that of a smallest Variable; (directly proportional to
myelinated nerve fiber)
the diameter of nerve fiber)

9.

Chronaxie (to compare excitability)

Longer

Shorter

+65mV
-95mV
-32mV
-90mV
-32mV

+60mV
-90mV
-25mV
-70mV
-25mV

10.

Equilibrium potential
(i) Na+
(ii) K+
(ill) H+
(iv) c1-

(v) HCO3-

;,
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Ca2•
~ - - - -Tropomyosin
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between the Cross-bridges of
myosin and actin molecules.
The force of contraction is
developed by the cross-bridges
in the overlap region between
actin and myosin (Hg. 21 .7 and

7

21.8)
Binding site for
myosln head

. -11--- Binding site for
myosin head
uncovered

Events d11ri11g fomratio11 of

!,,, ( ('

1. In resting muscle, troponin
T is lightly bound to actin
and
tropomyosin covers
(B) After binding of troponin C with Ca2•
(A) Resting State
the actin sites where
myosin heads bind to actin.
Fig. 21.6 Configuration change in thin filament
Therefore, the "troponintropomyosin" complex constitutes a Relaxing Protein
bg1ding sites for myosin heads on actin.
which
inhibits the interaction between actin and
(Fig. 21.6)
myosin.
(ii) Activates prosthetic group of myosin filament which
2. Ca2+ released from the terminal cisterns by the action
acts as enzyme (ATPase) catalyzing the breakdown
potential binds to troponin 'C' and causes:
of ATP to produce energy for: (a) contraction of
(i) the binding of troponin T to actin is weakened,
actomyosin complex; and (b) activating sliding
this permits tropomyosin to move laterally,
filament system.
uncovering the binding sites for myosin heads on
9. Muscular contraction.
actin filaments, and
(ii) hydrolysis of ATP by ATPase activity in the myosin
B. Steps i11 m11sc11/ar relaxation
heads to produce energy.
1. A few milliseconds after the action potential is over,
2
3. Seven myosin binding sites on actin filaments are
sarcoplasmic reticulum beg;ios ta reacmronlate Ca. +.
uncovered for each molecule of troponin that binds
The Ca 2+ ions are 'actively' pumped by Ca 2+- Mg2+
2
a Ca 2+.
ATPase (i.e. Ca + pump) into longitudinal portion of the
4. The cross-bridges of the myosin molecules (which
reticulum and from there discharges into the terminal
serve as the cross linkages) link to the actin at
cistern for storage.
90 degree angle, produce movement of myosin on
2. Once Ca2+ concentration decreases in ICF sufficiently
7
to 10- moles/L, chemical interaction between myosin
and actin ceases and musele i:elaJEes.

'
I

..

Important Notes

t

1. Ifthe active transport of Ca 2+ is i ob ihitgd,relaxation
does not occur even though there is no action
potential. This results in sustained contraction
of the muscle, called Centracture. A phenomenon
commonly seen when thefibroustissuereplaces the
muscle fibre during ~ y (page 171)
2. It is thus obvious from above that both contraction
and relaxation of muscle are active processes and
require energy which is provided mainly by ATP.

Molecular Basis of Muscle Contraction
Sliding filam e11t theonJ of A.F. Huxley and H.E. Huxley
(not related) - 1964.
The process by which the shortening of the contractile
elements in the muscle is brought about is the sliding
of actin filament over the thick (myosin) filaments. The
sliding of filaments is brought about by interaction

Myosin head not attached

Myosin head attached due
to Ca2• release
Z-lipe

"-r--<)-- 0-- ...,- -,0- - - Myosin head swivels
(turns freely on a pivot)

l

o- -••-----0--0>--- - \.

Myosln head in thick filament
detaches ready for next move

Fig. 21.- Mechanism of interaction between cross bridges of

myosin head and actin filament
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II

..
I•

active site exposure

\
I•
t

,

,.. r
•

Fig. 21.8 Molecular basis of muscle contraction
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actin by swiveling (revolving i.e. turns freely on a
point), and then disconnect and reconnect at the next
linking site (Fig. 21.8).

Meclza11ism of slitli11:,: of tlti11 fildme11ts ot•er tltfrk
t ·•its
1. The sliding during muscle contraction is produced
by breaking and re-forming of cross-bridges of crosslinkages between actin and rnyosin, repeating the
process in serial fashion for 5-6 times.
2. The width of 'A' bands is constant, whereas the 'Z'
lines move closer together when the muscle contracts
and farther apart when it is stretched. As the muscle
shortens, the actin filament from the opposite end
of the sarcomere approach each other; when the
shortening is marked, these filaments apparently
overlap.

EJ,r,tu

A single action potential causes the release of a
standard amount of Ca2+ from the terminal cistern
and produces a single muscle twitch (SMT). If
the muscle is stimulated repeatedly more Ca2+ is
released from the terminal cistern and intracellular
Ca2+ concentration increases. Thus the muscle does
not relax, (Tetanus is a state of sustained contraction
of the muscle).

MODE OF CONTRACTION -ISOMETRIC
AND ISOTONIC CONTRACTION
General
1. Muscle consists of Co11tractile

(011111011N1t

<CC) which

represents elasticity of thick and thin filaments. It
comprises 3/5th of the total muscle protein (Fig. 21.9).
2. The contractile component is:
(i) in parallel with elastic component which represents
the elasticity of the structural elements e.g.

(Olll}'llll ~lt

(PfC);

(ii) in series with another elastic component which
represents elasticity of tendon etc. - called 'tt r,r.,
EltlstiL Comp1111111t (SEC).

3.

4.

5.
6.

Important Note

7.
8.

'PEC' and 'SEC' together comprise 2/5th of the total
muscle protein.
Resistance to stretch is mainly due to 'SEC' and some
by 'PEC'. The myofibrils ('CC') themselves act only as a
passive viscous element and have very little resistance
to stretch.
Since muscle is not a complete elastic component,
therefore it does not obey the Hook's Law; thus, when
a resting muscle is stretched the tension produced is
not proportional to the stretch applied.
Optimum Length is the length of the muscle at which
it develops maximum active tension.
Resting Lengtli of the muscle is the muscle length at
whicl1 it is present under natural conditions in the body
in relaxed state. The length of many of the muscles in
the body at rest is the optimum length.
Equilibrium length is the length of the relaxed muscle
cut free from its bony a ttachments.
Initial length is the length of the muscle before it
contracts.

A. ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION

Isometric means same measure or length.
An isometric contraction occurs when the ends of the
muscle do not move during contraction i.e. although
muscle contracts, but length of the muscle remains the
same and no external work is done. (i.e. contraction that
creates force without moving a load)
(i) H·r '1 11I ...
t 1'1111
1 ~,1 111<'. ~
g
cl
which occurs due to contraction
of contra · e component (thick and thin filaments)
gets compensated bv stretching of series elasti_s

Parallel elastic component (PEC) e.g. connective tissue sheaths

l

Comprises 2/Sth
of total muscle
protein

Series elastic component
(SEC) e.g. tendons

I
Muscle
origin
Muscle
Insertion

I

Contractile component (CC) i.e. thick and thin
filaments comprises 315th of total muscle protein

Fig. 2 1.9 Arrangement of elastic components in skeletal muscle
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connective tissue sheath etc. - called Parollcl

I • filo

.

D
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Examples

Tendon

8
Tension
developed
(kg)

6
4

Amount of
resistance

,--t

2
0

Muscle
contracts
(isotonic
contraction)

,. I

..

---:::;Resting length

100
Muscle
length
90
(percent
of resting 80
length}

Tendon
Muscle
shortening

(A}

•

Muscle
relaxes

70

Time (ms)

8
Tension
developed
(kg)

Amount of msistance

------------ -

6

+

4

0
Muscle
contracts
(isometric
contraction)

Muscle
length
(percent
of resting
length)

(B)

relaxes

Peak tension
developed

2

Muscle
stimulus

100

Resting length

90

..

80

No movement

_J

Fig. 21.10 Recording arrangement for (A) isotonic and (B) isometric contraction (Inset: Examples)

component, therefore, length of the muscle remains
constant but the tension increases. (Fig. 21.10)
(ii) i 'vh. l/0 xt11 nal ,w, k ,:, ,fo,p? Since work done =
force (tension) x distance.
As distance through. which weight is moved is very
small in this situation, therefore, very little external work
is done by the muscle (which is negligible).
Examples:
..
(1) muscle which helps in maintaining posture against
gravity;
(2) contraction of the arm muscles when trying to push

tension developed in the musde is called the pass it e -.
(or rt tim) tension. It is due to the stretching of parallel
and series elastic components (PEC and SEC).
; Optimum
1 length (N)
I

......._If------~ Total

tension
(active +
passive
tension)

g 15
C
0

a wall.

Passive (resting)
tension due
to stretch on
parallel and
series elastic
components

·.;
C

(3) If you pick up the weights and hold them stationary
in front of you.
Experimentally, isometric contraction is studied by
keeping both ends of the muscle fixed with the help of
isometric instrument; the tension (force) developed by the
muscle during isometric contraction at different muscle
length can be measured or recorded with force transducer.
(Fig. 21.10)

10

5

0 IL-0

~

-

1

-

- - -.... Active
tension due
-,t.::....._--11--------.::,,., to contractile
2
3
4
5
6 co:ponent
:_j

Increase in muscle length (cm)

1

Relation between muscle length and tension
(Length-Tension Relationship) (Fig. 21.11)
1. When a muscle is stretched passively i.e. without
stimulation, by applying weights to its lower end, the

2N

I

Fig. 21.11 Length tension relationship in skeletal muscle

UMM
Optimum length is the length of the muscle at maximum
number of cross-bridge overlap .

.,
•
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2. On stimulation, contractile component (CC) is
transformed into an active structure which converts
chemical energy into mechanical work, while the
characteristics of PEC and SEC are unchanged during
contraction. Therefore, the •i; " L H ,r developed after
stimulation will be the active tension (due to presence
of CC) plus the passive tension (due to presence of PEC
and SEC).
3. t
can be indirectly determined by
subtracting the passive (resting) tension from the 'total'
tension.
4. Alter (increase or decrease) the muscle mt I' le _..,, (see
above) and measure the passive tension; then stimulate
with maximum intensity of current and measure the total
tension developed. Plot a graph between muscle length
and tension. The following observations can be made:
(i) As muscle length increases passively, 'passive'
tension increases.
(ii) When increase in muscle length is twice the
'optimal' length, then contractile tissues can no
longer contract (i.e. active tension becomes zero)
and 'total' tension developed will be equal to the
'passive' tension.
(iii) If muscle length is increased thrice the
'equilibrium' length, rupture of the muscle occurs.
(iv) As Active tension = Total tension minus Passive
tension, therefore, when muscle length decreases
less than the 'optimal' length and is stimulated,

....

..
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'passive' tension fails to develop, because there
is no stretch on the muscle, then the totnl tension
recorded after stimulation is the active tension
alone.
(v) From the graph, it is apparent that the 'active'
tension is maximum wizen muscle is in 'optimal' length
i.e. the lengt/1 at which the muscle is present under
natural conditions nt rest in the body (page 167).

7 '

Molecular basis of "length - tension relationship"
When muscle fibers contract isometrically, tension
developed is proportionate to the number of crosslinkages beween the actin and myosin molecules. At an
initial sarcomere length of 2.5 µm, the formation of cross
bridges between the head of myosin and actin molecules
is maximum (Fig. 21.12). Therefore,
1. When a muscle is stretched, the overlap between actin
and myosin is reduced and number of cross-linkages
between two proteins is reduced. This decreases the
development of active forces.
2. When the muscle is shorter than the resting length,
the thin filaments overlap and this also reduces the
number of cross-linkages between the two proteins.
Important Note

The performance of contractile component is given
by load (or force) - velocity relationship (Refer to
F1~. 22.8 and page 181)

-7

Normal range

--

12µm

3.6µm

2.6µm

1.6µm

!

Increased length

Decreased length
Optimal resting length

(2.0 to 2.2 µm)

Fig. 21.12 Effect of sarcomere length and amount of "myosin • actin overlap' on the active tension developed. The sequence (1-5)
represents the force developed as the sarcomere length is increased. Note that maximum tension develops at position (3) (i.e. at Sarcomere
lengt/1 2.0 to 2.2 µm) when maximum cross-linkage between actin filament and cross-bridges of myosin head is possible. _ _ _ _ _J
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PROPERTIES OF MOTOR UNIT

B. ISOTONIC CONTRACTION

Isotonic means snme tension.
An isotonic contraction occurs when a muscle shortens
without a change in its tension, i.e. the length of the muscle
changes while tension remains constant, therefore, extenral
work is done (i.e. any contraction that creates force and
moves a load). This form of muscle work is carried out
when the legs are moved in walking and running or while
lifting a load.
Experime11tally, isotonic contraction is studied when
muscle is subjected to 'after load' preparation, i.e.
weight will act only when whole muscle begins to
shorten (Fig. 21.10). Therefore, 'initial' muscle length is
the same, whatever weight is hung from the lever. On
stimulation, the muscle contracts, contractile component
shortens and stretches series elastic component, therefore,
muscle tension increases (i.e. the initial portion of the
contraction is 'isometric'). When the force developed by
the muscle just exceeds the effect of weight, the muscle
as a whole begins to shorten, thereafter the tension in
the muscle remains constant (isotonic) throu&hout the
remainder of the shortening and the contraction recorded
is due to shortening of the contractile component alone.
The work done by the muscle is the product of
force exerted (weight lifted) and the distance moved
(shortened).
The isotonic contraction varies with the magnitude of
the after load. The effects of increase in after-load are:
(1) Duration of initial part of isometric contraction
i!!_crea§.._es, because the series elastic component must
stretch more to transmit the force required to lift the
greater 'after load'.
(2) V~ocity of shortening (as g:iven by Z.oad-velocity
relationship, Fig. 21.13) decreases, because:
(i) formation of cross-linkage takes longer, and
(ii) 'opposing forces' i.e. forces which oppose muscle
shortening, increase.

I ~. -

Vm,.. i.e. maximum velocity of shortening;
occurs when 'after-load' is zero.
V0 I.e. velocity of shortening is zero;
occurs when 'after-load' equals or
exceeds the maximum force that muscle
Is capable of generating (Fmar>

I

After Load

_____,

Fig. 21.13 The load-velocity relationship in skeletal muscle

---

---

Definition

Each ventral horn cell along with its motor nerve (efferent
fiber) is called the Motor Neuron. Each single motor
neuron and all the muscle fibers it supplies constitutes
a Motor Unit (Fig. 21.14). This is the smallest part of the
muscle that can be made to contract independently.
I

•

Synaptic terminals at
neuromuscular junctions
Spinal cord

Motor
unit 1

Motor
unit 2

Motor neuron
cell body

Motor
unit Motor neuron /
[
axon

Skeletal muscle

Fig. 21.14 Motor unit(s)

____J

Properties
1. The number of muscle fibers in a motor unit varies

inversely with the precision of movements performed
by the part, therefore
(i) Muscles concerned with fine graded, precise
movements e.g. muscles of hand and those
concerned with eye movements, there are 3-6
muscle fibers per motor unit.
(ii) In leg muscles and back muscles, there are 120-165
muscle fibers per motor unit.
2. All the efferent fibers passing to skeletal muscles are
excitatory. There are no efferent nerves which on
stimulation produce relaxation of the muscle i.e. there
are no inhibitory efferents (as compared to cardiac and smooth muscles where the efferent supply is both
excitatory and inhibitory).
3. Each spinal motor neuron innervates only one kind of •
muscle fiber, therefore, nil the muscle fibers in a motor
unit are of snme type. These rure of two types, 'red'
(Type I) and 'white' (Type II) muscle fibers.
(Differentiating features, Refer l:o Table 21.3.)

'
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Table 21.3: White and red muscle fibers compared (Also see to page 379)
White (fast) muscle fibers (Type II)

Red (slow) muscle fibers (Type I)

l. Here muscle fibers are large in diameter with high

These muscle fibers are of moderate diameter and moderate glycogen
capacity v,•ith low ATPase activity; because they are darker than
other muscle fibers, therefore, called 'red' muscle fibers.

glycogen capacity and ATPase activity; because they arc
pale due to less amount of myoglobin content, therefore,
caJJed 'white' muscle fibers.
2. They are innervated by large, fast conducting motor
neurons (size principle neurons), i.e. having 50 times
the contractile force of the smaJJest units, therefore, also
caJJed 'fast' muscle fibers.

They are innervated by small, slow conducting motor neurons,
therefore, also called "slow" muscle fibers.

3. Their muscles have short twitch durations (7.Smsec)
and are specialized for fine rapid and skilled move111e11ts
e.g. extraocular m uscles and muscles of the hand.

These muscles respond slowly (twitch duration l00msec. and
have long latency and are adapterl for long (sustained), slow, posture
maintaining co11trnctio11s e.g. long muscles of limb and muscles of
the back.

4. These muscles get fatigued easily
(less vascular, fewer mitocho11rlria).

These muscles are resistant to fatigue and most used muscles
(Highly mscular, abundant 111tocl1011dria).

5. They are particularly suited for high intesity workbouts
that can be sustained for only short period time.

They are required to perform work when endurance type activities
are performed i.e. to perform low-intensity work over long periods
of time such as athletes, running bicyclist and swimmers.

Important Note

The percentage of fast and slow muscle fibre within each muscle is genetically determined i.e. one is born with a
certain ratio of fast and slow fibres. This ratio is more or less fixed and cannot be changed with physical training.
However, there is a selective hypertrophy of fast and slow fibers, depending upon the types of training and activity
programme used.
4. Depending on the type of muscle fibers they innervate,
motor units are of 2 types, 'slow' and 'fast' motor
units.
5. Recruitment of nwtor units.
1n normal individuals, at rest, there is a slow,
asynchronous discharge by the motor units (i.e. out of
phase with each other). This results in little (if any)
spontaneous activity in the skeletal muscle. With
minimal voluntary activity a few motor units discharge
and with increasing voluntary efforts more motor units
are brought into p lay. This process is called Recruitment
of Motor Units. LM<i ,1tio11 of ,111 cI re<.po,, (page 156),
therefore, depends on:
(i) Number of motor units activated at a time during
any reflex or other kind of the act.
(ii) Frequency of discharge in individual nerve fibers
i.e. duration for which motor units are being
stimulated. This causes gradual development of
tension in a muscle fiber to the maximum.
(iii) 'Resting' length of the muscle (page 167).
Applied Aspect
1. When the motor nerve to a skeletal muscle is cut it
causes:
(i) disuse 'atrophy' of the muscle i.e. shrinkage of
muscle fibers, which finally gets replaced by
fibrous tissue (fibrous muscle);

(ii) complete paralysis of the muscle, called flaccid

paralysis;
(iii) appearance of fine, irregular contractions of

individual fibers, called fibrillations.
(iv) abnormal excitability of the muscle and increases
its sensitivity to circulating A-ch (Denervat ion
hypersensitivitiJ) (also see to page 189).
These effects are the classical consequences of a lower
motor neuron lesion (LMNL) i.e. injury to the spinal
and/ or cranial motor neurons which directly innervate
the muscles (for details, refer to page 914).
2. Muscular Dystrophy
It is a syndrome characterized by progressive muscle
weakness due to mutation in dystropliin gene, which
results in congenital defect in dystrophin-glycoprotein
comp lex. This is a large protein complex that connects
the thin filaments to the transmembrane protein
~dystroglycan in the sarcolemma and thus provides
support and strength to the myofibrils.
Forms of muscular dystrophy
(i)
" f1
,
a X-linked
disease in which dystrophin is absent from the
muscles. It manifests as great generalised muscle
disability and finally death due to involvement of
the myocardium (heart muscles). It is usually fatal
by the age of 30 years. (rig. 21.15)
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(ii) Becku ':. Uuscular D1Jslr, p/1y, a milder form of
disease in which dystroplzin is either present in small
amounts or gets altered.
3. Myoto11ia. A condition characterized by difficulty and

slowness in relaxing muscle after voluntary effort.
Various forms of myotonia defined clinically are due
to abnormal genes on 7, 17 or 19 chromosomes, which
result in abnormalities of Na+ or c1- channels.
4. Metabolic Myopathies. McArd/e's syndrome (Refer to
page 601).

ADP + Pi + Energlj from reserve fuel - - ATP
(carbohydrates and fats)
3. With strong muscular contractions (e.g. during heavy
exercise), this process of aerobic glycolysis may be
inadequate. There are three further processes which
can take place to provide energy.
(A) () IVU, 51 ,,, 11/
Glycogen requires oxygen for its oxidation. Muscle
contains a red-pink pigment, myoglobin which is similar
to haemoglobin. Myoglobin forms complexes with
oxygen and acts as a store. When the concentration of
oxygen in the cells is low, myoglobin releases its oxygen.
(B) 1 u robit ~fd 1l1ol1~111
1n addition to getting ATP from the complete oxidation
of glycogen, a muscle cell can break down further
glycogen part of the way, with the formation of lactic
acid. This reaction does not need oxygen and is called
anaerobic glycolysis.

Important Notes

(i) Aerobic breakdown of glucose results in 19 times
more ATP production per glucose molecule
than does anaerobic glycolysis (38 ATP versus 2
ATP).

(ii) Aerobic breakdown of 6-C glucose molecule yields

..

38 ATP, whereas aerobic breakdown of 18-C fatty
acid molecule yields 147 ATP.
(C)

Normal

Duchenne's muscular
destrophy

Fig. 21. 15 Muscular dystrophy

',r

ENERGY SOURCE FOR
MUSCULAR CONTRACTION

requires energy. The only immediate source of this energy
is adenosine triphosphate (ATP).
ATP -

ADP + Pi + Free energy for biological work

2. This ATP must be continually renewed. How?
In muscle cells, ATP is produced at rest and during light
exercise, mainly because of oxidation of stored fat in
the form of "free fatty acids". As intensity of exercise
increases, fats alone cannot supply energy fast enough
and so much of the energy comes from the breakdown
(oxidation) of glucose and its stored form, ' glycogen'
(Aerobic g lycolysis).

,

I

•1/

1n a single muscle fiber there is comparatively little
ATP storage. It can, however, be regenerated quickly
from high energy creatine phosphate, also called
phosplwcreatine, which is stored in large amounts.

ADP +

Salient features
l. Muscle contraction

-/

During exercise
create --- - - - phosphate al rest or during
muscle relaxation

ATP + creatine

This reaction takes place when ATP levels are low. It
can continue until all the creatine phosphate is used up.
It is later restored by means of the 'converse' reaction
during muscle relaxation; some ATP in the mitochondria
transfers its phosphate to creatine.
4. Applied Aspect
When muscle fibers are completely depleted of ATP
and phosphocreatine, they develop a state of extreme
_..
rigidity called rigor. When this occurs after death, the •
condition is called rigor mortis. In rigor, almost all of
the myosin heads attach to actin but in an abnormal,
fixed and resistant way.
5. The efficiency of muscle when it contracts is about
25%.
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Weclri

,ic, 't'fficimcy

[Since426.7kpm/ min= 1 kcal, and 1 L/min VOi atSTPD
produces 5 kcals of energy]
In an isotonic muscle contraction, approx. 25% of the
energy expended by the muscle is used to do work. The
remaining 75% is degraded as heat. During an isometric
muscle contraction, there is no external work done and
it could be said that 100% of the energy expended by the
muscle disappears as heat.

=-Output
~Input
= ___W
_ o_rk_ d_on_e_ _,_(W)-'--Oxygen consumption (V02)
W (Kilo pond meter/ min -,- 426.7)
V 02 (L/min) x 5

..
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1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Sarcomerc
(ii) Initial, resting, optimal and equilibrium length of the muscle
(iii) Active, passive and total tension in skeletal muscle
2. Draw well labelled diagrams of:

(i) Length tension relationship in skeletal muscle
(ii) Load velocity relationship in skeletal muscle
(iii) Electron microscopic structure of thick and thin filaments
(iv) Sarcotubular system
(vi) Thick and thin filaments
(viii) Arrangement of elastic element in skeletal muscle
3. Write briefly about:
(i) Sarcotubular system
(iii) Role of Ca2+ in muscle contraction
(v) Motor unit and its significance
(vii) Denervation hypersensitivity in skeletal muscle
(ix) Muscular dystrophy
(xi) Rigor and rigor mortis

(v) lsotonic and isometric muscle contraction
(vii) Motor unit

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)
(x)

Sequence of events in excitation contraction coupling
Cross bridges
Factors determining gradation of muscle response
Energy source for muscular contraction and efficiency of muscle
Contracture

4. What are modes of contraction in a skeletal muscle. Give suitable examples.

00·1
1. Contractile unit of muscle is the portion of myofibril between:
(a) A and H band
(b) Z line and A band
(c) Two adjacent Z lines
(d) A and I band

2. Sarcotubular system:
(a) Exists in the kidney
(c) Made up ofT-tubules and sarcoplasmic reticulum

(b) Comprises proximal and distal convoluted tubules
(d} Comprises smooth and rough endoplastic reticulum

3. True about skeletal muscle contractile response is:
(a) Contraction precedes the action potential
(b) Decrease in Ca2+ concentration within the cell to 2 x 10--" moles/L produces muscle relaxation
(c) Both contraction and relaxation of muscle are active process
(d) Ca2+ ions passively reaccumulate into terminal cistemae during muscular relaxation

·.

4. The troponin-tropomyosin complex is believed to play what role in muscle contractile process?
(a) It provides the major amount of elastic tension during the contractile process
(b) It is believed that in the resting state it covers the active sites on the actin filament
(c) Combination of this complex with myosin excites the activity of"power stroke"
(d) Combination of potassium with the troponin portion of this complex is believed to trigger muscle contraction
5. The length of the muscle at which it develops maximum active tension is called:
(a) Optimum length
(b) Resting length
(c) Equilibrium length

(d) Initial le ngth

6. The muscles typically exhibiting isometric contractions are:
(a) Extraocular
(b) Respiratoiy
(c) Antigravity

(d) Masticatoiy

7. Tension developed in a muscle due to activation of contractile component is called:
(a) Passive tension
(b) Active tension
(c) Total tension
(d) None of the above
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8. The muscle ruptures when it is s tretched at least .... times its equilibrium length:
(d) 10
002
~3
W5
9. An isotonic contraction differs from an isometric contraction in that in isotonic contraction:
(a) Muscle is less efficient
(b) External work is done
(c) Heat of activation is greater
(d) Recovery heat is reduced
10. The motor unit is:
(a) Muscle fibre and neurons supplying it
(b) Ventral horn cells along with its motor nerve
(c) Single motor neuron and all the muscle fibers it supplies (d) Single muscle fiber with its nerve
11. Best m etho d to increase the muscle strength is:
(a) Isometric exercises
(b) Isotonic exercises

.,
(c) Aerobic isotonic exercises (d) Electrical stimulation

12. Fast twitch skeletal muscle fibers differ fro m slow twitch muscles in that former:
(a) Have low ATPase activity
(b) Are adapted for posture maintaining contraction
(c) Contain more sarcoplasmic reticulum ,vith high glycogen capacity
(d) Resistant to fatigue
13. Muscle fatigue is due to:
(a) Long latency
(c) Slow contraction of a muscle

(b) Low ATPase activity
(d) Inadequate supply of ATP

14. Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, correct statem ent is:
(a) A mild form of disease
(c) Manifest as great generalised muscle disability

(b) Dystrophin is present in small amounts
(d) Characterized by slowness in relaxing muscle after voluntary effort

15. Slow re laxation of muscle is known as:
(a) Myokinesia
(b) Myotonia

(c) Muscular dystrophy

(d) Muscle spasm

16. Immediate e nergy source for muscle contraction is:
(a) GTP
(b) Adenosine triphosphate

(c) Lactic acid

(d) Creatine phosphate

17. The chemical energy of foodstuff that can be converted into work under optimal conditions is:
(a) 10%
(b) 25%
(c) 50%
(d) 75%
18. What is not trne of rigor mortis?
(a) Depleted ATP and phosphocreatine stores
(c) Occurs after death

(b) Muscle becomes extremely rigid and contracted
(d) Calcium ions concentration within the muscle cells increases

19. Sarcomere refers to the portion of myofibril b e tween:
(a) A and H band
(b) Z line and A band

(c) Two adjacent Z lines

(d) A and I band

20. When skeletal muscle shortens in response to s timulation, there is:
(a) Decreased width of I and H bands
(b) Decreased width of A band
(c) Decreased width of A and I bands
(d) Increased width of H zone
21. At rest, thin filame nts interdigitate with thick filaments:
(a) Upto the A-I junction
(b) Upto the pseudo H-band
(c) Only outside the H -band
(d) Upto the M-line
22. Ryano dine receptor controls uptake of:
(a) Calcium by sarcoplasmic reticulum
(c) Na+ by mitochondria

(b) K+ by sarcoplasmic reticulum
(d) Mg2+ by nucleus

23. Equilibrium length is the length of muscle:
(a) At which it develops maximum active tension
(c) Cuts free from its bony attachments

(b) At which it is present under natural conditions in the body
(d) Before it contracts

24. The length-te nsion diagram in a skeleta l muscle s h ows a peak of maximum tension occurring with sarcomere length of:
(a) 0.1 - 1.1 µm
(b) 1.1 - 2.0 µm
(c) 2.2 - 2.5 µm
(d) 3.0 - 3.5 µm
25. Slow muscle fibers have:
(a) Decreased endoplasmic reticulum
(b) Decreased calcium stores
(c) Decreased glycogen
(d) Increased mitochondria

1. (c) 2. (c)
16. (b) 17. (b)

3. (c)
4. (b)
18. (d) 19. (c)

5. (a)
20. (a)

6. (c)
21. (c)

7. (b)
22. (a)

8. (b)
23. (c)

9. (b)
24. (c)

10. (c)
25. (d)

11. (a)

12. (c)

13. (d)

14. (c)

15. (b)

.,

Cardiac Muscle
I. Morphological properties
II. Electrical properties
III. Mechanical properties

rv.

Metabolic properties

MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
A. GENERAL FEATURES
1. Cardiac muscle is an involuntary, striated muscle. The
individual muscle cell is 100 µm long and 15 µm broad.
The fibers are branched and interlock freely with each
other, but each is a complete unit surrounded by a cell
membrane, sarcolemma. (Fig. 22.1)
2. At the point of contact of two muscle fibers, extensive
folding of cell membrane occurs, called intercalated
t'
discs. They provide a strong union b etween fibers, so
that the pull of one contractile unit can be transmitted
along its axis to the next, thereby help in increasing
force of contraction. ·
3. Gap junction (nexus, page 10), a specialized intercellular
junction is present in the intercalated disc along the sides
of the adjacent myocardial cells. Here ions, electrica 1
currents and other molecules can be transferred from
one cell to other without coming in contact with the
ECF. Thus, they provide low resistance bridges for the
spread of excitation from one muscle fiber to the next
and permit cardiac muscle to function as if it were a
f1mctio11nl s1111c1Jfi11111 (i.e. a single cell).
4. There are two such separate syncytia in the heart. The
atrial and ventricular syncytia, connected with each
other by A-V bundle. Each syncytium obeys all or
none law.
• 5. The cardiac muscle fibers are highly vascular i.e.
surrounded by a very rich capillary network. They show
well developed sarcoplasmic reticulum with plenty of
cytoplasm, mitochondria and rich in glycogen.
6. The muscle fibers are made up of many fibrils
(myofibrils), each of which is 1-2 µmin diameter, Lie
parallel to one another and are striated.

C. ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE
'B' and 'C' same as in skeletal muscle (pages 161-162).

D . SARCOTUBULAR SYSTEM
Like the skele ta l muscle, sarcotubular system is well
developed in the cardiac muscle but 'T-system' penetrates
the sarcomere at Z-line. Therefore, in cardiac muscle, there
is only one 'triad' per sarcomere.

UM§
in skeletal muscle there are two'triads' per sarcomere
(page 164).
(A) Light microscopic appearance

Intercalated disc
{tight junction)

(B) Magnified view

·.

Desmosome
(adherens junction)

I

B. LIGHT MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE
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Fig. 22.1 Morphology of ca_rd_ i_ac_ m
_ u_sc_le_ _ _ __
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
It includes:
A. Excitability
B. Autorhythmicity, and
C. Conductivity
A. EXCITABILITY

Cardiac muscle is excitable, i.e. it forms a wave of
depolarization (excitation impulse) in response to a
stimulus. The 'extracellular' recording of the electrical events
generated with each heart beat is called Electrocardiogram
(ECG) (page 291).
CJ,aracteristic feahires as obtained with intracellular
recording include:
1. At rest, myocardial fibers (atrial and ventricular)
show a resting (polarised) membrane potential (RMP)
of approx. -90 m V (negative inside with reference to
outside).
2. On stimulation there occurs: (Fig. 22.2)

>

§.

0

c

.l!!
Q)

C

8 . AUTORHYfHMICITY
l. The heart continues to beat for quite some time even
after all nerves to it are cut or even if it is cut into
pieces. This is because of the presence of the specialized ,

Phase 0

0

a.

-50

I!!

.0

E
Q)
:E

Phase 4

Phase 4

-100

Na+in
0

• The Na+ permeability is rapidly reduced
secondarily to Na+ channel closure and
stops at zero potential.
(b) Phase 2: A plateau phase in which the membrane
potential falls slowly only to -40 mV due
to:
• inactivation of Na+ influx which starts
appearing at zero potential, and
• Ca2+ influx and K+ efflux continue at a
slow rate.
(c) Phase 3: A rapid fall during last stage in
which membrane potential falls to the
resting value of -90 m V due to inactivation
of Ca 2+ and Na+ influx with rapid K+ efflux.
(iii) Phase 4: Polarised state. During this phase, though
RMP is achieved yet resting ionic composition is
restored by the activation of Na+ - K+ pump.
The duration of action potential (primarily
repolarization) is 250 msec at a heart rate of 75 beats
per minute; it decreases to 150 msec at a heart rate of
200 beats/ min.

100

200

300

400

Time (msec)

Fig. 22.2 Changes in ion permeability {conductance) during thej

action potential in cardiac muscle fiber

(i) Phase "0" - Rapid depolarization and potential
reaches +20 to +30 m V (positive inside with
reference to outside). This is due to:

(a) 100 fold increase in Na+ permeability resulting
in Na+ influx, which appears when membrane
potential is -60 mV; but it is short-lived and
self-limiting;
(b) marked increase in Ca2+ permeability causing
Ca2+ influx which appears at membrane
potential of -30 to -40 m V.
Depolarization lasts for approximately 2 msec and
is followed by slow repolarization.
(ii) Repolarization occurs in 3 phases:
(a) Phase 1: A rapid initial fall from +30 m V to
-10 mV due to:
• 5 fold increase in K+ permeability causing
K+ efflux (probably caused by excess Ca2+
influx).

'pacemaker' tissue in the heart that can initiate repetitive
action potentials.
'Pacemaker' tissue includes sinu atrial node (SAN); atria ventricular node (AVN); atrio ventricular bundle and
purkinje fibers.
2. The 'pacemaker' tissue is characterized by unstable
resting membrane potential because of the continuous
change in membrane permeability; therefore, membrane
potential declines steadily after each action potential
until firing level is reached and another action potential
is triggered. This slow depolarization between action
potential is called pre-potential or 'pacemaker
potential' or diastolic depolarization. (Fig. 22.3)
3. The property of spontaneous pre-potential followed
by action potential is called autorhythmicity and is
characteristic of the pacemaker tissue.
4. The ion channels in the cell membrane of pacemaker
tissues appear to open and close spontaneously.
(i) Once membrane potential achieves a threshold value
of-40 m V, there occurs a rapid depolarization due
to:
(a) increase in long lasting Ca2+ influx-iCa(L)
(mainly), and
(b) increase in Na+ influx (to little extent).
(ii) Repolarization starts with K+ efflux (ek) and
membrane potential falls rapidly towards the
baseline.

•

•
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+30
ek _ _ __

0
Threshold of
discharge

-40

_i__
Phase~

Pacemaker potentia

~o

iCa(L)---iCa(T}-Tlme(msec)

Fig. 22.3 Membrane potential of pacemaker tissue (SAN)
(Abbreviations as given in the text)
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6. Normally the SAN generates impulses regularly at an
interval of a pprox. 0.8 sec i.e.@ 75 beats/min, causing
the normal sequential rhythmic beat of the various
parts of the heart.
Applied Aspect
(i) If the natural pacemaker of SAN is destroyed, then the
next fastest latent pacemaker, often the AVN takes over.
Rhythmic rate of AVN is 40-60 beats/min, and that of
purkinje fibers is 15-40 beats/min.
(ii) The various chemical agents which alter the heart rate,
do so by changing tile slope of pre-potential. The steeper
is tlze slope of pre-potential, theJaster is the rate at which
the pacemaker fires (Fig. 22.4).

- - - - _ __J

(iii) Pre-potential: It is primarily due to slow decrease in
K+ efflux while permeability of other ions remains
constant. Decrease in K+ efflux with transient
increase in Ca2 + influx-iCa(T) completes the prepotential.
Since increase in Na+ influx contributes little to
depolarization, therefore, depolarization is not sharp.
This slow response is especially characteristic of SAN
andAVN.

Parasympathetic (vagal) stimulation

Sympathetic stimulation

+25

Important Note

Sympathetic stimulation

mv

t -=--,....-.

0~ --1-~ --=::..:_-+....,_-+ ..lf-.........

Atrial and ventricular muscle fibers do not have
pre-potentials, since K+ permeability is constant
during diastole and they discharge spontaneously
only under abnormal conditions.
5. RMP in SAN is -50 m V, and in other pacemaker
tissues is approx. -90 mV; whereas normal rate of rise
of pre-potential in SAN is 15 to 60 mV /sec., and that
in AVN and purkinje cells is slower. Therefore, the
threshold excitation is achieved earliest in SAN. Action
potential thus generated in SAN is conducted to the
other cardiac cells and arrives there before their own
diastolic depolarization to threshold is reached.

t

Parasympathetic
(vagal) stimulation

-25

-75

Fig. 22.4 Effect of sympathetic and parasympathetic stimulation
on the pacemaker potential (Inset shows mechanical response)
111
•f Actio11 potrnti,11 i11 cardiac 11msde fiber
(Refer Table 22.1).
Factors affecting membrane potential
l. Acetyl clzoline (A-ch) or vagal stimulation; acts via

Table 22.1: Types of cardiac action potentials
Fast response
l. Site: Atria, ventricles and Purkinje fibers

Slow response
SAN;AVN

2. RMP: -90mV. It can con vert into slow response RMP in -50 to -90mV
patients with coronary artery disease.
3. Action potential:
(i) 'O' phase-slope of upstroke, amplitude and extent of
overshoot is greater. Rate of rise of overshoot is faster.
(ii) Repolarization is slow and shows three phases (phase
1, 2 and 3)
4. Conduction velocity: fast

(i) 'O' phase has slower velocity.
(ii) Phase 2 (plateau) is absent; Phase 3, velocity is more
gradual; Phase 4, is characterized by pacemaker

potential.
Slow
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Fig. 22.9 Pressure-volume loop in the left ventride
(Step l -+ 2 lsovolumclric contraction;
2 -+ 3 Ventricular ejection;
3 -+ 4 lsovolumetric relaxation;
4-+ l Ventricular filling
ESV and EDV: End systolic and end diastolic volume;
'--- - For details refer to page 286)
_ _ _ _J
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the force of contraction of the ventricular muscle fibers
is directly proportional to its initial length i.e. larger the
initial length of the cardiac muscle fibers, greater will be
the force of contraction of the ventricles. This is known as
the Frank-Starling Law of the heart (Otto Frank and Ernest
Starling £.H., 1910). The increased force of contraction
is probably caused by the fact that actin and myosin
filaments are brought to a more nearly optimal degree
of interdigitation for achieving contraction.
.11111t,lflt II r; f, , 1J - •,1r/11
Lm1
As the muscle is stretched, the developed tension increases

to a maximum and then declines as stretch becomes more
extreme, because at such extreme stretch the actin and
myosin filaments of cardiac muscle fibers are actually
pulled apart. Such extreme stretching of ventricular muscle
fibers occurs when heart rate increases to 150 beats/ min,
thereby decreasing duration of systole and this increases
EDY.

to vital organs. However, accumulation of blood in
LV initiates operation of Frank-Starling mechanism
leading to greater output by LV. If accumulation of
blood is too great, the Frank-Starling law will Jfail
to operate, decreasing blood supply to vital organs
and finally leads to death.
2. Effect of After-load on the force of contraction of cardiac
muscle.
After-load (resistance) is low in pulmonary artery dlue
to its intra-thoracic location. It is high in the aorta dlue
to resistance to blood flow through the aorti.c valves
and systemic blood vessels, called peripheral resista1;1ce.
Therefore,
(i) When the pressure against which the heart is
pumping the blood is raised, the heart puts out
less blood than it receives for several beats. Blood
accumulates in the ventricles and the size of the
heart increases. The distended heart beats more
forcefully and the output returns to its previous
level.
(ii) Conversely, when the resistance is reduced, output
rises transiently but the size of the heart decreases
and the output falls to the previously constant
level.
B. ALL OR NONE LAW

All or none relationship between the stimulus and tthe
response is called All or none law (page 40). Responses. in
cardiac muscle are also "all or none" in character; this is
because of the syncytial and interconnecting nature of
cardiac muscle fibers. The "all or none'' principle, however,
applies to the w hole of the functional syncytium in tthe
heart, the unit being the entire atria or entire ventricle .
C. REFRACTORY PERIOD (Page 40)
1. Cardiac muscle is refractory i.e. non-responsive to

t/llll of f
11/.. ',/11 /Ill;>; 1,1 •
(i) The law helps us to explain that blood ejected by

re-stimulation during most part of action potential.
Normal refractory period of ventricles is 250-300 msec
and that of atria is 150 msec, that is why the rhythrnic
rate of contraction of atria can be much faster than tlhat
of ventricles.
2. Normal duration of absolute refractory period (ARP) is
180-200 rnsec and that of relative refractory period (RIU')
is upto 50 msec (page 180).

each of the ventricle per heart beat is the same. If RV
output per beat exceeds LV output, this will cause
accumulation of blood in LV; the Frank-Starling law
begins to operate causing more complete evacuation
of LV. Thus, the output of two ventricles becomes
the same again.
(ii) It is a life saving device in cardiac failure. How? Left
ventricular failure (LVF) causes accumulation of
blood within LV, thereby decreases blood supply

Significance
(i) Since contractile response is more than half over
during ARP, hence summation of contracttile
response is not possible i.e. umlii,c m11 cle rnmwt
l,e tt'f,1 ,; ed. This is a protective mechanism helpful
in proper blood flow to the heart.
(ii) If the ventricle is stimulated with a stimulus
stronger than the normal during RRP, it responds

"'•>:111}1•
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D . STAJRCASE EFFECT (TREPPE)

Treppe, German word means staircase.
When the cardiac muscle begins to contract after a
brief period of rest e.g. following vagal stimulation, its
initial strength of contraction increases to a plateau, a
phenomenon called staircase effect or treppe. (Fig. 22.10)
It is due to:
During stoppage of the heart there occurs increase in
Na+ and decrease in K+ concentration inside the cell, this
increases Ca2+ influx. Therefore, progressive increase in
Ca2+ concentration in the sarcoplasm due to increase in
Ca2 + influx with each action potential causes progressive
increase in strength of cardiac muscle contraction.

Important Note

-- ------ --------~
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Vagal
stimulation

staircase
phenomenon

Fig. 22. 10 Staircase effect
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2. Presence of numerous mitochondria (power generating
units) in cardiac muscle fibers.
3. High content of myoglobin, an 0 2 storing muscle
pigment.
4. Normally, less than 1% of the total energy liberated is
provided by anaerobic metabolism i.e. heart normally
works under complete aerobic condition with essentially
no accumulation of lactic acid.
5. Under basal (resting) conditions, of the total caloric
needs of the heart (i) 60% is provided by fats;
(ii) 35% by carbohydrates and (iii) 5% by ketones and
amino acids.

by contracting prematurely. This is called ventricular
extrasystole.

!

O

__J

Circulating free fatty acids, accounts for approx. 50%
of fat utilized. However, proportions of substrates
utilized vary greatly with the nutritional state. For
example:
(i) After ingestion of large amounts of glucose, more
lactic acid and pyruvic acid are used.
(ii) During prolonged starvation, more fats are used.

The unique properties of the cardiac muscle enable it to
function throughout the life of an individual without showing
any sign offatigue.

METABOLIC PROPERTIES
Salient features of cardiac muscle metabolism are:
.. 1. Abundant blood supply. Blood flow through the

myocardium is very high, 80mL/100 gm/ min; compared
to skeletal muscle blood supply, 3 mL/ 100 gm/ min.

Maximum efficiency of the normal cardiac muscle is
20-25%, page 173)

lMM-MiiiM:H
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Intercalated disc
(iii) Low resistance bridges
(v) Functional syncytium

•

(ii) Gap junction
(iv) Long refractive period in cardiac muscle
(vi) A -V nodal delay

2. Draw well labelled diagrams:
(i) Types of action potential in cardiac muscle cell
(ii) Pacemaker potential
(iii) Correlation of mechanical and electrical events in cardiac muscle
(iv) Nonna! spread of electrical activity in the heart
(v) Effect of pre-load and after-load on myocardial contractility
(vi) Force velocity relationship in cardiac muscle
(vii) Effect of stimulation of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve on pacemaker potential
3. Write short notes on:
(i) Pacemaker potential
(iii) ldioventricular rhythm
(v) Length-tension relationship in cardiac muscle

(ii) Calcium rigor
(iv) Frank Starling law of heart and its significance

4. Give the mechanism of action with effect of following agents on the heart:
(i) A ch
(ii) Epinephrine
(iii) K+

(iv) ea2+
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5. What determines myocardial contractility. Mention factors affecting it.
6. Give physiological basis of:
(i) SAN generate impulses at the fastest rate as compared to other pacemaker tissues.
(ii) Cardiac muscle shows no sign of fatigue.
(iii) Atrial and ventricular muscles do not show autorhythmicity.
7. What will happen and why?
(i) If natural cardiac pacemaker get destroyed
(ii) If hyperkalemia develops
(iii) lf AV node get destroyed

I-

I

UF:t·I
1. Intercalated discs:
(a) Provide a strong union between the myocardial fibres
(b) Provide low resistance bridges for the spread of excitation from one cardiac muscle fiber to another
(c) Permit cardiac muscle to function as a syncytium
(d) Are also known as gap junctions
2. Calcium enters the cardiac muscle at a very rapid rate when m embrane pote ntial falls to:
(a) -70 mV
(b) -55 to -70 mV
(c) -40 to -55 mV
(d) -30 to -40 mV
3. Lung plateau phase of action potential in myocardial fibers is due to:
(a) Increased Na+ conductance
(b) Inactivation of Ca2+ and Na+ influx
(c) Decreased K+ conductance
(d) Increased K+ and
conductance
4. Pacem aker p otential is:
(a) Characterized by unstable RMP
(b) Also called spike potential
(c) Largely due to increased membrane permeability to K+ (d) Characteristic of atrial and ventricular muscle fiber
5. In pacemaker tissu e of h eart, after the impulse, action pote ntial com es back to firing level due to:
(a) Increase in Na+ permeability
(b) Decrease in K+ permeability
(c) Increase in Ca 2+ efflux
(d) Increase in K+ efflux
6. Sinoatrial node generates the impulses at the fastest rate as compared to other pace make r tissue because:
(a) Tt is located in the right atrium where pressure changes are minimum
(b) Of larger diameter of its fibers
(c) Its RMP is close to threshold excitation
(d) Of better neural control
7. Increase in K+ concentration in ECF leads to death due to:
(a) Kidney failure
(b) Decreased contractility of myocardium
(c) Vasomotor centre (VMC) failure
(d) Peripheral circulatory failure
8. Delay in conduction of h eart impulses m aximally occurs at:
(a) SA node
(b) AV node
(c) Bundle of His
(d) Left bundle branch
9. Not true about pre-load is:
(b) The degree to which myocardium is stretched before it contracts
(a) The load which acts on the muscle before it contracts
(c) Its extent in heart is determined by end diastolic volume (d) It causes the cardiac muscle to contract isotonically
10. After load causes:
(a) Complete contraction of contractile element (CE) of the muscle with stretching of series elastic elements (SEE)
(b) Complete con traction of CE of the muscle with no further stretching of SEE
(c) Partial contraction of CE of the muscle with stretching of SEE
(d) Partial contraction of CE of the muscle without stretching of SEE
11. For cardiac muscle, Vmax can be used as a m easure of:
(a) Excitability
(b) Contractility
(c) Rhythrnicity
(d) Conductivity
12. In the force-velocity relationship of cardiac muscle fibers, addition of catecholamines shows:
(a) An increase in maximal velocity of shortening of the muscle (Vmax)
(b) An increase in maximal isometric force developed in the muscle (Po)
(c) An increase in both maximal velocity of shortening and isometric force developed in the muscle
(d) A fall in bothVmax and P0.

J
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13. The Frank-Starling Law of the heart states that:
(a) Output of the heart is controlled almost entirely by the activity of the heart
(b) Blood entering the atria is pumped immediately into the ventricles
(c) Heart rate controls the output of the heart
(d) Within physiologic Limits, contraction of myocardium is a linear function of its resting length

•
<fl

•

14. Cardiac muscle cannot be tetanized because:
(a) Heart has abundant blood supply
(b) It has high myoglobin content
(c) Contractile response is more than half over during the action potential
(d) Less than 1 % of total energy Liberated is provided by aerobic metabolism
15. Under basal conditions caloric need of h eart is largely met by:
(b) Protein
(c) Carbohydrates
(a) Fat

(d) Ketones

16. The property of spontaneous pre -potential followed by action potential is characteristic of:
(b) Ventricular muscle fibers
(c) Papillary muscles
(d) Purkinje fibers
(a) Atrial muscle fibers
17. The depolarization time in atrial muscle is:
(a) 0.05 sec
(b) 0.1 sec

(c) 0.2 sec

(d) 0.3 sec

18. Duration of AV n odal delay is:
(b) 0.5 sec
(a) 0.1 sec

(c) 1 sec

(d) 2 sec

19. Which statement is not tn1e about AV nodal delay?
(a) Enable atria to empty the blood within them into the ventricles before these contract
(b) Protects the ventricles from being driven at excessive rates
(c) AV nodal cells have Long refractory period
(d) Sympathetic stimulation increases AV conduction time
20. The last part of the heart to be depolarized is the:
(a) Mid-portion of the interventricular septum from left to right
(b) Uppermost portion of the interventricular septum
(c) Mid-portion of the interventricular septum from right to left
(d) Apex of both the ventricles

r
.!

1.

(a)

11. (b)

2. (d)
12. (c)

3. (d)
13. (d)

4. (a)
14. (c)

5. (b)
15. (a)

6. (c)
16. (d)

7. (b)
17. (b)

---OCX)>---
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8. (b)
18. (a)

9. (d)
19. (d)

10. (b)
20. (b)
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Smooth Muscle
I. General features: single unit and multiunit smooth muscles.
II. Properties of visceral smooth muscle (electrical, mechanical-plasticity)
Effect of various agents on membrane potential of intestinal smooth muscle.

GENERAL FEATURES

irregularly shaped and randomly arranged. Z-lines
are replaced by dense bodies in the cytoplasm and
attached to the cell membrane, and these are bounded
by a-actinin to actin filaments. Therefore, under
electron microscopy, individual myofibrils are striated
but striations do not form a regular pattern. The thin
filaments lack troponin in smooth muscle.
6. The contractions in smooth muscle have a longer ,
duration, they are more variable and they produce
less tension than in skeletal muscle.
7. They are of 2 types: single unit and multiunit smooth •
muscles; the main differentiating features between the
two are given in Fig. 23.1 and Table 23.1.

l. lnvoluntanJ muscle, i.e. not under the control of will.
2. Unstriated (lacks visible cross striations), therefore also
called plain muscle.

3. Smooth muscle cells are smaller, spindle shaped with
varying dimensions e.g. fibers in digestive tract are
30-40µm long and 5µm diameter; in blood vessels,
15-20µm long and 2-3µm diameter; uterus 300 µm long
and 10 µm diameter.
4. In general, it contains few mitochondria and
depends largely on glycolysis for its metabolic need s.
Sarcoplasmic reticulum is poorly developed.
5. The contractile units are made up of small bundles
of interdigitating thick and thin filaments that are

9 -;;,.; .,~

j

Intermediate filament bundles
attached to dense bodies

.,,/·

Relaxed s mooth muscle cell

muscle cell

I

Neuron
Contracted smooth muscle cell

Receptor
Neurotransmitter
(A) Single unit

IFig. 23. 1 Single

(B) Multl u nit

unit (A) and Multi unit (B) smooth muscle cell. (Inset: Rhythmic contraction and relaxation of smooth muscle cells)
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Table 23.1: Main differentiating features between single unit and multiunit smooth muscles
Multi unit smooth muscle

Single unit smooth muscle or Visceral smooth muscle
(i) It occurs in large sheets and has low resistance bridges
between individual muscle cells; and function in a
syncytial fashion, that is why called single unit smooth
muscle.

•

It is made up of individual units without inter-connecting bridges i.e.
11011-syncytial in character. Therefore, its contractions are more discrete,
fine and localized, and called multi unit smooth muscle.

(ii) Most common Sites: Wall of hollow viscera e.g. GIT; bile

Iris; ciliary muscle of eye; pilomotor muscle of skin, and muscles of
ducts; ureters; bronchi, uterus and urinary bladder. blood vessels.
Also occur in some of the blood vessels.

(iii) The muscles are characterized by appearance of

spontaneous activity in certain areas, called pacemakers.
(iv) Rhythmic contraction a nd relaxation of these muscles
is independent of their innervation. The nervous
influence only modulates their activity.

These muscles are richly innervated and each muscle fiber has its
own nerve supply.
These muscles only contract in response to a stimulus through their
nerves by releasing chemical mediators at their endings (A-ch or
Nor-epinephrine) to which they are very sensitive. Here single stimulus
to the nerve causes repeated firing of action potential which produces
irregular tetanic contractions rather than a single muscle h.vitch.
(whereas in the skeletal muscle, a single stimulus causes generation
of single action potential producing a single muscle twitch.)

(v) If these muscles are stretched, there is production of These muscles do not respond to stretch.
active tension.

Important Note

,..

l.

Vascular smooth muscle has properties of both single unit and multi-unit smooth muscle.

VISCERAL (or SINGLE UNIT)
SMOOTH MUSCLE
A. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

1. These are characterized by the instability of its
membrane potential, that is, membrane potential has
no true 'resting' value, being relatively low when
the tissue is active and higher when it is inhibited
(average RMP approx. -50 m V). RMP is low, because
intracellular concentration of Na+ and c1- is high and
that of K+ is relatively low.
2. Initiation of spontaneous activity: It begins with Ca'.!+
influx (mainly) and due to Na+ influx. Proof blockage
of Na+ influx does not affect the depolarization because
the smooth muscle cell membrane has far more voltagegated Ca2... channels.
Superimposed on the membrane potential are waves
of various types (Fig. 23.2):
{i) Slow-sine wave like fluctuations (more common).
These are few millivolts in magnitude and spikes
that sometimes overshoot the zero potential line
and sometimes do not. The spikes may occur on the
rising or falling phases of sine wave oscillations.
In many tissues spike duration is approx.
50msec. In some tissues (such as uterus, ureters)
action potential has a prolonged plateau during
depolarization. This accounts for the prolonged
contraction.

(a) Slow wave potentials fire action potentials when they reach threshold.

Action potentials
- - - - Threshold

- --

Time--

-

(b) potentials always depolarize to threshold.

- - Threshold
Pacemaker potenUal
- - - Time - ---+

Fig. 23.2 Spontaneous electrical activity in visceral smooth
muscle

(ii) Pacemaker potential (similar to those found in
cardiac pacemaker). These potentials are generated
in multiple foci that shift from place to place. Spike
generated in the pacemaker foci are conducted for
some distance in the muscle. Here action potentials
are superimposed over the rising phase.
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B. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
shows continuous irregular (asynchronous)
contractions that are independent of its nerve supply.
This maintained state of partial contraction is called
Tonus or Tone. It is 'myogenic' in origin i.e. inherent
property of the smooth muscle.
2. Meclianical Events: Because of continuous activity, it is
difficult to study the exact relation between electrical
and mechanical events. However, the muscle starts to
contract approx. 200 msec after the start of the spike (i.e.
150 msec after the spike is over). The peak contraction is
reached after 500 msec of the spike, therefore, excitation
contraction coupling is a very slow process. This is due to
slowness of attachment and detachment of the crossbridges with the actin filament. (Fig. 23.3)
1. It

•

SUMMARY
Sequence of events in contraction and relaxation of visceral
smooth muscle

A. Contraction
Binding of A-ch to muscarinic receptors

i
i
i
i

Increase Ca2+ influx into the cell
Binding of Ca2 + with Calmodulin (a regulating protein)

Activation of calmodulin-dependent light chain kinase enzyme

Phosphorylation of myosin head

i

+10

>
.§,

•

Activation of myosin ATPase

Action potential

0

i
i

<ti

E

Binding of myosin to actin

Tension

$

8.
Cl)

C:

Actin slides on myosin

e!

.0

Membrane potential

-50

B. Relaxation
Once [Ca2+] within smooth muscle cells fall
100

Stimulus

200

300

400

500

600

Time (msec)

Fig. 23.3 Relation between action potential and tension in
visceral smooth muscle

i

Dephosphorylation of myosin by myosin
light chain phosphatase enzyme

+

Dissociation of Ca2•-calmodulin complex

3. It can maintain prolonged tonic contraction for hour
with little use of energy. The maximum force of
contraction of smooth muscle is often greater than
that of skeletal muscle due to the prolonged period
of attachment of the myosin cross-bridges to the actin
filament, called the Latch bridge mechanism. This is of
importance because visceral organs such as the GIT,
urinary bladder, gall bladder etc. can maintain tonic
muscle contraction almost indefinitely.

UMN

In smooth m uscle contraction is initiated by Ca2+
binds to calmodulin, and the resulting complex
activates calmodulin dependent myosin light chain kinase
(page 22).This enzyme catalyzes the phosphorylation
of the myosin light chain to activate myosin ATPase,
and actin slides on myosin producing contraction.
Relaxation occurs when the Ca2+ - calmodulin
complex dissociates.

4. lb1iqt1e feature ofvisceral smooth muscle: It contracts when
stretched in the absence of any extrinsic innervation.
Stretch is followed by a decline in membrane potential,

i

Muscle relaxation
or
Muscle sustain contraction (due to myosin cross bridges
remain attached to actin even after decrease in
intracellular [Ca2+J (Latch bridge mechanism)

an increase in frequency of spikes and a general
increase in tone.
5. Length-tension relationship i.e. relationship between
"initial" length of muscle fiber and tension, called
property of plasticihJAnother special characteristic of smooth muscle is
the variability of the tension it exerts at any given length.
U a piece of visceral smooth muscle is stretched, it first
I
exerts increased tension. However, if the muscle is held at
the greater length after stretching, the tension gradually •
decreases. Sometimes the tension falls to a level below that
,.
exerted before the muscle was stretched. It is, therefore,
impossible to correlate length and developed tension
accurately and no resting length can be assigned. This
property is referred as the plasticity of smooth muscle.

CHAPTER 23: SMOOTH MUSCLE

The
length-tension
relationship in visceral
smooth muscle can be
studied experimentally in
intact human by recording
- the tension exerted by walls
~. of the urinary bladder
while it is filled with 50 mL
increments of fluid (water
or normal saline).
A catheter was inserted
into a normal urinary
bladder of a human subject

Emptying
curve

Filling curve

30
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Fig. 23.4 Length-tension relationship in smooth muscle: (A) property of plasticity and

~ ) Graphical representation {Also refer to Fig. 21.1 I on page 171)
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recording the pressure, while urinary bladder is filled
with 50 mL increment of fluid. Immediately after each
increment of fluid the tension was higher; but after a short
period of time, it decreased. Therefore, the "filling" curve
is not a smooth curve but a jagged line. After 700 mL
had been infused into the bladder, the subject voided in
50 mL increments, and the tension was recorded after each
increment. Plotting these tensions produced an "emptying"
curve that was different from filling curve, again due to
the absence of any constant relationship between fiber
length and tension. (Fig. 23.4)

l

Function of the Nerve Supply to Smooth Muscle

Smooth muscles receive dual nerve supply from
· two divisions of autonomic nervous system (ANS)
(page 925). In some organs: adrenergic nerve stimulation
increases, and cholinergic nerve stimulation decreases
smooth muscle activity. In other organs reverse is seen.
In smooth muscle, nerve fibers are not ending in motor
end plate. ANS fibers emerge out of spinal cord as preganglionic fibers. These fibers relay in the ganglia from
which post ganglionic fibers arise which divide and run
along the length of muscle fibers and groove it. During

their course they show varicosities i.e. beaded appearance
which contains the chemical transmitter (Fig. 23.5). The
varicosities and approximately 5µm apart with upto 20,000
varicosities per ineuron. Release of chemical transmitter
acts on many muscle fibers causing activation of all muscle
fibers upto whe11e it is forming syncytium. Therefore, here
single stimulus does not cause stimulation of all muscle
fibers in the whole organ. Thus, repeated stimuli are
needed to cause release of more chemical transmitter
which stimulates all the muscle fibers.
Excitatory Junctional Potential (EJP)
In smooth muscles in which adrenergic discharge is
excitatory, stimulation of the adrenergic nerve produces
discrete partial depolarization that looks like small end
plate potentials and are called EfPs. These potentials
su.mmate with repeated stimuli. Similar ETPs are seen in
tissues excited by cholinergic discharges.
Denervation Hypersensitivity

When the motor nerve to skeletal muscle is cut and
allowed to degenerate, the muscle gradually becomes
extremely sensitive to acetylcholine. This denervation
Synaptic vesicles

Neurotransmitters

Varicosity

'
'

Autonomic
neuron
Single unit
smooth
muscle cells

Postganglionlc
axon
Smoott1
muscle
Neurotransmitters receptors

Fig. 23.S Nerve supply to smooth muscle (Inset: Propagation of action potentials through gap junction)
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hypersensitivity or 'supersensitivity' is also seen in smooth
muscles. Smooth muscle, unlike skeletal muscle, does not
atrophy when denervated but it becomes hyperresponsive
to the chemical mediator that normally activates it.
Hypersensitivity is limited to the structure immediately
innervated by the destroyed neurons.
Cause. It appears to be a general rule that when
there is a deficiency of a given neurotransmitter, there
is an increase in the number of active receptors for the
transmitter (page 6 and 651). For example, in denervated
skeletal muscle, there is an increase in the area of the
muscle membrane sensitive to A-ch. Normally only endplate region is depolarized by A-ch, after denervation, the
sensitivity of the end-plate is not only greater but whole
of the muscle membrane become sensitive to A-ch. The
sensitivity returns to normal if the nerve regrows.
Similar changes are seen in smooth muscles.

UMN
A typical example of denervation hypersensitivity
is the wide dilatation of pupil in response of the
denervated iris to nor-epinephrine. Denervated
exocrine glands (except sweet glands) also shows
hypersen sitivity.

Effect of Various Agents on the Membrane Potential of
Intestinal Smooth Muscle (Fig. 23.6)
1. Effect of Catecholamines
Epinephrine (Adrenaline) and Nor-Epinephrine (NorAdrenaline) act via both ex and Padrenergic receptors.
(i) Via ex, increases Ca2+ efflux; and
(ii) Via ~' stimulates cAMP causing increase in
intracellular binding of Ca2 +.
(i) and (ii) cause:
(a) increase in membrane potential
(hyperpolarization), and
(b) decrease in spike frequency. Thus finally leads
to:

• decrease in muscle tension (tonus), therefore, baseline
shifts downwards, and
• decrease in rhythmic muscle contraction, which
produces muscle relaxation.
Same effect is seen by stimulation of sympathetic nerves
which cause release of catecholamines at their endings.

'

2. Effect of Aceta;l choline (A-ch)

Ca2+

A-ch causes increase in Na+ and
influx, producing •
decrease in membrane potential (depolariwtion) and increase
in spike frequency. Therefore, muscle tension (tonus)
increases and baseline shifts upwards. Moreover, increase
in rhythmic muscle contraction leads to increase muscle
contraction. The effect is mediated by phospholipase C
and IP3 (page 22), which increases the intrecellular Ca2+
concentration.
Similar effects are seen on the intestinal smooth muscles
by:
(i) stimulation of cholinergic nerves which release
A-ch at their endings
(ii) cold, and
(iii) stretch. (page 15)
3. Effect of ions
(i) Cw

\
2

(a) Increase in Ca + concentration in ECF, •
increases the spontaneous muscle contraction
due to Na+ influx, thus producing increase in
height of contraction.
(b) Decrease in Ca2+ concentration in ECF
produces the opposite effect.
(ii) Bar-mm It is a direct stimulant to smooth muscle
producing marked increase in frequency and force
of contraction.
(iii) Nn . Spontaneous activity in smooth muscle
is not affected by Na+ influx, therefore, increase in
Na+ concentration in ECF produces no effect.

0

Parasymphathetic stimulation
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Spikes with contractions
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Fig. 23.6 (A) Intestinal smooth muscle potentials and (B) mechamcal contractions
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S ummary: Characteristic properties of skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscles compared
Characteristics

Skeletal

Cardiac

Smooth

I. Morphological Properties
1.

Distribution

Fixed to the skeleton
(origins and insertions) and
form 'somatic' musculature .

Heart only; not attached to
bone.

(A) Single (visceral) unit smooth
muscle:
Sites: Hollow viscera e.g. Intestine,
Bronchi, Uterus, Ureters.
(B) Multi unit smooth muscle sites: Ciliary muscle. Iris in eye,
pilomotor muscle of skin; Muscle in
blood vessels.

2.

Structure

It has well developed cross
striations, therefore, aJso
called striated muscle.

Also show cross striations.

Lack cross striations, therefore also
called 'plain' muscles.

3.

Size and Shape

Cylindrical, 1-40 mm
long, 50-100 µm diameter;
multinucleated cells.

Short, cylindricaJ, 100 µm
long and 15 µm diameter;
single nucleus; forms a
branching net-work.

Elongated (spindle), single nucleus,
variable sizes.

4.

Sarcoplasmic
Reticulum

Well developed.

Well developed, more than
in the skeletal muscle.

Poorly developed.

5.

Physiological
Structure

Non-syncytial i.e. lacks
anatomic and functional
connection between
individual muscle fibers.

It is functionally syncytial
in character.

Functionally syncytial in character
(single unit smooth muscle);
non-syncytial
(multi-unit smooth muscle)

6.

Sarcotubular
System

Present; T-system at A-I
junction; terminal cistern
prominent.

Present with poorly
developed terminal cistern.
I-system prominent and
present at 'Z' lines.

Present, but not so characteristic

7.

Nerve supply

By somatic nerves and by
special nerve endings

Via two branches of ANS
with ganglia and free nerve
terminals.

Same as in the cardiac muscle.

8.

Control and
Rhythmicity

Does not normally
contract in the absence
of nervous stimulation;
under voluntary control.
Therefore also called
voluntary muscles.

It contracts rhythmically
and spontaneously in
the absence of external
innervation due to presence
of pacemaker tissue;
inuo/1111/ary.

Rhythmicity: two types
(i) regular and
(ii) irregularly discharging
pacemaker (asynchronous).
lnvolu11tary.

9.

Blood supply
and oxygen
consumption

840 mL/ min (3-4 mL per
100 gm / min) with
moderate oxygen
consumption.

Abundant, 250 mL/ min
(80 mL/ 100 gm/ min) with
high Oz consumption.

350 mL/ min (1.4 mL per 100 gm/min)
with less Oz consumption.

•

I

"""

II. Electrical Properties

..
\

•

10.

Resting membrane
potential

- 90mV

-80mV

- 55 mV; unstable, superimposed with
slow sine wave like fluctuations and
pacemaker potentiaJ

11.

Action potential
(AP)

Initial depolarization
of 30 mV produces
rapid depolarization
and repolarization; total
duration of spike 2-4 msec
(durationofAPis30-40msec).
Total amplitude: 120 mV;
conduction velocity 5 mts/
sec.

Initial depolarization of
15 to 20mV produces rapid
depolarization (2 msec.)
and slow repolarization in
3 phase (oe200 msec); total
duration 250 msec at HR
75/ min; total amplitude
100 mV; variable speed of
conduction.

Variable; (rapid rise and
fall in action potential). Total
duration 50 msec. Total amplitude
upto 60 mV, va riable speed of
conduction.
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Summary: Characteristic properties of skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscles compared
Characteristics
12.

Absolute refractory
period

Skeletal

Cardiac

Smooth

1-3 msec.

180-200 msec.

Not defined.

---

III. Mechanical Properties
13.

Mechanical events

Contraction starts 2 msec
after
the
start
of
depolarizalion
before
repolarization ends. Can
summate the contractile
response and hence phenomenon of "tetanus" is
present.

More than half of
mechanical contraction
is over during absolute
refractory period.
Therefore, "tetanus"
phenomenon is not seen.
(Protective mechanism)

Muscle starts to contract approx.
200 msec. after the start of the spike
(150 msec after the spike is over).
The peak contraction is reached
approx. 500 msec after the spike.
Tetanus is seen.

14.

Duration of muscle
twitch

Varies with type of muscle
fibers; 75 msec in fast muscles,
100 msec in slow muscles.

11 I 2 times the total
duration of action potential.

Approx. 1000 msec.

15.

Excitation
contraction
coupling

Rapid process, time from
initial depolanzation to
initiation of contraction is
10 msec.

More rapid process (time

Very slow process.

16.

All or none law

Applicable, true for single
muscle fiber.

Applicable, true for the
whole of the atria or
ventricles.

Applicable, true for single muscle
fiber.

17.

Length tension
relationship

Maximum "active"
tension is developed at the
"optimal" length.

Similar to that in skeletal
muscle.

Shows property of plasticity.

18.

Phenomenon of
fatigue

Possible

None because of long
absolute refractory period;
more blood supply,
myoglobin presence and
other metabolic properties.

Possible but difficult to demonstrate.

Under basal state 20% by fats;
>60% from carbohydrates;
by
proteins.
20%

60% by fats, 35% by
carbohydrates and 5% by
ketones and amino acids.

Low, mainly provided by the fats.

•

<10 msec).

"

IV. Metabolic property
19.

Energy utilization

h@i-NMiM,ti
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Single and multi-unit smooth muscles

(ii) Tonus and Unstable RMP in smooth muscle

2. Write short notes on :

(i) Plasticity of smooth muscle
(iii) Excitatory junctional potential
(v) Latch bridge mechanism

(ii) Nerve supply to smooth muscle
(iv) Dcnervation hypersensitivity in smooth muscle.

3. Give the mechanical events during contraction and relaxation of the smooth muscle.
4. Mention the effect of following agents on intestinal smooth muscle:
(i) Catecholamines
(ii) A-ch
(iii) Ca2+

(iv) Barium

(v) Na+

5. Draw diagram to show:
(i) Relation between action potential and tension in visceral smooth muscle
(ii) Length-tension relationship in smooth muscle.
(iii) Spontaneous electrical activity in visceral smooth muscle

I

CHAPTER 23: SMOOTH MUSCLE O
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1. Smooth muscle does not contain:
(b) Myosin
(a) Acti.n
2. Visceral smooth muscles are characterized by:
(a) Unstable RMP
(c) High K+ concentration inside the cells

(c) Tropomyosin

(d) Troponin

(b) Average RMP is approx. -80 mV
(d) Spontaneous depolarization begins with Na+ influx mainly
3. In GIT smooth muscle, the action potential is generated by opening up of:
(c) Sodium-calcium channel {d) Potassium channel
(b) Calcium channel
(a) Sodium channel
4. Single unit smooth muscle refers to:
(a) Single muscle fiber
(b) Multiple muscle fibers contracting as a unit
(c) Each muscle fiber contracting independently of the other
(d) Single stimulus to its nerve causes repeated firing of action potential
5. A unique characteristic of smooth muscle is that:
(b) Calcium is not required for contraction
(a) It can sustain a contraction for prolonged periods
{d) Myosin filaments are not required
(c) Repetitive contractions arc not possible
6. Smooth muscle contractio n differs from that of skeletal muscle by:
(a) Slowness of onset of contraction and relaxation
(b) Maximum force of contraction is very low
(c) Begin to contract immediately after the start of the spike
(d) Excitation contraction coupling is a rapid process
7. Property of plasticity in single unit smooth muscle refers to:
(a) Impossible to correlate between fiber length and tens10n developed accurately
(b) No resting length can be assigned
(c) Variability of the tension it exerts at any given length
(d) All of the above are true

8. Discrete partial d epolarization in smooth muscles similar to e nd plate potential is called:
(b) Excitatory junctional potential
(a) Spike potential
(d) Threshold potential
(c) Miniature end plate potential
9. lf smooth muscle is denerva ted:
(a) It undergoes atrophy
(b) It becomes hypersensitive to chemical mediators
(c) Number of active receptors for the transmitter decreases
(d) Less amount of chemical transmitter is released at nerve ending when stimulated
10. Sti.muJation of sympathetic nerve to intestinal sm ooth muscle resuJts in:
(b) Muscle relaxation
(a) Increase in muscle tension
Increased secretions
(d)
contraction
muscle
(c) Increase in rhythmic
11. Not characteristic of smooth muscle is:
(a) Involuntary muscle
(b) Unstriated
(c) Variable dimensions of its cells in the body
(d) Well developed sarcoplasmic reticulum
12. Membrane potential in urinary smoo th muscle is:
(b) Stable at 65 mV
(a) Spontaneousl y depolarizmg
(d) Cannot be changed by neuro- hormones
{c) Hyperpolarized by stretch
the gastrointesti nal tract are:
of
muscle
13. Two basic types of electrical waves in smooth
(b) Short and long spikes
(a) Fast waves and spikes
Slow waves and fast waves
(d)
(c) Slow waves and spikes

1. (d)

11. {d)

2. (a)
12. (a)

3. (c)
13. (c)

4. (b)

5. (a)

6. (b)

7. (d)

8. (b)

9. (b)

10. (b)
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THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM '-> ~11 rf\<>
C.

Chapter 24: Physiological Anatomy of Gastro-lntesµnal Tract (GIT)
Organisation of structure of GIT: innervation; structure of small and large intestine
Chapter 25: Physiology of salivary secretion
Salivary glands: Types, histology, innervation, composition, function, mechanism and control
of salivary secretion
Applied: Aptyalism; sialorrhoea
Chapter 26: Mouth and Oe~ophagus
Mastication; swallowing (deglutition); upper and lower oesophageal sphincters

Applied: Aerophagia; achalasia cardia
Chapter 27: The Stomach
Structure, functions, innervation; Compositi~ functions, mechanism of secretion and
otility and emptying.
regulation of gastric juice; regulation of gas~
Applied: Total gastrectomy; pathophysiology of pepti@ er; physiology of vomiting.

@

Chapter 28: Pancreas
Structure, nerve supply; composition, function and regulation of pancreatic juice;
pancreatic exocrine function tests.
Chapter 29: Liver and Gall Bladder
Liver: Structure, functions· of liver and signs of liver insufficiency; bile: composition,
functions and control of bile secretion; bilirubin metabolism, excretion and jaundice;
functions of gall bladder; cholecystectomy; gall stones.

Chapter 30: Small Intestine
Structure. Intestinal Juice: composition, functions and control; digestion in s ~ intestine;
malabsorption syndrome; movements in small intestine: adynamic ileus, ileo bi~al valve
and gastro-ileal reflex

•.

Chapter 31: Large Intestine (Colon)
Structure; movements; disorders: Hirschsprung's disease, defecation
Absorption and secretion in large intestine, faeces Dietary fibers.
Chapter 32: Digestion and Absorption in the GIT
Digestion and absorption of carbohydrates, fats and proteins
Absorption of water, electrolytes, vitamins and minerals.
Chapter 33: GIT Hormones

t
j

.. .,

•

..)

Physiological Anatomy of
Gasto-Intestinal Tract (GIT)
.

"
I. Introduc tion
II. Organis ation of structur e of GIT
Innerva tion of GIT: Enteric nervous system
Structur e of small intestine
Structur e of large intestine

INTRO DUCT ION
Castro-Intestinal Tract (GIT) is the portal (or gate)

..

colon which passes up along the right side of the abdome n
to Qgnd sharply at the right l11:paticflex11re and leads into
the transverse colon. This further bends at the kft splenic
_flexure and the descending colon which goes down the left
side of the abdome n to the sigmoid colon and the rectum

through which nutritiv e substan ces, vitamin s, mineral s
and fluids enter the body. Proteins, fats, carbohy drates are
broken down into absorbable units in the small intestin e
which is 12.5-15 cm long, the exit of which, guarde d by
i.e. they can cross the mucosa and enter the lymph
two sphinct er muscles, is known as the 'anus'.
or blood and, therefor e, become usable by the body.
The digestiv e tract is more than 10 metres (30 feet) long
Functio ns of digestiv e system
• from one end to the other. It is continu ous starting at the
The GIT is respons ible for breakin g down food and
mouth, passing through the pharyn x, the oesopha gus, the
supplyi ng the body with water, nutrient s, and electrolytes
stomach , the small and large intestin es, and ending in
needed to sustain life. This is brough t about by the
the rectum, and finally into the anus. Associa ted with it
followin g processes:
are accessory orgqns of digestion: the teeth, tongue, salivary
Iugestio11 involve s
1.
glands, liver and pancrea s. (fig. 24.1)
(i) placing the food into the mouth;
1
J , the chewed food mixed with saliva
From the
(ii) chewin g the food into smaller pieces
passes into the pharynx, then into the o, 011( g,1 which
(mastication);
is a 25 cm long fibro-rousCJJlar tube lined with mucous
moisten ing the food with salivary secretions;
(iii)
ents
movem
on
membra ne. The contrac tion and expansi
(iv) swallow ing the food (deglutitio11).
of its wall called peristaltic movem ents cause the food to
n. During digestion, food is broken down into
Digestio
2.
pass into the stomach . From the • ten rnd, the food passes
s111all particle s by grindin g action of the GIT and then
into the 1a '"' t a , the first part of this being the
de_graded by digestiv e enzyme s into usable nutrient s.
d11ode1111111 which is about 25 cm long and shaped like
{i) Starche s are degrade d by 'amylas es' into
1 ~'. The remaind er of the small intestin e consists of
monosa ccharid es.
the jejunum which is about ~ t r e s long and the ileum
~ ·- (ii) Proteins are degrade d by variety of proteas es into
which is about ~etre s long.
dipepti des and amino acids.
The small intestin e then merges with the large intestin e
~Fats are degrade d by ' lipases' an esterase into
(iii)
much
• which though ~ r than the small intestin e is
monogl yceride s and free tty acids.
aj}Qrter, being in total 1.5 to 1.8 metres long. The
3. Absorption. During absorpt ion, nutrien ts, water and
, ,r :.ti•• is divided into nine parts. Starting with the
electrol ytes are transpo rted eym the GIT (mainly from
caecum into which the ileum opens, the opening is being
the small intestin e) to the circulat ion.
guarded by the 'ileo-caecal valve' which allows on.flow
n. During egestion , the undiges ted food, along
Egestio
4.
but prevent s back.flow of intestin al content s. Then there is
with various secretio ns and sloughe d-off epitheli al
which is about 7.5 cm in length
, , ,
the
cells from the GIT, pass into rectum and constitu te the
and termina tes in a blind end. Next there is the ascending '
197
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Fig. 24. l The digestive system

faeces which are voided through the anus at periodic
intervals.

ORGAN ISATIO N OF STRUCT URE OF GIT
In general, organisati on of wall of 'GIT' from posterior
pharynx to the anus has the following layers from outside
inwards: (Fig. 24.2)
1. The ser,
layer ( ·ero,...1). This .layer helps in the
attachmen t of gut to the surroundi ng structures.
2. The lo,H itmlinal mootl, muscle la . Its contractio n
causes decrease in length of that segment of the GIT.
3. The irL11lar smooth 11111 ·le lay ·r. This layer is thicker
at the sphincter. Its contractio n causes a decrease in

diameter of the lumen of that segment of the GIT.
The longitudin al and circular smooth muscle layers
help in both local mixing and forward propulsio n of
the contents of the gut.
4. The 11I 111mm,, lav, r . It consists of loose connectiv e
tissue, blood vessels and lymph<1tic:;,
5. The
c
< • This is lined by epithelium and
consists of a· stroma containing:
(i) glands (for secretion or absorption )
(ii) 'muscular is mu~osae' of smooth muscle,
(contraction causes a change in the surface area
for secretion or absorption ); and
(iii) loose connectiv e tissue rich in lymphocytes.

NAL TIRACT (GIT)
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r---Enteric nervous system

Myenterlc
nerve plexus
(Auert>ach's -- plexus)

i

·-

Myenteric plexus
_,.,_ __ Serous layer
Longitudinal
smooth
muscle layer

Submucous
nerve plexus
(Melssner's -4~ /illff-¥
plexus)

~

Submucosal
plexus

Circular smooth
muscle layer

Lymphatic ......--t....-'t---...1- --::s
nodule

Motor
neuron

.,..,~'#-...- Muscularis mucosa

To ANS
and CNS
neurons
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r
\

Motor-1 \
neuron

--._::!t:,.<~ ~~ r-- Lamina propria

.___ _ _ __ _ __

Mucous layer
with glands
Brunner's gland

Fig. 24.2 Cross-section of GIT, showing the different layers of its wall

INNERVATIO OF GIT:
ENTERIC NERVO US SYSTEM
There are two major network s of nerve fibers that innerva te
the GIT: 'intrinsi c' and 'extrins ic', together thetJ form the
Enteric nervous system -the Little Brain. (Fig. 24.3)
!

..

!~

A. Intrinsic innervation
It is further divided into two: Myente ric and Meissn er's
plexuse s.
1. Myenteric plexus (Auerbach's plexus). It lies betwee n
longitu dinal and circular smooth muscle layers and
innerva tes both the layers. It is mainly motor in function .
Its stimula tion increase s the activity of gut by:
(i) increasi ng tone of gut wall
(ii) increasi ng intensit y of rhythm ic contrac tion
(iii) increas ing rate of rhythm ic contrac tions, and
(iv) increasi ng velocity of conduc tion of excitato ry
waves along the gut wall.
Thus, it is concern ed with control of peristaltic
activity of the GIT (page 247).
2. S11bm11co11s plexus (Meissner's plexus). It lies betwee n
the submuc ous layer and inner circular smooth muscle

Longitudinal and circular
smooth muscle layers of
the muscularis

Mucosa! epithelium

1

l!ia.

24..'\ Organization of the enteric nervous system

layer. It is mainly sensory in funcltion and is concern ed
with control of exocrin e and endocri ne secretio ns by
the cells in the GIT. It also innerva te the submuc osal
blood vessels to control local blood flow.
Both the plexuse s are intercon nected and are under
the extrinsic autonom ic nerves control, by both
parasym pathetic and sympat hetic nerve fibers .
Import ant Note

The e nteric nervou s system con1tains > 100 million
neuron s as many as are found in the whole spinal
cord. Thus, it is also called as Little Brain. ·
B. Extrinsic innervation
This is under the autonom ic nervous control i.e.

parasympathetic a11d sympathetic nerve fibers.

release
nerves,
acetylch oline (A-ch) at their endings and by
depolar ization of smooth muscle membra ne produce
contrac tion of GIT muscul ature. The salient anatom ical
features of the parasym pathetic supply to GIT are given
in Table 24.1.

1. Parasy mpathe tic

(choline rgic)

Table 24.1: Parasym pathetic ,wrvcs to CIT

I

Cranial nerve
1. X: Vagus

2.

~,4:

Sacral

Site of connector cells

Site of ganglion cells

Dorsal nucleus of Xth nerve
(vagus)

Myenteric plexus
Meissne r's plexus

Segmen t 2, 3 and 4 of sacral
nerves (11eroi erigentes)

Hypogas tric ganglia

Gastric and intestinal glands and smooth muscle of
most of the GIT upto the junction between proximal
2/ 3rd and distal 1 / 3rd of transver se colon.
Re~t of the large intestine .
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Stimulat ion of parasym pathetic nerves to GIT
--'\J
produces :
,'vV
(i) increase in motility and tone
'\j
(ii) relaxation of sphincte rs
(iii) increase d secretions from the stomach
(specially of enzymes ) and of the
intestine.
2. Sympatll etic (adrenergic) nerves, release
epinephr ine at their endings which by
hyperpolarization of smooth muscle membra ne
Cell migration
and
result in relaxation of GIT muscula ture. The
maturation
salient anatomic al features of the sympath etic
supply to GIT are given in Table 24.2.
Stimulat ion of sympath etic nerves to GIT
produces:
(i) decrease in motility and tone
(ii) contracti on of sphincte rs
(iii) inhibitio n of secretions from the stomach
and probably also inhibit intestina l
secretions.

I

Microvilli

w

;

Intestinal gland cell
- - --

Direction of cell migration

Argentaffin (or
enterochromaff1n) cell
- - - Crypt of Lieberkuhn
(site of cell birth)

STRUCTURE OF SMALL INTESTINE

I

Mucosa! surface of duodenu m and small intestine
is adapted to provide a huge area for absorptio n.
Mucosa shows finger like projections of approx.
1 mm height called vjili. There are 20-40 villi
per rnm2 of mucosa. These are covered by a
GIT epitheliu m is one of the most rapidly dividing tissue in
layer of columna r cells which possess a 'bru h
the
body.
border' consisting of microviUi (1 µm length and
0.1 µm width). Finally, the microvilli increases the
I Fig. 24.4 Arrangement of vascular supply in small intestin_e_____ __
absorptiv e surface area of small intestine to about
2 million cm2 • Each villus in its core contains: (Fig. 24.4).
(i) a lymph vessel (lacteal) continuo us with lymphatic
Between villi are the intestinal glands which are known
plexus of submuco sa;
as Crypts of Lieberkufm. These are simple tubular glands
{ii) smooth muscle fibers continuo us with muscula ris
and they do not penetrat e muscula ris ml.!50sa. They are
mucosa;
,
lined by low columna r epitheliu m. They show 'active
(iii) an arteriole and venule with their relevant capillary ~
nd4 eplace ffie cells shed from the tip of villi.
plexus;
Every threecI'Ays the lining of small intestine is replaced
(iv) a nerve net which has connections with submuco sal
by this rapid turnover. The 'secretio n' of proteins into the
and myenteri c plexuses.
lumen due to cell sloughin g has been calculate d to be upto
The brus/1 border is lined on its luminal side by an
30 gm/day. The crypts of Lieberku hn contain:
amorpho us layer called the glycocalyx, which is rich in
(i)
1. which secrete 'mucus'. It protects the
neutral and amino-su gars and may serve a protectiv e
surface of the intestina l mucosa; helps lubricate
function.
the food and holds immuno globulin s in place.

I • -•

UM§

Organs supplied
1. Viscera of abdomen

proper
2. Pelvic viscera

Table 24.2: Sympa thetic nerves to G IT
Site of connector cells
Site of ganglion cells

Route of post-ganglionic fibers

T6-½ (chiefly)

Upper abdominal ganglia (superior
mesentcri c and coeliac etc.)

Along the blood vessels

Li-Li (chiefly)

Hypogast ric ganglia

Along the blood vessels and in
hypogast nc nen es

-,.

TINAL TRACT (GIT)
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which
) t I
c
(or
mine
ytrypta
hydrox
5
and
in';
synthe size 'secret
y.
motilit
al
intestin
of
(5 HT), a powerf ul stimul ant
secrete
that
(iii) Large endocr ine acidophilic I nu r/i cell ,
deJensins, a natura lly occurr ing peptid e antibiotics.
They also secrete guanyl in, a polype ptide that
binds to guanyl yl cyclase (page 23) and regulat e
secreti on of o- into the intestin e lumen.
Epithe lial and paneth cells are zy_mo~nic i.e. they
produc e a great variety of enzym es capabl e of digesti ng
protein s, carboh ydrates , fats and nucleic acids. They
afso produc e enterok i11ase which activat es trypsin ogen
formin g trypsin . The crypts of Lieber kuhn are also the site
of cAMP -media ted secreti on of water and electrolytes.
During digesti on and absorp tion, the villj contra ct
quickly with an irregul ar rhythm and relax slowly. Their
muscu lar fibers serve '6°pump the lymph from core of
villus toward s the sub~ ~~sal lacteals.
(ii)

..
,;.

Duode num
In additio n to genera l feature s of small intestin e it
posses ses:
(i) Special submu cosal mucou s glands which resemb le
gastric pyloric glands known as Bnmne r's gland.
They are tortuou s, long and penetra te the muscu laris
mucosa . Their ducts empty into the crypts of
Lieber kuhn. They are numer ous in first part of
duode num (duode nal cap or bulb) and are less
below the commo n openin g of bile and pancre atic
dOSl~ H'iu..Y tj)
ducts. (~dg u't pa9-'t
(ii) At rest, Brunner's glands show small basal secreti on.
Ingesti on of fatty food or 'secreti n' injection produc es
large volum e of thick alkalin e mucou s secreti on
wruch probab ly helps to protect the duoden al
m$0s a from the gastric acid.

Jejunum
Jejunu m is a latin word, and it means 'empty ' becaus e
it was found to be empty at postmo rtem. Upper 40% of
small intestin e is called jejunu m; a.! ligament of Ireitz the
duode num becom es jejunu m. Duodena-jejuna/ junction is
located at le& side of Iii vert~brae.
Features
(i) It shows a progre ssive increas e in the numbe r of
goblet cells and lymph oid tissue.
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(ii) The lymph node lies immed iately below the

mucos a.
(iii) lts mucos a shows maxim al folding , folds being
known as p licae circula res.
Ileum
Ileum means roll or coil. The lower 60% of the small
intestin e is called the ileum. Its main features are:
1. The goblet cells of the mucos a and lymph oid tissues
reach their maxim al density .
2. It contain s aggreg ated IY'l! hatic follicles, known as
Peyer's patche s.

HM@has

a very well develo ped local immun e system
GIT
- both natura l and acquir ed

STRUCTURE OF LARGE INTESTINE (COLON)
Charac teristic feature s
l. Mucos a] surface of colon is smooth i.e. there are no
villi on the mucosa . NON rvil\.au..&
2. There are no plicn circulares.
3. Simple tubula r gland~ e abund ant and are formed
of simple colum n~ epithel ium with large numbe r of
'goblet cell~ hich secrete mucus .
4. Solitar y lymph 0odes are found in ascend ing
colon, special ly in the caecum and append ix.
5. Circula r smooth muscle is distrib uted as usual in the

gut.
6. Wall of the colon is usually fQlded into sacs by
contrac tion of circuJa r smooth muscle thus prod~c ing
sacc11latio11s. The mucou s membr ane is thrown
into folds opposi te to the constri ctions betwee n the
saccula tions.
· al smoot h muscle layer is not equally
7. The lo
wall but is collect ed
hout the
throug
distrib uted
eniae coli, which
c
into the three distinc t bands,
can be seen throug h the serous layer.
8. When these longitu dinal bands which form pucker ing
(or out pouchi ngs) of wall (11austra) betwee n the
taeniae are cut, mucos a! folds can be smooth ed out.
9. Little fatty tags project from the colonic serosa; they are
periton eal bags of fat called append ices epiploi cae.
10. ' Anal sphinc ters' (page 254).

C

h@ffJii4UH,ti
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Crypts of Lieberkuhn
(iii) lntestinal glands
(v) Glycocalyx

C.l

(ii) Brunner's gland
(iv) Structure and function of the enteric nervous system
(vi) Peycr's patches
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2. Name the structu res contai ned in the core of a villus
of the small intesti ne.
3. Draw and label:
(i) cross-section of GIT, showin g
(ii) different layers of its wall
4. Descri be briefly "Enter ic nervou s system ". Justify, it is
also called a "little brain" .
5. What will happe n and why, if nerve supply to GIT get
distrup pted.
6. Give an accoun t of structu re and functio ns of small intesti
ne.

(iii) structure of a villus

H0·5
1. Deglut ition refers to:
(a) Chewi ng the food into smaller particles
(b) Swallowing the food
(c) Degradation of food by digestive enzymes
(d) Transp ort of nutrien ts from small intestine into the circulat
ion
2. Ingest ed food is degrad ed by digesti ve enzym es into:
(a) Monosaccharides
(b) Amino acids
(c) Free fatty acids
(d) Usable nutrien ts
3. Which is not seen with activat ion of Myent eric plexus
in GIT?
(a) Increased tone of gut wall
(b) Increased secretio ns
(c) Increased peristalsis
(d) Increased rhythmic contraction of gut wall
4. Not trne about submu cous (me issner' s) plexus:
(a) Lies betwee n submu cous and inner circular muscle layer (b)
Mainly sensory in function
(c) Controls exocrine secretions
(d) Controls tone of the gut wall
5. Stimul ation of parasy mpath etic nerve to GIT produces:
(a) Contraction of sphincterS
(b) Inhibition of secretio n from the stomac h
(c) Inhibition of intestinal secretions
(d) Increase in motility and tone
6. The life span of lining of small intesti ne is ...... days:
(a) 3
(b) 7
(c) 10
(d) 15
7. Which of the following intesti nal glands do not secrete
mucus?
(a) Paneth cells
(b) Crypts of lieberkuhn
(c) Goblet cells
(d) Brunner's gl~ds
8. 1n the GIT, the variou s layers are organi zed from outsid
e inwards as:
(a) Serosa - Muscle layer - Submucosa - Mucosa
(b) Mucosa - Submucosa - Muscle layer - Serosa
(c) Mucosa - Submucosa - Serosa - Muscle layer
(d) Muscle layer - Serosa - Submucosa - Mucosa
9. Mucou s layer stroma in the GIT contai ns all of the follow
ing except:
(a) Loose connective tissue
(b) .Gland s
(c) Muscular mucosae
(d) Nerve plexus
10. The myente ric plexus receives which type of extrins ic
innerv ation?
(a) Preganglionic parasympathetic
{b) Postganglionic parasympathetic
(c) Preganglionic sympat hetic
(d) Postganglionic sympathetic
11. Secret ions of protein s into the lumen of small intesti
ne due to cell sheddi ng is upto ...... mg/ day:
(a) 1
(b) 15
(c) 30 .
.(d) 60
12. Not a charac teristic of the colon:
(a) Mucosa shows plica circularies
(b) Simple tubular glands are abunda nt
(c) Its walls shows sacculations and haustra
(d) Presence of appendices epiploicae

1. (b)

2. (d)

3. {b)

4. (d)

5. (d)

6. (a)

7. (a)

8. (a)

---c x::: o---

9. (d)

10. (a)

11. (d)

12. (b)

•

•

Physiology of Salivary Secretion
I. Salivary Glands: Types, Histology; Innervation
II. Composi tion of Saliva
Ill. Functions of Saliva

rv.
V.

Mechanism of Salivary Secretion
Control of Salivary Secretion

VI. Applied: Aptyalism; Sialorrhoea

SALIVARY GLAND S
Types
There are 3 pairs of salivary glands - parotid, submandib11/ar
(or submaxillary) and sublingunl salivary gland. The chief
differentiating features of these glands are given in
I IF,. 2!>.1 and Table 25.1.

I

Serous ac:inus

lnterlobar duct

..-

lr9:>bular duct
Main secretory
;,..~ ¥1,- CenTrirl lumen
duct
\~
ll\>.,t
.\
~ i/Pr...~\o

1g. 25.2 Structure of submandi bular (submaxi~ ary) salivary
gland

Submand ibular----- l~ - H
~..,..,..-w~ r - Sublingual duct
duct
Sublingual gland
-.._
-rdibular-Subman
gland

I Fig. 2S.l Salivary glands

Submandlbular
gland

Histolog y
Salivary glands contain chiefly two types of cells: 'mucous'
cells and 'serous' cells (refer Table 25.2).
Both sets of glands contain their secretory cells in
acini where the cells are arranged arow,.d a central
lumen which leads into a duct. These ducts join to form
intralobular and interlobar ducts which lead into the main
duct. (l-1.g. 2c;.2)

Sublingual
gland
Parotid
gland

Innervation
All 3 pairs of salivary glands are supplied by 'efferent '
and 'afferent ' nerves. (hg. 253)

G lossopharyngeal
Tractus
solitarius

A. Efferent nerve supply

Tongue

It is by both parasym pathetic and sympath etic division
of autonom ic nervous system.
203
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Table 25.1: Salivary gland s - main differentia ting features
Gland type and
weight

Location

1. Parotid;

In front of the
ears

20-30 gm each

2. Submandibular

or s11bmaxilla ry;
8-10 gm each

Medial to the
mandible in
submaxiU ~
triangle

Route of the secretory
duct

Histology

Percentage of total
salivary secretit:>n
(1500 mUday]I

Source of
parasympathetic
nerve supply

Its secretion passes via
Contains
"Ste11sen's" duct whlch
purely
opens opposite to the
"serous"cells
second molar tooth in the
mouth.

25%

Its duct i.e. " Wharton 's"
duct opens into ~oor of
the mouth along the side
of the frenulum linguae.

70%

Vil ne rve

5%

Vil nerve

IX nerve

•

!)-

I,

.:J

"Mixed" i.e.
contain both
"serous" and
"mucous" cells
in the ratio of
4:1.

3. Subli11g11al
2-3 gm each

Subjacent to
muc<>l>a of
floor of the
mouth.

-

Its secretions are
discharged by 5-15
smaJI ducts (ducts of
"Rivi1rns") into the
sublinguaJ part of the
mouth.

"Mixed":
mainly
"mucous" cells.
(Serous and
mucous cells in
the ratio of 1:4)

Table 25.2: Two types of cells in the salivary gland compared
Mucous cells

Serous cells

1. They contain Jar e translucent m11cillo en granules consisting
of a precursor of 11111cit1 and appear p e or trans ucent.

They contain opaque small zymogen :granules consisting of a
precursor of ptyalin.

2. It forms a viscous secretion c;ontaining 11mci11, a useful l~ t It forms a thin watery secretion containing
ptyalin (also called
for food and protecting th ~ al mucosa.
salivary a-amylase) which initiates digestion of starch to maltose.

-

1.

ly

(i) To parotid gla11ds
It originates from the cells in inferior salivary

paraverteb ral sympathe tic chain to synapse with the
cells in superior cervical ganglion to supply the salivary
glands.

nucleus i.e. dorsal nucleus of glossopha ryngeal (IX)
nerve.

B. Afferent nerve supply

(ii) To S1tbmandilmlar and sublingua l glands
It originates from the cells of superior salivary
nucleus i.e. dorsal nucleus of facial (VIl) nerve.

Parasympathetic nerves are secretomotor to fl,e salivary
glands.

Afferent nerve fibers from salivary glands are found in
chorda tympani (branch of VIl nerve) and IX nerves. These
fibers carry pain impulses from salivary glands.

COMPO SmON OlF SALIVA
Daily seen

Importan t Note

As taste fibers from posterior 113rd of tongue pass via
IX nerve to end in inferior salivary nucleus (dorsal

nucleus of IX nerve); and taste fibers from anterior
213rd of tongue pass via nervus intermed.i us (branch
of VII nerve) to end in superior salivary nucleus
(dorsal nucleus of VII nerve}; therefore, afferent
impulses from mouth reflexly excite the salivary
secretion.

1?, 1500 mL/ day.
Di_5estll'<' 11=11111 s
(i) ptyalin or salivary a -amylase
(ii) lysozyme s (bactericid al)
• e. _,.,,""1
(iii) kallikrein, a proteolyti c enzyme (~~~~
(iv) lipase, a lipolytic enzyme (secreted b~ glands on
the tongue, therefore, also called lingual lipase).
M, i, (glycoprot ein)
Is '\ - first immunolo gical d efence against bacteria and
viruses

1t.

2.

L, ,

I

"l.

1

,1•1

It originates from the lateral horn cells of T ,2 segments
1
of the spinal cord; axons via ventral roots enter

u·~·""'ml )

15-20 mEq/L

20-25 mEq/L
traces

plasma level
(145 mEq/ L)
(5 mEq/L)

•

•
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\1

plasma level

I'

c1-

HC03phospha te
bromide
C

.i

(110 mEq/L)
15-20 mEq/L
(27 mEq/L)
lCHSm Eq/L
traces
traces
urea, uric acid, creatinine, and free

amino-acids
pH: slightly below 7.0 (under resting state);
8.0 (during active secretion)

FUNC TIONS OF SALIVA
l. Ptyalitt (salivar y a-amyla se) Aids digestion of starch
to 1 : 4a linkages produci ng o..-limiting dextrin,s and
maltose (to some extent). It can only digest starch after
the natural plant granule s have been burst e.g. by
cooking. It acts in a neutral or faintly acidic medium
(optimally at pH 6.5). Given time, it can digest starch
to maltose. Such digestion continues in the interior
of the bolus of food formed by chewing and mixing
with the saliva even when this bolus has reached the
stomac h. Amylase digestion can thus continue in the
stomach for approx. half an hour, until it is arrested by
the excessive acidity of the gastric conten ts. Amylase
is readily inactivated at pH 4.0.
... 2. Mucin functions
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(i) it lubricates the food, thus assists mastication and
facilita tes swallow ing
(ii) it p.LQ.tes:ts the oral mucosa
(iii) it aids speech by facilitating movem ents of lips
and tongue.
3. It keeps the mouth moist and serves as a solvent for
the molecul~s that stimula te the taste buds.
4. It minimizes risk of buccal infection and dental caries
as it contains:
which kill the bacteria (bactericidal)
(i)
(ii) ,,.. which provides immunolo,gical defence against
bacteria and viruses (Also refer to page 126)
1 which binds iron and arrests the
,
(iii)
bacterial multiplication (bacteriostatic)
5. Buffers and 'proline' rich proteiu s in saliva help to
bind toxic tannins and maintai n the oral pH at ZO~n&
At this pH saliva is saturate d with calcium, thereforeC,
teeth do not lose calcium to oral fluids. Thus it r.rotect~
~th ena"l~I. Acidic oral pH causes calcium loss from
e teeth.
Buffers in saliva also help to neutralize gastric acid and
relieve heart bum when gastrjc juice is regurgi tated
•
into the oesophagus.
dQJ.gS, e.g. alcohol ,
of
1
1
~
the
for
6. It is a vehicle
K+,
ic ions
in.organ
certain
of
and morphi ne; and
(SCN-).
nate
Cat, HCO3-, iodine and thiocya

First secretory step:

secretion of a primary isotonic fluid rich in Na~I

'

e.g.

-,

Second secretory step:
reabsotion of NaCl and
secretion of K• and Hco;

+

Final hypotoni c

saliva

..

Acinar lumen

Fig. lS.4 Mechanism of salivary secretion (AQPS-Aquaporio-5)

Ductal cells

---41..

Passive
Active
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MECH ANISM OF SALIVARY SECRETION
1. The acinar cells secrete K+ and HC0 - by active process
3

into the acinar lumen, accompa nied by sufficient c1- to
preserve electrical neutrality; sim½1taneously, passage
of water into the acinar lumen makes this primanJ
secretion - isotonic. (fig, 25..,,)
The salivary duct cells which drain tjle acini have a
rich blood supply, therefore, they actively reabsorb
Na+ and an accompa nying anion (CI-) and transfer
some K+ and HC03-into the saliva. The duct cells
being relatively imperme able to water make the final
salivary secretion - liypoto11ic. Following secretion,
the number of granules in the protopla sm of secreting
cells falls sharply.
2. Saliva is a hypo-osm olar (hypotonic) secretion of
• salivary glands, therefore, metabolic activity i.e. 0
2
consump tion of the gland is increase d by 5 folds
during secretory activity as compare d to that at rest.
3. At rest, saliva contains more of K+ and le~s of Na+,. c1and H O - com ed to their plasma concentrations.
s saliva,, ow increases there is less time for ions
ex~hange in the..d
, as a result saliva becomes less
hypot_o~ (almos
tonic i.e. resembles _the_primary
s
tio\ilJ.Ja+, Cl and HC0 -q>ncen tration mcreases
3
.:_concentra hon ecreases. ig.•25.5
(i) Na+ concentr ation increases to a plateau
concentr ation of 80-90 mEq/ L, and
(ii) o - concentr ation increases to 50 mEq/ L.
Na+ and o - concentr ations of saliva are a!wa)'-S
lower than that in the plasma.
(iii) HC03- concentration increases and exceeds that
in the plasma, and
(iv) K+ concentr ation decreases to 15-20 mEq/L.
As a result of this, pH of saliva which is < 7.0 at
low secretory rates increases to approx. 8.0 as the
rate of salivary secretion increases.
4. Iodide and thiocyanate, which are eefeted in saliva,
are also actively transpor ted from plasma directly into
the lumen of the ducts ~ a l l .
They are not transpor ted by the acinar cells.
5. Aldoster one increases the K... concentration and
decrease s a+ concentr ation of saliva. (Aldoste rone
acts on the ductal cells, an action similar to its action
on the kidneys page 718). Thus, a high salivary a+ / K+
ratio is seen when aldostero~
deficient (Addison's
disease) (page 727).
("c:), /;.,

>\O~ d-, ~d- \J

,6

CONTR OL OF SALIVARY SECRETION

Saliva producti on is unique in that it is increased by both
parasym pathetic and sympathetic activity (former is more
importan t). gu,\-/ ~\o}, ve \ lj J

'M't

ot
r ,
r' , liberates a
proteoly tic enzyme kallikrein from the gland cells
which acts on plasma (½-globulins in intershtia1 fluid
to form bradykin in. The effect is mediated via release
of A-ch. In addition , it also causes local release of
VIP (vasoactive intestina l peptide) (page 272). This • .
produces :
...
(i) vasodila tation of blood vessels of salivary glands,
1
and
'
(ii) stimulat es secretion from acini
Therefore, it causes profuse secretion of watery saliva
with a relatively low content of organic material and
protein. Atropine reduces the salivary secretion.
2.
•
._,
'1
, supply causes secretion
of small amounts of saliva rich in organic constitue nts
and mui:us from submand ibular and sublingu al
salivary glands. Because probably sympath etic fibers
innervat e the serous cells of these glands and have no
effect on parotid gland.
3. Salivary secretion increases either by:
(i) taste of food within 20-30 seconds (111born reflex);
or
(ii) by sight, smell or thought of food (Psychic or
conditioned reflex).
4. Dry food, particul<lfly if finely ground, is a powerfu l
stimulus for the mouth receptors, and causes secretion ~
of greater amounts of saliva than does moist food.
1.

..

1.

ummary: S.ili,·,11y1 producti on

is increased via activation of the parasymp athetic
nervous system by:
(i) food in the mouth le'
(ii) smells
)

(iii) condition ed reflexcsJ
(iv) nausea I"'"")
2.

is decreased via inhibition of the parasymp athetic
nervous system by:
(i) sle1~p
(ii) dehydrat ion
(iii) fear; and

(iv) anticholinergic drugs (atropine)

APPLIE D
1. Aptyalis m (xerostomin) i.e. suppress ion of salivary
secretion. .rt is seen in:
(i) Anxiety, fear, fever or dehydrat ion. All these cause
tempo:rary suppress ion of salivary secretion.

CHAPTER 25: PHYSIOLOGY OF SALJVARY SECRETION

(ii) Duct obstruction due to calculus causes permane nt

suppress ion of salivary secretion.
(iii) Irradiati on therapy in the area of salivary glands.
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2. Hypersecretion i.e. Sialorrhoea is seen in:
(i) pregnancy
(ii) neoplasm (tumour)
(iii) Parkinsonism (page 997)

Important Note

• Aptyalism patients have
.: incidences of dental caries.

O

(iv) schizophrenia
(v) chorda tympani nerve damage.

higher than normal

H#fi-hiiiH,ti
1. Give physiolog ical significan ce of:
(i) Types of salivary glands
2. Write short notes on:
(i) Composition and functions of saliva
(iii) Innervation of salivary glands

(ii) Primary and final salivary secretion
(ii) Mechanis m and control of salivary secretion.
(iv) Abnormalities of salivary secretion

3. What will happen and why?
(i) If pH of saliva becomes acidic.
(ii) to salivary secretion following ingestion of dry food.
{iii) If food is not cooked properly
4. Draw labelled diagram to show:
(i) Effect of secretory rate on the electrolyte compositi on of saliva
(ii) Mechanis m of salivary secretion

5. Give physiolog ical basis of:
(i) Increased salivary secretion in infants
(ii) Decrease in salivary secretion during vica-voce examinati on

UR·I

1. Maximum contribut ion to total daily salivary secretion is by:
(b) Submandi bular glands
(a) Parotid glands
(d) Equal secretion by all of the three above
glands
l
Sublingua
(c)
2. Amount of saliva secreted per day is:
(d) 2000mL
(c) 1500 mL
(b) 1000 mL
(a) 500 mL
3. A proteolyt ic enzyme present in saliva is:
(d) Lipase
(c) Kallikrein
(b) Lysozyme
(a) Ptyalin
ions would be lost in the greatest amount in
4. H one loses a large quantity of saliva externally , which of the following
relation to its concentra tion in plasma?
(d} Magnesiu m
(c) Potassium
(b) Chloride
(a) Sodium
5. Salivary a-amylas e has an optimal activity around a pH:
(d) 6.5-7.0
(c) 4.0-6.0
(b) 2.0-4.0
(a) 1.0-2.0
6. Which is not a function of mucin in the saliva?
(a) Assists mastication
(c) Maintains the oral pH at 7.0

(b) Facilitates swallowin g
(d) Aids speech

7. Secretion of saliva increases in all, except:
receptors in mouth are stimulated
(a) When sympathe tic nerves to the glands are stimulated (b) When touch
(d) More by sweet than by bitter food
(c) Just before vomiting
8. In 'water brash', fluid brought into mouth in one or two gushes is mainly:
(d) Bile
(c) Acid
(b) Oesophag eal secretion
(a) Saliva
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9. Suppressio n of salivary secretion is seen in:
(a) Pregnancy
(b) Vomiting
10. One of the following is not a constitue nt of saliva:
(a) Glucose
(b) Bicarbonate

11. Salivary a -amylase readily inactivate d at pH:
(a) 7.0
(b) 6.5
12. Saliva differs from plasma in all except that saliva is:
(a) Hypotonic
(b) LowHCO3

(c) Dry food

(d) Anxiety

(c) Lysozymc

(d) Phosphate

(c) 5.5

(d) Below 4.0

(c) High Na+

(d) High K+

..

·

.,

'
1. (b)
11. (d)

2. (c)
12. (c)

3. (c)

4. (c)

5. (d)

6. (c)

7. (d)

8. (a)

9. (d)

10. (a)

---<CXX)---

...

•

Mouth and Oesophagus
.,·

I. Mastication

•

II. Swallowing (Deglutition ) •
Stages of swallowing
Upper and lower.oesoph ageal sphincters
lll. Applied: Disorders of Swallowing
Abolition of deglutition reflex
Aerophagia
Achalasia cardia

In the mouth food is mixed with saliva and propelled
into oesophagus . Peristaltic waves in oesophagus move
the food into the stomach.

MASTICA TION
Features

1. Mastication (chewing) is the mecbaoical process which
breaks up larger food particles into smaller pieces
which:
(i) makes it easier for the food to be swallowed;
(ii) mixes the food with the secretions of the salivary
glands to soften it; and
(iii) increases the surface area of the food particles, thus
helping in subsequent digestion of the food.
Important Note
Larger food particles can be digested, but they
cause strong and often painful contraction s of the
oesophagea l musculatur e.

2. Chewing is specially important for most .fruits and raw

vegetables, because these have u.Dciigestible cellulose
membrane around their nutrient portions which
must be broken before the food can be acted upon
by enzymes.
3. Chewing can be carried out v~arily, but for most
part it is a ' reflex act'.
4. Muscles of mastication : Chewing action of the teeth
i.e. the movements of lower jaw against the upper jaw
is brought about by the muscles of mastication (Table
26.1 and Fig. 26.l. A).

SWALJ~OW ING (DEGLUT ITION)
It is a reflex response controlled via vagus (X) nerve4 and
its centre is loca1ted in the medulla ofuongata.
lt occurs in 3 stages (Fig. 26.1: 8):
Voluntary stage
Oral stage
Stage I
Involuntary
Pharyngeal
Stage II
(reflex) stage
stage
Involuntary
l
Oesophagea
Ill
Stage
(reflex) stage
stage

Table 26.1: Muscles of mastication

..

Muscle
1. Mas1>eter

Innervation

Principal action

Mandibular division of
trigeminal (V) nerve

Raises the mandible; clenches the teeth and helps to p ~ t (prolong) the
•
ble.
~

2. Temporalis

-do-

3. Internal and external
pterygoid

-do-

C

4. Buccinator

v~ ~ s the mandible; ~

Facial (Vil) ~erve

ts the mandible after protraction.

Protudes the mandible; ~ resses the chin, therefore, helps in opening the
mouth. When right and left muscles are acting alternately, it produces grinFiog
movement.
Accessory muscle of mastication, prevents accumulation o{food between the
cheek and teeth.
209
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1

(Posteriorly)
Palato-pha ryngeal arc

Palatine
tonsil

..

(Anteriorly)
Palato-glossal arch

·

••

,,-.+.-- - --

Epiglottis •
Eplglottic cartilage

Hyold bone

- - - -- -- -- - ----1r'

(A)

--Hard palpate
Tongue
Oesophagus

Soll palpate
Bolus
Epiglottis

Peristalsis

..

Trachea
(i)

(ii)
Stage I: Oral Stage

Oesophagus

Diaphragm

Thoracic
cavity
t

Stomach
(iii)

(iv)

(vii)

Stage II: Pharyngeal Stage

(viii)
Stage Ill: Oesophageal Stage

(B)

Fig. 26.1 (A) Paramedian section through nose, mouth, pharynx and larynx and (B) Stages
of swallowing (deglutition)

Stage I - Oral Stage

("\Jo\.ll.r-,'t.o.9y )

Feahms

1. After mastication chewed food, moistened and lubricated

by saliva, is rolled into a bolus; by moveme nts of the
cheeks and tongue the bolus comes to lie in the curve
of the ton~c. ·
2. Contract ion of the front part of the tongue presses the
bolus against hard palate, while a series of moveme nts
of the middle part push it to the bac_k, forcing it past
the am_erior pillar of thefauces (palato-glossal folds) to
the root of the tongue. (rig. 26.1)
3. Swallow ing commen ces by closure of the mouth
· and voluntar y contracti on of m.;ylohyo id muscle,
which throws the bolus back between the anterior

and posterio r pillars of Jnuces (i.e. palato-gl ossal and
palato-pharyngeal folds) on to the posterior pharynge al
wall.
4. Swallow ing (Degluti tion) reflex
It is triggered by afferent impulses arising from:
(i) m'ucous membra ne covering anterior and posterior
pilla~•Q f iauces, and tonsils
(ii) posterio r pharyng eal wall
(iii) soft palate; and
(iv) epiglotti s
f'l.f
These impulses travel rn trigeminal M , glossopharyngeal
(IX) and vagus (X) nerves to stimulat e a group of-nerve
cells
> c it l located in the floor of IVth
ventricle near the respirato ry centre in the medulla.
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The efferent fibers pass through motor fibers of
V, Vil (facial), IX, X and Xll (hypoglossal) nerves to the
pharynge al musculatu re and the tongue. This initiates
inv,.QJuntary _2harvn~ al s...!,age.
,· -Stage II - Pharyngeal Stage

This stage shows involun~ , complex, closely coordinated
! movemen ts in the pharynx that pushes the 'bolus' into
:
the oesophagu s. It lasts for 1-2 seconds.

Features
1. Soft palate is elevated and thrown against posterior
ph aryngeal wall to dose off the nasal cavity. This
prevents the food from entering the nasal cavity.
2. Larynx rises with elevation of hyoid bone, vocal
cords are approxim ated and breathing is momentar ily
inhibited (tl,:~l11titum 11p11oea). Epiglottis guards the
laryngeal opening until bofus' reaches the oesophagus.
Aspiration of food into larynx is also prevented by
associated reflex apnoea.
~osterio r pillars of 'fauces' i.e. palatopha ryngeal folds
approxim ate to shut off the mouth cavity.
W ricopharyngeal muscle briefly relaxes and 'bolus'
enters the upper oeso~u s.
cricophary ngeal ~ l e caotract, and voca l cord,
Then
• 5.
<?,pen to allow resumptio n of rhythmic breathin~
"' Stage III - Oesophag eal Stage

Stn,cture of oesop'1agi,s: The oesophag us is approx. 25
cm in length. It is separated from the oral cavity by the
'upper oesophage al sphincter ' and from the stomach by
the 'lower oesophage al sphincter' . At rest it is relaxed
and may contain air.

CP

1. It is formed by cricophary ngeal muscle, approx.
3 cm in length, covering upper end of oesophagu s. It

..

·.

possesses high resting tone and is completely under
the control of ~gus (X) nerve.
2 . .;It is normally shut off from the pharynx, thereby
preven ting swallowin g of air during respiration.
3. It opens reflexly upon swallowin g for 0.2-0.3 second
after the beginning of a swallow and remains open for

0.5-1 second. Thus permitting the 'bolus' to enter the
body of oesophagu s.
(

I

,

1. The last 2.5 cm of oesophag us is sphincteri c in action
(not a true anatomica l sphincter). At rest, it is in a

state of tone and its walls are tightly in apposition ..
Its activity is regulated by X nerve fibers originatin g
within the do; sal motor nucleus.
2. Swallowin g or distension of oesophag us with
food causes reflex relaxation of the sphincter within
1.5-2.5 seconds. The reflex is mediated via X nerve
and myenteric plexus that secrete nitric oxide (NO)
and 'v~activ e intestina l peptide' /VIP) (page 272).
3. When peristaltic contractions reach this region the
sphincter closes and may undergo ~ Uong and
P.rolonged a ffer - contraction, thereby preventin g
regurgitat ion of food, gastric juice and air.
4. During gastric digestion, '~t_tin' (page 216) released (C.OTTU>d.~
by gastric mucosa, increases the tone of sphincter and
keeps it close. 'Se~tin' (page 232) decreases the tone
. and produces relaxation.
Types of oesopl,ageal peristalsis - These are of 2 types:
primary and secondary (Table 26.2).
Swallowin g or· local stimulatio n of oesophag us at any
level causes developm ent of peristalsis. It consists of a
lumen-ob literating contractions, 4-8cm in length which
moves down at· a speed of approx. 2-4 cm/ sec. Thus,
after reaching the oesophagu s, food is propelled into
the stomach by peristalsis. The strength of peristaltic
contractions is proportio nal to the size of the 'bolus'
entering the oes,ophagus. Gravity p lays little role in this
process, as its r ate of progress along oesophag us is as
rapid in supine as in the erect position.
The oesophag eal stage for liquid food lasts for
'!3 seconds and. f~r d.,!Y food it lasts for 10 seconds.
Importan t N te

There is a complicat ed relationsh ip between the
'deglutitio n' c,~ntre and other centres (respirato ry and
erefore, each act
cardiac) locatl ·
"th
associated
is
g
of swallowin

Table 26.2: Milin differentia ting feature~ between prim.ny and Sl' ond,1ry ocsophagc,11 pl•ristalsi~
Seccondary oesophage al peristalsis
Primary oesophage al peristalsis
0

1. It is initiated by swallowing and begins when food passes

into the oesophagu s from the pharyngeal cavity.
2. lt is coordinate d by VJ!&al fibers originating from the
swallowing centre within the medulla.

1. It is initiated by the presence of food within the oesophagu s
aft<>r primary pe~is is completed and is d ue to stimulation
of mechanical o,r irritant receptors.
2. It is coordinate d by intrinsic nervous system of the
oesopha~ .
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APPLI~ : DISORDERS OF SWALLOWING
I. Def![!!fj!ion reflex. U abolished, it causes regurgitation
of food into nose or aspiratio n of food into larynx.
It is seen by;
1. I ~ involvin g medulla, IX or X nerves;
2. anaesthe tizing pharynx with cocaine (tempora ry
aoolition of the deglutiti on reflex).
II. Aerophagia. In nervous individW1lS the upper
~sopfiag eal sphincte r resting tone islbw, therefore,
air is unavoida bly swallow ed in the process of eating
and drinking . The swallow ed air:
1. gets regurgita ted (belching) partly; •
2. some of the gases it contains get absorbed ; and
3. majority of it passes on to the colon and is then
I Lower oesophageal
expelled as flatus (page 25SJ:-°'
(cardiac) sphincter
m. Achalasi a Cardia (hg. 26.2). This conditio n is
constricted
&aracte rised by failure of lower oesophag eal
sphincte r to relax complete ly on swallow ing due to
Fig. 26.2 Ac·halasia cardia
Therefore, the
number of 'VIP' and nitric oxide containing neurons
causes reflux of acid gastric contents into
in the lower oesophag us are decreased and~hin cter
oesopha
producin g heartbur n and oesophag itis
Rltl- ~\ becomes hreerres ponsive to circulating g~ ~p'h- (gastroesgus
opliagea l reflux disease-GRD). This can
n . . b ~ t ~onstri ction of sphincte r causes food accumul ation
lead to ulceration and stricture du~ to scarring.
- r .l~
in the oesopha gus an~prox imal, oesoR~ r thus
V. Dysphag ia. lt means difficulty in swallowing. It may
0-'0 "-/...
dilates. "nre.o.}m: -ne..u. ~ t., di.
en,
occur due to disorder;, involvin g any of the stages .
~ V . Incompetence of lower oesopllageal spllincte r r · J of swallow
ing. (.fiN~ ~~e,,)
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1. Write short notes on:
(i) Principal action of muscles of mastication ·
(ii) Deglutition relflex and Deglutition apnoea
(iii) Cardiac sphincter
(iv) Disorders of svrctllowing
(v) Achalasia cardia
(vi) Oesophag eal peristalsis
(vii) Upper and lower oesophage al sphincter.
2. Does gravity play any significan t-role during deglutitio n? Justify.
3. What will happen and why?
(i) lf pharynx is anaesthetised with cocaine
(ii) If deglutition rdlex is abolishecl."
(iii) If lower oesophage al sphincter fails to relax properly (iv) If we do not chew the
food propetly before swallowing
4. Give physiolog ical basis of:
(i) Gastroeso pha&_eal reflax disease (GRD)
(ii) Stoppage of breathing during swallowing
(tii) Belching .
(iv) Difficulty in swallowing

·•

HR·I
1. Which phase of the swallowi ng process is involunta.ry?
(a) Oral and oesophag eal
(b) Pharyngeal and oesophage al
(c) Only oesophage al
(d) Oral and pharyngea l
2. To generate the swallowi ng reflex integrity of chain involves all except:
(a) Medulla
(b) Trigeminal nerve
(c) IX and X cranial nerve
(d) Hypothala mus

..
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3. Not true stateme nt with referenc e to d eglutitio n apnoea is:
(a) Refers to moment ary inhibitio n of breathin g during swallowi ng
(b) Lasts until 'bolus' reaches the oesopha gus
(c) Prevents aspiratio n of food into larynx
(d) A voluntar y reflex

Dysphagia means:

!

'

(b) Difficulty in breathin g
(a) Loss of deglutio n reflex
(d) Difficulty in swallowi ng
(c) Inhibitio n of breathin g
5. The principa l function of the lower oesopha geal s phincter is:
(b) To maintain food in the oesopha gus for digestion
(a) To allow stomach acid into the oesopha gus
(d) Non-exis tent
(c) To prevent reflux of stomach contents
6. Deglutit ion reflex, if abolishe d, causes:
(b) Hypemo ea
(a) Bradycardia
(d) None of the above
nose
into
food
of
ation
(c) Regurgit
7. Achalas ia cardia is characte rized by:
(a) Accumul ation of food in the oesopha gus
(b) Relaxation of cardiac sphincte r
(c) Decrease d response of lower oesophageal sphincte r to circulating gastrin
(d) Increase in number of nitric oxide neurons in the lower oesopha gus

8. Deglutit ion (swallo\o\>ing) centre is situated in:
(b) Pons
(a) Midbrain
(d) Cerebellum
(c) Medulla
except:
g
followin
9. The process of swallow ing involves all of the
(b) Involunt ary relaxatiton of the upper oesopha ngeal sphincte r
(a) Oosure of the glottis
peristals is
(c) Involunt ary moveme nts of the tongue against the palate (d) Oesopha geal

1. (b)

2. (d)

3. (d)

6. (c)

5. (c)

4. (d)

.

7. (a)

8. (c)

9. (c)

.. . . .
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The Stomach
,.
I. Physiological Anatom y of the Stomach: Structur e; Innerva tion; Functio
ns
II. Compos ition and Functio ns of Gastr ic Juice
III. Mechan ism of Secretio n of Gastric Juice
()911rv. Regulati on of Secretion of Gastric
it:
££~~
~"31' V. Regulat ion of Gastric Motility and Emptyin g
4>' .
e-VI. Applied Aspects

ei'(~

Total gastrectomy

R~

Pathophysiology of peptic ulcer

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY
OF THE STOM ACH

I

Physiolo gy of vomitin g

3. Each muscle layer in the stomach forms a functional
s.xocytium and, therefore, acts as a unit.
4. 1n the fundus, where the layers are relatively thin,
strength of contrac tion is weak; in the antrum , where
the muscle layers are thick, strength of contrac tion is
greater.
5. When stomach is empty its walls are firmly in apposition.• · '
When food enters the stomach , inner muscle fibers get
elongat ed to enlarge the size of the cavity uniform ly in .
order to accomm odate the new contents, without much • change in internal pressure.

Gross structure of the stomach

The stomach is a h.9llow muscul ar organ consisting of the
followi ng parts: (Fig. 27.1)
1. Ftmdus . It is the upper part of the stomach above the
level of the cardiac orifice.
2. Body. It is the main part of the stomac h to the left of
the angular notch, the incisura angular is in the lesser
curvatu re.
3. Pyloric part. It is the lower part of the stomac h and
is divided into:
{i) pyloric antrum or vestibule, and
(ii) pyloric canal.
The pyloric antrum and pyloric canal
are anatomically continu ous and respond
to nervous control as a unit. Functionally,
Cardia (cardiac - -- - -first part of the duoden um is associated
tubular glands)
with the pyloric part of the stomach.
soluble

- - --

-

Pacemakur
cells

mucus

Arrangement of musculature
1. As in the general organiz ation of the

wall of the GIT (page 198), stomach
has an outer longitud inal and an inner
circular smooth muscle layer. Between
the mucous membr ~e and circular
<5'() layer there is an addition al smooth
"'°(§- "
muscle layer whose fibers run obliquely
\ (' o....;;;::, to fuse finally with the circular smooth
muscle layer. They maintai n the normal
length of the lesser curvatu re.
2. The stomac h and duoden um are
divided by a thickened circular smooth
muscle layer called pylorus or pyloric
sphincte r.

Body

1st part of
duodenum

---Gr eater
curvature

2nd part of

of'

Pyloric canal

duodenum

Pyloric antrum
Pylorus

----- ----, ,..-- ---'

Pyloric (Antral) glands
(i) G-cells
gastrin; (ii) Soluble mucus

l'ii) 0 - ~
J

-) ~'lro ..~

(Main gastric glands)
1. Parietal (oxyntic) cells
(i) HCI; (ii) I.F.
2. Chief (peptic) cells
pepslnogen
3. Surface epithelium
visible mucus

Fg. 27 .1 Structure of the stomach and function of types of glands in it
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Gastric mucous membran e
Gastric mucous membran e contains three types of gastric
glands: (A) main gastric glands; (B) cardiac tubular glands

a11d (C) pyloric or antral gla11ds.
(A) MAIN GASTRIC GLANDS
These glands are maximum in number compared to other
.. gastric glands and arc found in the mucosa of body and
• fund us of the stomach (Hg. 27 2). The glands possess short
ducts and long alveoli i.e. body. The alveoli contains:
1. Chief or peptic or zymogen cells which secrete

f-\A.,-clusl

pepsi11oge11

2. parietal or oxyntic cells which sec~~~:.5.,~ ~

j ~ ~ . . . . . . --f t ' ~ ~ · · J
Gastric pit - -- --

-~

Neck

('8_

Parietal
9xyntic) cells

•

t

Secrete

HCI; Intrinsic factor

Chief (peptic/
zymogen) cells

Pepsinogen
Submucous layer

Fig. 2".2 Structure of main gastric glands

. /'~?el
Pepsinoge n .

.

~pe ..._. \u~'U

It is secreted as an inactive p;6tein (MW 42500) which
is converted by acid HCl (optimally at pH = 2) to active
proteolyti c enzyme pepsi11 (MW 35000). Also a small

amount of pepsin can cause activation of the remaining
pcpsinoge n, called nutocatalyt ic action of pepsi11. Atropine
abolishes pepsinoge n secretion.
pepsill
(HCI, only when pH of
/icpsinoge 11
- - - -- -- -·,,~cti·ve)
(l ,u
gastric secretion is < 6.0) (active)

fllnctio11s

If\\\ \.l..

u..>,...'6'\.\"-"9(i) ~'te.o\.>jiiC:.

1. It digests proteins to polypepti des (proteoses and
peptones) , by hydrolyzi ng peptide bonds between
phenylala nine and other amino acid s. Optimal

..c:bol::n u..~

. . . ,, t> A1UJ..H \L. ~lJ..~
O
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activity is seen at pH < 4.0 and gets inactivate d at
pH> 5.0
, · - pepsin acts on water soluble
2. L
protein) to form soluble 'casein'.
(milk
casei11ogen
This combines with calcium salts to form insoluble
calcium caseinate, which gets readily digested
enzymatic ally. (In other animals, this function is
carried out by Rennin, found in gastric juice of these
animals, in humans this function is performed by
pepsin.)
Parietal (oxyntic) cells
These are fo1und chiefly in the body of the stomach.
Pure parietal cell secretion is a clear colourless fluid
which contains H+ concentra tion equivalen t to 0.17 N
'HCl' with pH as low as 0.87. However, body of the
stomach is less acidic (pH = 1.0) than this, because of its
neutraliza tion or dilution with non-acid secretions. Approx.
1000 x 106 parietal cells can produce maxi.mum output of
20 mEq H+/ hour in response to histamine stimulatio n.

1. It provides H+ concentra tion necessary for optimum
pepsin activity.
2. Activates 'pepsinog en' to 'pepsin' (page 217), and
'prosecret in' to 'secretin' (page 232).
3. Helps in killing ingested bacteria (bacterioc idal
effect).
3
4. Helps in iron absorption by convertin g ferric (Fe +)
to ferrous (Fe2+) form of iron, the form in which iron
can be absorbed.
5. Stimulate s bile and pancreatic juice secretion.
The parietal (oxyntic) cells also secrete a heat labile
glycoprote in, the fo trinsic Factor (I.F.) which combines
very firmly with dietary vitamin B12 and helps in its
subsequen t absorption from the small intestine. Gastric
mucosa atrophy causes deficiency of 'I.F.' with subsequen t
failure to absorb vitamin B12 and eventually pemicious
anae111ia (page 71) develops.
The surface epithelium of gastric mucosa consists of
columnar or ' mucus' cells which secrete mucus and
HC03-. Mucus is made up of glycoprote ins (mucins)
which is 'visible' (as compared to 'soluble' mucus secreted
by pyloric and cardiac tubular glands). Visible mucus
is a gel like s ubstance, alkaline in nature; it lubricates
the food and. coats the mucosa. This mucus along
with HC03- plus tight junction between the mucosa!
cells (Mucosal- Bicarbona te Barrier) serve a protective
fun
ction preventin g damage to the mucosa of stomach
(and duodenum also) by acid or peptic digestion
(Fig. 27.3). Any mechanica l stimulatio n of surface mu:.:osa
and prostaglan dins increases its secretion and also tha t
of Hco;
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5. It occurs in 3 forms: G34, Gl7 and Gl4, contain ing
34, 17 and 14 amino-a cids respecti vely. G-17 (l\1W
2000) is the principal form with respect to gastric
acid secretion. It has half life of 2-3 minute s in the
circulat ion and is inactiva ted mainly in the kidney
and small intestin e.
6. ,\ct!OltS
(i) Stimula tes the gastric acid (mainly ) and pepsin ..
secretion. Its blood level increase s speciall y alter i
ingestio n of protein s i.e. by amino-a cids .and
peptide s. Recepto rs mediati ng gastrin respons e
to change in gastric content s are present in the
microvilli.

Mucous
layer

Mucus
droplets

o o
o

oc9

I ol o

Mucous
cells

0

The surface of gastric mucosa is pitted by opening of
gastric glands called gastric pits; there are approx. 100
pits/mm2 of gastric mucosa .
(B) CARDI AC TUBUL AR GLAND S
The&e glands are found in the cuff of gastric mucosa which
immedi ately surroun ds the oesopha gus. It secrets soluble

mucus. ~

UMti
Gastrin also in creases the acid secr etion by stimula ting
secretion of histami ne from enterochromaffin W'<e
cells (ECL) p resent in the b ody of the stomach , page
219). These cells get hypertrophy w hen gastric acid
secretio n is inhibite d for p rolon ged periods .

I~'c
~\,Jo ~

(C) PYLORIC (ANTRA L) GLAND S
1. These glands are found in the mucosa betwee n the
level of incisura angular is on lesser curvatu re and
pylorus , and to a lesser extent on the greater curvatu re.
2. They have a long duct and a short alveoli (body)
and secrete soluble mucus and a rich alkaline viscid
juice which is poor in enzyme content . Mucus helps
to lubricat e the surface over which a large volume of
'chyme ' moves back and forth during digestio n.
3. The rate of secretio n by these glands is 0.5-5 mL/ hour
and is unaffec ted by feeding or by vagal stimula tion.
4. Deeper portion of pyloric gland have G-cells or Gastrin
cells which secrete a hormon e gastrin.

E.

t> -

."

C.tti~

GASTR IN
1. It is secreted by G-cells or gastrin cells from deeper
portion of pyloric (antral) glands in the gastric
mucosa . G-cells are flask-sh aped, contain ing many
gastrin granule s which disappe ar after feeding ,
leaving vacuole s.
2. Gastrin is also found in the pituitar y gland (anterio r
and interme diate lobes), hypoth alamus, medulla
oblonga ta, vagus and sciatic nerves.
3. It is secreted as progastrin (inactive) which get
convert ed to gastrin (active) by HCl or produc ts of
digestio n.
4. G-cells appear to be neural in origin, because they
take up amine-p recursors and decarbo xylate them.
Thus called APUD cells i.e. cells respons ible for
amine precurs or uptake and decarbo xylation .

(ii) Stimula tes the growth of mucosa : of ;the

stomach , small and large intestin e (tro}?ltic
action).
(iii) Stimula tes gastric motility. It also causes
contrac tion of lower oesoph ageal sphinct,~r. •
(iv) It has feeble influenc e on contrac tion of gall
bladder.
(v) Stimula tes insulin and glucago n secretio n but
only after a protein meal.
7. Penta-gastrin is a synthet ic gastrin used for testing
gastric secretor y function.
8. Gastrin oma are gastrin produci ng tumour s which
can occur in stomach or duoden um or pancrea tic
tumour of 6-cells (Zollinger-Ellison syndrome) (page
225). These tumour s secrete large amount s of
gastrin which causes excessive secretio n of HCl a:nd
predisp oses to peptic ulcer.
•. \?,(U lc_.g : G._ till
\,.Q..~
[ 1, '.)r:; \rt
G rin 'l(< m , ( " : "t~t. l'f\\~\o..lct 'A. Factors that increase gastrin secretion
~_:~

I,~

(1)

Luminnl factors

(i) Produc ts of protein digestion- peptide s and
V"\..
amino-a cids. ~all y phenyla lanine and
1
tryptop han)
I"/
(ii) Distent ion of py oric aotrum: This respons e
is not depend ent on extrinsi c nerve supply
~&'(") as distensi on of denerva ted antral pouch
7.
(Heidenhain pow;h) increase s gastrin release.
Oii"'tension of pyloric antrum stimula tes stretch
recepto rs, impulse s enter the Meissn er's plexus
to stimula te post-ga nglionic parasym pathetic

vrz

..

: . ..
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d in pa"ri~tal cells and finally
neuro~ ~
increase acid secretion.
Importa nt Note

•-..

A small pouch of stomach with intact nerve and
blood supply is called Pavlov's pouch (Pavlov, J.P.).

(2) Neu-Pal factfrS
Increased vagal discharge, (mediate d via gastrin
releasing peptide - GRP or Bombesir)). Atropine doos 11ot
inhibit the gastrin response to a test me'al becau~e the
glionic vagal fiber.;
ttans@t te, sec,eted by the p~
not A-ch).
(and
RP'
is
G-cells
the
that innervat e

kills many of the ingested bacteria (also to see
page 215).
is necessary for absorpti on of vitamin
4.
B12 from the small intestine. Decreased absorpti on of
vitamin B12 produce s pernicious anaemia (page 69) .
5. Food is released at a controlled steady rate into the
duodenu m to provide proper time for digestion and
absorpti on by small intestine.

3.

COMP OSmO N AND FUNCTIONS
OF GASTRIC JUICE
Daily secretion
pH
Reaction

Blood borne factors: Calcium ana epinephrine.

(3)

ln pernicio us anaemia patients - page 71, gastrin
secretion is chronica lly elevated due to atrophy of
gastric mucous m embrane .

8. Factors that inl1ibit gastrin release
(1) Luminal factor -Acid in the antrum inhibits gastrin
secretion by a direct action on G-cells and by release
of somatostatin. It is the basis of a negative feedback
loop regulatin g gastrin secretion. How?
Increase gastrin
secretion

G;, • increase acid

I
sbn~)\n\tl.,
't

2.5-3 litres/da y; "isotonic" with
L, o..\te.'<.( w\"'
plasma.
t>~'\- e.l")
: 1- 2 (0 ."f-~)
I t.l)T\~ ~)- D(.
: Acidic due to HCI

. 9'3.<;·/. = ~ ; Ofust.Y.::- ~-'<.fN >~-
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secretion

:

D-wtt <- _;___________ inhibit ·-·· ······:

e

(2) Blood borne factors - GIT and other hormone s, for

example:
(i) Secretin
(ii) Gastric inhibitory peptide (GIP)
(iii) Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)
(iv) Glucagon
(v) ~ itonj,r
Innervation of the stomach
(page 199).
Functions of the stomach
1. ? r ge - Stomach serves as a reservoir for the food
ingested. Food remains in the stomach for several hours
(page 222) and passes graduall y into the intestine.
2. D,ge,,;tive-Nutritive substances undergo chemical
· changes by its secretory activity which provides the
enzymes; and HCI is required for the initial digestion
of proteins.

Electrolytes

Na+; K+; H+; Mg2+. At low secretory
rates, Na+ con-ch-ation is high and /'\.<H~0- ,SO~ H + concentration is low; but as acid \._t.t.
m4, \. JJ/secretion increases, Na+ concentration
falls.
: Cl-; HCO1-; HPO/-; SO/l11io11

1

Gd" ~

N

O
R
:l

Enzymes
HCI
1. Pepsinogen
(inactive) optimal pH = 2

pepsin
(active)

helps to digest proteins. (Also refer to page 224)
2. Rennin - (in infants and in other animals); curdles
milk (page 215) i.e. causes coagulat ion of milk
thus prevents rapid passage of milk from the
stomach.
3. Gelntinase - Liguifies gelatin, a protein containe d
in connective tissues.
4. Gastric lipase - weak fat splitting enzyme from
stomach; optimal pH is 4-4.S; inactivated at
.
pH 2.5.
5. Lysozymes - bacteriocidal enzymes.
If. 6. Urease - h drolyse urea to roduce ammoni a.
7. Carbonic anh drase - resent in small amounts .

*

•Gcumc... ~\ru e

Mucus - It is of two types:

1. 'Soluble' mucus secreted by pyloric and cardiac
tubular glands.
2. 'Visible' mucus secreted by surface epitheliu m of
gastric mucosa. (page 215)
Intrinsic factors (IF) - helps in absorption of
vitamin B12.

Water

..
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MECH ANIS M OF SECRETION
OF GASTRIC JUICE
Mechanism of pepsin ogen secretion
(page 219, see under regulat ion of secretion of
gastric juice).
Mechanism of secretion of HCI
(Davenport, H. W. 1971) (fo;. 27 l)
1. The Pure parieta l cell secreti on contain
0.17 HCl with pH 0.87 (page 215). Plasma
concen tration of H+ is 0.00004 mEq/ L
(40 ng / L) and that of c1- is 100 mEq/ L;
wherea s in the gastric juice H+ concentration
is equal to the c1- concen tration of
150 mE · Li. .

Plasma

Gastric

H+ Concen tration

0.00004

150

(mEq/ L)
CJ- concent ration

100

150

(mE / L

11ice

'"Wmtm,t n,td (pta,m•c;:::::.::.-=._
C)
-:._:.._- - - - - - - - <
Basolateral - - --Jo""
membrane

-

_.c,,.s:::- -=:,f--- -f--

Parietal
(oxyntic) cell

i ~-&~

~ -""tr;:;;--~ --l--'I'

Secretion into
---+sto mach
Apical membrane

Mucus neck
cells

pOJ.\wil
t.tll

Fig. 2'".4 HCI secretion by parietal cells in the stomach. (H+ is
secreted into
the lurt)en of the canaliculi in exchange for K+ by

H + - K" ATPase, i.e. proton pump)

Since, gastric juice is isotonic with plasma , therefore;
mecha nism in the parieta l cells that can actively
in the presen ce of enzym e 'carbon ic anhydr ase'. The
transpo rt H+ agains t a concen tration gradie nt of this
parieta l cells are particu larly rich in this enzym e.
magni tude is H+ - K+ ATPase (or proton pump) in the
7. The HCO3- formed by dissociation of lfiCO is
3
apical membr ane of the cells which faces the lumen
discharg1:?d into the intersti tial fl_uid (blood) by an
of the gastric glands .
'antipo rt' in the basola teral membr ane of the parieta l
2. The restin arietal cells hav intrace llular canaliculi,
cell that exchan ge HCO - mainly for CJ- (since c1- is •
3
whic open on the ap.· al
mbran e of the cell;
most abund ant anion in•interstitial fluid).
and many vesicles in the
plasm which contain
8. Thus, when gastric acid secretion is increas ed after a
'H+ - K+ ATPase' in inactiv e form.
meal, sufficient H+ may be secrete d to raise the HC<D 3
3. When the parieta l cells are stimul ated, the v~ide s
in the gastric venous blood, which contributes a greater
fuse with the cell membr ane and rnio<fvilli project
amoun t of HCO3- to the system ic circula tion and pH
into the canaliculi, so the cell membr ane in contac t
of system ic blooa rises. This is called post-prandial
with gastric lumen_is greatly increas ed, and H + - J<+
alkaline .tide, which is charac terised by:
exchan ge begins . H+ is secrete d into the lumen of the
(i) high pH of urine (alkaline urine}
canaliculi in exchan ge for K+ by 'H+ - K+ATPase', the
(ii) breath ing slightly depres sed and a lveolar pCO
2
energy for this is provid ed by hydrol ysis of ATP. The
rises.
C
Bhy a,n; k~...c 'rn..cuc " )
ATP is genera ted by mitoch ondria found in very hi&h
cooceo tration within the parieta l cells. Inhibit ion of
Regulation of HCI secretion (Fig. 27.5)
ATP genera tion preven ts H+ secretion.
A.
,L
(Table 27.1)
4. c1- is also secrete d down its electro-chemical gradie nt
B. [) 1 , / J.v Prostaglanclins E (PG_!½). It acts via
2
either by pump or throug h a channe l that is aclt\rated
G-1.!~ ~ rs to- decrea se adenyl ate cyclase activity
by cAMP in the apical membr ane (the concen tration
and intrace llular cAMP (Fig. 27.5). SoroatastL_tin
gradien t is directed 'inward ', but the electrical gradien t
also decra:?ases H+ secreti on by inhib ~elea se of
directe d 'outwa rd' is much greater). The flow of c1histam ine and gastrin directly. ~
creates a negativ e potenti al inside the canaliculi,
causin g K+ to flow passive ly into the canaliculi.
5. Water enters tht: canaliculi down the osmoti c gradie nt
UMt
- - - -i
created by the movem ent of HCl into the canaliculi
All the factors which alter (increa se or decrea se)
and gastric juice is 'isoton ic' with plasma .
HCI sec~etion'. they_do so by causin ~ release of these
6. The H+ that is secreted into the lumen comes from
agents like histanu ne, A-ch, gastrin or PGE2· The
· turn ·s f
H 2Co3 w hich m
actions of these agents are summ arized in Ftg. 27.6.
1 ormed by h yd ra t·10n o f CO
•
2
r+C.,\ ~ ~ , , , , , f\c.doi,.o\0n\)d.<2.
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REGULATION OF SECRETION
OF GASTRIC JUICE
The regulation of secretion of gastric
juice is broadly brought about by two
mechanisms: (A) nervous and (B) Immoral
•• mechanism. (.C', L11mM

I

v!

w

~

~

~('\to~ X.

A. NERVOU S REGULATION

·

._.e)_~ '\~

ATP
I increases intracellular
Cyclic
The neural mechanism s are:
AMP
ca2•
free
(1) local autonomic reflexes involvin~~ \C...:
cholinergic neurons; and C, tN
/
(2) impulses from the CNS by wa~ -()f
the vagus nerve. l (;t,'W- \'N.S. l.J
[ Protein kinase " 't )
The vagus (X) nerve is secretomotor nerve
K+
to the stomach. It causes direct stimulation
w - K· ATPase t ac.~~
of the secretion of gastric juice. The juice
....-_-_-_-_-_-...,::-_-_-_.::-_-~_-1..1.(:
is rich in HCl and rich in pepsin (vagal
juice); and begins after a la tency of
5-7 minutes, the volume reaches its peak
Fig. 2".5 Regulation of gastric acid secretion by the parietal cell
within 1 hour and response laSts for

Parietal
(oxyntic) cell

l

)r-=============~.,

Gastric lumen
-

--

Stimulation
Inhibition

I

.

(M : M 3 muscarinic receptor; GR: gastrin receptor; AC : adenylate cyclase;
3 hours. This is abolished by
3
ECL : Enterochromaffin like cells; Gs and Gi protien: The subscripts 's' and 'i'
atrop inization or vagotomy.
denotes ~ulatory and inhibitory respectively_) _ _~\t!lO. ~e. __QJ\)::~ :
Vagal stimulatio n increases gastric
Rarn11&i'f'\Ljuice secretion by:
gastrin
of
Role
TION:
REGULA
L
HUMORA
B.
which
~1
m., I t , e (<
(i) Release of ,as
echanism is mediated by release of
The humo~
increases gastrin secretion. This, in turn, increases
.
·
·
hormon ~t&
acid secretion mainly (page 217);
Psychic stimuli, food and its digestive products in
(ii) Release of acetylcl1olt1,e ( \-cl,) which acts directly
the stomach re,flexely increase the gastric juice secretion .
and the fund us
on gland cells located in the ~
Mechanism - the impulses travel in vagus (X) nerve to reach
of the stomach to increase acid and pepsinoge n
antral mucosa where they cause release of an excitatory
secretion.

Table 27.1: Agents that increase H CI secretion m the stomach
Mechanism of action
Sources

Agent
1.

..

Histamine

2,

Acetyl-choline
(A-ch)

3.

Gastrin

.

(i) Cells in gastric mucosa that resemble mast cells Histamine binds to Hi receptors and via
called, enterocl1ro111affin-like cell (ECL), page Gs increases adenylate cyclase activity and .
216); gastric mucosa also has hi~ ~tamjne .intracellular cAMP.
•
·
content.
.
etc
cabbage,
meat,
e.g.
(ii) foodstuffs
receptors and increases
.lmdings of post:ganglionic cholinergic neurons Via M3 muscarinic
2+.
Ca
free
r
intracellula
cells.
parietal
the
innervating
G-cells of pyloric (antral) glands; rea'th the parietal Via gastrin receptors which increase intracell ular
free Ca2+.
cells via the circulation (also refer to page 216).

ATPase'. The intracellular events interact,
cAMP and Ca2 - act via protein kinase to increase the transport of tt+ into the gastric lumen by 'H • - K•
.
stimulation
to
another
of
response
e
th
potentiates
type
receptor
therefore, activation of one

Importan t Note

agent.
Potentiation means simultane ous stimulatio n of two stimulant s is gre{'ter than the sum of response to either
parietal
the
on
action
of
m
mechanis
different
a
has
agent
each
Potentiati on of gastric H+ secretion occurs because
cell.

_.
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~,ffi -v~~ ·hUNimwn,

G.a1 ~<? .k~ .
,-.) 0 \ I.~
Vagal stimulati on
'. - (-)
,

''

l

:

©)

Products of digestion
Distensio n of stomach

i1D

\"-'n.u.A.
~"Ki )e,

1)~ ·

tiff\J. \1\-!i ~

W):2$ ~ "
(+)

(-)

(+)

(+)

'oe ·u.oe•

I ANTRAL GASTRIN I (-) <:=Secretin; GIP; VIP;
.t

Ca2+; Epineph rine
Histamin e; A-ch

mat)e.

1l

PARIETAL CIELL
ACID SECRET ION

glucagon; calcitoni n

(-) <== PGE~

{-)

1l

(+)

·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ••· · · · · · · · · · ••• · · · · · · · ·

ACID ENTERI NG

THE DUODE NUM

Fig. 2 .6 Factors affecting HCI secretion [ (-) : inhibition; ( +) : Stimulati on ]

hormon e, gastri11 from pyloric aRtral mucosa into the
gastric venous blood. This gastrin then passes through
the portal and systemic cittu.Jation and then returns via
the arterial blood to stimulate the parietal (oxyntic) cells of
the body of the stomach. It excites the liberation of highly
acidic gastric juice after a latency of 30-60 minutes. The
respons e lasts for 2 hours.
·
Therefore, vagal activity causes:
(1) direct stimula tion of secretion of gastric juice by
the parietal cells; and
(2) by liber~tion of gastrin from the 'gastrin cells' of
pyloric antrum (Also refer to the factors affecting
gastrin secretion: page 216).

J.

'}<'c:: ti\)\..~,, oN:

Phases of "Gastric Juice Secretion
The physiological regulation of gastric juice is usually
discussed in 3 phases: cephalic, gastric and intestinal phase.
The main characteristic features of each phase are given
in Table 27.2 and Fig. 27.7.
J>
~ (a) Cepliali c Influenc es - 'VA&f\l. ~ h
re, .
Reflex stimulatfon of vagus occurs in response to
<3eut"triC 'psr chic' stimulation which increases gastric juice
p ~ secretion, called I I , t /r, . It occurs by:
( t\tr/,- ~tl. Taste of the food, reflexly increases gastric secretion;
QOJ\taC and
O 'u.)2. Sight, smell or thought of food
increases gastric secretion by conditioned reflexes i.e.
inbom reflexes that are established early in life.

gastric juke secretion produce d by cephalic influences.
How?
•
(1)
, 7
1
1 1 i.e. reflex arc is totally within
the wall of the stomach.
(i) Food in the stomach by stretching the receptors
in the wall of the stomach (m~cbaniml stim11/11s);
and
(ii) product s of digestion in the stomach, mainly
amino-acids stimulate gastric mucosa (chemical
--=
stimulus).
The fibers from the receptors enter Meissn er's plexus
(page 199) where the cell bodies of the receptor ..
neurons are located. They synapse on post ganglionic
parasym pathetic neurons that end on parietal cells and
stimulate acid secretion.

5111i·Miffu·UMN

The post-ga nglioni c neuron s in the local reflex are
the s~
ones innerva ted by the dg_scen ding vagal
pre-ganglionic neuron s from the brain that mediate
cephalic phase of secretion.
(2)

+~1 1'1

-u

r

t

1

/

11

I

Neurogenic signals originate in the cerebral cortex or
in the appetite centre of the hypotha lamus or amvgdala.
They are transmitted to the dorsal motor nuclei of
the vagi. The efferent fibers travel in vagus (X) nerve
to reach stomac h where they stimula te the gastric
glands to cause increased secretion of pepsin and HCl. ·
(b) Gastric lllfl11e1tces (

G-.o.it'Gic '\>~ )

Food in the stomach 'furlher augmen ts the increase in

·. so·,. - roo'/• ~~rnc..Jw~
~'Tf"\/;J,, r\..M

0 , Ol
< I , increase 'gastrin'
secretio n and this increases secretion of gastric acid
mainly.

(o) 1>\K..l:eN\o~ e\ Jt~U \
<c> Iutestin al Influenc es

,f The

,<

intestinal phase of secretion starts when food ••
(chyme, page 221) begins to enter the duoden um from >
the stomach. Its influence on gastric juice secretion is
small (Table 27.2). However, fats, carbohy drates and •
acid in the duoden um inhibit gastric acid and pepsin •
secretion via GIP (gastric inhibitory peptide), secretin
and other GIT hormones.
Proof: Ga,,tric acid secretion is directly proportional in
degree to the amount of intestine remove d. This may
be due to removal of the source of hormones (peptide
YY) that inhibit acid secretion.

, D';: _~- ~~~ ~ o~J.f')~~~ \._
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juice secretion (Fig. 27.7)
Table 27.2: Chara cterist ic featurl>s of 3 phase s of gastric
Intestinal Phase
Gastric Phase
Cepha lic Phase
food. enters the It occurs when food enters the duode num.
(1) It occurs even before food enters It occurs once
the stomach i.e. psycliic stimulation stomach.
of gastric juice in response to
sight, smell, though t or taste of
the food.
juice secretion Its influences on ga!>tric juice secretion arc the
(2) Its influences on gastric juice Its influences on gastric
responses and reflex and lwnno11al f eedbac k effects initiate d
reflex
local
secretion are v agally mediated are primarily
from the mucosa of the small intestine.
responses induce d by activity in respon se to gas trin.
the CNS.
n 1s
to 50·60% of the total Its contribution to gastric juice secretio
(3) It accoun ts for approx. 30-50% It account!> for up
gastric
and
ic
cephal
to
red
compa
as
less
much
of the total gastric juice secretion gastric juice secretion.
phase. .
normally.

Sight
Smell
Taste
Though t

Blood- • - - -

®

Gastric
phase

t

off00d

CD

VAGUS NERVES
stimulat e
secretion of
gastric juice

Food in stomach stimulates
secretion of hormon e

•

GASTRIN

stream - - - • GASTRIN
In blood
stimulates
secretion of
gastric juice

Cephalic
phase

SECRETIN AND
CHOLECYSTOKININ
in blood reduce gastric
mobiity and secretion ol
gastnc Juice
SECRETIN AND
CHOLECYSTOKININ
Food in duodenum
stimulates secretion of

C. \·h >-r no r2~ L €.
l OC. PtL.

'riO U)7

hormones "--'!>

Fig. 27."' The three phases of secretio n of gastric juice.

7

@
Intestinal
phase

G \ ~, \l'e.f>'hde.. 'I 'I

J

\I 1 p

---

Impor tant Note

The nervo us and humo ral stimu lation of
gastric juice secret ion intera ct. Both these
mecha nisms are not merel y additi ve but
2 u)
are markedly synergistic. How? ,

·.

Cephalic phase
,--- - - - - - - -- + (+) via Vagus nervt
(+)

(+)

· fo ~_G as_m·n_- - - +
Sreiastlese=

(d) Other l,zf111ences
1. Hypoglycemia increases gastric juice secretion
(both acid and pepsin), it acts via brain and
vagal efferen ts.
2. A lcohol and caffeine both act directly on the
gastric mucos a to increase acid and pepsin
secretion.
3. Emotional effects (vagally mediated). Anger,
excite ment increase the gastric juice
secretion w hereas fear and depres sion
decrease it.

IG

(+)

(+)

i

Local stimu li

t
Fund al disten sion

( f, (19..,-0 C.
Gastri c and intesti nal phase s

'f>t\9-~

respons ible fo r
Fig. 27.8 Interac tion of nervou s and humoral mechan isms
tion}
stimula
:
+)
(
arrows;
type
{Size
n.
gastric juice secretio
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REGULATION OF GASTRIC MOTILITY
AND EMPTYING

2.

3.
t::

~J
~ IJ

~f
4.
QQ

5.

6.

..

l}SJ
~

-15
Electrical

~::~t7!ne

potential)

GASTRIC EMPTYING

~k

[BJ

~

- -- Acetylcholine _ _ .,,._Epinephrin e...,.

BER

/'

10 s
Mechanical
recording 1.5 g
(tension)

fN'-S

1. Normally the food stays in the stomach for 2 1/ -3
2
hours on a mixed diet. When food enters the stomach,
it relaxes (primarily the fundus) by a reflex process to
easily accommoda te 1-2 litres of food, called receptive • :
relaxation. Stretch receptors in the stomach detect
the presence of food and initiate vaso-vagal reflex
producing receptive relaxation without much increase
in the pressure. Thus serve to mix the food and to
control its delivery to duodenum.
2. Food that enters the stomach is usually a mixture of
liquids and solids, whiJe the clzyme that leaves the
stomach is essentially liquid (semisolid or paste).
Gastric emptying begins as soon as a large part of the
gastric contents become fluid enough to pass through
the pylorus.
3. It is the force of gastric peristalsis which determines
emptying and not the variations in the tone of the
pyloric sphincter. Thus, the pyloric sphincter has a
limited function in the control of gastric emptying.
Gastric emptying is normal if the pyloric sphincter is held open or even if it is surgically resected.
4. Gastric emptying results from a progressive wave
of contraction which sequentially involves antrum,
•
pylorus (pyloric sphincter) and proximal duodenum •
i.e. contraction of the antrurn is followed by sequential
contraction of the pyloric region and the duodenum;
therefore, alJ these three function as a unit.
5. ln antrum, contraction ahead of advancing gastric
contents prevents solid masses from entering the
duodenum, therefore, ga~ic contents are ejected in
a bit at a time into the small intestine.

[A]

mV

-50

®

or by transection of the stomach wall. Therefore, the
gastric slow wave (BER) plays a major role in the
control of gastric emptying.

GASTRIC MOTILITY
1. Stomach shows a basic electrical rhythm (BER) or
gastric slow wave i.e. a wave of depolarizati on, of

smooth muscle ce11s proceeding from the circular
muscles of the fundus of the stomach to the pylorus
(pyloric sphincter) (Fig. 27.9) (Also refer to page 214).
BER is initiated by pacemaker cells (called interstitial
cells of Cajal) situated near the fundus on the
greater curvature (in the circular muscle layer) which
propagates initially slowly - less than 1 cm/ sec but
faster as the contraction wave approaches the antrum
at a ~eed of 4 cm/sec...
In man, peristaltic co11tract4!11s in the stomach are
coordinated by 'BER' and o~ ur every 20 seconds
(about 3/min). The peristaltic waves are most marked
iri the distal half of the stomach (called
,14').
The spread of electrical activity is myogenic involving
direct conduction from ceU to cell by electrotonic spread
through the low resistance cell contacts provided by
nexuses (gap junctiou:i).
Intrinsic rifrve supply to stomach by Myenteric
(A~erbach' s) and 2-ubmucous {Meissner' s) plexuses
arebelieved to be concerned with efferent stimulation
of the muscle cells. Their activity can be mpdified by
extrinsic autonomic nerves (page 199).
(i) Agents that ini!JPte contraction of smooth muscles of
the stomach are: gastrin, histamine, A-ch, nicotine,
barium and K+; whereas
CJ--~
(ii) agents that in,bilfit it are: ente-on ~ (see below),
epinephrine , norepineph rine, atropine and Ca2+.
The 'BER' a
consequent ly 'peristalsis' in the
stomach ecome irre lar and disor anised after
vagotom (due to unoppose action of sympatheti c
nerve); or injection of large ose of catecholam ine,

d..~'f

./

10 s

_
'\._

......_

Ii . 2".9 Electrical (Basic electrical rhythm or gastric slow wave) and Mechanical response of GIT smooth muscle (A); and
effect of
chemical agents on them (B).

•U§ffl
1. Action potential fires when slow wave potential exceed threshold.
2. The force and duration of muscle contraction are directly related to the amplitude and frequency of action
potential.
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6. R. 1111; 11 l'lll fru11 1/1' ,1 10 fu111111 ,, 1101 1t11llf prt 1
lmP.ortant Not
(i) because the contraction of the pyloric segment
Alcohol intoxication can be avoided if it is consumed
tends to persist slightlJ longer than that of the
after ingestion of a drink rich in fats, e.g. milk, cream
duodenum; and t H-1<v r, tc,-ne..-)
etc.
(ii) due to stimulating action of cholecytokinin ('CCK')
and 'secretin' on the pyloric sphincter.
(v) Miscellan,eous factors: Gastric emptying is:
depends on:
7. . 1 <
(a) Inhibited by: GIP (gastric inhibitory peptide);
(i) Directly on the square root of volume of liquid
'CO~'; secretin; (CCK and secretin collectively
meal remaining in the stomach. According to
called enterogastrones, released from the
Laplace Law (page 318), tension (T) on the wall
duodenum); vagotomy; fear and peptide YY.
of an organ is a direct function of its radius (R),
(b)
Stimulated by: Gastrin, excitement.
therefore, tension in the stomach wall acts as the
adequate stimulus for peristalsis by stimulating
e.t
c, m-ovt..rn·
Hunger Coi tcttions
gastric receptors in the vagi.
Soon after stomach is emptied, mild peristaltic contractions
(ii) Products of protein digestion and acid in duodenum
begin which are associated with migrating motor complex
act via stimulating receptors in the duodenal
(MMC) (see belo,w). They gradually increase in intensity
mucosa and 'decrea.se' gastric emptying. This is
(!_Ver a period of lhours The more intense contractions can
a neural mediated reflex called, ,., en
c
be
felt and may even be mildly painful. These hunger
tJ1e, .
contractions are associated with sensation of hunger.
(iii) Size of d uodenal osmorecept ors: Rate of gastric
emtpying is 5=ontrolle y the size of 'osmoreceptors'
present in the duoden . Thus, hypo-osm.olar chyme -... Migrating Motor Complexes (MMC)
These are the modified pattern of electrical and motor
in duodenum causes · tension of 'osmoreceptors',
activity in the smooth muscles of the GIT. This motor
thereby mildly inhi it the rate of gastric emptying;
activity (MMC) is initiated by motilin and migrates
while Ii erosmolar,
in duodenum by causing
from the stomach to tl,e)tistal ileum at a regular rate
shrinkage of ' moreceptors' markedly inhibit
(5 cm/min) during fasting. Each cycle has three phases
the gastric em tying. These effects are neural in
(fig 27.10):
• •
origin. RQQv-.\~
..,.__
.t
') 8oQtrl,Qf)
: No electrical (spike potential) or mechanical
'K)..\.-i~\iroh- ~
The rate of gastric emptymg is fastest when stomach
(contraction) activity <.~~\:- p~)
contents are isotonic and slowest if the stomach
Phase II : Irreg~ar electrical and mechanical activity
contents are hypertonic.
Pha-.c II : Regular electrical and mechanical activity

....

rn

, \!P

•swa

~~\.,

(iv) Type of food ingested:
71 eo ood
Gastric em

'

Phase I

•

Phase II

rapid, with.in
a few hours

(a) carbohydrate
rich food
(b) rotein rich food

slow

(c) fats rich food

slowest

-

No electrical spike potentials or
mechanical activity (no contractions)

-

Irregular electrical and mechanical
activity

Phasae Iii -

Regular electrical and mechanical
activity

They are <{§itipletely inhibited by a meaj)mdCi:esumed
~0-120 mmutes after a me~ Each MMC is associated
with increased secretion of bile{&om liver), g¢ic juice
and p~eatic juice. They help clear the GIT (specially
stomach and small intestine) and prepare it for the next
meal,
c
" R,-roof6\ ~t1t.¥-. Qi
0

in

(t)

Yi R.1.-~yresu,(\:-G.lQ~:

II -

Phases of MMC 111

Phase-I 30--60 min.

Phase-Ii 20-40 min.

llll1lllilll

GI Motility pattern

II

Phase-Iii (b:::;: min.

Phase-Iii (a) 10-20 min.
•

.._______/
Fig.17. 10 Phases of migrating motor complexes (MMC) (Inset: Pattern of MMC)
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APPLIED ASPECT

t\lt~\t>C

TOTAL GASTRECTOMY
It means removal of the whole stomach. It exhibits the

following features:
l. Deficiency of intrinsic factor produces pernicious anaemia
(page 71).
2. Protein digestion is normal in the absence of pepsin
and nutrition can be maintained.
3. Predisposes to the development of iron deficiency anaemia
(page 73). As conversion of iron from ferric (Fe3+) to
ferrous (Fe2+) form requires HCl (form in which iron
is absorbed). However, no more than a trace of iron is
absorbed in the stomach.
. ~ 4. Because of rapid absorption of glucose from the
~ - ,,, intestine, the resultant hyperglycemia causes abrupt
CJ
rise in insulin secretion. This leads to hypoglycemia
approx. 2 hours after meals.
5. Dumping Syndrome (Fig. 27.11). A condition
characterized by development of weakness, dizziness
and sweating after meals. It is partly due to:
(i) hypoglyceyua (see above); and
(ii) rapid entry of hypertonic meal into the intestine
which causes rapid movement of water into the
gut from plasma, thus producing hypovolyrua and
hypo~ sion.

Etiology (cause) and pathogenesis
1. The t1t11w. al-bicarbo11ate barner dismption (page
215). This barrier normally prevents irritation and
autodigestion of the mucosa by the gastric secretion.
The substances/agents which tend to distrupt the
'barrier' and cause irritation includes:

I·,

Oesophagus
wer oesophageal
sphincter
Duodenal ulcer
Stomach

Gastric
(or stomach) ulcer

Fig. 27. 12 Peptic ulcer disease

(i) infection with a bacterium, Helicobacter pylori
(A major cause of gastric ulcer). H. pylori inhibits
somatostatin secretion (Thus stimulating gastric H+
secretion) and inhibits intestinal HCO3 secretion.
(ii) ethanol (ethyl alcohol)
(iii) vinegar
Sugary food leaves the stomach quickly
(iv) bile salts
Stomach
(v) non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (~ID), •
pouch
for example, aspirin, brufen, voveran etc. These"
drugs · inhibit prostaglandin synthesis which
stimulates 'mucus' secretion and inhibits acid
PGi E.:,,. secretion by activating Gi receptors (page 219).
This is the reason, why the incidence of peptic ulcer
Other symptoms
(specially gastric ulcer) increases in persons taking
include:
anti-inflammatory drugs.
• fast he¢t rate
•sw~ g
2. Hy11, - t retio11 of gastnc awl. This leads to ulcers of
• nause~
the duodenum and pre-pyloric portion of the stomach.
or vomiting
•
Gastric acid secretion is often elevated in patients who
present with ulcer in this region. Hypersecretion of
Fig. 27.11 Dumping syndrome - symptoms
gastric
acid may be due fo:
---------(i) Pepsinogen I. Human gastric mucosa contains
Important Note
two immuno-histochemically distinct pepsinogen
groups;
pepsinogen I and pepsinogen II.
The obese patients often undergo a surgica Iprocedure
Pepsinogen
I is found only in acid secreting region, , ,.
in which the stomach is stitched so that most of it
whereas pepsinogen II is also found in pyloric
is bypassed; therefore, the reservoir function of the
stomach is lost resulting in a distressing Dumping
region. Maximal acid secretion correlates with •
Syndrome.
pepsinogen I levels; and patients with congenitally ' •
elevated circulating pepsinogen I levels have a
five fold greater incidences of peptic ulcer than
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF PEPTIC ULCER
individuals with normal levels.
Definition: Peptic ulcer is the term referred to breakdown
(ii) Role of Gastr,11
of the mucosal-epithelium of the stomach and/ or duodenum
(a) In most patients with gastric and duodenal
(Fig. 27.12) .
ulcers resting gastrin levels are normal,

l
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PHYSIOLOGY OF VOMITI NG

Definition: Vomiting or emesis is the forceful expulsion of
the food from the stomach and/ or intestine.

Sequence of Events (Fig. 27.13)
1. 'Nausea' is first experienced, and then salivary secretion
is"'increased and breathing becomes deep, rapid and
irregular.
2. 'Retching' may occur which consists of:
(i) incoordinated spasmodic contraction of respiratory
'muscles, and
(ii) descent of diaphrag m when exP.iratory muscles
contract.
3. Glottis cl~es. and _remains shut till the expulsion
of vomited material is effected. This increases

Initiation of Vomiting
All these complex series of moveme nts occurring during
vomiting are controlled through a 1/.0witing cetJ,.tre located
in d ~ n of later~.re !ifulado rmation in medulla.
"Afferen t" impulses may arise from:
1. irritation of mucosa in the stomach and other parts
of GIT

Hi,gher centres: hypothalamus, cerebellum,
L Pi)
(_
lat>yrlnth, area postrema

c..

Cascade of vomit

Respiration stop

•

Stomach squeezed

...

Contraction of diaphragm and - - abdominal muscles

Fig. 27. 13 Sequence of events in vomiting

Somatomotor signals
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2. vestibular apparatus (e.g. in motion sickness)
3. heart and other organs.
• Impulses are relayed from the vomiting centre over
G) visceral afferent pathways in the sympathetic nerves
and vagi. Other afferent impulse~\J!om the limbic
c~
which may originate, in response to 'emotions'
s:1ch as 'nauseating smells' and 'sickening sights' may
also reach the vomiting centre. (Fig. 27.14)
Tn ( 'OIi 'i 1, 11 f•1 is the chem orecept or trigger zone
(CTZ) located in or near 'area postrema' on medullary
surface (page 373). The 'CTZ' contains 'chemoreceptor'
cells which initiate vomiting when they are stimula ted
by certain circulating toxins (chemical agents) released
in many clinical disorders. Drugs like aeomorphine,
gj,gitalis are called central emetics since they act by
stimulating 'CTZ'.

Medulla

Chemoreceptor trigger
zone-CTZ
Vomiting center

\,.(~ ~ iif>-:::J-- - -

Spinal
cord

•
Vagal afferents

'

C

•

Stomach

Fig. 27.14 Afferent pathways for vomiting reflex
'---

J
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1. Give physiological b asis of:
(i) Gastrin release though vagally mediated is not blocked by atropine.
(ii) Protection of gastric mucosa! surface from damage by gastric acid.
(iii) Post prandial alkaline tide.
(iv) How regurgitation from duodenum is normally prevented?
(v) Alcohol intoxication can be avoided if it is consumed after ingestion of a drink rich in fat.
(vi) Duodenal ulcer can be treated by vagotomy.
(vii) Gastric mucosa is resistant to auto-digestion.
{viii) Appetite juice
(ix) Sham feeding
(x) Receptive relaxation
(xi) Antiperistalsis
2. What will happe n and why?
(i) If gastric mucosa gets atrophied.
(ii) If gastrin is released in large amounts.
(iii) If total gastrectomy is done.
(iv) to urine pH and breathing following a meal.
(v) to BER after vagotomy
3. Write briefly about:
(i) Rennin and Gastrin
(ii) Gastric mucous membrane.
(iii) Main gastric glands.
(iv) Functions of HO in the stomach.
(v) Zollinger-Ellison syndrome.
(vi) Peptic ulcer.
(vii) Functions of stomach.
(viii) Actions of gastrin and factors affecting it.
(ix) Mechanism of secretion of HO and its regulation.
(x) Composition and function of gastric juice.
(xi) Role of vagus in secretion of gastric juice.
(xiii) Interaction between nervous and humoral mechanisms regulating gastric juice secretion.
(xiii) Basic electrical rhythm.
(xiv) Gastric motility and gastric emptying
(xv) Factors influencing gastric motility.
(xvi) Dumping syndrome
(xvii) Mucosal- bicarbonate barrier
(xviii) True vomiting centre.
(xix) Pavlov and Heidenhain pouch
(xx) Antral systole
(xxi) Chyme
(xxii) Enterogastric reflex
4. Show with the h elp of w e ll labelled diagram:
(i) Physiological anatomy of the stomach.
(ii) Structure of main gastric glands.
(iii) Mechanism of HO secretion in the stomach.
(iv) Regulation of gastric acid secretion by the parietal cells.
(v) Electrical and mechanical activity of GIT smooth muscle and effect of A-ch and Epinephrine on it.
(vi) Phases of Motor Migrating Complexes
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1. The gas present in the fundu s of the s tomach is mos tly due to:
(d) Diffusion
(c) Swallowing
(b) Putrefaction
(a) Fermentation
2. Which is not a function/acti on of pepsin?
(b) A proteolytic enzyme
(a) Activates pepsinogen to pepsin
(d) Bactencidal effect
(c) Curdles mtlk
3. Pepsin optimal activity is seen at pH:
(d) 6.0
(c) 5.0
(b) 4.5
(a) Below 4.0
produces:
4. Atrophy of gastric mucosa
(d) Belching
(c) Pernicious anaemia
(b) Hyperacidity
(a) Indigestion
5. Visible mucus in the stomach differs from the soluble mucus in all of the foUlowing except:
(b) Alkaline pH
(a) Secreted by main gastric glands
(d) Prevents damage of gastric mucosa by acid-pepsm digestion
(c) Lubricates the food
by:
increased
is
6. Mucus secretion in the stomach
(b) Products of digestion
(a) Gastric distension
Vagal stimulation
{d)
stimulus
mechanical
(c) Any
7. Trne about gastrin:
(b) Decreases gastric motility
(a) Increases secretion of pepsinogen
(d) Its secretion increases specially after protein meal
(c) Add stimulates gastrin secretion
8. Raised gas trin levels without associate d increase in gastric acid secretion is s,een in:
(d) Carcinoma stomach
(c) Pernicious anaemia
(b) G-cell hyperplasia
(a) Gastrinoma
9. Which of the following is not a function of s to mach?
(b) Provide HCI for initial digestion of proteins
(a) Reservoir for the food ingested
(c) Release of food at a controlled rate into the duodenum (d) Absorbs vitamin 8 12
10. Not true of gastric juice is:
(b) Pure juice pH is 0.87
(a) It is isotonic with plasma
(d) Digests 20% of ingested proteins
(c) Contains the enzyme rennin in infants only
11. Parietal cells in the s tomach are characterized by all of the following except:
(a) High H+-K+ ATPase
(b) Rich in mitochondria
(c) Secrete H+ into the lumen of canaliculi in exchange for K+
(d) Synthesize and secrete CJ- into the lumen of canaliculi
12. Gastric acid secretion by pyloric chief cells ceases when gastric conten ts have a pH of about:
(d) 5.0
(c) 4.0
(b) 3.0
(a) 2.0
13. Post-prandia l alkaline tide is caused by:
(b) Loss of HCO3- in 1Jrine
(a) Rise in HCO3 in systemic blood pH following a meal
(d) Rise in alveolar pC:O2
(c) Depressed breathing
14. The m echanism which causes maximum gastric acid secretion is:
(b) H? receptor stimulation
(a) Cholinergic receptor stimulation
(d) N;+_K+ ATPase pump
(c) Neurogenic
15. Trne about cephalic phase of gastric secr etion:
(a) Mediated by vagus
(b) Mucous has no role to play
(c) Leads lo 100% of gastric secretions
(d) Starts immediately after food enters the mouth
by:
16. Gastric emptying is promoted
(b) Presence of protein in the duodenum
(a) Hyperosmolarity of duodenal chyme
duodenum
of
Distension
(c)
(d) Decreased secretion of cholecystokin in
17. False about migrating m o tor complexes:
{a) Modified electrical activity in the smooth muscles of the GIT
(b) Migrate from the stomach to distal ileum@ 5 cm/min
(c) Seen during fasting and arc associated with sensation of hunger
(d) Associated with decreased bile secretion
18. Blood sugar level which produces vagal stimulatio n is:
(d) 45 mg/dL
(b) 80 mg/dL
(c) 65 mg/dL
(a) 100 mg/dL
except:
all,
to
19. Total gastrectom y may lead
(b) Severe anaemia
(a) Protein indigestion
(c) Giddiness
(d) Dizziness, pallor and sweating after meals
20. Commonest cause of peptic ulcer is:
(b) Hypersecretio n of gastric acid
(a) Infection with Helicobacter pylori
(d) Intake of anti-inflamma tory drugs
(c) Disruption of mucosal-bica rbonatc barrier
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21. The stomach does not digest itself because the:
(a) Gastric mucosa is protected by thick layer of mucus
(b) Gastric mucosal cells are not digestible
(c) Gastric mucosa] cells transpor t hydrogen ions out of the gastric mucosa
(d) Hydrogen ions are complete ly neutralized by food
22. Drugs proved to be very effective in the treatme nt of peptic ulcer are:
(a) H 1 receptor blockers
(b) H 2 receptor blockers
(c) M1-muscarinic receptor blockers
(d) Gastrin receptor blockers
23. True vomitin g centre is:
(a) Lateral reticular formation
(b) Located in the stomach
(c) Vestibular apparatus
(d) Chemore ceptor trigger zone
24. Pepsino gen I is secreted from:
(a) Parietal (oxyntic) cells
(b) Chief (or peptic) cells
(c) G-cells
(d) Mucous cells
25. pH of pure gastric HCI is:
(a) 0.20
(b) 0.87
(c) 1.20
(d) 1.80
26. Bicarbo nate ions from the parietal cells are discharg ed into the plasma
:in exchang e for which of the followin g anion?
(a) Phospha te
(b) Protein
(c) Chloride
(d) Sulphate
27. True about gastric slow wave:
(a) A wave of depolarization
(b) Initiated by distensio n of stomach
(c) Conducted @ 4-6 cm/sec
(d) Coordinated contraction of the stomach which occurs about 3/min
28. The major stimulus for receptiv e relaxatio n of the stomach is:
(a) Food in the stomach
(b) Food in the intestine
(c) Cholecys tokin.in
(d) Secre tin
29. Alcohol intoxica tion can be avoided if it is consum ed after ingestio
n of a drink rich in:
(a) Carbohydrates
(b) Proteins
(c) Fats
(d) Mixed nutrients
30. Hyperse cretion of gastric acid leads to ulcer of the:
(a) Body of the stomach
(b) Fundus of the stomach
(c) Oesopha gus
(d) Duodenu m
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-1. (c)

11. (d)
21. (a)

2. (d)
12. (a)
22. (b)

3. (a)
13. (a)
23. (d)

4. (c)
14. (b)
24. (b)

5. (d)
15. (a)
25. (b)

6. (c)
16. (d)
26. (c)

7. (d)
17. (d)
27. (a)

8. (c)
18. (d)
28. (a)

9. (d)
19.. (a)
29. (c)

,.

10. (d)
20. (c)
30. (d)
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L Physiological Anatomy of Pancreas: Structure; Nerve supply
II. Composition and functions of Pancreatic Juice
III. Regulation of the Secretion of Pancreatic Juice

rv.

Pancreatic Exocrine Furiction Tests

V. Applied : Total removal of pancreas

'Ampulla1 of Va ter'. is guarded by the "sphincter of

PBYSIOLOGICA~ ANATOMY
OF PANCREAS
Structure
The pancreas is a double function organ containing both
'exocrine' as well as 'endocrine' cells.
(A) The portion of the pancreas which subserves~ ~
function comprises compound alveolar tissue, 1.e.
secretory acini and duct cells that secrete pancreatic
juice. ZY.!J10gen ~ranules containing the digestive
enzymes are concentrated. at the apices of the acinar
cells. The pancreatic juice is discharged~
of the cells into the lumen of the panheatjc d~.

•

I

(Fig. 28.1)

The pancreatic jui~ ~ t e fcalated' and
'excr~$~<fi>e collected by two ducts: duct
of ~ d duct oi''Santorini'.

Oddi".
2. D11ct of Santorini - It is the accessory pancreatic
duct which also opens into th~denum some
•'
2 mm higher than the ampulla of Yater.
(B) The portion of the gland which subserves endocrine·
function comprises of the Islets of Langerhans, which
forms internal secretions (hormones); insulin, glucagon
and somatostatin (for details, refer to page 741).
Nerve Supply

Pancreatic acini are innervated by vagi. Pre-g~nglionic
vagal fibers synapse with ganglionic cells embedded in
the pancreatic tissue; the p,2.st-gwglionic fibers innervat~
both the ~cw,ir ,cells and s~th muscle of the ducts.
Vagal stimulaition increases pancreatic juice.secretion.

CPfiR~

(Fig. 28.2)
- 1. Duct of Wirs1mg - It is the single

major pancreatic duct formed by
joining of small intercalated and
excretory ducts. The duct joins
the common bile duct to form the
ampulla of ~ h ich opens
through the 'dUo~ruiT papilla' into
the second part of the duodenum::'\

'

•
.,

Acinar
cells

...

Liver

r'--- - - --

------=~ Right and left
hepatic ducts

l11'~'t,
Duct of Santorlni
(accessory
pancreatic duct)
Centroacinar
cells

Sphincter of Oddi

Duct of Witsung
(Major pancreatic
duct)
...,__ _ _ _.-,_ _ _ _ _ Ampulla of

Duodenal papilla

Fig. 28.1 Secretory acini and duct cells of
pancreas

J tl.~)

_ _ __ _ _ _ __J

I

Vater

Duodenum _ _ _ _ ___,

Fig. 211.2 Pancreas and its s_tru
_ ctu
_ re_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __,
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COMPOS mON AND FUNCTIONS~

r:~~~1ange is inversely proportiona l to the rate of

OF PANCREATIC JUICE
IJ__.
)
Daily secretion: 1200-1500 mL; transparent; colourless fluid;
(iii) ~ - and K+ concentrations are almost identical
~otonic with plasma.
<¢ : (;~t"{\ c jvJc...e.-:. d.-Sl · ol
with those of plasma and are constant on changing
Specific Gravity: 1010- 1~
rate of secretion. C'!.f'I
• Rmt)
pH: 7.8 to 8.4, markedly alka/we due to high HCO 2.
Pancreatic
secretion
involves
chemical work and is • .
3

concentration; approx. 120 m.Eq/L; 4-5 times that of
plasma HCO3- conc~' Phus pafi'rreatic j.ulGe along
with a!Jsfiliue~ ile~tr~ s thegMtric acid and helps
in raising the pH of the duodenal contents. Failure to
neutralize the acid as it enters the duodenum will result
in duodenal ulcer.
W ~"I - gi•;.
Electrolytes
/ m~
Cations -~K+ lA'2+, ~ g+, Zn
-: 2+
Anions - CO ,-,e--c1- and traces of SO/-, HPO/-.
En:ymes (secreted by acinar cells)
• Cf'$
1. Pancreatic a-amylase l Co-~. \~be.)
2. Pancreatic lipase ( f \.., po\~"c.
3. Pancreatic esterase
4. Pancreatic pro-phosph olipase Az (
5. Pancreatic proteolytic enzymes ~ese
pmJerful
protein splitting enzymes in the pancreatic juice and
are secreted as
~:
(i) _!rypsinogen
} fOl~\
(ii) chymotrypsinogen
I (iii) pro-carboxypeptidase A and B } 'rOY ClD..

associated with an increased 0 2 consumption. The duct
cells of the pancreas contain carbonic anhydrase (CA) "
and form the HCO3- which is secreted into the duct \
lumen. HCO3- are formed via the same reaction that
occurs in the parietal cells of the stomach (page 213).
Therefore, acetazolamide by inhibi~ 'CA: and alloxan
by causing ceTiular vacuolig tion of d uct cells, decreases

H3~
- s o
~. cl~
Enzym
ch (YTh<l" rx-~w. .tv-b\AX\,\1-)
es
1. Pancreatic a-amylase f'lt.E:.? f>

L

It is stable in pH range of 4-11; MW 45000. It splits a-1-4
glycosidic bond of starch and digests starch (boiled and
unboiled) to maltose. S.ta.9.lh t>e:~.t'n-N.
2. Pancreatic Lipase
~\-oi.e
(i) Hydrolyses neutral fats to glycerol esters and fatty
acids. Ne.u.tl~ \G\S ~ \ eJ.t:V- cf)
(ii) Its pH range of activity is from 7 to 9. ~-f'
.....

f ~ ncJ

are

0

I tH?fl

'

Another pancreatic lip se that is activated by bile
salts (Bile salt activate pase) catalyzes the hydrolysis
(iv) ribonuclease
} Nv..de.t1. .c,.uJJ
· of cholesterol esters, p hospholipids and triglyceride s • ...
(v) deoxy - ribonuclease
(vi) prq--elastase
(page ~62~-·
11 1 ,1 ,1 L - It is secreted by the same acinar
6.
•
cells and at the same time as pancrea · ro-enzymes.
3. Pancreatic Esrerase - converts cholesterol esters to
It protects the pancreas from 'auto i s ·on'.
cholesterol.
·
rn E C\-4 f'I \C '
: ~ 4. Pancreatic pro-phospholipase A2
Electrolytes
k'ct.~ ~~ S. 't.l"'~~"'( l o ~ It is secreted in inactive form and gets converted to
1. Electrolytic composition varies with rate of secretion.
c.~ phospho.lipase Ai (active) by trypsin. This splits a fatty
(Fig 28.3)

(i) At low s~crory rates HCO3- concentration
is as hi as 80 mEq/ L which increases to
120 m.Eq/L at high secretory rates.

UM§
Regardless

of the flow rates, pancreatic
secretion are isotonic.

'nC.0 ..:;, ~~tilT\ YE.
2
(ii) CJ- concentration falls as HCO 3
concentration rises and total concentration
of these two anions remains constant.
Although HCO3- is secreted in the small
ducts, it is reabsorbed in the large ducts
in exchange for c1-. The magnitude of the

C,-

8-> +4, ooi

~:;\~
(l';:~

r-

!-...·- - -

::::.
a
'.§_

____,__

Pancreatic juice
- - - - · - - - - - - - Na•

160

Plasma

Na+ 151.5
120

C

.2

"§

ca,

"

. .

80

C

0

u

40

c1 -

j

- - - - - - - - - - K·

0
0

04
0.8
1.2
1.6
Secretary rate (mUmln)

2.0

Fig. 28. J Relation between the rate of secretion and electrolyte
concentration in the- pancreatic juice
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acid off lecithin (i.e. phospholipid, a normal constituent
of bile) forming lysolecithin, which damages cell

~l.t_6.)h~

\...,~~~"()

membrane.

Important Note
pone.., f t.f~
In acute pancreatitis, phospholipase Ai. gets
activated in the pancreatic ducts causing disruption
of pancreatic tissue and necrosis of surrounding
fat which may be fatal. This disease is invariably
associated with high serum a~ lase and lipN,e
levels.
Q)
\JI

.•

.

.,

5. Pancreatic proteolytic enzymes

trypsinogen
(inactive)

Enterokinase (enteropeptidase)
secreted by duodenal mucosa
trypsin
__a_n_d_tr_y_p_s_in_(_a_u-toc--ata--ly-st_)_ _..,. (active)

(i) lrypsmo

•

I'

Trypsin is the most powerjjil proteolytic enzyme
of the pancreatic juice. It hydrolyses proteins by
splitting bonds in the protein molecule which
contain L-lysjne and karginine in which e-amino
;r guanidino groups are free. Therefore, proteins
are digested mainly to small polypeptides. Some
amino-acids are also formed, because trypsin can
hydrolyse some dipeptides.
(ii) C ymotrypsinogen
trypsin

Chymotrypsinogen __;:..,:__• Chymotrypsin
(inactive)

(active)

It digests protein to small polypeptides.
(iii) Pro-carboxypeptid .. "t: A and B
.

pro-cnrboxypept1dase
A and B (inactive)

Enterokinase

.

trypsin

Carboxypeptidase
A and B

D
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REGULATION OF fflE SECRETION
011 PANCREATIC JUICE

G==~

The secretion of pancreatic juice is controlled in part by a
reflex mechanism (nervous regulation) and in part by the

~~=regulation).

_.
. f-

NERVOUs' REGUulTION

l. Stimulation of vagus (X) nerve produces:

(i) I

:.1t111e

,1 I

pancreatic juice secretion with

disappearance of zymogen granules
from the gland cells which are reformed during
subsequent rest.
Vagal effect is mediated by release of acetylcholine
(A-ch), which in turn activates phospholipase C to
cause increa1sed secretion of pancreatic juice from
'the acinar c,ells. A similar effect on pancreatic juice
secretion is seen with cholecystokinin (CCI<) which
also exerts it:s effect by activating phospholipase C.
2. Within few :minutes of ingestion of food (if vagi are
~t), there is increase in pancreatic juice secretion,
which lasts for 6-14 hours, depending on the
composition of food and ~ o n occurs during
2nd to 3rd hour~
Enzyme composition of juice ~ i ~ h a r a c t e r
.Qf....fg.o__d. ThEirefore, amount of 'lipase' increases with
a diet rich iln fats; the quantity of7'a mylase' with a
carbohydrate rich diet and amount of 'trypsin' with
a protein rich diet.
3. After administration of atropine, stimulation of vagus
causes no increase in pancrea~c juice secretion, proving
that the response is mediated via release of A-ch at
vagal nerve endings.
4. Reflex stimulation of vagus nerve causes increase in
pancreatic juice secretion. This is seen with ·
(i) conditioned reflexes e.g. sight and s~ell of food;
and
(ii) unconditioned reflexes e.g. chewing and swallowing
of food.

amino acid residues from the free carboxyl group
at the end of the chain.
(iv) Ribonu lease
(v) Deoxyribonuclea e They split nucleic acids of
rihase and deoxyribose type into nucleotides.
(vi) P~o-c I ,t1,e

HUMORAL RJEGULATION
Two GIT hormones, Secretin and Cholecystokininpqncreozymin (CCK-P?;). on liberation into portal
venous blood via systemic circulation reach pancreatic
tissue to stimulate the secretion of pancreatic juice.

trypsin

ROLE OF SECRETIN
l. It was the 1st hormone to be discovered (Bayliss and
Starling 1902), a f>OlyPeptide, MW: 5000, consists of

Pro-elastase
(inactive)

Elnstase
(active)

It converts elastin and some other proteins into
simplified substances.
G \a..l~n _.,
gh·n?\e.

fWultv.>

Pe,x

consistency of glycerine.
(ii) Causes

It splits peptide chain by the stepwise removal of

•

-:\ric.

(Fig. 28.4)

27 amino-acids, structure r<:sembling that of glucag,on,
GLI, VIP and GIP (page 272)
~"I\\.,\

. ~nr

G\u.~~,~ ~c_tw

J

J
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Acinar CCK-PZ Enzyme rich
cell
- - - pancreatic juice

Secret,n

l

Alkaline (HCO3- rich)
watery pencreatfc Juice

I Fig. 28.4 Sites ofaction and effects ofsecretin and cholecytokininpa.ncreozymin (CCK-PZ) on pancreatic juice secretion

2. It is produced by argentaffin (or 5)

account for some stimulant properties that they have
in common.
3. It is produced by granular mucosal cells of upper
portion of small intestine, the duodenum and jejunum.
4. It causes contraction of gall bladder to release bile
and also causes secretion of pancreatic juice ,cl , • - by causing discharge of zymogen granules
from the pancreatic acinar cells. The effect is mediated
by activation of phospholi pase C (page 22)~
•'
5. It also increases the secretion of ent~kina se
(enteropep tidase) fr~ the duodenum and may also
increase the motility\.lt{f small and large intestine.
6. It produces trophic effect (i.e. increased growth) on
pancreas.
~d,w.' tri
7. It is also found in neurons · ~~r~(sp ecial1y in the
cerebral carte
valved the regulation of
food intake
is related to the pr ucti n of anxiety
and analgesia.
8. CCK and gastrin both stimulate glucagon secretion.
9. Positive feedback control

cells in the crypts of
the mucosa of upper part of small intestine, duodenum
1) O': 'j>~- and jejunum. It is secreted as prosecretin (inactive),
c.:o:.._i'
which gets converted by gastric HCl and salts of fatty
acids (soaps) into secretin (active).
3. It acts on the duct cells of pancrei ttoroduce a flow of
Pl""'· \..::>o..h.~ ,11.. i/11,r u 1ter11 f'111tcrtf; trc m
oor in enzymes.
~c. -}Utf..The effect is mediated by incre e in intracellular
·~
. cAMP.e w ~
~ { ; ~4. The vo~ o f flow of juice is directly proportion al to
'-'jj- ·
the secretin dose injected I.V. As volume of pancreatic
,---- Products of digestion (specially
secretion increases, its c1- concentra tion falls and
peptides and amino acids) in
small intestine
HCO3- concentra tion rises. Although HCO - are
3
secrete? in small ducts, it is reabsorbed_ in the large
ducts m exchange for c1-. The magrutud e of the
increase 'CCK' secretion
stimulate
•
exchange is inversely proportion al to the rate of flow.
~
5. It a\so stimulates bile secretion and potentiates the
increase bile and
,l effect of "CCK-PZ" on the pancreas. ( ~
pancreatic juice secretion
~ _ , B ..
6. It along with "CCK-PZ" causes contractio n of p y l o r i ~
~'\\~phincter and delays gastric emptying. Thus, preventing
This positive feedback control of CCK-PZ is terminated
\.& the reflux of duodenal contents into the stomach.
when the product of digestion enters the ileum.
7. Feedback control of secretitt secretion
Importan t Notes
CNQoaz:R~ :\-e.e.d~¥--)
Secretion of Secreuon of alkaline pancreatic
1. 'Secretin' amplifies the stimulatio n of enzyme
secretin
juice into the duodenum
and electrolyt e rich pancreatic juice by a given
dose of 'CCK-PZ' . Similarly, 'CCK-PZ' am_plifies
Inhibition
t~e secretory response of pancreas to 'secretin'
Neutralizes the acid
produced as a result of acidifying the contents
from the stomach
of the intestinal lumen. Therefore , each hormone
'potentiat es' the action of other.
ROLE OF CHOLEC YSTOKIN IN-PANC REOZYM IN
2. Both 'secretin' and 'CCK-PZ' delay gastric(CCK-PZ)
· emptyi!lg (Also refer to pages 223) and stimulate
1. Previously it was thought that two separate hormones
secretjon a£ 's11ccus eotecicus' (intestina l juice).
are released from the duodenal mucosa, one 'CCK'
. QI.
which causes contraction of the gall bladder to release
bile; and second 'PZ' which stimulates the secretion
'Secretitt' a11d 'CCK-PZ' •
of pancreatic juice. However, now it has been found
that a single hormone is released fyom the duodenal
1.
mucosa to carry out both the above functions, hence
the name 'CCK-PZ' .
2.
uc o car h~at·~.Iill:;.,aJlliL ~~~ug~~tion
2. It is a polypepti de containing 33 amino-aci ds with
in small intestine (specially peptides, amino acids are
5 terminal amino-acids as those of gastrin, which
major stimuli), cause more of 'CCK-PZ' release.
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111teraction of Nervous a11d Humoral Regulatio n

Pancreatic secretion is initiated by direct vagal
stimulation of the exocrine secretory cells. Vagal activity
also releases 'gastrin' from the pyloric antrum, which
causes po':"erful excitation of acid secretion from the
_•• gastric parietal (oxyntic) cells. Acid entering the duodenum
increases secretion of 'secretin' and 'CCK-PZ' .
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volume, pH, HCO3- and concenq-ation of enzymes for
each sample are then measured and calculated.

' '
(i) With normal pancreatic function, there is a
rapid increase in flow rate of p~ncreatic juice
following the InJecbon (more so with secretin),
with maXlillum flow rare us~ein g reached in
causes mainly
20 minutes <Fig. ~8.5).
./ PAN~REATIC ..EXOCR IN! FUNCTION TESTS
flow rate
b~with
concentra
HCO
in
increase
3
1. Estimatio11 of sen,m-am ylase levels: Its levels are
L;
and may increase as high as 120 inEq/ whereas
markedly increased in acute pancreatitis. Normal value: .
C.f&f~ uses increased flow of pancreatic juice
50-120 units/ L. (":\--S".,_._~5 Uf)'l~/\...>
rich io enzymes (see above).
2. Faecal fat excretion test: Fat is present infood as.neutral
(ii) Obstruction of pancreatic duct due to carcinoma
~ at or triglyceride. It is split by lieases, (mainly from~
or calculus produce secretion of pancreatic juice of
pancreas) into glycerol and fatty acids. Some of fatty~
low volume and low enzyme levels.
'S acids, if unabsorbed combine with~ to form soaps.
_
(iii) Panc~eatitis cause~ secretion of pancreatic juice
<5 Fats m~y, therefore, be found in ~&'as neu,ti-al fat,
~KO~
.J,
and
HCO
of
levels
low
with
low m volume
3
·
fattyac1ds and SQaps.
&-.x..
disease~
this
In
levels.
enzyme
low
or
normal
~
a
m
person
the
4.> For estimation of the f~ts in the stools,
HCO3- concentration is markedly decreased to 90
be placed on diet containing 100 gm of fat per day. The
OQ'O~ j
mEq/ L.
stools are collected over 3-5 days and the}s~~t ..E:~
inated
uncontam
Fresh,
5. Cytologic al examinatio11
-4 for fat contents. Normal fat excretion is 5-6
duodenal aspirate is collected and cytological
may
it
cy
patients with paocrea ti~rine insufficien
examination performed for cancer cells. This helps in
(.$0 s gm\~)
increase to 40-50 gm/ d
the diagnosis of pancreatic carcinoma.
• 3. L1mdh test: This test relies on an assessment of tWfilll
~ctivity in pancreatic juice collected following duodenal
APPLIED
• ?Jmtubat ion. Indirect stimulation of pancreas is done
Pancreas
the
of
Removal
Total
' ~ by ingestion of a meal. The mean trypsin activity of
Total removal of the pancreas in man is indicated in
exocrine
pancreatic
of
presence
indicates
< 6 IU / L,
carcinoma of pancreas. lt will result in:
t,;:: insufficiency.
1. Diabetes mellitus due to pancreatic endocrine deficiency
4. Secretin and 'CCK-PZ' stimulatio n test
of insulin (for details, ·refer to page 751).
Collection of pure pancreatic juice: A special double lumen
2. Developm ent of digestive disturbances which include:
tube is swallowed and then screened into position in
(i) Increase in faecal fat contents upto 40-S0gm/ day
the duodenal loop. It has a weighted bulbous end and
due to imperfect digestion of fats which leads to
holes, one for duodenal and other
contains 2 sets
poor fat absorption. ~ a result stools are bt.tl½v, C}\~Pt.
for gastlf~~ tion. Therefore, pure (uncontaminated)
1 r .
foul smelling, pale and gre~ ',
pancreatic juice can be collected from the duodenum.
{) J I tie.I\.~ el
r.£
optic
fiber
Now-a-da ys,
7JV
\.:
~
d
catheter can be introduce
(Enzyme)
(Volume)
under direct vision into the
24
:]"150
12
collecting
for
duct
pancreatic
125
(-)Secretin
10
:J"
E
the pure pancreatic juice. .
;100
8
I \
(·--)CCK-PZ
0
I ' ',
6
~f1e),e...
(
I
75
"'
\ DS't1~ ~
d
JI
c: 50
ia
4
~fN{l,.
E
ed
allo~
is
period
short
a
After
<
5 2
2
(.)
for stabilization, 'secretin'
0
20 40
o-t--~--,-o-r-o-so~"Tao0204060 80
is given 1.V. and duodenal
(min)
Time
Time (min)
Time (min)
aspirate collected at 10 minutes
intervals over the next 30-80
Injection
Injection
Injection
minu tes; 'CCK-PZ' is then
Hg. 28.5 Effect of administrati on of secrctin and CCK-PZ on the composition and volume of
given and the whole process
the pancreatic juice in humans
aspirated
The
'---repeated.
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(ii) Faecal nitroge n conten t increases to 4-8 gm / day

(normal: 1 gm/ day) due to incomplete proteolysis.

(iii) Usuall y no abnorm ality of carboh ydrate digesti on

andabsorption,duetootherimportantcarbohydrates
. .
sp I1tting enzym es are presen t in intestinal juice.
at

Ac.u,~

_h ..

~cy em ini

-, b.
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Digest ive disturb ance due to pancre atic insufficiency
causes loss of approx. 30% of calorific value of the
f d.
oo mg:est e d .

~,n

l
~o« . d..uc..\ J

;,

.- 8\,
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1. Give compos ition and functio ns of pancreatic juice.
2. Write briefly about:
(i) En terokinase
(ii) Trypsin inhibito r
(iii) Role of vagus in regulation of secretio n of pancreatic juice
. ·
\___,.. ,
(iv) Bile salt activated lipase
ti: (~ ~Sn C
OV
(v) Interaction of nervous and humora l mechanism regulating pancrea
tic jui,eecr etim,
(vi) Pancreatic exocrine function tests
Q..9..e._
(vii} Steatorr hoea.
N- A'"- ,., u, . .
3. What will happen and why, if:
--\h,.,'c::k. I I ! ' - ~ 1 '-U
(i) Acid chyme entering the duoden um fails to get neutralized.
(ii} Autodigestion of pancrea s occurs.
(iii) Phosph olipase Ai gets activate d in the pancreatic ducts.
(iv) Pancreas is remove d in toto.
4. Lis t proteol ytic enzyme s in the pancrea tic juice. Give
their actions .
5. Lis t signs of pancrea tic insuffic iency.

±ro

ttt

d-...u!

6. Draw labelled diagram to show:
(i} Relation between rate of secretio n and electrolyte concent ration
in pancreatic juice
(ii) Effect of adminis tration of secretin and CCK-PZ on pancreatic juice
secretio n

00·1

..
•,

'

1. True about trypsin inhibito r:
(a} Secreted as inactive proenzy me
(b} Powerful protein splitting enzyme
(c} Protects the pancreas.from auto-dig estion
(d) Helps raising pH of duoden al contents
2. Which carbohy dratll is not hydroly sed by pancrea tic amylas
e?
{a.) Starch
(b) Glycogen
(c) Cellulos e
(d) Dextrin
3. Pancrea tic a-amyl ase differs from salivary a -amylas e in that:
(a) It digests starch to maltose
(b) It cannot digest boiled starch
(c) It is stable in pH range of 4-11
(d) It hydrolyses l:4 a linkages
4. Not true about pancrea tic lipase:
(a) Hydrolyses neutral fats to glycerol and fatty acids
(b) Acts best in pH range of 7 to 9
(c) Its activity is greatly decreas ed by bile salts
(d) Secrete d by pancreatic acinar cells
5. Secreti n does not cause:
(a) Bicarbonate secretio n
(b) Augmen ts the action of CCK
(c) Contrac tion of pyloric sphincter
(d) Increase in gastric secretion
6. Pancrea tic juice rich in water and electrol ytes but poor in enzyme
s is sec·rete d in respons e to:
(a) Pancreaozymin
(b) Cholecystokinin
(c) Secretin
(d) Gastrin
7. The duoden um secrete s a h ormone which has followi ng effects
except:
(a) Causes copious pancreatic juice rich in bicarbo nate
(b) Increases gastric motility
(c) Causes gall bladder to contract and sphincte r of Oddi to relax
(d} Volume of pancreatic juice secretion increases directly with the hormon
e dose injected

>
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8. Best stimuli for cholecysto kinin secretion is:
(b) Protein digestion products
(a) Acid in duodenum
(d) Secretin
(c) Bile
by:
assessed
best
is
function
9. Pancreatic exocrine
(b) Tiypsin actiV1ty in pancreatic juice
(a) Faecal fat estimation
Measurement of HCO3- in pancreatic juice
{d)
pancreas
of
examinahon
(c) Cytological
. ...
10. In patients with pancreatic exocrine insufficiency faecal fat excretion increases to:
{d) 40-50 gm/day
(c) 20-30 gm/day
(b) 10-15 gm/day
(a) 5-6 gm/day
; • 11. A large greasy smelly pale stool usually indicates failure of digestion of:
(d) Cellulose
(c) Proteins
(b) Fats
(a) Carbohydrates
is loss to approxima tely:
12. In digestive disturbanc e due to pancreatic insufficien cy, calorific value of the food ingested
(d) 40%
(c) 30%
(b) 20%
(a) 10%
13. pH of pancreatic juice is:
(d) Neutral
(c) Light acidic
(b) Markedly alkaline
(a) Slightly alkaline
14. False about pancreatic secretion is:
(a) Daily secretion: 1.5 L/day
(b) Isotonic with plasma
(c) Rich in HCO3
(d) Pancreozymin-enzyme rich
is:
15. The h ormone generally considered to be the major stimulus for enzyme secretion by the pancreas
Gastrin
(d)
Trypsin
(c)
Secretin
(b)
(a) Cholecystokinin
16. The most important stimulus for secretion of secretin is:
(b) Mechanical duodenal distension
(a) Vagal stimulation
(d) Fat reaching the duodenum
(c) Acidic chyme entering duodenum

.::

1. (c)
11. (b)

2. (c)
12. (c)

4. (c)
14. (d)

3. (c)
13. (b)

5. (d)
15. (a)

6. (c)

7. (b)

8. (b)

10. (d)

9. (d)

I I

16. (c)
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Liver and Gall Bladder
I. Physiological Anatomy of the Liver
Structure and special features
Hepatic blood flow and oxygen consumption
II. Functions of the Liver and Signs of Liver Insufficiency
III. The Bile
Composition ofliver bile
Functions of bile
Control of bile secretion
IV Bilirubin Metabolism, Excretion and Jaundice
V. Functions of Gall Bladder
VI. Applied: Cholecystectomy; Complete biliary obstruction; Gall stones

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY
OF fflE LIVER
Structure and special features (Fig. 29.1)
l. Liver is the largest gland in the body, weighin g about
1.5 kg in an adult. It consists -J»(Tu .~ which are
subdivi ded intoe
~ ch is the basic functional
unit of the liver.
~ . q 2. The liver lobules are made up of columns of hepatic cells
whose outlines are indistin ct forming a syncyti um.
~
,,
1 ' divides into branche s,
3.
the 'interlo bular
&'i.~ o~ veins', which surrount:l the lobules; from these vessels
bfw 'hPt'1\1'otublood passes betwee n the hepatic cells in sinusoids
CP~~ '1tv~sc ular capillaries) to reach the centre of the lobule
( f : ~ ~i.e. the 'central vein', which drains into the 'hepatic
vein' via its 'intralo bular' branche s and thence into
the 'vena cava'.
~l°' 4. Similarly,
divides into branche s which
!,
accomp any those of the portal veins betwee n the
~
obules; ultimate ly hepatic artery blood also enters
the 'sinusoi ds', where it mixes with the blood from
the portal vein.
\""~ 5. The endothe lium of sinusoi ds has large fenestrations
~ \ ) ~ thereby forming an intimate
contact between the blood
and hepatic cells. This helps the liver to transfor m or
,nb-n . T- modify many of the constituents of blood.
6. K11pffer cells are part of ~
em)
which
lie
along
the
endothe
lium
of
the sinusoi ds at
~'o~
regular interval s.
.ll,
Bile is formed in tiny vacuole s in the interior of
hepatic cells (hepatocytes) and is dischar ged through
fine 'canaliculi' into the 'intralo bular' bile ducts which
join via 'interlob ular' bile ducts to form the right and
left 'hepatic ducts'. These ducts join outside the liver
to form the common hepatic duct.

,.
I-vein
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t
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(B}

Bile Canaliculus-

---,

~~~"l':? lo''!;II----: =- Hepatic

macrophages
(Kupffer cells)
,-,J-~~ ~ -

l

--Sinu soid
containing blood

Fig. 29.1 (A) A magnified transverse section of a liver lobule.
(B) Direction of the flow of blood and bile in a liver lobule.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE LIVER AND
SIGNS OF LIVER INSUFFICIENCY

8. Physiological reserve of liver

(i) 80% of liver tissue can be removed without bile
The major functions of the liver and correspondi ng signs
salts and bile pigments being retained in the blood
~ ~ ~ ~ c - ) of liver insufficiency (or liver damage) are given in the
or excreted in urine.
following Table 29.1.
(ii) Even if 90% of bile ducts are ligated, the volume
of bile secreted remains normal.
,...
THE BILE
(i) and (ii) indicate physiological reserve of the liver.
y by the hepatic cells into the
continuousl
secreted
Bile is
9. Rege11eratio)J ~!.~fi.'!/ !~Remov al of 3/ 4th of liver
it is collected by the hepatic
where
bile capillaries, from
causes, witnin'b ~~ ~ ee~, restoration of original liver
•
common
ducts which joins with cystic duct to form
mass by proliferation of remaining tissue as a result of
bile duct. Between the periods of digestion, the tone of
active mitotic djyjsions of the cells. This can be repeated
sphincter of Oddi is high, therefore, bile is diverted via the
~ny times and is always followed by regeneration.
cystic duct into the 'gall bladder', where it is concentrated
10. Liver resists many forms of stress at its best when its
and stored. WhE~ food enters the mouth, the 'sphincter
stores of carbohydrat es and proteins are ample; its
of Oddi' relaxes; and when food enters the upper part of
fats.
efficiency is impaired when it is laden with
small intestine, release of 'secretin' and 'CCK-PZ' from
f-~ l\~ .1,m
Hepatic blood flow and oxygen consumption (AJPo~ duodenum causes the gall bladder to contract.

Ui,<Jr"

y

pro~

-~•

~

refer to page 381)
1

1.

is 1500 mL/min:

~o•t•

Compositio n of Liver Bile
500-1000 m L; transparent alkaline fluid; light
(golden) yellow in colour.
7.8 - 8.6; isosmotic with plasma

(i) 20% (300 mL/ min) is delivered by hepatic artery;
<iseo/•
and
(ii) 80% (1200 mL/ min) from portal venous supply.
Water

2. 111,•rr,,

..

o

·(11,11vt1111

==

f> Omlf:1 /m1n

(i) ~atic artery blood 0 2 content:
<12.,;hL/ dL (95% saturated with
(ii) Hepatic vein blood 0 2 content: ~L/dL.
(iii) ~ta! vein blood 0 2 content:
\!Z)nL/dL (85% saturated with 0 2) .
(iv) Hepatic artery minus hepatic vein 0 2 difference
is (19 - 13.4) i.e. 5.6 mL/ dL. Therefore, 300 mL
tm ~f hepatic arte~ blood supply (J@ x 56/J PQ)
... (a)
\Jl!:J - ~ .8 mL O2 /mm
is (17 difference
0
vein
hepatic
vein
Portal
(v)
2
Therefore,
13.4) i.e. 3.6 mL/dL.
1200 mL of portal vein blood supply
{1~00 x 36/1DQ) = 43.2 w.LO2 / min .... {b)
Thus, total 0 2 consumptio n of liver (a+b) is, 16.8
+ 43.2 = 60 ml O 2 /min (70% of this is supplied by
portal vein and the remaining 30% by hepatic artery).
Therefore, portal venous blood is mgrcdesotw:ate4 durit,g
rtigestiar:, However, there is marked increase of portal
blood flow during digestion, so that although the
portal 0 2 content per 100 mL of blood is reduced,
the total 0 flow is increased due to hyperaemia .
3. Mct111

2
prc~:-111 , 111

I,, 'I

1 1

1111d JI< ta/

1/:,ft 111

·

(i) mean hepatic arterial pressure: 100 mmHg
7 mmHg
(ii) mean portal vein pressure
5 mmHg
(iii) mean hepatic vein pressure
the liver is
through
flow
blood
of
resistance
Therefore,
low.

1

t

97°10
0.7% (120-180 mg/ dL). These are sodium
and potassium salts of bile acids.
0.2%. These include biliverdi11 and bilirubin

and its derivatives.
Lecithin
(a phospholipid )' : 0.1% (140-810 mg/dL). It is present in
inactive form; when converted to lysolecithin
(active), it damages the cell membrane.
Fats
Fatty adds
Cholesterol
Enzyme alkaline
phosphatase

0.1%
0.15%
0.06% (60-170 mg/dL).
It helps in converting organic phosphate to

free phosphate.
Elc

ht
(i) Cations

0.7%
a+

K+
-ca2+

(ii) Anions

: oHC03-

180-220 mEq/L

6-8 mEq/ L
2.5-4.8 mEq/L
60-70 mEq/L
60-70 mEq/ L

HCO3- concentratio n increases with an increase in rate
of bile secretion. LV. administrat ion of acetazolami de (in
high dose), decreases HCO3- concentration of bile, thereby
decreases pH from 8.6 to 7.4.

Bile Salts
1. These are the sodium and potassium salts of
bile acids, half life: 3 days. The two principal
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Table 29.1: Functions of the liver and signs o liver insufficiency
Functions of the Liver

Sign!1 of liver insufficien cy or liver damage

I. Synthetic: Liver synthesizes;
1.

Most of the 'plasma proteins' specially albumin; it does
not sy11thesize immunoglobulins, which are synthesized
in R-E system.

2.

Some clotting factors, e.g. fibrinogen {_!2, prothrombin ®
and factors Y., ~Il, IX and X.
c:.. L N i

Hypoproteinemia, resulting in ~ a .

Haemorrhagic disorders.

( r\ ~ o 1~'N1 h et , •••

.
)

3.

Enzymes, e.g.
(i) Alkaline phosphatase
(ii) SGOT (serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase)
(iii) SGPT (serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase)
(iv) SICD (sernm iso citrate dehydrogenase)

4.

Urea - Liver removes a mmonia from the body to
synthesize urea.

(i) Blood urea decreases (normal: 20-40 mg/ dL)
(ii) Blood ammonia rises (normal: 20-80 µg/ dL)
(iii) Urine ammonia rises (normal: 350-1200 µg/dt)
(All these changes occur, erovided kidneys are normal).

5.

Cholesterol - it is synthesized from active acetate.

S. cholesterol d ecreases; however, in obstructive jaundice it
increases (normal: 120-200 mg/ dL).

(i) Increase in concentration of plasma alkaline phosphatase
(normal 5-13 KA unit)
.
(ii) increase in concentration of SGOT; SGPT and SICD (normal:
5-40 units % or 5-25 IU/L) because these enzymes are
released from damaged hepatic C
!:Jl@

II. Metabolic: Liver is the central organ of-metabolism and participates in aU three major metabolisms of the body.
].

On carbohydrate metabolism: Liver helps in synthesis,
storage and release of glucose by the following processes:
(i) Glycogenesis - glycogen is formed from glucose and
stored in the liver.
(ii) Gfttcoge11olysis - liver glycogen is broken down to
glucose.
{iii) Gl11coneogenesis - formation of glucose from noncarbohydrate sources.
(ii) and (iji) help regulation of blood glucose level by the
liver (£ltlE!_Se bufferJEn!;_!Jon).

(i) Decrease i.in liver glycogen p roducing more damage to the
liver.
(ii) Decrease in blood glucose produces: muscle weakness,
personality changes, trrmois, slurred speech, convulsions,
co~ f i n ally death. These all are the features of pre61,,atic co,~
Normal f a ~ ~ glucose level: 70-90 mg/ dL.

2.

On protein metabolism: Liver synthesizes plasma
~ , blood clotting factors, enzymes, urea and
lipoprotein from ammo-acids .

Increase in amino-acid concentration in the blood producing
ami11oacid11rin.
Normal blood amino-acid level: 30-65 mg/dL.

3.

On Fat Metabolism: Liver is the site of:
(i) ~-oxidation, a process which occurs within the
mitochondria which oxidise the fatty acids to form
active acetate i.e. aceto-acetic acid.
(ii) Non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) i.e. fatty acids
with < 14 'C' atom which reach the liver via blood
are esterificd to form triglycerides in the liver.
(iii) Synth esis of lipoproteins (e.g. HDL, LDL, VLDL,
chylomicrons etc.) which are vehicles of fat.
(iv) Synthesis of saturated fatty acids from the active
acetate via Kreb's cycle within·the mitochondria.
(v) Synthesis of cholesterol and phospholipids (e.g.
lecithin, sphingomyelin, cephalin etc.) for cell
membrane.

(i) Lack of ~-oxidation causes accumulation of fatty acids in
the liver; and
~t,;rt
(ii} ~ a se Jll. li.eoero t e ~ e ases st6res of liver fat.
Therefore, tthe neutral fats (triglycerides) content of the liver
is increased. Fat laden liyer arising from these cond itions is
called a Fatty Liver, it$ features include:
- Liver is g rossly enlarged containing massive d eposition of
neutral fats.
- Precipitat·e hepatitis fibrosis - cirrhosis of liver increases portal pressure (portal hypertension) (a) transudation of fluid from-abdoinina1 v1sceral capillaries
- as.cites;
(b) establishment of collateral between portal and systemic
haemorrhage from dilated venules at
~
irculation
~
e junction of oesophagus and stomach (oesop/•~111
varice;,l and from m ucosa of anus (haemorrl1oids).
(iii) DecreaseTri;-;;erum cholesterol.
( P\LE.S)

Spectrum of Fatty liver

,,,,,

Fatty liver
NASH
Cirrhosis
(Non-alcoholic steato hepatitis)

Fat
accumulates
in the liver

Fat plus
inflammation
and scarring

-

Scar tissue
replaces liver
cells
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Table 29.1: Functions of the lh·er and signs of liver insufficiency
Signs of liver insufficiency or liver damage

Functions of the Liver
Ill. Bile Secretion: Liver is the site for:
1.

'

Synthesis of bile salts and bile acids from cholesterol,
which helps in (i) activation of lipase; and
(ii) emulsification (breakdown) of fats.

Defective fat digestion and absorption producing steatorrl,oea
t,ale, gr!._asY..:...~':!!. smelling !!_ools) (also refer to page

increases. (Normal
Conjugation of free bilirubin, bile pigments with UDPGA Hepatic jaundice, therefore, s.bilirubin (free)
mg/dL).
0.2-0.8
(uridine diphosphat e glucuronic acid) in the presence of s.bilirubin
glucuronyl transferase·forming water soluble bilirubin
I
glucuronides.
IV. Detoxicating and Protective Function Liver exerts its detoxicating and protective function:
I
barbiturates leads
By complete destruction of drugs e.g. nicotine and short Standard dose of drugs specially tranquilizers;
1.
overdose.
of
symptoms
to
'o)
N
t
acting barbiturates.
oetid breatl~like the smell of a dead body) due to failure to
1
By activity of its R-E system (Kupffers cells) helps in~
2.
~etoXJcate rutrogenou s materjals, specially ammonia absorbed
immune mechanism .
from the GIT. (Also refet to page 621)

2.

3.

By conjugation i.e. by combining the unwanted substances
with another molecule or chemical group (e.g. sulphate,
glycine, glucuronic acid, acetic acid), the resulting
compound is then excreted in urine.

V. Miscellane ous functions

l.

Storage Organ - Liver stores glycogen, fat, protein,
vitamins (A and 8 12), substances concerned in blood

Deficiency of these substances produces corresponding deficiency
symptoms.

formation and regeneration of blood.

,,

2.

resulting in correspond
Hom1one Inactivation - Liver is the site of inactivation of Blood level of these hormones increases,
excess.
hormonal
of
symptoms
many hormones specially cortisol, aldosterone, insulin,

ing

glucagon, testosterone and thyroxine.
3.

Antibacterial action - Liver being a part of

Bacterial invasion of the body predisposing to infection.

R-E system removes and destroys the bacteria.

4.

Site of formation and destruction of RBCs.

primary bile acids formed in the liver from cholesterol
are: cholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid. These get
converted by colon bacteria to Deoxycho/ic acid and
Litl10cholic acid respective ly, called secondary bile
acids.
2. Conjugati on of bile acids occurs in the liver with
' taurine' or 'glycine'. Thus, cholic acid:
(i) when conjugates with taurine form Tauroclwlic acid;
and

Anaemia.
(A)

Cart>oxyl
] group

Hydroxyl groups

Peptide bond

(B)

fat globule

(ii) when conjugates with glycine form Glycocf10lic

•

acid.
The conjugates, tauro and glycocholic acids, form
sodium and potassium salts in the alkaline bile, called
Bile Salts (fis;. 29.2A). Their concentra tion is 120-180
mg / dL or 10-20 mEq/L.
3. At pH of bile 7.8-8.6, bile salts exist as anions and
do not contribute to the osmotic pressure of the
bile. Osmotic pressure of bile is identical with plasma,
290 mosm/ L.
4. Bile salts together with some cations form aggregate s
which are osmotically inactive.

I . ~'
Bile salt

Phospholipid

Emulsification
droplet

Fi . 29.2 Structure of bile salt (A) and Emulsification of fat by
__J
~ e salts and phospholipids (B).
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tension of aqueous solution, therefore, allowing
the formation of stable solutions or emulsions
(breaking) of many fatty materials. Thus,
(a) bile salts combine with lipids to form
cylindrical discs called Micelles i.e. water
soluble complexes from which the lipids can ' ·..
be more easily absorbed (Refer to page 262);
(b)i bile salts by decreasing the surface tension, _
in conjugation with phospholi pids and ••
monoglycerides are responsible for the
emulsification of fats preparato ry to its
digestion and absorption in small intestine.
(I ig. 29.2B)
(ii) Bile salts also play a role in activating lipases in
the intestine. [Bile salts activated lipase (page 230)]

Common --bile duct

I.

I

Bile salts (0.2 gm/day)

51,U·MhitM sbid

Bile salts

Diseases of small intestine e.g. sprue (page 247) or
resection of ileum leads to:
(a) increased excretion of bile salts in faeces, this
result.s in watery diarrhoea since bile salts inhibit
water and sodium absorptio n from the colon;
(b} increased excretion of fats in the stools because
when the entero-h epa tic circulatio n is interrupte d,
livercann otincreas etherateo fbilesaltp roduction
to a sufficient degree to compensa te for the loss. •

: J
lost ~n

Small intestine
Fig. 2 1 Entero-hepatic circulation of bile salts

5. Of the total bile salts which enter the duodenum,
90-95% are reabsorbed actively from the terminal ileum
in the portal vein and return to the liver, to be excreted
again, the so called
I
(Fig.
291). The remaining 5-10% enter the colon and are
converted to the salts of 'deoxycholic acid' and
'lithocholic acid'. 'Lithocholate' is relatively insoluble
and is mostly excreted in stools, but 'deoxycholate' is
absorbed.
6. The enterohepatic circulation of bile salts is necessary
because of the limited pool of bile salts available to
help digestion and absorption of fats. How?
The normal rate of bile salts synthesis is 0.2-0.4 gm/ day.
Approx. 3.5 gm of bile salts comprises the total pool
of circulating bile salts i.e. amount of bile salts which
recycle repeatedly via 'entero-hepatic circulation'.
As an ordinary meal requires 6-8 gm of bile salts to
digest and absorb fats, the 'total pool of bile salts'
must circulate 'twice' during the digestion of each
meal. Thus, the entire pool recycles twice per meal and
6-8 times/day.
7. Intraveno us (l.V.) administr aiton of bile salts causes
powerful stimulation of biliary secretion.
8.

(i) Hydrotropic Action - Bile salts are amphipatl1ic
i.e. the structure of bile salt is such that one side
of molecule is hydrophilic (water-attracting) and the
opposite side is hydrophobic (water repelling or lipid
attracting). This is responsible for characteristic
property of bile salts i.e. lowering of surface

Bile Pigmeints
1. Bile pigments are bilin1bin, biliverdin and its derivatives.

These are formed from haem portion of haemoglobin
after the destruction of old RBCs in R-E system. 1 gm
of haemoglobin produces 40 mg of bilirubin.
2. They are- responsible for golden yellow colour of liver
bile.
3. They are only excretory products and have , digest me
Cholesterol
1. Normal blood cholesterol is 120-200 mg/ dL (5 mEq/ L);

whereas biliary content of cholesterol is 60-170 mg/ dL.
2. Concentra tion of bile which occurs in gall bladder
further increases concentration of cholesterol and thus
its crystallization. 1n hypercholesterolemia cholesterol
crystals l,ead to formation of nuclei for crystallization of
bile pigments and calcium salts i.e. Gall Stones (page
242).
Functions of Bile
1.

(i) help in digestion and absorption of fats (see
above)
(ii) help in absorption of fat soluble vitamins.
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- bile is the reservoir of alkali
the acid 'chyme' from the
neutralize
to
helps
which
stomach.
3. l rt 1c ,, It removes many drugs, adrenocortic al and
other steroid hormones, toxins, bile pigments and
various inorganic substances e.g. copper, zinc and
mercury.
,/ Large quantities of cholesterol
•l.
,/ , il t
., 4.
.
present in the bile are solubilized in 'micelles', allowing
cholesterol to be transported without precipitatio n in
bile via biliary tract to the intestine.

2.

.

Control of Bile Secretion
The secretion of bile is brought about by two major
regulatory mechanisms: nervous and l1umora/.
1. Nervous Reg11lati.on

Vagal stimulation increases bile secretion by:
(i) contraction of gall bladder; and
(ii) relaxation of 'sphincter of OddY.
This vagal effect on bile secretion is abolished by
atropine.
2. H111noral Reg11lati.on
• Acid; products of carbohydrat es, fats and proteins
• digestion in the stomach and small intestine increase
• • the release of hormones, Secreti11 and CCK-PZ from the
duodenum. Most potent stimuli for liberation of 'CCKPZ' are fats and products of protein digestion, whereas
acid in the duodenum is the major stimulus for 'Secretin'

release.
These hormones, 'Secretin' and 'CCK-PZ', increase
biliary secretion by contraction of the gaU bladder.
Therefore, following a meal, biliary flow increases within
30 minutes, which reaches the peak in 3-5 hours. The effect
is initiated by interaction of both nervous and hum.oral
mechanisms, which increase the water and bicarbonate
content of bile.
As digestion proceeds to its completion; tone of
'sphincter of Oddi' increases and bile is prevented from
entering the intestine. However,~n tero-hepatic circulation
• of bile salts causes continuous secretion of bile from the
• • liver during the rest of the digestive phase.
( I al rt ti substances are the substances which increase
biliary secretion from the liver e.g. bile salts and bile
acids.
U1olagog1 c., are the substances that cause contraction
of gall bladder e.g. fatty acids; acid in the small intestine;
products of protein digestion, Ca2+ etc. These substances
produce contraction of the gall bladder by release of
'CCK-PZ' from the duodenum.
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EXCRETION AND JAUNDIC E

c1 n -

..

O

(Refer to page 78)

FUNCTIO NS OF GALL BLADDER
Gall bladder is a thin walled organ with
storage capacity of 60 ml. The mucous membrane
is extensively folded, this increases its surface area
and gives the interior of gall bladder a honey comb
appearance. Its mucosa can 'actively' absorb fluid and
electrolytes and concentrate them 5-6 times. That is why
its average water content is 89% as compared to liver
bile whose water content is 97%. Gall bladder bile is
almost black in colour, thicker than liver bile and rich
in solid substances due to:
(i) secretion of mucus by gall bladder mucous
membrane; and
(ii) absorption of water.
The differences between the liver bile and gall bladder
bile are given in Table 29.2.
2. ( 1 11t 'Cl/ ,r t1t,, ' I de fo/h 1• a 1111 1/ (see above).
Rapid absorption
e
, ,
3.
the bile pH
decreases
e1-,
of HC03- (mainly); Na+ and
from 8.6 to 7.4.
e I
4.
duct are clamped, the
cystic
and
duct
bile
When the
pressure in the biliary system rises to above 30 cm of bile
in 30 minutes, and bile secretion stops. However, when
the bile duct is clamped alone, water is reabsorbed in
the gall bladder, and the pressure in the biliary system
rises to only 10 cm of bile in several hours. Therefore,
during fasting:
(i) rate of secretion of bile is low and pressure in the
biliary system is correspondi ngly small; and
(ii) 'sphincter of Oddi' is contracted and it can resist
pressure of approx. 30 cm of bile.
When the pressure of bile in common bile duct is
above 7 cm of bile, bile passes without appreciable
resistance along the cystic duct into the gall bladder.
5. Gall bladder secretes mucin (mucus) which makes the
bile thick (viscous).

1.

',fl ,,,

cf hll

APPLIED
1. Cholecystectomy i.e. removal of gall bladder.

f ,I/I/ti~(
(i) After cholecystectomy, bile from the liver empties
slowly but continuousl y into the intestine, allows
sufficient digestion of fats to maintain good
nutrition. However, diet rich in fats leads to fats

/)1 II

indigestion.
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Table 29.2: Liver bile and gall bladder bile compared
Liver bile

Gall bladder bile

1.

Colour

Light golden yellow

Almost black

2.

Consistenc y

Almost like water

Thicker than liver bile due to
(i) presence of mucus and
(ii) absorption of water by the gall bladder mucous
membrane.

3.

pH

4.

Water

5.

Percentage of solids

6.

Bile salts/bile acid (mg/ dL)

7.

Bile pigments (mg/ dL)

8.

Cholesterol (mg/dL)

9.

Lecithin (mg/ dL)

10.

7.8-8.6

Electrolytes (mEq/ L)
(i) Na+
(ii) K+
(iii}

c1-

(iv) HCO3-

97%
2-4%
120-180

•

7.0-7.4
89%

more; 10-12%
more; 5-6 times the liver bile

50

-do-

60-170

-do-

140-810

-do-

180-220
6-8
60-70
60-70

(ii) The bile ducts become dilated to accommo date

some of the bile which is continuou sly secreted
by liver, therefore,
(a) if tone of 'sphincter of Oddi' is high, it
causes gradual rise of pressure in biliary
passage; when this pressure exceeds secretory
pressure of liver cells, it interferes with bile
secretion;
(b) if tone of 'sphincter of Oddi' is low, it causes
dribbling of bile in intestine when it is not
needed and results in wastage of bile.
2. Complete Biliary Obstruction
The results of complete biliary obstructio n are:
(i) Absence of bile from intestine producing
(a) impaired fat digestion and absorption,
producing steatorrhoea (page 233);
(b) decreased absorption of fat soluble vitamins A,
D, E and K leads to correspon ding deficiency
symptoms ;
(c) defective haemoglobin formation and anaemia
(cause not known).
(ii) Retention of bile in blood and tissue fluids leading
to:
(a) jaundice
(b) itching
(c) loss of appetite; and
(d) increased blood levels of all organic bile
constituen ts (e.g. bile pigments, bile salts,
cholesterol) and their appearanc e in urine.
(e) increased serum alkaline phosphata se
(page 79)

increases by 2 times
-do-

decreases by 5-6 times
-do-

(iii) Injury to liver due to back pressure producing:

(a) hepatomegaly (liver enlarges), stained with
bile pigments, smooth and firm
(b) impairme nt of liver functions.
•
3. Gall Stones i.e. presence of stones in the gall bladder •
or bile ducts. The condition is also called Cholelithiasis
(Fig. 29.4).

.

(i) when a substance that is not normally present

appears in the bile; or
(ii) when the relative compositi on of the bile changes,
this causes precipitation of normal constituents.
T 1 - The gall stones are mainly of 2 types: cholesterol
stones and calcium bilirubinate stones.
(i) Almost 85% of gall stones are 'cholesterol' stones.
They are found when concentration of cholesterol,
lecithin, bile salts in bile gets altered. Normally
ratio of bile cholesterol to bile salts is 1:20 or 1:30;
when it falls below 1:13 it leads to precipitation
of cholesterol. Cholesterol is normally present
in bile in 'micelles' made up of lecithin and bile •

..

Fig. 29.4 Gall stones {A) Cholesterol and {B) pigment stones
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calcium bilirubinate. These are formed when the
conjugated bilirubin in the bile is deconjugated
by the action of P-glucuronidase found in certain
bacteria. The free bilirubin combines with Ca2+ to
form calcium bilirubinate which is highly insoluble
in bile. These stones are radiopaque.

salts. Relatively slight change in bile composition
causes crystal formation which gradually joins to
form cholesterol stones (page 240). These stones
are radiolucent i.e. cannot be visualised on plain
X-ray.
(ii) Remaining 15% are 'pigment' stones mainly of

~ii\ 05.Cj ~'tcwl..\>i;m

.,

(JruNt:>\Cf)

(WheJJ/- NO e.l'lt~ ~

d.."6 Cltloh%§\ \;),\.~)

tiffihi-NIUH:ti
1. Write short notes on :
(i) Liver and gall bladder bile
(iii) Enterohepatic circulation of bile salts
(v) Signs of liver insufficiency
(vii) Physiological reserve of liver
(ix) Choleretic and cholagogues
(xi) Types of gall s tones

•

•

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)
(x)

Functions of gall bladder
Control of bile secretion
Functions of liver
Bile salts and bile pigments
Neural and humoral regulation of bile secretion

2. Draw well labelled diagram to s how enteroh epatic circuJation of bile salts.
3. Give physiologica l basis of:
(i) Why resistance of blood flow through liver is low?
(ii) Anaemia associated with liver disorder.
(iii) What will happen if tone of sphincter of Oddi is decreased?
(iv) Consequence s of cholecystectomy.
(v) Fatty liver
(vi) Portal hypertension
(vii) Bile salts and bile pigments
(viii) Micelles
(ix) Steatorrhoea
(x) Foetid breath in liver failure
4. How gall s tones are formed?
5. What will happe n and why?
(i) If ¾ of the liver is removed

(ii) If metabolic function of liver fails

(iii) lf a person suffers from liver insufficiency

HB·I

1. What percentage of liver can be removed without producing ill effects on the body?
(d) 80%
(c) 60%
(b) 40%
(a) 20%
with:
ed
load
is
it
when
ecreases
d
liver
of
2. Efficiency
(d} Glycogen
(c) Fats
(b) Proteins
(a) Carbohydrate s
3. The normal m ean portal venous pressure is ...... mmHg:
(d) 20

w1

.

&

.,

~w

w~

4. Loss of liver function tends to cause all, except:
(b) A rise in level of unconjugated bilirubin in blood
(a) A fall in free bilirubin level in blood
(d) A fall in the level of alpha and beta but not gamma globulins
(c) Increase in blood ammonia
5. Portal hyperte nsion is characterized by all of the followin g except:
(b) Portal vein pressure increases to 5-7 mmHg
(a) Ascites
(d) Haemorrh01ds
(c) Haemorrhage from oesophagus
to:
due
is
6. Foetid breath in liver failure
(b) Defective fat metabolism
(a) Increased blood urea levels
(d} Decrease in amino acid concentration in blood
materials
nitrogenous
detoxicate
to
Failure
(c)
7. Bile salts:
(a) Are conjugated sodium and potassium salts of bile acids (b) Are derivatives of biliverdin and bilirubin
(d) ProV1de alkahne reaction to the bile
(c) Concentration in liver bile is 140-810 mg/dL
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8. The entire circulating pool of bile salts recycle ....... times/day:
(a) 2-3
(b) 3-4
(c) 4-5
(d) 6-8
9. Failure to absorb bile salts in the distal ileum ~; u ses:
(a) Constipation
(b) Watery diarrh<>:3'
(c) Dysentry
(d) No effect
10. Which is not a function of bile?
(a) Helps in absorption of fat soluble vitamins
(b) Helps to neutralize the acidic chyme
(c) Solubilizc~ the cholesterol in micelles
(d) Acts as a choleretic substance
11. Most potent stimulus for bile secreqon from the live!" is:
(a) Cholecystokinin
(b) Secretin
(c) Bile pigments
(d) Bile salts
12. Choleretics are the substances which causes
(a) Contraction of the gaU bladder
(b) Increase biliary secretion from the liver
(c) Neutralization of acid from the stomach
(d) Solubility of fats in micelles
13. Cholagogues are the substances which cause:
(a) Contraction of the gall bladder
(b) Increase concentration of bile
(c) Increase secretion of bile
(d) Favour acidification of bile
14. A major percentage of gall stones are:
(a) Cholesterol stones
(b) Pigment stones
(c) Mixed stones
(d) Radiopaque
15. Cholelithiasis means:
(a) Substances that cause contraction of gall bladder
(b) Substances which increase biliary secretion from the liver
(c) Stones in the gall bladder
(d) Bile salts and bile pigments
16. Which of the following is not synthesized in the liver?
(a) Albumin
(b) lmmunoglobu lins
(c) Urea
(d) Cholesterol
17. Which is not a feature of fatty liver?
(a) Hepatomegaly
(b) Hepatitis
(c) Cirrhosis of liver
(d) Increase in blood urea
18. pH of liver bile is:
(a) 1-2
(b) 4--6
(c) 6.4-7.2
(d) 7.8-8.6
19. Which of the following bile acid has minimum concentration in human bile?
(a) Cholic acid
(b) Lithocholic acid
(c) Deoxycholic acid
(d) Chenodeoxycholic acid
20. Amount of bile salts required to digest a nd absorb fat on a n ordinary meal is ...... gm :
(a) 1-2
(b) 2-4
(c) 4-6
(d) 6-8
21. Not characteristic of bile p igme nts:
(a) They are bilirubin and biliverdin
(b) Formed from haem portion of haemoglobin
(c) Responsible for golden yellow colour of bile
(d) Have no digestive function

1. (d)

11. (d)
21. (b)

2. (c)
12. (b)

3. (a)

13. (a)

4. (a)
14. (a)

5. (b)

15. (c)

6. (c)
16. (b)

7. (a)
17. (d)

8. (d)

9. (b)

18. (d)

19. (b)

..
...

..

•

10. (d)
20. (d)

---CXX)>---.(

•

•
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Small Intestine

..
..

Introducti on
Structure of Small Intestine
Intestinal Juice ( Succus Entericus) : Compositi on, functions and control of secretion
Digestion in the SmaJl lntestine
Applied: Malabsorp tion Syndrome
V. Movement s of Small Intestine
Applied: Adynamic (paralytic) ileus
Ileo-caecal Valve and Gastro-ileal Reflex
Mechanical obstructio n of small intestine

I.
II.
Ill.
IV.

: 1.5%
Solids
(i) Inorganic - 0.7%;
Cations : Na+, K+, Ca2 +, Mg2+
Anions : c1-, HC03, POt
(ii) Organic - 0.8%; Enzymes

INTROD UCTION
l. The small intestine is the major site of digestion and
absorption of carbohydrates, proteins and fats. Here,
the intestinal contents are mixed with
(secretions of the mucosal cells) and with pancreatic
juice and bile.
• 2. Digestion which begins in the mouth and stomach is
completed in the lumen and mucosal cells of small
intestine. The nutrients and fluid that are not absorbed
in the small intestine are passed on to the colon.
The small intestine is presented with approximately
9 litres of fluid/ day, of this 2L comes from dietary
sources and 7L from GIT secretions; however, only 1-2L
""" ,..r-.) ....
l?i'\. r;;::.._
pa~ses into the colon.

b>'L't ,L ',l

1

g

-< g -

\:!:P

...., , 0

v,.,

_)

Enzymes are located in the luminal (brush) border of
the epithelial cells. These are: CFl'tl E-~ 0 C'l'TTS)
- it activates
l.
trypsinogen.

Q. '

~b&oT~ ~
::>
\)'\:X
STRUCTURE OF SMALL INTESTINE

(page 200)

2.
(i) Erepsin.

a mixture of several different
specific peptidases e.g. a~ oeep__,tidases and
dipeetid2 ses.
(ii) tsuclease and related enzymes e.g. nudeotida se,
nucleosidase.
into
3.
maltase;
(sucrase);
invertase
e.g.
harides
monosacc
1 ~ and a-limiting dextrinase., £ ~omcl.roJ.-e4.

INTESTINAL JUICE - SUCCUS E~

•

RICUS

A. COMPOS ITION AND FUNCTIO N~
Crypts of Lieberkuhn (page 200), which characterize
the whole of small in_testine, continuously form the cells
which migrate up the villus and secrete the intestinal juice,

._ also called succus entericus.

1.f-bl lhSC G..~

( ~l'\'tt.J'<>CJ;i'tt)

Daily secretion : 3 ~ ; colourless fluid, slightly
cloudy due to admixture of m~s,
epi~al cells and ch~ol .
1010; 'isotonic' with plasma
S.G.
pH
o..\k_.)
7.6
98.5%
Water

, converts cholesterol esters to
)J
l.
free cholestero
, converts p.hospholipids (lecithin and
6.
lysolecithin) to simpler phospholi pids.
, converts organic phosphate
7.
.
to free phosphate

5.

110 l

8. CONmO L OF SECRETION OF
INTESTINAL JUICE

~c

-

-,~
---~

Control of s, etion of intestinal juice
_i_. ut it is affected by local, mechanical and
:,
chemical stimuli on intestinal mucosa in the presence of
'chyme' and food particles which it contains.
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l. lnncshon of meal causes flow of intestinal juice, which

3. Protein Digestion

is most obvious at the upper end of the gu~ . e flow
of juice is slight during the 1st two hours
t it is
markedly increased in the 3rd hour.
2. Mechanical '>timulatmn e.g. distension of intestinal
mucous membrane via local myenteric reflex, increases
the volume and total enzymes output of the small
intestine, that is why, greater is the 'chyme', the greater
is the secretion of the intestinal juice.
Similar effects are produced during colicky intestinal
contractions and with ingestion of water, glucose, egg,
milk etc.
3. Local u:itants increase the volume of the intestinal juice
rich in 'mucus' content (Function of mucus: Refer to
page zoo).

u¢§

fl)

u..c..o~a.

of intestinal juice. Vagal stimulation increases the
secretion of Brunner's glands (page 201).

C\\\"" -\o

~\o~c q\o.NU)

DIGESTION IN mE SMALL INTESTINE
l. Carbohydrate Digestion: Intestinal juice contains
disaccharidases i.e. enzymes for splitting disaccharides

into monosaccharides, therefore,
.

(1)

Sucrose

Erepsin
Peptones and polypeptides - -=--• Amino acids
(ii) 'Erepsin' can also break down 'caseinogen' and

other proteins slowly.
(iii) Nuclease' and related enzymes hydrolyse the
nudeic acids to liberate purine and pyrimidine
bases.
Nucleic acids

t; Lv..'\-o--n c.o.)-,on, Pcm"ttt't.~ ,1'\:'~

VIP, a GIT hormone (page 272) stimulates the secretion

G,

(i) 'Erepsin', a mixture of several specific enzymes,
acts primarily and rapidly on peptones and
polypeptides, converting them into amino-acids.

invertase (sucrase)
)I, Glucose and fructose
pH S-7

Maltase
Maltose -:...=---'--'----+ Two molecules o~ glucose
pH 5.8-6.2
...) , _ Lactase
(111
uicto~ pH S.4--o.O Glucose and galactose

nuclease

.

t
t

nucleotides and nucleosides
nucleotidase

and nucleosidase

(!urme and pyrimidine)

CN,-b~)
APPLIED -· MALABSORYTION SYNDROME

Some of th1? common causes of rnalabsorption syndrome
are:
l. Resection of the small intestine
2. Gastro,-colic fistula
3. Sprue
•
4. Coeliac disease

.

(ii)

1. Resection of the small intestine
Excision of the small intestine must be very extensive
(more th~ 50%) to interfere\.vi1h digestion or absorption.
a-limiting
(iv) a-limiting dextrins _
_ _....:::_dextrinase
_ _ __ Glucose
For example, resectiqn of the whole small intestine leaving
only duodenum, jejunum and small length of ileum shows:
(i) 99% of ingested carbohydrates are absorbed.
2.. Fat pigestion: Inte_stinaJ 1!pase is particularly concerned
with the 'hydrolysis of the prim3:ry este~ linkages.
(ii) 70% of inge~ted proteins are absorbed.
(iii) Fat absorption is markedly decreased which
Triglyceride digestion begins first by removing the
terminal fatty acid to produce an 'a-13-diglyceri~e';~ ) produces:
the other terminal fatty acid is then removed leaving
(a) dia!!.hQ_ea due to deficient absorption of bile
sallts.
a '13-monoglyceride', the main end products of fat
digestion.
lm91'bi)
(b) fatlty infiltration of liver and· cirrhosis of liver
(pa1ge 238)
Fats
~c) increases fat excretion in. faeces mainly as fatty->
lipase
acids resulting in steatorrhoea (page 233)
•
d)
deficiency
sympto~s
due
to
deficiency
of_fu_!__
•
•
triglycerides
-.
soluble vitamins (vitamin A, D, E and K).
lipase
fatty acid
(i Ma!ked _decrease in calcium absorption due to •
rmation of insoluble calcium soaps results in:
Diglyceride
(a) hypbcalcemia"°(decrease inS. G+) which produces
fatty acid
lipase
teythy
(b)
hypercalciuria, this precipitates @al stones.
Monoglyceride
(v) Others: arthritis and hyperuricemia
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A. RHYfHMIC SEGMENTAL CO~ RACTIONS

2. Gastro-colk Fistula

Here food completely short circuits the small intestine
by-passing directly from the stomach iota •be trarn.ver~Q
colon. It manifests the change described above plus:
(i) 'pernicious' anaemia due to failure of absorption of
vitamin 8 12 (page 71);
(ii) multiple vitamin deficiency symptoms;
(iii) defective absorption of ~ a c ids produces marked
muscular weakness with wasting, hypoproteinaemia
which results in oedema.
3. Sprue

D

-

Here absorption defect is in part due to lack of digestive
enzymes and in part due to folic acid deficiency.

or PENDULAR MOVEMENTS ~
Tl), ~Yf''i1'.s...
These are ring like contractions that appear at fairly
regular intervals (rhythmic} along the gut involving a
localised 'segment' of 1-2 cm by increase in Ca2+ influx.
They are of 2 types: e_ccentric, and concentric contractions
(refer Table 30.1).

Therefore, by 'rhythmic segmental contractions', the
food is divided (segmented) apd mixed together with
digestive juices thorouw.-Iy (again and again) and finally
chyme is formed. °\?>~,;,-> 3 J nn\'f)
Contrbl of rhythmic segmental contractions

l. These contractions are initiated by
c.1 _
which
are
located
in
2nd
part
of
duodenum
near
the
4. Coeliac Disease or Gluten Enteropathy
entry of common bile duct. A basic electrical rhythm
It is characterized by congenital absence of the enzymes •
(page 222} of 'slow wave' can be demonstrated which
gluten hydrolase from the intestinal mucosa) cells. Thus
is
conducted caudally by the longitudinal muscle layer;
gluten escapes digestion and gets deaminated in the brush
coordination of this rhythm is achieved by M,:YEili:fiC
border of small intestine. This results in formation of a
plexus.
toxic polypeptide 'Gliadin' from Gluten, a protein in wheat,
2. The '
,, of their contractions is directly related
rye, barley and oats. 'Gliadin' causes intestinal T cells to
to
the
frequency
of the 'slow waves' initiated by paceproduce an inflammatory allergic response that flattens
maker cell§ within the wall of the small intes~It is
and disrupts the formation of rnicrovilli. The disease is
not influenced by either n~
activity or cir~g
treated by omission of these grains from the diet.
hormones.
Important Notes
3. The ', rr \ ' ' of the contractions is proportional to
1. Distal small bowel resection (ileal resection)
the frequency of the spike generated by the 'slow (g)
produces greater degcee of malabsarptioo than
waves' . I fus frequency is controlled by the amplitude
gth o proXJm
all
removal of comp ete
of the 'slow wave'. Thus, the greater the 'slow wave'
intestine (jejunum ecause resection of ileum
~plitude, the greater the frequency of spike generated,
prevents absorption of bile salts causing decreased
and the greater the strength of the contraction.
fat absorption and unabsorbed bile salts to enter
'Slow wave' amplitude is increased by GIT hormones c:JJt'I~·
the colon.This~s Na+ and waterreabsorption
released during digestion e.g. gasrtin, 'CCK-PZ' and
ll-~
producing
motilin; whereas secretin and glucagon decrease the
2. The capacity of Jejunum to adapt is less than
s~wave
amplitude.
that of ileym i.e. removal of short segment of
4.
~
H
l
)
r
~
d during contractions make the smooth}
t>i
small intestine (jejunum or ileum) leads to
muscle
sen~
ive
to
distension.
Distension
of
a
short
compensatory hypertrophy and hyperplasia of
segment causes proximal segment contraction and
the remaining mucosa with gradual return of
,.µi~ .i.u:..uJ::p.i·~~~ction towards normal, called
distal segment relaxation.
intestinal ada tation. is adaptation is due to:
R~\\~ t.en'\ro..u-\sin,
i) a direct effect of nutrients in the intestinal
B. PERISTALSIS
,\,o (3.
9\ ,lu'ft\6\
lumen on the mucosa; and
Characteristic Jeatures--\-tu,
()i aj.- (&
(ii) GIT hormones.
l. When intestinal wall is stretched' or distended by
food (chyme), a circular constriction forms above
~ ¾ ~b<)'th \..~ )t-· &_ci.'6C
it due to contraction of circular muscle layer while
v~Y6 l\..- UEV a OP~
traction ·
the lumen below it is dilated du o
MOVEMENTS OF SMALL INTESTINE
of longitudinal muscle layer GE..,ewtv':. rejax'!_tio~,
• Three types of contractions are seen in the small intestine:
page 222). Therefore, intestinal contents¥ovetowiircls
(Fig. 30.1)
the dilated part; then contraction of circular muscles
A. Rhythmic segmental contractions or pendular movements;
spread
to this part which in tum is constricted, while
and
the segment below it is dilated by contraction of
B. Peristalsis
ve-Jike
longitudinal
muscle layer. Several of these
C. Tonic Contractions

( 8<3)
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Peristalsis

Food

Ringlike
peristaltic
contractions
sweep food
along the
GI tract

lt can occur in either direction from a stimulated point
but it normally dies out rapidly in oral direction, while
continuing for considerable distance towards the anus.
This is called />J nr '{ o tJu• lltt hm. orl
1 tf1e G, t.
Proof Removal and resuturing of a segment of intestine t.
in its original position does not block progression
and waves will cross a small gap where the intestine _
\:
\, has been replaced by a plastic tube. However, if an
intestinal segment is reversed and sewed back in place,
~r~·
'peristalsis' stops at the reversed segment.
'-t
4. Wl,y peristalsis always proceeds from tl,e proximal to t/ie
c"">)
distal e~d of f/,e GIT? This is because:
') the frequency of BER (page 222) decreases
4 \%
/fl\,n progressivel y from the duodenum (12/ rnin) to the
'1" ys· '(1)'~ ileum (9/ rnin); and
l. _., \
of receptive relaxation which appears only disltaliy
(see above).
5. Function: These waves propel the intestinal contents
towards ileo-caecal valve. Each peristaltic wave lasts
for 1-2 sec and propels the 'chyme' a few ems.
6. The usual stimulus for peristalsis is distension, .as a
. .. until chyme Is
result peristaltic waves pass along the intestine towards
thoroughly mixed
with digestive
the rectum at rates varying
m 2 to 25 cm/ sec. The
Juices
local stretc
, hich activates sensory
neurons that stimulate the Myen eric plexus (page 199). •
This response to stretch ~s called I~
"le• .

l

Segmentation

\(). .

i~~d\
li~

1.;..®

Circular muscles
contract, breaking
chyme Into ever
smaller pieces ...

Fig. 30. 1 Movements of small intestine

contractions occur simultaneou sly along the length
of the intestine, so that its movement is vermiform
(like a worm), therefore, they are called ier, ,;c,,l
LT
1
1
2. 'Peristalsis' is a coordinated reaction in which a wave
of contraction preceded by a wave of relaxation passes
down a hollow viscus. The contents of viscus as they
are propelled along would always enter a segment
which had actively reh1xed and enlarged to receive

Important Note

Activity in the Myenteric plexus from a stimulius
point travels in either direction to activate neurons
that releases:
(i) A-ch and substance P above the point of stimulus,
producing a circular constriction ; and
(ii) Njtri.c oxide, VIP and ATP below the point of
stimulus, producing relaxation.
_,
"'Tl'
•

....
Eccentric contractions
1. They are mainly due to contraction of outer longitudinal

smooth muscle layer.
2. They initially produce a segment shortening and

~-

consequently dilates it.

C

._,.,(', NO,~

tric contractions

They are mainly due to contraction otyme1ci}cular smooth musde
layer.
These contractions cause narrowing of lumen and push the contents
away from the constricted segment. ~y also cause local rise of
intra-luminal pressure.

mixing functicJn i.e. These contractions are mainly concerned with cl1uming action r.e.
move the 'chyme' to ~d.iro to increase its exposure to food is div'd
ented) and is J2IOPe,Ued towards the large
mucosa! surface. Therefore, food is mixed thoroughly
intestine.
\ \J \ t>
"' ~Ra? t.L
with digestive juices again and again.

3. They are mainly concerned with

\ 4. These are localised contractions which occur in several These contractions occur over a segment longer than eccentJric
L
contraction segment and frequency of these contractions during
f{.~.,;; ,_gions at o'iice o, "'l"•nti.Uy.
digestion is highest in the duodenum (12/ min) and lowest in the
ileum (9/ min).

. ..
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7. It is an inherent property of any syncytial smooth
muscle hollow viscus e.g. GIT, bile ducts, ureters,
glandular ducts etc.
8. Weak peristalsis are sometimes seen in the colon.
9. Peristaltic contractions are usually supeciroposed
u pon rhythmic segmental contractions. Both of these
contractions can occur in the absence of extrin,sic
innerva.J:ion but are dependent upon the mtegnty of
myenteric nerve lexus. Therefore,
, (1 strong ~
ans y activating parasympathetic
,.,r....,..," ompone'i<t via vagus nerve, gicr~se muscajar
ontraction and increase the tone of the small
intestine; and
ii) anger, fe~d pain by activating syme a!hetic
compo~ via splanchnic nerve, decrease muscular
contraction and decrease the tone of the small
intestine.

------

•

C. TONIC CONTRACTIONS
These are relatively prolonged contractions that isolate
one_segment of the intesti ne from another. Along with
segmental contraction, permits longer cont~ct of the
chyme with the en terocytes and promotes absorption.
D • IY)\JSW\.~~ M \)CDS.f\
Qg)'t--rQD"\&n
· APPLIED
\o\3 m ~J, f-\e.x.u.&
• 1. Adynamic Ileus or Paralytic Ileus
It is a painless condition produced by:
(i) Handling of intestine during abdominal operations

C
~'l;::1:!at

t()

or trauma to intestine. This
iPfbition
oj smooth mnsc)es. C.
(ii) Irritation of peritoneum causes reflex inhibition of

~:r:r

smoo th ~u~cles ~ue to
discbatge a£ oa~ad renergic fibres m spla
=.- - erves.
(i) arffi (ii) decrease the intestinal motility to cause
adynamic (paralytic) ileus. Therefore, intestinal contents
are not propelled into the colon causing retention of
contents in the small intestine. This produces irregular
distension of the small intestine by pockets of gas and
fluid. The condition usually get relieved by rest to the
bowels, intestinal peristalsis returns in 6-8 hours.

Re~

~

,-n~

L

HMN

(?

J

f'f" . ~~cl!
r

These agents show oppo~
sphincter.

~ -

R.\:"-·frbvn \(_

:)
t0'0T'('

effects on cardiac

GASTRO-ILEAL REFLEX
When food leaves the stomach, the caecum relaxes and
passnge of chyme through the ileoca1ecal valve increases,
called '{astro-ileal refle:1.. This is a ~ JJPY mPdiatpd reflex.
Sympathetic stimulation increasesthe contraction of the
valve.
\.

. HMM-HLli
1. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Sprue
(ii) Coeliac disease
(iii) Peristaltic rush
(iv) Pendular movements
(v) Peristalsis always proceeds from proximal to distal end

(v) Gastro-colic fistula
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2. Mechanical Obstruction of Small Intestine
This condition is associated with production of severe pain.
How? Localised mechanical obstrucbon of small intestine
initiates very intense peristaltic wav,es called peristaltic
r1 c:/1. This causes severe cramping pain (intestinal colic).
The segment of intestine proximal to obstruction dilates
and becomes filled with gas and fluid. This increases the
pressure in the segment causing:
(i) compression of blood.f'essels in its wall producing
local ischaemia, and
(ii) stimulate visceral affe.¢nt nerve fibers to cause
sweating, hypotension and severe vomiting. If the
obstruction is not relieved it ma1y prove fatal due to
resultant metabolic alkalosis and dehydration .
:!C' \ :~$''tiY\ €...
ILEO-CAECAL VALVE
.f~\ U IC)t) 0 Ileo-cnecal junction serves as a valve which offers low
resistance to the passage of ileal rontents into the caecum
but it strongly apposes refl ux into apposite direction. Ileal
opening is 2-3 mm in diameter. Rhythmic contraction of
circular muscle occurs and in the intierval between these,
small jets of fluid, approx. 15 mL, escape into the caecum.
Closure may be prolonged if no food has been ingested,
but in a few minutes after a meal, rh ythmic op ening and
closing every 30 sec permits the escape of ileal fluid. ~auuei
'Gastrin' produces relaxation< wher1:!as 'Secretin' causes
contraction.
Lln'-"'_,\e._°/'------------

~09,.'\"n.lrn-., c.o\o'()

2. Write short notes on:
(i) Composition and function of succus entericus
(iii) En terokinase

O

(ii) Control of intestinal juice secretion
(iv) Intestinal adaptation
(vi) Law of gut
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(vii) Myenteric reflex
(ix) Movements of small intestine
(xi) Gastro-ileal reflex

(viii) Adynamic ileus

(x) Electrical basis of rhythmic segmental contraction

3. Removal of which part of small intestine will produce greater degree of malabsorp tion and why?
4. What determines the stre ngth of contraction of pendular movements? Name the agents affecting
it.
5. What will happen and why?
(i) To intestinal movements after denervation
(ii) U small intestine is resected
6. H ow digestion of carbohydra tes is brought about in small intestine?
7. Draw labelled diagram to show moveme nts of small intestine.

•

00·1
1. Intestinal Juice contains:
(a) Enzymes released in response to vagal activity
(b) Saccharidases
(c) Potassium equal in concentraiton to E.C.F.
(d) A substance which activates trypsinogen
2. All of the following except one can cause increased secretion of intestinal juice:
(a) Ingestion of a meal
(b) Distension of small intestine
(c) Vagal nerve stimulation
(d) irritation of small intestinal mucosa
3. Surgical removal of about 90% of the ileum and jejunum te nds to cause all, except:
(a) Steatorrhoea
(b) Osteomalacia
(c) A fall in extracellular fluid volume
(d) Anaemia
4. Coeliac disease is characteriz ed by:
(a) Congenital absence of enzyme gluten hydrolase from small intestine
(b) Food bypassing directly from the stomach into the transverse colon
(c) Fat indigestion
(d) Fatty infiltration of liver
5. Not true of intestinal adaptation which is seen following resection of short segment of small intestine:
(a) Capacity of ileum to adapt is less than that of jejunum (b) Compensatory hypertrophy of remaining
mucosa
(c) Causes gradual return of absorption function
(d) GIT hormones are responsible for it
6. The rhythmic contraction in GIT is highest in:
(a) Stomach
(b) Duodenum
(c) Ileum
(d) Colon
7. Peristalsis movements of small intestine are characteriz ed by all except:
(a) Also called vermicular movements
(b) Can occur in either direction from a stimulated point
(c) Propel the intestinal contents towards ileo-caecal valve (d) Pass along the intestine at a rate of 1-2 cm/sec
8. The usual stimulus of peristallsis is:
(a) Distension
(b) Sympathetic stimulation
(c) Acid chyme
(d) Alkaline chyme
9. Severe irritation of the mucosal lining of small intestin e may cause:
(a) A stop in the propulsion of chyme
(b) Intestinal obstruction
(c) The chyme to move more slowly to reduce the irritation (d) A"peristaltic rush" to quickly move the chyme
into the colon
10. Not true of gastro-ilea l reflex:
(a) When food leaves the stomach, reflex relaxation of ileum occurs
(b) Pa~sage of chyme through ileo-caecal valve increases
(c) A vagally mediated reflex
(d) sympathetic stimulation inhibits the reflex
11. Following are the movement s of small intestine except:
(a) Peristalsis
(b) Segmentation
(c) Pendular
(d) Mass peristalsis
U. Rhythmic segmental contraction - not tme is:
(a) Involves a localised segment of 1-2 cm
(b) Causes food to be divided and mixed together with digestive juices
(c) Initiated in 2nd part of duodenum
(d) Frequency o, chesc contractions is not related to the slow-waves spike
13. Peristalsis may be initiated by all of the following, except:
(a) inhibitors of striated muscle contraction
(b) Distension of the gut wall
(c) Irritation of the mucosa
(d) The composition of the chyme

•

..
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14. Small intestinal peristalsis is dependent upon the integrity of:
(a) Myenteric nerve plexus
(b) Meissner's nerve plexus
(c) Sympathetic nervous system
(d) Parasympathetic ne,rvous system
15. Irregular distension of small intestine with retention of contents most likely s,een in:
(a) Coeliac disease
(b) Gastro-colic fistula
(c) Paralytic ileus
(d) Obstruction of small intestine

2. (c)
12. (d)

1. (d)
11. (d)

3. (c)
13. (a)

4. (a)
14. (a)

5. (a)
15. (c)
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Large Intestine (Colon)
I. Structure of Large Intestine

"

II. Movements of Large Intestine
Transit time
Disorders oflarge intestine motility
(Hirschsprung's disease; constipation; diarrhoea)
III. Defecation
IV Absorption and Secretion in Large Intestine
V. Faeces-Dieta1&,fibers
i-

--~~

\

~~~)~Y'S;~~!}•

l

STRUCTURE OF LARGE INTESTINE
(Refer to pa&e 201)

MOVEMENTS OF LARGE INTESTINE
Two main f'P~s of waves of contractions are seen in the
large intesotine: se~ental and peristaltic contractions.
A. Segmental Contractions (or Haustrations) - They are
~f two types:
Prm 1. Type I contractions - These are small amplitude waves
;
/ p, which cause pressure rise upto 5 cm saline. They
- 'l.Q !"Ni~ occur at a frequency of 10-12/ min and are of 5 sec
duration.
·
Function: aid mixing of the contents of the colon.
fA'
) 2. Type II contractions - These are larger pressure
f"i~ waves as compared to type I contractions; occur at
a frequency of 1-2/ min and last for about 30 $ec.

('.!

1'

\-:::1/rr,1))

lol\

l 1111ctwns·

·

(i) aid mixing of the contents of the colon; and
(ii) facilitate absorption by exposing more of the
contents to the mucosa.

the smooth muscle occurring at the same time over a
large portion of the colon. These contractions occur
more in the descending and sigmoid colon. They last
for 3-4 minutes with pressure rising steeply to a peak
upto 100 cm saline, and then decline slowly.
t l•l'lf
These contractio~ propel contents_from
the caecal regionTowards ·~ rectum i.e. serve to
empty the colon rapidly. They are the~edominant •
contraction force during defecatiwl.
Both segmentaJ and peristaltic contractions occur
infrequently but are particularly evident following
a meal. Thus, distension of the stomach by the food
initiates contractions of the rectum and frequently a
desire to defecate, called Gastroco/ic Reflex. Because
of the response, defecation after meals is the rule in
children. There are also some evidences that this is
due to action of 'gastrin' on the colon and is not
mediated via nerves.

UM@
The m ovem ent of the 'coion are cond ucted by the
B.E.R. of the colon. ~
uency of these waves
increases along 'theJ.olon fr.Qin ab out 2/111in. at the
ileo-cecal valve to 6/p:iin. at th'e s1gmo1d colon.

UM@
The co~ed, C.Qntraction..[_ of the circ~
nd
lo~
mus es cause
timulated portion
of the large intestine to bulge outwar . ·
bagliJs!:
sacs, called Haustrations (Also refer to page 201).

TRANSIT TIME IN THE SMALL INTESTINE
AND COLON (Fig. 31.1)

B. Peristaltic Contractions - They are also of two types:
1. Type III contractions. These are very small pressure
waves of prolonged duration. ·
F1mcho11: They propel the contents towards the
rectum.
2. Type IV contractions. Mass Peristalsis or Mass Action
Contractions. These are simultaneous contractions of

After barium meal (ingestion of barium), the first part
of barium meal reaches caecum in 4-5 hours, the hepatic
flexure in 6 hours, the splenic flexure in 9 hours, the pelvic
colon in 12-18 hours.
From pelvic colon to the anus, transport is much
slower. When small coloured beads are fed with a meal,
252
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(iii) Children with this disease may defecate only once

•

in every 3 weeks.
(iv) The disease can be treated by ~ting the aganglionic TR~
portion of pelvic-rectal junction and anastomosing
----;-:the cut ends.
(v) In some individuals, the disease is associated with
dilated urinary bladder and urete~sf.indicating
some deficiency in parasy:mpatlhetic supply to the
urinary tract in these individuals. In addition, there
are no 'VIP' containing nerve cells or fibers and the
involved colon is hyper-responsive to exogenous
VIP. The substance P is also low.

__

Mouth
1 minute

4-8 seconds

2-4 hours

~Q\·n,t\J ®

Hepatic flexure
6 hours

+-- Splenic flexure
Small intestine - , ~~ ~;:_:;~

9 hours

3-5 hours

I
~

Colon 10 hours to
several days

. 31.J Transit time in

D

G

smaEes~ "!i_n___

___J

an average of 70% of them are recovered in the stool in 72
hours; but total recovery requires more than one week.

"DISORDERS OF LARGE INTESTINE MOTILITY
. 1. Hirschsprung's Disease or
•
Aganglionic Megacolon
f'<\£,G,_r'c.Q\...QN •
,. ji) The disease is commonly seen in children and is due
to congenital absence of the ganglionic cells
the plexuses (M~nteric and s~mucous) or due to
degeneration of Myenteric plexus. There appears to
be a mutation in the wdo hel I B recevto that are
necessary for normal cranial to caudal migration of
neuroblast (neural crest cells) during development.
(ii) The site of involvement is usually the distal colo11 and
the 'eelvic-rectal' iunction. This leads to blockage of
bothThe peritalsis ancl ~ass contractions, therefore,
faeces pass·the aganglionic segment with difficulty
and accumulate in the large intes?Jle (Fig. 31.2).

®

ft)~
,,.Frih·
Constipation is the result of neglected! calls to cl'sfetate. It ~ - \
is due to adaptation of sensory mechanism and its reflex
effects. The symptoms caused by ccinstipation include:
anorexia, abdominal discomfort, distension, furred tongue
and foul breath etc.; other symptoms such as headache,
restlessness, irritability are due to anxiety. These symptoms
are not due to absorption of toxic substances because they
are quickly relieved with evacuat~g the rectum.

2. Constipation

f,
3. Diarrhoea
Increase in frequency of passage of stools is called
diarrhoea or loose motions. It has many causes e.g. ?ue
to infection, typhoid, gastro-ent~fitis (food poisoning),
ulcerative colitis etc. ,.$: t,... c,..ik:>
Severe diarrhoea is debilitating and can be fatal specially
in infants. Loss of large amount of electrolytes (Na+ and
K+) and water in the diarrhoeal stool causes dehydration,
hypovolemia, electrolyte imbalance, shock, cardiovascular
collapse and finally death.

UM@
Emotional factors strongly influence large intestinal
motility via ANS. Irritable bowel syndrome may occur
during period of stress and may result in either
constipation (increased segmental contraction) or
diarrhoea (decreased segmental contraction).

DEFECATION
l. Anal Sphincters - Two types: Inl'ernal and External.
(i} Tntrrunl or i11vol1111tan1 a11al s17h111ctcr - It consists

Normal sigmoid
colon and rectum

Fig. 31.2 Hirschprung's disease

Area affected by
Hirschprung's
disease

of thickening of circular smooth muscles at pelvicrectal flexure and is innervated by:
(a) parasympathetic pelvic splanchnic nerves are
inhibitory;
(b) sympathetic nerves are excitatory.
This sphincter relaxes when the rectum is distended.
(ii) Extu11al or voltmtanJ anal s11l1i11cter - It consists
of somatic skeletal muscle. It is innervated by
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pudenda} nerves and is maintained in a state of
tonic contraction. Mild to moderate distension
of rectum increases the force of its contraction,
whereas moderately severe distension of rectum
relaxes it.
2. Rectum is normally empty. Distension of rectum with
faeces (to·25% of its capacity) initiates reflex conqaction
of its ml!sculature, and the desire to def~ate. The mass
peristalsis waves along with the gastrocolic reflex (page
252) induced after a meal, drives the faeces into the
rectum and rectal pressure increases.
3. The first urge to defecate occurs when rectal pressure
increases to about 20 mmHg by stimulation of receptors
in tl:}e rectal wall. When the rectal pressure increases
to about 55 mmHg, both the anal sphincters (internal
and external) relax and the contents of the rectum are
expelled.
4. Pathway for defecatio11 refle..Y (Fig. 31 3): The afferent
impulses travel in pelvic nerves and induce reflex
parasympathetic discharge (mainly from S2) over the
pelvic splanchnic nerves to cause:
(i) inhibition (i.e. relaxation) of internal anal sphincter;
and•
(ii) inhibition of discharge in somatic pudenda] fibers,
this relaxes the external anal sphincter.
5. Vol1mtan; defecation: Before the pressure that relaxes
the external anal sp~ - ct
·s reached, voluntary
defecation can be initiate
oluntarily relaxing the
external anal sphincter
ntracting the abdominal
muscles (straining at stools). This plus reduction in the
angle between the anus and the rectum to 15° (normal
90°) thus aiding the reflex emptying of the distended
rectum.
Pelvic nerve
, - (re ay afferent
I
information about
__T
~
distension of rectum)

From cerebral cortex
(voluntary control)

Parasympathetic
(inhibitory) input to
internal anal sphincter

Sigmoid colon

External (or
voluntary)
anal sphincter
(skeletal muscle)

--==----•
Anal canal

Fig. 3 1.3 Pathway for defecation reflex

Internal (involuntary)
anal sphincter
(smooth muscle)

l

Defecation reflex is, therefore, a spinal reflex that can
be voluntarily 'facilitateg' by relaxing the external
anal sphinc@ and contracting the abdominal muscles
or 'inhibited' by keeping the external anal sphincter
contracted.
Important Note

Here excitatory sympath~ innervatign of internal
analsphincterisnotinvolved,o~ent
oi,the sJti~cor,Q_are co~ e d .

••

6. In infants, defecation is a simple spinal reflex; social
training brings cong:ol of the reflex by higher centres.
7. Applied: Complete transection of the spinal cord,
initially causes retention of faeces, the defecation reflex,
however, returns quickly (although no voluntary control
is ever regained) and reflex evacuation of rectum occurs
when rectal pressure increases to about 55 mmHg.

ABSORPTION AND SECRETION
IN LARGE INTESTINE
1. The main function of the colon is absorption of water.

Main sites ofwater absorption are caecum and ascending
colon.
(i) Approx. 1-2 L of isotonic 'chyme' daily enters the
colon from the ileum and only 100-150 mL of water\
reaches the rectum per day i.e. colon can remove .
approx. 90% of the fluids.
,(l:}
(ii) Large intestine can absorb Na+, K+, c1-,' he
and certain vitamins with net secretion of K+ and
HCO3-, but it cannot absorb protein, fat or Ca2+.
Na+ is actively absorbed from the colon, and
water follows along the osmotic gradient thus
generated.

•

lmp~rtant Note

Manycompounds,such as anaesthetics, tranquilizers,
sedatives and steroids, . when a
· 'stered per
rectally, get absorbed rapidly into
c ulation.
This makes rectal instillation of drugs a clinical ractical
route, specially in children.
2. , d1gcsti
are secreted in the colon.
3. 'Gt b t c
secrete mucus which helps:
(i) lubricate the intestinal mass, and
(ii) neutralize the acid which is formed by bacteria
'
the large intestine.
..., •
4. At birth, the colon is sterile but the colonic bacteria.l flora
becomes established early in life. The micro-organisms
present in the colon include bacilli such as Escheria coli,
Enterobacter aerogenes and gas gangrene bacilli. Some of
these are beneficial and others harmful.

-. . 0
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Acts as immunomodulators,
I.e., absorb procarcinogens, promote attack on malignant cells

Inhibit growth of many
harmful bacteria and yeasts

• Lowers blood
cholesterol and
triglycerides

• Reduce food
intolerances,
foodbome allergies

Improve mineral absorption

Reduce liver toxins, i.e., blood
amines and ammonia
Produce nutrients
e.g. B-group vitamins, folic acid, digestive enzymes

Protective functions
Pathogen displacement
Nutrient competition
Receptor competition
Production of anti-microbial factors

L

Metabolic functions
Conl'rol of epithelial cell differentiation and proliferation
Metabolism of dietary carcinogens
Synthesis of vitamins
Fem1entation of non-digestible dietary residue and
epithelial-derived mucus
Ion absorption
Salvage of energy

Commensal bacteria

Structural functions
Barrier fortification
Induction of lgA
Apical tightening to tight junctions
Immune system development

Fig. 31.4 Beneficial effects of clonic bacteria

--------

The beueficial effects of colonic lrncterial J1ora are
(Fig. 31.4):
(i) Synthesis of some of the vitamins

!

e.g. vitamin K,
number of B-complex vitamins and folic acid.
(ii) Production of carbon-dioxide (CO2), hydrogen
sulphide (H2S), hydrogen and methane which
contribute to the flatus . Most of the flatus passed
through rectum, is however, nitrogen derived
from swallowing of air. The smell is largely due
to sulphides. The volume of gas normally found
in the human GIT is approx. 200 mL, and the daily
production is 500-1500 mL. In some individuals,
gas in the intestine causes cramps, borbon1gmi
(rumbling noises), and abdominal discomfort.
(iii) Organic acids formed from carbohydrates by
bacteria are responsible for the slightly acidic
reaction of the stools (pH 5 to 7).
(iv) A number of amines are formed in the colon by

bacterial enzymes that decarboxylate amino-acids.
These amines are:
(a) Histamine and tyramine, which are potentially
toxic substances; and
(b) Indc,le and skatole, responsible for the odour
onF1e faeces.
These substances are capable of causing intoxication
if absorbed into the blood. Therefore, they are
detoxified by the liver.
(v) Pigments formed from the bile pigments by the
intestinal bacteria are responsible for the brown
colour of the stools.
(vi) Play a rol,e in cholesterol metabolism by decreasing
plasm.a cholesterol and LDL levels.
Applied: BLIND LOOP SYNDROME
This condition d1evelops in patients with surgically created

blind loops of small intestine or when there is stasis of

Bo~ o'if] ta,1l ~Gur-&> __,
i>~

,...

n ~ ~n.

!\

J::r, "tJe.Q.};
Jc.fl \'i>ilia21Lf - B
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the contents of the small intestine (Fig. 31.5). This causes
overgrowth of bacteria within the intestinal lumen and
is characterized by:
1. Pernicious anaemia (page 71); this occurs due to uptake
of ingested cyanocobalamin (vitamin B12) by the bacteria
producing malabsorption of vitamin B12.
2. Steatorrhoea (page 233); it is due to excessive hydrolysis
of conjugated bile salts by the bacteria resulting in
improper fat digestion.
New stomach pouch

IM§M

1

.1: Composition of faeces on an average diet

(i) Water : 75% of total faecal matter weight
(ii) Solids : 25% of total faecal matter weight

percent of total solids
(a) Cellulose and other
indigestible fibers
(b) Bacteria
(c) Aslr i.e. inorganic material,
mostly compounds of Ca2+,
P0,13-, iron, Mg2+
(d) Fat and fat derivatives (fatty
aci,ds, neutral fats, lecithin,
cholic acids, etc.)

variable
30%
15%

..

5%

(iii) Desqu,amated mucosal cells, mucus and small amounts
of digestive enzymes (most of which are dead).

in GIT which break down these substances. Therefore,
ingested cellulose passes out unchanged and substances
which a.re enclosed in cellulose wall escape digestion
and absorption. Various algal polysaccharides, and
pectic substances also contribute to dietary fibers.

Unused
portion of
the small
intestine

Fig. 31.5 Blind loop syndrome-technique

_J

THE FAECES
l. The faeces are derived:

(i) mainly from

the intestinal

secretions; and

(ii) partly from the ingested food.

Proof Faeces in starving animals are decreased in bulk
but differ comparatively little in composition from those
of normally fed animals.
2. If vegetables and coarsely ground cereals are excluded
from the diet, the faeces have fairly constant composition
(Table 31.1).

3. The brown colour of stools is due to pigment formed
from the bile pigments by the intestinal bacteria. When
bile fails to enter the intestine, stools become white
(aclwlic stools), as seen in obstructive jaundice.
4. On an average fat intake of 100 gm/ day, 5-6 gm per
day is normally lost in faeces; whereas on an average
protein intake of 100 gm/ day, 1 .5 gm/ day nitrogen is
normally lost in faeces (this corresponds to 10 gm of
proteins).
5. DIETARY FIBERS. In humans there is no appreciable
digestion of dietary fibers e.g. cellulose, hemicellulose and
lignin etc. due to absence of certain micro-organisms

Physiological significance
(i) The I nrn':i-.~·d bull of this undigested residue
stimulates intestinal peristalsis which, in turn,.
incre21ses the passage of food through the intestine.
Similarly, increased cellulose content of food (by coarser milling of flour), increases the bulk of faeces,
i.e. fa,eces contain more water, solids and more of
ingested food and nitrogen. Thus high fiber diet plays
an important role in prevention and treatment of
constipation.
(ii) It , t , • ti, 1 ti , J Lr
,,um of digested foodstuffs
by forming a mechanical barrier between the
nutrients and absorptive surface. Thus high fiber diet
helps reducing the sudden increase in blood glucose
level after a meal (postprandial hyperglycemia). This
also reduces the peak requirements of insulin during
postprandial phase. This is why a high fiber diet
is of great help in prevention and treatment of an
individual suffering from diabetes mellitus.
(iii) It
,/
...,./ , 1, 1 ... ·o/ I I by binding the , •
bile salts. How? Binding of bile salts (BS) by dietary .
fibers - t excretion of BS in faeces
'f amount :-:
of BS available for entero-hepatic circulation - t - ·
synth«~is of fresh BS in the liver - t cholesterol ,
utilizattion - 'f blood cholesterol level. Thus high ""
fiber diet is useful for controlling all metabolic
disorders associated with over-nutrition such as
obesity, atherosclerosis, hyper-cholesterolaemia and
diabel'es mellitus.
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(iv) Dietary fiber dtcrr,ises the mctdc11ce of c~w er of the
Important No
colon by:
The individual:s with low dietary fiber intake ir
meals have a greater than normal capacity to break- - (a) dilution of carcinogens by the water held by the
dietary fibers;
down cellulose: and related products, thus reducing
(b) reducing the duration of contact between
the residue in their colons. It has been claimed that
carcinogen and mucous membrane of colon (as
there are higher incidences of constipation, cancer
of the colon, diverticulitis, diabetes mellitus and
fibers increase the colon motility); and
(c) binding of carcinogen to dietary fiber.
coronary arterx disease in such individuals.
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1. Give physiological b asis of:
(ii) Flatus and Borborygmi
(iv) Defecation after me·als in children
(vi) If a child passes stools only once in 3 weeks

(i) Mass action peristalsis
(iii) Acholic stools
(v) Characteristic odour an colour of faeces
2. Write briefly about:
(i) Gastrocolic reflex
(ill) Colonic bacteria
(v) Role of dietary fiber in f
(vii) Composition of faeces
(ix) Anal sphincter

d

(ii) Hirschsprungs disease
(iv) Blind loop syndrome
(vi) Defecation reflex
(viii) Movements in large intestine

3. Describe the functional co sequences of havin g bacteria in the GIT.
4. Draw labelled diagram to ow transit time in small intestine and colon.
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1. Mass action contractions are commonly seen in which part of GIT?
(a) Oesophagus
(b) Stomach
(c) Small intestine

.& \w~

'.J\1?lli!.XO
'\.\)

~Q__\.ct ~by)

(d) Colon

2. In infants, defecation often follows a meal. Most likely cause will be:
(a) Increased circulatory levels of CCI(
(b) The gastro-ileal reflex
(c) The gastro-colic reflex
(d) The entero-gastric reflex

"

.

3. The first part of test meal reaches the caecum in about ....... h ours, th e hepati,c flexu re in ....... hours, the splenic flexur e
in ....... hours and sigmoid colon in ....... hours:
(a) 4, 6, 9, 12
(b) 6, 9, 12, 16

(c) 2, 4, 6, 8

(d} 2, 6, 8, 12

4. The u sual cau se of aganglionic m egacolon (H irschsprung's diseases}:
(a) Infection in the colon
(b) Excessive parasympathetic stimulation
(c) Excessive sympathetic stimulation
(d) Congenital absence of the Myenteric plexuse in distal colon

..

5. Defecation is severely impaired if:
(a) Meissner's plexus is destroyed
(b) Myenteric plexus is destroyed
(c) Both the above plexuses need to be destroyed together
(d) A person is dehydrated
6. A patient suffering from severe diarrhoea characteristically has all, except:
(a) A decrease in the potassium content of the body
(b) A decrease in the sodium content of the body
(c) Decreased E.C.F.V.
(d) An alkalosis rather than acidosis
7. Complete transection of spinal cord causes:
(a) Retention of faeces
·J
(b) Defecation reflex persists
(c) Voluntary defecation never possible
(d) Reflex evacuation of rectum occurs when rectal pressure increases to 20 mmHg

•I
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The large intestine absorbs all except:
(a) Water
(b) Minerals

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

(c) Glucose
(d) Protein
Removal of the entire colon would b e expected to cause:
(a) Death
(b) Electrolyte imbalance
(c) Megaloblastic anaemia
(d) Severe malnutrition
The term borborygmi refers to:
(a) Gas in the intestine
(b) Rumbling noises in intestine
(c) Abdominal discomfort
(d) Flatus
Smell in the flatus is largely due to:
(a) Nitrogen
(b) Carbon dioxide
(c) Methane
- (d) Hyd rogen sulphide
Faeces are mainly derived from:
(a) ingested food
(b) Intestinal secretion
(c) Dead colonic bacterial flora
(d) Undigested food products
High fiber diet helps reducing in all of the following except:
(a) Postprandial hyperglycemia
(b) Blood cholesterol
(c) Intrestinal motility
(d) Cancer of colon incidences
In individual with low dietary fiber intake, capacity to break down cellulose:
(a) Increases
(b) Decreases
(c) Either increases or decreases (d)
No change from the normal
Which of the following contractions are not seen in the colon?
(a) Segmental
(b) Peristaltic
(c) Mass action
(d) Eccentric
Following a test meal, total recovery of the substance in stool requires:
(a) 1 day
(b) 3 days
(c) 5 days
(d) More than 7 days
The first urge to defecate occurs when rectal pressure increases to:
(a) 10 mmHg
(b) 20 mmHg
(c) 40 mmHg
(d) 80mmHg
It is not possible to suppress defecation reflex voluntarily once rectal pressure increases b eyond:
(a) 25 mmHg
(b) 35 mrnHg
(c) 45 mmHg
(d) 55 mmHg
Trne about defecation reflex is:
(a) Purely a voluntary reflex
(b) An involuntary reflex
(c) Partly a voluntary and partly an involuntary reflex
(d) A spinal reflex
Man is unable to digest dietary:
(a) Glycogen
(b) Dextrin
(c) Saccharose
(d) Cellulose

1. (d)
11. (d)

2. (c)
12. (b)

3. (a)

13. (c)

4. (d)
14. (a)

10. (b)
20. (d)
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·gestion and Absorption in thie GIT
I.

Introduction

ll. Digestion and Absorption of Carbohydrates, Fats and Proteins
lll. Absorption of Water and Electrolytes (Na+, K+,

c1-, H CO3- )

IV. Absorption of Vitamins and Minerals (calcium, iron)
V. Summary of Digestive Processes

(c) galadose, it is not ingested as such but is split
off from lactose.
(ii) Pentoses, they do not occur in free form but found
in
(a) nucleic acids; and
(b) in certain polysaccharides, e.g. pentosans of
fruits and gums.

INTRODUCTION
1. Digestion of the major foodstuffs is an orderly process

..

involving the action of a large number of digestive
enzymes. The action of the enzymes is helped by the
HCl secreted by the stomach and the bile secreted by
the liver.
2. Substances pass from the lumen of the GIT to the
' ECF and thence to the lymph and blood by various
transport processes, similar to those that are responsible
.• for transport of substances across the cell membrane
(page 13).

DIGESTION OF CARBOHYDRATES

1. Mouth - saliv.ary a-amylase (ptyalin) aids digestion of
starch to 1 : 4cx linkages producing a-limiting dextrins
and maltose (to some extent) (page 205).

DIGESTION AND ABSORYflON
OF CARBOHYDRATES

Starch

't

CARBOHYDRATES OF FOOD

Daily intake of carbohydrates represent approx. 50-60%
of the diet. The principal carbohydrates of food are:

Erythrot extrin
Achroo-dextrin

j

1. Polysaccharides

(i) Starch (rich in potatoes)
(ii) Cellulose and pectin, these cannot be digested by

..

(Dextrins of
decreasing
complexity)

Maltose (to some extent)

the enzymes in the human GIT.
(iii) Glycogen, here glucose molecules are mostly in
long chain (1:4 a linkage).

UMN
Both the

salivary and the pancreatic a -amylase
hydrolyse 1:4 ix linkages.

• 2. Disaccharides
(i) Sucrose (cane or beet sugar)
(ii) Lactose (milk sugar)

2. Stomach - The 'HCI' of the gastric juice may hydrolyse
some sucrose .
3. D11odemmi - ex-amylase of pancreatic juice rapidly
converts all form of starch and dextrins completely into
maltose. It act:s in an alkaline medium and its digestive
activity is increased by presence of bile salts.

(iii) Maltose

3. Monosaccharides
(i) Hexoses

l

e.g.

(a) glucose (dextrose)
(b) fructose (in fruits and vegetables)
259
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Starch and
Dextrin

Pancreatic a-amylase
Maltose
Jo
CJ-; pH 7.1
(completely)

,Intestinal
lumen

4. Small Intestine - Succus entericus contains
disaccharidases i.e. enzymes for splitting disaccharides
into monosaccharides. For example: sucrase (invertase),
maltase, lactase and a-limiting dextrinase. Therefore,
Sucrose

Maltose maltase; H 5.8-6.2
Lactose

lactase; pH 5.4-6.0

••

Microvilli " 2 Na• H
\

sucrase (invertase); pH 5-7
CI-; pH 7.1

Apical surface

Glucose and fructose

•

SGLT· 1

,\

/~'

2 K+

I

•

•• 3 Na•
•
.,___:__
Na• K+

...

ATPase

Glucose •

2 Glucose

Glucose and Galactose

a-limiting dextrins a-limitin dextrinase

Na+ glucose symporter
(driven by high extracellular [Na•])

Glucose

Important features
1. Digestion by these disaccharidases occurs in the luminal
part (brush border of the epithelial cells) and their
activity is maximum in jejunum and proximal ileum.
2. Hl n.d1t1n d ft c.., ot lactu l or sucrase (invertase)
produces malabsorption of lactose or sucrose
respectively which results in:
(i) fermentive diarrhoea due to increased number of
osmotically active disaccharides;
(ii) bloating (bulging) and flatulence due to production
of CO2 and H 2.
3. Low lactase levels are associated with intolerance to
milk, called I a rose fotolerance. However, curd is
better tolerated than milk in intolerant individuals
because it contains its own bacterial lactase.
4. End products of digestion of nucleic acids and partial
digestion of pentosans cause liberation of pentoses
(monosaccharides).
5. Therefore, end products of carbohydrate digestion are
monosaccharides, most important of which is glucose.
Bacteria in the large intestine may convert some glucose
into methane, CO2 and other products.
ABSORPTION OF CARBOHYDRATES
1. Monosaccharides which are formed either in the gut
lumen or in the brush border of the epithelial cells are
absorbed from the jejunum and upper ileum; negligible
absorption also occurs in stomach and colon. In general,
carbohydrates are completely absorbed at 100 cm from
the duodenum i.e. before the remains of a meal reach
the terminal ileum.
2. Process of absorption. It includes monosaccharide
movements across the cell into the blood capillaries
by (i) simple diffusion and (ii) active transport. (Fig. 32.1)
(They do not normally pass in the opposite direction
because of one way permeability of the epithelium).

Glucose unlporter GLUT•2
(facilitates downhill efflux)

Fig. 32.1 Mechanism of glucose absorption across intestinal
~i~elium (SGLT· l: Sodium dependent glucose transporter• I;
~ UT·2: Glucose transporter-2)

I

(i) S11nple cliffusio11 occurs when concentration of
sugar in the gut exceeds that in the blood.
(ii) .1l tn c transporr - this causes absorption of sugars
against their concentration gradient into the
mesenteric blood, which requires energy. Energy~
required for the process is supplied from cellular _
metabolism.
4 _
Mechanism ,of transport - carrier hypothesis
Glucose tram.sport occurs in 2 steps, both are sodium
dependent (an example of secondary active transport,
page 19).
',t,1 1

Glucose combines with a 'carrier', a mobile component of
cell membrane to form glucose-carrier complex, which moves
the glucose across the lipid barrier of cell membrane and
releases the glucose inside the cell. The glucose and Na+
have the same carrier (cotransporter or symport) molecule
called sodium-dependent glucose transporter-I (SGLT-1).
This step requires no energy (as it occurs by way of simple
diffusion).

..

Ste17 2
To concentrate the glucose within the cell, the 'carrier'
(i.e. Na+ -glu,cose transporter, SGLT) is coupled to a source • •
of energy, which is provided indirectly by the active
transport of Na+ out of the cell into intercellular spaces.
Na+ aHects lthe supply of energy from ATP by activating
ATPase in tl1e cell membrane. The glucose is transported
by glucose transporter-2 (GLUT-2) into the interstitial
space and tl1ence to the blood capillaries.
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Important Note

When 'Na+-glucose carrier' (cotranspo rter- SCLT-1)
is absent or defective, glucose maJabsorpt ion occurs,
which produces severe diarrhoea.

...
Active transport mechanism is dependent on:
(i) Presence of Na+. Proof 'Ouabain' which prevents
active a+ reabsorption, also decreases glucose
absorption.
(ii) Electrical activity of the cell. Proof: 'Phlorhizin',
depresses the glucose stimulated transmuraJ
potential, thereby causing marked decrease in
glucose absorption.
3. Maximum rate ofglucose absorption from the intestine is
about 120 gm/hour.
Glycosuria (glucose appears in urine, page 751) after
ingestion of a high carbohydrate diet, called alimentary
glycos11ria. This may occur in normal persons or those
actually having mild diabetes mellitus.
4. Rate of absorption of monosaccharides is variable; it is
fastest with glucose and galactose, intermediat e with
fructose and slowest with mannose or pentoses.
Galaclose : Glucose

Rate of absorption:
Fniclose : Man11ose : Xylose : Arabi11ose

.1...:;;.s_ ;: _-=-0.:..c.1_ __
0.4 -"---'o_;_:.2:;__..c._.. :; .o.;..;
_ _1_.1_ _--'--- -'-

r=actorc: affecting rate of glucose absorplum from the
,11t,~1,1 l

(i) State of mucous membrane and length of time

..

during which the carbohydrate is in contact with it.
Therefore, in diarrhoea, excision of small intestine,
gastro-colic fistula; because of intestinal hurry,
absorption decreases. Similarly enteritis, coeliac
disease, due to abnormal mucous membrane,
decreases the absorption.
(ii) Role of endocrines
(a) Thyroid - Thyroxine acting directly on
intestinal mucosa, increases the ab_sorption,
therefore, in myxoedema absorption decreases
and thyrotoxicosis increases the absorption.
(b) Anterior pituitary- It affects glucose absorption
by influencing the thyroid. Therefore,
hyperpituita rism by causing over-activity of
thyroid, increases the absorption; opposite is
seen in hypopituitarism.
(c) Adrenal cortex deficiency, it decreases Na+
concentration, thereby decreases glucose
absorption.
(d) lnsulin, it has no effect on absorption of
glucose from the GIT.

5. Some disaccharides are absorbed as such into the
epithelial cells, there to be hydrolyzed by maltase and
sucrase present in the brush border of the villi.
6. Galactose absorption from the GIT occurs by the
same mechanism which transports glucose; whereas
'fructose' utilizes a different carrier; it is transported
by 'facilitated diffusion'. Some fructose is converted
to glucose in the mucosa! cells. 'Pe11toses' are absorbed
by 'simple diffusion'.
FATE OF GLUCOSE IN THE BODY

Of the total glucose ingested:
1. 5%, stored as glycogen in the liver and muscles.
2. 50-60%, catabolised in all tissues to produce energy (1 gm
of glucose when completely oxidist-d to CO2 and HiO,
produces approx. 4kcal of energy) and transamination
of some intermediary products of glucose break down,
to form amino-acids.
3. 30-40%, converted to fat, and stored in fat depots.

DIGESTIO N AND ABSORPI 1ON OF FATS
CLASSIFIC ATION OF FATS (LIPIDS)
1. Simple Fats or Neutral Fats. (major constituent in food

of animal origin) These are triglycerides which are
formed from one molecule of glycerol and 3 molecules
of fatty acids. The common known fatty acids are:
(i) Palmitic acid, an 16C saturated acid;
(ii) Stearic acid, an 18C saturated acid, and
(iii) Oleic acid, an 18C unsaturated acid.
Waxes are esters of fatty acids with long chain
monohydric alcohols.
2. Compound Fats - These are complex compounds formed
from fatty acids, glycerol (or relat1ed substances), and
various nitrogen containing bases, and often containing
phosphate groups. They are integral parts of the general
cell structure and are present in large amounts in
nervous tissue; they are employed in fat transport. The
main compound fats are:
(i) Plzospholipids (pliosphatides) - they contain glycerol,
2 molecules of fatty acids (generally unsaturated ),
phosphate and nitrogen base. Examples:
(a) Lecithins - nitrogen c-ontaining base is
'choline'.
(b) Cephalin - nitrogen c:ontaining base is
'cholamine' (ethanolamine).
(ii) Sphi11gomyel111s - they contain fatty acids, phosphate,
choline and a complex base (sphingosine), but no
glycerol.
(iii) Gnlnctolipids (cerebrosides) - they contain galactose,
fatty acid and sphingosine, but no phosphate or
glycerol.
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3. Associated Fats - These are of two main types:
(i) those components (the 'split' fat) that are obtained
by the hydrolysis of lipids (i.e. glycerol, fatty acids,
soaps); soaps are salts of fatty acids and are obtained
by hydrolysis of fats in alkali (saponification);
(ii) those components that are associated with the
lipids in tissue extracts simply because they are
dissolved by the fat solvents. Examples:
(a) steroids i.e. hormones of ovary, testis, adrenal
cortex, cholesterol;
(b) fat soluble vitamins i.e. vitamins soluble in
fat and in fat solvents.

(iv) Lipase cannot act on fat droplets, but it acts at the
interface between the fat particles and water (i.e.
emulsified fats) and successively hydrolyzes the
1- and 3- bonds of the trig;[ycerides (triacylglycerol)
into diglycerides and monoglycerides with release
of the associated fatty acidls.

...

Fats
lipase

t

"

Triglycerides
lipase

.._ fatty acids

Diglycerid,es

Important Note
lipase

Fat of food consists mainly of neutral (simple) fats,
together with small amounts of free fatty acids,
lecithin and cholesterol esters.
DIGESTION OF FATS

Some hydrolysis of neutral fats take place during
cooking.
1. Mouth
1\Jonc; however, salivary lipase is active in the stomach
and can digest as much as 30% of dietary triglycerides.
2. Stomach
(i) C,u<;trJC lipa~e is a weak fat splitting enzyme; it acts
at an optimal pH 4--4.5 (gastric juice pH 1-2) and
inactivated at pH 2.5.
(ii) Fat digestion (lipolysis) in stomach occurs only in
exceptional circumstances. For example:
(a) when pancreatic lipase may regurgitate into the
stomach from the duodenum;
(b) in achlorhydria;
(c) in young suckling animals which ingest large
quantities of milk; the fat of milk is present in
an emulsified and digested form, and inhibits the
secretion of gastric juice.
3. Small Intestine
(i) Pancreatic lipase and bile salts enter the 2nd part
of duodenum at duodenal papilla and begin the fat
digestion.
(ii) Pancreatic juice is markedly alkaline (pH 7.8 to 8.4)
converts and adjusts the highly acidic chyme (pH
approx. 6.0) to the chyme at pH slightly above 7.0,
which is optimal pH for lipase action.
(iii) Bile salts play a role in activating lipase and exert a
'detergent' action i.e. by its 'hydrotropic' action (page
246) lowers the surface tension, thus promotes
'emulsification' of fats (emulsification or breaking
of many fatty materials), thereby providing a greater
surface area for the lipase to digest.

t"---

fatty acids

Monoglyceriides

(v) Most of the dietary cholesterol is in the form of
cholesterol esters; pancreatic bile salt activated lipase
(page 230) and cholesterol e:sterase of succus entericus
hydrolyzes these esters in the intestinal lumen to
cholesterol.
ABSORYI'ION OF FATS
1. Pancreatic electrolytes, monoglycerides, fatty acids and

..

bile salts interact spontaneously to form polymolecular...,
aggregates, called micelles.

'Micelles' features:
(i) They are water soluble complexes, 3-lOnm in
diameter with variable lipid concentration.
(ii) They can dissolve hydrophobic compounds in
their interior and such constituents as cholesterol
are, therefore, made water soluble. Thus, micellar
formations further solubilize the lipids and provide
a mechanism for their transport into the intestinal
cells.
2. Micelles themselves are "passively" absorbed along their
concentration gradient into the luminal brush border,
where the bile salts are del:ached to return to the
intestinal lumen, finally to be actively reabsorbed more
distally in the ileum.
Important Note

Steatorrhoea (page 233) whid1 is due to the lipase
deficiency is of severe intensity and most commonly
seen in patients with diseatses that destroy the
exocrine portion of the pancreas; because in addition,
in the absence of bicarbonate (that is secreted from
the pancreas), the relative a1cidic medium in the
duodenum precipitates some bile salts.
Thus hypersecretion of gastric acid can cause
steatorrhoea. It can also be caused by defective
absorption of bile salts in the distal ileum.

.

-
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3. Fat content of micelles consists of monoglycerides and
fatty acids. Once inside the intestinal wall, they are
dealt with in 2 ways: (Fig. 32.2)
(i) Monoglycerides and fatty acids with>14C atoms
are re-esterified to triglycerides in the mucosa! cell,
which are then coated with a layer of !3-lipoprotein,
cholesterol and phospho lipids (all synthesi zed
by rough endoplas mic reticulum of cell),
of approx. 1 µm diameter.
forming /
'Chylom icrons' contain 0.5% protein, therefore,
called Esterified fatty acids. Chylomicrons enter
the lymphat ics and via thoracic duct gain access
into the blood stream.
(ii) Short chain fatty acids with <12-14C atoms pass
directly from the mucosal cell into the villus blood
capillaries and are transpor ted as free fatty acids
(FFA), also called Non-este rified fathJ acids (NEFA)
or ' unesterified' fatty acids. They are bound to
albumin in the blood stream.
4. Fat absorpti on is greatest in the upper part of the small
intestine but apprecia ble amounts are also absorbed
from the ileum.
5. Moveme nts of villi, compress the lacteals and villus
capillaries, this increase the mobilization of lipids
towards the thoracic duct and portal vein respectively.

•

6. Cholesterol, like the short chain fatty acids, is absorbed
directly into the lymphatics and reconverted (esterified)
therefrom as cholesterol esters. Its absorptio n requires
presence of bile, fatty acids and pancreatic juice. It
is mainly absorbed from the distal sma1J intestine.
on-absorbable plant 'sterols' such as those found
in soyabeans reduce the absorpti on of cholesterol, by
combini ng with cholesterol for esterification with fatty
acids.
7. On a moderate fat intake, more than 95% of the ingested
fat is absorbed. Only 5-6% is excreted in stools, much
of this faecal fat is derived from cellular debris and
microorganisms.
8. The process involved in fat absorpti on is not mature
at birth, therefore, infants faecal fat content is 10-15%
of the ingested fat.
Importa nt Note

Fatty adds with 2 to SC atoms are formed in the colon by
action of colonic bacteria on complex carbohy drates,
resistant starches and compon ents of dietary fibers.
These fatty acids exerts a trophic effect on the colonic
epitheliu m, reduces inflamm ation and helps to
maintain acid-bas e balance by exchang e of H +.

'
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Triglycerides - - - - • Fatty Acids (FAs)
Long chain FAs
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(B)

i

To lymphatics

mucosa! cells
Intraluminal events during fat digestion and absorption (A); absorption of fat by intestinal
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Blood Fat
Plasma lipids (triglycerides, free fatty acids, phospholipids
and steroids) are bound to plasma proteins to form
lipoprotein complexes which vary in density according
to their lipid content (also see page 53).
As fat is lighter than water (because its density is less),
therefore, lipoproteins complexes can be separate d by
centrifugation into:
1. hn/ IC1,1 di 11~1t11 lipo1 rde111 (VLDL; density < 1.006).
2. ._.1w clmsrty lipoprot
(LDL).
3. fgli cl~11s1ty l1poproj , (HDL; density 1.060 - 1.200).

pepsin-HCI mixture; optimal
activity at pH 1.6-3.2;
inactivate d at pH > 5.0

1

1. Amino acids linked together in chain by peptide bond
are called polypeptides.
2. All proteolytic enzymes i.e. enzymes concerned
with protein digestion are secreted in the form of
inactive precursors (proenzymes) and activated in the
GIT.

DIGESTION OF PROTEINS
1. Mouth

Rennin (in other mamma ls)
Pepsin (in humans)

Soluble casein

1

Calcium salts

Coagulum of calcium casein
(it gets readily digested enzymatiaUy)
3. Duodenu m

(i)

Proteases and peptones
Trypsin and chymo-trypsin in
alkaline pH 8.0
Peptides of various chain
(i.e. small polypeptides)
and Jew free amino-acids
(These enzymes act at interior peptide bonds in the
peptide molecules and are called endopep tidases.)

(ii)

Polypeptides
'carboxypeptidases' in
pancreatic juice at pH 8.0

lower peptides and
free amino-acids
(These enzymes hydrolyz e the amino acids at the - ~
carboxyl and amino ends of the polypep tide and
are called exopepti dases.)

1\.1,,

2. Stomach

Here ""'I<;~ hydrolyz e the bonds between aromatic
amino-acids (e.g. phenylalanine or tyrosine) and a second
amino-acid, therefore, the product of peptic digestion are
polypep tides of variable sizes.

--

Caseinogen (milk protein water soluble)

(ii)

Fat Stores

DIGES TION AND
ABSORPTION OF PROTEINS

,

Proteoses and peptones
(large polypeptides)
Approx. 10% of ingested protein is broken down
completely in the stomach.

Nonna[ Values
(i) Serum triglyceride concentration (bound to
lipoprotein): 30-150 mg/ dL
(ii) Serum cholesterol: 120-200 mg/ dL (72% of which is
esterified)
(iii) Serum phospho lipids (lecithin and cephalins): 150300 mg/ dL, they are bound to a-lipopro teins and
form HDL.
(iv) Serum FFA i.e. NEFA: 10-30 mg/ dL.

Fat is stored in adipose cells of fat depots as triglycerides.
Body adipose tissue are of 2 types: white and brown.
l. Wliite adipose tissue - it represents the biggest store
of energy in the body and helps in mainten ance of
FFA (NEFA) concentration in the blood. Its oxygen
consump tion is approx. 8 mL/100 gm/ min.
2. Brow11 adipose tissue - it is found only in infants
and has a higher metabolic rate as compare d to white
adipose tissue.
(Details under Metabolism Unit, page 610).

Protei11

(i)

>
4. Small Intestine

Here protein digestion occurs at 3 places: in the intestinal
lumen; the wall (brush border) of intestine and the
cytoplasm of the mucosa! cells. This occurs as some
'peptides' are actively transpor ted into the intestinal cells
and hydrolyz ed by intracellular 'peptida ses'.

CHAPTER 32: DIGESTION AND ABSORPTION IN THE GIT

Peptides

j

.. ...

Succus entericus containing 'Erepsin' i.e. a set
of mixed peptidases, each of which specifically
hydrolyzes terminal peptide bonds; pH 7.6

Free Amino-acids
DIGESTI ON OF NUCLEO PROTEIN

The cellular foodstuffs which are rich in nuclei (liver,
kidney, pancreas, yeast etc.) are likewise rich in nucleic
acid and nucleo-proteins.

•

N11cleoprotei11
HCl in stomach

Removes protei11 portion which is digested
together with other food proteins
Free Nucleic Acid (RNA and DNA)
Ribonuclease and
Deoxyribonuclease
from pancreatic ju.ice
in duodenum, pH 8.0

?

'

Nucleotides and N11cleosides
nucleases nucleotidases
nucleosidases in small
intestine, pH 7.6

Pentoses purine and pyrimidines

ABSORPTION OF AMINO ACTDS
l. D-amino acids are absorbed solely by 'passive'

diffusion only, while L-amino acids are 'actively'
transporte d. L-nmino-ncids are absorbed more rapidly
than D-isomers.
2. Absorptio n of both D and L isomers is coupled to
Na+ transport like cotranspo rt of glucose and Na+
(page 260). The transporte d amino-acids accumulat e
in the mucosal cell and from these cells they enter the
intestinal capillaries 'passively ' by simple diffusion
and facilitated diffusion; then via portal vein they
reach the liver and general circulation. Therefore,
after ingestion of a protein meal, there occurs a
sharp transient rise in the free amino-aci ds content
of the portal blood, which provides the whole body
requireme nts of protein.
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3. There are 3 separate transport systems for aminoacids:
(i) A ' neutral' amino acid carrier system in the
brush border that transports neutral aminoacids. It is Na+ dependent.
(ii) A 'basic' carrier amino-aci d system also in
the brush border that trar\Sports basic amino
acids. It is Na+-independent.
(iii) A separate carrier system in the basolatera l
membran e of intestinal cells that transports
proline, hydroxypr oline· and few other
compoWlds.
4. Absorptio n of amino-aci ds is rapid in the duodenum
and jejunum but slow in the ileum.
5. Of the total protein digested, approx. 50% comes
from ingested food; 25% from proteins in digested
juices and 25% from desquama ted mucosa] cells.
6. Only 2-5% of the proteins in the small intestine escapes
digestion and absorption . This is so because:
(i) diet which consists of proteins of animaJ
origin, 95-99% of proteins is digested and
absorbed; but
(ii) diet containing proteins of plant origin,
only 75-80% of proteir\S is digested and
absorbed.
7. Some of the ingested proteins enter the colon
and are finally digested by bacterial action.
8. The proteins in stool are not of dietary origin, but
come from bacterial and cellular debris.
9. Protein absorption decreases with age. In infants,
moderate amounts of undigeste d proteins are also
absorbed.
10. The protein antibodies (lgA) in maternal colostrum
that contribute to 'passive' immunity against
infections enter the circulation from the intestine,
although this transfer of antibodies is relatively
small.
11. Absorption of foreign proteins from the intestine into
circulation provokes the formation of antibodies and
allergic symptoms may develop after eating certain
foods, specially cow milk and
12. Absorption of protein antigens (bacterial and viral
proteins) takes place in the large ltcr• , I
for I) c lls i.e. specialized intestinal epithelial cells
overlying Peyer's patches. M-cells pass the antigen
to the lymphoid cells; activated lymphobl ast enter
the circulation and later return to the intestinal
mucosa where they secrete IgA in response to
subsequent exposure to the same antigen (page 126).
This secretory immunity plays an important role in
localized protection of the intestinal mucosa.
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ABSOR PTION OF WATER
AND ELECTROLYTES

7

A. WATER ABSORP TION

Intestines are presented each day with approximately 2000
mL of ingested fluid and 7000 mL of secretions from the
mucosa of GIT and associated glands; more than 90-95%
of this fluid is reabsorbed with a daily fluid loss of only <
5% i.e. 200 mL in the stools. (Table 32.1) and (Fig. 32.3)

Ingests
2000mUday

.,_-f--

Saliva
1500 mUday

..

Table 32.1: The overall ,,.·atcr balance in the GIT
Total Input (9000 mUday)

Reabsorb ed (8800 mUday)

1. Ingested
- 2000 mL
2. Endogeno us

1. Jejunum > 60% : 5500 mL
2. Ileum 20-25°10
2000 mL
3. Colon 10-15% : 1300 mL

secretions

- 7000 mL

(i) Salivary

Bile
750 mUday

Small lnstestine
absorbs

glands
1500 mL
(ii) Stomach : 2500 mL
(iii) Bile
750mL
(iv) Pancreas : 750mL

7500 mlJday

Pancreatic
juice
750 mUday

secretions

(v) Intestine : 1500 mL

1500 mUday

Balance in stools, < 5% : 200 mUday.

Colon absorbs {
1300 mlJday

Importa nt Note

Only small amounts of water move across the gastric
mucosa, but water moves in both direction s across
the mucosa of small intestine and colon in response
to osmotic gradient .

B. SODIUM ABSORY IION
1. Some Na+diffuses into or out of small intestine 'passively '

Balance In stool (< 5%)
200 mlJday

I

Hg. 32.J The overall balance between secretion and absorption
of water in the GIT

gradient . There is also some secretion of K+ into the
intestina l lumen, specially as a compone nt of mucus.
2. Net moveme nt of K+ is directly proporti onal to the
potential difference between blood and intestinal
lumen; in jejunum this potential difference is approx.

dependi ng on concentr ation gradient . In addition, Na+
is actively transpor ted out of the lumen into the small
intestine and colon by Na+ - K+ pumps.
2. In the ileum and jejunum Na+ transpor t
from intestine to blood is facilitated
by aJdosterone.
Lumen
3. In small intestine, active transpor t
of Na+ helps in absorption of glucose,
amino-acids and other substanc es.
Conversely, the presence of glucose
in intestinal lumen, facilitate s the
cAMP
reabsorp tion of Na+. This is why
er- channel --- - - -ct
for treatmen t of Na+ and water loss
in diarrhoe a, oral administ ration of
solutions containing NaCl and glucose
or cereals containin g carbohyd rates
are helpful. (Fig. 12.4)
C. POTASS IUM ABSORP TION

1. Movemen t of K+ across the GIT
mucosa is mainly due to passive
diffusion down its electrochemical

Paracellular
path

Blood

Na+ -

! +10

Basolateral
membrane

4--.u.-- - - - - -- - - - - - - - Na·

Fig. 32. Absorptio n of ions across intestinal cells in the small intestine

K ATPase

mv!

..
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5 m V, in ileum is 25 mV and in colon 50 m V. That is why
concentration of K+ is approx. 6 mEq/ L in jejwmm;
approx. 13 mEq/L in ileum and 30 mEq/L in colon.
As a result, ilea[ or colonic fluid loss in chronic diarrhoea
results in severe hypokalemin.
..

'

C. IRON ABSORPTION

1. In males, the amount of iron los,t from the body is
approx. 0.6-0.75 mg/ day; where-as in females, loss
is approx. 1.2-1.5 mg/day due to extra iron lost in
blood shed during menstruation.
2. Average iron intake is approx. 20-25mg/day, but
the amount absorbed is equal only to the losses
because if iron absorption exceeds its excretion, iron
'overload' will develop. Therefore, amount of iron
absorbed is approx. 3-6% of the amount ingested.
3. Iron is readily absorbed in ferrous (Fe2+) state but
most of dietary iron is in ferric (Fe3 +) form.

D . CHLORIDE AND BICARBONATE ABSORPTION

.~ 1. c1- is normally secreted into the lumen of the small
.1intestine by c1- channels that are activated by cAMP.
,
Intestinal cells also take up Na+, K+ and CJ- by a
1 Na+ - 1 K+ - 2 c1- cotransporter in their basolateral
membranes.
2. In the ileum and the colon, it appears that c1- is actively
reabsorbed in a one-for-one exchange for HCO3- , thus
make the intestinal content more alkaline.

reduced by HCl and
Ascorbic Acid
Fe3+- -- - - - - - - --pe2+
and ferric reductase in the
brush border of enterocytes

That is why partial gastrectomy and achlorhydria
are often associated with iron deficiency anaemia.
4. Phytic acid (found in cereals), phosphate, oxalates,
pancreatic juice react with iron to form insoluble
compounds in the intestine and thereby decrease
iron absorption.
5. Iron absorption is an 'active' process. Only traces of
iron is absorbed from stomach, otlherwise it is actively
absorbed in upper small intestine (duodenum and
jejunum).
6. Transport of Fe2+ into the enterocytes occurs via iron
transporter divalent metal transporter - 1 (DMT-1).

ABSORPTION OF VITAMINS
AND MINERALS
A. ABSORPTION OF VITAMINS

1. Water soluble vitamins are absorbed rapidly.
2. Fat soluble vitamin (A, D, E and K) absorption decreases
if fat absorption decreases due to pancreatic enzyme or
bile deficiency.
3. Most vitamins are absorbed in the upper small intestine
, but vitamin B12 binds to intrinsic factor (I.F.) secreted by
the stomach mucous membrane and the vitamin B12-I.F.
complex is absorbed in the ileum.

)sMti

(Fig. 32.5)

Vitamin B12 and folic acid absorption occurs
independent of Na+ absorption

B. CALCIUM ABSORPTION

1. 30-80% of ingested Ca2+ (normal intake lgm/day) is
absorbed by 'active' transport primarily in upper small
intestine and some of it is also absorbed by 'passive'
diffusion.
2. Factors affecting active transport of Ca2+.

~

men

I

Fe3+

•'

(a) 1,25 dihydroxycholecalciferol (DHCC), the
metabolite of vitamin D, that is produced in
the kidneys. 1,25 DHCC rate of production
is inversely proportional to serum calcium
levels.
(b) Deficiency of Ca2+
(c) Lactase, and
(d) Proteins
(ii) Inhibited by
(a) phosphate and oxalates. These anions form
insoluble salts with Ca2+ in the intestine.
(b) Excess of Ca2+.

Enterocyte

Ferrli
reductase

I

Fe2+

Blood

-Fe2+

..

/
Fe2+- DMT-1-

Fe3+

Fe2+

Fe3• -AF

Fe3+ -TF

(Ferritin)

(i) Facilitated by:

a
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Fig. 32.S Absorption of iron in the small intestine
(DMT: Divalent metal transporter; FP : Ferroportin-1;
HP : Haphaestin; AF : Apoferritin; TF : 1rrausferrin)

Li

--

--·

--~

(i) Some of the intracellular Fe2+ is converted
to Fe3+ and iron is bound to an iron binding
protein ApoJerri tin to form Ferritin, which is the
principal storage form of iron in the intestine and
many tissues.
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I
I

Iron lost with sloughed cell

---- - --

___,,,,...-- Mucosal cell

Iron in gut lumen

J,4to--- -- Body
Iron

~--__:::=~!!!!I- , Absorbed Iron

.

Nonnal

I

tj. z.+.-I

lron deficient

Iron overload

Fig. 32.6 Control of iron absorption by the intestinal mucosa
(size type arrows)

(ii) The remainder is transported out of the enterocyte

by a transporter Ferroportin-1 with the help of
a protein called Hephaestin (Fig. 32.6) .
Important Note
The iron bound to ferritin in intestinal cells is lost
with the cells when they are shed into the intestinal
lumen and passed in faeces. Ferritin molecules in
lysosomal membranes may aggregate in deposits
that contain as much as 50% iron. These deposits are
called
; it also stores iron.
7. Of total iron (4-Sgms) in the body, 70% is in
haemoglobi n; 3% in myoglobin and remaining 27%
in 'ferritin'. Ferritin is also found in the plasma and
'ferritin-iron ' is in equilibrium with plasma iron.
8. In the plasma Fe2+ is converted to Fe-3+ and bound to
the protein. Ir 1sfe.,,. or siderophilin, a ~1-globulin
binds the iron in the lumen of GIT and most of the

iron is transported bound to this globulin across the
mucosa] brush border. It is 35% saturated with iron.
Mucosa] cells pass part of the iron directly into blood
stream but much of it is bound to apoferritin.
9. Normal plasma iron level is 60-160 µgm / dL
10. Control of iron absorption by tlie intestinal mucosa/ cells ,
(Fig. 32.6).

•

Iron absorption into blood stream is increased:
(i) when body iron stores are depleted; and
(ii) when erythropoie sis is increased .
Decreased iron absorption occurs under opposite
conditions. How?
(a)
the amount of circulating
transferrin is increased, and its percent
saturation with iron is decreased; therefore,
more iron moves from the intracellular iron
carrier to 'transferrin' and less binds to
'apoferritin'.
(b)
opposite of (a) occurs.
Therefore, factors which regulate iron uptake
from the GIT are:
(i) Amount of iron in the mucosa1 cells;
and
(ii) the ability of the mucosa to prevent excess
ingested iron being absorbed (mucosa[ .
b~c~.
l
12. Applied - When iron absorption exceeds its excretion,
iron overload occurs. This results in hemosiderin ·
(insoluble form of iron) accumulatio n in the .
tissues producing hemosiderosis. Large amounts
of hemosiderin damages the tissues producing
hemocl,romatosis which is characterize d by:
(i) skin pigmentatio n
(U) pancreatic damage with diabetes (bronze
f

(iii) cirrhosis of liver

(iv) hepatic carcinoma, and
(v) gonadal atrophy
Common causes of hemochromatosis are:
(i) Excessive iron uptake, and
(ii) Idiopathic or congenital. Here 'mucosa! block'
mechanism fails.

SUMMAR Y OF DIGESTIV E PROCESSES
Refer to Table 32.2.

J
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Enzyme

#

,.
•

..,

..

4
• "7'

(

Stimulu s for secretion

(/nactwe form wit/tin
bracket)

Activation
and optimal
conditio n for
activity

SALIVARY GLANDS •
Secrete saliva at pH 7.0
resting state; (reaches 8.0
during active secretion)
(i) in reflex response to
presence of food in
mouth
(ii) Psychic or conditioned
reflex in response to
thought or sight of food

(1) Salivary a-amylase

Cl ; pH 6.6-6.8
(average 6.5);
inactivated at pH

STOMACH - Secrete
gastric juice at pH 1-2
(pepsinogen by chief cells
and HCI by parietal cells) in
response to:
(i) reflex stimulus by
Psychic stimulation via
vagus
(ii) chemical action of
'Gastrin'

(1) Gastric Lipase

pH 4-4.5
(inactivated at
pH 2)

(2) Pepsin
(Pepsinogen)

HCI and pepsin
Itself; optimal
pH 1.6--3.2;
inactivated at pH
> 5.0

(3) Rennin (in infants)

Ca2•; pH 4.0

Caseinogen (mil
protein)

coagulates milk (soluble
casein)

PANCREAS - presence
of acidic 'Chyme' and
products of digestion (fat,
carbohydrates, protein)
from the stomach activates
duodenum to cause release
of two hormones:
(i) Secretin causes flow
of alkaline, watery
pancreatic juice rich in
HC03
(ii) CCK-PZ : causes flow
of pancreatic juice rich
in enzymes

(1) Trypsin
(trypsinogen)

Enterokinase;
trypsin; pH 8.0

protein; proteoses
and p,eptones

i.e. small polypeptides and

(Ptyalin), a starch
splitting nzyme

54.0
(2) Lingual Lipase

Starch
(polysaccharides
or Complex sugar)
Glyco~1en

Hydrolyses 1 :4« linkages,
producing a-limiting
dextrins and maltose (to
some extent)

Triglycerides

Hydrolyses 1- and 3-bonds
of the triglycerides forming
fatty acids plus 1, 2-diacyl
glycerols.

fats (butter, cream
etc.)

hydrolysis of triglycerides
(to some extent)

(i) proteins;

(ii) Caseinogen
(milk protein)

proteoses and peptones
(large polypeptides)
coagulates milk (soluble
casein)

Peptides of various chains
few free amino-acids

(2) Chymotrypsin
(chymotrypsinogen)

Trypsin; pH 8.0

protein, proteoses
and peptones

-do-

(3) Carboxypeptidases
(procarboxy
peptidases)

Trypsin; pH 8.0

polypE?ptides

Smaller peptides and free
aminoacids

(4) Ribonuclease

RNA

Nucleotides

(5) Deoxy ribonuclease

DNA

Nucleosides

Cl-; pH 7.1

Starch, Dextrin

Maltose (completely)

(7) Pancreatic Lipase

Bile salts; pH 7.0

Triglycerides

Monoglycerides and fatty
acids

(8) Phospholipase

Trypsin; Ca2+

Phospholipids

Fatty acids

Fats, unemulsified
fats i.,e. large fat
dropleits; also
neutralizes acidic
chym1a

'Fatty acids-bi le salts'
conjugates and finely
emulsified 'neutral fats'
- bile salts 'micelles' are
formed.

(6) pancreatic
a -amylase

•

(prophospholipase)
:;

LIVER AND
GALLBLADDER - CCKPZ; Secretin ; gastrin
stimulate gall bladder to
cause secretion of bile from
the liver and gall bladder

Bile contains no
Enzymes (bile salts
and alkali)
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Table 32.2: Summary of digestive
Source of Secretion and
Stimulus for secretion

SMALL INTESTINE Mechanical stimulus
(Distension) of intestinal
mucous membrane to
cause secretion of intestinal
juice (Succus entericus)
from crypts of Lieberkuhn.

Enzyme

(Inactive form withi11
bracket)

Method of
Activation
and optimal
condition for
activity

(1) Enteropeptidase
(enterokinase)

Substrate

Action and End products

Trypsinogen

Trypsin

(2) Erepsin

Peptides

Free aminoacids

(3) Nucleotidase and
Nucleosidase

Nucleostides
and Nucleotides
respectively

Pentoses, purine and
pyrimidines

pH 5-7

!Sucrose i.e. cane
sugar

Glucose and fructose

(5) Maltase

pH 5.8-6.2

Maltose i.e. malt
sugar

2 Glucose

(6) Lactase

pH 5.4-6.0

Lactose i.e. milk
sugar

Glucose and Galactose

ex-limiting dextrins

Glucose

Organic phosphates

Free phosphate

lrriglycerides

Monoglycerides and fatty
acid

(4) Sucrase (invertase)

(7) a-limiting
Dextrinase
(8) Alkaline
phosphatase
(9) Intestinal Lipase

pH 8.6

.."
•

f
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1. Write short notes on:
(i) Digestion of foodstuffs from the small intestine
(ii) Micelles.
(iii) Lipoprotein complexes
(iv) Absorption of amino acids from small intestine
(v) Absorption of hexoses from the intestine
(vi) Absorption of fatty acids from small intestine
2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Lactose intolerance.
(ii) Steatorrhoea of pancreatic lipase deficiency is of more severe intensity as compared to other causes.
(iii) Faecal fat content in an infant is more than that of an adult.
(iv) Loss of fluid from the colon in chronic diarrhoea results in severe hypokalemia.
(v) Achlorhydria is associa ted with iron deficiency anaemia.
(vi) Bloating and flatulence
(vii) Fermentive diarrhoea
(viii) Mucosal block
3. Draw labelled diagram to show:
(i) Mechanism of glucose and fats absorption across intestinal epithelium.
(ii) Absorption of iron in the small intestine
4. Describe briefly how the GIT and its associated glands function to aid digestive and absorptive processes.
5. What is secondary active transport and why is it important in the Gm

00·1
1. Malabsorptio n of sucrose results in:
(a) Milk intolerance
(b) Intolerance to curd
(c) Fermentive diarrhoea
(d) Steatorrhoea
2. A Na+-depend ent active transport system is necessary for the intestinal absorption of:
(a) Bile salts
(b) Glucose
(c) Vitamin C
(d) Fatty acid

... >
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3. Maximum rate of glucose absorption from the GIT is approximately:
(a) 80 gm/hour
(b) 100 gm/hour
(c) 120 gm/hour
4. Rate of glucose absorption from the GIT is increased by all

(a) Insulin
5. Lipase cannot act on:
(a) Fat droplets

D
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(d) 140 gm/hour

except:

(b) Thyroxine

(c) Glucocorticoids

(d) Growth hormone

(b) Emulsified fats

(c) Trigycerides

(d) Diglycerides

6. Steatorrhoea is of severe intensity if it is due to:

(b) Biliary obstruction
(d) Malabsorption syndrome

(a) Liver insufficiency
(c) Destruction of exocrine portion of the pancreas

7. C hylomicron are composed of protein around a core of:
(a) Triglycerides only
(b) Triglycerides, phospholipids and cholesterol
(c) Phospholipids
(d) Triglycerides and cholesterol

8. On a moderate fat intake, a normal healthy individual is expected to excrete ....... % of fat per day in faeces:
(a) 1-2

(b) 3-4

(c) 5-6

9. What percentage of ingested protein is broken down completely in the stomach?
(a) 10%
(b) 30%
(c) 50%

(d)

7-8

(d)

100%

10. Not trne of protein digestion and absorption:
(a) Of the total protein digested, 50% come from digestive juices
(b) Upto 2-5% of the proteins in small intestine escapes digestion and absorption
(c) Some of percentage of proteins also gets digested in the colon by bacterial action
(d) Proteins in stools mainly comes from bacterial and cellular debris
11. Colonic fluid loss in chronic diarrhoea results in:
(a) Pernicious anaemia
(b) Dehydration

(d) Severe hypokalemia

(c) Hypotension

12. Iron absorption from GIT is decreased by all of the following except:
(a) Phytates
(b) Vitamin C
(c) Phosphate

(d) Taurine

13. Which of the following has the highest pH?
(a) Bile
(b) Saliva

(d) Pancreatic juke

(c) The intestinal juice

.. - .. 14. Range of optimal pH for activity of disaccharidases is approximately:
(a) 1-2
(b) 3-4
(c) 5-6

(d) 7-8

15. Diges tio n of carbohydrates is maximum in:
(a) Stomach
(c) Jejunum and proximal ileum

(b) Duodenum
(d) Distal ileum

16. Alimentary glycosuria:
(a) Appears after ingestion of high carbohydrate diet
(c) Occurs in individuals with mild diabetes mellitus

(b) Occurs in normal persons
(d) All of the above

17. . Optimal pH for pancreatic lipase action:
(a) 5.0
(b) 6.0

(c) 7.0

(d) 8.0

18. Fat concentration in micelles is:
(a) 5 %
(b) 10 %

(c) 20 %

(d) Variable

19. Fat absorption is greatest in:
(a) Duodenum
(c) Distal ileum

(b) Proximal portion of small intestine
(d) Equaljn all parts of the small intestine

20. Iron is stored in the body in the following except:
(a) Tissue macrophages
(c) Gall bladder

(b) Spleen
(d) Bone marrow

,~ram__ _____________
1. (c)
11. (d)

2. (b)
12. (b)

3. (c)
13. (d)

4. (a)
14. (c)

5. (a)
15. (c)

6. (c)
16. (d)

---CCO>----

7. (b)
17. (c)

8. (c)
18. (d)

9. (a)
19. (b)

10. (a)
20. (c)

GIT Hormones
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I. Introduction

11. Gastrin Family of Hormones
Ill. Secretin Family of Hormones
Iv.
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Other GIT Hormones

INTRODUCTION

VIP: VASOACTIVE INTESTINAL PEPTIDE (VIP)

(i) VIP contains 28 amino-acids. It is found in nerves
in the GIT, blood, brain and autonomic nerves. It is
released from jejunum in response to fatty meals.

GIT has biologically active polypeptides secreted in the
mucosa, called GIT honnones. They play important role
in the regulation of GIT s~ r~)ton an~ mo~
In high
doses their actions overlap ut in physiological amounts,
actions are discrete.
Based on physio-anatomical similarities GIT hormones
are broadly classified into 3 types: Gastrin family, Secretin
family and other GIT hormones.

(ii) t\ctions :: E::-a \ P -t o;\
(a) It markedly increase~

+ ~~(..~)

stinal secretions of

electrolytes and water,
(b) relaxes intestinal smooth muscle including the~

sphincters,
(c) inhibits gastric acid secretion,
.. (d) increases action of A-ch on salivary glands, ~d,.
(e) dilates peripheral blood vessels.

GASTRIN FAMILY OF HORMONES
1. Gastrin (details page 216).

2. CCI<-PZ (details page 232).
GLUCAGON
(i) It is ~ eted by cells in ~

SECRETIN FAMnY OF HORMONES

mucosa of the stomach
and dttb'd enum and by <X~ in the pancreatic islets.
(ii) It plays important role in hyperglycemia of diab~tes.

1. Secretin

2. GW: Gastric Inhibitory Polypeptide
3. VIP: Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide
4 . Glucagon (page 742)
5. GLI: Glucagon like immuno reactivity (Glicentin)

GU: GLUCAGON LIKE IMMUNOREACTMTY
(GLICENTIN)
It is secreted along with glucagon by a-cells in the

pancreatic islets.

SECRETIN

(Details page 231)

cm\

b..~
I

Csm,'E t>£~~N'Ot~
V :tNSVL\'NCl~O?\(,

I

OTHER GIT HORMONES

GIP: GASTRIC INHlBITORY POLYPEPTIDE i:>O\.'lf>«>,
(i) It is produced by cells in the mucosa of the ~

in response to presence of glucose and

fut It contains 42 amino-acids.
(ii) Actions

(a) in high doses, inhibits gastric juice secretion and its
motility, that is why called GW;
(b) stimulates P-cells of pancreas to increase insulin
secretion, therefore, also called g lucose-dependent
insulinotropic polypeptide.

1 . MOTILIN ::

rnrn C -t- ..>•n~lh ffi ·
n...__

-

(i) It is a polypeptide containing 22 amino-acids and is_.
secreted by M0 cells in the stomach, duodenal and
colon mucosa; some of these cells are enterochromaffin .,
cells (page 216).
(ii) \ cti ,11-.
(a) It causes contraction of intestinal smooth muscles,
(b) :~ates intestinal modli~~lg inter-digestive

phase and prepares the intestine for next meal.
272
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2. NEUROTENSIN ::: An\\- ~\~n
(i) It is produced by mucosal cells of the ileum in

response to fatty acids.
(ii) \~ hon:;
(a) It inhibits GIT motility, and
(b) increases ileal blood flow.

j

3. SUBSTANCE P = (0.e'ci\~
(i) It is found in the endocrine cells and nerve cells in

6. GHRELIN ::

4. GRP: GASTRIN RELEASING PEPTIDE
(i) It is present in the vagal nerve endings that terminate

on 'G' cells (page 216). C('ton. - f"lc,.~)
(ii) Acts as a neurofransmitter at vagal nerve endings
to cause increase in gastrin secretion (page 217).
5. SOMATOSTATIN (Also refer to page 661)
(i) It is a growth hormone inhibiting homwne (GHIH)

produced by the o-cells in the pancreatic islets and
in the GIT mucosa. It occurs in two forms: SS14 and
• SS28 - latter form is more active.
(ii) \chons
., (a) It inhibits the secretion of gastrin, VIP, GIP,
•
secretin and motilin,
(b) inhibi~ pancreatic .exocrin~ secretiqn, as well

r

ll: ·

A0'n - X:e..cot,nr,

1. GASTRIN

7. PEPTIDE YY ::: (7 t?

Also refer to pages 220 and 223
(i) Secreted by the jejunum following a ctiet rich in
fats.
(ii) Inhibits gastric acid secretion and motility.
8. GUANYLIN

Refer to page 201.

i\ ,fifln- GOJ.to\llll) n~nnt ,

Site of Secretion
G-cells of gastric
antrum

Control of Secretion
Stimulated by
i. Small peptides and
amino acids (C.t)el"n)
ii. Distention of stomach

crn~dr..)

GRP ( N e'i'\.WJ.)

i. Increases gastric tt+ secretion by gastric

P~ii. Stimulates growth of ~stric mucosa
iii. Stimulates gastric motility

ii. Somatostatin C.\-i~

.....
-' .

I-Cells of
duodenum and
jejunum

H~ ,@

)

<j_{'\g_lj_\ \'\'"">O"os°'O

p C E_

(q_~~~)C,

i. Stimulates contraction of gaJI bladaer and ( Cno
relaxes sphicter of Oddi Bile secretion
.. amino a~dsC.~
)
u. Fatty aad
:"I
ii. Increases pancreatic enzymes and HC03 -l,
GroO!)v-.\rui.
secretion
c ~"')
iii. Monoglycerides
iii. Increases growth of exocrine pancreas ( T1K>rnc)
iv. Jnhibits gastric emptying
i. H+ in duodenum to..u.c\) i. Increases pancreatic HC,03- secretion
S-Cellsofduedenu.m
( € . n ~ ~ ii. Fatty acids in
ii. Increases biliary HC03- secretion
c_eJJ,>,;
duodenum Lr-a.t )

C

3. Secretin

Stimulated by
i. Small peptides and

rn o'>n\\1\J

iv. Stimulates insulin and glucogon secretion

Inhibited by
i. H+ in the stomach t~ -)

t

?'ro- G:~ou::>~ @ ·

Ghre-(European root for the word growth)
(i) secreted by the stomach.
(ii) involved in control of food intake as its secretions
increased by fasting and decreased after ingestion
of food (for details refer to page 662).
(iii) Also stimulates growth hormones secretion by acting
directly or receptors in the pituitary.

iii. Vagus mediated via

2. CHOLECYS1DKINPANCREOZYMIN
'- (CCK-PZ)
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as endocrine secretion of insulin; glucagon and
pancreatic polypeptide.
(c) inhibits gastric acid secretion and motility, and
eventually producing dyspepsia and slows gastric
emptying.
(d) inhibits gall bladder contraction, and may
precipitate gall stones.
(e) inhibits the absorption of glucose, amino-acids
and triglycerides; and
(iii) Its secretion is increased by 'acid' io the lumen of
stomach and stimuli that increase insulin secretion
(page 750).

(c) It is a major regulator of the migrating motor
complexes (page 223).

the GIT.
(ii) Increases motility of the small intestine.

O
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Summar : Ma·or GIT I lormones
Hormones

Site of Secretion

4. Gastric inhibitory
peptide (GIP)

Duodenum and
jejunum

5. Somatostatin
(Growth hormone
inhibiting hormone)

Throughout the
GIT

Control of Secretion

Stimulated by
i. Fatty acids }
ii. Amino acids
iii. Oral glucose
Stimulated by
tt• in the lumen

..:t

~ ~ ' \ i. Increases insulin secretion
N
ii. Decrease gastric tt• secretion and motility.

C. G,, \-\-!. H)

6. Yasoactive intstinal
peptide (YIP)

From neurons in
the mucosa and
smooth muscle of
the GIT

Major actions
iii. Decreases gastric tt• secretion by gastric
parietal cells.
r--;~
.lf
iv. Delays gastric emptying. ( S:~ y v-:i1\t-C..t~

Inhibited by
Vagal stimulation
Stimulated by
Fatty meals

i. Inhibits the release of all GIT hormones and
GH.
.
ii. Inhibits both exocrine and endocrine

pancreatic secretion
iii. Inhibits gastric H+ secretion and motility

i. Relaxes GIT smooth muscles including
sphinters.
ii. Increases action of A-ch on salivary glands

C>D~o.v- iii. Stimulates pancreatic HC0

~~'t,

"\

- secretion
3
iv. Inhibits gastric H + secretion
v. Dilates peripheral blood vessels

fMifh#iiH,ti
1. Describe briefs the aaction s of GIP a nd VIP on the GIT.
2. Write short notes on:
(i) somatostatin
(ii) gastrin releasing peptide.
3. Name the gastrin and secretin family of GIT hormones. Describe any one of them in detail.
4. List the principal GIT hormones and describe the main physiological function of each of these hormones.

/

htk·I

1. Which is not an action of gastric inhibitory peptide?
(a) Relaxes gastric sphincters
(b)
(c) Increases insulin secretion
(d)
2. Which is not a function of vasoactive intestinal peptide?
(a) Inhibits gastric acid secretion
•
(b)
(c) Stimulates intestinal secretions
(d)
3. Not true of somatosta tin:
{b)
(a) It is a ·growth hprmone inhibiting hormone
(d)
(c) Stimulates GIT motility

Inhibits gastric juice secretion
Also called glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide
Inhibits the motility of the ·intestine
Constricts peripheral blood vessels
Inhibits gastric acid secretion
Its secretion is increased by acid in the stomach

4. Which is not an' action of gastric inhibitory peptide?
{b) lnhibits gastric juice secretion

(a) Relaxes gastric sphincters
(c) Increases insulin secretion

(d) Also called glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide

5. Motilin:
,J (a) Produced by the ileum
(c) IJicreases ileal blood flow

1. (a)

2. (d)

• 3. (c)

{b) Inhibits GIT motility
(d) Regulates intestinal motility during inter-digestive phase

· t
4. (a)

5. (d)

-=---~CCO>----

Unit V

THE CARDIO-VASCULAR SYSTEM (CVS)
Chapter 34: Physiological Anatomy of the Heart
Cardiac chambers : General; Valves in the heart; Heart sounds, Pacemaker tissue of the heart

Chapter 35: Properties of the Cardiac Muscle
Morphological; Electrical; Mechanical and Metabolic properties.
Chapter 36: The Cardiac Cycle
Definition; Events; 'JVP' record; 'ECG' changes; Heart Sounds

Chapter 37: The Electrocardiogram (E.C.G.)
ormal ECG; electrocardiograph; cardiac vector (cardiac axis)
Abnormal ECG: Heart block; Extra systoles; Arrhythmias; WPW syndrome; Myocardial
infarction (MI); Effect due to changes in the ionic composition of blood

•

Chapter 38: General Principles of the Circulation

•

Introduction: functions, pressure changes in the vascular system, organisation and functions
of the vascular system (vasculogenesis, angiogenesis)
Dynamics of Blood flow: Biophysical considerations-Flow-pressure-resistance relationships;
Law of Laplace.
Chapter 39: Cardio-Vascular Regulatory Mechanisms
Local : Basal myogenic tone (BMT); Role of endothelial cells (nitric oxide, endothelins)
Systemic: (a) Chemical; (b) Neural: autonomic and medullary ('VMC'; 'CVC') baroreceptors and chemoreceptors
Chapter 40: The Heart Rate (HR)

Factors affecting HR and its control
Chapter 41: The Cardiac Output

Definition; Distribution; Control (Heterometric and Homometric regulation), Methods of
measurements
·
Chapter 42: The Arterial Blood Pressure
Definition; Factors affecting; Determinants of BP; Regulation of arterial BP.
Chapter 43: The Regional Circulation
Capillary, Coronary, Cerebral including cerebrospinal fluid (CSF); Cutaneous (skin); Muscle;
Splanchnic (intestinal and hepatic) and Pulmonary circulation.
Chapter 44: Cardio-vascula.r Homeostasis in Health and Disease
Regulation of Blood Volume; Compensation for gravitational effects; Shock and Syncope;
Heart fai lure; High BP (Hypertension)

. 9

,:

•

•

Physiological Anatomy of the Eleart
~.

,,,

I. Cardiac Chambers: General; Valves in the heart; Heart sounds
II. Pacemaker tissue of the heart

Important N

CARDIAC CHAMBERS

-- ..

Although the 'RV' and 'LV' are connected in series,
GENERAL
but the systemic organs receive blood through a
(1) The human heart weighs approximately 300 gm and
parallel arran:gement of vessels. Therefore, systemic
contains 4 chambers: (Fig. 34.1)
organs
have the same arterial composition of pO2;
(i) Two thin walled atria separated from each other
;
pCO
pH;
gluicose etc.
2
by an interatrial see_tum; and
(ii) Two thick walled ventricles separated from each
(4) The cavities of the cardiac chamber are lined by
other by an in_!:erventricular septum.
(2) Atria
endothelial lining, called endocardium, whereas
(i) Serve a capacity function as well as that of
the muscles of the heart including pacemaking and
contraction.
conducting system structures are called myocardium.
(ii) Right atrium (RA) receives blood from the systemic
(5) The entire heart is enclosed by a double layered
circulation via superior and inferior vena cavae,
structure, called pericardium. In between its two layers
while left atrium (LA) receives blood from the
is a cavity called pericardial cavity. It normally contains
lungs via pulmonary veins.
a~\O 5-30 mL of clear fluid, called pericardial fluid which
(3) Ventricles
lubricates the heart; permits it to contract with minimal
(i) Serve as the pumps. They consist of 2 separate
friction and protects the heart from external injury.
pumps:
(a) Right ventricle (RV) supplies
the lung circuit via pulmonary
- - - Pulmonary
veins
artery. Because of intrathoracic
Left atrium
location of pulmonary blood
Superior
vessels, pulmonary circuit offers
vena cava
Aortic
less resistance to blood flow.
Pulmonary
(b) Left ventricle (LV) supplies the
Heart
systemic circuit via aorta.
(ii) As the systemic arteries offer greater
Tricuspid
resistance to blood flow, 'LV' has to
Pulmonary - -+.\--. J
artery
do larger amount of work compared
to 'RV'. Therefore, 'LV' wall becomes
Inferior vena - - r ~.
thicker than the 'RV'.
cava
(Thickness - LV wall : RV wall :: 3 : 1)
(physiological hypertrophy of LV).
Fig. 34. I Cardiac chambers ( ~ · direction of blood flow)
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VALVES IN THE HEART
A Atrio-ventricular Valve (A-V Valve)
(1) Atria and ventricles are connected by a fibrous
A-V ring; on the right side by the Tricuspid valve,
and on the left by Mitral (Bicuspid) valve. These

A-V valves:
(i) prevent the backward flow of blood from the
ventricles to the atria during ventricular systole;
and
(ii) close and open passively with the pressure gradient
forces.
(2) The 'tricuspid' and 'mitral' valves consist of flaps
(or cusps) which are attached at the periphery of the
valve ring. Clwrdae Tendinae, the cord like structures
originate from papillary muscles arising from the inner
border of the ventricle, are attached to the free edges
of the valve flaps. (Fig. 34.2)

_ _.,,...?' Open

ventricular ejection and close when the relevant arterial
pressure exceeds that of the corresponding ventricle
when it begins to relax.
(3) These valves are well adapted to withstand extra
physical trauma of:
(i) high pressure in arteries at the end of systole; · "
and
(ii) high velocity of blood ejection through them.

PV •

UMti
Except the: mitral valve, which is also called the
bicuspid valve, all the remaining heart valves con sists
of 3 flaps, h ence tricuspid. (Fig. 34.3)

Mitra!
(bicuspid) valve

Closed

IChordae Tendinae I
Slack

Taut -

___,,, .....

Fig. 34.3 Valv·es in the heart (as seen from above)

_J

I Papillary Muscles I

,.

...
HEART SOUNDS

Relaxed
Mltral valve open

Contracted__.
Mitral valve closed

Fig. 34.2 Arrangement of papillary muscles and chordae
tendinae to the cusps of the mitral valve

The papillary muscles contract when the ventricular
walls contract, but they do not help the valves to close;
instead prevent the bulging of valve into the atria
during ventricular contraction.
{Applied aspect: Papillary muscle paralysis or rupture
of chordae tendinae causes 'A-V valves' to bulge far
backwards with regurgitation of blood into the atria
during ventricular systole.)
B. Semilunar Valves
(1) They consist of 3 flaps (or cusps) of half moon

(semilunar) shaped appearance, and are of 2 types:
(i) Pulmouan; Valve: situated at pulmonary orifice
which leads from the 'RV' to the pulmonary
artery.
(ii) Aortic Vah•e· situated at aortic orifice which leads
from the 'LV' to the aorta.
(2) These valves also open and close with passive gradient
forces. Therefore, the valves open at the onset of

Opening of valves is a slowly developing process and
does not produce any noise; while closure of valves is
a sudden process causing surrounding fluid to vibrate
producing noise. Thus,
(1) closure of A-V valves causes the First Heart Sound;
and
(2) closure of Semilunar valves causes the Second Heart
Sound.
(For furth1~r details refer page 287)

PACE~IAKER TISSUE OF THE HEART
Certain tissues in the heart, concerned with the initiation
(generation of impulse) and propagation (conduction) of
the heart be.at, are called pacemaker tissues (Fig. 34.4).
They include:
(1) Sinu or Sino Atrial Node (SAN),
(2) Atria-Ventricular Node (AVN),
(3) Atria-Ventricular Bundle or Bundle of His, and
(4) Purkinje fibers i.e. subdivision of Bundle of His.
1. SINU-ATRIAL NODE (SAN)
(i) Location: on the posterior aspect of heart at the

junction of the superior vena cava (SVC) with right
atrium (RA).

--
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(ii) Dimensions: Length: 15 mm; Width: 2 mm and
Thickness: 1 mm.
(iii) Strncture: more embryonal in character i.e. cell
outline ill defined; ..highly_ vasc.uli'lr; consists of
thin, elongated :wusc)e fib.ei:.s (approx. I /3rd the
size of heart muscle fibers); rich in glycogen and
mitochondria, fusiform in shape with longitudinal
striations. These are called P-cells or pacemaker cells.
These fibers normally can generate and discharge
impulses more rapidly than any other pacemaker
tissue and their rate of discharge determines the rate
at which the heart beats. That is why SAN is called
the Cardiac Pacemaker.
(iv) Innervation: It develops from structures on the right
side of the embryo. That is why, qi...adults,._SAN is
innervated by right vagus nerve. It also receives
sympathetic nerve fibers predominantely of right
side from the cervical sympathetic ganglia via the
cardiac nerves (page 324).
2. ATRIO VENTRICULAR NODE (AVN)
(i) Location: posteriorly on right side of the interatrial
septum near the opening of coronary sinus.
(ii) Strncture: same as that of 'SAN'.
(iii) Innervation: It is a left sided structure of the embryo.
Therefore, in adults, it is innervated by left vagus
nerve; also receives sympathetic nerve supply
primarily from left side.
How tl1e cardiac impulse generated at 'SAL\!' rcaclics
the 'AVN'?

Modified atrial muscle fibers from the region of
coronary sinus collect fanwise and unite with the 'AVN',
called internodal atrial pathways. They conduct impulses
from 'SAN' to the 'AVN' by arranging themselves in 3
bundles:
(i) Anterior internodal tract of Bachmann. It can also
conduct impulses from 'SAN' directly to 'LA';
(ii) Middle internodal tract of Wenckebach; and
(iii) Posterior internodal tract of Thorel.
3. ATRIO-VENTRICULAR BUNDLE

or THE BUNDLE OF HIS
(i) It takes origin from AVN and then runs upwards
to the posterior margin of the membranous
interventricular septum and then forwards below
it, ensheathed and isolated in a canal. At the anterior
part of the membranous interventricular septum the
bundle divides into a right and a left branch.
(ii) The left branch pierces the membrane and then
lies on the upper border of the muscular septum
to divide into an anterior fascicle and a posterior
fascicle. The right branch passes down the right side
of the septum.
(iii) Both branches divide repeatedly to form a network
of fibers lying subendocardially in the ventricles.
4. PURKINJE FIBERS
(i) Takes origin from terminal divisions of right and
left branch of the Bundle of His to penetrate the
ventricular wall.

anterior - -----;IW-a--....1

-·

Inter nodal
atrial pathways

middle
posterior - --

Fossa ovalis - --

- -- - A-V Bundle (Bundle of His)
-

k--- - Left anterior fascicle

- - - Left bundle branch
Right bundle branch
lnterventricular Septum
Left Posterior fascicle

Fig. 34.4 Pacemaker tissue of the heart
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(ii) These fibers are somewhat larger and thicker than

the SAN fibers; length: 10-46 µm and diameter
70-80 µm .

-

4.1 :

Conduction speed in cardiac tissue

Cardiac tissue

Conduction speed (mts/sec)

(i) Sinu altriaJ node

(iii) Because of large diameter and very high level of

permeability of the gap junction at intercalated
discs, they transmit the impulse at a fast velocity of
4m ts/sec as compared to other conducting tissue.
This allows almost immediate transmission of the
cardiac impulse through out the entire ventricular
system. (Table 34.1)

0.05

(ii) Atrial pathways

1.0

(iii) A trio-ventricular node

0.05

(iv) Bundle of His

1.0

(v) Purkinje system

4.0

(vi) Ventricular muscles
(vii) Atrial muscles

."
..:;,

1.0
1.0

UM§
The slow conduction in SAN and AVN is caused by decreased numbers of gap junction between the successive
cells in the conducting pathways.

tMN-h#iiH:fi
1. Write short notes on:
(i} Pacemaker tissue of heart

(ii) A-V valves

2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Physiological hypertrophy of the left ventricle
(iii) Opening and closing of valves in the heart

(ii) All systemic organs have same arterial composition
(iv) Production of heart sounds

(iii) Semilunar valves

3. What will happen if papillary muscle gets paralysed?
4. How is the cardiac impulse generated at SAN reaches AVN? What is apex beat?
5. Give the conduction speed in various parts of cardiac tissues.

..

6. Draw labelled diagram to show arrangement of mitral valve.

00·1
1. Left ventricle (LV) has m ore m ass compared to right ventricle (RV) becau:se:
(a) Left coronary artery supplying the left ventricle has a greater flow
(b) LV does more work to propel the blood compared to the RV
(c) LV consists of 4 groups of fibers whereas RV consists of 2 groups of fibers only
(d) By the nature of hereditary
2. All statements are trne about A-V valves except:
(a) These valves close and open passively with the pressure gradient forces
(b) They prevent the backward flow of blood from ventricles to atria during syst,ole
(c) Opening of these valves is responsible for the first heart sound
(d} Chordae tendinae are attached to the free edges of the valve flaps
3. Systemic organs have the sam e arte rial composition of pO2, pCO2, pH etc:. because:
(a) They receive blood through parallel arrangement of blood vessels
(b) They receive blood through series arrangement of blood vessels
(c) Of phenomenon of autoregulation
(d) Perfusion pressure is the same in all these organs
4. Semilunar valves:
(a) Consists of two flaps/cusps
(b) Are so called because of half moon shaped appearance
(c) Are tricuspid and mitral valves
(d} Oose and open actively

--
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5. Fibres of intemodal atrial p athways are:
(b) Modified nerve fibres
(a) Modified atrial muscle fibres
(d) Conduct impulses rapidly
(c) Highly contractile
6. In a normal healthy adult individual left ventricle to right ventricle wall thickness is:
(a) 1 : 3
(b) 3 : 1
(c) 2 : 3
(d) 3 : 2
7. Which is a false statement regarding the p e ricardia! fluid?
(a) It is normally 150-300 mL of clear fluid contained in the pericardia] cavity
(b) It lubricates the heart and provides nutrition to the myocarclium
(c) It permits the heart to contract with minimal friction
(d) It protects the heart from external injury
8. Rupture of chordae tendinae:
(a) Help the A-V valve to close
(b) Prevent the bulging of A-V valve into the atria during ventricular contraction
(c) Causes regurgitation of blood into the atria during ventricular systole
(d) Has no effect on haemodynarnics of circulation

9. Sino atrial node (SAN) is called cardiac p acem aker because:
(a) It allows almost immediate transmission of cardiac impulse throughout the entire ventricular system
(b) It is capable of generation of impulse and conduction of the heart beat
(c) It determines the rate at which the heart beats
(d) The speed of conduction of impulse is fastest in SAN
10. The component of cardiac tissu e having the highest propagation velocity is:
(b) AV node
(c) Atrial muscle
(a) Purkinje fibers

1. (b)

2. (c)

3. (a)

4. (b)

5. (a)

6. (b)

..
- - - - <CXX)> - - - -

7. (a)

(d) Ventricular muscle

8. (c)

9. (c)

10. (a)
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Properties of the Cardiac Mus,cle
I. Morphological Properties
II. Electrical Properties
Ill. Mechanical Properties; and
Iv. Metabolic Properties

{Refer to Unit ill, page 175-183).

..
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The Cardiac Cycle
I. Definition
II. Events in the Cardiac cycle
(A) Atrial Systole
(C) Ventricular Diastole

(B) Ventricular Systole
( D) Atrial diastole

Ill. Atrial pressure changes during cardiac cycle - JVP Record
IV ECG changes during cardiac cycle
V

Heart Sounds

2. As 'A-V valves' are open, therefore, atrium and ventricle
of each side a.re in continuity and the pressure in each
cavity is almost identical.
The parts of the heart normally beat in an orderly
sequence: atrial systole, atrial diastole, ventricular systole,
and ventricular diastole (Fig. 36.1).

DEFINITION
The sequence of changes in the pressure and flow
in the heart chambers and blood vessels in between
the two subsequent cardiac contractions is known as
Cardiac Cycle. Normal duration: 0.8 sec at heart rate of
75 per min (60/0.8).
Ventricular systole: 0.3 sec; ventricular diastole: 0.5 sec;
atrial systole: 0.1 sec and atrial diastole: 0.7 sec. (Fig. 36.1)

UM!i

"

There are two separate functional syncytium in the
heart (the artrial and ventricular) and their sequence
of events overlap during the cardiac cycle.

EVENTS IN IBE CARDIAC CYCLE
• At the beginning of cardiac cycle, characteristic features
during diastole are:
l. All 4 cardiac chambers i.e. both atria and ventricles are
relaxed and filled with blood due to venous return.

A. ATRIAL SYSTOLE:
ATRIAL CONTRACTION PHASE
Duration 0.1 sec. It is seen following the impulse generation

0-8 sec O sec

in the SAN.

Characteristic Fea./:ures
l. Atrial muscle contracts and atrial pressure (PA) rises
with ventricular pressure (Py) following it. Right atrial
pressure rises. 4 to 6 rnmHg, whereas left atrial pressure
rises approx. 7 to 8 rnmHg. (Fig. 36.2)
2. It propels approx. 30% additional blood into the
ventricles.
3. It narrows the orifices of inferior and superior vena
cavae (IVC and SVC) and pulmonary orifice but some
regurgitation of blood occurs into the great veins as
no valves are present between the atria and the great
veins.
4. Narrowing of orifices of 'IVC', 'SVC' and pulmonary
veins decreases venous return to the heart.

-·

I

0·4 sec
Fig. 36.1 The cardiac cycle
(Normal duration: 0.8 sec at heart rate of75 per min)
VS and VD: Ventricular systole and diastole respectively.
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Atrial conltractlon
(Last rapid' ventricular filling phase)

Slow ventricular
filling phase

..
lsovolumetric ventricular
contraction

Cardiac cycle

)
Initial rapid ventricular
filling phase
Ventricular systole proper
(ejection phase)

Fig. 36.2 Sequence of event in cardiac cycle

B. VENTRICULAR SYSTOLE
Total duration: 0.3 sec; it has two major phases:
1. isovolumetric ventricular contraction: 0.05 sec.
2. ventricular systole proper: 0.25 sec.
1. Isovolttmetric (Isometric) Ventricular Contraction:
Duration 0.05 sec.
Characteristic Features
(i) As the atrial contraction phase passes off, the
pressure in both atria and ventricles falls and in
the meantime the ventricles get invaded by the
excitation process. Ventricular contraction begins
and ventricular pressure exceeds atrial pressure
very rapidly causing closure ·of the AV valves
with production of First Heart Sound (HS 1 ) .
(Fig. 36.3)
(ii) The ventricles are now a closed chamber, and the
pressure rises promptly during isometric phase
as the myocardium presses on the blood in the
ventricles.
(iii) Onset of ventricular systole causes bulging of'A-V
valve' into the atrium; this results in small but
sharp rise in atrial pressure.
(iv) During this phase, although contraction is occurring
in the ventricles but there is no emptying; therefore,
this phase is called isovolumetric (isometric)

ventricular contraction.

2. Ventricufai, Systole Proper: Duration 0.25 sec. It is
associated with ejection of blood out of ventricles.
Characteristic Features
(i) When the pressure in the 'LV' exceeds the pressure
in the aorta (80 mmHg); and the pressure in the
'RV' exceeds the pressure in the pulmonary artery
(10 to 12 mmHg), opening of 'semilunar' (aortic
and p1Ulmonary) valves occurs. (Fig. 36.3)
(ii) With the opening of semilunar valves there
follows the 'ejection phase'; during this phase,
arterial and ventricular pressures follow each
other closely. This phase is subdivided into
3 divisions:
(a) !initial Phase: Rapid Ejection Plzase
- Duration: 0.1 sec.
- The intraventricular pressure rises to
maximum (LV: 120 mmHg; RV< 25 mrnHg)
causing rapid increase in output of •
ventricular volume. Approx. 2/ 3 of the
stroke volume is ejected in this phase.
- Arterial pressure also rises, as blood enters
the vessels faster than it can escape via the
peripheral arteriolar branches.
- Opening of semilunar valves causes 'A-V
valves' to come back to their original
position, causing sharp fall in atrial
pressure.

--
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Fig. 36.3 Corelation of events in the cardiac cycle (Abbreviations as given in the text)

(b) The Summit (peak) of the ventricular pressure

curve is reached when aortic or pulmonary artery
pressure actually exceeds the ventricular pressure;
but for a short period momentum keeps the blood
moving forward.

(c) Final Phase: Slow Ejection Phase
- Duration: 0.15 sec.
- The ventricular pressure declines as the
ventricular contraction begins to subside with
slow ejection of blood from the ventricles
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into the arteries (i.e. slow increase in output
of ventricular volume); while flow from the
artery to its peripheral branches continues to
be high.
The amount of blood ejected by each ventricle per
stroke at rest is 70-80 mL. This is called as Stroke
Volume. This is approx. 65% of the L11rl d111stolic
vt>11trirnfor l,lood volume (LDV) (normal:
120-140 mL) and leaves approx. SO mL of blood
in each ventricle at the end of systole, called
End-systolic ventricular blood volume.
Important Note

Percentage of EDV that is ejected with each heart
beat is called Ejection Fraction (Normal: 65% of EDV).
It is a valuable measure of ventricular contractility.
C. VENTRICULAR DIASTOLE

Total duration: 0.5 sec.
It comprises 4 major phases:
l. Protodiastole: 0.04 sec.
2. lsovolumetric ventricular relaxation phase: 0.08 sec.
3. Ventricular diastole proper: 0.28 sec.
4. Last rapid fiUi11g phase due to atrial systole: 0.1 sec.
1. Protodiastole: Duration: 0.04 sec.: At the end of
ventricular systole, ventricular pressure drops more
rapidly. During this phase, the arterial pressure is
better sustained due to elastic recoil of the vessel wall
and immediately the arterial pressure exceeds that
in the ventricle. This results in closure of semilunar
valves, causing sharp '-ecomf Ju ar• so 111,1 r- c~ J.
(Fig. 36.3)
2. Isovolumetric Ve1ttricular Relaxation Phase i.e. initial
part of ventricular diastole. Duration: 0.08 sec.

Characteristic Features
(i) It begins after the closure of semilunar valves.
(ii) The intraventricular pressure continues to drop
rapidly, the ventricular muscle continues to relax
without change in the ventricular volume. That is
why, this phase is called isovo/umetric ventricular
relaxation phase.
(iii) It ends when ventricular pressure falls (practically

to zero mmHg) below atrial pressure resulting in
opening of 'A-V valves'.
3. Ventricular Diastole Proper: Approx. 70% of the
ventricular filling occurs passively during this phase.
It has 2 divisions:
(i) Initially, rapid filling of the ventricles, characterized
by:
(a) the opening of ' A-V valves' and it occurs for
0.1-0.12 sec.;

(b) continued

relaxation of the ventricles,
therefore, pressure in the ventricles remains
low;
(c) atrial pressure falls to within a fraction of a
mmHg of ventricular pressure since normal
opening of 'A-V valves' offers almost no .
resistance to blood flow.
(ii) Finally, slow filling of the ventricles is called
Diastasis. It occurs for approx. 0.18 to 0.20 sec. -It is due to the continuous venous return filljing •
both atrium and ventricle and readjusting the enddiastolic volume (EDV) of the ventricle.
4. Last Rapid Filling Phase: It is due to atrial systole.
This terminates the cardiac cycle.
D . ATRIAL DIASTOLE
Characteristic features
I. Duration 0.7 sec.
2. During this phase, atrial muscles relax and ah·ial
pressure gradually increases due to the continuous
venous return to drop to almost zero mmHg with t:he
opening of 'A-V valves'. (Fig. 36.3)
3. Then the pressure rises again during the phase of
diastasis and follows the ventricular pressure.

PHYSIO-CLINICAL ASPECT
When the heart rate is increased the duration of all "
events of cardiac cycle decreases. However, the duration
of ventricular systole is much more fixed than that of
diastole. The duration of diastole is shortened to a mutch
greater extent from 0.5 sec. (at HR 72 bpm) to 0.14 sec
(at HR 200 bpm).
At rest as bulk of ventricular filling (70%) occurs in
diastole, moreover, blood flows to subendocardial portion
of left ventricle only in diastole (page 360). Thus at very
high heart rates (such as heavy exercise, arrhythmias)
ventricular filling may be compromised to such a degree
that ventricular contractility decreases and cardiac output
falls resulting in heart failure (page 391).

ATRIAL PRESSURE CHANGES
DURING CARDIAC CYCLE
1. Atrial pressure rises during atrial systole and continues

to rise during isovolu metric ventricular contraction when A-V valves bulge into the atria.
2. With the onset of ventricular systole proper, 'A-V valv1es'
are pulled downwards, atrial pressure falls rapidly a.ind ·
then rises as blood flows into the atria (via continuous
venous return) until the 'A-V valves' open early in
ventricular diastole.
3. As the atrial blood passes into the relaxing ventrid:!s,
atrial pressure falls to rise again during the phase of
diastasis.

.
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ATRIAL
Systole

a

Diastole

11+11:- - - VENTRICULAR -

+--

~

Systole

.., >.

(An actual record)

Fig. 36,4 JVP record

JUGULAR VENOUS PRESSURE
(JVP) RECORD

There is no valve at the junction of superior vena cava
• (SVC) and right atrium (RA), therefore right atrial pressure

changes are transmitted to the jugular vein in the neck,
__- producing '3' characteristic waves (Fig 36.4).
1. The 'a wave': It is due to atrial systole. Some blood

regurgitates into the great veins when atria contracts,
even though the orifices of 'IVC' and 'SVC' are
constricted. In addition, venous inflow stops, causing
rise in venous pressure, contributing to the 'a wave'.

2. The ' c wave': It is the transmitted manifestation of
the rise in atrial pressure produced by the bulging
of the tricuspid valve into the right atrium during
isovolumetric ventricular contraction phase.
3. The 'v wave': It is due to the rise in atrial pressure

before the tricuspid valve opens during diastole.

E.C.G. CHANGES DURING
CARDIAC CYCLE
E.C.G. (Electrocardiogram) is the record of electrical
changes generated with each heart beat. The waves
associated with electrical activity of the heart during each
cardiac cycle are represented by letter P, Q R, S and T.
(Hg. 3~. ,)
(i) 'P' wave is due to atrial depolarization and precedes
atrial systole.
(ii) 'Q', 'R' and 'S' waves together constitute the QR S
complex and are due to ventricular depolarization.
It precedes ventricular systole.
(iii) 'T' wave is due to ventricular repolarization. It
coincides with closure of semilunar valves.
(For details, refer to page 291.)

HEART SOUNDS
Differences between first and second heart sound are
given in Table 36.1.

Table 36.1 : Differences between first and second heart sound
First Heart Sound (HS1)
1. Ca11se: It is due to closure of 'AV valves' and marks the

onset of ven tricular systole.

Second Heart Sound (HS2 )
1. Ca11se: It is due to closure of semilw1ar valves and marks
the onset of ventricular diastole.

2. Cliaracter. Low pitch; frequency: 30-80/sec, producing 1011d

2. Cl,aracter. High pitch; frequency: 150-200/sec, producing

sound. It sounds like the syllable L-U-B-B.
3. D11ratio11: Longer: 0.1 to 0.17 sec.

sharp sound. It sounds like the syllable, D-U-P.
3. Duration: Shorter: 0.1-0.14 sec.

4. Site: It can be heard aU over the chest but best heard over
4. Site: It can be heard all over the chest but best heard over
mitral and tricuspid areas. (Mitra I Area is located in left 5th
pulmonary and aortic areas. (P11lmonary area is located in
intercostal space internal to mid clavicular line; tric11spid
left 2nd intercostal space just outside the sternum; aortic
area is located in left 5th intercostal space near the sternal
area is located in right 2nd intercostal space just outside the
border.) (lii;. 16.6)
sternum).
5. Correlation: It coincides with the 'R-wave' of E.C.G.
5. Correlation: It coincides with end of 'T-wave' of E.C.G.
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Fig. 36.5 ECG changes during cardiac cycle

11tird Heart Sound (HS3) : It is due to vibrations of the
cardiac walls produced by the rapid filling phase of the
ventricles during ventricular diastole proper. It is low

pitched, has low intensity and of 0.1 sec duration.
Fourth Heart Sound (HSJ: It is due to atrial systole,
characterised by low frequency (20 cps) and low amplitlllde.

UM@
HS3 and HS4 are less important, being normally
inaudible.

Aortic area

Important Note

Trlcuspld area

A number of different adventitious sounds or heart
munnurs, may also be detected. These abnormal
sounds are usually associated with turbulence iof
blood generated as blood passes through the leaking
valves or through a valve that has a narrowed orifice
resulting from a disease.

Mitra! area

Right clavicular lines

Left

Hg. 36.6 Location of ' heart areas' over the chest
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tMS-h#iiH:H
1. Give physiological significa nce of:
(i) End diastolic volume
(ii) Heart sounds

.,

.

2. Write short notes on:
(i) Atrial systole
(ii) Isovolumetric ventricular contraction phase
(iii) lsovolumetric ventricular relaxation phase
(iv) Ventricular systole proper
(v) Protodiastole
3. Draw well labelled diagram to s how:
(i) Pressure changes in left side of the heart during cardiac cycle
(ii) Left ventricle blood volume changes during cardiac cycle
(iii) JVP record
(iv) Heart sounds and ECG changes during cardiac cycle
(v) Location of heart areas over the chest
4. Define murmur. H ow are they produced? What do they signify?
5. What is ejection fraction? Give its physio-clinical significance.
6. Define cardiac cycle. List its components with duration.

~· 00·1
1. The contribution of a trial systole to ventricular filling is ..... %:
(a) 25-30
(b) 50-55
(c) 75 -80

(d) 100

2. Isovolumetric venticular contraction is characterized by:
(a) Production of second heart sound
(b) Contraction of ventricles but there is no emptying
(c) Ventricles as a closed chamber and pressure within them remaining low
(d) Fall in atrial pressure
3. Semilunar valves opens when:
(a) Pressure in great vessels exceeds the pressure in the corresponding ventricles
(b) Pressure in ventricles exceeds the pressure in the corresponding great vessels
(c) Pressure in left atrium is more than the pressure in the left ventricle
(d) Pressure in right atrium is more than the pressure in the right ventricle
4. The maximally achievable systolic pressure by le ft ventricle is ...... mmHg:
(a) 120
(b) 150
(c) 200

(d) 300

5. In a healthy individual, ...... % of end-diastolic volume to the stroke volume is:

W~

M~

6. Ejection fraction of the ventricle refers to the ratio of:
(a) Amount of blood received/amount of blood ejected
(c) End-systolic volume/end-diastolic volume

(d) 75
(b) Stroke volume/end-diastolic volume
(d) Stroke volume/end-systolic volume

• 7. Maximum filling of the ventricles takes place during which phase of the cardiac cycle?
(a) Protodiastole
(b) Isovolumetric ventricular relaxation phase
(c) Ventricular diastole proper
(d) Last rapid filling phase due to atrial systole
8. 'a' wave of jugular venous pulse is caused by:
(a) Atrial systole
(b) Ventricular systole
(c) Atrial diastole
(d) Ventricular diastole
9. 'c' wave of the jugular venous pressure record is due to the:
(a) Atrial systole
(b) Bulging of tricuspid valve into the atria during isovolumetric ventricular contraction
(c) Rise in atrial pressure before the tricuspid valve opens during diastole
(d) Pulling down of A-V valves with onset of ventricular systole proper

O
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10. First heart sound (HS1 ):
(a) Marks the onset of ventricular systole
(c) Best heard over aortic and pulmonary areas

(b) Caused by the closure of semilunar valves
(d) Characterised by high pitch and sharp sound

11. Heart sound indicating condition of myocardium is:
(a) HS1
(b) HS2
12. Systolic murmurs are common in anaemia, because:
(a) Turbulence occurs more frequently as viscosity of blood is lower
(b) Turbulence occurs more frequently as diameter of vessel wall is increased
(c) Anaemia is more frequently associated with aortic stenosis
(d) Turbulence occurs more frequently as velocity of blood flow increases
13. During isovolumetric ventricular contraction phase of cardiac cycle:
(b) A small but short fall in the atrial pressure occurs
(a) lntraventricular pressure rises to its maximum value
(c) Sudden opening of semilunar valves occurs
(d) It is of 0.05 sec duration
14. Opening of aortic valves is initiated when:
(a) Ventricular pressure exceeds aortic pressure
(c) Ventricles relax

(b) Ventricles contract
(d) Atria con tracts

15. Closure of the serniJunar valves occurs during:
(a) lsovolumetric ventricular contraction phase
(c) Protodiastole

(b) Rapid ejection phase
(d) lsovolumetric ventricular relaxation phase

16. True statement regarding diastasis is:
(a) It occurs during the emptying phase of ventricles
(c) Third heart sound coincides with this period

(b) Slow filling of ventricles occur in this period
(d) A-V valve opens at the beginning of this period

17. The first heart sound (HS1) occurs due to closure of AV valves during:
(a) Isotonic ventricular relaxation
(b) Isotonic ventricular contraction
(c) Isovolumetric ventricular contraction
(d) Isovolumetric ventricular relaxation
18. The second heart sound differs from first heart sound in that:
(a) ls occasionally split
(b) Has higher frequency
(c) Duration greater than first sound
(d) Due partly to turbulence set up by valve closure

1. (a)

11. (c)

2. (b)
12. (a)

3. (b)
13. (d)

4. (d)
14. (a)

5. (c)
15. (c)

6. (b)
16. (b)

7. (c)
17. (c)

---CXX)}----

8. (a)
18. (b)

9. (b)

10. (a)

.'

The Electrocardiogram (E.C.G.)
I. Normal ECG
11. Electrocardiography
(A) Unipolar recording; precordial leads; Augmented limb leads; (B) Bipolar Recording
Ill. Cardiac Vector or Cardiac axis
IV Abnormal ECG
(A) Heart block; (B) New Rhythm Centre: Extrasystoles; Arrhythmias; WIPW Syndrome;
(C) Myocardial Infarction (MI); (D) Effect due to changes in ionic compo:sition of blood

INTRODUCTION

reversed. A wave of repolarization moving towards a
positive electrode produces negative deflection on the
ECG, and a repolarization wave moving away from
it causes a positive deflection. A perpendicular wave
produces defledion of the biphasic wave; however, the
negative deflection of the biphasic wave now precedes
the positive deflection .

Body is a volume conductor i.e. body fluids are good
conductor of el~
ty because it contains large quantities
of electrolytes; therefore, electrical changes occurring in
the heart with each heart beat are conducted all over
• the body and can be picked up from the body surface.
The record of these electrical fluctuations during cardiac
• cycle is called Electrocardiogram (ECG). Thus, the ECG
-- recorded at the surface of the body represents the resultant
activity in the individual myocardial fiber.

Position of the h,eart in the chest

Heart is placed obliquely in the chest in most of the
individuals. In this position, the atria are located
posteriorly in the chest; the ventricles form the base and
the anterior surface of the heart, and RV lies anterior and
medial to the LV.

NORMAL ECG
Recording conventions
l. ECG is recorded on a mm square graph paper, moving

at a speed of 25 mm/sec;
'X-axis' represents the time, therefore, 1 mm = 0.04 sec
(along the X-axis)
'Y-axis' represents the voltage, and,l mm = 0.1 mV
(along the Y-axis).
2. Any deflection of the record above the baseline is
regarded as positive deflection. It occurs when the active
electrode becomes positive relative to the indifferent
electrode. Any deflection below the baseline is regarded
as negative deflection. It is seen when active electrode
becomes negative. No deflection from the baseline
means the isoelectric line or isoelectric segment.
3. Spread of the excitation wave i.e. depolarization process
towards a positive electrode gives an upward deflection
(positive deflection); and spread of excitation wave away
from it causes a downward (negative) deflection. A
depolarization wave moving perpendicular to an electrode
will produce a partly positive and a partly negative
deflection (Biphasic wave) (Fig. 37.1)
4. Effect of repolarization on the ECG are similar to
those of depolarization except that the changes are

Waves associated with ECG

The waves associated with the electrical activity of the
various parts of the heart tissue during each cardiac
cycle are represented by letters P, Q, R, S, T and U.
(Fig. 37.2)

Biphasic deflection
..r_o- RE3

Negative
deflection

;:~1:-:--:. . . :

~1

Positive
deflection

Fig. 37.1 Wave pattern during recording
(RE: recording electrode;-: Direction of excitation wave)
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UMN

P-R Segment
Following the 'P' wave there is a brief iso-electric period of
0.04 sec, called P-R segment. This is a period of conduction
pause at AV Node.

'P' wave
(i) 1st wave of ECG of duration 0.1 sec; directed
upwards, rounded or pointed;
(ii) it is due to atrial depolarization and represents
the spread of impulse from 'SA Node' to atrial
muscles;
(iii) its peak represents invasion of AV Node' by excitation
process;
(iv) its height is up to 0.5 mV, which represents the
functional activity of atrial muscles;

QRS Complex
(i) it is due to the ventricular depolarization;
(ii) it is completed just before the opening of semilunar ••
valves;
(iii) Atrial repolarization activity merges with the QRS
complex.

A segment is a straight line connecting two waves,
whereas an interoal comprises at least one wave plus
the connecting straight line. t~e~):)
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'Q' wave
(i) it is a small negative deflection of height less than
0.2 m V and duration less than 0.04 sec;
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(ii) beginning of ' Q' wave represents invasion of mid-

portion of the interventricular septum by excitation
process.

UMN
Q wave may not always be visible in the ECG.

'R'wave
(i) prominent, pointed positive wave;
(ii) its upstroke coincides with the onset of ventricular
systole;
(iii) it represents excitation process suddenly invading
both ventricles i.e. interventricular apex and major
portion of both ventricles;
(iv) its height is directly proportional to the functional
activity of ventricles and does not exceed 2.5 m V
(25 mm) in normal individuals.

'S' wave
(i) negative pointed deflection which follows the 'R'
wave;
(ii) it represents excitation of more basal parts of
ventricles.
Thus, the QRS complex extends from the beginning of
'Q' wave to the end of 'S' wave with 0.08 to 0.12 sec
duration and height 1.5 to 2 mV.
If its duration is more than 0.12 sec, it indicates l1e11r1
block (page 297) i.e. conduction block in both or one
of the branches of bundle of His.
S-Tsegment
Following QRS complex there is a long isoelectric period
which extends from the end of 'S' wave to the beginning
of 'T' wave, called S-T segment. Its duration is 0.04 to
0.08 sec. It measures the time from the end of ventricular
depolarization to the start of ventricular repolarization.

D
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PR i11terval
(i) interval from the beginning of 'P' wave to the
beginning of Q or R wave (if Q wave is absent);
(ii) it represents atrial a epolanzationplus conctuction
time of bundle of His;
(iii) Normal duration 0.12 to 0.16 sec at a heart rate
(HR) of 72/min; duration decreases with increase
in HR.
(iv) if duration is more than 0.2 sec, indicates delayed
conduction in bundle of His;
(v) duration of less than 0.12 sec indicates impulse has
probably arisen in the AVN.

QT interval
(i) interval from the beginning of 'Q' wave to the end
of T-wave; normal duration 0.40 to 0.43 sec;
(ii) it represents ventricular depolarization and
repolarization.

ST interval
(i) (QT minus QRS complex) i.e. end of 'S' wave to end
of 'T' wave; normal duration 0.32 sec.
(ii) it represents ventricular repolarization.
TP segment
(i) period from the end of 'T' wave to the beginning of
'P' wave of next cardiac cycle;
(ii) it represents polarized state of whole heart;
(iii) its duration is inversely related to H.R. Normal is
0.2 sec@ H.R. 75/ min.

J point
(i) It is a poinlt at the end of 'S' yVave and satrt of the
ST segment:;
(ii) it is a point of 'no' electrical activity and is important
in assessing ST segment elevation or depression.

'T' wave
(i) rounded positive deflection of duration 0.27 sec and
0.5 mV height;
(ii) it
represents
ventricular
repolarization;
(iii) end of T-wave coincides with the closure of semilunar
valves.

• Iso-electric period
Following T-wave is a brief iso-electric period of 0.04 sec.
'U' wave
(i) rarely seen, as positive small round wave of 0.08 sec
duration and 0.2 mV height;
(ii) it is due to slow repolarization of papillary muscles.

ELEC:TROCARDIOGRAPHY:
PROCEDUlltE OF RECORDING OF ECG
ECG can be reC'orded with the help of ECG machine
i.e. Electrocardiograph (a galvanometer with a voltage
amplifier recorder system). It gives a permanent record of
ECG on a 'mm' graph paper recorded usually at a speed
of 25 mm/sec (page 291).
Two metfwds are commonly employed for recording
ECG are:
A. llmpolar method in which ECG is recorded using
one ' active' (exploring) electrode.
B. bi11olor method in which ECG is recorded using
two 'active' (exploring) electrodes.
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Name of unipolar
lead

Position of exploring electrode

(i) Precordial Leads of Wilson

1. V1
2. V2
3. V3
4. V 4

4th intercostal space to right of sternum
4th intercostal space to left of sternum
mid-way between V 2 and V 4
5th left intercostal space in mid-clavicular
line
5th left intercostal space in anterior
axillary line
5th left intercostal space in mid-axillary
line

(ii) Unipolar Limb Leads

1. VL
2. VF
3. VR

LL,....;,"

ig. 3..,.:l Einthoven's triangle superimposed on chest

(LA: Left arm; RA: Right arm; LL: Left leg)
Note: A lead consists of two electrodes, one positive and one
negative

A. UNIPOLAR RECORDING

Here two electrodes are used for recording purposes: one
is the active (exploring) electrode, p laced on the area of
the body surface; and the other is the indifferent electrode,
which is kept at 'zero' potential by connecting electrodes
placed respectively on right arm (RA), left arm (LA) and
left foot (LF) to a central terminal through 5000 ohms
resistance.
'.) )(
I cl
In a volume conductor, the s um_ofl2otetttiills at the end
points of an e · ateral triangle with a current source in
the centre is zere> at all times. A similar triangle can be
approximated in our body by placing electrodes on RA,
LA and LF with current source as the heart at its centre.
This is called Einthoven Triangle (Leyden physiologist,
Wilhelm Einthoven, 1860-1927) (Fig. 37.3). For graphical
representation the points chosen are two acromian
processes and P.ubic syrnphysis. Arms and legs only act
as conducting cables, therefore, the current from 3 limbs
neutralizes one another, hence electrodes can be placed on
limbs and, therefore, this indifferent electrode undergoes
no significant change during the cardiac cycle.
Thus in unipolar record, ECG records potential changes which
affect the active electode only. A record obtained in this method is
labelled by letter 'V'. All unipolar leads are termed ' V' leads.
In unipolar recording the following unipolar leads are
used ( ' 37.1):

Left arm
Left foot
Right arm

Characteris1tic features of unipolar precordial leads
1. These are influenced by electrical activity throughout
the heart, but specially by that part of the heart which
lies neares t to the electrode. Therefore,

I

aVR
A,oE't-----1- Mid
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Fig. 3..,.4 "Cross-section through chest showing precordial leads
and their relation to heart"
(a, b, c, d and e shows the order in which the electrical
impulse spreads through the ventricles)
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(i) v 1 an
reflect right ventricular activity and
the initial portion of the QRS complex is a small
upward deflection followed by a large 'S' wave
i.e. main QRS deflection in V1 and V2 is negative,
whereas
(ii) V and I reflect activity of both the ventricles
including interventricular septum activity and
there may be an initial small 'Q' wave followed
by moderate 'R' and 'S' wave i.e. QRS deflection
in V 3 and V 4 is biphasic; and
(iii) V am1 ' reflect left ventricular activity mainly;
initially, there is a small 'Q' wave followed by a
large 'R' wave i.e. the main QRS deflection in V 5
and V6 is positive.
2. Since the atria are located posteriorly in the chest,
therefore, when excitation wave moves from 'SAN'
to 'AVN' i.e. from posterior to anterior, it produces
positive 'P' wave in all the precordial leads.
3. T-wave follows the main direction of QRS complex.
Important
eo
• is that (Fig. 37.5):
(1) As we pass across the chest (V 1 to V6 leads), 'R'
wave gradually increases in size and 'S' wave
becomes smaller. In lead V3 'R' wave is equal to
the 'S' wave (site of jntecveotricu)ar §fptum).
(2) 'R' wave in V6 and 'S' wave in V 1 represent 'LV'
activity whereas 'R' wave in V 1 and 'S' wave in
V 6 represent 'RV' activity.

• Characteristic features of unipolar limb leads
These reflect the electrical activity of that part of the heart
which faces the electrode (Fig. 37.6), therefore
1. ·, - reflects the electrical activity of the inferior surface
of the heart; this may be formed by both, right and
left ventricles; therefore, 'QRS' deflection in VF will be
the same as seen in leads V3 or V4 i.e. predominantly
'biphasic'.
2. \. 1 - reflects the electrical activity of the left outer side
of the heart therefore, QRS deflection in VL will be same
as seen in lead V6 i.e. predominantly 'positive'.
- reflects the electrical activity of the cavity of the
3.
ventricles, whatever may be the position of the heart.
Thus, the 'P' wave, QRS complex and 'T' wave all are
negative deflection.

'

~---- --

Tv,

-- --------------,

~I V

L{-.,i
;

I

VF+

I

I 1-ig. 37.6 Patterns ofECG waves in the unipolar limb leads with
~

blique position of heart.

Augmented Limb Leads of Goldberger
These are unipolar limb leads with slight modification in
the recording technique. The augmented limb leads are
the recording between one limb connected to the positive
terminal of ECG machine and the other two limbs connected
through electrical resistance to the negative terminal of
the ECG machine. This arrangement increases the size of
potentials by SQ% without any change io cao6gmatian
(pattern) from the non-augmented record; therefore,

Vector of augmented limb lead =
3 / 2 vector of unaugmented limb lead
Augmented limb leads a~eesignated by letter 'a '
prefixed to the name of the · .lead, therefore, these
are aVw aVL and aVp- Thus, PROOf-:

aVR

=

VR - ( ~ )
2
(i)

Since
VR + VL + VF = Zero (Einthoven triangle)
VR = - (VL + Vp)
... (ii)

From (i) and (ii)
2 aVR =
aVR =

____...,_,V__a.di~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~----·---v--------f · ·----{-------4--------f
V

I
~

v,

V4

s

"(t

L\J

V2
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B. BIPOLAR RECORDING

1. The six limb leads (I, II, ill, a VR' a VLand aVF) reflect

Here ECG is recorded using two active electrodes; one
as a positive and the other as a negative. Therefore, the
deflection recorded here at any moment represents the
algebaric sum of the potentials of two constituent leads.
Bipolar leads or classical (standard) limb leads of
Einthoven are:
l. Lead 1
records the difference in potential
between RA and LA ('LA' positive)
2. Lead II
records the difference in potential
between RA and LF ('LF' positive)
3. Leads Ill
records the difference in potential
between LA and LF ('LF' positive)
(RA, LA, LF: Right arm, left arm and left leg
respectively)

depolarization of the heart in a vertical (front,d)
plane i.e. electrical activity moving up and dm-vn,
and left and right across the heart.
(i) I ~. I 1,11t, nil are called Left Lateral Leads
as they view the left lateral wall of the heart,
predominantly formed by the left ventricle.
(ti) / ·ad, ll Ill a11d aV are called Inferior Leads as
they view the inferior surface of the heart, formied
by the right and left ventricles. (Lr11d a V.,. is
oriented to the cavities of the heart whatever may be
the position of the heart).
2. The precordial leads (V1 to VJ reflect electrical
activation of the heart in the Horizontal plane i.e.
view the electrical activity moving anteriorly and
posteriorly.
(i) L 'lld~ V tlm ugl, V are referred as the anterior
leads, this may be formed by the right and left
ventricles.
(ii) L.ads VJ 11d \ 0 are referred as Left lateral leads
(see above)

Thus,
Lead 1, records (V L- VR), therefore, main QRS deflection
is same as in aVL
Lead II, records (VF - VR), therefore, main QRS
deflection is same as in a VF
Lend Ill, records (VF - VL), therefore, main QRS
deflection is same as in aVF .

CARDIAC VECTOR or CARDIAC AXIS

Important Note

Standard (or classical) limb lead II is often used for
cardiac monitoring as positioning of the electrodes
most commonly resemble the pathway of current
flow in normal atrial and ventricular depolarization.
Moreover, on analysis it can be shown that at any
given instant (moment) the sum of potentials in
Lead I and Lead ill equals the potential in Lead II
(Einthoven's Law), i.e.
Lead II = Lead I+ Lead ill
'?ROOF: VF-VR = (VL -VR) + (VF-VL)
= VF-VR

CALCULATION OF CARDIAC AXIS

Cardiac axis at any given moment can be calculated from
any two classical limb leads. How?
In an Einthoven triangle, if perpendiculars are dropp•~
from the mid-points of the sides of the equilateral triangle,
the lines will intersect at the centre of the electrical activity
(Fig. 37.7 A) . Thus, the Einthoven triangle can be modifi«?d

Why is it necessary to Jiave a 12 lead E.C.G.?
It is necessary to have a 12 lead ECG becasue:

(A) Einthoven triangle

(B) Modified Einthoven triangle

'\
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I
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Lead II
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alculation of cardiac axis

111 +120°

...

Since the classical (standard) limb leads I, II and Ill
are records of the potential difference between two •
points, therefore, deflection in each lead at any moment """~
indicates the magnitude and direction in the ax.is of the
electromotive force (EMF) generated in the heart. This is •
called as cardiac vector or cardiac axis.

+60° II

in such a way, so that the leads intersect ea,ch
other at a common central point without
altering the mathematical relationship of
the leads. The lead potentials are seen to
be placed as in the diagram (Fig. 37.7B) .
The electrical axis of the heart is plott.~ .,
using the average QRS deflection in any two
classical limb leads. This is called as me,rn
QRS vector. The average QRS deflection is
the distance equal to the height of 'R' wave
minus the height of the largest negative
deflection in the QRS complex. (Fig. 37.8)
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l!ig. 37.8 Calculation of mean QRS vector ( 12 mm; + 55°) - - - - ~

..

The distance equal to the average QRS deflection is
measured off from U1e mid-point of the sides of the triangle
representing that lead; perpendiculars are extended from
the distance measured off. An arrow is drawn from the
centre of the electrical activity to the point of intersection
of perpendiculars. This represents the magnitude and
direction of the mean QRS vector.
The nonnal direction of the mean QRS vector is
-30° to +110°. (Fig. 37.9)
(1) -30 to +30 is normal left axis deviation (LAD).
It represents horizontal position of the heart.
(2) +75° to +110° is normal right axis deviation (RAD).
It represents vertical position of the heart.
(3) +30° to +75° represents oblique position of the
heart (page 291).

1-

--60·

1

- 120-

+120• +110•
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is said to be present. Conditions in which cardiac
axis becomes abnormal are:

--600
Ill

\

O

+60·

+1s•

Fig. 3 7.9 Reference axes for determining the direction of the
vector: Normal left a.xis deviation - horizontal heart (A);
blique heart (B) and normal right axis deviation - vertical
eart (C)
- - - - - - - - - - - - ---

ll

If the calculated axis falls to the left of -30° or to the
right of +110°, then abnomzal left or right axis deviation

Abnormal RAD
1. Right bundle branch block.
2. Rig;ht ventricular hypertrophy.
3. Posterior (or inferior) myocardial infarction
(Mll).

Al111om1til LW
1. Left bundle branch block.
2. Left ventricular hypertrophy.
3. Antero-lateral MI.

UMN

In gener.al, when the sum of the voltage of all the
QRS complexes of the three standard limb lead
is greater than 4 mV (40 mm), the individual is
considered to have an abnormal axis deviation.

ABNORMAL E.C.G.
Classification: Abnormalities in the ECG are broadly of
4 types:
I. Heart llli>~:.k
II. New ~ t!:Jm Centre
III. Myocardial Infarction (MI).
N. Effects due to change in the i_Q!}ic composition of
blood.
I. HEART BLOCK
Definition: It is: disturbance in the normal transmission

of impulses generated in 'SAN'.
Cause: Coronary artery disease (i.e. decrease blood
supply to the ~iyocardium).
Types:
(A) 'Sino-atr,ial' nodal block:
Level of block: at SAN i.e. block within the substance
of SAN
(B) 'Atrio-ventric ula r' nodal block:
Level of block: at AVN i.e. block within the substance
ofAVN
(C) Bundle branch block (BBB):
Level of block: at bundle of His i.e. block of one of
the branches of bundle of His

A. Sino-Atrial Nodal Block
Initially whole heart beat is lost i.e. neither atrial nor
ventricular contractions occur. After an interval of approx.
two cardiac cyde, the heart resumes its normal action
as some new pacemaker other than SAN takes over.
(Fig. 37.10)
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B. Atrio-Ventricular Nodal Block

This produces disturbance of conduction between atria
and ventricles. It is of two types:
(1) Incomplete (partial) heart block; and
(2) Complete l1eart block.
1.
o· •I
11
11 1 ck - It is due to partial disturbance
of conduction between atria and ventricles. It is of two
types: First and second degree incomplete heart block.
(Table 37.1)
1 n ,/,,ft for III

1e<s, •c) /, art blJ k - It is due to
complete interruption of conduction between atria and
ventricles. Therefore, ventricles beat with a slower rate
(45 bpm) and independent of rhythm of 'SAN', called
as Idio-ventricular rhythm. (Fig. 37.118)
If complete heart block develops suddenly, there occurs
a delay before ventricles start beating at their own rate.
During this period the systemic blood pressure falls to
a very low level and blood supply to brain becomes
inadequate. If ventricular standstill lasts for few seconds,
it causes dizziness and faintness, called Stokes Adams
syndrome; or if it is more prolonged (exceeds 1 minute) it
leads to loss of consciousness, convulsions and death.
2.

C. Bundle Branch Block (BBB)
That is, block of one of the branches of bundle of His

(right or left), therefore, excitation process passes normally
down to bundle on the intact side and then sweeps back
through the muscles to activate the ventricle on the
blocked side.
It is characterised by (Fig. 37.12):

(2) prolongation of QRS complex (>0.12 sec) with
abnormal appearance
(3) abnormal ST segment and T-wave (because
repolarization is also affected)
(4) Split 2nd heart sound (HS2). How?
Normally, right ventricle (RV) contracts after left
ventricle (LV), therefore,
(i) in Ri<slit BH 'l (RBBB): 'RV' contracts after 'LV',
producing prolongation of HS2 as A2P 2
(ii) in L ft 1 PB (LBBB): 'RV' contracts much before
'LV', producing prolongation of HS2 as PiA-2
Block can also occur in the anterior or posterior
fascicles of the left bundle branch producing Hemiblock
or Fascicular Block.
Left anterior hemiblock produces abnormal left axis
l
deviation; and left posterior hemiblock produces abnormal
right axis deviation in the ECG.

.

-

II. NEW RHYIHM CENTRES
General
1. Only pacemaker tissues are capable of initiating and

maintaining the heart beat over prolonged p eriods.
However, under abnormal conditions spontaneous beat
may arise due to irritable focus within the substance
of the heart.
2. These spontaneous beats are known as Premature l,eah
or Lu ·~ ,,, wlc. It is of 2 types:
(i) Atrial Extrasystole,
(ii) Ventricular Extrasystole.

..

(1) normal heart rate

Fig. 37 .10 Sino-atrial nodal (SAN) block

---------------------------------'
Table 37.1: Types of incomplete heart bloc-ks comp.ired

'First degree' incomplete heart block

'Second degree' incomplete heart block

When all atrial impulses reach the ventricles but PR interval
is abnormally long (> 0.2 sec); however,
atrial rate : ventricular rate : : 1 : 1.
ng 37.11 \a)

When all atrial impulses are not conducted to the ventricles
producing:
(i) 2:1 or 3:1 heart block
(atrial : ventricular rate :: 2 : 1 and 3 : 1 respectively)
or
(ii) ' Wenckebadi' phenomenon i.e. gradual lengthening of
'PR interval' until one ventricular beat is dropped and
the cycle being repeated indefinitely. ( ig. 37.11 \.b)

.

-
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Fig. 37.12 Right BunclJe branch block (RBBB) (A) Step during conduction of the excitation wave; (B) ECG changes

Important Note

Two to four extrasystoles/min are regarded as nonnal. This
may result from such factors as sm!Jkfng, lacldJ sleep,
ingestion of too 1~ h coffee or al¢ 1wl.
3. When any irritable focus is capable of discharging
repetitively at a rate more rapid than that of 'SAN', it
can initiate and maintain heart beat for several seconds

to few hours. This is called as Ectopic cardiac beat or •
L~to11ic cardiac rli1/tlmt or car,fiac arrhythmias. It is
of 2 types:
•
(i) Atrial arrhythmias; and
(ii) Ventrkular arrhythmias.
Thus, New Rhythm Centres can be classified as
(1) Extrasystoles;
} Atrial; or
and (2) Cardiac arrhythmias ventricular
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(iii) The 'E..J,:yave of next cardiac cycle is generally

A. Extrasystoles

-.

D

1. Atrial Extrasystole: It is clwrncterizcd by
(Fig. 37.13:A)
(i) Abnormal 'P' wave followed by Jong PR interval,
because extrasystolic excitation impulse takes
abnormal sinus path to reach AVN.
(ii) k.Jormal ORS complex.
(ill) There is p_nuse between extrasystole and the next
normal beat, therefore 'TP interval' is more than
its normal value of 0.2 sec.
2. Ventricular Extrasystole: It is characterized by

~ d within this
complex. ( (\)l~ S.)

abnormal

ventricular

8. Cardiac Arrhythmias

(Fig. 37.13:B)
(i) There is no 'P' wave preceding QRS complex.
(ii) QRS complex is prolonged and abnormal in

1. Atrial Arrhythmias: It is further divided into
(i) Atrial taclzycnrdia, (ii) Atrial flutter, and (iii) Atrial
fibrillation (d1~tails, Table 37.2 and Fig. 37.14).
2. Ventricular Arrhythmias: Like the atrial arrhythmias
these are also divided into: tachycardia, flutter and
fibrillations (details, Table 37.3 and Fig. 37.15)
3. Pnroxt;smal Tachycardia
If tad1ycardia appears and declines
abruptly
it is called as paroxysmal tachycardia. The attack

appearance due to C\),oacroa ) roJJte a£ spread of
excitation wave in the ventricles.

may last from seconds or minutes to many
days. It may be having focus either in the atria

Table 37.2: Atrial Arrhythmias compared (Also re er to Fig. 37.14)
Atrial Tachycardia
1. Rate of discharge

Atrial Flutter

Atrial Fibrillation

upto 200 bpm

between 200-350 bpm

350 to 500 bprn

2. Type of atrial
contractions

Atria respond regularly with
contractions of uniform size .

There occurs a partial
refractory state in atria. Thiis
produces alternate large and
small atrial contractions.

The length of refractory period of
atrial muscle fibers increases, thus,
atria show an irregular oscillations of
the surface, called fibri llations.

3. Atrial (A) to

All atrial impulses travel
to ventricles producing
regular uniform ventricular
contractions

As 'AVN' cannot transmit
more than 180 to 200
impulses per minute,
therefore,
A: V :: 2 : 1

The excitation wave takes an irregular
sinus path producing irregular
discharge from 'AVN' causing
irreguJar ventricular contractions.
Therefore,
A : V : : 2 or 3 : 1

of atrial
impulses

..

ventricular 0')
contraction ratio.

A : V:: 1: 1

4. ECG findings

(i) all ti.me intervals, such
as PR interval, TP
interval shorten.
(ii) T wave merges with
P wave of next cardiac
cycle.

(i) features as seen in
tachycardia;
(ii) second degree type
of heart block,
specially 'wenckebach'
phenomenon and 2:1
heart block;

(i) absence of P wave;
(ii) appearance of fibrillation (f)
waves, which show a constant
change in height and width.
(ill) irregular QRS complexes
(iv) No T wave.

-~-- -- - - - - - -

----------

•
cqmpeosatory
pause

(A)

Fig. 37. 13 Extrasystoles (Arrow): Atrial (A) and Venticular (B)

------- -- --

(B)
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Table 37.3: Ventricular Arrhythmias compared (Also refer Fig. 37.15)
Ventricular Tachycardia
l. Rate of

Ventricular Flutter

Ventricular Fibrillation

Vpto 200 bpm

Between 200-350 bpm

350 to 500 bpm

(i) The QRS complexes are highly
p~
ic, analogous to the
ventricular extra systoles.
(ii) undisturbed atrial activity is
interspersed (scattered) withJ.:
waves without any re)atjop Jo
qRS complexes.

ECG shows large oscillations
Curves) where main
and terminal deflections can no
longer be differentiated.

ECG shows irregular, extremely •
fast, small potential fluctuations
in rate, rhythm, amplitude and
appearance. ( A p.')
,..

ventricular
contractions
2. O,aractcristic
features in ECG

(~~ill

Important Note

It is a fatal condition,
because
fibrillating
ventriclescannotpump
blood effectively and
circulation of blood
stops causing sudden
death.

[A)

[BJ

I
I

[CJ

~ ~ ~.....,. - - -~

E. ti

t&tf -

3 ilid -

t

--..-------i~~-----....

i fu1i

lm [ 3t p 1!3 fflrt

I

>ffirfflJI l®filH

LFig.37. 14 Atrial arrhythmias: tachycardia (A); flutter (B) and fibrillation (C) _ _ __
i.e. p roxysmal atrial tacl111cardia (PA.) or in ventricles
i.e. p •
ma C:ll • cLla t -'l) C LC. 1.. (r\ n.
Ventricular tachycardia in which irritable ectopic focus
appears above the ventricles is called ,11prt1 \. , wt •
h ·J
Cflll::ic

,.
C..i(t'S

(1) the tissues joining the opening of inferior and superior
vena cavae; and
(2) around the AV valves.

ye •
(

f

ft·,

l

Ill

J

l1

ii/

1(7 ,-

These are due to the formation of Circus Movements i.e.
formation of circuit around a ring of myocardial fibers by
the excitation process.

vf ·1 11 , c f ,,,, 'I 111e11t of 'circ11s movement:/
Two mechanisms:
(1) Depolarization of a ring of cardiac muscle (common
cause), and
(2) Retrograde conduction due to transient block in bundle
of His

-..
1i
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and die off. However, the impulse which
goes around the ring and reaches here
late, finds this area no longer refractory. It
will pass this area and continue to circle
indefinitely producing circus movements.

{A)

...

( ig. 37.16:A)

UMN
A frequent cause of atrial fibrillation

•

is atrial enlargement. The dilated
atrial walls provide ideal conditions
for a long conductive pathway, as well
as slow conduction, both of which
predisposes to atrial fibrillation .

(B)

(2) Retrograde conduction due to transient block

(C)

•

,,_

J

Fig. 3"'. 15 Ventricular arrhythmias: tachycardia (A); flutter ( B) and

fibriJlation (C)

in bundle of His: Transient block due to
slowed conduction in parts of conduction
pathway prevents 'anterograde' conduction
in a portion of bundle of His and then this
area is invaded from below. The area above
the block has had time to recover and is
no longer refractory producing Re-entry
i.e. Retrograde conduction causing atrial
depolarization resulting in atrial beat called
as Atrial Echo Beat. (Fig. 37.16:B)

: (l) Depo/arizntion of a ring of cardiac muscle: Normally the

~•

excitation impulse spreads in both directions in the
ring and the two impulses cancel when they meet on
opposite side. If there is a transient block on one side
due to slowed conduction, the impulse reaching here
earlier via a shorter route will find this area refractory

Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome
(WPW Syndrome)

Normally the only conducting pathway between the
atria and ventricles is the AVN. Individuals with WPW
syndrome have additional nodal connecting tissue

-- -- ------- -------------------[BJ

[A]

(a) Normal

Giv

(c) Development of circus movement

@

direction of spread of excitation wave - - - •

Fig. 37.16 Mechanism of development of circus movements: Depolarization of a ring of cardiac muscle (A); and Retrograde
conduction in bundle of His (B)
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between atria and ventricles called as Bundle of Kent. This
conducts more rapidly than AVN, therefore, one ventricle
is excited early. (Fig. 37.17)

~-----------------

--,

Local Reentry

'( f ., •
Bun die of Kent
(Bypass Tract)

Short PR interval.
(2) Prolonged QRS deflection with slurred upstroke,
because manifestation of early activation of ventricles
merges with normal QRS pattern.
(3) Normal 'PJ' interval.

(1)

•

I·
-.-

Global Reentry

,,

(A)

Paroxysmal atrial tachycardia (PAT) (page 302) because
impulses which produce ventricular activation via AV
node spread on to the bundle of Kent and find it no
longer refractory and the impulses are transmitted in
retrograde fashion to the atrium. A circus movement is
thus established.

i

PJ Interval
(normal)

i

I'

•1

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

Normal

Important Note

Atrial tachycardia can be converted to sinus rhythm
by stimulating reflex vagal discharge by pressing
on the eye ball (Oculocardiac Reflex). A-ch liberated
at vagal endings depresses conduction in the atrial
muscle fibers and AV node.

WPW
syndrome

I

ORS ;

Complex
Abnormal)

P·R
Interval

Ill. MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI)

Introduction
Occlusion of coronary artery (either by thrombus or
embolism)
leads to
Myocardial ischaemia (myocardial hypoxia)
leads to
Accumulation of 'P' factor within
myocardial tissue

i
i

i

Substernal pain radiating to inner
border of left arm, called Angina
Pectoris. Thus, angina is the cry of
the dying myocardial fibers.
Important Note
Anginal pain is increased by cold or after meals. The
pain is frequently described as hot, pressing and
constricting and usually lasts for only a few minutes

(B)

Fig. 3i.I 7 V-.rJ?W syndrome: conduction pathway (A) and
ECG changes (B)

I~-------------

--

this condition there occurs the irreversible damage to the

myocardium. E.C.G. is done to diagnose and localise the
area of infarction, and to find the duration of infarct.
Diagnosis of M.I. (E.C.G. findings)
The 1,allmmrk of 'Acute MI' is (Fig. 37.18)

elevation of ST segment in the leads overlying the area of
infarct, and
(2) depression of ST segment in the reciprocal leads.
(1)

•

..

PR si;igment

baseline

ST

~me¥a:J;
Normal

If myocardial ischaernia is prolonged or severe enough
to cause death of myocardial cells (i.e. aseptic necrosis of
the myocardium), it is called as Myocardial Infarction. In

•

(Shortened)

!

_

ST

I Fig. 37. 18__!:!lallrnark of acute M.I.

depression
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Changes in
reciprocal leads

Leads overlying
area of M.l .

1. Anterior MI

I, aVv V3-5

II, ill, aV F

2. Posterior
(inferior) MI

11, III, a VF

I, aVw aVv V1-o

3. Lateral MI

I, aVL,

4. Septa! MI

Vl-3

v6
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i.e. inside is negative with reference to outside and
resting membrane potential (RMP) is approx. -90 m V.

Location of Ml (Also refer to Fig. 37.20)
Type of infarct

0

2. l•1/11rctetf 11rea at rest
Decrease in RMP of infarcted cells during diastole (i.e.
at rest) due to breakdown of membrane. This produces:
(i) increase K+ efflux and (ii) increase Na+ influx.
Therefore, inside of infarcted cells becomes less negative
(shown as positive in figure) compared to surrounding
normal area. As a result, the resultant extracellular
current flows into the infarct.

II, Ill, a VF , V1

Mechanism of development of E.C.G. changes
3. n11rit1'? depof 1r, 1tion
The infarcted area gets slowly depolarized compared

(Fig. 37.19)
1. 1\/ormal myocardial area at rest is in polarized state

~

olarized (resting) st:=--- - - - - - -

+

++

+

++

++++

++

+

++

++++

+

++

++++

++

(b) lnfarcted heart muscle

(a) Normal heart muscle

(B) Resultant extracellular current flow

+ +

+

r----+ + IECF I

-

+

+

•

+

+ +
ND

Normal

Normal

+

+

-

'-JI
infarct area

+

+ +

+1ECF I

ID

+

+

'

+

+

+
+

+ +
ND

ND

+

+ +

+

¥

(b) During depolarization;
out of infarct into normal area

/

+
RR

+

+

+

ND

+

+

(c) During repolarization;
out of infarct Into normal area

Fig. 3~. 19 Mechanism of development of ECG changes in Myocradial infarction

! 1__ _

(M.I.) (ND and SD: Normal and slow depolarization; RR: Rapid repolarization)

---

CWl

¥
I fl

I

'---

ii

..

+

JI'

(a) At rest - into the infarct area
from the normal

I

'

/

+

Ill

aVR

aVL

aVF

I

Posterior wall Ml
Lateral wall Ml
Anterior wall Ml

•

•

Inferior wall Ml

v,
Fig. 37.20 E.C.G. change following anterior wall M.l. (Myocardial Infarction) (Inset: Location of MI)
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to normal surrounding area. Because of delayed
depolarization of infarcted area, the inside of infarcted
cells attains positivity later than the normal cells i.e. it
remains negative compared to adjacent positive area,
so the resultant extracellular current flows out of the
infarct.

r-

4. During rt'polnrization
The infarcted cells get rapidly repolarized i.e. (inside
becomes negative) due to accelerated opening of K+
channels causing increase K+ efflux resulting in rise of
membrane potential, whereas the surrounding normal
cells are still in depolarized state.
Thus the resultant extracellular current flows out of
infarct during depolarization and repolarization. The
flow of the current towards the recording electrode over
the infarcted area causes increased positivity between
'S' and 'T' waves which is recorded as ST elevation.

IV. EFFECTS DUE TO CHANGE IN THE IONIC
COMPOSITION OF BLOOD
The electrical activity of the heart depends upon the
distribution of ions across the myocardial cell membranes.
Therefore, alteration in ECF ionic concentration is
associated with abnormalities in the ECG. (Fig. 37.21)
1. Decrease in Na+ concentration in ECF is associated with
low voltage ECG.
2. Hyperkalemia: increase [K+] in ECF (page 178)
produces:
(i) QRS complex is prolonged and abnormal in
appearance.
(ii) T-wave is tall and peaked due to altered
repolarization of myocardial cells.
3. Hypokalemia: decrease [K+] in ECF produces:
(i) PR interval prolongation

(A)

(B)

Fig. 3 7.21 ECG changes during hyper (A); and

I

hypokalemia (B_) _ _ __ _

...

(ii) ST segment depression
(iii) T-wave inversion
(iv) Prominent U wave.
4. Hypercalcemia: increase [Ca2+] in ECF produces calcium
rigor (page 178).
5. Hypocalcemia: decrease [Ca2+] in ECF causes
prolongaltion of ST segment, as a result QT interval
also increases.

lMi-hiii/.i:ti
1. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Excitation of ventricles during bundle branch block?
(ii) New rhythm centres originating within the heart.
(iii) Flutter and fibrillation.
(iv) Atrial echo beat.
(v) ECG changes in acute MI.
(vi) Volume cond1J1ctor
(vii) Electrocardiogram
(viii) Cardiac vector
(ix) Idioventricular rhythm
(x) Extrasystole
(xi) Arrhythmia
(xii) Augmented limb leads
(xiii) Modified Einthoven triangle
(xiv) Angina pectoris
2. Draw labelled ruagram to show:
(i) Normal ECG
(ii) Pdttem of venltricular complexes in chest leads
(iii) The normal direction of mean QRS vector
(iv) ECG changes in WPW syndrome
(v) ECG changes during hyper and hypo-kalcmia.
(vi) SAN and AVl\f block
(vii) Ventricular extrasystole
(viii) Atrial arrhythmias
(ix) Mechanism of developmen of circus movements
(x) Acute myocardial infarction

..
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3. What will happen and why if?
(i) 3° heart block sets in suddenly?
(ii) Prolonged myocardial ischaemia occurs?
(iii) RBBB developes
(iv) Development of irritable focus within the substance of heart
(v) Additional conducting bundle develop between atrial and ventricles
4. Write short notes on:
(i) PR intcival
(ii) QRS complex and its significance
(ill) Complete heart block
(iv) Wencheback phenomenon
(vi) Myocardial infarction
(v) Stokes-Ad ams syndrome
(vii) WPW syndrome
(viii) Atrial echo beat
(ix) Extra systole and compensatory pause
5. Explain/Justify:
(ii) Lead Il = Lead I + Lead ID
(i) aVR = 3/2VR
6. Why is there a need to record ECG using 12 leads?
7. How many extrasystoles per minute are regarde d as normal? Give its common causes.
8. Which is more f~tal and why?:
(ti) atrial fibrillation or ven tricular fibrillation.
(i) flu tter or fibrillation
9. Mention the role of ECG in MI.
10. Give characeristic features of ECG record in unipolar leads.
11. Give physiological significance of:
(i) )-point
(ii) Augmen ted limb leads
(iii) ECG in lead Il
(iv} Abnormal axis deviation
(v) Oculocardiac reflex

.. 00·1
•
'r'- ·

•

l. An ECG gives information about all of the following functions except:
(a) Contractility
(b) Conductivity
(c) Electrical activity

(d) Site of pacemaker

2. Which of the following is not recorded in ECG?
(b) Atrial repolarization
(a) Atria.I depolarization
(c) Ven tricular depolarization (d) Ventricular repolarization
3. ST segment:
(a) Extends from end of'S' wave to end of'T' wave
(b) Extends from the end of'S' wave to the beginning of'T'wave
(c) Represents ventricular depolarization
(d) Normal duration is 0.32 sec.
4. The PR interval in an E.C.G. is measured by finding the interval between the:
(a) Beginning of the P wave and the beginning of the R wave
(b) Beginning of the P wave and the beginning of the QRS complex
(c) End of the P wave and the beginning of the QRS complex
(d) End of the P wave and the end of the QRS complex
5. A decrease in the velocity of impulse conduction through the A-V node will usually cause:
(a) The PR inteival to increase
(b) The PR inteival to decrease
(c) Disappearance of the T-wave
(d) Increased heart ra te
6. lf duration of PR interval is less than 0.13 sec, most probable diagnosis is:

...
•

..
.-

(a) Heart block
(c) Cardiac impulse has arisen in the SA node

(b) It is regarded as normal
(d) Cardiac impulse has arisen in the AV node

7. Which of the following description of electrocardiographic leads V1 through V6 is

true?

(a) They are unipolar leads measuring electric potential in the frontal plane
(b) They arc unipolar leads measuring electric potential in the horizontal plane
(c) They are bipolar leads m easuring electric potential in the frontal plane
(d} They are bipolar leads m easuring electric poten tial in the horizontal plane
8. Changes in the lateral wall of the left ventricle are usually detected by examining which of the following ECG leads?
(a) V1, V2, V3
(b) V4, Vs, V6
(c) l, II
(d} IT, aVp

9. Which of the following statements about the second-degree heart block is correct?
(a) The PR interval is shortened
(b) Sino-atrial nodal conduction is slower
(c) AV nodal conduction is completely interrup ted
(d) Not all atrial impulses reach the ven tricles
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10. Stokes Adams syndrome is loss of conscious ness following:
(a) Head injury
(b) Complete heart block
(c) Ventricular tachycardia

(d) Ventricular fibrillation

11. How many extrasystoles per minute are regarded as n ormal?
(a) 2-4
(b) 4-6
(c) 6-8

(d) 8-10

12. An irregular, rapid heart rate with abnormal QRS complexes and no P waves suggests:
(a) Sinus arrhythmia
(b) Second degree heart block (c) Paroxysmal tachycardia
(d) Atrial fibrillation
13. Which of the following is a very serious and emergent condition?
(a) Paroxysmal atrial tachycardia
(b) Paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia
(c) Atrial fibrillation

..
•

(d) Ventricular fibrillation

14. The hallmark findin g in the ECG of acute myocardial infarction is:
(a) Depression of the ST segment in the leads overlying the area of infarct
(b) Elevation of the ST segment in the leads overlying the area of infarct
(c) Appearance of Q wave in the leads in which normally it is absent
(d) The absence of Q wave in the leads in which normally it is present

-

15. Myocardial infarction differs from angina pectoris, the former is:
(a) Cry of dying myocardial fibers
(b) Reversible damage to the myocardium
(c) Produced by transient occlusion of coronaries supplying the myocardium
(d) Aseptic necrosis of the myocardium

16. The Q wave is due to:
(a) Atrial depolarization
(c) Depolarization of major portion of both the ventricles

(b) Depolarization of interventricular septum
(d) Depolarization of base of ventricles

17. Normal QRS complex is approx.:
(a) 0.02 sec
(b) 0.04-0.06 sec

(c) 0.08--0.12 sec

18. Prolonged P-R interval indicates increased:
(a) Sympathetic tone to SA node
(c) Parasympathetic tone to AV node

(b) Parasympathetic tone to SA node
(d) Sympathetic tone to AV node

(d) 0.1--0.15 sec

..

19. Characteristic feature of unipolar precardial leads is:
(a) R wave in V1 and S wave in V6 represent left ventricle activity
(b) R wave in V6 and S wave in V1 represent right ventricle activity
(c) R wave inV6 and S wave in V1 represent left ventricle activity
(d) In leadV:v R wave is equal to S wave and reflects the electrical activity of the inferior surface of the heart

..

20. 1 ° heart block differs from 2° heart block in that, in 1 • heart block:
(a) All the atrial impulses are not conducted to the ventricles
(b) Atrial:Ventricular rate :: 2:1 or 3:1
(c) Gradual lengthening of PR interval until one ventricular beat is dropped
(d) PR interval is abnormally long with atrial:ventricular rate : : 1: 1
21. What is not tme for ventricular extrasystole?
(a) Fails to produce radial pulse
(c) Associated with abnormal QRS complex

(b) Hints at serious heart ailment
(d) Tendency to be followed by a compensatory pause

22. Fibrillating ventricles is a serious emergent condition because:
(a) Ventricles contract at a very high rate
(b) Work of ventricle increases markedly
(c) Ventricles cannot pump blood effectively

(d) Ventricles show incoordiniated contraction

23. Circus movements in the h eart can be caused by all of the following except:
(a) Increased myocardial conduction velocity
(b) Increased myocardial refractory period
(c) Damage to the purkinje system
(d) During sinus bradycardia

24. Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome is characterised by:
(a) Prolongation of PR interval
(c) Presence of irritable ectopic focus in the ventricles

1. (a) 2. (b)
16. (b) 17. (c)

3. (b) 4. (b)
18. (c) 19. (c)

5. (a)
20. (d)

6. (d)
21. (b)

7. (b)
22. (c)

• Ii

(b) QRS deflection shortens with slurred up stroke
(d) Normal PJ interval

8. (b)
23. (a)

9. (d)
24. (d)

10. (b)

11. (a)

12. (d)

13. (d)

14. (b)

15. (d)

General Principles of the Circulation
z .
I. Introduction
(A) Functions of the circulation
(B) Functions of the heart
(C) Pressure changes in the vascular system
(D) Structure of the blood vessels: vascuJogenesisJ angiogenesis

II. Organisation and Functions of the Vascular System

Ill.

Dynamics of Blood Flow; Biophysical consideration

INTRODUCTION

and finally leads via pre-capillary sphincter into
pulmonary capillaries. Pulmonary capillaries are only
one cell thick and facilitate exchange of gases across
them. The oxygenated blood is then collected from the
pulmonary capillaries by pulmonary venules and veins
and is transported to the 'LA' and 'LV'.
3. Heart provides the pressure for the circulation. How?
Blood flows from the heart to the periphery and thence
via the veins back to the heart only because of pressure
gradient.

A . FUNCTIONS OF THE CIRCULATION
1. Supplies the tissues of the various organs with nutrient

substances, for example: 0 2, carbohydrates, amino
acids, fats, hormones and immunological agents.
2. Removes waste products of tissue metabolism.
3. Controls blood flow to the skin and limbs to regulate
heat loss to the environment.
4. Aids in body's defence mechanisms by delivering
• antibodies, platelets and leucocytes to affected areas
.,.
of the body.

C. PRESSURE CHANGES IN THE
VASCULAR SYSTEM

· UMti
The normal average circulation time (arm to tongue)
is 15 secs.

Pressure changes in the systemic and pulmonary
circulation are given in Table 38.1.
Blood enters the LA or RA at a pressure near 'zero'
which rises to 7.JLnunHg ir@ and 4-6mmHg in@
during systole. Pressure changes in the arterial system
(ventricles, aorta, pulmonary artery and their large
branches) is p_ulsatile in nature i.e. pressure rises to a peak
value during systole and decreases to minimum during
diastole. However, the pressure thereafter at the periphery
is steady pressure. This is due to the elastic recoil of the
arterial system and resistance to blood outflow offered
by the arterioles. (Fig. 38.1)

B. FUNCTIONS OF THE HEART
1. Heart possesses 4 chambers (2 atria and 2 ventricles).
Blood enters the left atrium (LA) and left ventricle
(LV) at a pressure ~em- The 'LV' pumps the blood

•

into systemic circulation via the main distributing
artery, the aorta. Aorta divides into arteries which
undergo successive divisions finally forming arterioles
(100-500 µm diameter). These in tum subdivide into
metarterioles and lead via pre-capillary sphincter to
capillaries. Capillaries distribute the blood finally to
'venules' and thence to the 'veins' which return the
blood to the right atrium (RA} and right ventricle (RV)
via great veins (inferior and superior vena cavae: IVC
and SVC) .
2. 'RA' and 'RV' receive blood which has returned from
the tissues via the veins and which reaches the 'RA' at a
pressure only slightly a_£Qve 'zero'. The 'RV' pumps the
blood into pulmonary circulation via pulmonary artery
which like aorta divides into arterioles, metarterioles

Important Note

Based on the pressure changes, the whole of the
vascular system is broadly divided into h..igh_~
(> 25 mm Hg) and low pressure systems (upto25 mm Hg)
(f S· : .1). High pressure system is responsible
for the control of sy~tfJDic..., aµe ci~ ~ure and
di~ b u tiw:J ..af.. hklAd..flow; whereas low pressure
system is responsible for the control o f ~ v;o4!me
andv~
n.
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Table 38.1: Pressure changes in the \'ascular system in mmHg
Systemic circulation

Pulmonary circulation

1. Left atrium

7-8/ zero

1. Right atrium

2. Left ventricle

120/ zero

2. Right ventricle

3. Aorta and its larger branches

120/ 70

4-6/ zero
'15/ zero
;,

3. Pulmonary artery and its larger branches

'15/ 8

4. Arterioles

60

4. Arterioles

5. Metarterioles

40

5. Metarterioles

6. Capillaries

25

6. Capillaries

7. Venules and larger veins

10

7. Vcnules and larger branches

5

8. Pulmonary veins

2

8. Vena cava (superior and inferior)

2

10

•

--

8
6-8

[A] Systemic Circulation
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[BJ Pulmonary Circulation (Low Pressure System)
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Low Pressure System

Fig. 38.1 Organisation and pressure changes in the vascular system (values in mmHg)
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CHAPTER 38: GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE CIRCULATION

D. STRUCTURE OF TIIE BLOOD VESSELS

In general, all blood vessel walls, except the capillaries,
have 3 coats: (Hg. 38.2)
1. Tunica intima: It is the innermost coat and consists
of a single continuous layer of endothelial cells. This
is separated from the tunica media by the a cellular
internal elastic lamina.
2. Tunica media: It is the middle coat and consists of smooth
muscle cells which are innervated by sympathetic nerve
fibers. It produces the mechanical strength of the blood
vessel.
3. Tunica adventitia: It is the outermost coat and is made
up of collagen and fibroblasts.
Vasculogenesis and Angiogenesis
1. During embryonic development, some blood vessels
are formed by nngioblast (vasculoge11esis) and some
are formed by budding from existing blood vessels
(angiogenesis). The angiogenesis is the major form of
formation of new blood vessels in adults.
2. The formation of new blood vessels is important for:
(i) normal body growth,
(ii) wound healing,
(iii) formation of new endometrium after m_fillS!:lmlj:ion,
and
(iv) formation of corpus lute~ after ovulation
(page 802).
3.
mgiogcnesis
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following types of the blood vessels:
(A) Windkessel (distensible) vessels
(B) Resistance vessels
(C) Exchange vessels
(D) Capacitance vessels, and
(E) Shunt (thoroughfare) vessels.
A. WINDKESSEL VESSELS or DISTENSIBLE
VESSELS
These are the vessels which are highly elastic (windkessel
means elastic reservoir). For example, aorta, pulmonary
artery and tlzeir larger branches.

As heart contracts intermittently at a rate of 70-80 beats
per minute (bpm), therefore, pressure and blood flow
in the arteries and their large branches from the heart
is pulsntile. This ~
le ejection of the heart must be
converted into
~
ow through the capillaries to
get the maximum exchange between blood and tissues.
This is achieved by the:
(1) Elastic recoil of the arterial system i.e. the stretch
produced during cardiac contraction on the
walls of the elastic tissues of the aorta and its
branches comes back to regain its original position
during the diastolic phase (Windkessel effect)
!Ft,. 'l'.J.J .
(2) Resistance to outflow offered by the peripheral
arterioles.
Important Note

(i) Stimulators

(a) Growth factors {bf)
(b) Platelet-derived endothelial gro~
~ tor
(pages 92 and 127)
(
(c) Vascular endothelial growth factor. (. ~£(if')
(d) Interleukins (page 127) l!.\.)
(e) Tumour necrosis factor (page 127). l ~ )
(ii) Inhibitors-mainly platelet factor 4 (page 91).

ORGANISATION AND FUNCTIONS
OF mE VASCULAR SYSTEM

The degenerative changes which set in the tunica
media of these vessels with aging cause loss of
arterial wall elasticity and Windkessel effect decreases.
Thus, with aging, (1) systolic blood pressure (SBP)
increases, and (2) diastolic blood pressure (DBP)
decreases, as extra blood leaves the aorta very
rapidly. This results in increase pulse pressure (SBP
minus DBP) resulting in defective perfusion at the
periphery.

The above mentioned functions of the circulation are
achieved because the vascular system comprises the
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(A) Stretching of elastic arteries

Fig. 38.3 Wmdkessel effect
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B. RESISTANCE VESSELS

(a)

These are the vessels which offer resistance to blood
flow towards the capillaries, therefore, also called as
<:1
e•
. For example: arterioles,
metarterioles and pre-capillary sphincters.

t,emperature;
{b) I< ·al tli/ t, ,
hypoxia (oxygen lack);
hypercapnia
(accumulation of CO2);
a.cidemia (fall in blood pH); increase in body
tiemperature; K+; lactic acid and adenosine
e·tc.

7

Arterioles
1. They offer maximum resistance to blood flow towards
the capiUaries and thus are the main site of peripheral
resistance.
2. They decrease the hydrostatic pressure within the
capillaries, therefore, when arterioles get damaged,
marked transudation of fluid occurs across the capillary
wall causing decrease in blood volume.
3. Resistance to blood flow (R) is inversely proportional
to the fourth power of the radius (r) of arterioles, (i.e.
Rex l/r4). Therefore,
(i) if radius is decreased to half, resistance to blood
flow increases by 16 times; or
(ii) if radius is increased to 2 times, resistance to blood
flow decreases by 16 times i.e. 6% of its previous
value.
Physiological significance: That is why, blood flow
to the different body organs can be so effectively
regulated by small changes in the caliber of the
arterioles; and variations in arteriolar diameter
have such a pronounced effect on the systemic
blood pressure.
4. They are less elastic but ~ hlt_!lluscular and show
an E:!ficient local myogenic control of their own
vascular radius. Superimposed on myogenic tone is
an extrinsic neural control effected by sympathetic
constrictor nerves. These nerves normally discharge @
1 impulse/sec. This rate of impulse discharge increases
to 10-16 impulse/ sec in maximum vasoconstriction
(e.g. in haemorrhage); and decreases to 'zero' in maximum
vasodilntation (e.g. during heat stress).
5. Resistance to blood flow by different organs of the body
varies.
The skin and skeletal muscle blood vessels represent by far
the most important site of peripheral resistance a11d offer
maximum resistance to blood flow.
Metarterioles and pre-capillary sphincters
1. They determine the size of the capillary exchange area
at one particular moment in the tissue. For example,
increase in sphincter patency, increases number of open
capillaries.
2. Their radius is controlled both by:
(i) Neurogeruc. factors i.e. sympathetic constrictor
nerves; and
(ii) ~
l concentration of tissue metabolites, i.e.

·11/

011,• 1

C. EXCHANGE VESSELS

·to•• serotonin (5-HT); fall in

•

These are the vessels which allow easy exchange of .
gases and nutritive substances across them. For example,
capillaries.
l. They consiist of only single layer of endothelial cells.
2. Each ideal capillary is 500 µm in length; 1 µm thick and
6 µm in di.ameter with cross-sectional area of 30 µm 2.
3. Total number of systemic capillaries is approx. 50,000
rnillions. However, at rest only 25% of capillaries are
patent (op•~n).
4. Total cross--sectional area of capillary bed if fully patent
is 4000 times that of aorta.
5. Vital organs like heart, brain, kidneys, liver, lungs etc.
possess a dense capillary network (400-500 capillaries/ µL).
Rest of the body tissues show much smaller density
than this.
6. True Capill'nries do not have smooth muscles. Thus
they are not controlled by either nervous or metabolic
factors. It its the alteration in the tone of pre-capillary •
sphincters which determines the number of capillaries
patent and hence the surface area available for exchange
between blood and interstitial fluid.
7. Electron microscopic studies classified the capillaries
into 3 types: (Fig. 38.4)
{i) Continuous or Non-fenestrated capillaries
Here single layer of endothelial cells is almost
continuous except at the intercellular regions
which is 10 nm wide. Some of the intercellular
spaces are traversed by channels approx. 4 run
wide. 'These capillaries allow exchange of fluid and
lipid soluble substances within interstitial fluid by
simplEi diffusion (page 14). Most of body capillaries
are of this type.
(ii) Fenesl'rated capillaries
Here, Jfenestrations or pores (20-lOOrun in diameter)
seen are intracellular openings which serve the ..
function of rapid and large transudation of fluid.
Sites: Renal glomeruli, vasa recta of renal medulla,
endocrine and exocrine glands, choroid plexuses, 0intestinal villi.
(iii) Discontinuous capillaries or Sinusoids
These capillaries possess a thin endothelial layer
with large gaps between individual cells. Therefore,
allow ,easy exchange of large protein molecules and
RBCs. Sites: bone marrow, liver and spleen.

..
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Fenestrations or pores
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I Fig. 38.4 Classification of capillaries: Continuous or non-fenestrated (A); Fenestrated (B) and Discontinuous or sinusoids (C)

I. . .
•

D. CAPACITANCE VESSELS
These are the vessels which simply by change in their
luminal shape can accommodate large volume of blood
per unit length without much increase in the transmural
pressure (pressure across the wall). For example, venules
and 'V.!!!E'!!..E2mpartments.
1. They are collapsible and assume an oval profile
(shape) when the transmural pressure falls below
6 cm 8:!0. By simply change in their luminal shape
from oval to circular cross-sectional profile, they can
accommodate large volume of blood per unit length
without much increase in the transmural pressure (Fig.
38.5). Therefore, they are very important site of change in
the capacity of the vascular system. That is why veins are
called capacitance vessels.

_J

Aorta 2%

Arterioles 1%
Capillaries 5%

Systemic veins
54%

Fig. 38.6 Distribution of blood volume at rest

3. Veins
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(I)

E
:,
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Arteries

2
qj
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0
0

2
4
3
5
Relative transmural pressure

I Fig. 38.5 Pressure-volume relationship of arteries and veins
Important Note

At rest, 54% of the circulating blood volume is in
systemic veins, 12% in cardiac chambers, 18% in
pulmonary circulation, 2% in aorta, 8%in the arteries;
1 ¾ in the arterioles and 5 % in the capillaries. (Fig.
38.6)

2. Like arterioles, myogenic tone of veins induced by
sympathetic constrictor nerves helps to adjust the
capacity of the vascular system. This is specially useful
in postural changes (page 385).

(i) Veins contain little smooth muscle and are thin
walled structure which begin at a diameter of 500
µm. At this junction the endothelial lining first
shows internal folds called venous valves which
permit flow of blood only towards the heart.
(ii) Venous valves are prominent particularly in veins
of legs and arms.
Limb veins are divided into two types:
(a) ',uperficial ( Lins run in the subcutaneous
tissue and possess numerous valves; they are
connected to deep veins by 'communicating'
veins containing many valves and permit
blood flow only from superficial to deep
veins during rhythmic contraction of limb
muscles.
(b) Dc<>ep ••tins are located within the skeletal
muscles and deep body structures.
(iii) The venae cavae (IVC and SVC), eortal veins and
cerebral veins do not possess functional valves.
(iv) Venous pressure: It is of 2 types:
(a) C. ·mrr I ,,e,, , ,; J n sure (CVI') = ~Pl
Blood from all systemic veins flows into right
atrium (RA), therefore, RA pressure is called
CVP. Normally, it is 4-6 mmHg.

--
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(b)

Pl J
Large veins offer considerable resistance to
blood flow because they remain compressed
at many points by the surrounding tissues.
For example, abdominal veins by different
abdominal organs and intra-abdominal
pressure; arm veins by first rib and neck
veins by atmospheric pressure. Therefore,
pressure in these peripheral veins is referred
as peripheral venous pressure. Normally it is
about lOmmHg. It is affected by the gravity
in the similar fashion like the arterial pressure.
(for venous pressure in the legs and head,
refer to page 348).
1

1J1u1l um

I

UMN

Peripheral venous p ressure, to a great extent, depen ds
on the level of central venous pressure, therefore,
any factor which increases 'RA' press ure i.e. central
venous pressure will increase the peripheral venous
pressure.

E. SHUNT VESSELS or THOROUGHFARE VESSELS
These are the vessels which bypass the capillaries. These
vessels directly connect the metarterioles with venules,
therefore, also called as Arterio-Ve11011s slmnts(A- V
sl1u11ts) or 'A-V anastomoses' (Fi6 . 38.7 .

Arterial
capillaries

Venous
capillaries

I

Venule-

~ -" Shunt vessels

1. When patent, these vessels permit a rapid flow of

blood which serves no nutritive purpose to tissues
concerned .
2. These vessels occur only in few tissues - most notably
are the areas exposed to
in the skin. J , ,
maximal cooling. for example, skin, toes, legs, fingers,
palms, ear lobes, lips, etc.
3. The walls of these vessels have strong muscular coats
innervated by sympathetic constrictor nerves. When

fully constricted, they decrease blood flow into veins
or when maximally dilated they cause extremely rapid
flow of warm blood into the veins.
4. At normal body temperature, sympathetic discharge
helps these A-V anastomoses almost dosed.
(i) exposure to heat dilates these vessels, increases
blood flow to veins thus promotes heat loss from
the body;
(ii) conversely, exposure to cold constricts these vessels
and decreases heat loss from the body.
Thus, these vessels are particularly helpful during thermal
stress.

DYNAMICS OF BLOOD FLOW
(BIOPHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS)
A. FLOW-CROSS SECTIONAL AREA
RELATIONSHIP
It is the relationship between average velocity of blood flow

to the total cross-secti.onal area of the vascular circuit. (Table
38.2 and Fig. 38.8)
lt is clear tha t increase in total cross-sectional area of

blood vessels decreases the average velocity of blood
flow.

,

-

It is a common experience that if the outlet of a tube

through which water is flowing be partially occluded,
keeping the flow constant, then velocity of water coming
out of the tube increases cons~derably. Similarly, if the
diameter of the blood vessel through which blood is
flowing gets narrowed, keeping the rate of flow constant
(i.e. amount of flow /unit time), the velocity of flow
increases.

•

UMN

The average velocity of fluid movement a t any point in
a system of tubes in parallel is inversely proportional
to the total cross-sectional ar ea at that point.

B. FLOW- PRESSURE-RESISTANCE RELATIONSHIP

The relationship among blood flow (per unit time),
pressure and resistance to the blood flow in the blood
vessel is similar to the relationship between the
current (I) (amount of charges flowing per wut time), ..
electromotive force or voltage (E) and resistance (R) in
an electrical circuit as given by ohm's law i.e. l = E/R.
The same law can be applied to systemic circulation, as
'I' is represented by amount of blood flow per unit time
(Q); and 'E' is represented by pressure head at the two
ends of the blood vessel (PcP2). Therefore,
Q (mL/sec) = P1-P2 (mmHg)
R

... (1)

'

.. _
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average velocity of flow
-

total cross-sectional area

Fig. 38.8 Velocity of flow and cross-sectional area relationship through the systemic circulation
(in lying position-when all blood vessels are at heart level)
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Table 38.2: Total cross-sectional area and a,·crage vdocity of blood flow of the vascular system
Total cross-sectional area
..r

......

Average velocity of blood flow

1. Aorta

4.5 cm2

40

2. Small arteries (of diameter 1 mm;

72 cm2 (16 limes that of aorta)

1.4

cm/sec
cm/sec

400 cm2
4500 cm2
(1000 times of aorta)

0.5

mm/sec

0.3

mm/sec

4000 cm2
80 cm 2

1-2

cm/sec

1-2

cm/sec

7-10

cm/sec

approx. number 8000)
3. Arterioles
4. Capillaries (at rest when only 25% of
capillaries are patent)

5. Venules
6. Small veins

7.

rvc and SVC

18 cm 2

Thus, the amount of blood flow per unit time in any
portion of the vascular system is determined by the
effective perfusion pressure (i.e. mean intraluminal pressure
at the arterial end minus mean pressure at the venous end)
and the 'resistance' offered to the blood flow.
Also,

.

,/

R

=

PcP2 (mmHg)

During maximum vasoconstriction, it may increase to
4 PRU and with maximum vasodilatation, it may decrease
to 0.2 PRU. According to /J
11 -l- ~ t 1 formula, in
vitro, the volume of the fluid flowing per unit time (Q)
through rigid tubes of capillary diameter is given by the
following equation:

Q (mL/sec)
Therefore, the units of peripheral resistance (PR) in CVS
are: mmHg/mL/sec; also called peripheral resistance units
(PRU) or R-units.
At rest, pressure difference from systemic arteries to
systemic veins is 100 mmHg and rate of blood flow through
circulatory system is 100 mL/sec. Thus, 'resistance' of
entire systemic circulation, called tota l PR is:
100 mmHg
100 mL/sec

= 1 P.R.U.

7t

Q =

... (2)

8

where,
PcP2
r
L
11 (eta)
n/8

=

pressure difference at the two ends of the
tube
= radius of tube
= length of tube
= viscosity of fluid
= derived from the mathematical deduction
of the volume passing per unit time
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Thus, flow of fluid is directly proportional to the
pressure head (PcP2); the 4th power of the radius (r) and
inversely related to the length of tube (L) and viscosity
of fluid (TJ).
From (1) and (2) it follows:

f& "'

L

P1-P2 = " . (P1-~
R

- -- - - -

Therefore,
R =

•

cp~ j

8

..,O·

X ' " "'

\,_____;, c..,OT'~"\.O)I'

8LTJ

(c) Diameter of vessel wall: Relative viscosity of blood
decreases when vessel wall diameter falls below
300 µm (arterioles, capillaries and venules). This
is because of phenomenon of plasma skimming
in the capillaries. Moreover, capillaries secrete a
substance (probably mucopolysaccharide) which
further decreases the viscosity of blood in the
capillaries.

... (3)

1tr4
It is evident, from (1), blood flow is an inverse function
of resistance; and from (3), the resistance to blood flow
depends on L, TJ and r. However, in vivo, length of the
vascular circuit remains constant, therefore, resistance to
blood flow is primarily determined by the 'radius' and
'viscosity of blood'.
Resistance to blood flow
Resistance to blood flow is determined by two main
factors:
(1) Radius of resistance vessels (page 312); and
(2) Viscosity of blood.
Viscosity means lack of slipperiness in between the
adjacent laminae. The unit of viscosity is poise (after
poiseuille)
Viscosity of water at 21 °C
= 0.01 poise (or 1 centipoise: cp)

Important Note

This is why (i) the PCV of capillary blood is approx.
25% lower than the whole blood haematocrit and
(ii) haematocrit changes have relatively little effect on
the 'peripheral resistance' except when the changes
are large.
Types of blood flow
There are two types of blood flow - laminar (or streamline)
and turbulent blood flow. The main differences between the
two are given in Table 38.3 and Fig. 38.9.
(A)

(B)

:- - - ~

.-

Flow-Fig. 38.9 Type of blood flow: laminar or streamline flow with
parabolic distribution of velocities (A) and turbulent flow (B)

Viscosity of water at normal body temperature of
37°c

= 0.695 cp, which is taken as 1

Viscosity of plasma at 37°C
= 1.2 cp i.e. relative viscosity of 1.7
as compared to water
Viscosity of whole blood (plasma plus cells) at 37°C
= 2.8-3 cp i.e. relative viscosity of 4-5
1l

J

{'Lff 1<1, l

•L

hf

l _, / 1f1

•

(i) Viscosity of blood is inversely proportional to the:
(a) Temperature within limits; and
(b) Flow rate - at high flow rate, cells occupy the
central axis of blood vessel moving with their
axes parallel to the direction of flow leaving
cell free zone of plasma at the periphery, called
t l, 111 c1 J. nm 11.-., . This causes least friction
between the cells and the plasma and viscosity
decreases.
(ii) Viscosity of blood is directly proportional to the:
(a) Haematocrit i.e. packed cell volume (PCV);
(b) Concentration of plasma proteins, specially increase in
high molecular weight proteins e.g. lg.;

Resistance to blood flow is parallel and series vascular circuit
(Fig. 38.10) and Table 38.4.
C PRESSURE FLOW RELATIONSHIP

The relationship between mean iutraluminal pressure in the
blood vessel to the blood flow.
1n rigid tubes there is linear relationship between
pressure and flow of homogenous fluid i.e. as pressure
increases flow increases (Fig 38.11) However, in blood
vessels, this relationship is not linear but somewhat
'curved' because blood vessels are distensible elastic •
tubes and show an efficient local myogenic control of their
own vascular radius. Furthermore, blood is not a perfect
fluid but a system of 1iquid and cells. Thus, they serve
to stabilize the blood flow over a wide range of pressure ...
e.g. 80-200 mmHg showing a11toregulation. Moreover, in
small blood vessels when pressure is reduced, a point is
reached at which no flow of blood occurs even though
the pressure is not zero. This is so because:
(1) it takes some pressure to force RBCs through capillaries
which have diameter less than the RBC, and

4' _
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Table 38.3: Main differences between Laminar and Turbulent blood flow (Fig. 38.9)
Laminar or streamline blood flow

Turbulent blood flow

1. Here blood flows in large number of layers at a steady rate 1. Here blood flows iD all directions in the vessel and continuously
with each layer remaining at the same distance from the
mixing within the vessel. Thus, it causes a greater energy loss
vessel wall, also the central portion stays m the centre of
as compared to laminar flow.
the vessel. It shows p ~ i t i e s i.e.
velocity of flow being greater in the centre of the stream.
2. It is characteristic of most part of the vascular system.
2. Ventricles an d aorta are the normal sites of turbulence. None
of the sma11 resistance vessels of vascular system show
turbulence.
3. It is silent in nature.
3. It is 11oisy flow.
4. Within limits, it shows a linear relationship with pressure.
4. Titrbulence is given by Reynold's number (Re)= Vpd/11, where
V
velocity of flow in cm/sec
p(Rho) = density of blood equal to 1
d
diameter of vessel (in cm)
11 (eta)
viscosity of blood in poise

UM@
Turbulence develops when 'Re' exceeds 2000. This is usually seen following constriction of an artery which
increases the velocity of blood flow or in anaemia where viscosity of blood decreases. (If the radius is used in the
formula than Re would be 1000.)

,,

Table 38.4: Resistance to blood flow in parallel and series vascular circuit
Parallel Resistance

Series Resistance

1. Arrangement of blood vessel: Each systemic organ is supplied
by an artery that branches off the aorta. This permits each
organ to regulate its own blood flow independent of flow to
other tissues.

Each organ is supplied by a large artery, smaller arteries,
arterioles and capillaries. This represent arrangement of blood
vessels within a given organ.

2. Total resistance is given by:
R :tal = ;l
1

+

L·· · · · ·. · ·· ··

Rtotal = ~rtery

1, 2, •······ ....... n are the resistance of the rena l, hepatic and
other arteries respectively. Thus total resista nce is less than
the resistance of any single blood vessel.

I+-- AP
(A)

AP

(B)

+-AP--+!

...

...
R,

......

The total resistance is the sum of the individual resistance

a

..
.!

~,-

+ Rarteriole + R capillanes

a=+)

R2

ra
R,

R3

-f+
...

--

Ai R3

Fig. 38.10 Vascular resistance in series (A) and in parallel (B) (Q Amount of blood flow per unit time; Rl'
6P: Change in pressure

I½,,!½: Resistance(s);

_J
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200 mmHg

80 mmHg

t

i
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t

I+- Autoregulation--+J

l

Wall of
viscus

3:
0

u:

Pressure -

Pressure tCritical closing
pressure (10-15 mmHg)

(A)

(B)

Fig. 38.11 Relation of pressure to flow: in a rigid walled system (A) and in the vascular
system (B)

(2) extravascular tissues (vessels surrounded by tissues)
exert a small but definite pressure on vessels, and when
the intraluminal pressure falls below this extravascular
pressure, the vessel collapses. The pressure at which
flow ceases is called the critical closit1g pressure.
Normally it is 10-15 mmHg.
D . LAW OF LAPLACE
It is the relationship between distending pressure and
tension on the wall in a hollow viscus (Fig. 38.12). It states

that the distending pressure (P) in a distensible hollow
viscus is equal at equilibrium to the tension in the wall (T)
divided by two principal radii of curvature of the viscus
(R1 and ~)- Therefore,
P = (T/R1 +T/1½)
i.e. P = T (1/R1 + 1/Ri)

Fig. 38.12 Relation between distending
pressure (P) and wall tension (T) in
a hollow viscus

In a sphere, such as lung alveoli, R1 = Ri; therefore, P
= 2T / R. (fig. 38.12)
In a cylinder, such as blood vessel, as one radius is
infinite, therefore, P = T JR.

Physiological significance
1. Smaller the radius of the blood vessel, lesser the tension
in the wall necessary to balance the distending pressure.
This is why tl,e thin walled and delicate capillaries are less ' ~

prone to rupture.
2. Dilated heart has to do more work than a non-dilated
heart, because when the radius of a cardiac chamber is
increased, a greater tension must be developed in the
myocardium to produce any given pressure.
(Also refer to pages 574, 223 and 414)

h#ffHMi/.i,ti
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Precapillary resistance vessels
(iii) Plasma skimming
2. Write briefly about:
(i) Windkessel vessels
(iii) Capacitance vessels
(v) Wmdkesscl effect
(vii) Reynold's number
(ix) Significance of law of Laplace to CVS
(xi) Central and peripheral venous pressure.
(xiii) Venous pressure

(ii) Effective perfusion pressure

(ii) Resistance vessel
(iv) Shunt vessels
(vi) Arterio-venous shunt
(viii) Critical closing pressure
(x) High and low pressure system.
(xii) Laminar and turbulent blood flow.
(xiv) Reynold's number

3. Give physiological basis of:
(i) How pulsatile ejection of the heart gets converted into steady outflow at the periphery?
(ii) How different body organs can precisely autoregulatc their own blood flow?
(iii) Variation in arteriolar diameter has marked effect on the systemic blood pressure.
(iv) PCV of capillary blood is lower as compared to whole blood.

..
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(v) Mild to moderate variation in PCV has little effect on the peripheral resistance.
(vi) The thin walled and delicate capillaries are less prone to rupture.
(vii) Dilated heart has to do more work than a non-dilated heart.
4. Name the major vessels in the vascular system and give one main function of each type of vessel.

..._

.

,.

5. Mention most important sites of peripheral resistance. Why are they so called?
6. Name the factors influencing the diameter of metarterioles and pre-capillary sphincters.
7. What are the types of capillaries in the body? Give the function of each type.
8. Depict diagrammatically:
(i) Velocity of flow and cross-sectional area relationship through the systemic circulation

(ii) Pressure volume relationship of arteries and veins
(iii) Relation of pressure to blood flow in vascular system

(iv) Relation between distending pressured and wall tension is a hollow viscus
9. What will happen and why when:
(i) Wmdkessel effect decreases
(ii) Peripheral resistance increases
(iii) Blood flow become turbulent

HB·i
1. Blood enters the atria at a pressure:
(a) Near'zero'mmHg
(b) 7-8 mmHg

(c) 8-10 mmHg

(d) 10-12 m.mHg

2. Pulmonary capillary pressure ranges between:
(a) 3-5 mmHg
(b) 6-8 mmHg

(c) 9-11 mmHg
(d) 12-15 mmHg
3. The pulsatile ejection of the heart which gets converted into steady outflow through the capillaries is achieved by all of
the following except:
(a) Windkessel effect
(b) Arteriolar resistance
(c) Smaller diameter of the capillaries
(d) Elastic recoil of the aorta
4. The most important organ of peripheral vascular resistance is:
(a) Skeletal muscles
(b) Brain
(c) Heart
(d) Liver
5. Total cross-sectional area of capillary bed when fully patent is:
(a) 1000 times that of aorta
(b) 2000 times that of aorta
(c) 3000 times that of aorta
(d) 4000 times that of aorta
6. The volume of blood in pulmonary circulation at any given time is:
(a) 2%
(b) 8%
(c) 18%
7. Sudden standing can cause loss of circulating blood volume upto:
(a) 10%
(b) 20%
(c) 30%
8. Shunt vessels are particularly helpful:
(a) Site of change in the capacity of vascular system
(b) To allow easy exchange of nutritive substances across them
(c) During thermal stress
(d) In controlling systemic arterial B.P.

"

(d) 50%
(d) 40%

9. Assuming all other factors are constant, the ratio of flow in a vessel 1.0 cm in diameter to the flow in a vessel 0.1 cm
diameter is:
(a) 10 : 1
(b) 100 : 1
(c) 1000 : 1
(d) 10000 : 1
10. Total peripheral vascular resistance of entire systemic circulation at rest is:
(a) 1 PRU
(b) 2 PRU
(c) 3 PRU
(d) 4 PRU
11. As a function of vessel size, the resistance to fluid flow in a vessel is:
(a) Directly proportional to the square of the radius
(b) Directly proportional to the fourth power of the radius
(c) Inversely proportional to the fourth power of the radius (d) inversely proportional to the square of the radius
12. Effect of drinking 1 L of normal saline on peripheral resistance will be:
(a) No change
(b) Increases
(c) Decreases
(d) First increases then decreases
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13. Changes in PCV have no effect on blood viscosity in the capillaries because:
(a) It is difficult to get the blood from the true capillaries
(b) Haematocrit of capillary blood is approx. 25% lower compared to whole blood haematocrit
(c) Capillaries have small diameter (less than 6 f-lm)
(d) Capillaries consist of only single layer of endothelial cell
14. Critical closing pressure is defined as:
(a) The pressure in the ventricles at which A-V valve closes
(b) The pressure in the ventricles at which semilunar valve closes
(c) The pressure in small blood vessels at which flow ceases
(d) It is the pressure within the alveoli at which small airway closes
15. The thin walled and delicate capillaries are less prone to rupture because:
(a) Extravascular tissues exert a small but definite pressure on them
(b) The pressure within the capillaries is almost zero
(c) The pre-capillary sphincters offer a great resistance to blood flowing towards the capillaries
(d) Capillaries being smaller in diameter, less tension on the wall is necessary to balance the distending pressure.
16. The pressure (mmHg) in left ventricle in diastole is:
(a) 0
(b) 25

(d) 120

(c) 80

17. High pressure system is responsible for:
(a) Control of blood volume
(b) Control of venous return to the heart
(c) Control of distribution of blood flow
(d) Conversion of pulsatile ejection of heart into steady flow through the capillaries
18. Angiogenesis:
(a) Is the major form of formation of new blood vessels in adults
(b) Refers to formation of some blood vessels by angioblast
(c) Refers to formation of new blood ves-sels during embryonic development
(d) Inhibited by interleukins
19. The resistance of a blood vessel is 16 PRU. Doubling the vessel diameters would change the resistance to:
(a) 1 PRU
(b) 2 PRU
(c) 8 PRU
(d) 12 PRU

20. Caliber of the arterioles is increased by all of the following except:
(a) Circulating angiotensin II
(b) Kinins
(c) Increased pCO2
(d) Decreased pH
21. Capillary diameter is precisely controlled by:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Alteration ln the tone of pre-capillary sphincters
Efficient local myogenic tone
Extrinsic sympathetic constrictor nerves superimposed on myogenic tone
Local concentration of tissue meta-bolites

22. Most of the body capillaries are:
(a) Non-fenestrated type
(b) Fenestrated type

(c) Discontinuous type

(d) Sinusoids

23. Central venous pressure is the value of blood pressure found in the:
(d) Right atrium
(a) Inferior vena cava
(b) Superior vena cava
(c) Pulmonary artery
24. According to Poiseuille Hagen formula, the relationship is calculated among the following except:
(a) Flow in a long narrow tube
(b) Viscosity of fluid
(c) Radius of tube
(d) pH of blood

1. (a)
11. (c)
21. (a)

2. (b)
12. (a)
22. (a)

3. (c)
13. (b)
23. (d)

4. (a)
14. (c)
24. (d)

5. (d)
15. (d)

6. (c)
16. (a)

7. (b)
17. (c)

- - -0:::0---

8. (c)
18. (a)

9. (d)
19. (a)

10. (a)
20. (a)

Cardio-Vascular
gulatory Mechanisms
I. Local autoregulato ry mechanisms
Basal Myogenic Tone; Role of endothelial cells (Nitric oxide, endothelins)
II. Systemic regulatory mechanisms
(A) Chemical
(B) Neural
Autonomic (Cardiac and Peripheral vascular innervation)
Medullary (VMC and cardiac Vagal centre)
• Baroreceptor s • Chemorecep tors • Corticohypo thalamic descending pathways

INTRODU CTION
1. \1, m f1111ctio11s of co ~ 1 , ,la11•g,,f 1raryuu:d1~risms

are:
(i) increase in b~
u.ru;tly to active tissues;
(ti) increase or decrease in heat loss from the body by
redistributin g the blood; - {ill) in emergencies e.g. haemorrhag e etc. maintain the
;,
blood flow to vital organs at the expense of the
circulation to the rest of the body.
2. These mechanisms bring out circulatory adjustments
primarily by:
(i) altering the diameter of the arterioles and
thus change the hrdrostatic pressure in the
capillaries;
(ii) altering b!2od storage io venous reservoirs, and
(iii) altering the rate and stroke volume of the heart.
3. The mechanisms are broadly divided into two types:
(i) ornl ,. ,rvr, ~11fotonJ 1111 /l(l•ri ., . They operate
to Illl!intain b)aad fl ow throush an organ at
relatively constant level despite fluctuations in
perfusion pressure.
(ii) C,ttstem,c re,,;;-1latory me l1a11i 1 (chemical and
neural). These mechanisms operate alm:!g_with
the local mechanisms to adjust vascular resp~ s
•
throughout the body.
.4. The terms vasoconstri ction and vasodilatat ion refer
to c ns · ti n d dil a ·o f he esi
els;
I.- whereas changes in the diameter of the veins are referred
to specifically as venoconstrictio1t or venodilatati on.

..

I'

Sites: In all organs of the body including the mesentery
and skeletal muscles, but specially well developed in all
the vital organs of the body.
Cause: The blood vessels of these organs possess l as,1/
(re• ri11 ,) ,yog ,m , ,,e B\JT i.e. an iutriosi~c ity to
~ensate for moderate changes in perfusion pressure
ychanges in vascular resistance. Therefore, blood flow
remains relatively constant.
BMT of vessel wall is produced by inherent myogenic
activity Qfoace-maker cells in the smooth muscle of blood
vessels and i n ~ ( ~ ..zc I/ .21
at r 1toreg11forwn). It is responsible for ty
of s mall
vessels. - .
Regulation of BMT
BMT is regulated by sympathetic constrictor nerves
which at rest discharge @ 1 impulse per second. Blood
vessels which show BMT along with their myogenic
activity and sympathetic innervation are given in Table
39.1.

The variability in the density of sympathetic innervation
in these vessels determines the state of tone of the resistance
~
s and pre-capillary to post-capillary resistance ratio
at rest. Normal pre-catti11JwJ.. to post-capillary resist1m ce
'Jilio ·5...1:5 :.1J'Vith increase in sympathetic activity, the
ratio increases and resistance to blood flow increases. This
decreases the mean capillary hydrostatic pressure causing
filtration to decrease.

LOCAL AUTOREGULATORY MECHAN ISMS

Factors affecting basal myogenic tone of vessel wall
1
u
f., t
hf

Definition: The capacity of tissues to regulate their own
blood flow is called autoregulation.

Metabolites released locally with increased tissue activity,
suppress the pacemaker cell activity of pre-capillary
321
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Table 39.1: Comparison of myogenic activity and
sympathetic innervation of \·arious types of
blood vessels
Sympathetic
innervation

Myogenic activity

Blood Vessel

1. Arterioles

Well synchronized

Dense

2. Metarterioles

Asynchron.ized

Less dense

3. Pre-capillary
sphincters

Asynchron.ized

Less dense

4. Venules

Poorly
synchronized

Feeble

sphincters only (post-capillary resistance vessels are not
susceptible to these tissue metabolites). As a result, the pre
to post-capillary resistance ratio decreases, thus producing
'vasodilatation' ( netvl1oltc ti or I of -u.ro •u11h tio 1 •
The metabolic changes that produce vasodilatation
include:
(i) decreased arterial pO2 (hypoxia)
(ii) decreased blood pH (acidemia)
(iii) increased arterial pCO2 (hypercapnia), its direct
dilator action is most pronounced in the skin and
brain
'\. .1
(iv) increased blood osmolality t ~(')Qa..01..V..WlCU~,'f..
(v) increased body temperatureC.
~est~V\M ci'.)
(vi) K+, specifically plays a role in the dilatation th~
occurs in skeletal muscles
~O..)
(vii) lactic acid
(viii) adenosine - plays a vasodilator role
in cardiac muscle.

Wj

l~

2 L ·11/ i 'l,mstrictors
They produce vasoconstriction by increasing
the pacemaker cell activity. These are:
(i) serotonin (or 5-HT) released from
platelets secondary to injury
(ii) decrease in body te_m2.erah:1:£~· _,

(. l--\'IWl~\."Y
Important Note

The membranes of the vascular
smooth muscle cells contain vairous
types of K+, Ca2+, and c1- channels.
The molecular mechanism that
appear to be involved in contraction
and relaxation is the way high and
low intracellular Ca2+ can have
different and even opposite effects
(page 22).

ROLE OF ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
The endothelial cells i.e. endothelium of blood vessels
secretes a variety of substances in response to: stretch,
increase in blood flow and inflammatory mediators. The
substances include:
1. Various growth factors which help in formation of new
blood vessels (page 311).
2. Vasoactive substances like prostaglandins and _.,
thromboxane-Ai (page 93), nitric oxide and endothelins. -

Nitric Oxide (NO)
1. It is released by the endothelium of blood vessels to
produce vasodilatation, therefore, also called endothelium
derived relaxing factor (EDRF).
2. . ll l1at11. ,,, of va:,odi/iito ,on. After its formation, it
diffuses rapidly into the vascular smooth muscle cells
and binds to guanylyl cyclase that converts (guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) to cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(cGMP), which in turn mediates relaxation of smooth
muscles. (Fig. 39.1) (Also see to page 23)
3. S 1tlu •w. 'NO' is synthesized from arginine in a
reaction catalyzed by nitric oxide synthase (NOS), an
endothelium enzyme activated by increased intracellular
Ca2+ concentration.

-

Important Note

A-ch, bradykinin, VIP, substance P or shear stress ,
causes relaxation of vascular smooth muscles by
increasing intracellular Ca2+ concentration.

Specific ligand
(e.g. A-ch, bradykinin,
VIP, substance P)

Shear stress causes
opening of ion channels by
stretching of the cell membrane

Receptor

Endothelial
cell
L - A~io;o, N;trl~
0 2 + NADPH

4\

•u

.,

L - Citrulll e +
NADP

Nitric oxide

Fig. 39.1 Synthesis of nitric oxide (NO) by endothelial cells and its action on
vascular smooth muscle
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4. Nitric oxide is necessary for maintenance of normal
blood pressure (Proof 'NO' deficiency is associated with
hypertension).
5. • l OIi~
(i) It plays an important role in the relaxation of
vascular smooth muscle (see above) and in brain
functions (page 1050).
(ii) It is necessary for cytotoxic activity of macrophages
and their ability to kill cancer cells.
(iii) In the GIT, it produces smooth muscle relaxation.
(iv) It causes vasodilation and engorgement of spongy
tissue of the corpora cavemosa to bring out penile
erection.
(v) It is bacteriostatic and helps prevent infection.
Endothelins
l. Endothelial cells form three similar polypeptides,
endothelin I, II and 111. The e11dothelin I (ET-1) being
one of the most potent vasoconstrictor agent which
acts via ETA receptors. coupled to G-protein to
activate phospholipase (page 23) It also produces
vasoconstriction in many body tissues.

2. F, ctor· ,.ffecti11 endothelin-1 secretion:
(i) Stimulators: angiotensin 11, catecholamines, growth
factors, hypoxia, insulin, stress etc.
(ii) Inhibitors: nitric oxide, atrial natriuretic peptide
(ANP), prostaglandin E, prostacyclin.

....

SYSTEMIC REGULATORY MECHANISMS
A . CHEMICAL REGULATORY MECHANISMS
1. Circulating vasodilators
The circulating vasodilator substances include: kinins,
VIP (page 272) and atrial natriuretic peptide (page 559).
Kinins: These are the peptides which bring about the
dilatation of blood vessels throughout the body. For
example:
(i) Bradykinin ( 'S)
found in
(Nona e tide
(ii) Lysyl bradykinin
found in
or kalidin ( LS)
body tissues
(iii) Methionyllysyl

'.'\ found in urine
bradykinin (.NILSJ
Kinins are formed fro the circulating u.,:);11.10,1LU!•
kini11ogens by the action of proteolytic enzymes llikr in .
.Kinins release ls(~
~
lucocorticoids. (Fig.
i (I) I
f, 'Ill'>
Kinins actions resemble those of histamine.
(i) Cause cautractioo of roast typ;;.';\ of sroao!h-muscl8"
e.g. ileum, uterus, bronchiole but cause vasodilatation
of vascular smooth muscles via nitric oxide, thus
producing:
(a) decrease in systemic BP;
(b) increase blood flow in actively secreting glands
specially salivary, sweat and exocrine pancreas.
(ii) (!I t~
vascular permeabiThy by an action on
venules which causes escape of plasma)2I~ins.
(iii) Excite sensory nerve endings producing~
which
is enhanced by 5-HT).
(iv) In high concentration promote qggration..ofleucocyte)
from blood to tissues.

3. Actions
(i) On CVS
(a) contracts vascular smooth muscles (veins
more than the arteries),
(b) increases HR and force of contraction of
myocardium.
Pre-Kallikrein
(ii) On CNS: regulates
(inactive precursor)
transport across the blood
Pre-kallikrein
brain barrier and across
activators (proteolytic - -the synapses.
fragments of Xlla)
(iii) 011 kidneys: decreases
Plasma "Kallikrein"
GFR and renal blood
(intrinsic)
flow, and regulates Na+
reabsorption.
(iv) On endocrines: increases
Kininogens - - - - -- Bradykinin
,.
((¼_globulins)
Lysylplasma level of
l bradykinin
renin, aldosterone,
(kalidin)
catecholamines and ANP.
(Extrinsic)
(v) On respiration: produces
Tissue "Kallikrein" (found in
kidneys, pancreas, intestine,
bronchoconstriction.
sweat and salivary glands)
(vi) On GJT: regulates GIT
blood flow.

'
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I Fig. 39.2 Formation and metabolism of' kinins'

Kininase I
(carboxypeptidase)
} and
Kininase II
(converting enzyme)
highest concentration
In lungs

Inactive
peptides
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The actions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are characteristically
seen during inflammation, therefore kinins are
responsible for p wwatiQJJ...
(v) They are formed by ~
ons
and may thus help to produce bronchoconstriction
in bronchial asthma.
(vi) Appear to be responsible for some episodes of
vasodilatation in patients with carcinoid tumours.
(vii) Probably, play a role in thermo-regulatory vascular
adjustments.
2. Circulating vasoconstrictors
(i) Catecholamines

(a) Epinephrine: via a-adrenergic receptors produces
vasoconstriction in skin and splanchnic area; and
via P-adrenergic receptors, dilates the vessels in
skeletal muscle, coronaries and liver. Latter action
being dominant, net effect is fall in peripheral
resistance producing fall in systemic BP.
(b) Nor-epinephrine (for details, refer to page 738).
(ii) Angiotensin II (page 506).
(iii) Vasopressin (in high dose, page 673)
(i)b; (ii) and (iii), these agents help to maintain systemic
B.P. by producing generalised vasoconstriction.

B. NEURAL REGULATORY MECHANISMS

These mechanisms bring about the circulatory adjustments
throughout the body primarily by 2 ways: Autonomic
regulation and medullary regulation.
Autonomic Regu]ation

The two divisions of autonomic nervous system,
sympathetic and parasympathetic are distributed to
the heart (cardiac innervation) and to the blood vessels
(peripheral vascular innervation), thus bring about the
circulatory adjustment in the body.
1. Cardiac innervation
(i) Sympathehc supply (Fig. 39.3)
Sympathetic supply to the heart is by the sympathetic
nerve cells which lie in the intermediolateral horn of the
spinal cord extending from T1 to T5 spinal segments. Their
pre-ganglionic fibers (small, myelinated) pass into the
sympathetic trunk to superior, middle and inferior 'cardiac
ganglia'. Here they synapse and the post-ganglionic fibers
(long, unmyelinated) pass via the superior, middle and
inferior cardiac sympathetic nerves to supply:
(a) Nodal tissues - SA node, AV node; and
(b) muscles of atria and ventricles
Sympathetic fibers to the heart are epicardial and their
stimulation produces the following effects:

(a) Increases heart rate by increasing rhythmicity of
SAN, called positive chronotropic action;
(b) Increases speed and force of contraction of
myocardium, called positive inotropic action;
(c) Increases conductivity in conduction tissue, positive
dromotropic action; and
(d) Increases excitability of the heart, positive ,
bathmotropic action.
(11) Pmas11111p,1tl1eh ~.,pply

.,,

Parasympathetic supply to the heart is via two vagus
nerves with their cell bodies located in the medulla in
the nucleus ambiguus (NA) (Fig. 39.3). Pre-ganglionic
fibers (long, myelinated) travel in the vagi to synapse
with ganglionic cells which are located near the SA node,
AV node and in the atria. From here post-ganglionic fibers
(small, unmyelinated) arise and are distributed to the SA
node, AV node and muscles of atria. No vagal motor fibres
are distributed to the ventricles. Parasympathetic fibers to
the heart are endocardial and their stimulation produces
the following effects:
(a) Decreases rate of impulse generation by SAN
causing heart rate to decrease; negative chronotropic
action. It may cause stoppage of the heart and thus •
account for the indirect effect of vagal stimulation
on ventricles.
(b) Decreases conductivity in conduction tissue; negative •.
dromotropic action.
(c) Decreases speed and force of contraction of atria
only: negative inotropic action.
(d) Does not influence contraction of ventricular
myocardium directly.
In adults, at rest, the heart beat @ 70-80 beats/ min ·
under the influence of vagus, called vagal tone. Cutting
the vagus (vagotomy) or atropine administration which
abolishes the transmission of the vagal effects upon the SA
node causes heart rate to increase to 160-180 beats/ min. The
difference between the resting heart rate before and after
vagotomy or atropinization gives a measure of the degree
of vagal tone. In humans in whom both sympathetic and
parasympathetic nerves to heart are blocked, the heart
rate is approx. 100 beats/min.

. I

2. Peripheral VasCtLlar Innervation
It broadly produces two major effects on the vascular • l
system:
(i) vasoconstriction (mainly), and
.,
(ii) vasodilatation

(i) Vasoconstriction of the parts of vascular system is
predominantly achieved by sympathetic vasoconstrictor
nerves. These nerves arise from the cell bodies in
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Nucleus ambiguus - - -~
(Cardiac vagal centre)
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capillary venules. Therefore, this system has
profound influence on peripheral resistance and on
the pre/post-capillary resistance ratio (page 321).
Important Note

Spinal cord section in lower cervical region decreases
mean B.P. from a normal resting value of 100 mmHg
to 40 mmHg. As the spinal cord transection moves
distally towards L2, less profound will be the fall in
systemic B.P.

. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Nucleus of tractus
solitarius (vagal nucleus)
Baroreceptor afferents

Baroreceptor afferents

m-.r--------Vagus (X) nerve

I •

•

I PARASYMPATHETIC I

ISYMPATHETIC I

..,, - - - -- - -Sympathetic preganglionic
fiber (small, myelinated)

Parasympathetic
preganglionic fiber
(long, myelinated)

Sympathetic ganglia - -- (T1-T 5)

Sympathetic postganglionic - - - - - - - '
fiber (long, unmyelinated)

I ,.

~

the intermediolateral horns of spinal cord extending
from T1 to Li spinal segments. This tlzoracolumbnr
outflow exerts a tonic influence on almost all of the
vascular system with the exception of the:
(a) cerebral regional circulation; and
(b) true capillaries of the system as a whole.
Although main arteries and veins do receive
sympathetic constrictor innervation, the main
density of such innervation occurs in the arterioles,
metarterioles, pre capillary sphincters and post-

D

Cardiac sympathetic nerve - - - - - - - - - '

k-- - Parasympathetic

postganglionic fiber (small,
unmyelinated)

-

Fig. 39,3 Pathway for autonomic regulation of the heart. (Note: No vagal motor fibers are distributed to the ventricles)

----------'
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(ii) Vasodilatation of parts of the vascular system can

be achieved by 3 mechanisms:
(a) Reduction of Sympathetic Constrictor Tone: This
occurs in the following conditions, for example:
flushed skin of heat stress via hypothalamus;
and vasodilatation of the skeletal muscle, viscera
and skin blood vessels through 'baroreceptor'
stimulation (page 328).
(b) Specific Activation of Vasodilator Nerves: These
nerves are further divided into:
- Sympathetic clwl111t:'rgic <,asodilator.~
Sympathetic nerve endings where epinephrit}_e
or nor-epinephrine is the transmitter are
called adrenergic nerves; whereas where acetylis transmitter are called sympathetic
cholinergic nerves and their activation
(sympathetic
produces
vasodilatation
cholinergic system, page 332). Some of the
body organs like skeletal muscles, heart,
lungs, liver, kidneys and uterus receive both
types of sympathetic innervation. However,
ly to blood
sympathetic c~
vessels of these organs i~ ., mically active;
the
gets activated only in
biological en:Mrgencies, for example, during
exercise, child birth etc., thus, helps increase
blood flow through these organs in biological
emergencies.
- Parnsympntlictic vasodilator nerves
These are best represented by the nervi
e~
hich supplies sexual erectile tis~
Other example includes the parasympathetic

Sensory neurone
(dorsal root gangila)

vasodilator nerve supply to the salivary
glands.
Activation of such nerves contributes to
pleasure and fulfilling important biological
functions. It plays little role in the overall
economy of the circulation.
(c) D,orsal root vasodilatation (Axon Reflex) . .
Normally afferent impulses in sensory nerve
from skin are conducted in orthodromic fashion
to reach the spinal cord, called orthodromic
conduction (Fig. 39.4) However, if a firm stroke
is applied across the skin, the afferent impulses
are relayed down the branches of sensory nerve
(dorsal nerve root) to the e~ .n ~
cutaneous
arterioles, called antidromic condu°'1n where it
releases a vasodilator substance, {iubsta~
to produce long lasting cutaneous arteriolar
dilatation. It is a lacal neural.meclianism and
does n
CNS connection.s,J:herefore,
~ lied 4x"o11 Ref{e:r) It is responsible for the
a m out from the in'!llY site.

'8'

-

ttiedullary .Regulation
Medullary regulation of CVS is brought about by two
different centres located in the medulla:
(1) Vasomotor centre (VMC) or vasomotor area; and
(2) Cardiac 1'Jagal centre.
"
1. Vasomotor Centre (VMC)
(i) The ventrolateral region of medulla contains
glutaminergic neurons which exert excitatory effects
on spinal sympathetic neurons. These neurons in

- - - orthodromic conduction
antidromic conduction
direction taken by impulse

Dorsal nerve root
(firm strong stroke across the skin)
Spinal cord

ending in skin

"

•
Terminal branched 'C'
fiber of sensory nerve

Fig. 39.4 Axon reflex pathway (Inset: Vasodilatation phenomenon)

Endings near arterioles
(transmi~ter involved substance P)

---------------------------~----'
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'depressor' and 'pressor' areas overlap i.e. there is
no dear anatomical separation between two areas.
Thus, the two areas together constitute
,111/lrry
c .110- 1. a.,c ,le nC1·1.. However, these neurons exert
predominantly excitatory effect on thoraco lumbar
sympathetic neurons in the spinal cord. Therefore,
the term vasomotor centre (VMC) is more commonly
used.
',1 1 , 1111r1J

VMC can thus produce either:

(i) increase in sympathetic activity due to increase

activity of pressor area; or
(ii) decrease in sympathetic activity due to increase

activity of depressor area which in turn inhibits the
pressor area.
2. Cardiac Vagal Centre

_/

\- "·m=····'
__.././ ,..
Inferior colliculus

.......\:·----......,

Branchium pontis

'•

Fig. 39.5 The Vasomotor Centre (YMC) showing 'pressor' and
'depressor' areas

(ii) Near medial and caudal parts of fourth ventricle

..

~ -

medulla show inherent tonic activity i.e. they discharge
rhythmically in a tonic fashion to excite sympathetic
pre-ganglionic neurons in the intermediolateral grey
column of the spinal cord. Thus, sympathetic activity
increases producing 1iressor trl'l r on the CVS which
includes:
(a) increase in heart rate,
(b) increase in stroke volume,
(c) increase in systemic BP due to increase arteriolar
constriction, and
(d) venoconstriction which decreases blood stored
in venous reservoir and increases venous return.
Therefore, the area in the ventrolateral region of
medulla where these neurons are located is called
Pressor Area. (Fig. 39.5)

u

in medulla certain groups of neurons are located.
Stimulation of these neurons decreases sympathetic
activity by inhibiting the tonically discharging
impulses of the 'pressor' area neurons producing
depressor effe~t~ on the CVS. The effects include:
(a) decrease in heart rate,
(b) decrease in stroke volume,
(c) decrease in systemic blood pressure due to
vasodilatation, and
(d) venodilatation which increases storage of blood
in venous reservoirs and decreases venous
return.
Thus the area in the medulla where these neurons
are located is called Depressor Area.
(iii) In the intermediate region of the upper medulla, the

(i) Inhibitory pathways in the form of 'vagal' fibers
descend from the medulla to converge on:
(a) sympathetic pre-ganglionic neurons of the spinal
cord to decrease sympathetic activity; and
(b) heart to decrease the heart rate and force of
cardiac contraction.
(ii) Vagal fibers arise from the neurons of three different
nuclei located in the medulla which are:
(a) The dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, previously it
was thought to send inhibitory impulses to heart
and so was called, rnd ·o-11 !11tm11 H 1t .. Now
it has been found to control the smooth muscle
activity of bronchi and GIT.
(b) The Nucleus of tractus solitarius (NTS). It receives
afferents from most of the baroreceptors (see
below) and its fibers are projected to the nucleus
ambiguus and dorsal motor nucleus of vagus.
(c) The Nucleus ambiguus (NA). It lies lateral to the
medullary reticular neurons; receives afferents
via NTS and in turn sends impulses to the heart.
Thus, called as Cardiac Vagal Centre. The neurons
located in this centre are not tonically active.

f-adors
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The vasomotor centre (VMC) and cardiac vagal centre
get influenced by the discharge in afferent fibers
which converge on them. The various afferents and
effects of their discharge on these centres are given in
Table 39.2 and Fig. 39.6.
BARORECEPTORS

These are receptors sensitive to stretch, therefore. also
called mechanoreceptors.
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Table 39.2: Factors affecting Vasomotor Centre (VMC) and Cardiac Vagal Centre (CVC)
Afferent
1.

Effect on 'VMC'

Bnroreceptors (receptors sensitive to stretch.
For example:
(i) Arterial baroreceptors: carotid sinus and
arch of aorta.
(ii) Cardiac baroreceptors:
(page 331).

Effect on 'CVC'- nucleus ambiguus

Inibition

Stimulation

2. Chemoreceptors (receptors sensitive to change
in blood chemistry). For example: carotid and
aortic bodies.

(a) In eupnoea (normal respiration): no Stimulation
or little stimulation.
(b) During hypoxia or asphyxia: Inhibition
stimulation (direct effect)

3. Cortico-hypothnlnmic descending pathways i.e.
descending tract to medullary centres from
the cerebral cortex, particularly limbic cortex
that relays in the hypothalamus.

Stimulation or inhibition

Stimulation

or
Inhibition

Important Note

When VMC is stimulated there is usually an associated decrease in the tonic activity of vagaJ fibers to the heart.
Some stimuli such as hypoxia, CO2 and pain inputs, directly stimulate the VMC. However, prolonged serere pain
may produce vasodilation resulting in fall in B.P. and fainting.

CEREBRAL CORTEX

Corticohypothalamic
descending pathways

I

l

Baroreceptors - Chemoreceptors -

• (-)
(+)

HYPOTHALAMUS

. - - - - - (+--,)
- - -PRESSOR (- ) AREA

!

(+)
DEPRESSOR
AREA

CVC

j

I

(+)-

.__..,......._, (- )-

}

Medulla

Baroreceptors
Chemoreceptors

J)

(+)

SYMPATHETIC
PRE GANGLIONIC
NEURONS

}Spinal cord
(-)

IHeart i
(+) IBlood Vessels I

(+)

' - - - - - - - -•

Fig. 39.6 Effect of various afferent discharges on medullary cardiovascular centres:
vasomotor centre (VMC) and cardiac vagal centre (CVC) i.e. nucleus ambiguus (NA). (+) : stimulation; (-) : inhibition

Important _Note

If the stretch is prevented by surrounding the wall
with a closely applied rigid plaster of Paris cast, the
receptors do not respond when the intraluminal
pressure is raised. Clinical significance: Baroreceptor
Resetting, page 394.

Classification and location - Refer Table 39.3
Innervation

Except the carotid sinus which is supplied by carotid sinus
nerve (branch of glossopharyngeal nerve), all the other
baroreceptors are supplied by vagus nerve. (Fig. 39.7)

•
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Table 39.3: Classificatio n and Location of Barorecepto rs

ARTERIAL

(located in the walls of blood vessels,
distributed mainly in adventitial layer)

CARDIAC
(located in the walls of the heart,
'subendocardial' distribution)
Examples:

PULMO ARY
SYSTEMIC
pulmonary trunk and
Examples :
its division into right
1. Carotid sinus i.e. dilated
and left pulmonary
initial part of internal
artery
carotid artery.
2. Aortic arch i.e. transverse
part of arch of aorta.
3. Root of right subclavian
artery.
4. Junction of thyroid artery
with common carotid artery.

1. Atrio-cnval receptors - located at junction

of right atrium with inferior and superior
vena cavae.
2. Pulmonary tie/to-atrial receptors - located
at junction of pulmonary vein with left
atrium.
3. Atrial receptors - scattered throughout the
atria and inter-atrial septum.
4. Ventricular receptors - scattered throughout
the left ventricle and interventncula septum.

Carotid sinus nerve to nerve IX

•

Right Internal carotid artery - - - - - - - - -

Left Internal Carotid artery

Right External carotid artery - - - - -•
' -- - - - - Left External Carotid artery

Vagus nerve X

Right subclavian artery _ _ __.

I .

·..

Ascending aorta - --

Fig. 39.7 Systemic arterial baroreceptors ( location and innervation)

O
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The afferents from most of the baroreceptors end in
the nucleus of tractus solitarius (NTS), where they secrete
an excitatonJ neurotransmitter, glutamic acid (Fig. 39.8).
The excitatory g lutaminergic projections from the NTS
terminate on to the:
(i) 'pressor' area of the VMC, where they stimulate
GABA-secreting inhibitory neurons; and
(ii) nucleus ambiguus and dorsal motor nucleus of the
vagus, to activate their neurons.
Therefore, increased baroreceptor discharge inhibits the
tonic discharge of pressor area of the VMC and excites
the cardiac vagal centre (CVC).
Baroreceptor
afferents

(GA)

IX Nerve_.

-, -_ ...:;
-c'rf---_,-.
/ _ -,
-'lr(!'.1'-3'
f!.

I
I

-X Nerve-\
I

\

I

\I
Carotid
sinus

'A

\ J---.1__.__

(ii) At mean B.P. of 200 mmHg, rate of baroreceptor

discharge being maximum, the degree of inhibition
of 'VMC' and stimulation of 'CVC' are maximal.

UM§
Baroreceptors r esp ond m uch more rapidly to
pulsatile (i.e. changing) pressure than to a stationary
pressure.

..
4. At normal mean B.P. of 95-100 mmHg, baroreceptors
discharge at a slow rate and are responsible for reflex
vagal tone (page 324).
5. When mean B.P. decreases, baroreceptor discharge
decreases, causing less inhibition of 'VMC' and less
stimulation of 'CVC'. This results in reflex increase
in sympathetic activity and reflex decrease in vagal
activity. The net effect is, prevents any fall in B.P.
6. Conversely, when mean B.P. rises, baroreceptor
discharge increases, causing more inhibition of 'VMC'
and more stimulation of 'CVC'. This results in fall in
sympathetic activity and rise in vagal actvity. The net
effect is, prevent any rise in B.P.
The carotid sinus nerve from carotid sinus and aortic
nerve (branch of vagus) from arch of aorta together
known as sino-aortic nerves prevent any rise or fall
in systemic B.P. Sino-aortic nerves, thus, act as B.P. •
regulators and are, therefore, called as B11frer I\enies.
Important Notes

Fig. 39.8 Pathway for medullary regulation of cardiovascular
system-also see to Fig. 39.3
(NTS: nucleus of tractus solitarius; NA: nucleus ambiguus;
DNV: dorsal motor nucleus of vagus; GA: glutarnic acid;
PA: pressor area ofVMC)

l

---

Systemic arterial baroreceptors
Salient features

1. The activity of the neurons in 'VMC' is inherently
tonic and is increased by cutting the sino-aortic
nerves.
2. The different afferent fibers which converge on
the 'CVC' can increase its tonic activity and are
responsible for the reflex vagal tone. Thus maintain
a slower heart rate at rest. Cutting the sino-aortic
nerves abolishes ' vagal tone'. This indicates that
'CVC' neurons are not tonically active unless they
get activated by these afferent nerves.

1. They are sensitive to stretch and their discharge is
caused by a rise of pressure expanding the arterial wall.
2. The afferents from these receptors synapse with the

neurons of 'VMC' and 'CVC'. The normal tonic effect
of these stretch receptors discharge causes reflex
inhibition of 'VMC' and reflex stimulation of 'CVC'.
3. Range of operation of these baroreceptors is between
60-200 mmHg mean blood pressure, i.e.
(i) a mean B.P. of approx. 60 mrnHg is required in the
systemic arterial B.P. before any reflex inhibition
of 'VMC' and reflex stimulation of 'CVC' is seen.
This is called tlireslwld of Bnroreccl'tor Refln .

7. Integrity of the baroreceptor reflex can be tested with
the valsalva maneuver (i.e. expiring against a closed glottis). This causes an increase in intrathoracic
pressure, which decreases venous return and arterial
B.P. If the baroreceptor reflex is intact, the decrease .,.
in arterial B.P. is sensed by the baroreceptors and
an increase in heart rate would be noted. When the
person stops the maneuver, there is a rebound increase
in venous return and arterial B.P., resulting in reflex
decrease in heart rate.

-r

r
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Important Note

The marked increase in systemic B.P. due to nerve
involvement is called neurogenic hypertension.

Cardiac Baroreceptors
Classification and location (page 329)
• Innervation

All cardiac baroreceptors are innervated by vagus nerve
i.e. Xth cranial nerve.
1. Atrio-caval aud p11lmonan1 11eno-atrial receptors
(discovered by A.S. Painta/, an Indian Scientist in 1953).
These are of 3 types:
(i) 'A' type receptors - These receptors discharge during
atrial systole only and their impulse activity occurs
in the 'PR interval' of the E.C.G. (Fig. 39.9)
(ii) 'B' type receptors (a) These receptors discharge late in diastole, at the
time of peak atrial filling i.e. discharge just before
the onset of atrial contraction and reach peak
after the T-wave of E.C.G. (Fig. 39.9)

ECG

_,..

I

II

type A discharge
pattern

----l>------1>-----...D- type
B discharge
pattern
Fig. 39.9 Pattern of right atrium receptor discharge as recorded
from vagus nerve and its correlation with ECG

(b) Rate of discharge of receptors is directly
proportional to the venous return (intensity of
atrial filling). This shows that these receptors
respond primarily to distension of atrial walls,
and are called as volume receptors. Thus, they
provide information about the circulating blood
volume i.e. bigger the venous return, greater will
be the discharge from the receptor fibers.
(iii) Intermediate type of receptors
(a) These receptors discharge both during atrial
systole and diastole. Their discharge is
characterised by an 'A' type receptors discharge
followed by 'B' type receptors discharge.
(b) Their stimulation produces tachycardia due
to stretching of SA nodal fibers, hypotension
and can also modify the output of ADH;
because increased distension of left atrium
produces moderate diuresis (probably due to
reflex secretion of a diuretic hormone from the

hypothalamus or due to decrease ADH secretion)
(Also see to page 672).

Pl,ysiologrcal Signifit mzc
Bainbridge Reflex (Bainbridge, 1918)
Rapid perfusion of blood or saline in anaesthetized
animals produces a rise in heart rate if the initial heart
rate is low. Atrial receptors of both sides of the heart may
be responsible for the Bainbridge Reflex, because distension
of pulmonary veno-atrial orifice or distension of a pouch
of the LA or distension of superior venacaval-right atrial
junction produces reflex tachycardia.
2. '\trial receptors
These receptors are innervated by non-myelinated
C-fibers of vagus nerve, therefore also called as
Non-Myelinated Atrial Afferents. The receptors are scattered
throughout the atria and the inter-atrial septum; their
discharge is sparse (1 impulse/ sec) and is irregular.
Function: Increase in atrial pressure increases their
impulse activity resulting into reflex vasodilatation,
specially in renal vascular circuit.
3. Ve11tric11lar receptors

These receptors are located in the left ventricle and
inter-ventricular septum. They discharge irregularly @
1 impulse/ sec. They get stimulated either by chemicals
e.g. injection of veratridine, serotonin or nicotine into the
coronary arteries (supplying left ventricle) or pulmonary
artery or by partial occlusion of aorta or coronary sinus or
by substances released from the damaged myocardium.
Reflex effects include: apnoea, profound bradycardia and
hypotension. The fall in B.P. may be due to reflex inhibition
of sympathetic discharge, specially in renal circuit
called Bezold-Jarisch reflex or coronary-chemoreflex or
pulmonary chemoreflex.

Clinical siK11ificm1ce
Strong emotions (vaso-vagal syncope) or sudden heart
attack (acute myocardial infarction) may be associated
with profound bradycardia, hypotension and apnoea
due to reflex aroused by activation of these ventricular
receptors.
CHEMORECEPTORS
These receptors are sensitive to change in blood chemistry.
Their main function is to keep alveolar pCO2 at normal
level of 40 mmHg and also to maintain arterial pO2,
pCO2 and pH. The important chemoreceptors are (Fig.
48.5, page 444):
l. Carotid bodies - These are located near common carotid
artery bifurcation and are innervated by carotid sinus
nerve, branch of glossopharyngeal nerve.
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2. Aortic bodies - These are scattered around aortic arch
and are innervated by aortic nerve, branch of vagus
nerve.
Afferent fibers from these chemoreceptors ascend to
relay in nucleus of tractus solitarius (NTS) of medulla.
These bodies get stimulated by chemical changes in the
blood. For example:
(i) hypoxia (02 lack)
(ii) hypercapnia (accumulation of CO )
2
(iii) asphyxia (hypoxia plus hypercapnia), and
(iv) acidemia (fall in blood pH).
At rest chemoreceptor activity contributes little to
cardiovascular features because they operate between
40-100 mmHg mean B.P. When these receptors get
stimulated, they stimulate the 'VMC' and respiratory
neurons in the medulla producing 'pressor' effects with
increase in rate and depth of respiration.

i.e. cortical and sub-cortical structures which form a
ring around the brain stem ('limbus' means a ring).
Important Note

The cholinergic sympathetic vasodilator fibers of
sympatl,eticvasodilatorsystem (page 326) also discharge
in response to emotions. This system originates in
the cerebral cortex, relays in the hypothalam us and
midbrain, and passes through the medulla without
relay to the sympathetic neurons located in the
intermediol ateral grey column of the spinal cord.
Their pre-ganglio nic fibers pass into the sympathetic
trunk to activate post-gangli onic fibers that secrete
A-ch at their endings ig. 39.10. (Also refer to page
378)

CORTICO HYPOTHAL AMIC
DESCENDI NG PATHWAYS
This pathway is the descending tract to medullary centres

('VMC' and 'CVC') from cerebral cortex particularly the
limbic cortex (page 1024) that relays in hypothalamus.
These fibers discharge sporadically (scattered manner)
in response to emotions producing emotional effects on
CVS. For example:
1. Sexual or other type of excitement, fear, anger, rage
etc. increase sympathetic activity producing 'pressor
effects' i.e. increase in heart rate, blood pressure, etc.
2. Conversely, sudden shock, grief, apprehensio n etc.
decrease sympathetic activity causing fall in heart rate
and blood pressure.
These effects are induced by stimulation of limbic system
SUMMARY

Heart

Postganglionic
sympathetic efferents

-

~ I

/.···..•···········..,.
•••·· A-ch
.......

't

Blood

vessels

O

~ -+ --i.l

Spinal
cord

/

f..-··

,.
Pn~:S,,~~:ral

A-ch

Fig. 39 I O Sympathetic vasodilator system

CARDIO-VASCULAR REGULATORY MECHANISMS

LOCAL
:t\utoregulatory' Mechanisms (by basal myogenic tone)
- Role of endothelial cells (nitric oxide; endothelins)
CHEMICAL

t Vasodilator peptides : Kinins-bradykinin

SYSTEMIC

NEURAL

2. Vasoconstrictors: catecholamines; ang1otensin II; ADH in high dose

AUTONOMIC REGULATION

t

MEDULLARY REGULATION

Gardiac innervation
Peripheral Vascular innervation
Vasomotor Centre (VMC) Cardiac Vagal Centre
1. Sympathetic (T1 to T 5)
1. Sympathetic Vasoconstriction (T to ~)
influenced by ___J
1
2. Parasympathetic (Vagus) 2. Vasodilatation
1. Baroreceptors
(i) Reduction of Sympathetic tone
2. Chemoreceptors
(ii) Vasodilator nerves activation
3. Corticohypothalamic descending pathways
(iii) Dorsal root Vasodilatation

I
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1. Write short notes on:
(i) Autoregulation of blood flow
(iii) Axon reflex
(v) Factors influencingVMC and cardiac vagal centre
(vii) Volume receptors
(ix) Bainbridge reflex
(xi) Emotional effects on CVS
(xiii) Buffer nerves

(ii) Sympathetic vasodilator nerves
(iv) Medullary cardiovascular centre
(vi) Neurogenic hypertension
(viii) Systemic baroreceptors
(x) Bezold Jarisch reflex
(xii) Factors affecting basal myogenic tone

2. How can vasodilatation in parts of the vascular system be achieved?

3. ls the term VMC appropriate? Explain.
4. Classify baroreceptors and gjve their innervation.

5. What determines the reflex vagal tone to the heart?

6. How do kinins produce inflammation?
7. What will happen if:
(i) If nitric oxide deficiency occurs in the blood vessels.
(ii) Both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves to heart are cut.
(ill) Plastercine is put around the baroreceptors and pressure within them is raised.
(iv) Bilateral occlusion of common carotid artery is performed in an an imal with vagi cut.
(v) Nucleus of tractus solitarius is bilaterally destroyed.
(vi) If respiratory chemoreceptors get activated.
(vii) If spinal cord is transected in the lower cervical segment.

8. Draw well labelled diagram to show:
(i) Autonomic regulation of the heart
{ii) Axon reflex
(iii) Medullary regulation of CVS
(iv) Sympathetic vasodilator system
(v) Location and innervation of systemic arterial baroreceptors

1. Autoregulation phenomenon:
(a) Refers to the capacity of tissues regulate their own blood flow despite fluctuations in perfusion pressure
(b) ls seen in all vital organs of the body
(c) Is brought about by the presence of basal myogenic tone in the blood vessels of body organs
(d) All of the above
2. All of the followings are the action of endothelins except:
(a) Contracts vascular smooth muscles
(b)
(c) Produces bronchoconstriction
(d)
3. Most potent vasopressor is:
(a) Angiotensin ll
(b) Renin
(c)
4. A stronger than normal heart might be observed during:
(a) Sympathetic stimulation (b) Myocardial ischemia
(c)

Increases heart rate and force of contraction of myocardium
Increases GFR
Aldosterone

(d) Cortisol

Stokes-Adams syndrome (d) Atrial fibrillation

5. Parasympathetic system affects CVS mainly by altering:
(a) Vascular resistance
(b) Vascular compliance
(c) Force of contraction of heart
(d) Heart rate
6. When spinal cord is cut at the level ofT1:

(a) The arterioles are constricted
(c) The sympathetic vasoconstrictors are stimulated

(b) The blood pressure falls
(d) Quadriplegia occurs

7. In axon reflex, neurotransmitter responsible to produce long lasting cutaneous arteriolar dilata tion is:
(b) Substance P
(c) Acetyl choline
(d) K• released from the damaged cells
(a) Serotonin
8. Axon reflex is so called because:
(a) It produces long lasting cutaneous arteriolar vasodilatation
(b) Afferent impulse from skin are conducted via axons in orthodromic fashion to reach the spinal cord
(c) It is a local neural response and does not involve CNS connections
(d) It is a superficial reflex and mediated via nerve fibers
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9. Increased pressure in the carotid sinus causes aJl of the following, except:
(a) Reflex slowing of the heart rate
(b) Increased vagal stimulation of the heart
(c) Reflex dilatation of the peripheral blood vessels
(d) Increased sympathetic stimulation of the heart
10. Increased pressure within carotid sinus produces:
(a) Reflex increase in venous pressure
(c) Reflex bradycardia

(b) Reflex hyperpnoea
(d) Increase in heart rate

11. Threshold of baroreceptor reflex is seen at mean blood pressure of:
(b) 40 mmHg
(c) 60 mmHg
(a) 15 mmHg

(d) 80-200 mmHg

12. Cutting the sino-aortic nerves:
(a) Increases the activity of neurons in vasomotor centre
(c) Increases the activity of cardiac vagal centre

(b) Decreases the activity of neurons in vasomotor centre
(d) Bradycardia occurs

13. Volume receptors:
(a) Discharge with onset of atrial contraction
(c) Provide information about circulating blood volume

(b) Discharge both during atrial systole and diastole
(d) Help in regulation of systemic arterial BP

14. Sudden death may occur in an individual following a massive heart attack due to activation of:
(b) Cushing reflex
(c) Bezold Jarisch reflex
(d) Hering-Breurer reflex
(a) Bainbridge reflex
15. Emotional effects on CVS are result of activation of:
(a) Baroreceptors
(c) Corticohypothalamic descending pathways

(b) Chemoreceptors
(d) Cerebral cortex.

16. Circuliltory adjustments in the body under different situations is primarily brought about by all of the following except:
(a) Alteration in the arteriolar diameter
(b) Alteration in the capacity of the venous reservoirs
(c) Alteration in the output of the heart
(d) Alteration in the tone of the shunt vessels

17. Nitric Oxide:
(a) Also called endothelium derived relaxing factor (EDRF) (b) Deficiency is associated with hypotension
(c) Produces smooth muscle relaxation throughout the body (d) Helps in formation of new blood vessels
18. The portion of the mammalian heart which is not innervated by vagus nerve is:
(a) SA node
(b) AV node
(c) Muscles of the atria

(d) Muscles of the ventricles

19. Which one of the following effects in the heart would not be a result of increased vagal nerve activity?
(b) Decreased S-T interval
(a) Acetykholine release at the nerve endings
(c) Bradycardia
(d) Hyperpolarization of the S-A node
20. The difference between the resting heart rate before and after vagotomy:
(a) 75 beats per minute
(b) 120 beats per minute
(c) 180 beats per minute
(d) Gives a measure of the degee of vagal tone
21. Vasomotor centre:
(a) Produces only increase in sympathetic activity
(b) Produces only decrease in sympathetic activity
(c) Can produce either increase or decrease in sympathetic activity
(d) The only centre in the medulla to bring about regulation of CVS

22. The main inhibitary centre of heart is:
(a) Nucleus tractus solitarius
(c) Nucleus parabrachialis

(b) Nucleus ambiguus
(d) Dorsal nucleus of vagus

23. Range of operation of baroreceptors is between:
(a) 0-60 mmHg
·
(b) 0-200 mrnHg

(c) 60-200 mmHg

(d) 150-200 mmHg

24. Sino-aortic nerves are caJled as buffer nerves because:
(a) They originate from vagus nerve
(b) They innervate both baroreceptors and chemoreceptors
(c) They buffer any alteration in blood pH
(d) They act as BP regulators

1
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1. (d) 2. (d)
)6. (d) 17. (a)

3. (a)
4. (a)
18. (d) 19. (b)

5. (d) - 6. (b)
20. (d) 21. (c)

7. (b)
22. (b)

8. (c)
23. (c)

9. (d)
24. (d)

---CXX).....---

10. (c)

11. (c)

12. (a)

13. (c)

14. (c)

15. (c)
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The Heart Rate

..
I. Factors Affecting Heart Rate
II. Control of Heart Rate

Normal resting heart rate (HR) in adults is 70-80 beats
per minute (bpm).

4. Drugs

(i) , I 1_ t. hr "le increases HR due to its direct action
on the heart.
(ii)
,r1_'1 1
(NE) increases HR due to its
direct effect on the heart, but its 'pressor' action
stimulates the baroreceptors causing reflex increase
in vagal tone to overcome direct effect and produces
bradycardia.
(iii) Bainbridge reflex (page 331).

FACTORS AFFECTING HEART RATE
1. Age
After birth, as age increases, v$al tone increases andJ!R
decreases, but in old age HR is slightly h igher due to fall
in vagal tone.
140-150 bpm
foetal HR
130-140 bpm
at birth
upto 100 bpm
at 12 years
70-80 bpm
adults
upto 100 bpm
old age
2. Sex
HR is slightly higher in females as compared to males

=

5. Diseases

(i)

due to:
<:2 > c?
(i) lower systemic B.P.; and
(ii) resting sympathetic tone is more.
3. Body tempei j
ture
(i) For each 1°F ise in body temperature, HR increases
by about
pm due to its direct effect on SA node.
It also produces cutaneous yasodilatation causing
fall in systemic B.P.
{ii) Conversely, fall in body temperature decreases the HR.
It also produces vasoconstriction causing B.P~ to rise.
Thus, HR is inversely related to the systemic B.P.,

.,c.

above 33 mmHg
(normal 0-7 mmHg) decreases blood supply to
medulla producing local hypoxia and hypercapnia.
This directly stimulates the medullary centre
(VMC) which tends to restore normal blood supply
to medulla by increasing systemic B.P. Increase in
B.P. via baroreceptors mechanism stimulates vagal
outflow to cause decrease in HR and respiration.
Thus increased intracranial tension is associated with
bradycardia, a reflex called Cushing reflex.
l

., 1-,t

ri1

c.1510

(ii) I h) ro

~,
(hypersecretion of thyroid hormone)
is associated with high resting HR as thyroxine
produces:
(a) direct positive chronotropic effect on the
heart; and l
\..\ P.1
(b) potentiates the action of circulating
catecholamines.
(iii) l.ypo via stimulation of chemoreceptors increases
the HR and systemic B.P.

,eferred to as Ma"Y's Law.
Important Note

In general, stimuli that increase the HR also increase
the B.P., whereas those that decrease the HR
lower the BP. However, there are exceptions such as
during exercise, fever, Cushing reflex (see below),
haemorrhagic shock (page 387) etc.

6. Emotional stimuli
Emotions such as excitement, fear, anger etc. are associated

tSf,:2.fl
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with tachycardia and hypertension whereas sudden shock,
grief, apprehension are associated with bradycardia and
hypotension. The emotional effects on CVS are mediated
through corticohypothalarnic descending pathways
(page 332).
7. Exercise

HR increases in linearity with the severity of exercise. The
heart rate increases during exercise due to:
(i) increase in sympathetic activity
(ii) decrease in vagal tone
(iii) increase in body temperature
(iv) release of catecholamines and thyroxine into the
circulation
(v) change in blood chemistry e.g. hypoxia, hypercapnia
and acidernia.
. ful . u1·
\)aJ.ON..Ot'>"<
8. Pam
stim 1
I CVJ-.~
(i) Superfiual pain is carried by unmyijinated 'C' fibers

f 'VMC'. Therefore,
to synapse with wessor
their activation causes sympa etic stimulation
producing tachycardia and rise in .P.
(ii) Pain arising from deep boay tissues · c
es
area
myelinated A 6 fibers to synapse with
of 'VMC'. Therefore, their stimulation causes ;verall
sympathetic inhibition producing bradycardia and
fall in systemic B.P.

ba.roreceptors (carotid sinus and aortic arch). Impulses
from these ba.roreceptors travel in sino-aortic nerves into
the nucleus of tractus solita.rius (NTS) in the medulla
where they relay, second order neurons then excite the
cell bodies of the nucleus ambiguus (NA). These are the cell
bodies of the vagal motor neurons which course down I
the vagus to innervate the heart. Therefore, 'NA' is also.
called as Cardiac Vagal Centre (CVC).
...
Impulse activity of the motor neurons in the cardiac vagal centre (CVC) i.e. nucleus ambiguus depends mainly •
on baroreceptor input which in turn depends on:
(1) the height of mean arterial BP; and
(2) the pulse pressure.
Interaction of heart rate and respiration

Normally ba.roreceptor input is phasically interrupted by
the activity of the 'inspiratory centre'. How? (Fig. 40.1)
Neuronal activity of inspiratory neurons in the medulla,
besides initiating inspiration also discharges to nucleus
of tractus solitarius (NTS) and nucleus ambiguus (NA)
and inhibits both the relays of the baroreceptors-NTSNA pathway; thus, inhibiting the cardiac vagal motor
discharge. This is why HR increases with inspiration and
decreases during expiration, a phenomenon called Sinus -..
Arrhythmia.
Important Note

9. Respiration
HR increases with inspira ion and decreases during
expiration, a phenomenon called sinus arrhythmia
(mechanism, see below).

Cell bodies in 'NA' also discharge via recurrent
laryngeal nerve to intrinsic (abductor) muscles of
the larynx, therefore, as inspiration occurs, impulses
from 'NA' cause widening of laryngeal opening.

_

CONTROL OF HEART RATE

B. ROLE OF MEDULLARY CARDIOVASCULAR
CENTRES

\. J) '1e (/ n l < tptor
These a.re solely responsible for resting vagal tone in the
normally breathing individual, because:
(1) Their reflex pathway via Sino-Aortic nerves includes,
synapses in the 'NTS'; axons from 'NTS' pass by
monosynaptic or polysynaptic relays to the NA and
then from NA via the vagi to the heart.
(2) Collateral branches of Sino-~ortic Nerves cause
mild inhibition of neurons of the inspira tory center and, therefore, produce negligible influence on
respiration.

Medullary cardiovascular centres include 'VMC' and
cardiac vagal centre (nucleus ambiguus). Both these
centres in turn get influenced by afferents converging
on them from baroreceptors, chemoreceptors and
corticohypothalarnic descending pathways. (page 328).
Cardiac vagal impulse activity is reflex in origin and
gets modified by impulses from the systemic arterial

B. Roh of C/1e111oreccptor
They also relay in the NTS and cause marked stimulation
of neurons of inspiratory center. In Eupnoea (normal
respiration), chemoreceptor input is of less significance,
but in hypoxia, produces marked liyperpnoea (increase in
frequency of respiration). How?

Control of HR is primarily determined by two mechanisms:
cardiac innervation and medullary cardiovascular
centres.
A. ROLE OF CARDIAC INNERVATION
It consists of the innervation of the heart by two divisions

of ANS viz. sympathetic and parasympathetic (page
324).
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/n.spiratory centre

(+) Stimulation
(-) Inhibition
Chemoreceptor
afferent
Nucleus ambiguus

(·

carotid body _ _,___

L

Baroreceptor
afferent

~

oo•••••=,,.J

Nucleus of tractus solltarius

Carotid sinus

I Pathways relating interaction of cardiac and respiratory reflexes

However, in hypoxia, chemoreceptor stimulation causes
reflex marked stimulation of inspiratory center neurons
which overrides chemoreceptors reflex vagal bradycardia
producing mark,~d hyperpnoea.

In eupnoea, inspiratory center neuronal discharge
normally Gates (controls) the baroreceptor inputs relay
to the 'NA' (gating may be at the ' NTS' or 'NA' or both).
The effect is to prevent cardiac vagal discharge during
inspiration.

tMffMMiH,ti

.. . . . . . . . .lliliMllillllliL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

;_

1. Give physiological significance of:

(i)
(ii)
(ill)
(iv)
(v)

Marey's law
Tachycardia
Bradycardia
Cushing reflex
Bainbridge reflex

2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Emotional stimuli can either produce tachycardia or bradycardia in a person
(ii) Sinus arrhythmia
(ill) Increase HR during exercise
3. Write short notes on:
(i) Effect of painful stimuli on HR
(ii) Control of HR and factors affecting it
(iii) Interaction between HR and respiration

.

,.,- hti·I
1. Marey's law denotes relationship between heart rate and:

.....

(a) Conductivity
(c) Blood volume

(b) Force of contraction
(d) Blood pressure

2. Cushing's reflex helps in maintaining:

(a) Coronary blood flow
(c) Hepatic blood flow

(b) Cerebral blood flow
(d) Skin blood flow

3. Heart rate is slowed by the following except:
(a) Expiratio n

(c) Increased intra-craniaJ pressure

(b) Fear
(d) H ypoxia
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4. Heart rate increases with inspiration, a phenomenon called:
(a) Marcy's Law
(b) Cushing reflex
(c) Sinus arrhythmia
(d) Bainbridge reflex
5. Impulse activity of the motor neurons in the nucleus ambiguus depends mainly on:
(a) Baroreceptor input
(b) Chemoreceptor input
(c) Corticohypothalamic descending pathway input
(d) All of the above
6. In Cushing's reflex, there is:
(a) i HR, i BP
(b) tHR, iBP
(c) i HR, J, BP
(d) J, HR, J, BP
7. Heart rate is accelerated by the following except:
(a) Inspiration
(b) Grief
(c) Exercise
(d) Anger
8. Resting vagal tone in a normally breathing individual is due to:
(a) Baroreceptor activity
(b) Chemoreceptor activity
(c) Cerebral cortex activity
(d) Inspiratory centre activity

1. (d)

2. (b)

3. (d)

4. (c)

5. (a)

6. (b)

7. (b)

'

8. (a)

---,(XX)>----

-

The Cardiac Output
•
1. Definition
II. Distribution
lll. Control of Cardiac Output

f

(A) Control of heart rate (Extrinsic Autoregulation)

(B) Control of stroke volume (Intrinsic Autoregulation)
2. Homometric regulation

1. Heterometric regulation - factors affecting venous return

Iv. Methods of measurement of Cardiac output

DEFINmON

Important Note

The amount of blood pumped out by each ventricle into
the circulation per minute is called rnrcli,u 1mt1111 (C.OJ.
The amount of blood pumped by each ventricle per beat
is called Stroke Volume (S\) - Normal: 80 mL.
Therefore, cardiac output can be calculated as: heart
rate x stroke volume. Normally it is 5-6 L/ min (average:
e5.5 L/min). The output of the two ventricles is exactly the
.. same. Thus, each ventricle pumps 5-6L of blood into the
=-- circulation per minute. This is made possible since the
two ventricles are connected in series.

Of the total 'CO', 75¾ is distributed to the vital organs
of the body.

CONTROL OF CARDIAC OUTPUT
~ 1111

l'n110rtn111'
The two pumps right and left ventricles (RV and LV)
pump exactly the same quantity of blood per unit time.
The accuracy with which this adjustment is made can be
understood by considering what would happen if the 'RV'
output exceeds the 'LV' output by as little as 0.1 mL/ beat,
equivalent to 7 mL/ min. Then in a period of 3 hours, the
pulmonary blood volume would have increased by more
than 1 litre (7 x 60 x 3 = 1260 mL). This will prevent the
optimal exchange of gases across the lungs and result in
severe pulmonary insufficiency.
As cardiac output is a product of function of heart
rate (HR) and stroke volume (SV), variations in cardiac
output can be produced by changes in 'HR' or 'SV' or
both. Therefore, cardiac output is controlled by two main
regulatory process:
A. Control of 'HR' or Extrinsic autoregulation; and
B. Control of 'SV' or Intrinsic autoregulation.

Cardiac Index

As the 'CO' changes with height and weight of the
individual, therefore, the 'CO' is frequently stated in terms
of Cardine Index.It is the 'CO' expressed as a function of
body surface area. Normal value: 3.2L/ m 2/ min.

DISTRIBUTION
Body organ

..
"

Amount flow
of blood
(mUmin)

Percentage of
total 'CO'

Liver

1500

25%

Kidneys

1300

approx. 25%

Brain

Lungs
Heart
Skeletal muscle and
other body organs

Skin

=]

Factors affecting cardiac output: All the condition that
affect either the heart rate (page 335) or stroke volume

1500

250

:]

Important Note
75%

(fig:.. 41.1 and 4 .3) or both will produce variations in

25%

the cardiac output.
A. CONTROL OF HEART RATE
or EXTRINSIC AUTOREGULATION
It is primarily governed by 'Cardiac innervation'
and cardiovascular centres located in the medulla

1500
25%
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(vasomotor centre, VMC and Cardiac Vagal Centre, CVC)
(page 323).

Table 41.1: Thl' mam dittcrentJ.1tmg fl·dtures
bet\H'L'n I ll'tcronwtric and I lomonwtnc 1egul.iton
nwchanisrns
,

B. CONTROL OF STROKE VOLUME
or INTRINSIC AUTOREGULATION
It is governed by 'Two' mechanisms:
1. Heterometric Regulation; and

Heterometric Regulation

2. Homometric Regulation.
For differentiating features between the two, refer Table
41.1.)
1. Heterometric Regulation

The force of contraction of the myocardium is dependent
upon its pre-load and after load. The~ -load is the degree
to which the myocardium is stretched before it contracts;
and the
lo~ is the resistance against which the
ventriclespump the blood (page 180).
The relationship between the extent of pre-load (i.e.
initial length of muscle fiber) and the total tension
developed in the cardiac muscle is given by Length-Tension
Relationship in cardiac muscle as given by Frank-Starling
ldllJl of the heart (page 182).
In the heart, extent of 'pre-load' is directly proportional
to the end-diastolic volume (EDV) i.e. amount of blood
remaining in the ventricles at the end of diastole. Any
factor which increases venous return (VR) i.e. volume of
blood returning to heart will increase 'EDV'. Therefore,
more is 'EDV', more will be stretching of the myocardium,
i.e. initial length of cardiac muscle fiber; and more will be
the force of contraction of the myocardium. (Fig. 41.1)

Homometric Regulation

1. Hetero means different;
metric means measure.
Therefore, here change in
myocardial contractility
varies with the initial
(resting) length of cardiac
muscle fibers. Thus
within physiological
limits, force of ventricular
contraction is directly
proportional to the initial
length of muscle fibers
(Frank-Starling law of the
heart) (page 182).

1. Homo means same;

2. This effect is independent
of cardiac innervation.

2. This effect is depende11t on

therefore, here change in
myocardial contractility is
i111iepe11de11t of the resting
length of cardiac muscle
fibers.

cardiac innervation. For
example,
(i) Sympathetic
stimulation increases,
and
(ii) parasympathetic

stimulation
decreases myocardial
contractility.

Factors affecting venous return
1. Thorne ,c Pump or Respiratory pump
The normal intra-thoracic pressure (i.e. pressure within •

the chest, but outside the lungs) at the end of expiration

(Frank-Starling curve)

i

Force of
contraction
of myocardium

I
Initial length of myocardial
fibers
determines

Stretching of Myocardium (i.e. Extent of Preload)

Increased by

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increase in total blood volume
atrial contraction (aid ventricular filling)
increase pumping action of skeletal muscle (e.g. exercise)
Increase venous tone
decrease in intra-thoracic pressure (e.g. during inspiration)

,

Decreased by

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

decrease in total blood volume
increase in intrapericardlal pressure
decrease in ventricular compliance e.g. M.I.; infiltrative diseases
body position (sitting or standing)
increase in intra-thoracic pressure (e.g. during forceful expiration)

Fig. 41.1 Heterometric regulation of cardiac output: length-tension relationship (Frank-Starling Curve) with major factors affecting it
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is sub-atmospheric, (-2 mmHg). During inspiration:
(i) Intra-thoracic pressure decreases to-5 mmHg causing
less pressure over larger veins and arteries; and
(ii) descent of diaphragm, increases intra-abdominal
pressure to squeeze blood out of the abdomen.
• These two factors combine to favour venous return to
the heart during inspiration.
• 2. Car,fiac Pump
•
(i) Vis A Tergo i.e. force from behind which drives the
blood forward.
'VR' is mostly dependent on the forward push from
behind (vis a tergo) i.e. the propelling force which
is imparted by: (a} the co.!1!!2ction of the heart to
the blood during its passage through the heart. This
is assisted by the (b) i:,lastic recQil of arterial walJ
(Windkessel effect, page 311), therefore, the blood
enters the venules with an appreciable pressure
higher than that of right atrium (RA). The flow of
blood in the veins is, therefore, towards the heart.
(ii) Vis A Fronte i.e. force acting from the front to attract
blood in the veins towards the heart. It is exerted
by the contraction of the ventricles and has 2
components:
(a) Ventrirnlar systolic suction: Ventricular systole
causes descent of A-V junction and enlarges
great venous reservoirs i.e. atria and venae
cavae (SVC and IVC) and atrial pressure
drops. Thus by its piston like downward
movement attracts blood from the greater
•
veins into the atria.
(b) Ventricular diastolic suction: Ventricular diastole
causes sudden decrease in atrial pressure,
increases venous blood flow into the atrium.
3. \lhi~·clt Pm111,

With the rhythmic contraction of the skeletal muscles,
the venous segments are squeezed and the rise of
pressure forces blood towards the heart out of each
successive segment; the venous valves prevent back
flow (Fig. 41.2) . As soon as the muscles relax the
depleted segments are promptly refilled from the more
peripheral venous channels and also from the superficial
veins via their valved communicating channels. The
more frequent and powerful such rhythmic movements
are, the more efficient is the muscle pumping.
4. Total Blood Volume
Increase in total blood volume increases, while decrease
in total volume decreases the 'VR'.
5. Ca11acity of the Ve11011 System
Veins are capacitance vessels. Increase sympathetic
activity, increases venous tone, thus increase 'VR'.
6. BodlJ Position
In standing posture, peripheral pooling of blood occurs
and 'VR' decreases.

O
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--------To heart

Valve open

.:.,
(A) Relaxed skeletal
muscles

(B) Contracted
skeletal muscles

Fig. 41 .2 Role of skeletal muscle contractions and venous val:Jes
in the venous return
'--

--

--

--

------

7. \tuctric1 /11r Com11Ji wr. (d;sti , tbili 11)

Following myocardial infarction (heart attack) the
damaged myocardium becomes fibrotic and nonfunctional and ventricular compliance decreases. This
decreases the 'VR'. Similarly, 'VR' decreases with
infiltrative diseases of the heart and an increase in
intra-pericardia} pressure.
2. Homometric Regulation
Here myocardial contractility increases without an increase
in initial length of cardiac muscle fibers. The myocardial
contractility differs from force of contraction of the
myocardium.
T11cret1'-1 d m1Joc,1 ·,I 1/ coutrm til1t11 means:
1. Ventricles are able to do more work per stroke at a
given ventricular end diastolic pressure (FDP).
2. The ventricles develop
more rapidly.
3. The myocardial fiber ~ort;ens., rnore quickly.
4. Ejection of blood is faster.
5. The gyration of myocardial contraction is brief.
6. Rate of ventricular pressure fal] or relaxation, is
faster, even when the diastolic ventricular volume
and stroke volume are not appreciably altered.
This is possible since cardiac muscle can alter its work
and power (i.e. rate of working) at any one load and muscle
length by nature of its changingforce-velocity relationships
in different chemical environments (page 181).
l11cre" ill force or co11tr11c ;,,.,, of hr mvocm l111111
It is due to Frank-Starling mechanism which is always
accompanied by an increase in end diastolic volume of
the ventricle and increase in ventricular end diastolic
pressure.
Thus, with increased myocardial contractility, more of
the blood that remains in the ventricles is expelled, and
the end systolic ventricular volume falls.
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Factors affecting myocardial contractility (Fig. 41.3)
Increas ed by
1. Cate, hohmim. The effect is mediated via P1-adrenergic
receptors through cAMP. How?
cAMP;
(i) increases Ca2+ influx from the ECF, making more
Ca2+ available to bind to troponin 'C', and
(ii) via protein kinase, increases active transport of
Ca2+ to the sarcoplasmic reticulum.
2. 5tiMulahon
vmp:i et c l e to heart has the
same effect as of catecholamines.
3. Changes in Heart Rate and Rhythm
(Force-Frequency Relation)
(i) Myocardial contractility increases as HR increases
within limits. How? (Exact mechanism not
known).
(ii) Staircase
phenomenon
observed
following
'compensatory pause' after extrasystole (page 182)
is also known as Post Extrasystolic Potentiation.
It is probably due to increased availability of
intracellular Ca2+.

Decreased by
1. ':iti11111llltio11 of ••agus nerve to heart produces "negative
inotropic effect" on the atrial muscle. Since vagi do not
innervate the ventricles, decreased atrial contractility
indirectly causes mild 'negative inotropic' effect on
ventricles.
•
2. l•1tri11 tt , ,yo
'" tp ~s,, , due to heart failure ·
decreases catecholamine content of myocardium to
produce negative inotropic effect on myocardium.
3. \fvot r ral 1111 rcrw11 causes part of myocardium to ·
become fibrotic and non-functional.
4. rf f c I ria, ,,~, >xia ,ml acr, , , decrease cAMP
formation thus produce negative inotropic effect on
the heart.
5. P 11ar,1,1c 1/o<;<i r--,f depn Ill ts; for example, quinidine,
procainamide and barbiturates have direct 'negative
inotropic' effect on the myocardium.

4 . .Jrut>~

1. DIRECT FICK METHOD
Fick Principle (Fick, A. 1855): It states that the amount

(i) Xanthine e.g. caffeine and theophylline, inhibits the
breakdown of cAMP producing positive inotropic
effect.
(ii) Clucagon (a) increases formation of cAMP, and (b)
also increases A-V conduction.
(iii) Digitalis, inhibits Na+ - K+ ATPase in the
myocardium to increase intracellular Na+; thus
decreases Ca2+ efflux and finally increases Ca2+
availability in the cell.

I

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
OF CARDIAC OUTPUT

of a substance taken up by an organ (or by the whole
body) per unit of time is equal to the arterial level of the
substance minus the venous level (A-V difference) times
the blood flow, i.e. amount of substance taken per min =
(A-V) difference of the substance x blood flow / min.
amount of substance taken/ min
.
Then blood flow / mm=

(A- V) difference of the substance

•

MYOCARDIAL CONTRACTIUTY

+

+ by
Increased

Decreased by

1. Circulating catecholamines
2. Stimulation of sympathetic nerve to heart
3. Force frequency relation
4. Drugs like Digitals, Glucagon, Caffeine
and theophylline

1. Loss of myocardium e.g. Ml
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shift to left

l

Stimulation of parasympathetic nerve to heart
Intrinsic myocardial depression e.g. heart failure
Hypoxia, hypercapnia, acidosis
Drugs such as Quinidine, Procainamide,
Barbiturates

Families of
Frank-Starling curves

Force of
contraction of
myocardium

..
-+---

I

- - - - Shift to right

Initial length of myocardial fibers

Fi . 41.J Homometric regulation of cardiac output: Effect of changes in myocardial contractility on the 'Frank-Starling Curve' with
factors affecting myocardial contractility
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This principle can be used to determine 'CO';
Therefore,

•

•

the amount of 0 2 consumed by the whole
body per unit time
'LV' output= - - - - - -=------ -- - - -- -(A-V) 0 2 difference across the lungs

Since arterial blood has the same oxygen content in all
parts of the body, the arterial 0 2 content can be measured
in a sample obtained from any convenient artery. A sample
• of venous blood in pulmonary artery is obtained by means
of a cardiac catheter inserted through a forearm vein and
to guide its tip into the 'RA' with the aid of fluoroscope,
thence through the 'RV' into the pulmonary artery. 0 2
consumption of whole body is determined by means of
close circuit spirometry.
The calculation of 'CO' using a typical set of values is
as follows:
Resting 0 consumption of the body (mL/ min)

'LV' output = - - --2 - -- -- - -- -- - -

[Ao2l -

[V02l

mL/min
= - - --250
- --'-----

19 mL/ dL arterial blood minus
14 mL/dL venous blood in
pulmonary artery

= 250 ml/ min
5 mL/ dL

=

250

X

100

5

= 5000 mL/min or 5 L / min

Disadi,a 1tc. ~ts OJ d r ·ct f ck , , rlwd
1. The subject is exposed to all risks of invasive
procedures e.g. haemorrhage, infection etc.
2. The subject becomes conscious of whole technique
and the 'CO' may, therefore, be somewhat higher
than normal.
3. This method when employed for measuring cardiac
output during heavy exercise, an indwelling atrial
or ventricular catheter may precipitate ventricular
fibrillation which is fatal.

where,
I = total amount of dye injected
c = mean concentration of the dye
= duration in sec of the 1st passage of the dye
through the artery
Criteria of the indicator (dye) used
(i) It should stay in the circulation during the test.
(ii) It should not have any harmful effects on the
body.
(iii) Its concentration can easily be measured in the
body.
(iv) It should not alter the 'CO' or hemodynamics of
blood flow.
Such an indicator or dye commonly used to determine
cardiac output in humans is Evan's blue (T-1824) or Radioactive isotopes.
Procedure
(i) Before the injection of the dye, few mL of venous
blood is withdrawn from any convenient vein, to
thls is added sufficient dye (say 5 mg).
(ii) This solution containing 5 mg of dye is then injected
rapidly into the vein.
(iii) Immediately after the injection, samples of arterial
blood are taken serially at intervals of 0.5 - 2.00
sec into a series of tubes, and each analysed for
concentration of the dye.
(iv) The concentration of successive samples are plotted
on semi-logarithmic paper. (Hg. 41A)
(v) The curve shows that the dye concentration reaches
a peak and then steadily declines only to rise again
owing to recirculation of the blood containing the
dye.
(vi) However, if the early descent from the initial peak
is extrapolated to cut on the X-axis, the point on the

4 .0

t

Rise due to
recirculation of dye

3.0

...J

c,2.0

c.t

"-

I to

2. INDICATOR (or DYE) DILUTION METHOD
Principle: A known amount of the dye is injected into
an arm vein. It will first pass through the heart, then
the pulmonary circulation and finally will be evenly
distributed in the blood stream. Its mean concentration
during its 1st passage through an artery can be determined
from successive samples of blood taken from the artery.
The blood flow (F) is given by the formula:

F = _I_

7

5.0

E

•

O 343

"

QB

0.6

'

'

"

Extrapolated line - -"-.

0.4
0.2

'
Intercept ~

o+-----.-----,----,---~--~
0

8

16

24

Time (sec)---

I

32

40

---

Fig. ·H .4 Indicator (or dye) dilution method for determinir..g
cardiac output (log concentration scale_) _ __
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time scale at which this occurs gives the duration
of the 1st passage of dye through the artery.
(vii) From the resulting curve the mean concentration
of the dye during the first passage through the
artery can be calculated. Let it be 1.6mg/ L during
the time 't' of 39 sec. Therefore, in 39 sec, 5 mg of
d ye must have been diluted by 5/1.6 = 3.1 litres
of blood. In one minute the flow i.e. 'CO' would
have been= 3.1 x 60/39 = 4.77 L/ min.
Important Note

Thermodilution, a recently introduced indicator
dilution technique is also used clinically. Here the
indicator used is 'cold saline', which is injected
through a catheter inserted into an arm vein and
adavanced to the right atrium. The change in blood
temperature is measured by a second thermostat
passed retrogradely from a peripheral artery to the
base of aorta. The temperature change is inversely
related to the amount of blood flowing through the
aorta (i.e. extent to which cold saline is diluted by
blood). The shape and time-course of the change in
aorta blood temperature is similar to that of the dye
concentration curve following dye injection. (Note:
The blood need not be withdrawn for sampling).
This is almost a harmless technique and repeated
determination of cardiac output can be made (even
in infants and children).
3. ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
A non-invasive technique that does not involve injection
or insertion of a catheter (Fig. 41.5).
In echo-cardiography, pulses of ultrasonic waves, at
a frequency of 2.25 mega-hertz (MHz), are emitted from
a transducer that also functions as a receiver to detect
waves reflected back from various parts of the heart.

Reflections occur wherever acoustic impedence changes.
Reflected wave i.e. echoes are displaced against time on
an oscilloscope to obtain a record (echocardiogram). This
provides a record of the movements of the ventricular wall
and its septum; heart valves during the cardiac cycle. It
is particularly useful in evaluating:
(i) End-diastolic volume (EDV);
(ii) End-systolic volume (ESV);
(iii) Cardiac output and
(iv) Valvular defects.

(8)

l

Fig. 41.5 Echocardiography (A) procedure and (B) an actual
record

tMi-Jii#iiHrti
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Vis-a-tergo and vis-a-fronte
(ii) Fick principle
(iii) Echocardiography
2. Write short notes on:
(i) Factors affecting venous return.
(ii) Factors affecting myocardial contractility.
(iv) Factors determining end diastolic volume.
(iii) Factors affecting cardiac output
(v) Factors affecting Frank-Starling curve
(vi) Homometric regulation of cardiac output
3. Give the significance and causes of shift of Frank-Starling curve to right and left.
4. What will happen if RV output exceeds the LV output as little as 0.1 ml/beat?
5. Lists methods for measurement of cardiac output. Describe non-invasive technique for its determination.

Ota·U
1. Which of the following about cardiac output is correct?
(a) Not necessarily increases with heart rate
(b) Increases to SOL/min in exercise
(c) Proportional to blood pressure
(d) Proportionally falls with increase in heart rate

!I

•
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2. What percentage of total cardiac output is dis tributed to the vital organs?
(d) 100%
(a) 25%
(b) 50%
(c) 75%
3. Increased venous return leads to increased cardiac output by way of the Frank-Starling m echanis m. Which o ne of the
followin g would not hap pen?
(a) Increased end diastolic sarcomere length
(c) Increased stroke volume

(b) Increased myocardial tension during systole
(d) Decreased end diastolic volume

4. Pre-load of the heart is d etermine d by:
(a) End diastolic volume
(b) Ejection systolic volume

(c) End systolic volume

(d) Systolic vascular resistance

5. Homometric regulation of cardiac output is:
(a) Independent of cardiac innervation
(b) Primarily governed by heart rate
(c) Independent of the resting length of cardiac muscle fibers
(d) Governed by Frank-Starling Law of the heart

6. Heterometric regulation of cardiac output is:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Not dependent on the resting length of cardiac muscle fibers
Dependent on parasympathetic innervation of the heart
Dependent on sympathetic innervation of the heart
Dependent on Frank-Starling Law of the heart

7. The term 'vis-a-tergo' refers to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Increased venous return to the heart due to decrease in intrathoracic pressure
Force from the front to attract blood in the veins towards the heart
Propelling force on blood which drives the blood forward
Rhythmic contraction of skeletal muscles that squeezes blood out of veins towards the heart

8. Intrinsic myocardial depressant decreases the myocardial contractility by:
(a) Causing part of myocardium to become fibrotic
(b) Decreasing cAMP formation in myocardium
(c) Increasing breakdown of cAMP in myocardium

(d) Decreasing catecholamine content of myocardium

9. Digitalis incre as es m yocardial contractility by:
(a) Inhibiting Na·-K+ ATPa.se in the myocardium
(c) Increasing formation of cAMP

(b) Decreasing breakdown of cAMP
(d) Activating proteinkinase

10. Direct Fick m ethod of m eas uring cardiac o utput r equires estimatio n of all except:
(a) 0 2 content of arterial blood
(b) 0 2 consumption per unit time
(c) 0 2 content of blood from right ventricle
(d) 0 2 content in inferior vena cava
11. In echocardiography, pulses of ultrason ic waves are emitted a t a frequen cy of:
(a) 1 mega hertz
(b) 2 mega hertz
(c) 20 hertz

(d) 2000 hertz

12. H eart receives about:
(a) 1 % of cardiac output

(d) 10% of cardiac output

(b) 2% of cardiac output

(c) 5% of cardiac output

13. Intrins ic autoregulation of cardiac output is governed by:
(d) Right atrial pressure
(a) Mean arterial pressure (b) Control of stroke volume (c) Sympathetic system
14. With normal cardiac function, a 10 mmHg change in w hich of the following pressures would have the greatest effect o n
cardiac output?
(a) Pressure in the carotid arteries
(c) Aortic pressure

(b) Pressure in the pulmonary artery
(d) Right atrial pressure

15. The following decrease the cardiac output except:
(a) Sitting or standing from lying position
(c) Heart disease

(b) Rapid arrhythmias
(d) High environmental temperature

16. Cardiac output is m aximally increased in:
(a) Anxiety
(b) After meals

(c) Exercise

1. (a)

11. (b)

2. (c)
12. (c)

3. (d)
13. (b)

4. (a)

5. (c)

14. (d)

15. (d)

6. (d)
16. (c)

---CXX)I----

(d) Late pregnancy

7. (c)

8. (d)

9. (a)

10. (d)

The Arterial Blood Pressure
I. Introduction
II. Factors affecting arterial BP
III. Determinants of arterial BP
IV Regulation of arterial BP
(A) Rapidly acting regulatory mechanisms (B) Intermediate acting regulatory mechanisms
(C) Long-term acting regulatory mechanisms (D) Miscellaneous mechanisms

INTRODUCTION
Definition
The arterial blood pressure (B.P.) is
the pressure of the column of blood
in the arterial system.
Components
Salient features of different components of systemic
arterial BP with normal values in the brachial artery
in young adults in the sitting or lying position at rest
are given in Table 42.1. For resting measurements the
subject should be quiet for at least five minutes before
the measurements are taken.
Functions
1. To maintain a sufficient p.r;.esslll:.e,.Wd to keep the blood
flowing through the blood vessels.
2. To provide the motive force of filtration at the capillary
bed; thus assuring nutrition to the tissue cells, formation
of urine, lymph etc.

FACTORS AFFECTING ARTERIAL B.P.
Since Arterial B.P. is a function of product of cardiac output
(CO) and peripheral resistance (PR), therefore, it is affected
by conditions that affect either or both of these factors.
In general, increase in 'CO' increases SBP (systolic BP),
whereas increase in 'PR' increases DBP (Diastolic BP).

arteriosclerosis with advancing age. However, DBP
decreases after 50-60 years of age.
Roughly normal SBP in adults is (100 + age in years).
Newborn : SBP 20-60 mmHg average: 40 mmHg
At 15 days : SBP
70 mmHg
30 days : SBP
80 mmHg
12 years : SBP 105 mmHg; DBP 50 mmHg
17 years : SBP 120 mmHg DBP 60 mmHg
60 years : SBP 140 mmHg; DBP 90 mmHg
2. Sex

In females, before menopause SBP is 4-5 mmHg less than
that in males of same age. After menopause SBP is 4-5
mmHg more than males of same age. This effect may be
due to oestrogen which prevents atherosclerosis.
3. Body Built

In obese individuals, brachia! arterial pressure gives
high readings, because there is more tissue between the
'cuff' and the artery. Some of the cuff pressure is dissipated,
therefore, pressure obtained using the standard arm cuff
are falsely high. For the similar reasons the BP recorded
even in recumbent position from thigh in popliteal artery
is higher than in the brachia! artery.
In such conditions, accurate pressure can be obtained by using a cuff that is wider than the standard arm cuff.
4. Oimate
(i)
,1 1 ,
o
,/ I via hypothalamus produces
vasoconstriction and increases both SBP and DBP.
(ii) l f I t
1 ,
1 via hypothalamus produces
vasodilatation and decreases both SBP and DBP.

1. Age
Both SBP and DBP increase with age; SBP increases more
than DBP due to aecreased distensibility of arteries as
their walJs become increasingly more rigid following
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Table 42.1: Components of systemic arterial B.P.
Definition

Component

•

Characteristic features

Normal Values

1. Systolic blood
pressure (SBP)

It is the maximum
pressure exerted
during systole

(i) It undergoes considerable fluctuations:
(a) increased by: excitement, exercise, meals etc.
(b) decreased by: sleep, rest.
(ii) The height of SBP indicates:
(a) extent of work done by the heart or the
force with which the heart is working, and
(b) the degree of pressure which the arterial
walls have to withstand.

Range: 100-130 m.mHg
Average: 120 mmHg

2. Diastolic blood
pressure (DBP)

lt is the minimum

(i) It undergoes much less fluctuations.
(ii) It is the measure of total peripheral resistance.
(iii) It indicates the constant load against which
heart has to work.

Range: 70-85 mmHg
Average: 80 mmHg

3. Pulse pressure
(PP)

It is the difference of

(i) lt determines the pulse volume.
(ii) High 'PP' is indicative of systolic hypertension
and indirectly determines decrease in
elasticity of blood vessels.

Average: 40 mm.Hg

SBP and DBP i.e.
PP = SBP minus DBP.

4. Mean blood
pressure (MBP)

It is the average
pressure throughout
the cardiac cycle. It
can be computed as:
MBP = DBP + 1/3 PP.

(i) It is same for each organ and determines the
pressure head i.e. regional blood flow through
an organ depends on it.
(ii) All cardiomscular reflexes are sensitive to changes
in MBP.

Range: 95-100 mmHg

.

!

pressure exerted
during diastole.

{Clinically, blood pressure is expressed as SBP/DBP; Normal average: 120/80 mmHg}.
Important Note

Currently recommendation from WHO refer to: < 1201< 80 mmHg as optimal BP

5. Diurnal Variation

7. Emotions

Diurnal variation of 5-10 mmHg is common in SBP;
peak values are observed during the afternoon and
lowest during early hours of morning. Reverse rhythm
is observed in night workers.

Excitement, fear, worry increase SBP due to increase in
'CO' secondary to increased sympathetic activity. (Also
refer to page 332)

6. Exercise

The pressure in any vessel below heart level is increased
and that in any vessel above heart level is decreased by
the effect of gravity (Fig. 42.1).
The magnitude of the gravitational effect at the normal
density of the blood is 0.77 mmHg for each cm vertical
distance above or below the heart.
Therefore, in the upright position, when MBP at the
heart level in all large arteries is 100 mmHg, the MBP in
a large artery in the head (50 cm above heart) will be:
= 100 - (0.77 x 50) = 62 mmHg; and the mean pressure
in a large artery in the foot (100 cm below heart)
will be:
= 10(} + (0.77 X 100) = 177 rnmHg
The effect of gravity on 'venous pressure' is similar.

8. Gravity

Table 42.2: Effect of exercise on systemic arterial B.P.
Type
of
Individual

Intensity of Exercise
Mild
SBP

Moderate

DBP

SBP

DBP

Trained
individuals
Untrained
individuals

Severe

SBP

DBP

+t
+t

-/+

t

++t

+t

+++
t

+ to
++

+-) _: no chanfe; +, ++, +++ _:mild, moderate, severe;
: increase; : decrease

B.P. comes back to normal within 5 min after stoppage
of exercise due to sudden relaxation of muscles which
produces vasodilatation. Initial increase is due to
sympathetic vasoconstriction (for details, refer to page
478).

9. Hereditary
Familial tendencies of hypotension or hypertension with
SBP are common.
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Therefore, sudden standing increases DBP, if recorded
with.in 30-60 sec of change in posture after that it comes
back to normal via the operation of baroreceptor reflexes
(page 330).
Important Note

During prolonged standing, any fall in BP incraeses the
sympathetic discharge via baroreceptor reflexes so
as to maintain venous return; as a result DBP remain
elevated throughout the period of standing.

DETERMINANTS OF ARTERIAL B.P.
(FACTORS CONTROLLING B.P.)
Arterial B.P. is a function of product of 'CO' and total 'PR'

(+)35mmHg

i.e. BP = 'CO' x 'PR'.
Therefore, any condition that will alter either the 'CO'
or 'PR' (other factors remaining unchanged) will cause a
change in arterial B.P. Both these factors are thus often
manipulated in the rontrol of arterial B.P.
(+)90mmHg

A. ROLE OF CARDIAC OUTPUT (CO)
Fig. 42.1 Effect of gravity on arterial (red) and venous (blue)
blood pressure

10. Meals
Changes in systemic BP are seen due to:
(i) pressure over heart due to distended abdomen
increases 'HR', and
(ii) increase epinephrine release from ademal medulla
(higher centres influence).
Therefore, SBP increases by 5-6 mmHg upto 1 hour
after meals. DBP remains same or slightly decreases due
to vasodilatation in digestive organs.
11. Sleep

SBP falls in early hours of sleep by 15-30 mmHg, because
of general vasodilatation of vessels in complete relaxed
state. However, disturbed sleep increases SBP due to
increased sympathetic discharge secondary to skeletal
muscle tensioning.
12. Posture

Changes in DBP are more with change of body posture. In
standing posture DBP increases; in sitting remains normal
and decreases in lying posture.
\fe 111, 1ism
Upon standing:
(i) peripheral pooling of blood in dependent parts -

't VR - 't CO - t SBP

-

(lry 6-23 mmHg)

I

via 'VMC'

, baroreceptor discharge - -- (ii)

t 'PR' - t DBP

tDBP

Pumping action of the heart is the main factor for
controlling 'CO'; because in each effective contraction of
the ventricle certain amount of blood is ejected into the
aorta.
Therefore, alteration of 'CO' will alter arterial B.P.
As 'CO' is a function of product of 'HR' and stroke '
volume (SV) i.e. CO = HR x SV
Thus, increase in "CO" due to either increase in HR or
SV or both will increase the systemic arterial B.P.
1. If increase in 'CO' is due to increase in HR, it increases
DBP (because with increased HR diastole duration
decreases and tendency of BP to fall during diastole
decreases).
2. If increase in 'CO' is due to increase in SV, it increases
SBP.
3. If increase in "CO" is due to both, it increases systolic
as well as diastolic BP.
B. ROLE OF PERIPHERAL RESISTANCE (page 312)
It is the resistance which blood has to overcome while
passing through the periphery. The chief site of peripheral
resistance (PR) is the 'arterioles'. Total 'PR' depends on the
following factors:

1. Velocity of Blood
The total 'PR' is inversely rela ted to the velocity of blood •
flow.
Since axi:~ ~ velocity of blood flow is inversely related
to total er
ctional
f the vessel wall (page 314),
that is why verage velocity of blood is rapid in the aorta,
declines ste <lily in smaller vessels and is slowest in the
capillaries.

"°""'(.)'
,l:.

,t<

il\o'\t'C..
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According to Bemoulli's Principle, in a tube or blood
vessel, the sum of the kinetic energy of flow and the
pressure energy is constant (For d etails, refer to Fig.
42.2).

Therefore, when fluid flows through the narrow portion
• of tube, kinetic energy of flow increases as the velocity
• increases and the potential energy is reduced. Thus, the
greater the velocity of flow in a vessel, the lesser will be
the lateral pressure distending its walls.
Important Note

Bernoulli's principle application: When a vessel wall is
narrowed (physiologically or pathologically due to
arteriosclerosis) the velocity of flow in the narrowed
portion increases and the distending pressure
decreases.
2. Viscosity of Blood

It determines the resistance to flow. Total 'PR' is a direct
function of the viscosity of blood. Alteration of blood
viscosity will affect the DBP by its effect on total 'PR'.
Factors affecting viscosity of blood (page 316).

3. Total Quantity of Blood in Arterial System

Increase in blood volume increases both SBP and DBP
due to
(i) increased q ~ i n arterial system, and
(ii) greater s~tchi.Qg of the arterial walls.
4. Elasticity of the Vessel Wall

Total peripheral resistance (PR) is inversely related to the
elasticity of vessel wall.
It is due to elastic properties, the arteries can dilate and
accommodate considerable amount of blood with relative
rise of BP. In normal subjects, during diastole, elastic
recoil produces slight stretch on vessel wall. Thus DBP
is maintained at 70-80 mmHg. However, during systole
with overstretching of vessel wall there is a tendency to
increase in pressure.
If BP decreases below 30-40 mmHg, blood flows in
the vessel without stretching its wall and blood vessel
behaves like a rigid tube.
In advancing age, due to loss of elasticity of blood vessels,
stretching decreases which results in increased pressure
during systole with normal DBP (systolic hypertension).

7

1

Total energy
(pressure)

l
d]

: tube faces upstream direction of flow, therefore, records total energy (KE + PE) and measures total pressure
(also called end pressure or perfusion pressure)

D

: tube Inserted sideways, records PE only (measures lateral pressure)

At high velocity of blood flow (in the narrowed section, a high resistance); P.E. (lateral pressure) is reduced and KE of flow increases as the
velocity increases (due to conversion of PE to KE). However, total energy (KE and PE) i.e. perfusion pressure remains the same

~

Fig. 42.2 Bernoulli's principle: Effect of velocity of blood flow on potential energy (PE) and total energy (kinetic energy; KE + PE). The
ws length ( - ) represents relative velocities in different segments of the system and direction of flow.

--

---

--

---
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It is characterized by high pulse pressUie (SBP minus
D.BP). If rigidity of small v~ssels also occUis it leads to
increase in DBP also.

REGULATION OF ARTERIAL B.P.
The various mechanisms exist within the body to regulate
the systemk arterial B.P. These mechanisms are well
interconnected and their ,1,.itt arm is to maititai11 the
ttonnal MBP within a narrow range, between 95 to 100
mmHg. The different mechanisms available are:
A. Rapidly acting regulatory mechanisms;
B. Intermediate acting regulatory mechan-isms;
C. Long-term acting regulatory mechanisms; and
D. Miscellaneous mechanisms.
A. RAPIDLY ACTING ARTERIAL B.f .
REGULATORY MECHANISMS or
NERVOUS REGULATORY MECHANISMS
Salient Features
1. They begin to act within seconds to minutes after the

arterial B.P. becomes abnormal.
2. Most of these mechanisms lose their capability for
pressure control after a few hours or a few days.
3. None of these mechanisms ever su~ eed in bringing the
arterial B.P. all the wa;y back to normal.
4. These are 111 imarillf flit c, culo tort/ refle,
which
begin to act within seconds and help to control B.P.
from rising extremely high or falling extremely low.
For example,
(i) during su ~change in body e e ; and
(ii) profusely ~ g persons.
5. The circulatory reflexes of these mechanisms include:
(i) 8aroreceptor reflexes,
(ii) Chemoreceptor reflexes; and
(iii) CNS ischaemjc response.
These mechanisms can act approx. for few hours or at
the most for few days because of:
(a) Baroreceptor adaptation i.e. they lose their
responsiveness; this is seen in 1-2 days no matter
whatever pressure level they are exposed to;
(b) CVS adaptation to sympathetic response; and
(c) Autoregulation i.e. long-term arterial pressure
regulatory mechanism comes into play and nullifies
the effect of short-term system.
Therefore, insignificant in long-term regulation of
B.P.
1. Baroreceptor Reflexes (page 330)
Fall in arterial B.P. decreases inhibitory discharge from
baroreceptors to cause:
(i) less inhibition of vasomotor centre (VMC); and
(ii) less stimulation of cardiac vagal centre (CVC).

This results in increased sympathetic anc:Lgecreased
parasympathetic discharge to restore blood pressure back
to normal. Conversely, high arterial B.P. has opposite
effects, reflexely causing the arterial B.P. to fall back to
normal level.

(i) it operates between 60-200 mmHg range of MBP.
beyond which no discharge from baroreceptor occurs;
(ii) it corrects 2/3rd fall in B.P. i.e. if B.P. tends to fa ll •
from 100 to 40 mmHg, a fall of 60 mmHg pressUie, it •
will instead fall only 80 mmHg (2/3rd of 60 mmHg =
40 mmHg fall gets corrected by this mechanism).
2. CJiemoreceptor Reflex
(i) It operates between 40-100 mmHg range of MBP.
(ii) It can correct approx. 2/3rd of the further fall in B.P.

Fall in arterial B.P., specially <80 mmHg, decreases blood
flow to tissues (tissue ischaemia), this decreases pO2 and
increases pCO2 to carotid and aortic bodies and causes
stimulation of 'VMC', cardiac vagal centre (CVC) and
respiratory centre. The final effect is increase in 'HR', BP
and increase in rate and depth of respiration.
3. CNS lscl1aemic Response

(i) It operates between 15-50 mmHg range of MBP;
(ii) It does not operate untill arterial B.P. falls to
50 mmHg;
(iii) It can correct 11/12th of a further fall in B.P.
1
\II t 1'

ii- 11 1 7 Of' r

'10•1

Fall in arterial B.P. < 50 mmHg, specially to 20-30
mmHg, CNS ischaemia CO2 accumulation in
"VMC" which directly stimulates VMC, Pressor area tremendous powerful sympathetic discharge throughout
the body. Thus HR and BP increase to maintain normal
supply of blood to the brain.
This mechanism thus acts as last ditch stand to prevent
the final demise (death) of a person.
B. INTERMEDIATE ACTING ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRESSURE REGULATORY MECHANISMS
or INTRINSIC PHYSICAL REGULATORY
MECHANISMS
Salient features
1. They begin to act within a few minutes and reach full

function within a few hours.
2. These mechanisms remain functional from few days
to a month only.
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3. They primarily correct any alteration in B.P. by altering
the blood volume.
, ·""ecri n
i 'lcl t 1. Capillary fluid shift mechanism; and
2. Stress relaxation and reverse stress relaxation
mechanism.
1. Capillary Fluid Shift Mechanism
• Since mean capillary pressure is directly proportional
• to arterial B.P., therefore, rise in arterial B.P., increases
hydrostatic pressure at arterial end and fluid shifts out
of capillaries to the interstitial fluid compartments. Thus
blood volume decreases to restore the B.P. (Fig. 42.3)
This mechanism is two times more effective than
baroreceptor reflex mechanism in returning the 8.P. back
to normal but it begins to act much more slowly than
baroreceptor mechanism.

O
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mecharusms to come to complete equilibrium.
2. Their function is to control the arterial B.P. over a
period of days to years.
3. The effectiveness of most of these mechanisms becomes
steadily greater with time.
4. These mechanisms have the ability to bring the arterial
B.P. all the way back to normal. These mecharusms
broadly operate in two ways (Fig. 42.4):
(i) D1r er , ,·cl 11111 111
These mechanisms involve control of blood volume
by kidneys directly, therefore, also called renal fluid
mechanism or ECFV mechanism.
(ii) _ ('

'C

,

1

1

These mechanisms involve control of kidney
functions indirectly via hormonal system viz.,
(a) Aldosterone system; and
(b) Renin-angiotensin system.
Important Note

..
•

1

Mean capillary
pressure

Plasma colloidal •
osmotic pressure

Interstitial
fluid pressure

Interstitial
fluid colloidal
osmotic pressure

Fig. 42.3 Capillary fluid shift mechanism.
Arrows show direction of movement of fluid

L_
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--
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The rapidly acting and intermediately acting
regulatory mechanisms play a major role in
controlling arterial B.P., whereas long-term regulatory
mechanisms help in regulating the B.P. Thus, systemic
arterial B.P. is preserved relatively constant within
a narrow range under several conditions. (For
differences between control and regulation, see to
page 657)
_

_J

----

2. Stress Relaxation and Reverse Stress Relaxation
Mechanisms
Rise in arterial B.P. e.g. following massive slow intravenous
(I.V.) transfusion, increases perfusion pressure in blood
storage organs such as veins, liver, spleen, lungs etc. This
causes relaxation of blood vessels simply by 'local vascular
tone' adjustment. Therefore, 'VR' and 'CO' decreases and
B.P. returns to normal (stress relaxation meclzanism).
Conversely, fall in arterial 8.P. e.g. following prolonged
slow bleeding, decreases perfusion pressure in blood
storage organs causing tightening of blood vessels
around the amount of blood that is left in these organs to
restore the B.P. back to normal (Reverse stress relaxation
mechanism).
These mechanisms have very definite lim1L of '.lperal on
Therefore, acute changes in blood volume in the range of
+30% to -15% (i.e. 30% above and 15% below the normal
blood volume) can be corrected by these mechanisms.

D . MISCELLANEOUS MECHANISMS

1. Role of Sympathetic Nerves
The kidneys are strongly supplied by sympathetic nerves
and degree of sympathetic stimulation can alter renal
functions tremendously. Therefore, nervous signals can
alter the long-term regulation of B.P. For example: when
sympathetic nerves to kidneys are stimulated for several
weeks continuously, renal retention of fluid occurs to
cause chrorucally elevated B.P. as long as the sympathetic
stimulation continues. Therefore, it is possible for nervous
regulation of kidneys to cause chrome elevation of arterial
B.P.
Important Note

One of the probable cause of essential hypertension
(page 393) is increased sensitivity of kidneys to
sympathetic discharge.

2. Role of ADH
C. LONG-TERM ARTERIAL B.P. REGULATORY
MECHANISMS OR "AUTOREGULATION"
OF B.P. BY KIDNEYS

Salient features
1. These mechanjsms, almost invariably, are slow to
begin acting. Generally it takes 3-10 days for these

(i) Dired effect

ln large dosage ADH by its direct effect produces:
(a) arteriolar constriction to increase peripheral resistance,
and
(b) venular constriction to increase venous return.
(a) and (b) finally increase arterial B.P.
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Long-Term Arterial B.P. Regulatory Mechanisms

DIRECT MECHANISM

INDIRECT MECHANISMS

Renal Fluid Mechanism

Aldosterone System

Renin-Angiotensin System

•

or
E.C.F. Volume Mechanism

't in arterial BP

(most important mechanism)

't Tissue perfusion -+ -+ -+

-+ + -+

Renal ischaemia

t direct effect on kidneys
Renal ischaemia

Stimulate Adrenal

"Reinin" from Juxtaglomerular

Cortex

apparatus

t
t

t GFR
t

\

Angiollensin I :

(IX:! - globulin in

Indirect effect

Water and Electrolyte
retention*

Via
kidneys

t Aldosterone
Secretion

plasma)
\

1
( )\

l

t ECFV**

/

/ "I

t
t Blood volume

t
t 'RP: pressure
I

y

t ·co·

Rapidly acting very

(i) by its direct effect and
(ii) indirectly by

t tissue blood flow

Angisotensinogen

potent generalised
vasoconstrictor

converting
enzyme
(in plasma)

Angiotensin II

I.-I -.

Angiotensinase

Angiotensin 111

(potency 40% that
of angiotensin JI)

t
t 'BP'
(relief of renal ischaemia)

• At normal MBP of 100 mmHg the urinary output, water and electrolyte is normal. (fig. 42.5)
At MBP of SO mmHg the urinary output, water and electrolyte is essentially 'zero'.
At MBP of 200 mmHg the urinary output, water and electrolyte is 6-8 times that of normal.
"" In fact, as small as 3 to 5% change in ECFV that lasts for more than a few days, can alter arterial
B.P. as much as 20-40 mmHg.
Fig. 42.4 Schematic representation oflong-term arterial B.P. regulatory mechanisms

-------------

(ii) Indired effect

Fall in B.P. decreases right atrial (RA) pressure; atriocaval and pulmonary veno-atrial discharge decreases; this
promotes ADH secretion from posterior pituitary.

I. .

I

This acts by retaining fluids by kidneys to increase the
B.P.
Conversely, rise in B.P. increases 'RA' pressure and
ADH secretion gets inhibited resulting in fall of B.P.

•

I
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5

r

Renal output of water
and electrolytes
proportional to the
arterial mean BP
(this maintains arterial
BP to normal)

4

Intake or output
(times normal) 3

Equilibrium point
(Water and electrolytes
intake = output)

2

•

i

L

O 0

50

100

150

200

Arterial mean BP (mmHg)

-

g. 42.5 Effect of systemic arterial B.P. on water and electrolyte output
- - -- -- -- - -- --- --
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1. Define BP and its various components. Give the characteristic features of each component of B.P.
2. Mention effects of graded exercise on systemic arterial B.P.

•

3. Give correlation between ECFV and alteration of systemic B.P.
4. Write short notes on:
(ii) Significance of mean B.P.
(i) Factors affecting and determining arterial B.P
(iv) Last ditch stand
(iii) Rapidly acting B.P regul11tory mechanisms
(v) Role of kidney in regulation of B.P.
(vii) Stress and reverse stress relaxation mechanism.
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Therefore, ADH system plays an
important role in acute as well as long-term
regulation of arterial B.P., viz.,
(i) It is responsible for correcting 75%
fall in arterial B.P. within a few
minutes after acute haemorrhage by
its 'direct' vasoconstrictor action on
blood vessels .
(ii) It also plays an 'indirect' role in
the long-term regulation of arterial
B.P. through its effect on the kidneys
in causing decrease excretion of
water.
(Also see to page 668)

tMffh#iiH:ti

..

D

(vi) Bernoulli's principle

(viii) Role of ADH in regulation of blood pressure.

5. Draw labelled/line diagram:
(i) Long term arterial BP regulatory mechanisms
(ii) Effect of systemic arterial BP on water and electrolyte output.

hti·I
1. Which component of systemic arterial BP undergoes much less fluctuations?
(a) Systolic BP
(b) Diastolic BP
(c) Mean BP

(d} Pulse pressure

2. All cardiovascular reflexes are sensitive to changes in the:
(a) Systolic blood pressure
(b) Diastolic blood pressure
(d} Pulse pressure
(c) Mean blood pressure
3. Magnitude of gravitational effect on mean BP is ...... rnmHg for each cm vertical distance from heart is:
(a) 0.66
(b) 0.77
(c) 0.88
(d) 0.99
4. According to Bernoulli's principle:

(a) When blood flows through a narrowed section of vessel, kinetic energy decreases
(b) Sum of the kinetic energy of flow and pressure energy is always constant in a blood vessel
(c) At high velocity of blood flow, pressure energy increases and kinetic energy is reduced
(d) Kinetic energy of flow increases as the blood flow increases
5. Baroreceptor reflexes:
(a) Correct only fall in BP
(b) Help to control BP from rising extremely high or falling extremely low
(c) Operate between 60-150 mrnHg range of mean BP
(d} Can correct 11112th fall in BP
6. Chemoreceptors operate between pressure range of:
(d) 70-220 mrnHg
(c) 70-150 mmHg
(a) Below 90 mmHg
(b) 40-100 mmHg
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7. The most powerful stimulus to initiate CNS ischaemic response is:
{a) CO2 accumulatio n in the medulla
(b) FaU in arterial pO
2
(c) Rise in arterial pCO2
(d) FaU in the blood pH
8. Limit of operation of intrinsic physical BP regulatory mechanism s is:
(a) 30% below and 15% above the normal blood volume
(b) 15% below and 30% above the normal blood volume
(c) Acute changes in blood volume in the range of ±20%
(d) They remain functional for a day only
9. Which mechanism is most effective in returning the BP precisely back to normal:
(a) Baroreceptor reflexes
(b) Chemoreceptor reflexes
(c) Capillary fluid shift mechanism
(d) Long-term BP regulatory mechanism
10. 3-5¾ change in ECF volume lasting for few days can alter systemic arterial BP by:
(a) 10-20 mmHg
(b) 20-40 mmHg
(c) 40-60 mmHg
(d) 60-80 mmHg
11. All the statements are true for the actions of angiotensi n-lI except:
(a) It is generalised powerful vasoconstrictor
(b) By its direct action on kidneys it can cause retention of water and electrolytes
(c) Increases ADH secretion from the posterior pituitary
(d) Indirectly can stimulate adrenal cortex to cause increase aldosterone sccretllon
U. At systemic arterial mean BP of 50 mmHg, urine output is:
(a) Nil
(b) 0.5 mL/min
(c) 1 mL/min
(d) 2mL/min
13. Which of the following plays an important role in acute as well as long-1:e rm regulation of arterial
BP?
(a) Renin-angiotensin system
(b) CapiUary fluid shift mechanism
(c) ADH system
(d) Aldosterone system
14. Diastolic B.P. is mainly detremine d by:
(a) CapiUary permeability (b) Venous capacitance
(c) Venous elasticity
(d) Peripheral resistance
15. Pulse pressure varies as blood flows to the extremities , due to:
(a) Cross-sectional area
(b) Change in vessel waU elasticity
(c) Change in viscosity
(d) Change in vel,oc1ty
16. Disturbed sleep increases systolic BP:
(a) Secondary to skeletal muscle tensiorung
(b) Due to increase epinephrine release from adrenal medulla
(c) Secondary to CNS ischaemia
(d) Due to alteration in velocity of blood flow
17. Changes in diastolic BP upon standing comes back to normal within:
(a) 15-30 sec.
(b) 30-60 sec.
(c) 60-90 sec.
(d) 90-120 sec.
18. Main aim of various BP regulatory mechanism s is to maintain the normal:
(a) Systolic BP
(b) Diastolic BP
(c) Mean BP
(d) Pulse pressure
19. Barorecept or reflexes:
(a) Correct only faU in BP
{b) Help to control BP from rising extremely high or faUing extremely low
(c) Operate between 60-150 mmHg range of mean BP
(d) Can correct 11112th faU in BP
20. All the following statements are true for intermedia te acting B.P. regulatory mechanisms except
that:
(a) They begin to act within a few minutes after arterial BP becomes abnormal
(b) These mechanisms primarily correct any alteration in the BP due to changes in the blood
volume
(c) These mechanisms lose their capability for BP control after a month
(d) They have the ability to bring BP all the way back to normal within the nam:>w range
21. The renal-body fluid volume mechanism for regulating arterial pressure is important for:
(a) Raising the pressure when a person stands suddenly after haVJng been in a lymg position
(b) Minimising a decrease in arterial pressure foUowing severe hemorrhage
(c) Increasing arterial pressure during strenuous physical exercise
(d) Maintaining arterial pressure at a normal level over a period of weeks, months or years
22. At arterial mean BP of 50 mmHg, urine output is:
(a) Nil
(b) 0.5 mL/min
(c) 1 mL/min
(d) 2 mL/min

1. (b)

2. (c)

12. (a) 13. (c)

3. (b)

4. (b)

5. (b)

14. (d) 15. (b)

16. (a)

6. (b)
17. {b)

7. (a)

18. (c)

8. (b)
19. (b)

9. (d)

20. (d)

10. (b)
21. (d)

11. (c)
22. (a)

,,.
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The Regional Circulation
I. Capillary Circulation •

)'

•

II. Coronary Circulation •
III. Cerebral Circulation including cerebrospinal fluid ( CSF) •

IV
V
VI.
VII.

Cutaneous (Skin) circulation •
Muscle Circulation
Splanchnic Circulation (intestinal and hepatic)
Pulmonary Circulation

upon the balance of forces, called Starling Forces (E.H.
Starling, 1896) (page 55).

CAPRLARY CIRCULATION
INTRODUCTION
At a time, only 5% of the circulating blood is in the

Mechanism of adjustment of capillary pressure (Pcap)
The capillary pressure is not constant in any one tissue
(Table 43.1) and depends on the state of tone of the
resistance vessels.
Capillary pressure is determined by the pre-capillary to
post-capillary resistance ratio (page 321). In the systemic
capillaries, this ratio is 4-5 : 1, which maintains the Mean
Capillary Pressure to approx. 25 mmHg, thus balancing
the osmotic pressure within the capillaries. As a result,
ideal systemic capillaries will show no net loss or gain of
fluid thereby maintaining the blood volume constant.
However:
(1) At the arteriolar end of the capillary the hydrostatic
pressure (HP) is higher (approx. 37 mmHg) than
the mean Pca 25 mmHg and, therefore, some
fluid is forced out of the capillary bed into the
interstitium. This filtration force being 37 - 25 =
12mmHg; and
(2) At the venous end of the capillary the 'HP' is lower
(15 mmHg) than the mean Pcap and some fluid will

capillaries, which allows the continuous exchange of 0 2,
CO2, nutrients and waste products between blood and
the interstitial fluid. The exchange across the capillary
- wall is essential for the survival of the tissues, called
transcapillary exchange. It is of three types:
• A. Ftltnrw11-t1bi,o pti 111 It maintains blood volume
constant.
• B. Diffusio ,. It is responsible for metabolic changes in
the tissues, for example:
1. Supply of nutrients to the tissues and removal of
waste from them, and
2. Continuous exchange of gases (02 and CO2) across
the capillary wall.
C. 1\Jicro11i11ocytosis: It provides an active transport route
for macromolecules (e.g. y-globulin, large proteins)
against concentration gradient across the capillary
wall.
A. FILTRATION-ABSORPTION

The rate of filtration at any point along a capillary depends

..

Table 43.1: Capillary pressure of various body tissues at rest
Capillary pressure (mmHg)

Tissue

•

Glomeruli

70

Liver

6

(low, because liver sinusoids receive bulk of their blood supply from portal vein whose pressure is
7-10 mmHg.

Lungs

8

(low because of intrathoracic location)

Feet

100

(high to prevent back flow of blood into dorsal vein of foot where pressure is 80-90 mmHg.
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be absorbed (pulled back) by the osmotic forces.
This absorption force is 25 - 15 = 10 mmHg.

The change in Pea can be assessed. by measuring
Capillary Filtration Coefficient (CFC). 'CFC' is the fluid
filtered per mmHg rise of pressure per 100 gm tissue per
minute.
The range of CFC values for different tissues is a wide
one with 0.006 mL/100 g/min (in muscle capillaries) to
1.2 mL/100 g/min (in renal glomeruli)(p age 517).
It has been calculated that in a day, approx. 24 litres of
fluid escapes from the capillaries; of this volume approx.
20-22 litres is reabsorbed. by the capillaries and the
remaining approx. 2L/day is absorbed by lymphatics and
returned. back to the systemic veins.
The extravascula r circulation resulting from the
capillary filtration and absorption is very important for
the regulation of blood volume. During the process of
filtration the plasma proteins are not filtered to a great
extent and thereby exert an effective osmotic pressure
which restricts the fluid bulk filtered. The effective osmotic
pressure results from plasma proteins which constitute
7 gm/ dL of plasma and exert an osmotic pressure of
25 mmHg.
Factors Affecting Filtration-Absorption Process
1. I 1cren •
in
-.1, 11 th I
acrii 1••1
increases
pre/post-cap illary resistance ratio; this decreases mean
Pcap and decreases filtration.
2. 11m• ,, h,; block ul causes:
(i) decrease pre/post-ca pillary resistance ratio, and
(ii) venodilatati on of the venous capacity vessels.
(i) and {ii) increases mean Pcap to increase filtration.
Important Note

Stimulation of sympathetic vasodilatati on nerves
(page 332) causes relaxation of the arterioles but not
of pre-capillar y sphincters, as a result blood flow
increases via thoroughfar e channels from arterioles
to venules whereas mean Pcap remains same.

3. I "ru e or increase tissue activity causes:
(i) increase in sympathetic activity raising
pre/ post-capillary resistance ratio;
(ii) increase in local metabolites which:
(a) relax pre-capillar y sphincters only;
(b) increase osmolality of the interstitial fluid
which further favours fluid transudation into
the interstitium ; and
(c) decrease basal myogenic tone.
The sum effect of (i) and (ii) is fall in pre/ postcapillary resistance; increase in mean P cap and causing

fluid transudatio n into the interstitium (i.e. increased
filtration).
4. L
I
i ,. l
, L ) increases pulmonary Pcai
when it exceeds 20 mmHg, pulmonary oedema occurs.
(Also see to page 392)
5. •.s,
"t 11 i.e. decrease in plasma protein •
concentratio n decreases plasma osmotic pressure. •
Thus, absorption of interstitial fluid decreases and
oedema occurs i.e. collection of fluid in interstitial
•
spaces (page 55).
6. Ti ·sue ;, ;11111 causes protein release from the damaged
cells which are rapidly broken down by enzymes
released from the injured lysosomes. Thus marked
increase in osmotic pressure of the interstitial fluid
produces inflammato ry oedema.

•

8 . DIFFUSION

The metabolic changes i.e. exchange of nutrients and
waste materials between blood and the tissues occurs by
diffusion mechanism (page 14).
Factors affecting diffusion across capil1ary wall
l
f
I
(i) Lipid soluble substances (02 and CO2) can utilize the _

entire surface area of the capillary wall and diffuse
rapidly with ease across it.
(ii) Lipid insoluble molecules can only diffuse through • ••
intercelluJar pores which provide aqueous channels
for such diffusion.
C:..

1 .-

'I ('

The permeabilit y of the capillary wall to a substance falls
rapidly with increase in MW in the range between 10,000
to 60,000.
l Capilln11f a 11/ 11rja<'t nrcn

The capillary wall surface area available for diffusion is
determined by the tone of the pre-capillar y sphincters.
\ ·fo t {
/.fr, ,.,
(i) If it decreases, diffusion decreases (because rate of
substance delivered by the vessel to interstitial fluid
decreases).
(ii) If it increases, diffusion decreases (because the time •
of transit is insufficient for complete equilibratio n
across the capillary wall).
C. MICROPlN OCYfOSIS
It is a very slow process and provides an active transport
route for macromolec ules (e.g. -y-globulin, immunologi cal
proteins etc.) against concentratio n gradient from the
blood to the tissues. Even proteins from the interstitial
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space can be transported to the blood in this fashion
through intercellular pores.
The pore area constitutes only a fraction, approximately
1/lO00th of the total capillary surface area, and there are
about 1000 x 106 pores/ cm2 of capillary membrane. Two
,., types of pore system exist in the capillary wall: 'small
• pore' and 'large pore' system (Table 43.2).
Table 43.2: Comparison of small and large pore
system in the capillary wall
Large pore
system

Small pore
system
1. Pore diameter

3-4.5 run

More than 4.5 run.

2. Total capillary
wall surface
area

It represents less
than 0.1 % of total
surface area.

It represents less
than 0.001% of
total surface area.

3. Size of
substance
transported

It permits
transport of
substance upto
MW 60000 by
way of diff11sio11
process.

It accounts
for process of

micropinocytosis.

Applied Aspect: OEDEMA

1 · Definition: It is the accumulation of fluid in interstitial

11he amount of fluid in interstitial spaces
depends on the transcapillary exchange mechanism. (page
,., · , 1•11

,,

355).
C I /S(",
l. Increased filtration pressure due to

(i) arteriolar dilatation,
(ii) venular constriction, and
(iii) increased venous pressure due to heart failure;
incompetent valves; venous obstruction; increased
total ECFV, prolonged standing.
2. Decreased osmotic pressure gradient across capillary
due to:
(i) decreased plasma protein level (hypoproteinaemia
page 55) and
(ii) accumulation of osmotically active substances
in interstitial space, seen after exercise or tissue
injury.
3. Increased mpillary permeability due to histamine and
related substance, kin.ins etc.
4. inadequate lymph flow (called Lymphoedema): In
filariasis, parasitic worms migrate into the lymphatics
and obstruct them; fluid accumulation and tissue
reaction produces marked swelling, usually of legs
and scrotum (elephantiasis).

spaces in abnormally large amounts.

..

h#ffMMiH,ti
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) Transcapillary exchange and Oedema
(ii) Micropinocytosis
(iii) Capillary filtrai ton coefficient.
2. Write briefly:
(i) Factors affecting filtration-absorption process
(ii) Factors affecting diffusion
(iii) Elephantiasis
3. How does hypoproteinaemia produce oedema?

,, - 00·5
1. At any given time what percentage of total blood volume is present in the capillary circulation?
(a) 1 %
(b) 5%
(c) 10%
(d) 20%
2. Rate of filtration at any point along a capillary is determined by:
(a) Mean capillary pressure
(b) Starling forces
(c) Colloidal osmotic pressure
(d) Capillary filtration coefficient
3. Mean capillary pressure is maintained by:
(a) Hydrostatic pressure across capillary wall
(c) Pre to post-capillary resistance ratio

(b) Colloidal osmotic pressure

(d) Interstitial fluid pressure

358 0
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Oedema can occur as a result of all of the following factors except:
(a) Increased vasomotion with persistent tonic contraction of pre-capillary resistance vessels
(b) Increase in mean capillary pressure
(c) Increase in negativity of pressure normally found in interstitial fluid space
(d) Decrease in albumin concentration in circulating plasma

5. All of the following statements concerning capillary circulations are true, except that capillaries:
(a) Together account for the largest surface area of all vascular compartments
(b) Sustain the minimal tangential tension encountered in all vessels
(c) Do not respond by active constriction of local epinephrine
(d) Together contain more blood than that contained in the veins
6. Capillary filtration coefficient:
(a) Is the fluid filtered per mm Hg rise of pressure per 100 gm tissue per minute
(b) Its value is same for different tissues in the body
(c) Can be assessed by capillary pressure
(d) None of the above

•

7. Increase in sympathetic activity causes:

(a) Decrease in mean capillary pressure
(c) No change in mean capillary pressure

(b) increase in mean capillary pressure
(d) Increases filtration across the capillary wall
8. Which of the following changes would tend to cause accumulation of fluid (oedema) in the tissues?
(b) Decreased postcapillary vascular resistance
(a) Increased precapillary vascular resistance
(c) Increased plasma colloid osmotic pressure
(d) Increased venous pressure

1. (b)

2. (b)

3. (c)

4. (a)

5. (d)

CORONARY CIRCULATION
I. PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY
A. Arterial Supply to the Heart
The heart is supplied by two coronary arteries, right and
left, arising from the root of the ascending aorta. (Fig. 43.1)
1. Right coronary artery
It traverses in the right A-V sulcus to the back of the
heart and gives out several descending branches to both
the ventricles. It terminates by anastomosing with left
coronary artery. The heart areas supplied by this artery
include:
(i) whole of the right atrium
(ii) greater part of right ventricle
(iii) a small part of left ventricle near posterior
interventricular groove
(iv) posterior part of interventricular septum, and
(v) major portion of the conducting system of the heart,
including SAN.

2. Left coronary artery
lt gives off two main branches:
(i) ., re1'1( , ·l 1di1 6 1 , a 1cll or anterior interventricular
branch which runs in the interventricular groove
to reach the apex of the heart and gives out septa/
branches.

6. (a)

7. (a)

(ii) _ ft • rw ,11

8. (d)

, bra rd which runs in A-V groove
to the left and proceeds downwards as posterior
descending branch.
Left coronary artery supplies the following areas of
the heart:
(a) whole of the left atrium
(b) greater part of left ventricle
(c) a small part of right ventricle near anterior
interventricular septum
(d) anterior part of interventricular septum, and
(e) a part of the left branch of bundle of His
(A-V bundle).
In 20% individuals myocardium is predominantly
supplied by left coronary artery; in 50% individuals
predominant supply is by right coronary artery; and in
the remaining 30% individuals it is the balanced supply
i.e. equal supply by the two coronary arteries.
Normally, the coronary arteries are end arteries i.e. a
given area of heart muscle is supplied by a single artery and
there is no overlap. However, the functional anastomoses
are present and become active under abnormal conditions
like ischaemic heart disease. These anastomoses are of two
types: cardiac and extra-cardiac.
1. (, d11 L ~,tt stomo , i.e. anastomosis between:
(i) branches of one coronary artery with that of the
other; and

!!
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-~~- ~---- ------ ----- ----- --

Pulmonary trunk
Left coronary artery

...

-..

- - - - - - - Circumflex branch of
left coronary artery

Anterior interventricular - - - - - (descending branch)

(A) ANTERIOR VIEW

,

Circumflex branch of left - - - - -- - coronary artery

Superior vena cava

Coronary sinus

Small cardiac vein

Posterior interventrlcular (descending - - -- -~ - - - - - - branch of right coronary artery

Right coronary artery
Marginal or septal branch

I

L

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M;ddlo
, . ,_L_o_c_ation_a_n_d_distr_ib_u_a_·on of_p_r_in_cipal c_o_ro_n_ary_: _:s_)se_: _~ STERIOR V-IE_W

(ii) branches of coronary arteries and branches of deep

system of veins.
, i.e. anastomosis between
1111
1
1
2. l
coronary arteries and vessels lying outside the heart;
for example:
(i) vasa-vasora of aorta i.e. other arteries of aorta
(ii) vasa-vasora of pulmonary arteries i.e. branches of
pulmonary arteries
(iii) intra thoracic arteries
(iv) bronchial arteries; and
(v) phrenic arteries.

c,m;ac~ J

B. Venous Drainage of the Heart
_It is divided into two systems:
1. Superficial system (lies beneath the epicardium) , it

ends in:
(i) C

It is the largest vein of the heart

and mainly drains the blood coming from the
myocardium supplied by the left coronary artery;
and partly by right coronary artery. It ends in
posterior wall of right atrium.
f n 1 , It drains blood from left hea rt
(ii)
and ends in the coronary sinus.
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Table 43.3: Oxygen supply and its utilization by myocardium and rest of body tissue compc1red
Rest of body tissues
(i) 0 2 content (a) arterial
(b) venous

Myocardium

19 mL/dL
14 mL/dL

19 mL/dL
6-7 mL/dL

(ii) A-V 0 2 difference

19 -14

= 5 mL/dL

19-{; = 13 mL/dL (greater)

(iii) Coefficient of 0 2 utilization

5/19

100 = 26%

13/19

(iv) O2-saturation of venous blood

14/19 x 100 = 70% with p02 40 mmHg

X

X

...

100 = 70%

6/19 x 100 =35% with p02 < 20 mmHg

(iii) \11tuwr CardiM \:t•m. It receives blood mainly

(ii) by altering the 'extra-vascular pressure' which

from the myocardium supplied by right coronary
artery and then opens directly in the anterior wall
of the right atrium.
2. Deep system arises from within the substance of
myocardium from the fine branches of coronary
arteries. It opens directly into the cardiac chambers
via 3 sets of vessels:
(i) \rterio s, 111soi·1al ve :.cl,
(ii) .rterio lumi,rnl t>essels. and
(iii) f,,ebesiatt 11essels.

varies with systole, exerting a variable degree of
compression on the coronary vessels.
Therefore, 'CBF' shows strong phasic variations with
reference to cardiac cycle.

II. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF CORONARY
BLOOD FLOW
l. 'OT""la' coronary blood flow of both the arteries is
60-80 ml/100 gm/min or 250 ml/ min.
2. 0 2 consumption (V0 ) of the myocardium is very
2
high (Tab1e 43.3). How? Resting VOz of whole body is
250 ml/min; whereas that of left ventricle (LV) alone
is 8-10 ml per 100 gm/ min or 25 ml/min i.e. 10%
of whole body V0z· Three-fourth of VOz by 'lV' is
achieved during systole.
3. 0 2 supply and utilization of myocardium as compared
with rest of the body tissue (see to Tab]e 43.3).
4. Coronary blood flow (CBF) fluctuates with each cardiac
cycle. This is specially true with lV where 80% 'CBF'
occurs during diastole, and the remaining 20% 'CBF'
occurs during systole. Therefore, 'CBF' increases
during diastole and decreases during systo]e, called
l'ht1~il Coro11a 1/ Ho'l< .
Variations in coronary b1ood flow during different
phases of cardiac cycle

W1zy variations in 'CBF' occurs?
Blood flow through any organ is determined by two
factors:
(1) by pressure head (i.e. mean BP, page 347), and
(2) by extravasrnlar pressure which provides resistance
to blood flow.
In the heart, ventricular action thus aHects the coronary
circulation as under:
(i) by altering the aortic pressure which determines
the 'pressure head'; and

.,

Blood flow tlzrough coronary vessels during cardiac cycle
Blood flow through coronary vessels during different
phases of cardiac cycle can be understood by studying
the pressure gradient between ventricles and aorta as
shown in Table 43.4.
Table 43.4 : Pressure in aorta and two ventricles in
systole and di,1stole (in mmHg)

Phase of
cardiac cycle

Pressure (mmHg) in

Pressure difference
(mmHg) between
Aorta and

Aorta

LV

RV

LY

RV

Systole

120

121

25

-1

95

Diastole

80

zero

zero

80

80

Since pressure difference between aorta and 'LV' is very
small during systole, therefore, blood flows to subendocardial
portion of'LV' only in diastole. However, pressure difference
is more in superficial portion of 'lV' to permit some flow
in this region throughout the cardiac cycle; while blood
flow to 'RV' and atria occurs both during systole and
diastole. Blood flow through coronary arteries during the
cardiac cycle is given in Table 43.5 and Fig. 43.2.

Blood flow through coronary sinus
In the coronary sinus the outflow of blood gradually rises •
from the 'isovolumetric ventricular contraction' phase and
reaches its peak during 'protodiastole' phase and then
gradually falls.
Clinical importance
1. Variation in CBF with heart rate. The duration of

diastole is shortened to a much greater extent from
0.5 sec (at HR 72 bpm) to 0.14 sec at (HR 200 bpm).
Therefore CBF also decreases. Refer to page 363.

r

-~
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Compe11satory mechanism in the subendocardial
portion of 'LV' where incidences of 'Ml' are higher, is
shown in Table 43.6.
However, the inner myocardium (subendocardial
portion) of LV is still more prone to 'MI' because:
(i) No blood flows to this portion during systole as
explained! above.
(ii} Ratio of lactic acid to pyruvic acid goes on
increasing from outer to inner layers showing
that anaerobic respiration (metabolism) goes on
in the inner layers which increases further under
conditions of stress.

7

-a
:c
E

.s
Aortic BP

t6

Left coronary
flow

I
I

I

I
I

I

Zero flow
I5

6

!
Right coronary
flow

I
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Zero flow

I

Ill. REGULATION OF CORONARY BLOOD FLOW
Myocardium has high oxygen consumption at rest.
This can be increased significantly by increasing 'CBF'.
Therefore, blood! flow increases when the metabolism of
myocardium increases. Like other vital organs of the body,
coronary circulation shows well developed phenomenon
of Autoregulatiion (page 318). It is influenced by two
factors: Chemical and Neural.
A. Chemical Fac:tors
1. Myocardial ischaemia either due to generalised

• ..

__

hypoxia or increased myocardial metabolism converts
intracellular myocardial adenine nucleotides to form
adenosine. This comes out into the ECF. The ECF
'adenosine', a potent coronary vasodilator, increases
'CBF' and myocardial hypoxia gets relieved (Fig. 43.3).
Moreover, further increase in 'CBF' is regulated as ECF
adenosine gets washed out.

- - - Coronary sinus flow
_ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ _ _ _ Zero flow

....__.

Systole

___

Diastole

Fig. 43.2 Blood flow through coronary vessels during different
phases of cardiac cycle.
1. lsovolumetric ventricular contraction;
2. Rapid ejection phase;

I

:J

3. Slow ejection phase;
4. Protodiastole and isovolumetric ventricular relaxation;
S. Rapid filling phase and
6. Slow filling phase and last rapid filling phase.

--

-- - -

--

-- ---

2. Because there is no blood flow during systole in
subendocardial portion of 'LV', therefore, this portion
of 'LV' is more prone to 'Ml' (Myocardial infarction).
3. In Aortu St •110 i, 'LV' pressure is further increased
because the pressure in the 'LV' must be much
greater than that in the aorta to eject blood, therefore,
coronaries supplying the 'LV' are severely compressed
during systole, hence leads to MI due to:
(i) Compression of coronaries, and
(ii) 'LV' has to do more work to expel the blood
through the stenosed valves; this increases oxygen
consumption of the 'LV'.
4. ln congestive cardiac failure K:CF), increase in venous
pressure decreases aortic diastolic pressure. Thus
effective coronary perfusion pressure falls and 'CBF'
decreases.

,---

--

I

I

Fall in arterial
P02

Increased myocardial
metabollsm

t

t

'""'•ml• o, hyr ~ of myo,,ontl•I ~II•

Corrects Intracellular adenine - - -- - Extracellular fluid
nucleotides
~ u \ 'Adenosine'

I

L

'l'Jas~
Increase 'CBF'

,..

,;.d O

~'\,e,

'""

I

'

I
I

Coronary
Vasodilatatlon

Fig. -43.3 Chemical regulation of coronary blood flow ( CBF)

I

2. Increase in concentration of vasodilator metabolites
locally such as CO2; H+; K+; lactic acid; prostaglandins;
adenosine and adenine nucleotides produces coronary
vasodilatation, as a result 'CBF' increases.
Mechanism of metabolic regulation of 'CBF': Berne
Hypothesis (Robert Berne 1950)
1. 'ATP' and 'ADP' are very potent vasodilator substances,
being 4 times as active as ' AMP' and adenosine itself.
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Table 43.5: Blood flow through left and right coronary artery during cardiac cycle
Phase of cardiac cycle with
duration
1. lsovolumetric ventricular
contraction (0.05 sec.)

Blood Flow Through
Left coronary artery

Right coronary artery

Ventricular pressUie rises rapidly and approaches
aortic pressure. This compresses intramyocardial
vessels and decreases the perfusion pressure. As a
result 'CBF' declines sharply to achieve almost 'zero'
flow level.

'CBF' falls sharply but not to 'zero'
flow level because pressure gradient 1s
more (aortic pressure 80 mmHg and RV
pressure 25 mmHg), thus maintains the
high perfusion pressure.

2. Rapid e1ection phase
(0.1 sec.)

Sudden rise in aortic presSUie causes rapid increase Sarne changes are observed here as seen
in perfusion pressure within coronaries. This results in the left coronary blood flow.
in rapid increase in 'CBF'.

3. Slow ejection phase (0.15 sec.)

Gradual fall in aortic pressUic decreases perfusion
pressure within coronaries as a result 'CBF' decreases.

4. (i) Protodiastole (0.04 sec.)
(ii) lsovolumetric ventricular

Ventricular pressUie decreases rapidly to 'zero' 'CBF' rises but not so steeply like the
while aortic pressure decreases only to 80 mmHg left coronary blood flow because rise in
i.e. it remains fairly high. Therefore, intra myocardial pressUie gradient is not so sharp.
compression of blood vessels is minimal and
perfusion pressure is maintained fairly high. As a
result, 'CBF' rises sharply. Mnximum 'CBF' occurs

relaxation (0.08 sec.)

-

•

-do-

during this phnse.

5. Rapid filling phase (0.1 sec)

Relaxation of cardiac musculature continues and
vessels open up further, causing slow continuous
rise in 'CBF'.

-do-

6. Slow filling phase (0.18 sec)
and last rapid filling phase
due to atrial systole (0.1 sec.)

PressUie is gradually built up within the ventricles
due to continuous venous return and aortic pressure
decreases gradually; therefore, perfusion pressure
within coronaries gradually falls and 'CBF' diminishes
slowly.

Same changes are observed here as seen
in the left coronary blood flow.

Table 43.6: Compl'nsato ry (protective) mechanism in subendocc1rdi,1I portion of ' LV'
where incidencPs of 'MI' are higher
Deep layers (subendocardial portion) of the myocardium in LV
(i) Capillary density: More; 1100

Superficial layers of the myocardium in LV

capillaries/m m2

(i) Less; 750 capillaries/m m2

(ii) Minimum diffusion distance between capillary and myocardial cells:
16.5 µm i.e. 20% shorter
(iii) Myoglobin content (02 storage pigment): Higher

However, they are not capable of crossing myocardial
cell membran~; whereas the nucleotide Adenositte can
easily cross th'e cell membrane. Therefore, when these
substances are liberated by the myocardial cell, they
gain access to the resistance vessels, including the precapillary sphincters of the coronary system producing
coronary vasodila tation.
2. Normally extracellular adenosine either gets deaminated
to form inosine and hypoxanthin e or re-enters the
myocardial cell to form ATP again.
3. Myocardial hypoxia causes formation of adenosine
(a vasodilator metabolite) which is not deaminated (to
form inosine) before it escapes from the myocardial
cells to cause increased CBF. Evidences in this regard

are:

(ii) 20.5 µm
(iii) Lower

(i) CBF increase is probably due to liberation of
vasodilator substance (adenosine) in the hypoxic
tissue. A similar increase in 'CBF' is produced in
the area s upplied by a coronary artery if the artery
is occluded and then released, a phenomeno n
caUed R eactive Hyperaemia.
(ii) Asphyxia, hypoxia and intracoronar y injection of
cyanide, all increase CBF by 2-3 times in denervated
as well as intact hearts.

8. Neural Factors
The coronary arterioles contain a-adrenergi c receptors,
which mediate vasoconstric tion, and ~-adrenergic
receptors which mediate vasodilatati on.

,
•
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1. Injection of epinephrine, via ~-adrenergic receptors,
causes coronary vasodilatation to increase 'CBF' (direct
effect).
2. Nor-adrenergic nerve stimulation (nerve ending where
nor-epinephrine is chemical transmitter) or injection
of nor-epinephrine:
(i) via stimulation of a.-receptors, decreases 'CBF'.
(ii) via stimulation of ~-receptors, increases 'HR' and
force of myocardial contraction. Thus, increased
activity of heart helps conversion of ATP to ADP
which by producing coronary vasodilatation,
increases 'CBF'. The net effect is increase in the
'CBF'.
3. When the inotropic and chronotropic effect of Noradrenergic discharge are blocked by a ~-adrenergic
blocking drug, stimulation of the Nor-adrenergic nerves
or Nor-epinephrine injection, decreases CBF due to its
direct effect on a.-receptors. Therefore, the 'direct' effect
of Nor-adrenergic stimulation is constriction rather
than dilatation of coronary vessels, whereas due to
its 'indirect' effect it increases CBF.
4. The vagi are not proven to supply the coronary vessels
but stimulation of vagus nerve sufficient to cause
cardiac arrest, increases CBF due to:
(i) decreased intramural tissue pressure; and
(ii) decrease in extravascular resistance caused by
asystole.
Important Note

Coronary circulation is controlled almost entirely
by local metabolic factors (hypoxia and adenosine;
sympathetic nerves play a minor role).

:J
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2. £1 orio, l
e.g. fright, olfactory and
auditory stimuli increase sympathetic discharge, so
HR and ventricular contractility increases, thus 'CBF'
increases secondary to increase in myocardial oxygen
consumption and metabolism.
3. •
causes reflex increase in nor-adrenergic
discharge producing coronary vasodilatation to
increase 'CBF'. This effect is observed secondary to
the metabolic changes in the myocardium at a time
when the cutaneous, renal and splanchnic vessels are
constricted .
4. H ,
11
When HR is increased, stroke volume
decreases, therefore, phasic CBF and 0 2 consumption
per beat decreases. (also refer to page 360)
5. 'fem 10,1,
(i) Thyroid: Thyrotoxicosis increases myocardial
metabolism to increase 'CBF'.
(ii) Epinephrine and Nor-epinephrine act via Padrenergic
receptors and result in increased 'CBF'.
(iii) Nicotine also increases 'CBF' through the liberation
of Nor-epinephrine.
(iv) Pitressin, by increasing coronary resistance,
decreases 'CBF'.
(v) Acetylclwline increases 'CBF' (mechanism same
as seen with stimulation of vagus nerve to the
heart).
6. Tt , •r tr,
(i) Hyperthermin increases body metabolism and
'CBF' increases. This helps to maintain normal 0 2
requirement.
(ii) Hypothermia, markedly decreases body metabolic
rate, 0 2 requirement decreases and CBF decreases.
7. •
increases 'CBF'.

1e,,

Factors Affecting Coronary Blood Flow (C.B.F.)
1. Yl11sc11ln1· L,er~1se 'CBF' increases from its resting
value of 60-80 mL/ 100 g/min to 300-400mL/100g/min
during maximum exercise (i.e. by 4 times).
Mecltanism

Exercise increases sympathetic activity and 'CBF'
increases due to:
(i) increased activity of the heart,
(ii) increase in 'cardiac output' (<!: 5 folds) and
(iii) increase in mean arterial B.P.
During rest, systolic/diastolic flow ratio is 20:80 (0.25).
During exercise, this ratio becomes 50:50 (unity).
Increased CBF during systole is distributed:
(i) to more superficial layer of myocardial muscle;
and
(ii) to the atrial regions and 'RV'; some to the 'LV',
because extravascular tissue pressure in atria
and RV is much lower and, therefore, offers less
resistance to blood flow.

Mechanisms:
(i) It decreases 0 2 carrying capacity of blood (hypoxia),

which causes release of adenosine;
(ii) A compensatory increase in 'HR' produces
metabolic hypoxia.
Physio-clinical significance: Myocardial infarction (MI)
1. The most common cause of MI (page 304) is rupture
of an atherosclerotic plaque or haemorrhage
into the coronary arteries. A common site for
development of atheromatic plaque is in the
first few centimeters of the coronary artery.
2. There is a strong positive correlation between
atherosclerosis (page 615) and circulating levels of
honioct;steine. This substance damage endothelial
cells. It is converted to non-toxic methionine in
the presence of folate and vitamin 8 12• Thus both
of these vitamins lower the incidences of coronary
artery disease.
3. Atherosclerosis has an important inflammatory
component (page 615) and there is a positive
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correlation between increased levels of C-Reactive
protein and MI.
4. When myocardial cells die, they leak enzymes
into the circulation and measuring the rises in the
serum enzymes plays an important role in the

diagnosis of MI. The enzymes most commonly
measured are:
(i) MB isomer of creatine kinase (CK-MB)
(ii) Troponin T nnd I; and
(iii) Lipoprotein (a) - Lp (a)

lM@Jii#iiH,ti
1. Give physiological significance of:
(i) End arteries
(ii) Phasic coronary flow
(iii) Reactive hyperaemia
2. Write short notes on:
(i) Arterial supply to the heart
(ii) Characteristic features of coronary blood £low
(iii) Protective mechanisms in the left ventricle where incidences of MI are high
(iv) Regulation of coronary blood flow
(v) Factors affecting coronary blood flow
3. Draw well labelled diagram to show blood flow through coronary vessels during various phases of cardiac cycle.
4. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Decreased blood flow in inner portion of left ventricle wall during systole
(ii) Subendocardial portion of left ventricle is more prone to MI
(iii) Maximum coronary blood flow occurs during protodiastole and iso-volumetric ventricular relaxation phase of
cardiac cycle.

5. Describe briefly variation in coronary blood flow with heart rate.
6. Give the correlation between atherosclerosis and myocardial infarction (MI). Mention the bio-chemical tests done to
diagnose MI.

7. Which portion of the myocardium is most susceptible to ischaemia and why?

HR·I
1. Coronary arteries are end arteries because:
(a) A given area of the myocardium is supplied by a single artery
(b) There occurs overlapping of arteries supplying an area of the myocardium
(c) Anastomosis is seen between the branches of coronary arteries and branches of deep system of veins
(d) Anastomosis is seen between coronaries and vessels lying outside the heart
2. Oxygen usage by the myocardium at rest is:
(a) 8-10 mL/100 gm/min
(b) 20-40 mL/min
(c) 60-80 mL/100 gm/min
(d) 250 mL/min
3. Oxygen saturation of coronary sinus blood is:
(a) 70% with pO2 40 mmHg
(b) 70% with pO2 20 mmHg
(c) 35% with pO2 20 mmHg
(d) 35% with p02 40 mmHg
4. Phasic coronary blood flow (CBF) refers to:
(a) Almost zero flow level through coronaries
(b) Maximum blood flow through coronaries
(c) Incrase in CBF during diastole
(d) Variation in CBF with reference to cardiac cycle
5. Subendocardial portion of left ventricle (LV) is most common site of myocardial infarction because:
(a) Left coronary artery supplying the LV has a greater £low
(b) LV does more work to propel the blood compared to the right ventricle
(c) LV has more muscle mass compared to right ventricle
(d) There is no blood flow during systole in the subendocardial portion of LV
6. Maximum blood flow to coronaries occurs during:
(a) Early part of systole
(b) Systole proper

(c) Early part of diastole

(d) Diastole proper
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7. Which of the following factors probably affects myocardial blood flow to the greatest extent under normal conditions:
(a) Degree of parasympathetic stimulation
(b) Rate of release of adenosine from the myocardium
(c) Degree of sympathetic stimulation of coronary vessels
(d) Myocardial carbon dioxide concentration

•

8. Blood flow through both the coronary arteries at rest is:
(a) 3-5 mL/100 gm/min
(b) 40-55 mL/100 gm/min
(c) 60-80 mL/100 gm/min

(d) 300 400 mL/100 gm/min

9. Normal A-V 0 2 difference of myocardium at rest is:
(a) 2.0 mL/dL
(b) 5.0 mL/dL

(d) 13 mL/dL

(c) 10.0 mL/dL

10. Pressure difference between aorta and left ventricle during systole is:
(a) +1 mmHg
(b) -1 mmHg
(c) 80 mmHg

(d) 95mmHg

11. All statements are trne for protective compensatory m echanism in subendo-cardial portion of LV where incidences of
myocardial infarctions are higher except that:
(a) Capillary density is more
(b) Minimal diffusion between capillaries and myocardial cell is shorter
(c) Myoglobin content is higher
(d) Ratio of lactic acid to pyruvic acid is more
12. Coronary blood flow is increased by all of the following except:
(a) ~-adrenergic blockade
(b) A decrease in arterial pO2
(c) An increase in arterial pCO2
(d) Vaga1 stimulation

(a)
11. (d)
1.

•

2. (a)
12. (a)

3. (c)

4. (d)

5. (d)

CEREBRAL CIRCULATION

•

I. PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY
1. Arterial Supply: The brain is supplied by two
arteries:
(i) two internal carotid arteries, and
(ii) two vertebal arteries, which unite to form Basilar
Artery.
Basilar Artery along with two internal carotid arteries
forms Circle of Willis which gives origin to 6 large vessels
and provides entire blood supply to the brain. In addition,
basilar artery supplies: occipital lobes, cerebellum, pons,
medulla; and internal carotid artery supplies: upper brain
stem and remaining part of cerebral hemispheres.
2. Venous Drainage: Venous drainage from the brain is
carried out by two systems: superficial and deep veins.
Veins from these two systems anastomose and open
into the 'Venous Sinuses' (which lie between the dura
mater and bone). These veins have no valves and are
kept open by the structures of the dura around their
orifices. Venous drainage from the brain is mainly:
(i) via internal jugular vein,
(ii) by channels which join the vertebral venous plexus,
and
(iii) by anastomoses with the orbital and pterygoid
plexuses.
3. Innervation of cerebral blood vessels.

6. (c)

7. (b)

8. (c)

9. (d)

10. (b)

(i) Sympathetic s1tpply

(a) Pial arteries and arterioles are supplied by
sympathetic nor-adrenergic fibers which come
from the cervical ganglia of the sympathetic
ganglion chain.
(b) Brain blood vessels are supplied by
intracerebral nor-adrenergic neurons that
have their cell bodies in the brain stem.
Activation of sympathetic neurons mediate
vasoconstriction via the release of nor-epinephrine
or neuropeptide-Y at their endings.
(ii) Parasympathetic supply comes from facial nerve
via the greater superficial petrosaJ nerve. The
post ganglionic neurons contain A-ch, VIP or
substance-P and cause vasodilation.
4. General features
(i) Adult brain weighs 1400 gms; 60% (840 gm) is
comprised of white matter (WM), and remaining
40% (560 gm) is grey matter (GM) .
(ii) Ce-ebnl blo :-id flo · is 750 mL/min or
50-60 mL/min/100 gm. Critical flow level is
approx. 18 mL/min/100 gm as fl.ow less than this
produces unconsciousness.
(iii) Cerebral O consumption is 3.3mL/100gm/min
or 45 mL/min i.e. 20% of the whole body at rest.
(iv) Rapid oxygen consumption of the brain is
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essentially the function of 'GM', since 'WM' consists
of axons and their oxygen consumption is only
0.3mL/100 g/min. Therefore, 'GM' uses the rest
of 0 2, i.e. 3.3-0.3 = 3mL/100gm/min.
Important Note

Thus, the 'GM', less than 1 ¾ of the body weight uses
nearly 20¾ of the 0 2 consumed by the whole body
at rest. This is possible since the 'GM' has a capillary
density of approx. 4000 capillaries/mm2 •
(v) The brain is e .1.. e
Is· vt. o , ,
and
occlusion of its blood supply within 10sec produces
unconsciousness. The vegetative structure in the
brain stem are more resistant to hypoxia than the
cerebral cortex. For example, conditions causing
fairly prolonged hypoxia show normal vegetative
functions but severe permanent intellectual
deficiencies due to hypoxic damage to: cerebral
cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus and inferior colliculus.
(vi) Energy sources: Under normal conditions, glucose
is the main source of energy for the brain. Some
utilization of amino-acids from the circulation
may also take place (specially during prolonged
starvation or convulsions).

minus cerebral venous pressure, which is effectively
the intracranial pressure.
(ii) resistance i.e. the viscosity of the blood; and
(iii) degree of active constriction or dilatation of the
cerebral arteries.
The alteration in cerebral blood flow under different ..,
conditions is shown in Table 43.7.
The table clearly indicates Autoregulation of cerebral
blood flow between 65 to 140 rnmHg mean BP. This ,.,
autoregulation of cerebral blood flow is seen only when .
the arterial pCO2 and pO2 are maintained at or near
normal values. (Fig. 43.4)

E

Arterial pCO2 : 70-80
mmHg (hypercapnia)

200

0,

0
0

·e
:::i
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160

120

At normal arterial,
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0

80

0

:0

Ti!
.0
E
(I)
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between 65 to 140 mmHg

u

Important Note

0

Glucose enters the brain via GLUT-1 in cerebral
capillaries and insulin is not required for cerebral
cells to utilize glucose.
II. REGULATION OF CEREBRAL CIRCULATION
l. Cerebral blood flow depends on:

(i) perfusion pressure i.e. mean systemic arterial BP

40

80

120

160

200

Arterial mean BP

Fig. 43.4 Effect of variation in systemic arterial mean BP and
arterial pC02 on cerebral blood flow

I- - - -

--

-- ------ --

2. Effect of brain metabolism on cerebral vessels
(i) Slight falJ in arterial pO2 by producing cerebral
vasodilatation, increases 'cerebral blood flow';

Table 43.7: Factors affecting cerebral blood flow
Condition

1. Recumbent

Mean cerebral
arterial pressure (as
determined by systemic
mean BP)

Cerebral venous
pressure (as reflected
by internal jugular
pressure)

Cerebral blood flow

100 mmHg

Less

2. Upright position

Falls to 20-30 mmHg

Falls similarly due to
gravitational forces

No change (because fall in both the pressures keeps
the perfusion pressure fairly constant).

3. Coughing or

Normal

Increases

No change (because of simul-taneous increase in
intracranial CSF pressure which minimizes the change
of pressure in transmural venules and capillaries)

than 10 mm.Hg

Normal

position

straining at
stools
4. Repeated

Decreases

Normal

Cerebral blood flow remains steady until mean
cerebral arterial pressure falls below 65 mm.Hg; after
that cerebral blood flow decreases markedly.

When increases upto 140
mrnHg

Normal

Cerebral blood flow is reasonably constant; if mean
BP increases above 140 mmHg, Cerebral blood flow
increases accordingly.

haemorrhage

5. In hypertensive
patients

•
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whereas, moderate to severe decrease in arterial
pO2, decreases 'cerebral blood flow' secondary to
vasocons triciton.
(ii) 'Cerebral blood flow' increases in linearity with
rise in arterial pCO2 .
Increase in arterial pCO2 or fall in arterial pH, produces
arteriolar dilatation in brain to increase 'cerebral blood
flow' (direct effect).
There are evidences that the effect of CO2 are mediated
via changes in pH. How?
(a) A maintained rise of arterial pCO2 of
1 mmHg above its normal range, increases
cerebral blood flow by 3mL/100 gm/min.
(b) A maintained fall of arterial pCO2 of
1 mrnHg below its normal range, decreases
cerebral blood flow by 1.5 mL/100 gm/min.
This is an important factor in production of
cerebral symptoms during hyperventilation.
I/flit

Important Note

Lactic acid produces cerebral vasodilatation only
when it diffuses into cerebral interstitium.
(iii) Inhalation of hyperbaric 0 2 causes cerebral
vasoconstriction and thus cerebral blood flow
decreases.
High cerebral pO2 disrupts neuronal metabolism
producing convulsions, coma and death (page
461).

•

3. A11aestltetic agents decrease cerebral blood flow and
depress metabolism by influencing cerebral vascular
sensitivity.

•

(i) If the body ;s accelmted upwards I • , n• '(/,

blood moves towards the feet and arterial pressure
at the level of the head decreases; however, venous
pressure also falls and intracranial pressure falls,
so that the pressure on the vessels decreases and
cerebral blood flow remains fairly constant.
(ii) Conversely, during acceleration downwards, force
acting towards the head 1e~a n
J increases
arterial pressure at head level, but intracranial
pressure also rises, so that the cerebral vessels are
supported and do not rupture.
Important Note

Cerebral circulation is controlled almost entirely
by local metabolic factors. The most important
local vasodilator for the cerebral circulation is CO2•
Vasoactive substances in the systemic circulation
have little or no effects because such substances
cannot cross the blood brain barrier easily.

'JI

(a) Arterial pCO2 when increases above 80 mmHg, no
further increase in 'cerebral blood flow' occurs due
to maximal dilatation of cerebral vessels.
(b) Arterial pCO2 below 20 mmHg causes no further
decrease in cerebral blood flow due to cerebral
vasoconstriction. Cerebral vasoconstriction occurs
following cerebral hypoxia with production of lactic
acid.

'
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4. Effect of inl racrnnial pressure changes
Any change in intracranial pressure causes a similar
change in venous pressure promptly and vice
versa. For example, increased intracranial pressure
compresses cerebral vessels, venous pressure decreases.
As a result, effective perfusion pressure decreases to
decrease cerebral blood flow. This relationship helps
to compensate for changes in arterial BP at the level
of the heart, for example:

Mechanism of Cerebral Autoregulation
Three mechanisms are responsible for autoreguJation of
'cerebral blood flow'.
1. Role of Metabolism: This is the main factor responsible
for achieving autoreguJation of 'cerebral blood flow'.
How?
(i) Mild to moderate decrease in perfusion pressure
decreases driving forces for flow, resulting in CO2
accumulation which by release of H+ produces
cerebral vasodilatation.
(ii) Marked decrease in perfusion pressure causes
cerebral hypoxia; release of pyruvic and lactic acid,
which by diffusing into the interstitial fluid causes
further increase in its [H+].
2. Role of basal myoge11ic tone of blood vessels: Due to
myogenic response of the small pre-capillary blood
vessels these vessels contract in response to distending
pressure. (Bayliss-Folkow hypothesis - 1902), therefore,
a sudden rise in transmural pressure causes transient
increase in 'cerebral blood flow' which returns to
normal within 1-2 secs.
3. Role of vasomotor nerves: Even though cerebral vessels
are innervated by nor-adrenergic vasoconstrictor fibers
and cholinergic vasodilator fibers; vasomotor reflexes
play little, role in the regulation of 'cerebral blood
flow' in humans. However, cholinergic sympathetic
vasodilator nerves are responsible for autoregulation
of 'cerebral blood flow' when mean arterial blood
pressure decreases.

Effect of Intracrarual Pressure Changes
1. 011 systemic arterial BP

Normally,

cerebrospinal

fluid

('CSF')

occupies

· O' 1
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approx. 10% of the intracranial volume with a pressure
between 'zero' to 7 mmHg. When 'CSF' volume increases:
(i) CSF gets displaced into the spinal canal due to
compression of the epidural venous plexuses
there. This mechanism provides approx. 65% of the
compensatory capacity of the rigid skull.
(ii) Beyond this even small increase in CSF volume
causes marked increase in intracranial pressure
which may correspondingly approach the mean
arterial pressure.
(iii) Cushing Reflex: to maintain cerebral blood flow (page
335).

2. On Cerebral Blood Flow
In lying down position, normal jugular venous pressure
is7mmHg.

Kety s fa.Jpenment.
(i) Increase of CSF pressure froJl)_ Z tp 33mpaH~ causes
A~~J!3 of arterial B.P. Thus helps to maintain

'\,t8,-

normal cerebral blood flow ~ e in
e ~vascular eressure;
intracranial
(ii)RWhen CSF pressure exsw:Js 33
l't"'l'<??4e-pressure increases above the arterial BP; this_
· )),/
~ ~ w' with fall in arterial
B.P. progressively, finally producing coma.
This shows increase of CSF pressure from its normal,
level initially leading to Bulbar Asphyxia which stimulates
vasomotor centre producing extracerebral vasoconstriction
and increases arterial mean B.P.
However, marked increase in CSF pressure produces
direct depression of vasomotor centre and compensatory
mechanism .fails.

m.wg,

tMi-MiiiH,ti
1. Write short notes on:

(i) Technique for measurement of cerebral blood flow
(ii) Regulation of cerebral circulation
(iii) Effects of altering of arterial pCO2 and pO2 on cerebral blood flow
(iv) Effect of positive and negative'g' on cerebral circulation
(v) Bayliss-Folkow hypothesis
2. Define intracranial pressure. Mention the effects of its changes on cerebr·al circulation.
3. Which part of the brain is resistant to hypoxia? Give its clinical significance.

f

4. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Critical blood flow level to brain

(ii) Brain is extremely sensitive to hypoxia
5. Depict diagrammatically the effect of variation in systemic arterial mean BP and arterial pCO2 on cerebral blood flow.

00·1
1. Which part of the brain is more resistant to hypoxia?
(b) Basal ganglia
(a) Cerebral cortex

(d) Brain stem
(c) Thalamus
2. Autoregulation of cerebral blood flow is seen between ........ mmHg mean1BP:
(d) 15-50 mmHg
(a) 40-100 mmHg
(b) 65-140 mmHg
(c) 65-200 mmHg,
3. The most important factor for regulating cerebral blood flow under nom1al conditions is the:
(a) Rate of cerebral carbon dioxide formation
(b) Rate of cerebral oxygen consumption
(c) Degree of sympathetic stimulation of peripheral vasculature
(d) Rate of release of adeno!-ine fro m the cerebrum
4. Oxygen consumption of whole human brain in mL/min is about:
(d) 55

w~

w~

5. Slight decrease in cerebral arterial pO2 will lead to:
(a) No change in rate of arterial circulation
(b) Vasoconstriction of cerebral arterioles
(c) Vasodilatation and increase in rate of cerebral circulation
(d) Significant increase in neuronal excitazbility

1. (d)

2. (b)

3. (a)

4. (c)

5. (c)

•

•
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Cortex
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+ Subdural space
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trabeculae
Artery

Ventricle

'----Choroid
plexuses

THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID (CSF)

communicates with lateral ventricle above by
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY
Foramen of Monro and below to Nth ventricle by
l. 'CNS' is enveloped by the meninges; from outside to
Aqueduct of Sylvius.
inside are termed: dura, arachnoid and pia. (Fig. 43.5)
(iii) IVth ventricle, it lies between pons and medulla
oblongata.
Dura ends at the lower border of 2nd sacral spine, while
spinal cord ends at the lower border of 1st lumbar spine,
Surface of ventricles are lined with a thin cuboidal
therefore, spinal theca can be puntured in lower lumbar
epithelium called f
I1, .
segments without fear of injury to the spinal cord.
5. Choroid Plexuses. Some arteries (accompanied by
2. The arachnoid is separated from the pia by ,,11l,amcl111oi,I
covering of pia) pass through the brain substance to
.1 "n , which contains CSF. Arachnoid invests the
reach the lining, Ependymnl I.Ayer in ventricles (Lateral,
Illrd and Nth). They then break up into complex blood
spinal cord quite loosely. There are definite dilata ·~s
of subarachnoid space called c-ist~ae; th e
\
<.~els and their epithelium becomes differentiated
(i) Cisterna magna is found ~tt1erval
the
G}rit~ ~ubical cells. This modified lining of blood vessels
cereb
'\Jvconstitute Choroid Plexuses (Fig. 43.5) . It contributes to
medulla and under-sur
(ii) Cistemn pontis a n
c ·it~ea/ ·
- ; • the formation of cerebrospinal fluid.
Cistema pontis li~esn tral
e
the
. Arachnoid Villi. They are small finger like projections
and contains the ba ·
. he '
erna s ·s'
of arachnoidal trabeculae, lined by flat epithelium
(interped·un
·
the chn}¥~dg·
(Fig. 43.6). These villi project into venous sinuses
across th ·
a
e
s of ~em
1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
lobes, and o tains th1 circle w~f/
Arachnoid villi
Prolongation of the subarachnoid ~{tl' e
al ng
rticularly
the sheaths of spinal and cr~l ~ves
Subarachnoid
;(';. \.,,_
the optic nerve.
3. Pia invests the nervous {~~ce very closely. As the
arteries and veins enter~ leave the brain substance
they are surrounded by the P
t
rd, J lS i.e. pia
ventricle
li---'-+---',F,::::::S,+l+-Foramen
is loosely adherent to the blood vessels. These spaces
Third
of monro
extend down as far as arterioles and venules and above
Aqueduct
are continuous with subarachnoid spaces.
of Sylvius
Function: Perivascular spaces are modified lymphatic
system for brain (since no true lymphatics are present
in brain tissue). They help in transporting fluid proteins
and waste products and extraneous particulate matter
Foramen
from the brain into the subarachnoid space.
of
4. Ventricles. They are series of interconnecting chambers
Luschka
within the brain. They are:
Fig. 43.6 Arrows showing the flow of cerebrospinal fluid within
(i) l.Ateral ventricle, chamber in central hemisphere.
brain spaces.
(ii) lllrd ventricle, narrow chamber in mid brain, which

~£

7
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and allow relatively free flow of 'CSF', proteins and
particles less than 1 µm size into the blood.
CSF COMPOSITION
'CSF' is a clear colourless alkaline fluid with a specific
gravity 1005-1008. It is almost protein free (20-30 mg/ dL)
and almost cell free (lymphocytes 0-5/µL). It contains less
glucose (SO mg/ dL) than plasma. Also contains some urea
and creatinine. Hence it is similar to blood plasma but it
does not dot. (Table 43.8)

Absorption
l. Mainly (80%) by arachnoid villi into venous (dural)
sinuses and spinal veins; because:
(i) hydrostatic pressure of "CSF" is more than venous
pressure in sinuses, and
(ii) it is also aided by osmotk pull of plasma proteins '\.
within plasma, in returning "CSF" to blood.
stream.
2. To minor degree i.e. remaining 20% may pass along the sheaths of cranial nerves into cervical lymphaticsz
and also into perivascular spaces.

Table 43.8: Composition of human CSF and plasma
Substance

CSF

Plasma

Ratio CSF
to Plasma

Na+ (mEq/L)

147

150

0.98

K+ (mEq/L)

2.9

4.6

0.62

Ca2+

2.3

4.7

0.49

113

99

1.14

HCO3- (mEq/L)

25.1

24.8

1.01

Protein (mg/dL)

25 (20-30)

6000

0.003

Glucose (mg/ dL)

64 (50-85)

100

0.64

pH

7.33

7.40

0.99

Osmolality
(mOsm/ kg water)

289

289

1.0

(mEq/L)

UMti

[K+], [Ca2 +] and glucose is lower, fH+] is high er
whereas [Na+] is similar to that in the plasma.

\o/1w1t. 130-150 mL of which 30 mL is in ventricular
system and remainder in subarachnoid space.
Daily ~Yretiu11 500 to 550 mL.
Rate of fonni. 1011. 0.2 - 0.3 mL/ min.
I ress1,re: avera-.:c 130 mm HiO (10 mmHg) in lateral
lying position (range: 100-200 mm H 2O).
In sitting position CSF pressure is 200 mm HiO higher
than in the lying position.

Route of Absorption
From choroid plexuses of ventricles to arachnoid villi.
How? (Fig. 43.6)
The cerebrospinal fluid formed in the lateral ventricles
v iaforanren of monro reaches Illrd ventricle (combines with
fluid secreted here), then via aqueduct of sylvius enters into
cisterna magna (dilatation in subarachnoid space). The
'CSF' from other ventricles flows through the foramen of
magendie and Luscl1ka also to the sub-arachnoid space. Firom
sub-arachnoid space it flows upwards towards cerebrum,
where almost all arachnoid villi are located; and is absorbed
through these villi into the cerebral venous sinuses.
Important Notes

1. At a normal average CSF pressure of 130 mrnHiO, "'
the CSF filtration and absorption are equal.
(hg. 43.7)
2. At CSF pressure less than 70 mmHiO, CSF
absorption stops and it starts accumulating in
excessive amounts within brain spaces, a condition
called Hydrocephalus.

,-

1.6

1.2

'2

·e

:::J 0.8

Absorption

.s
:

0.4

en

(.)

FORMATION AND ABSORPTION OF CSF
Formation
l. 50% by choroid plexuses in the ventricles.
2. 40% by blood vessels of meningeal and ependymal
lining of ventricles.
3. 10% by blood vessels of brain and spinal cord.
The "CSF" is formed continuously by the secretory
activity of the epithelial cells of the choroid plexuses of
the intraventricular system (evidence: CSF composition
differs from that of plasma).

0

0

50

70

100

130

150

200

CSF pressure (mmH2O)

Hg. 43.7 CSF formation and absorption.
{a) At 130 mmH2 0 pressure, CSF formation and absorption
are equal;
(b) at 70 mmH 20 pressure, CSF absorption is zero.
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FUNCTIONS OF CSF
1. It serves as a fluid /111flt thereby provides optimum
environment to neurons.
2. P~ott ,.
, m·•11 11 supports the delicate brain in
cranial vault. However, brain and CSF have approx.
••
the same specific gravity, therefore, brain simply floats
in the fluid.
3. It acts as a re!>.. • o to regulate the contents of cranium
i.e. it can compensate for fluctuation in amount of blood
within skull, therefore, at any moment if blood volume
of brain increases then 'CSF' drains away. Conversely,
if brain's blood volume s~inks, more 'CSF' is retained.
Thus, CSF keeps the total volume of cranial content
constant.

Important Note

Because brain tissue and CSF are essentially
incompressible, the volume of blood, CSF and brain
in the cranium at any time must be relatively constant

(Monro-Kellie Doctrine).
4. The highly selective permeability of brain capillaries

prevents the brain from toxins and from fluctuations
in neurotransmitters in the blood.
• 5. It helps transfer of waste products (111 t11bo/ic exclt,111.~t )
of brain into the blood.
'"6. It may serve as a medium for 1111trie11t exclrn1tft in
the nervous system.
Important Note

Removal of CSF during lumbar puncture can cause
a severe headache afterwards, because the brain
hangs on vessels and nerve roots, and traction on
these structures stimulates pain fibers.
MEASUREMENT OF CSF PRESSURE
1. Subject lies in lateral position (therefore, spinal fluid
p ressure equals pressure in cranial vault).
2. A spinal needle is inserted into spinal canal between
L 4 and L5 and is connected to glass tube.
3. Spinal fluid is allowed to rise in the tube as high as
it will.
4. 'CSF' level height in the tube (in mm) above the level
of the needle will give CSF pressure in ~ O .
- CLINICAL ASPECTS
· A. Causes of increase in CSF pressure

I. Physiological
1. Increase in venous pressure, for example, following
coughing or crying or compression of internal jugular
vein.
2. Q11cckc11ste,lt's Sigw compression of internal jugular

D
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vein decreases absorption of CSF, as a result CSF
pressure increases.
11. Pathological
1. Increase in ralte of fluid formation e.g. inflammation
of meninges.
2. Increased resistance to absorption through arachnoid
villi; for example, brain tumours, haemorrhage or
infection (cellular elements block the absorption).
B. Causes of deorease in CSF pressure
1. decrease in venous pressure;
2. decrease in rate of fluid formation.
Diagnosis of increase i11 CSF pressure by opfitfzalmoscopy:
Look for Papilloedema i.e. swelling of optic disc.
How?
Increased pressure of 'CSF' increases pressure in optic
sheath, so blood flow in retinal veins decreases. This
increases retinal capillary pressure throughout the eye
producing retinal oedema. Tissue of optic disc being
more distensible compared to rest of retina, therefore,
becomes more oedematous and swells into the cavity
of the eye.

C. The effect of l V. injection of hypertonic solutions
on the CSF pressure
1. 1.V. injection of SO mL of 10% NaCl solution causes
fall in CSF pressure for 2 hours due to absorption of
fluid from CSF into the plasma. However, effect is
temporary, because Na+ and c1- eventually move into
the CSF themselves and equilibrium is re-established
U it is of value in conditions of raised intracranial
pressure caused by cerebral tumours; therefore, helpful
in:
(i) relieving papilloedema;
(ii) restoring consciousness; and
(iii) intracranial operations made easier as bulging of
the brain is prevented.
2. Hypertonic glucose I.V. injection likewise exerts
similar effects. but is of transient benefit as glucose
gets metabolized.
3. Hypertonic urea exerts a more prolonged effect because
of the low rate of penetration of urea into the CSF and
the slowness of renal excretion of urea.

D. Hydrocephahlls
This means pathological accumulation of CSF within brain
spaces.

Types
1. Co111m11111wti11,;: (nr f t£ ma/) ll11droaplrnills i.e. excess
of fluid accumulation in subarachnoid space.
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Causes: when rate of CSF formation is more than rate
of its absorption, e.g.
(i) Over development of choroid plexuses increases
CSF formation; this fails to get absorbed by the total
surface of arachnoid villi available for absorption;
(ii) Decrease absorptive capacity of arachnoid villi due
to:
(a) thrombosis of venous sinuses, or
(b) inflammatory changes in meninges which
causes occlusion of arachnoid villi.
2. , J 1-r•J ,, 1111c, 111< er Tnte , I) ,I ,Ir ,p,111/,1 i.e.
excess of fluid accumulation in ventricular system
proximal to block. Common sites of block are: foramen
of moruo; aqueduct of sylvius; foramen of luschka or
magendie, and within ventricular system itself.
BLOOD BRAIN BARRIER (BBB)
The term applies to the barrier between blood and the
brain tissue. In fact this barrier exists at two places within
the brain. (Fig. 43.8)
(1) One located at the choroid plexus and CSF fluid
interface. Some physiologists use separate term
for this as ,/,,, )1 - : ' b .mer (choroid plexus is
slowly permeable to small ions and lipid insoluble
substances and is impermeable to large lipid-insoluble
compounds); and
(2) Other is located between the CSF and brain capillaries
elsewhere than the choroid plexuses (true blood brain
barrier).
However, both the barriers are similar and the blood
brain barrier (BBB) is the most common term used to
refer to the net exchange of substance between blood
and the brain.

I

There is an H + gradient between brain ECF and blood;
the pH of brain ECF is 7.33; whereas that of blood
is 7.4.
In general rapidity with which substances peneh:ate
brain tissue is inversely related to molecular size of
substance and directly to lipid solubility of substance,
thus water soluble polar compounds genera.Uy cross.
slowly.
Therefore, these barriers are:
(i) t , l,/1 pe ·meal,/e o water, 0 2, CO2, sulpha
drugs and erythromycin.
(ii) ..,, I I J 1 • -int·c blc to electrolytes : H+, Na+, K+,
Mg2+, c1-, HC03- and HPO/- glucose and some
drugs e.g. penicillin, chloromycetin, tetracycliri1.
(iii) \/mo,t 1111permeable to arsenic, gold, sulphur;
urea; catecholamines; proteins and bile salts.

Rate of transfer of substances
Certain compounds cross the BBB slowly, whereas
closely related compounds enter rapidly e.g. amiJnes
like dopamine and serotonin penetrate to a very limited
degree, but their corresponding acid precursors, L-dopa,
and 5-hydroxytryptophan, enter with relative ease.
Variable permeability of brain capillaries is due to the
fact that in these capillaries:
(i) the endothelial cells are surrounded by a continuous "'_
belt of tight junctions and do not allow the
penetration of molecules with MW more than 2000; ..
(ii) the endothelial cells are covered by foot process of
astrocytes. This covering is, however, incomplete
and large enough to permit the substances with a
MW 40,000.

Ventricles with

, ___.....ch
.....oriod ple~:us
. - - Cerebrospinal
fluid

t

CSF
l tonna11on

Neuron

l CSF·
t volume
I 140 ml

Astrocyte

Pe~
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cells

Blood-CSF
IMmer

1:~\Alayer

Blood flow

9

llus

CSFabsorption
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Brain--;:~ri'
~:l!i~:5~~~~~tf!H:i:Zt:z~
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Cerebral
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Fig. 43.8 Structures involved in the exchange of materials between the blood, CSF and the ceUs within the brain (A); Blood Brain Barrier
and Blood-CSF barrier (B)
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Important Note

Glucose is the major source of energy for neurons. It
is transported across the walls of brain capillaries by
glucose transporter (GLUT-1, page 260). Infants with
congenital GLUT-1 deficiency develop decreased
CSF glucose concentration in spite of normal blood
• glucose and they have delayed development and fits .
•

Development of BBB
' BBB develops during early years of life; at this time cerebral
capillaries are much more permeable than adulthood.
Therefore, in severely jaundiced infants, bile pigments
penetrate into nervous system and, in the presence of
asphyxia, damage the basal ganglia (kernicterus) (page
109). However, this is not true in jaundiced adults.
Functions of BBB

(1) BBB protects the sensitivity of the cortical neurons to
ionic changes with fluid bathing them. This helps to
maintain constancy of environment i.e. concentration
of K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, H+ and other ions in the CNS;
(2) It protects the brain from endogenous and exogenous
toxins in the blood; and
(3) It prevents the escape of neurotransmitters into the
general circulation.
&

Clinical Importance of BBB

1. Selection of drugs during management of meningitis:
Sulpha and erythromycin are most commonly given to
treat meningitis which can easily cross the BBB.
2. BBB breaks down in the areas of irradiation, infection
or tumours, therefore, localization of pathological area
with accuracy is possible with dyes or radioactive
iodine labelled with albumin.
3. BBB also breaks down by sudden marked increase in
B.P. or by I.V. administration of hypertonic fluids.
Important Note

CSF in the ventricles and the subarachnoid space
is separated from the brain by highly permeable
structures, the ependyma and the pia respectively.
Thus there is no 'CSF-brain barrier'and a drug injected
into the CSF by lumbar puncture reaches the brain
and spinal cord easily.

O
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Fig. 43.9 Circumventricular organs

CIRCUMVENTRICULAR OR~ ~

There are 4 small areas in or ne~ ~ ~ ~ d e the
BBB. These are the areas having fenestrated capillaries in
which substances in the circulating blood can act to trigger
changes in brain functions without penetrating the BBB
(Fig. 43.9). These areas are:
1. 71te Posterior Pituitary (neurohypophysis) and the
adjacent ventral part of the median eminence of the
hypothalamus. This functions as neurohemal organs i.e.
areas in which substances (polypeptides) secreted by
neurons enter the circulation e.g. oxytocin and ADH
enter the general circulation in the posterior pituitary
(Also see to page 672).
2. 11re Area Postrema, a chemoreceptor zone that initiates
vomiting in response to chemical changes in the plasma.
Chemoreceptor zone means the area in which substance in
the circulating blood can act to trigger changes in the
brain function without penetrating the 'BBB'.
3. 71te Organum Vasculosum of the Lamina Tenninalis
(OVLT, supra optic crest). It is the site of the specialized
osmoreceptors con trolling thirst mechanism via ADH
secretion (for detail refer pages 672 and 1008). Moreover,
circulating IL-1 produces fever by acting on this organ.
4. The Subfornical Organ (intercolumnar tubercle).
Circulating angiotensin II acts on area 3 and 4 to
increase water intake.

UMN
Subcommissural organ, does not have fenestrated
capillaries and is not highly permeable. Thus it is not
a part of circumventricular organs.
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tMffM#iiH:H
1. Re moval of CSF during lumbar puncture can cause a sever e headache . EJ<plain.
2. Write s hort notes on:
(i) Cerebral ven tricles
(iii) Formation a nd absorption of CSF
(v) Causes of increase and decrease in CSF p ressure
(vii) Tmportance of circumventricular organs
(ix) Blood-CSP barrier

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)

Composition and functions of CSF
Monro-Kellie doctrine
Hydrocephalus:
Choroid plexus:es

3. Why spina l theca is punctured in the lower lumbar region to collect the CSF?

4. What will happen and why?
(i) If CSF pressure is increased
(ii) lf blood brain barrier breaks
(iii) If hypertonic saline is administered intravenously

00·1
1. CSF pressure in the lying d own posture is ....... mmH20 :
(a) 20-50
(b) 50-100
(c) 130-150
(d) 150-200
2. The amo unt of CSF which can easily be rem oved without producing any ill effects is ...... ml:

w~

(c) 100

(d) 150

3. Blood brain-barrie r is m a d e up of:
(a) Astrocytes
(c) Oligodendroglia
4. All

(b) Oligodendrocytes
(d) Microglia

..

except one area lie o utside the blood brain barrier:
(b) Area postrema
(d) Organum vasculosum of lamina terminalis

(a) Posterior pituitary
(c) Thalamus
5. Blood brain barrier is not present in:
(a) Area postrema
(c) Corpus callosum

(b) Corpus striaturn

(d) Cerebral cortex

6. Normal CSF volume is:
(a) 100-120 m L
(c) 160-180 mL

(b) 130-150 mL
(d) 180-200 ml

7. CSF differs from plasma in having higher concen tration of:
(a) Na+
(b) K+
(c) o(d) Glucose

8. pH of CSF is:
(a) 7.13

(b) 7.23
(d) 7.43

(c) 7.33

9. CSF is principally secreted by:
(a) Choroid plexus
(c) Ependymal lining of ventricles

(b) Meningeal blood vessel

(d) Blood vessels of spinal cord

;

1. (c)

2. (a)

3. (a)

4. (c)

5. (a)

6. (b)

7. (c)

8. (c)

9. (a)

•
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CUTANEOUS (SKIN) CIRCULATION

..

•

Characteristic features
l. Skin weighs approx. 2 kgm in an adult and skin blood
flow depends on:
(i) the requirements for the maintenance of body
temperature (mainly), and
(ii) metabolic activity of the skin itself.
2. Average skin flow of a naked man in resting thermal
equilibrium i.e. comfortable environmental temperature of
approx. 27°C is 10-15 mL/100 gm per min, therefore:
(i) during exposure to cold, skin blood flow decreases
to as low as 1 mL per 100 gm/ min; and
(ii) during exposure to heat skin blood flow increases
to as high as 150 mL /100 gm per min.
3. Regional variations it1 skin blood flow
(i) Normally skin vessels are tonically under the
influence of a 'sparse' sympathetic discharge. This
is true for the skin as a whole and it is not correct
for skin of the hands and feet.
(ii) The vascular circuit of skin in hand, feet and ear
lobes shows numerous A-V anastomoses (most
numerous in the fingers, page 314) which are much
less frequent in the skin of the rest of the body.
These A-V anastomoses are richly innervated by
sympathetic vasoconstrictor activity and are dosed;
that is why during heat stress the hands and feet
skin flow increases markedly (70-80 mL/100
gm/ min) whereas the skin which has few or no
A-V anastomoses, blood flow increases to only
25-30 mL/ 100 gm/min under heat stress or after
sympathetic blockade.
4. Ordinary pre-capillary resistance vessels and
pre-capillary sphincters of the skin show a considerable
basal myogenic tone (page 321) which can be modified
considerably by the influence of post ganglionic
sympathetic fibers. At 'comfortable environmental
temperature', their discharge is only sufficiently
effective to half the flow from that allowed by the basal
myogenic tone itself.

Nervous Control of Skin Circulation
1. Normally the skin vessels are subjected to a low rate
of sympathetic constrictor discharge which effectively
limits the flow through them .
2. Skin vessels are not innervated by vasodilator nerves,
however, vasodilatation in skin blood vessels is due
to:
(i) reduction of vasoconstrictor impulse activity;
(ii) local production of bradykinin in sweat glands;
and
(iii) local vasodilator metabolites (page 321 ).

\.. J
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to skin blood

vessels is modified from:
(i) the hypothalamus in response to temperature
changes which are recorded centrally; and
(ii) s timulation of lateral spinothalamic tract by the
temperature receptors in the skin.
As heat lioad rises gradually
(a) 1st: .A-V ananstomoses of hands, ear and feet
dilalte due to the reduction of their regional
sympathetic discharge;
(b) 2nd:: remainder of the skin vessels dilate due
to progressive withdrawal of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor activity;
(c) 3rd: sweat glands get activated due to
bradykinin released from sympathetic
discharge. This helps,
• to restore the thermal equilibrium; and
• also causes vasodilatation of skin vessels
in the neighbourhood .

a

Important No

During exercise when the body temperature rises, the
cutaneous blood vessels dilate in spite of continuing
nor-adrenergic discharge in other parts of the body
since the ris,~ in the hypothalamk temperature
overrides the other reflex activity.
Cold Blue (or Grey) Skiu: is one in which the arterioles

are constricted and the capillaries dilated .
Wann Red Si'<in is one in which both arterioles and
capillaries are dilated.
Factors Affecting Skin Blood Flow
1. Exposure to cold stress, via hypothalamic mechanism,

stimulates sympathetic discharge. Therefore, skin
blood vessels are strongly constricted and blood flow
is directed tci the deeper tissues. This decreases total
skin blood flow less than 50 mL/ min (i.e. 1 mL per
100 gm per min).
Clinirnl ~(v111f111111n
(i) Cold
produces
vasoconstriction,
therefore,
(a) decreases supply of nutrients to the skin; also
(b) decreases metabolic rate of the tissue and
metabolite accumulation is very slow. As a
result pre-capillary resistance vessels of the
skin to maximal vasoconstrictor discharge are
well sustained and do not "escape" to any
great extent (compared to the skeletal muscle,
pre capillary resistance vessels 'escape' from
sympathetic vasoconstrictor discharge bec:w se
of local accumulation of metabolites).
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Fig. 43.10 Various stages of trench foot (A to E)

(ii) With severe cold i.e. when skin temperature falls
less than l0°C, it causes:
(a) tissue injury producing pain and release of
histamine which excites the sensory terminals.
Impulses travel via axon reflex (page 326)
pathway to the A-V anastomoses to bring about
vasodilatation, called cold vasodilatation.
(b) promotes the formation of plasma kinins
which also produce vasodilatation, that is how,
prolonged exposure to cold, specially in damp
conditions produces skin lesions; for example,
Trench Foot (Fig. 43.10).
2. Exposure to heat stress via hypothalamic mechanism:
(i) abolishes sympathetic discharge, therefore,
(a) A-V anastomoses dilate widely and increases
hand and feet skin blood flow markedly;
(b) abolish basal myogenic tone, thus skin blood
flow increases;
(ii) activates sweating mechanism to cause sweating
(maximum @ 2L/ hour);
(iii) increases skin blood flow due to release of a potent
vasodilator, bradykinin.
All these mechanisms increase total skin blood flow to as
much as 3-4 L/ min i.e. approx. 150 mL per 100 gm/min.
This marked increase in skin blood flow will throw a
big load on cardiovascular functions, that is why men
working under maximal heat loads may simply collapse with
circulatory failure unless supervised adequately.
3. Emotional factors on skin blood vessels are relayed
from corticohypothalamic centers to the thoracolumbar
sympathetic cell bodies and thence to the skin vessels.
This produces blanching of the skin (pale with fear).
Phenomenon of blttshittg (emotional embarrassment).
There are no specific vasodilator fibers to skin.
However, blushing is due to bradykinin release (a

most potent vasodilator) secondary to a brief corticohypothalarnically controlled discharge of sympathetic
cholinergic fibers to the sweat glands (page 332).
Triple Respomse (Lewis T 1927)
It is a three part response of the normal reaction to injury
(Fig. 43.11). For example, a firm strong stroke across the
skin by a bhtnt pointed object (using a pencil point),
evokes a serites of response classified as:
1. Red reaction i.e. reddening at the site that appears in •
approx. 10 sec. This is followed in a few minutes by;
2. Flare i.e. redness spreading out from the injury, and .,
3. Wheal i.e. local diffuse swelling.

(A) Red

(B) Flare

(C) Wheal

I Fig.43.11 Tn_·p_le_r_es_p_o_n_se_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'
1. Red Reacition or Red Line
This is dilatation of pre-capillary sphincters directly
and it characteristically outlines the stroke and is due
to:
(i) releas,e of histamine; and / or
(ii) polyp,eptides e.g. bradykinin
(i) and (ii) released from the damaged skin.
It is purely "passive" phenomenon and not mediated
by nerves and is due to relaxation of the pre-capillary

·•
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sphincters. Local anaesthesia of skin does not prevent
the red reaction.
2. Flare is due to dilatation of the (i) arterioles, (ii) terminal
arterioles, and (iii) pre-capillary sphincters. They give
rise to irregular erythematous area which surrounds
the site of the red line.
I

I

t

cJ

(1• '1

C :

(i) Skin temperature overlying the area is raised,
because decrease in arteriolar resistance increases
local blood flow.
(ii) Injection of local anaesthetic agents abolishes the
reaction, therefore, it is mediated by nerves but it
does not involve the CNS connections.

Important N
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a

A painful injury leads to:
(i) diffusenor-adrenergic discharge which produces
generalised cutaneous vasoconstriction; and
(ii) local triple response.
Cutaneous hyperaemia; Refer to page 379.
Dermatographia
It is seen in individuals which are unusually prone to
develop striking 'triple response' reactions (Fig. 43.12).

Exact cause is not known. It is possibly due to increased
release of histamine from the damaged skin areas as
intradermal injection of histamine in known amounts can
stimulate the triiple response.

·\. t-cl mtism Response of arteriolar dilatation is
mediated by a branching of the terminal axons of
"C-fibers" of sensory nerve called Axon Reflex (page
326).

3. W11eal
If stroke of stimulus has been strong enough, a blister
like appearance develops spreading from the margins
of the red line within the flare area. This is due to:
(i) increased capillary permeability produced by
histamine and related substance released locally
from mast cells and mediated via H 1 receptors,
and
(ii) rise of capillary pressure due to dilatation of the
pre-capillary resistance vessels.
(i) and (ii) cause transudation of fluid out of capillary
which contains some amounts of protein.

White Reaction

When a pointed! object is drawn lightly over the skin, the
stroke lines become pale (white reaction). This is due to
contraction of pre-capillary sphincters, and blood drains
out of the capillaries and small veins, the response appears
in about 15 secs.

tMM-hiiiM,ti
1. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Blanching of skin
(iii) Dennatographia
(v) Cold vasodilatation
(vii) Cold blue and warm red skin

•

(ii) Phenomenon of blushing
(iv) Trench foot
(vi) Flare and wheal
(viii) Red and white rea,ction

2. Write short notes on:
(i) Effect of variation of environmental temperature on cutaneous circulation.
(ii) How can vasodilatation in skin blood vessels be achieved?
(iii) Role of skin to restore thermal equilibrium during heat stress.
(iv) Factors affecting skin blood flow.
(v) Triple response.

· H0·1
1. Cold b lue or grey skin is one in which:
(a) Arterioles are constricted and capillaries dilated
(c) Arterioles arc dilated and capillaries constricted

(b) Both arterioles and capillaries are dilated

2. Warm red skin is one in which:
(a) Arterioles are constricted and capillaries dilated
(c) Both arterioles and capillaries are dilated

(b) Arterioles are dilated and capillaries constricted

(d) Both arterioles and capillaries are constricted

(d) Both arterioles and capillaries are constricted
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3. Phenomenon of blushing may occur due to:
(a) Activation of vasodilator nerves innervating the skin blood vessels
(b) Bradykinin release
(c) Cold vasodilata tion
(d) Activation of axon reflex
4. The sequence of events i.e. red reaction (R), flare (F) and wheal (W) in triple response is:
(a) R, F, W
(b) R, W, F
(c) W, F, R
(d) W, R, F
5. Area of brain where blood brain barrier seems to be most permeable is probably located in the:
(a) Thalamus
(b) Hypohyth alamus
(c) Brain stem
(d) Basal ganglia

1. (a)

2. (c)

3. (b)

4. (a)

5. (b)

MUSCLE CIRCULATION
Characteristic Features
1. Skeletal muscles weigh approx. 30 kg in an adult i.e.
40% of body weight. With muscle blood flow is as
W1der:
(i) At rest - 800 ml per min i.e. 3-4 mL/ min/ 100 gm.
(ii) n se,·ere e· uc1.,e, increases to 20 L/ min i.e.
100 mL/ min/ 100 gm due to vasodilatation. This
shows that vascular resistance is high in resting muscle
and in fact muscle vascular circuit provides main
contribution to the total peripheral resistance.
2. Vascular resistance offered by the muscle circuit is due
to tonic sympathetic discharge on the basal myoge11ic
tone of the pre-capillary resistance vessels (page 312).
Sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves richly innervate
the pre-capillary resistance vessels (page 322), their
discharge causes:
(i) increase of the pre/post-capillary resistance ratio,
which decreases the mean capillary pressure and
thus helps to increase the uptake of tissue fluid;
(ii) constriction of the post-capillary venules which
helps to mobilize blood towards the heart.
Normal sympathetic discharge occurs at the rate of
1 impulse/ sec in recumbent position and increases to
2-3 impulses/ sec in the upright position.
3. Factors affecting muscle vascular sympatltet:ic
vasoconstrict:ion:
(i) lbolis1ied b11 (a) Lumbar sympathectomy, (b) rise
in body temperature which causes an inhibition
of the normal bulbar vasomotor drive to the
thoracolumbar sympathetic neurons. Both these
factors increase the muscle blood flow.
(ii) lllcrt 1scd
after
(a)
haemorrhage;
and
(b) hypotens1on. Therefore, these conditions are
associated with marked decrease in muscle blood
flow.
The maximal reduction of muscle blood flow with
sympathetic activity can be to 15% of its normal

value. Thus muscle blood flow decreases to 0.3-0.5
mL/ min/ 100 gm.
4. Sympatlletic vasodilator nerves (page 332), dilate
the arterioles only (not the pre-capillary sphincters),
therefore
(i) vascular peripheral resistance of the muscle bE!d
decreases; and
(ii) bypassing the muscle capillaries they provide a
thoroughfare channels across the venules.
Important Note
Sympathetic vasodilator nerves, prevent sudden rise
in the systemic B.P. at the beginning of the exercise,
otherwise increase in stroke volume and heart rate
will produce a marked increase in B.P., unless the
'total peripheral resistance' is reduced.

•

The sympathetic vasodilator nerves are activated
by cortico-hypothalarnic-reticulo-spinal pathways
(page 332) (which are quite separate from 'VMC'thoracolumbar pathways). Therefore, these nerves are
not influenced by medullary afferents (baroreceptor
and chemoreceptor fibers). Thus, these afferents
play no part in the changes of peripheral resistance.
Sympathetic vasodilator excitation may increase the
muscle blood flow from 3-4 mL/min/ 100 gm Ito
30 mL/ min/100 gm.
',i-.,11i/1<-n1tt mental stress; emotions; and stimulation
of defence area in anterior hypothalamus are associateid • •
with muscle vasodilatation with somatomotor featur«:!S
of the alerting reaction; therefore, this system probablly
operates during emergencies.
5. Exercise hyperaemia
During nen i.,;e:
(i) Muscle blood flow increases to 100mL/rnin p•~r
100 gm due to marked decrease of local vascular
resistance following chemical effects. This produc1:!S
dilatation of arterioles and pre-capillary sphincters;
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increases surface area of capillary bed, which
facilitates diffusion of 0 2 and CO2 from the active
tissues.
(ii) Increase in systemic B.P. increases hydrostatic
pressure in capillaries; which increases the fluid
transfer from capillaries to the interstitium and
finally plasma volume decreases (haemoconcentration
of blood).
f.Xt -CISl
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(i) hyperosmolality of the interstitial fluid which:
(a) inhibits myogenic pacemaker activity, and
(b) relaxation of vascular smooth muscle cells;
(ii) rise of [K+] in the neighbourhood of the precapillary sphincters causes their relaxation;
(iii) 0 2 lack (hypoxia);
(iv) increase in tissue pCO2;
(v) increase temperature in active muscle.
(vi) fall in blood pH.
6. Mechanical interference of muscle contractions
(i) With intense phasic muscle contraction, arterial
blood flow decreases or may even stop.
(ii) During relaxation period:
(a) muscle blood flow increases, and
(b) myoglobin act's as an 0 2 acceptor and it yields
its 0 2 to the myofibrils during the subsequent
muscle contraction period.
(iii) If sustained contraction of muscle occurs for more
than 10 sec, myoglobin supply of 0 2 is exhausted
and anaerobic metabolites accumulate causing
fatigue and ischaemic pain.
7. Reactive hyperaemia
Occlusion of arterial blood supply to a limb for
5 min.; then on releasing ~e blood supply, the limb

J

shows cutaneous hyperaemia associated with muscle
hyperaemia (i.e. muscle blood flow may increase to
35-40 mL/100 gm/min) due to:
(i) local accumulation of metabolites, which
causes dilatation of arterioles and pre-capillary
sphincters;
(ii) increased release of nitric oxide (page 322)
secondary to local effect of hypoxia (proof reactive
hyperaemia is prevented if circulation of limb is
occluded in an atmosphere of 100% 0 2).
Since these metabolites are quickly dissipated by the
flushing effect of the increased blood flow, therefore,
the reactive hyperaemia is of short duration.
8. White muscles versus red muscles and their blood supply
(also see to ]Page 171).
A. White n1'!1scles
They constitute 3/4th of the total muscle mass
and show rapid phasic contractions. They have a
resting blood flow of 3 mL/ min/100 gm, which
may increase to 60-70 mL/ min/100 gm in maximal
exercise. These muscles are prone to 0 2 debt (page
482).
B. Red muscles
They comprise 1 / 4th of the total muscle mass
and are concerned with maintenance of posture.
Their activity is of the steady prolonged type
which r,:?guires a relatively low 0 2 usage. Their
resting blood flow is 20-30 mL/ min/100 gm due to
low basal myogenic tone. They have vascular bed
3 times the size of white muscles with high flow
capacity,. approx. 150 mL/ min/100 gm. Because of
greater s urface area of the capillary bed and their
lower 0 2 requirement, these muscles are unlikely
to be exposed to 0 2 debt.

iMidilMiM,ti
1. Give n ormal value of skeletal muscle blood flow at rest and during severe exercise.

...,

.
'

2. Write briefly about:
(i) Factors affecting skeletal muscle blood flow
(ii) Exercise hyperaemia
3. Give physiological significance of:
(i) White and red muscles
(ii) Sympathetic constrictor and dilator innervation to skeletal muscle blood vessels.

1. White muscles are prone to oxygen debt because:
(a) They constitute the 314th of the total muscle mass
(c) Their resting blood flow is low being 3 mL/100 g/min

1. (c)
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(iii) Reactive hyperaemia

(b) They are conceme·d with maintenance of body posture
(d) Their 0 2 requirement is low
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SPLANCHNIC CIRCULATION
Splanchnic circulation means drainage of blood from the
liver, spleen, GIT and pancreas. The blood from spleen,
GIT and pancreas drains via portal veins to the liver
(portal circulation) and from the liver via hepatic veins
to the inferior vena cava (IVC).
At rest splanchnic circulation is 1500 ml/min. It passes
through liver, which receives 1200 ml/min (80%) of its
blood from the portal veins; and remaining 300 ml/min
(20%) from the hepatic artery.

INTESTINAL CIRCULATION
Characteristic features
1. The intestine receives blood via superior and inferior
mesenteric arteries (Fig. 43.13). The mucosal blood flow

is much ~;reater compared to the smooth muscle wall
both at re-st and after meals. (See to table below)
2. Capillary ftltratwn coefficient (page 356) for mucosal
capillaries is ten times than that for skeletal muscles,
that is why the mucosal vessels have an enormous
capillary surface available for absorption and pore
bound secretion.
During metabolic activity blood flow increases due
to:
(i) vagal activity
(ii) humoral activity
(iii) local release of bradykinin from mucosal glands;
and
(iv) local release of metabolites in GIT itself.
3. There is co1111ter current system (page 543) of villous
blood vessels in the small intestine, therefore,

Hepatic: artery
(500)

,,

-

I

\l

Aorta Coeliac axis (700)

I
, •·.

1

\{:

Portal v e i n - - -~
(1000)

-

----Inferior mesenteric (300)
, •.

··.•·,

Fig. 43. 13 Splanchnic circulation (average_
blood
flow
min)
__
_ in
_mL/
__
_.:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.J

Blood flow at rest
1. inner mucosa

50-60 mL/100 gm/min

2. outer smooth muscular wall

10 mL/100 gm/min

"(viz. due to increased metabolic activity seen after meals)

-

l flow during maximum vasodilatation*

300-400 mL/100 gm/min
40 mL/HJO

gm/min

-
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(i) Lipid soluble substances when carried in the venous

•

.!

,

descending limb of the vascular hairpin loop pass
by diffusion across into the ascending arterial limb
because of concentration gradient. As a result high
concentration of absorbed substances are reached
in the outer parts of the villi and then these
substances leave relatively slowly via the venous
drainage. That is how the counter current system
of villous blood vessels slows down the entrance
of rapidly absorbed solutes into the blood.
(ii) 0 from the ascending arterial limb of the villi,
2
diffuses across into the venous descending limb.
Thus, pO2 at the tip of the villi is lower than that at
their base.
4. GIT is nd,/y 11111enatnl by sympathetic nerve fibers
which are tonically active but provide only a moderate
degree of splanchnic vascular resistance, therefore,
sympathectomy causes only 25% increase in regional
blood fl.ow.
Splanchnic nerve stimulation leads to double rise in
systemic B.P.
(i) 1st rise is immediate, due to vasoconstriction caused
by stimulation of splanchnic nerves (resistance
effect); and
(ii) 2nd rise is due to liberation of epinephrine from
adrenal medulla. It has to reach the heart through
the blood flow before it can stimulate and cause
rise in BP (capacihJ effect).
5. The intestinal circulation is capable of extensive
autoregulation.
HEPATIC CIRCULATION
Characteristic features
1. As stated above, liver receives 80% of its blood from

O
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the portal vein and remaining 20% from the hepatic
artery.
2. Hepatic blood vessels are innervated by vasoconstrictor
sympathetic nerves, therefore, fall in arterial B.P.
stimulates sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves to cause
constriciton of hepatic as well as mesenteric arterioles
and venules. As a result capacitance vessels constrict and
mobilize the blood towards the heart. The contraction
of capacitance vessels in splanchnic circulation can
pump approx. lL of blood into the arterial circulation
in less than 1 minute, called R ·ser•o r 1-imccion of tire
,pl, 11d1 11c C1rc1.larw11 .
Important Note

In severe shock, hepatic blood flow gets reduced
markedly and may produce patchy necrosis of the
liver.
3. The mean pressure in the hepatic artery branches

that converge on the hepatic sinusoids is 90 mmHg.
Both arterial and hepatic blood flow join to produce
a sinusoidal pressure called Hepatic Venous Pressure
of 6-8 mmHg, showing there is a marked pressure
drop along the hepatic arterioles. This pressure drop
is adjusted so that there is inverse relationship between
hepatic arterial and portal venous blood JI.ow (Table 43.9) .
This is brought about by different mechanisms:
(i) by vasoconstrictor sympathetic nerve fiber
innervation to sphincters in hepatic arterial
system;
(ii) by basal myogenic tone of vascular smooth muscles;
and
(iii) by production of vasodilator metabolites in the
liver when its blood flow is decreased.

Table 43.9: Differences bctvvcen hepatic artery and hepatic portal vein blood flow (Also refer to page 237)
Hepatic Artery Blood Flow
1. It contributes 20% of the total liver blood flow i.e.

300 mL/ min.

2. Blood flows with a pressure head of 100 mgHg, therefore,
pre-capillary resistance in arterial system is high.

Hepatic Portal Vein Blood Flow
1. It contributes 80%

of the total liver blood flow, i.e.

1200 ml/min.

2. Blood flows with a pressure head of 7-12 mm.Hg (portal
venous pressure), therefore, pre-capillary resistance in portal
system is feeble.

3. Shows autoregulation of blood flow which is due to:
3. lt does not show autoregulation of blood flow.
(i) myogenic arterial tone, and
(ii) balance between local vasodilator metabolites and
myogenic arterial tone.
4. Maximum arterial dilatation increases the blood flow to more 4. It increases after meals due to functional hyperaemia in the
GIT.
than 100 mL/ 100 gm/min.
5. It usually increases when portal blood flow decreases, thus 5. No such phenomenon is seen
keeping the total hepatic blood flow constant.
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adjacent to, but not in the smallest pulmonary
arterioles) produces an extraordinary tachypnoea
(rapid, shallow respiration).
These nerve endings get stimulated by:
(a) multiple microemboli in the pulmonary small
vessels; and
(b) intravenous injection of phenyl diguanide or
5 HT (serotonin).
12. Chemical effects 011 tlte lung vasc11lature
(i) \cult> hypoxia

(a) stimulates systemic chemoreceptors producing
reflex sympathetic stimulation which leads to
pulmonary vasoconstriction (reflex effect)
(b) direct action causes persistent pulmonary
vasocons triction.

(ii) Chronic

hypoxia causes marked increase
in pulmonary arterial pressure (p11lmonan1
11ypertension); later this results in right ventricular
hypertrophy, right heart failure and pulmonary
oedema.
That is why:
(a) thick pulmonary pre-capillary vessels develop •
in high altitude dwellers;
(b) children born and raised at high altitude show
pulmonary hypertension.
1
(iii) Acute hypercapma Accumulation of CO2 leads
to a drop in pH, acidosis of any type produces
pulmonary vasoconstriction.
13. Functions of pulmonary circulation - refer to page
404.

lMNi+tiiiHiti
1. Write briefly about:
(i} Distensible low pressure system (ii) Pulmonary hypertension (iii) Characteristic features of pulmonary circulation
2. Give physiological basis of pulmonary oedema.
3. How are lung alveoli kept dry?
4. Why does the right ventricle work less than the left ventricle?

00·1
1. 1n pulmonary vascular bed:
(a) Vascular resistance is approx. 314th of that in systemic circuit
(b) The flow per minute is much less than that in systemic circuit
(c) Approx. half of blood volume is accommodated
(d) Flow may increase several folds with little change in mean pulmonary artery pressure
2. Difference of pulmonary microcirculation from systemic one is:
(a) Resistance low, pulsatile flow
(b) Resistance low, capillary pressure low
(c) Capillary pressure high, pulsatile flow
(d) Resistance high, capillary pressure high
3. Pulmonary wedge pressure corresponds to:
(b) Right ventricular pressure
(a) Right atrial pressure
(d) Left ventricular pressure
(c) Left atrial pressure
4. What keeps the alveoli dry?
(b) High pulmonary arteriolar pressure
(a) Low pulmonary capillary pressure
(d) All of the above
(c) High plasma colloidal osmotic pressure
5. Normal systolic pressure in pulmonary artery is:
(b) 10-20 mmHg
(a) 0-10 mmHg
(d) 90-120 mmHg
(c) 20-25 mmHg
6. Pulmonary arterioles are constricted by the following except:
(a) Norepinephrine
(b) Epinephrine
(c) Angiotensin II
(d) Acetylcholine

1. (d)

2. (b)

3. (c)

4. (d)

5. (c)

6. (d)

- - - C X X ) -- -
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Cardio-vascular Homeostasis
i_ Health and Disease
I. Regulation of blood volume

,,,..
i

II. Compensations for gravitational effects

III. shock and syncope

rv.

Heart failure

V. High blood pressure (hypertension)

20-30 mmHg but jugular venous pressure
decreases by 5-8 mmHg; therefore, drop in
perfusion pressure (arterial minus venous
pressure) gets reduced;
(b) Intracranial pressure falls as venous pressure
falls, therefore, cerebral vascular resistance
is reduced; thus decreasing the pressure on
cerebral blood vessels;
(c) decrease in cerebral blood flow increases pCO2
and decreases pO2 and pH in brain tissue to
produce cerebral vasodilatation; because of
these autoregulatory mechanisms, cerebral
blood flow decreases only 20% on standing;
moreover,
(d) amount of 0 2 extraction from each unit
of blood increases, therefore, cerebral 0 2
consumption remains the same in the supine
and the upright position.

REGULATION OF BLOOD VOLUME
Refer to Excretory System Unit (page 557).

COMPENSATIONS FOR
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
A. EFFECT OF RISING FROM THE SUPINE TO THE
UPRIGHT POSmON
1. Changes which occur on assuming standing position

from the supine are:
Head

\

Feet

Mean arterial pressure

60-75 mmHg

180-200 mmHg

Venous pressure

zero

85-90 mmHg

(Also to see Table 43.7 page 366)
2. Venous pooling of blood in dependent parts (lower
extremities) decreases stroke volume upto 40%; this
decreases the cerebral blood flow, if decreases below
60% of flow in the lying position, s1.gns and symptoms
of ce~
chaemja starts appearing. If compensatory
mechanism fails consciousness may be lost.
3. Compensaton; cha11ges
(i) The major compensatory changes are due to
decrease in arterial B.P
(a) via baroreceptor mechanism produces
tachycardia and vasoconstriction, this helps
to maintain cardiac output;
(b) prompt increase in circulating levels of renin
and aldosterone; and
(c) arteriolar constriction which helps to maintain
normal B.P.
(ii) Compensatory changes in ere.JTal ClflJl on :
(a) the arterial B.P. at head level decreases by

B. EFFECTS DURING PROLONGED
QUIET STANDING

This situation is met with military or police personnel
standing at attention for long periods. This produces
additional effect of increase in interstitial fluid volume
in lower extremities which may cause fainting; falling to
the horizontal position promptly restores venous return,
cardiac output and cerebral blood flow to normal.
C. POSTURAL HYPOTENSION
or ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION

Definition
In some individuals, sudden standing causes decrease
in systemic B.P., dizziness, dimness of vision and even
fainting.
385
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Causes
1. After surgical sympathectomy.
2. Patients receiving sympatholytic drugs.
3. In patients having diabetes mellitus or syphilis which
damages sympathetic nervous system.
4. Autonomic insufficiency secondary to:
(i) defect in the CNS with normal resting plasma
nor-epinephrine levels which fail to rise with
standing;
(ii) defect in peripheral nerves and resting norepinephrine values are low with little or no
response to baroreceptor stimulation.
5. Patients with primary hyperaldosteronism who show
abnormal baroreceptor reflexes; but these patients
generally do not have postural hypotension, because
their blood volumes are expanded sufficiently
to maintain cardiac output inspite of changes in
position.

D . EFFECT OF GRAVITY (ACCELERATION AND
DECELERATION) ON CVS

Forces acting on the body as a result of acceleration are
expressed in 'g' units, one 'g' being the force of gravity
on the earth 's surface.
'Positive' g is force due to acceleration acting in the
long axis of the body, from head to foot. For example,
acceleration in vehicles or elevators or rockets.
'Negative' g is the force due to acceleration acting in
the opposite direction, either deceleration back into earth's
atmosphere or deceleration in vehicles.
Effects of Positive 'g'
During exposure to positive 'g' for first few seconds blood
is thrown into the lower part of the body, therefore,
venous return to heart decreases resulting in fall in cardiac
output and systolic B.P. Diastolic B.P. also decreases due
to passive vasodilation. However, recovery occurs within
another 10 to 15 seconds by activation of baroreceptor
reflexes.

•Mit#i

1 . The cerebral circulation is protected by the fall in

venous pressure and intracranial pressure; (page
366)

2. Cardiac output is maintained for some time,

because,
(i) blood is drawn from the pulmonary venous
reservoirs; and
(ii) the force of cardiac contraction is increased

Important Note

Acceleration producing more than 5 'g' produces
Black Out (vision failure) in approx. 5 sec and finally
leads to unconsciousness. Complete closure of
peripheral retinal vessels occurs when perfusion
pressure in these vessels falls below the intraocular •
pressure. This results in Black out.

Treahnent
Use of antigravity 'g' suits i.e. double-walled pressure
suits containing water or compressed air and regulated in
such a way that they compress the abdomen and legs with
a force proportionate to the positive 'g'. This decreases
venous pooling and helps maintain venous return.
Effects of negative 'g'
1. Increase in cardiac output.

2. Increases cerebral arterial pressure, but cerebral vessels
do not rupture because of corresponding increase in
intracranial pressure. (page 366)
3. Intense congestion of the head and neck vessels and
ecchymoses around the eyes because the eyes are not
protected by the cranium. As a result the eyes become
temporarily blind (Red out).
4. Severe throbbing head pain and finally produces
mental confusion.
E. EFFECTS OF ZERO GRAVITY ON THE CVS:
WEIGHTLESSNESS

This situation is met when an individual goes out of
gravitational effect of the earth into space. For example,
orbital flight to planets. 'Zero' gravity produces
weightlessness. Weightlessness upto one year produces
only transient adverse effects on CVS, which is characterized
by:
l. Transient postural hypotension.
2. Disuse muscular atrophy produces flaccidity and loss
of muscle mass.
3. Some myocardial atrophy.
4. Space motion sickness secondary to unfamiliar pattern
of motion signals.
5. Loss of plasma volume due to headward shift of body
fluids with subsequent diuresis. (This is because of.
failure of gravity to cause hydrostatic pressure);
6. Steady loss of bone mineral with increased calcium · I
excretion;
7. Loss of red cell mass and decrease in plasma
lymphocytes.
All these defects disappears completely in 4-6 weeks
time.

r
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UM@
Similar effects also occur in persons who lie in bed for
prolonged period of time. (Also refer to page 704)

SHOCK AND SYNCOPE

D 387

A. Haemorrhagic Shock
It is a major form of hypovolemic shock. The effects of

haemorrhage depend on the:
(i) amount and rapidity of blood loss, and
(ii) the efficiency of the compensatory power of the
subject.

ft llfW I
'Shock' is a clinical syndrome characterized by impairment
.., of adequate tissue perfusion primarily with low cardiac
,.output (or acute circulatory failure).

fypr5 cf !:>ho1/...
The various types of shock as classified on the basis of
the causes are given the in Table 44.1.
Tl,e cardinal feature in all types of shock is low cardiac
output.

Therefore,
(1) If the haemorrhage is 1111/rf to mo,lcrate (5-15
mL/ kg body weight, i.e. loss upto 10% to 30%
of total blood volume) and subject is healthy,
compensatory changes take place and normal
condition is restored.
(2) lf the haemorrhage is ~trerc (30 mL/ kg body
weight, i.e. loss upto 40% of total blood volume),
it may lead to circulatory collapse and death.

Mec/za11ism of devdopm,mt of shoe/..

HYPOVOLEMIC SHOCK
It is also called cold shock.

Haemorrhage

Clwmctcristic fcahtrcs
1. H ypotension,
2. Rapid and thready pulse,
3. Rapid, shallow breathing,
• • 4. Cold, pale and moist (clammy) skin with greyish tinge
(if associated with cya.nosis),
•S. Intense thirst,
6. Usually patients are 'restless' or alternately some are
'lethargic' (mentally dull with decreased sensibility)
because of cerebral ischaemia and acidosis,
7. Prone to vomiting.
Hypovolemic shock is subdivided into different categories
on the basis of causes like:
A. Haemorrhagic shock
B. Traumatic shock
C. Surgical shock
D. Dehydration shock.

t
t
t Tissue perfusion
t

t Circulating Blood Volume

t Anaerobic Glycolysis

t Lactic acid production (Lactic Acidosis)

t

(i) depresses the myocardium and
(ii) decreases peripheral vascular responsiveness to
catecholamines
(i) and (ii) lead to 'Coma:

Table 44.1: Classification and major causes of various typl's o f shock
Classification

Definition (How low cadiac output: 'CO'
develops?)

I. Hypovolemic Shock or Cold

Amount of fluid in the vascular system is
inadequate to fill it, resulting in decrease in
circulating blood volume.

A.
8.
C.
D.

Size of capacitance vessels is increased by
vasodilatation - f 'CO' inspite of normal
blood volwne.

A. Fainting (syncope) neurogen.ic shock
8. Anaphylaxis - anaphylatic shock
C. Sepsis septic shock

Ill. Cardiogen.ic Shock

Inadequate pumping action of the heart as a
result of myocardial abnormalities.

A. Myocardial infarction
8 . Congestive heart failure
C. Arrhythmias

IV. Obstructive Shock

Obstruction to blood flow in the lungs or
heart.

Shock

.,

•

. II. Distributive

or Vasogenic
or Low-Resistance Shock or
Warm Shock

Causes/subdivisions
Haemorrhage - Haemorrhagic shock
Trauma - traumatic shock
Surgery - surgical shock
Dehydration - dehydration shock

A. Tension pnewnothorax
B. Pulmonary embolism

C. Cardiac tumour
D. Cardiac tamponade
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Patlzophysiology of haenwrrhagic shock
The sequence of events which follow haemorrhage are
divided into two stages, viz.,
I. Rapid compensatory reactions, and
II. Long-term compensatory reactions.
I. RAl'IIJ COMPENSAlORY REACTIONS. Sequence of

Events
Haemorrhage

+

t in Blood Volume

+

(ii) constriction of afferent arterioles
slight
decrease in 'GFR'
(iii) Constriction of efferent arterioles (to greater extent)
produces fall in 'RPF'
(ii) and (iii) t Filtration Fraction, which
produces:
r
(a) 'oliguria'
(b) sodium retention
(c) retention of nitrogenous substances in blood 1
Uremia. (page 538)
r
(d) later on, severe renal tubular damage (acute
renal failure) loss of ability to concentrate
the urine.

t Venous return
Important Note

+
t Cardiac output
+

t Blood pressure

+
t Baroreceptor

t Chemoreceptor

activity

activity

t

+

A great majority of compensatory reactions are
mainly due to increased Sympathetic Discharge in
response to haemorrhage. Therefore,
1. Reflex warming of a shock patient either with
water bottles or providing warm environment will
abolish this sympathetic clischarge and patient
may die.
2. Sympathectomized animals cannot tolerate a
blood loss of >30% and may die.

t Sympathetic Discharge I

Characteristic features 1 to 7

1. Tachycardia; this along with hypotension produces

II. Lo,c-rrn\l COMPENSATOR) REACTIO~S These•
include:
1. Restoration of Plasma Volume within 12-72 hours.
Mechanism
(i) By mobilization of tissue fluids. How? Haemorrhage
produces:
(a) t blood volume venous pressure.
(b) t sympathetic discharge arteriolar
constriction.

rapid thready pulse.
2. Generalised vasoconstriction (except in brain
and heart). It is most marked in kidneys, skin,
subcutaneous tissue, pulmonary circuit and
spleen.
3. Generalised venoconstriction.
4. Stimulates adrenal medulla to cause
•::fll~=--;-1H - - - -- - - Neurologic
• Restlessness
increase release of catecholamines.
• Anxiety
5. Stimulates reticular activating
• Lethargy
• Confusion
system which produces restlessness,
Respiratory
apprehension and irritability.
_.,,.F--- - - Cardiovascular
• Rapid
• Tachycardia
Shallow
6. Stimulates respiratory centre
• Thready pulse
breathing
rapid shallow breathing.
·•
• Low cardiac output
• Low blood pressure
2, 3, 4 and 5 all help to increase 'venous
return' to the heart and eventually
·~ r:-- Skin
• Low temperature
carcliac output increases.
• Pale
• Thirst
• Clammy
7. Renal vasoconstriction results in:
• Acidosis
• Cool
• Low urine output
{i) Renal ischaemia with release
of angiotensin II, which acts on
subfornical organ to produce
Fig. 44.1 Shock patient: characteristic features
intense thirst (page 373).
__J

t

r
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(a) and (b) ----+ capillary pressure__. t uptake
of tissue fluids.
(ii) By retention of water and electrolytes by kidney.
How? Refer to Fig. 44.2.
2. Restoration of Plasma Proteins over a period of 3-4
days.
Mechanism: Haemorrhage__. Activate Liver to cause:
(i) t protein synthesis
(ii) t release of preformed proteins
3. Restoration of RBC mass in 4-8 weeks.
Mechanism: Haemorrhage ->- Hypoxia
(i) t erythropoietinogen synthesis by liver
(ii) t renal erythropoietic factor (REF) release by
kidneys
(i) and (ii) __. t erythropoietin production (peak
on 10th day).
4. Restoration of B.P. over several months via kidneys'
long-term regulatory mechanisms (page 352).
B. Traumatic Shock

It occurs due to injury causing 'severe' damage to muscle
and bone.
feature:,
1. Frank bleeding into injured areas results in shock.

UNN
The thigh muscles can accommodate 1 litre of
extruded blood with an increase in only 1 cm of thigh
diameter.

circulation; it gets precipitated into renal tubules and
clogs them resulting in renal damage.
C. Surgical Shock

This occurs as a result of external or internal blood
loss caused by ruptured blood vessels during surgical
procedures.
D. Dehydration Shock

It occurs as a result of fluid loss from:
(1) GIT due to prolonged vomiting or diarrhoea
(2) Kidneys due to:
(i) diabetes mellitus,
(ii) diabetes insipidus,
(iii) diuretic overdose,
(iv) adrenal insufficiency.
(3) Skin due to 'burns', heat stress (fever, exposure to heat)
results in sweating.
Shock due to burns is characterised w ith haemoconcentratio11. How? Bum causes:
1. Loss of protein rich fluid through the capillary
wall.
2. Accumulation of cellular damage products in
interstitial space.
1 and 2, increase osmotic pressure of the tissue
fluid ->- rapid loss of fluid from circulation __.
/zaemoconcentration.
DISTRIBUTIVE SHOCK or VASOGENIC SHOCK or
LOW RESISTANCE SHOCK
It is also called Warm Shock because skin is warm and
not cold and moist as it is in hypovolemic shock.

2. If there is extensive soft tissue and muscle crushing
(called Crnsh Syndrome), myoglobin leaks into

I
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Fig. 44.2 Sequence of events involved to restore plasma volume following the haemorrhage
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UNIT V: CARDIO-VASCULAR SYSTEM (CVS)

0

It includes:

(ii) generalised arteriolar dilatation -

tperipheral
resistance.
(i) and (ii) lead to fall in BP (hypotension).

A Fainting or Syncope
B. Anaphylactic Shock
C. Septic Shock
A. Fainting or Syncope
It is sudden transient loss of consciousness due to decrease
in cerebral blood flow. It is also called Nemogenic Siwek.
It is often benign and is most commonly associated
with abrupt vasodilatation. This produces hypotension
and generally associated with bradycardia. The attacks
are short-lived and consciousness is restored in a few
minutes.

Types
.,/1.

2.
3.

v 4.

• 5.

-IO

6.

. 7.

8.

,,,c-,1,e·

Here strong emotions such
as overwhelming fear or grief causes activation of
sympathetic vasodilator system producing fall in
vascular resistance in skeletal muscles marked
decrease in peripheral resistance.
Po '"urt I '111 cop• is fainting due to pooling of blood
in the dependent parts of the body on standing.
, 11, rt ritt :m Syncope is fainting during urination,
occurs in patients with ortlzostatic hypotension (page
396). It is due to combination of orthostatic and reflex
bradycardia induced by emptying of urinary bladder
in these patients.
1 tf
I
S1111co,, is due to pressure on carotid
sinus produced by tight collar -marked bradycardia
and hypotension.
C£ 1 fl Sy, cope occurs when the increase in intra thoracic
pressure during straining or coughing is sufficient to
block venous return.
r ff• rt 51111 ·opt is fainting on exertion as a result of
inability to increase cardiac output to meet the increased
demands of the tissues. It is specifically common in
patients with aortic or pulmonary stenosis.
f r lmi.w11 <, 111co1• (rare) bradycardia and vasodilation
occurs by swallowing.
Ne11rornrdiogemc Syncope i.e. syncope of cardiac origin;
for example, due to extreme bradycardia, heart block,
massive heart attack etc.
"

B. Anaphylactic Shock
It is a rapidly developing severe allergic reaction. It occurs
when an individual who has previously been sensitive to
an antigen is re-exposed to it.

Mechanism
Generalized antigen-antibody reaction causes release of
large quantities of histamine and other substances to
produce:
(i) t capillary permeability -+ blood volume; and

t

C. Septic Shock
Certain infections e.g. strangulated bowel, perforated
duodenum ---+ release of bacterial endotoxin by gram
negative bacteria which get absorbed into systemic "
circulation. It results in
1. high fever,
,
2. peripheral arteriolar paralysis- marked vasodilatation,
3. depresses myocardium, and
4. increase capillary permeability plasma leaks into
the tissues
fall in B.P.

CARDIOGENIC SHOCK
It is caused when pumping action of the heart is

inadequate, therefore, heart fails to pump out all venous
retum1. Marked decrease in cardiac output-+ shock,
2. Congestion of the lungs and viscera, that is why it is
also called Congested Shock.
Predisposing factors
l. Myocardial infarction release of certain chemicals •
via Bezold-Jarisch reflex (page 331) apnoea, marked
bradycardia and hypotension. This makes the shock ,
worse.
2. Congestive cardiac failure (CCF).
3. Arrhythmias.
OBSTRUCTIVE SHOCK
It occurs when cardiac output is decreased as a result

of mechanical obstruction of left or right ventricular
filling.
Causes
l. Tension pneumothorax with kinking of the great

veins.
2. Massive pulmonary emboli.
3. Cardiac tamponade i.e. bleeding into the pericardium
with external pressure on the heart.
4. Post end-expiratory pressure respiration.

,

REFRACTORY SHOCK or IRREVERSIBLE SHOCK

Definition: Persistent decrease in 'cardiac output' which •
fails to come back to normal either by compensatory
mechanisms or by appropriate treatment. Therefore, there
is no longer any response to:
(1) Vasopressor drugs,
(2) Fluid replacement, and
(3) Blood transfusion.

I
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Important Note

These measures can restore circulating blood volume
to normal but cardiac output remains low. The condition
is not only unique to haemorrhagic shock but occurs in
other types of shock as well.
It was previously used to be called as irreversible shock.
• However, with better understanding of pathophysiological
• mechanisms and improved treatment many patients can
be saved. Therefore, refracton1 shock is more appropriate
term.

A late complication of shock is acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) caused by damage to capil1ary
endothelilal cells and alveolar epithelial cell, with
release of cytokines; eventually resulting in acute
respiratory failure with high mortality rate.

HEART FAILURE
I).

r

·

I

Failure of heart to maintain an adequate cardiac output
('CO') for normal tissue perfusion throughout the body.

Mechanism of Developme11t
'Refractory shock' is the manifestation of late effects of
sympathetic vasoconstriction - long sustained decrease
of regional circulation operation of 'positive' feed back
mechanisms (for details, refer Fig. 44.3).

PATHOGENESIS AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Primarily two mechanisms are involved in the production
of heart failure:

SEVERE HAEMORRHAGE (Blood loss > 40%)
(Normal blood volume : BOml/kg body weight)

++ .J. 'BP'<40mmHg

u

+++ .J, in Cerebral

u

.J.'HR'
and
.J, Myocardial
Contraction

u

'Spasm' of precapillary
sphincters and Venules

u

Cardiac depression

u

Prolonged increase in
Sympathetic discharge

blood flow
U if persists
for > 10 min

.J, Coronary blood flow

u

CNS ischaemic failure

u

.J, 'VMC' Activity

in 'Systemic'
circulation

u

Vascular dilatation

(i) Accumulation
of metabolites

u

u

Venous pooling
of blood

Histamine and
other vasodilators release

u

Venous pooling
of blood

.J, Cardiac Output

,.

I. CARDIAC
FAILURE

..

1ml .J,

Venous Return

II. VASOMOTOR
FAILURE

in 'GIT'

u

I
u

u

(* )
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1

u
(ii) Stasis of
blood in
capillaries

u

intravascular
clotting
of blood

!
I

j

.J, venous return

Ill. PERIPHERAL
CIRCULATORY
FAILURE (PCF)

i(*f I

Hypoxia of GIT

u

Damage to
'GIT' mucosa

u

Gram negative
bacteria enters
the circulation

Uvia re/aa.sa
Uo/ toxins
Cardiac
Depression

i
.J, Cardiac output j

IV. SEPTIC or
ENDOTOXIC
SHOCK

,\
Fig. 44.J Positive feedback mechanisms(* ) involved in the precipitation of refractory shock

Important Note

I,II, fTI and IV are the main causes w hich precipitate 'refractory shock' and may lead to d eath.
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U

(i) Systolic Heart Failure in which 'CO' is decreased
due to poor ventricular contractility. Therefore, Endsystolic ejection fraction i.e. percentage of blood
ejected during systole decreases upto 20% (normal:
65%).
(ii) Diastolic Heart Failure in which 'CO' is decreased

due to reduced ventricular filling.

characterized by:
(i) dysp11oe11 (difficulty in breathing) on exertion,
(ii) paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnoea (PND), i.e. dyspnoeic
attacks at night,
(iii) ortltopnoca i.e. dyspnoea in lying down position
(because when a person lies down the pulmonary
blood volume increases by upto 400 mL - page 383),
(iv) Frothy Sflllhnn due to irritation of diaphragm.

Cm1ccs
Refer to Table 44.1 (page 387).

COMPENSATORY MECHANISM

Clinical \ lmi~fc~tativns
Clinical manifestation of systolic and diastolic heart failure
are popularly referred as Fonvard Failure and Backward
Failure respectively.

The various compensatory mechanisms which operate
during heart failure are (Fig. 44.4):
l. Frank Starling mechanism,
2. Baroreceptor reflex mechanism, and
3. Renal mechanism.

A. Forward Failure
It is due to poor ventricular contractility, therefore, tissue

perfusion throughout the body is grossly inadequate.

Signs and S11111pto111s
l. Generalised weakness.
2. Exertional or exercise intolerance.
3. Fall in systemic B.P. produces cerebral ischaemia which
is associated with hypoxic symptoms on the CNS (page
459).
4. Increase in ventricular end diastolic volume (EDV)

•

Limitations of compensatory mechanisms
1. Frank Starling Mechanism
Frank-Starling law will fail to operate in late stages of
heart failure, due to 'cardiomegaly'; since benefit by this
mechanism is offset by operation of Laplace Law (page 318).

2. Baroreccptor Mechanism
This mechanism fails to operate if MBP decreases below
40 mmHg due to decrease in coronary circulation, which
decreases the myocardial contractility to cause further fall
in MBP.

• .,.

leads to cardiomegaly.
B. Backward Failure

It is due to reduced ventricular filling. This results in
congestion in venous system with rise of venous pressure.
Therefore, backward failure is also called as congestive
cardiac (or heart) failure (CCF/ CHF). It manifests in two
forms:
1. Rigl,t ventricular failure (RVF)
Failure of 'RV' causes rise in systemic venous pressure.
This produces signs and symptoms due to backward
pressure which include:
(i) Transudation of fluid from blood vessels causing
oedema of dependent parts (oedema over feet and
sacral region).
(ii) Distension of neck veins.
(iii) Increase resistance to portal blood flow produces
hepato-spleenomegaly (enlargement of liver and
spleen).
2. Left ventrimlar failure (LVF)
Failure of 'LV' increases pulmonary venous pressure,
which results in pulmonary venous distension and
transudation of fluid into air spaces, called pulmonanJ
oedema (also see to page 383). Pulmonary oedema is

3. Renal Mechanism
This mechanism fails when renal failure sets in either
due to severe renal ischaemia or accumulation of waste
products in the kidneys.

v

WGH BLOOD PRESSURE
(HYPERTENSION)

Deft111t1011
Hypertension is a sustained increase of systemic arterial
blood pressure.

C1iniml hJpes
I. Primary or Essential hypertension: It is of unknown
causation i.e. cause of hypertension is not known.
It is seen in 90% of total hypertensive individuals.
It is treatable but not curable.

UMti
In most persons, obesity and sedentary life style
appear to play a major role in causing essential
hypertension.
II. Seco11dan1 l,ypertension: It is due to some underlying
cause.

..

,
I
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HEART FAILURE

i

't' Cardiac Output
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t

•
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(details page 352)

't'

...
INCREASE IN CARDIAC OUTPUT

'

Fig. 44.4 Outline of compensatory mechanisms which operate during heart failure:

, -U@N
In some of normal individuals, a transient rise in B.P.
occurs in the doctor's chamber due to nervousness
(white coat hypertension). However, such individuals
have normal B.P. during their daytime activity.
I. Primary or Essential Hypertension

De{imhon
When arteriaJ B.P. is persistently more than 150/90 mm Hg.
Forms
A. Benign type, and 8. Malignant type

.
\

A. Benign Fon11 of Essential Hypertension
lt is seen in two stages: 'early' and 'late' stage.

1 I, 11rl~ t -;ts
(i) Hypertension is moderate and increases upto
210/110 mmHg.
(ii) Specially 'SBP' fluctuates considerably; for example,
it may be
(a) normal du.ring sleep or emotional and physical
rest, and
(b) increases markedly in stress states (cold,
excitement, exercise, emotions, etc.).

_J

Therefore, it: is also referred as labile hypertension.
In this form, hypertension can continue indefinitely;
but usually lasts for 10-15 years and then enters the late
stage.
2. In late st11:,:t s
(i) No fluctuation is seen with 'SBP' and hypertension
becomes fixed in the abnormal higher range
and cannot be reduced to normal by rest or
sedatives.
(ii) It is associated with complications, for example:
(a) compensatory cardiac hypertrophy of either
right or left ventricles.
(b) thidcening of medial walls of small arteries
and arterioles,
(c) myocardial infarction,
(d} rental changes e.g. increase in volume of night
urine (nocturia); or albuminuria or mild
haematuria.
(iii) If not treated, death occurs after few years due
to:
(a) cardiac failure; or
(b) cerebro-vascular accidents (haemorrhage or
thrombosis); or
(c) rental failure.
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B. Malignant Fom1 of Essential Hypertension
F

tl"·

l. It is called malignant form, because death occurs

within 6 months to 2 years of its diagnosis.
2. Arterial B.P. is much higher, increases upto or above
260/150 mmHg.
3. It is usually associated with complications (see
above); in addition, also shows:
(i) peripheral vascular changes e.g. acute arteriolar
necrosis specially in retinal vessels resulting in
papilloedema; and
(ii) renal failure (common).
4. It occurs as a complication of both essential and
secondary type of hypertension.

Mechanism of Development of Essential Hypertension
Systemic arterial B.P. is a function of product of cardiac
output (CO) and peripheral resistance (PR) i.e.
B.P. = co X PR
therefore, it is determined by 'CO' and 'PR'.
Since 'CO' is determined by heat rate (HR) and stroke
volume (SV), whereas 'PR' by viscosity of blood and
caliber of resistance vessels; therefore, hypertension can
be produced due to either increase in any of these factors
alone or in combination.
By definition, hypertension is sustained elevation of
systemic arterial BP, but sustained increase in HR, SV and
viscosity of blood usually does not occur in hypertensive
individuals. The characteristic findings in these individuals
being:
(1) cardiac output is normal;
(2) viscosity of blood is normal; and
(3) increased peripheral resistance (PR).
Increased 'PR' can be due to either sympathetic
overactivity or influence of blood borne agents like
angiotensin and catecholamines.
As persistent increase in their levels is not evident in
hypertensive individuals, therefore, these may not be
responsible for increased 'PR' .
Other causes of increased peripheral resistance
The pre-capillary resistance vessels specially arterioles
offer a greater resistance to blood flow. It has been found
that the increased arteriolar resistance in hypertensive
individuals is mainly due to medial wall hypertrophy of
the arterial system (arteriosclerosis) in response to long
standing increase in pressure load. Various predisposing
factors may be involved to cause arteriosclerosis:
l. Individuals are prone by reason of heredity.
2. Intermittent bouts of corticohypothalamic discharge;
causes:
(i) sympathetic vasoconstriction, and
(ii) release of chemical agents like catecholamines,
cortisol, ADH, etc.

As a result of these factors, arteriosclerosis in the
resistance vessels increases arterial resistance. Therefore,
these structural changes of arteries and arterioles will
become widespread and decrease the distensibility of
the vascular wall (generalised arteriosclerosis). That
is why more pressure is required by the carotid sinus
baroreceptors to discharge impulses so as to inhibit the
'VMC' (see Important Note, page 328). Thus, in chronic
hypertensive individuals, baroreceptor reflex mechanisms are
reset at a higher pressure level to maintain an elevated rather
than a normal B.P.

•

•

II. Secondary Hypertension

Causes (in order of occurrence):
1. Renal diseases (most common cause).
2. Thyrotoxicosis.
3. Pill hypertension.
4. Adrenal medulla tumour - 'phaeochromocytoma'.
5. Adrenal cortex tumours e.g. Conn's syndrome; cushing
syndrome.
6. Coarctation of aorta.
7. Severe polycythemia.
1. Rennl hypertension. Kidney diseases like nephritis, cystic

renal diseases; polynephritis, renal arterial stenosis
etc. cause increased 'renin' release. This via reninangiotensin system causes hypertension.
Important Note

Constriction of one renal artery causes a prompt
increase in renin secretion and the development of
sustained hypertension called Goldblatt hypertension.

2. Tlzyrotoxicosis, increases cardiac output to increase
systolic and diastolic B.P.
3. Pill hypertension. Long term treatment with oral
contraceptives containing oestrogen and progesterone
produces hypertension by:
(i) retention of fluid and electrolytes; and
(ii) increased angiotensin II formation, specially by
oestrogens.
4. Tumour ofadrenal medulla - pheochromocytoma, increases
nor-epinephrine release to produce hypertension.
5. Adrenal cortex tumours
(i) Primary Aldosteronism (Conn's syndrome) is
tumour of zona glomerulosa of adrenal cortex.
Here hypertension is produced due to increased
release of aldosterone which causes sodium and
water retention.
(ii) 'Cushing syndrome' following tumour of zona
fasciculata and reticulosa of adrenal cortex causes
increased glucocorticoid secretion. This produces
hypertension due to salt retaining properties.

-

.
;
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Coarctntion of Aorta. A congenital narrowing of a
segment of thoracic aorta, increases resistance to blood
flow, thereby produces hypertension above the aortic
constriction and hypotension below. Latter produces
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renal ischaernia which via renin-angiotensin system
results in hypertension.
7. Severe polycytlze111in increases blood viscosity, which
increases peripheral resistance to cause hypertension.

tMN+hiiiH:ti
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Orthostatic hypotension
(iv) Mechanism of development of shock

(ii) Weightlessness
(v) Pathophysiology of haemorrhagic shock

(iii) Salient features of shock
(vi) Crush syndrome

2. Give physiological basis of:
(ii) Cardiogenic and obstructive shock
(i) Warm and cold shock
(iii) Heart failure
(v) Congestive heart failure
(iv) Pill hypertension
(vi) Orthopnoea and paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnoea
(viii) Refractory shock
(vii) Essential Hypertension
(ix) Secondary hypertension
3. Describe effect of positive and negative 'g' on CVS
4. Mention diffe rent types of syncope with one major feature of each type.
5. Classify severity of haemorrhage based on blood loss.
6. Why is reflex warming of a shock patient not advisable?
7. Define refractory shock. Briefly explain the positive feedback mechanisms involved in its precipitation.
8. Give various compensatory mechanisms which operate during heart failure. Give their limitations.
9. Mention mechanism of development of essential hypertension.

•

,.

00·1
1. Sudden standing can produce loss of circulating blood volume upto:
(a) 10%
(b) 20%
(c) 30%

(d) 40%
2. Sudden change of posture from supine to standing in a normal person, decreases cerebral blood flow by:
(b) 20%
(c) 30%
(d) No change
(a) 10%
3. 'g' is the acceleration which a mass exhibits due to gravitational force. Numerically this value is:
(a) 760 cm/sec2
(b) 760 mmHg
(c) 981 cm/sec~
(d) 380 cm/sec2
4. Weightlessness upto one year results in:
(a) Decrease in cardiac output
(b) Hypotension
(c) Decrease in gut motility
(d) Osteoporosis
5. Moderate haemorrhage is one in which blood loss is upto:
(a) 5-8 mL/kg body weight
(b) 10-20 mL/kg body weight
(c) 15-25 mL/kg body weight
(d) Above 25 mL/kg body weight
6. Loss of upto 10% of total blood volume over the period of 20 minutes causes:
(a) Decreased BP, normal venous pressure (VP)
(b) Decreased BP, decreased VP
(c) Normal BP, normal VP
(d) Normal BP, decreased VP

7. A great majority of compensatory reaction following haemorrhage are mainly due to:
(b) Increased sympathetic discharge
(a) Retention of water and electrolytes by kidneys
(c) Formation of angiotcnsin TI
(d) Release of vasopressin
8. All are the causes of dehydration shock, except:
(a) Prolonged vomiting or diarrhoea
(b) Diabetes mellitus
(c) Burns
(d) Perforated duodenal ulcer
9. Warm shock is the term applied to the:
(a) Hypovolemic shock
(b) Cardiogenic shock
(c) Low resistance shock
(d) Surgical shock
10. Emotional fainting is associated with:
(a) Activation of cholinergic fibers originated in the spinal cord
(b) Pooling of blood in the dependent parts of the body
(c) Decreased myocardial contractility
(d) Cardiac arrhythmias
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11. Which of the following statement is false?
(a) Obstructive shock may be caused by tension pneumothorax
(b) Myocardial infarction predispose to congested shock
(c) Reflex warming of a shock patient is helpful to maintain adequate tissue perfusion
(d) Generalised antigen-antibody reaction produces anaphylactic shock
12. Ail but one positive feedback mechanism involved in precipitation of refractory shock is:
(b) Vasomotor failure
(a) Cardiac failure
(c) Peripheral circulatory failure
(d) Increased sympathetic discharge
13. Which type of heart failure is most likely to be associated with pulmonary oedema?

(a) Heart failure resulting from an arteriovenous fistula
(c) Left heart failure without right heart failure

(b) High cardiac output heart failure
(d) Right heart failure without left heart failure

14. Limitations to the Frank-Starling Law to operate in late stages of heart failure is due to:
(a) Cardiomegaly
(b) Fall in systemic mean blood pressure
(c) Decreased myocardial contractility
(d) Renal failure
·
15. The commonest cause of sustained primary hypertension is:
(a) Unknown
(b) Conn's syndrome
(c) Renal disease
(d) Phaeochromocytoma
16. Ail the following predisposing factors may be responsible for the development of essential hypertension except:
(b) Intermittent bouts of corticohypothalamic discharge
(a) Individual are prone by reason of hereditary
(d) High circiµating levels of catecholamines
(c) Generalised arteriosclerosis
17. The most common cause of secondary hypertension is:
(a) Renal diseases
(b) Thyrotoxicosis
(c) Oral contraceptive pills

(d) Pheochromocytoma

18. Orthostatic (postural) hypotension is common after:
(b) Autonomic insufficiency
(a) Sympathectomy
(d) Primary hyperaldosteronism
(c) Abnormal baroreceptor reflexes
19. One of the following is earliest indication of concealed acute bleeding is:
(d) Cold darny fingers
(a) Tachycardia
(b) Postural hypotension
(c) Oliguria
20. Because of good reservoir system, a healthy man can tolerate safely acute blood loss of ..... % of body weight:
(a) 10-15
(b) 20-30
(c) 30-40
(d) 40-50

.. •

21. The first reactive change to occur after haemorrhage is:
(a) Vasocontriction
(b) Tachycardia
(c) Raised cortisol levels
(d) Raised catecholamine levels
22. After haemorrhage, restoration of blood volume is due to:
(a) Arteriolar constriction
(b) Shift of intracellular fluid to extra-cellular space

(c) Venous return increases

(d) Intravenous infusion

23. Anaphylaxis is mediated by all except:
(a) Serotonin
(b) Bradykinin

(c) Histamine

(d) Prostaglandin

24. Which of the following statement is false?
(a) Obstructive shock may be caused by tension pneumothorax
(b) Myocardial infarction predispose to congested shock
(c) Reflex warming of a shock patient is helpful to maintain adequate tissue perfusion
(d) Generalised antigen-antibody reaction produces anaphylactic ~hock
25. Left ventricular failure tends to cause:
(a) No breathlessness in lying position

(b) Decrease in ventricular end diastolic pressure
(d) Rise in lung compliance

(c) Paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnoea

1. (b) 2. (d)
16. (d) 17. (a)

3. (c)
4. (d)
18. (a) 19. (a)

5. (b)
20. (a)

6. (c)
21. (a)

7. (b)
22. (b)

8. (d)
23. (a)

9. (c)
24. (c)

-----<CXX)-- -

10. (a)
25. (c)

11. (c)

12. (d) 13. (c)

,
14. (a)

15. (a)

Unit VI
THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

..
Chapter 45: Physiological Anatomy of Respiratory System
Passage of air; Tracheo-bronchial tree; p roperties of gases;
Non-respiratory functions of respiratory system.
Chapter 46: Mechanics of Respiration •
Mechanism of breathing; Pressure changes during ventilation; Lung volumes and capacities;
Alveolar surface tension (surfactant, h yaline membrane disease); Pressure-volume
, n,
relationship (compliance); Work done during breathing: Airway resistance; Alveola r
ventilation: d ead space, V/P ratio, diffusion capacity of lungs.
Chapter 47: Transport of·Gases •

Oxygen transport oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve; Carbondioxide transport.

: '~L

Chapter 48: Regulation of Respiration
Nervous regulation of respiration: respira tory centres, genesis of respiration; Chemical
regulation of respiration: chemoreceptors (peripheral and central); Physic-clinical aspects:
dyspnoea, breath holding, asphyxia, drowning, periodic breathing.
?:hapter 49: Hypoxia
Definition; types (hypoxic, anaemic, stagnant, histotoxic); effects; treatment: 0 2 therapy;
Cyanosis.

, , r 'r-f

Chapter 50: Physiology of High Altitude '
Effects during rapid and slow ascent: pulmonary oedema; motion-sickness; Acclimatization.
Chapter 51: Effects of High Atmospheric Pressure •
Caisson's disease; Nitrogen narcosis; High pressure nervous syndrome; Air embolism.

Chapter 52: Pulmonary (Lung) Function Tests
Chapter 53: Physiology of Exercise ·
Grading; Cardio-respiratory adaptations to exercise; Physiological effects of p hysical training.
Chapter 54: Physiology of Yoga
General; History; Requirements for doing yoga exercises; Health Benefits;
Yoga vs conventional exercises.

Physiological Anatomy of
Respiratory System
I. Introduction - passage of air

II. Tracheo-bronchial tree: Respiratory membrane; pleura

A. Weibel's lung model

B. Histology

C. Innervation

Ill. Properties of gases: partial pressures; composition of air
IV Non-respiratory functions of respiratory system ·
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INTRODUCTION

fOS\¼

Bodtfti~tilize oxygen a n d ~ ~
met~The m · function of the(fe~~tory syli1e[l).J
is to extract O fr•~"-'•-•••n
os he e, t
the
tissues and to take t CO2 from the tissues and
ee
_ it into the atmosphere. (Fig. 45.1)
To achieve this, the following events occur:
1. The lupgs expand Ciuflatc), as a result the atmospheric
air, rich in 0 2, enters the lungs.
2. The 0 2 is extracted and transferred to the blood
contained in the pulmonary capillaries.
3. The orygevated h)aad then circulates to the tissues
all over the body.
4. At the tissue level, the blood delivers 0 2 to the
tissues which utilize 0 2 (for metabolic purposes)
and P.roduce CO2 . The CO2 is delivered back into
the blood.
5. The deoxygenated blood (CO2 rich blood) brings the
CO2 to the lungs where CO2 is diffused out of the
lungs.
6. The lungs defiate~dischargg__irnp ure air, rich in
CO2, to the atmosphere.
Thus, the entire respiration can be divided into
3 main divisions:
@
®
1. External Respiration (Ventilation or Breathing) i.e.
the absorption of 0 2 and removal of CO2 from the
~ d y as a whole.
2. Transport of Gases (02 and CO2) in the Blood
3. Internal (or cellular) Respiration i.e. the utilization
Qf_Q2 and production of CO2 by cells, and the
gaseous exchange between the cells and their fluid
medium.

PASSAGE OF AIR
The inspir ~
tets ~
ose and mout0 and proceeds
thro
Iott! (the trian&liar space between vocal cords)
to cl
e trachea divides into 2 major branches, the
:.bronchi' one going to each lung. Each bronchus divides

Exchange I:
atmosphere to lung
(ventilation or breathing)
(External respiration)

Exchange II:
lung to blood

Transport of gases
In the blood

•

Te..o..chex-~

b T , ~r

c1n

i,(.
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Fig. 45.1 Overview of external and cellular respiration
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UNIT VI: THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

and re-divides to form many small branch
1. Conducting zone - This includes the portion of air
Bronchioles · all
which lead via
passage u.£!fL_the 16th generation where no~
nge
u
veo
of gases is possible, called dead space. Tius extends
The two lungs contain approx. 300 million alveoli giving (C.~) from th1e nose and mouth upto the terminal bronchioles.
a surface area of more than 70 square meters. (Fig. 45.2)
The toltal capacity of this zone is approximately
The whole 'respirator assa e' · . branching network
\ 150 m ~) =
0)..1, po..u'..
'
of trachea constitute tracheo-bronclzial ree.
2.~Respiratory zone - This includes the portion of air 8
passage! ~n
g,om_. fue 17th_ gener~tion where
t,
,.s-(§Jv\(...
gaseous excH
e takes place. This is made up of ,
TRACHEO-BRONCHIAL TREE
res irat,ory bronchioles, alveolar ducts and the alveoli . .,. •
A. WEIBEL'S LUNG MODEL
Its volume is a rox. 4 litr•oct-f.,-Jf~
BetweeiM~ trachea and the alveolar sac, the air passage
divides 23 times. E.R. Weibel (1963), a Swiss anatomist
B. HISTOLOGY (Table 45.1)
miinbered each geoeratiQn of trachea-bronchial tree. Thus,
~ wall o i ~
cheo-bronchial
tre~ s made up of fibers,
cartl:l'.ages, s1
muscles and epilrteliaJ lining containing
th~
desigltiied as ~neijl!lpiJ!zero} the two major
glands anc( ilia.
divisions of the trachea, constitute tRe7Iirst' generation,
'Cilia' beat towards th e terior i.e. towards the laryngeal
and so ~n. The~
~
e 23rd and the last
gentry of foreign particles into the
,-AU>
generation.
On and from thel7th generation, few alveoli can be
Aad.-f~
cflc'ofound on the bronchioles. Although the major portion
of the 0 2 and CO2 exchange occurs in the alveoli (23rd
Alveolar lining epithelium
eration
~ egins to occur from the
Alveolar lining epithelium is exceedingly thin, simple
squamous type and consists of two types of cells:
7th eneration, called the r gp1raton1 bronchtgl_es. The
lli
· n bronchiole
reco,~change>of gases
.Ji) Type J[ cells are .flat cells with large cytoplasmic
tenninal b nchioles.
G.~W0 extensions and are primary lining cells, covering
is possible are thus c
From functional point of view, therefore, the whole
tv, ( about 95.g),f the alveolar epithelial sur~e area.
tracheo-bronchiaJ tree can be divided into two major ..y (ii) Ty11e 11 cells (gra!!J, for .'Jl'C"lP0q:1-es) - make up 5% ">·•
zones:
t'~ ~
of the alveolar epithelial surface area. These~ lls
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Respiratory bronchiole - ,F--_..N-- - +Alveolar duct - lb-~ J.J'ilf....._-il-Pulmonary capillary

Fig. 45.2 The tracheo-bronchial tree (air passage)

Terminal bronchiole

'

are thicfer and contain nuro~ us IJ!mellar inclusion

.:

..

:

.

UM§ --l~ ~

bodies which secrete~rfactanj)
VTP bas been ~rhown to be deficient OT ab= t in a
In addition, alveoli also contain:
farge number of patients witK,brond1jal asth~
(a) 1111/111 11111 I/ ,1h•ct la /11'71 ·1 1/r•11;1, (PAM), actively
phagocytic cells
l-., ~ \ ,
(b) I) "'TI , , t -;
'2:_yHE RESPIRATORY MEMBRANE -.> /2- ~
(c) r ' ..
' very active cells; form and secrete The air in the alveoli is separated from the blood in
immunoglobulins
the pulmonary capillaries by a 'wall' called Respiratory
(d) 1111m, 111 lltr,, r ript· k1 11d dee, r/10 vl•1t1<'11
Membrane which consists of:
\I' JP
' These cells manufacture amines
(i) Alveolar wall, and
in addition to polypeptides. They store and
(ii) Capillary walL
s ~ many biologically active pep tides e.g.
Normally ther,e is no fluid in this separating wall. The
~
ctive intestj,nal peptide <VIE). substance
separating wall, called 11 I. evlar-c11pill 1t 11 ,, embrane or
I:...etc.
respiratory memb~as a thickness in the range of
(e) m,st~ l'll . These ce~ contain h)?parin,
0.3 to lµm (averag 0.5~ Fig. 45.3). DJ.JC tp its thjppess.
hist~e and 5 hydr&fytryptamine (5 HT)
the g~us exchange etween the alveoli and blood
that participate in ~
capillar1·e is completed within fraction of a second.
Alveoli communicate with each other through small
Thickne of either wall (alveolar or capillary wall) or
pores, called€_ores of Kohn)
accumu on of fluid within the wall, makes the gaseous
exchange difficult.
C. INNERVATION
JIY"OCi~
1. Two branches of;r6£o'ilmuc nervous system (ANS):®
PLEURA-=,
(i) ParaStJmpa her,c. Its stimulation causes cholinergic
The lungs are enveloped by 'pleura' which has two layers,
parietal and visceral. (Fig. 45.4)
discharge producing bronchoconstrictipn and
increased bE9ochial secretjpn via rnuscuranic
1. Parietal Pleura. It is adherent to the parieties i.e.~
recep¼!f.s. Thes~ nerves/1'\get stimulated by
side of the cl~t wall and the thoracic side of the
dia12hragm. Therefore, when these structures move,
leuko~ nes, irrirnbts, chRfucals e.g. S02, N02,
the parietal pleura has to move.
lead, CO, hydrocarbons and by cool air during
winter or exercise.
2. Visceral Pleura. It is adherent to the qpderlying viscus
i.e. the lungs ii~. Therefore, when the v ~ )
There is a circadian rhythm in bronchial tone with
maximal constn on a j,_a.rn., and m~~,iT,:!._ ~ ~ ' d s c u s .
dilatati~ n , p_..p.f4 l~<llr~
gf'\0..')Cl · p ~ " " f · In between the two layers there is a potential space,
(ii) S .m at,, , ~
ulation\.h a ~ _ $ ic receptors
called
· . This space is filled with a very
(predominantly ~2) causes bronchodilatiou and
small amount ,prox~L) o f ~ fluid,
increased bronchial secretions.
called Pleura llllid, which ~ ispersed ~ ughout the
2. Non-choli11ergic Non-adre11ergic: Its stimulation
pleural cavity. The fluid is ad~ sive and in~ pansile and
pJ:Qd~_broru:hqdilatign due to release of mP.diat~r
keeps the two pleurae together i.e. there is a large amount
VIP (vasoactive intestinal peptide).
of traction between the two (~
n). Therefore,

V1r

Pf\

l

-c

Table 45.1: Histological characteristics of trachco-b onchic1l tree
Trachea

..

cc-,.{.hr,. IJ',,oc\)

Initial bronchi of
few generations

Present ~~-;;Kg~pto present

1. Cartilage

Tabsent

20 in number and are

-..

deficient p m,teciocly

2.S~

le

3. Lining epithelium
(i) Cilia
(ii) Glands: mucous

and serous

little

little

~_sglumnqr ...- -- ~»9folumn~ ·-- -.
present
present

present
present

Terminal
bronchio:le

Respiratory
bronchiole

absent

Alveoli

absent
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Alveolar
epithelium (wall)

Macrophage - -------,

a--==-~~- - -Alveolar fluid (with surfactant)
Alveolus

<111:::a~ .,;::::;..- --,111--- - - - Alveolar epithelium
, ,_ _.. • .--,-- -- - Basement membrane of alveolar epithelium
,--- - - Interstitial space
r--- - - Basement membrane of capillary endothelium
f---- - - Capillary endothellum

Diffusion of 0 2 - - - --i---+..:Dlffuslon of CO2 -

- - ~~

~

Fig. 45.3 Electron microscopic (EM) appearance of respiratory membrane: alveolar - capillary membrane

from it in the same way that two moist pieces of glass
slide on each other but resist s~paration.

PROPERTIES OF GASES
Partial Pressures
Unlike liquids, gases expand to fill the volume available
to them, and the volume occupied by a given number
of gas molecules at a given temperature and pressure is
(ideally) the same regardless of the composition of the
gas. Therefore,
Pleural cavity
with serous fluid
Parietal pleura

p =
Visceral
pleura

.

Ribs
Lung

when one moves, other follows. That is why the lungs
slide easily on the chest wall but resist being pulled away

nRT
V

where p = pressure
n = number of moles
R = gas constant
T = Absolute temperature
V = volume
Therefore, the pressure exerted by any one gas in a
mixture of gases is called its Partial Press1m . It is eq[ual
to the total pressure times the fraction of the total amount
of gas it represents.

,
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f(oc)!.Composition of dry air
20.98%

02

0.03%
CO2
78.06%
N2
0.93%
Other inert constituents
e.g. Argon and Helium etc.
• The barometric pressure (P8) at sea level is 760 mmHg
(= 1 atmospheric pressure).
The partial pressure is indicated by symbol 'P'.

Calculation of partial pressure of a gas (pGas ). It
is done by measuring the percentage of gas and total
atmospheric pressure, i.e.
Percentage of gas

Peas=

100

(p0~ 7 mmHg. Therefore, partial pressure at sea level
of other gases in the air reaching the lungs are shown in
Table 45.2.
Since gas volumes vary w ith temperature and pressure
and since the amount of water vapour in them varies,
therefore, it is important to correct respiratory movements
involving volume to a stated set of standard conditions,
which are:
STPD - 0 °C, 760 mmHg, dry (standard temperature
and pressure, dry).
Body teiip~ fature and pressure, saturated
with water vapour.
Ambient temp£.1filf"e and pressure,
b')"e..f\'r
saturated with water vapour.

jfi!,Ps
(j):P'l -

x total atmospheric pressure

-~

NO~ -~

Pla:;O~

OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
m
For example, percentage of 0 2 in inspired air is 20.98%,
Main function of the respiratory system in general
then p02 (partial pressure of 0 2) at sea level = 20.98/ 100
the lungs in particular is Gas Exclzange.
x 760 =(J.59.5 mmHgJ
Non-respiratory functions of respiratory system
Dalton's Law - Total pressure exerted by a mixture of
include:.. . <? Lffe> c.,ro..\½
gases is equal to the sum of the partial pressures of all
the gases present in it.
A. ~]defence mechanisms i.e. its own defe~ w-st
~@
inspired particulate matter.
It is uwactant to know the percentage of gases in
B. Fun~ons of pulmonan1 cikulation: the _storage and
• inspired, expired and alveolar air and their corresponding
filtr on of blood for s t . ~irculwon.
partial pressures, because:
C. Metabolic and eniflcr ·
nct.w~'handling of
(1) Diffusion of gases depends on difference in partial
vasoactive substances in the blood, formation
pressure of gases. Gas moves from a region of high
and release of substances used in the alveoli or
to low partial pressure in a liquid by diffusion.
circulation.
(2) According to Henry's Law, when temperature is
kept constant, amount of gas dissolved in any
A. LUNG DEFENCE MECHANISMS
~Jg
solution is directly proportional to the partial
0
pressure of the gas.
(!Junctions of respiratory passage - 0 1'
The water vapour in the air in most climates reduces
l. I b1roidify anc. cc ol or warm the mspued air so that
these percentages and, therefore, the partial pressure of
~en the very hot or very cold air approaches body
gases to a slight degree. The p8i0 at body temperature
temperature by the time it reaches the alveoli.

_g

-

Inspired air

-,

-

-

i~', iii Mlllfilili~6

--------

Arterial blood

Venous blood

100-104 (14%)

98-100

40

Alveolar air

Expired air
116 (16%)

1. p02

158 (20.98%)

2. pC02

0.3 (0.03%)

40 (5.3%)

40

46

3. pH20

Variable from (5.7 to 47)*

47 (6.2%)

47

47

47 (6.2%)

4. pN2 {760-(1+2+3)1

Variable 596 (78.06%)

573 (74.5:o)

578

627

565 (73.8%)

Total

760

760

760

760

760

32 (4%) 1")1

* depending on the humidity of the atmosphere

Important Notes
1. Values in parenthesis indicate the percentage of total gas. ·

T oh

2. 'Composition' refers to the percentage of each gas in the a· Com sition a_!pos,w&.ric a.iris essenti~ 'constant'
less d ense).
~V!!.!]J.Wh~d is..i._nE!}'_ptdent of altitude. At high altitude the a ·

G

,,;I

rJ ~ _ h

~-i, {O

f'ltJ.&mR.ce«J

2.

·
re ons contain secretory in\'munoglobulins
) and other substances (nitric oxide etc.) that help
resist local infection and maintain the integrity of the
mucosa.
3 ~ e . , ~vn,I .
3. Prevent foreign oodies £rot reaching thealvcoli(i) particles >10 µm diameter - (a) strained out by
hairs in the nostrils or (b) settle down on ~
membrane in the nose and pharynx;
(ii) particles ~-10 µm diameter - fall on the walls of the
bronchi as airflow slows in the smaller passages,
there they initiate reflex bronchoconstriction and
coughing; they are moved away from the lungs by
the cj-ligQ( escalator action;
(iii) particles <2 µm diameter - generally reach the
alveoli, where they are ingested by the macrop~-

may include:
(i) small fibrin or blood clots
(ii) fat cells
(iii) detached cancer cells
(iv) gas bubbles
(v) agglutinated RBC's, masses of platelets or WBC's ·
(vi) debriis from stored blood or intravenous solution;
these are removed by
(a) lytic enzyme in capillary endothelium
)'$(b) ingestion by macrophages, and
(c) penetration into~~hatic system.
3. Fluid excliange 1111d drzfg absorption.
(i) Low pulmonary hydrostatic pressure tends to pull
fluid from alveoli into pulmonary capillaries and
keeps the alveolar surface free from liquids (page
415). Water taken into the lungs is rapidly absorbed
Important Note (__R P\?1.-\ E.D) ·.
into the blood. This protects the gas exchange
Ciliary immobility may be produced
arious
function of the lungs and opposes transudation
air pollutants or it may be conge ·
rtagener's
of fluid from capillaries to the alveoli.
syndrom~, in which the axonemal nei he ATPase
(ii) Drugs that rapidly pass through the alveolarmolecular motor, that produces
ary b-;.rthlg
capmary barrier by diffusion, rapidly enter
~· (''\tO- is absent. This condition is also associated with
the systemic circulation. Therefore, these are
"~ ertility becasue of the lack of motile sperms.
j;.t&
administered by inhala~.
§Jt~
\'v,""jab ~ 1 '1mJ-,ueAce.S
(a) Anaesthetic gases, and >('~\o~r-n
Pulmonary alveolar macr~ages ('PAMS', dust cells)
(b) 'Aerosol' and other bronchodilators.
functions '4
ca~
1. These cells come~from the~one marrow,
C. METABOLIC AND ENDOCRINE
they are actively: pnagocytic cells and ingest inhaled
bacteria and small particles.
l. Substances . ynthesize
d used in the lungs: surfactant _
2. Help in processing inhaled antigens for immunologic
(for details, re e r ~ 414).
attack.
2. Substances synthesized or stored and released into
3. Secrete substances:
fV\ N l
the blood.
(i) that attract polymorphonuclear ~ucocytes to the
(i) P~iglandins, specially PGE2 and PGF2a·
lung§,_ The leucocytes, release p-mteases including
e l ~ which atta
elastic tissues in the
The pulmoinary epithelium contains erotease-activated
lungs resulting · e m p ~ (Also see to pages
r~tg!tU~ that when activated ~ ~a~ of
411,417).
PGE2, whi,ch in turn protects the epithelial cells.
(ii) that stimulate granulocyte and monocyte formation
in the bone marrow.
_fl1rYrta.. U-\o:~ ) \.I!. \,_,e'\i, b 4. They may release lysosomal products into waceliy],ar
(ii) l:!!s!smlP-e: It is released from the mast cells in
s. a e and roduce ·
tion. (This is particularly
the lungs in response to pulmonary ewba)ism or
seen when macrophages ingest large amount of
and produces bronchoconstriction.

,-0&

cJ!

tr===

\D~

®

--rv.pre,,..-'•"

UMN

substances in cigarette smoke or silica or asbestos

particles.)

r> RON}fk-<m ~bk-

B. FUNCTION~ Qf: PULMONARY CIRCULATION
1
l. Reserooir_for te/l'ventricle (LV) - If LV output becomes

transiently greater than systemic venous return, LV
output can be maintained for a few strokes by drawing
out blood stored in the pulmonary circulation (Refer
to page 382).
2. Pulmonary circulation as a filter. The particles filtered

J
Re,~4e

(iii) ~

3.

- ein.

@_~a~,c ~om the blood: many vasoactive

_
1
substanh?~vated, altered or removed from the
1
blood as !they pass through the lungs. Site: endothelial .;
cells in lthe vessels of pulmonary circulation. For •
example,
(i) P!:2§!.aglan':!0-s: PGE1, PGE2 and PGF2a are
completely removed in a single pass through the
lungs.
(ii) ~radykinin

CHAPTER 45: PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

(iii) Adenine derivatives

l,lnon

s.

m~

Vasoactive ho1rmones that pass through the lungs
without being metabolized include: epinephrine, [DA£\/!
dopamine, oxytocin, vasopressin, and angiotensin ll.
6. Storagt of ltonnom; and certain biologically
precursor uptake and
active peptides in 'am·

(iv) ~rotonin*
.\;of'& \.:..o-(v) Nor-e2inephrine*
~ , c.,\J-.~
(vi) Acetyl-choline
\._~\,£..0
(*Lung decreases the amount of these vasoactive
substances reaching the systemic circulation.)
= • 4. Substances 11ctivntccl in the lungs (specially pulmonary
circulation e.
Angiotensin II
Angiotensin
giotensin I
Octapeptide
ecapeptide -=_C_o_1~1v~er_t_i11.><....,~ •
in . · re)
Enzyme (secrete
(ac · e)
~
endothe/"
1/s

}-

decarboxylation' (APUD] ells.. and m e
lung e.g. v~ 1ctive intestinal peptide~
~
_g_ qpioi6E~P~ , sPQlecysto~cr.;;;.eo
- zy-rrun
~.
~
CK-PZ) and somato~. These substances are later·
released into the systemic circulation.
7. Contain fibru 11lt111c JS tt1, that lyses clot in the
pulmonary vessels.

(For details refer to page 506)

tMffMMiH,ti
1. Give physiological basis of:
\
(i) How the lungs slide easily on the chest wall
h \ ~Jo\(t0 7
(ii) Administration of certain drugs by inhalation,.._::,r C.. O
.._
\JJ.rn~ c...RO.Ju
(iii) Why no exchange of gases is possible at the level of conducting zone ....:,. Ctlb"Oid.c&.
eii:l
(iv) Asthma attacks are more common early in the morning ~
Xl''c·
(v) Composition of air at sea level and at high altitude
0"!S\)\'\ ~ ~ - - . $ ,

F -

-·

2. Write short notes on:
\
(i) Terminal and respiratory bronchiole
(ii) Alveolar lining epithelium
(ill) Innervation of trachea-bronchial tree
(iv) Partial pressure of gases in inspired and expired air
(v) Non-respiratory functions of lungs
(vi) APUD and PAMS (Dust cells).
(vii) Basic lung defence and metabolic function
(viii) Pulmonary function unit

00

lu

"J

J<

\

? ~o..r (s 0So
rn~

'1t]\:d,e c},t'.lna.oo ~ T
-

71~

o/o

3. What will happen and why, if
(i) excalator action of cilia is is deficient
(ii) if foreign particles enters the pulmonary functional unit

4. How lung protect itseH from invading foreign substances.
5. Depict diagrammatically.
(i) Weibel lung model
(ii) External and internal respiration
(iii) Electron microscopic structure of respiratory membrane

·.HH·fi
-..

1. ~oth the lungs contain about ....... million alveoli:
(a) 50
(b) 100
2. Alveolar lining epithelium:
VJ Is exceedingly thin, simple squamous type
"-/' (c) Contains cilia that beat towards the exterior
3. Sympathetic stimulation of the bronchus causes:
(a) Bronchial constriction
(c) No effect

O 405

(c) 300

(d) 500

/

(b) Contains type I granular pneumocytes~ 1! o-h'-'
;,. (d) Contains numerous mucous and serous glands
(b) Increased secretion from glands

Bronchial dilatation

406
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4. Gaseous exchange across respiratory membrane is completed in:
Ja) Less than 1 sec (.O~ t~(b) 1 sec
(c) 2 sec
5. Which of the following is true about composition of venous blood?
pO2 (mmHg)
95
40
40
46

(a)
(b)

J..<[
(d)

(d) 3 sec

pCO2 (mrnHg)
40
40
46
40

6. Mark the correct response:
.. (a) ArteriaJ pO2 : 104 mmHg
WArteriaJ pCO2 : 40 m.mHg

· (b) Venous pCO2 : 40 mmHg
(d) Venous pO2 : 46 mmHg
7. Particles falling on walls of the bronchi are prevented going to alveoli by:
(b) Coughing
Ciliary escaJator action
(d) All of the above
(a) Bronchoconstriction

8. False statement regarding dust cells in the lung: (
"' (a) Also called PAM cells
(c) Process inhaJed antigens for immunologicaJ attack
9. Pulmonary functional unit is:
,,W Alv~
Qv...:rerrninal bronchiole

re>-p-pe9. C9f)
(b) Actively phagocytic cells
Originally come from the blood C6o-~

(c) Respiratory bronchiole

(d) Alveolar duct

1

L..M'Y'l'la tt--)
Contra~i>t1 ~ ~o~ ~ ~c're'~respiratory tract occurs in response to the following, except:
(a) Irritation of bronchial mucosa
(b) Stimulation of locaJ beta adrenoceptors Crua · · 1~ · ·
(c) A decrease in the pCO2 in the bronchial air
(d) A cold stimulus to the bronchial mucosa
11. True about non-cholinergic non-adrenergic nerves to lungs:
(a) Its stimulation produces bronchoconstriction
(b) These nerves get stimulated by irritants and chemicals
(c) Decreases bronchial secretions
Their activity is either deficient or absent in bronchial asthma patients
12. False statement regarding the pleural fluid:
(a) A serous lubricating fluid
-(5) NormaJ amount 30-35 mL
(c) Adhesive and non-expansible in nature
(d) Keeps the two pleura~ together
13. The partial pressure of water vapour in the lungs:
(a) Increases with hyperventilation
relatively constant with changes in altitude
(c) ls proportional to the CO2 concentration
(d) Becomes negative when barometric pressure falls below 47 m.mHg

,.•

14. The maximum particle size that reaches the alveoli is ...... diameter:
(a) 15 µm
(b) 10 µm
~5µm
~ 2µm
15. Substance not filtered in pulmonary circulation:
(a) Blood clots
(b) Cancer cells
Jir Plasma proteins
(d) Gas bubbles

ti,MUI
1.

(c)

2. (a)

3. (d)

4. (a)

5. (c)

11.

(d)

12. (b)

13. (b)

14. (d)

15. (c)

6. (c)

7. (d)

8. (d)

9. (a)

10. (b)

:
- - - CXX)..---

Mechanics of Respiration
I. Mechanism of breathing

IL Pressure changes during ventilation
-

Ill. Lung volumes and capacities
N. Alveolar surface tension: Surfactant; Hyaline membrane disease
V. Pressure volume relationship: compliance
VI. Work done during breathing: Airway resistance
VII. Alveolar ventilation: Dead space; V / P ratio; D iffusion capacity oflungs

f7\

Eup1t~ means~ ythmic breathing~

- It consists of
iram'\.
®:nspiration is an
process. During inspiration
the@ze of the thoracic cavt(Y ~ b y contraction
%par~ pleura follows the
of appropriate m ~
Th~ is~l pleura also follows
expanding chest
the parietal pleura and thu~ e El~ Lungs also follow
· the thoracic expansion passively. The expansion of lungs
is associated with a fall in the pressure in the lung
parenchyma and atmospheric air is thereby drawn into
the depths of the~ gs.
~ xpiration is a jfiiss.we process. At the end of inspiration,
the muscle w. · h contracts actively during inspiration
st· recoi of he ho a · wall and luD.gs
relaxes and t
cause passive expiration.
At rest an adult breathes at a respiratory rate of
@-14 breaths/min)nd~am~ inspired or
ex · d
·. . ·~@rJis approx~.QQ...!D_L. Thus,
es of air · breathed in or out of the ~
er
6-7
mmute called Pulmonan1 Ventilati£.n.

InspirMfon and

·
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,<..-,~ s~~
~~
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@x\; . 'tn~

2. The 2nd to 6th ribs slope obliquely downwards and ir\
forwards from their joints with the s inal column. - U ....,.
On inspiration the tibS.Jll,OYe upwa,rds (I m 1 H1111dle
\ 1< , • llt tits) Ito assume a more horizontal positio
contraction of ~J!nwl interr.astal.muscles (supplied by T1,2)
to cause increase in anteroposterior diameter of the ches
e (boweq)
(Fig. 46.1). Moreover, by virtue of their
~g-gart, cause an increase in t h ~verse diameter
of the thorax.
3. The lower ribs (7th to 10th) also swing outwards and
upwards <Rr c/. l Ill 'i , It r.J in inspiration (ri?>
to cause increase in the transverse diameter of the
thorax.

1

J

B. Diaphragmaltic Movements
Diaphragm consists of muscle fibers which converge on
the dome-shaped central tendinous portion. Muscle fibers
arise from the,
(1) xiphisternurn
(2) inner surface of ~
ix ribs, and
-l d
rl 1-5 f'.;J
(3) lumbar vertiebrae.
NI.()....\.. t::-- t.uJ "
.1J
During ·
iration, as a result of discharge in p~
c i::i £,
MECHANISM OF INSPIRATION
neurons (C3,4,i ~ muscle fibe~
a n ~ the
Inspiration is an active process. During inspiration the~ ,::;~
J!~
tm-,:1ownwards by { ~ in i ~a; and by
thorax is enlarged by:
~
~ ~
inspiration. This causes an increase in the
A. movements of the ribs outwards and upwards
vertical dia
er of e
ape ca~ i g. 46.2).
M~
1ts); and
.00-300 m
ta.lJ·is sucked in, there
B. descent of the diaphragm (Din
pPmvzzatic
Mouer11ents).
0
c. A c ~<:TJ m.
))
A. Rib Movements
\.R,\\
Clinical significc.mce
l. In quiet respiration, the first pair of ribs moves but little.
l.
Either the diaphragm or the external intercostal muscles
In hypemoea their movements bring about increase in
alone can maintain adequate ventilation at rest.
anteroposterior d iameter of upper thorax.
0 .,
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(B)
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.------==--Vertebrae
Sternum

p........a.,_- External
intercostal muscle

Internal
intercostal muscle

c___ _

(i) Pump handle movements increases anterior-posterior diameter of
the chest

External intercostal
muscle folded back

(ii) Bucket handle movements Increases transvere diameter of ri: cage. ,

Fig. 46. J (A) Arrangement of external and internal intercostal muscles on ribs. (B) Rib movements during inspiration
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Fig. 46.2 Movement of the chest during inspiration and expiration.
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2. In patients wi~ ilateral phrenic nerve
but intact
innervation of their intercostal muscles, respiration is
somewhat l~b_oured but ade
to maintain life.
3. Ti:;an'!"iiao ct spinal cord
nt
is fatal wifu~
cial respirabctn, but transection
~
lo~ th~
segment is not, because it leaves
the phrenic nervetC3,4.5) that innervates the diaphragm
intact.

in e,q,irati[Qn, but their contraction is not complete.
Therefore., 1t seems their
ao
_ IB protecti~ i.e. prevent entry of foo
the trachea. When addu
e ~d,...,
and food enter the trac e
· ·
____
~ a . , DY-t.~\Nuf'., : ~ ~L.

>~

.....,_,....-o

----!F==J----

·d ha

\.6)

• • I'o_1fio11 of diapl1mg111. 1,osh1~

l11hu11~1,;p~
\ [ ) ~ most comfortable because~~ i s ~
due to gravity and not pressing over abdominal
contents. This also increases the reserve volume of
lungs (page 411).
(y ~fo.ifr@g)3bdQllli.Qal..muscles...motr~t to cause intraabdominal pressure to increase, resulting in ascent of
diaphragm.

~

-.,

os~

r

___ , ,

S;c..Prf<"\
Accessory gi-uscles of inspiration
ln
~-J
1. ~
nc:Qtemoc et omasto· muscle., in the neck
Blay little, if any, part in breathing at rest, but become
active in voluntary static inspiratory efforts and help to
· spiration.
elevate the thoracic cage during d
2. Intnnsic muscles of the larynx: bducto
uscles of
vocal cords i.e. pos enor cncoarytenoi contracts early
in inspiratory p ase p ·ng e voe orsfs_ap~r!,~~
opening the glottis. lt is;WpJ2lied by .,_Jl...~ ~Y!}g_eaf
1
nerve
r ch of v
e. Their paralysis leads to
Inspiraton; Stridor i.e. inspiration occurs with a loud
sound.
'--, ~ ~
;·n:7 \-o

MECHANISM OF EXPIRATION
In quiet breathing, expiration is a Passive Process, but
during forced expiration, for example: voluntary expiratory
efforts; during exercise; bronchial asthma etc.; the muscles
of expiration contract, which include:
A. Auter~ abdominal wall ~cles (ab
· al recti;
trans~us abdominis; int~al and ext nal oblique
muscles); and
B. Internal intercostal muscles
1. Contraction of anterior abdominal wall muscles
increases intra-abdominal pressure and draws the
lower ribs dQ,J(in and me1a11y, thereby pushing the
diaphragm upwards, thus, aiding in expiration.
2. Internal iritercostal m11scles: They P.ass obliqurly
downwards and gosteriorly from rib to rib. On
contraction they pull the upper ribs down so that
the ribs acquire the position as seen at the end of

expiration. (Fig. 46.1)
3. Accessory muscles of expiration are ddu t r
muscles of vocal cords. They begin to contract r y

~-

PRESS,URE CHANGES DURING
VENTILATION

With the initiation of breathing after birth the first
inspiration causes enlargement of the chest. This produces
expansion of lungs which are virtually dragged after
the chest wall because of the ad~esive and inexpl nsible
properties of thie? p ~ .
The ex~ siO!l..Of l!:!,Dgs is naturally attended by a fall
in the pressure in the lungs parenchyma, called Intra
P11lmo11m-y Pressure or Intra Alvevto, f'l'es""'• so that aiI
is e._t.Ulcd iota tb,?4i.mgs via the tracheo-bronchial tree.
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INTRA-PULMONARY PRESSURE
(or INTRA-ALVEOLAR PRESSURE)
In quiet brealthinh al,_l==~L.UlJU.'-" and Cat en9-ifisp1ration~s no
is going in and coming out of the
lungs, theref re, · t apulmonary pressure is equal to the
atmospher·c ressure (normal: 760 mrnHg). (Fig. 46.3A)
With the beginning or inspiration, as volume increases
pressure decreases, therefore, the intra-pulmonary
pressure decreas:es to approx. 1 mmHg below atmospheric
pressure (i.e. 759mrnHg), but regains the full atmospheric
pressure value at end-inspiration. When expiration follows
passively, the@astic recoil of the lun~auses the intrapulmonary pressure to swing slightly to the positive side
(1 mrnHg i.e. 761 mmHg) but regains the atmospheric
pressure value at end-expiration.
Factors affecting intra-pulmonary pressure
I. Valsalva Manoeuvre i.e. forced expiration against a
closed glotqs, may produce a positive intra-pulmonary
p:;ssure of
100 mmHg above the atmospheric
. t'f'I~\- be
,<'kJ~<\~
value. ~_J)JJ2. Mullgr"s Manoeuvre i.e. fore
iration against a
closed glottis, can reduce the intra-pulmonary pressure
to ~80 mmHg below the atmospheric value.

+ve

®INTRA-PLEURAL PRESSURE
(or INTRA-THORACIC PRESSURE)
The lungs and the chest wall are elastic structures. At endexpirator) polo1tion, the tendency of the lungs to recoil
from the chest wall is just balanced by the tendency of
the chest wall t·o recoiJ in the opposite direction (Refer

'. \,...\ e,.
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Fig. 46.3 Changes in intra-pulmonary and intra-pleural pressure during the respiratory cycle [ Inset: Effect of gravity oo intrapleural
pressure]

(Fig. 46.3)). This causes a slight subatmospheric pressure
to develo~ t w e en the two layers of pleura
at the start of inspiration, called intra-pleural pressure or
intra-thoracic pressure. (Fig. 46.3)
The negative intra-pleural pressure is directly
• proportional to the amount of thoracic expansion which
{
occurs. Therefore, during quiet inspiration (i.e. at rest),
the lun s
ulled into a
anded osition
....:;;::=="'6;:a..:tra-pleural pressure to decrease to about
-6 mm
At the end of inspiration, the lung recoil
~egins to pull the chest back to the expiratory position;
I? and @__;!:d-exp1ratot9 pvsitigp where the recoil pressure of
the lungs and che wall balance, intra-pleural pressure
~o-2
Hg.

r

.

N

~n,tlN.-'3'~H>-

-~· ~&--

w de- K p~

t>

Important Note

KW).Q~~o..
P{J_ar e ositive intra-pleural pr~ ~produced by
pressing over t e
se WI ·n the thoracic:
cavity grea
educ~~ ven
re rn to the heart:
and car ·a
t uf'falls markedly.
is produces:
cerebra schaemia resulting in ' syncope' (transient:
lo~s of ~ nsc1ousness). Thus, severe bouts of cough or
straining at stools may be dangerous in old persons,
or cardiac patients.

W

Factors affecting intra-pleural pressure

"

3.

becate

ysi:

•~av~ onal forces, intrais more negative
pleural pressur(!Estandin
of lungs compared to the~1es
7 mmH_g) at the a~
(-2 rnmHg) i.e. 5 mrnHg greater at the bases of the
lungs than at the apex. (Fig. 46.3-inset)

A. Physiological factors

decreases it as much as 30 mmHg
subatmospheric i.e. 730 rnmHg.
(see above) or sudde~rceful
~ ~ 2.
exp~tory movements; for example, c~ghing,
def~tion etc., increase intra-pleural presslli:e by
60-70 mml:::J£; i.e. it becomes 820-830 mmHg.
Mechanism: [ QIC~ ~xmration decreases thoracic
causing lung deflation. This decreases the
llU}g recoill~ and eventually causes ~tr© leural
pressure to nse.
1.

Clinical sig11ificn11ce· Since the transmural pressure
i.e. pressure difference between intra-pulmonary )!:Ld
intra-pleural pressure. It is a measure of the~~
in the Jun~ i alled .,recoil pressure). It is~
loss-.at
.a: n,forces
\ e.'1e.f-£"c. ::; -2-Tl',r, 1'. P)
. ~ e s, thereto , he hmgs a~ less expanded at the'
bases. This transmural pressure further decreases or
-==-may become negative at the end of forced expiration,
thus, causing airways to close at the bases. This is why
durirJ.g first part of inspiration, more of the inspireid
gas goes to the apices than bases of the lungs.

;
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B. Pathological Factors
I
1\.v-m~)
1. ,mphvscm 1 i.e. I ss o
ti .
TATIC LUNG VOLUMES AND CAPACITIES
increases intra- leural
ressure, theref2~ chesh..
olumes <Fig. ~ 5.4)
(
expands and becomes barrel-shapedf ·· S.
'v ~') 1. Tidal Volume (TV). It is the volume of air breathed m
ff'
2. Injury to horac1 wal causes air to enter,between the
or out of lw:igs. during quiet respiration.
two layers' of pleu~till intrapleural pressure equal~
Nomwl: 500 mL. ( 3SO-+ LSD'1!'L)
aGospheric pressure. This produces collapse of lungs
(i) Decreases due
less contraction of respiratory
-v
as ~ p o s i n g forces, a condition called as
uscles; causes:
1rator muse es we
e s o~
e ress1on o res rrator cente . C t>
D
""~
l__J
··) Increases in muscul x · . ( N"'to'l'r-)
Measurem:
e .i
f intra;.eieuial pressure
f'('(}n
spiratory Reserve Volume (IRV). lt is the maximal
Two methods • 1• Q.e.d\~ ' ~ "'"11.\- C.1')~~
olume of a:ir which can be inspirec_! after completing 'fi'!
1
1. By inse · ' fcrt~~mt6'1ntra-pfeura1 spac~ and
a normal tidal inspiration i.e. inspired from the endby injecting a tiny bubble of air therein, whereupon
sp1ratory position.
suitable manometric recordmgs can be made by
Normal: 2000-3200 mL.
connecting the other end of the needle with a ~
U
piratory JReserve Volume (ERV). It is the maximal
manometer through a rubber tube.
volume of air which can be expired after a ~ml
~- BY introducing air containing rubber balloon sealed
~al expiraqon i.e. expired from the enc@piratory
over a catheter which is passed via the nostril into the
position.
lower part of thoracic
ophagus and recordin~
Normal: 750--1000 mL.
is equivalent to intra-pleural
4. Residual Volume (RV). It is the volume of air which
pressure, because at cricothyroid level there is closure
remairls in lungs after a maximal expiration.
of glottis and below it is closed by cardiac sphincter.
Nomwl: 1200 mL.
Therefore, oesophagus (thoracic part) becomes a closed ® 5. Closing Volume (CV). It is the lung volume above residual
cavity. Oesophageal walls are quite lax and pressures
volume at which ~ . . i n .!be. la:wer, ~ t
are easily transmitted to the balloon.
parts of the lungs peg.in to dose of! because of the
This method can be modified by connecting the outer
Jess~
mural pressure in these areas (pa.g e 410).
end of the catheter to e!§trical ~
ducep; which
1-e-~
c).)- \,X)Vl\ch Q~ol o)""-1€.0~
ovide more accurate recorC
Capacities (fig. 46.4)
C.
:(;, ·
l. Inspiraton1 Capacity (IC). It is the maximal volume
UNG VOLUMES AND CAPACITIES
of air which can be inspired @ter completing hda(
These can be divided into 2 major headirtgs:
JXpirationA.,e. from the end-expiratory position. It can
A. Static lung volumes_.pnd capacities (Tune factor is not,
be computed as: TV + IRV.
involved, therefore, expressed in mL or L).
Normal: 2500-3700 mL.
B. Dynamic lung volu111.f§ and capacities (Time dependent,
2. ExpiratonJ icapacity (E( R' e.
therefore, expressed m mL/ min or L/ min).
of air which can be expired after completing tidal

t~

d t ,i)
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Fig. 46.4 Lung volumes and capacities (Abbreviations as gh'.en in the text)
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fuspjra_99n i.e. from the end-inspiratory position. I,t
can be computed as: TV + ERV.
Normal: 1250-1500 ml.
3. Vital CapacihJ (VC). It is the maximal volume of air
which can be e~elled fraro lungs ~ r t
following a maximal inspiration (o.,e stage \-CJ.
Two st11gc VC. VC measured in two stages:
Stage 1: Subject is asked to breath in maxjmaJJy after a
normal expiration; then ~ t h s .
Stage 2: Subject is asked to breath out maximally after
a n.Qr_mal e~iration.
~um of stage 1 and 2) volumes gives the 'two stage
VC'. It ii s~~tly larger than 'o*0 Wage VC'.
Nonna/:
litres in males and 3.2 litres in females.
It can be computed as: TV + IRV + ERV.

@

fs

@ Advantages of VC
1. It provides useful information about the strength
of the re: piratory m uscles; therefore, maximum
inspiratory and expiratory effort can be assessed.
2. It gives the useful information abo
of pulmonary function thr

©

s .1.ffteti '

A. Physiological
(i) Ph ysical dimension i.e. size and development of
the subject.
N"le= N"t~ VC in males is 2.6 L/m2 BSA; and in females,

4. Ftmctiotttl1l Residual CapacitlJ (FRC). It is the volume
of air which is contained in the lungs at_~nd-expiratory
p...os.itinn i.e. after completion of tidal expiration. It can
be computed as: RV+ ERV. Non11al: 2.5 litres.
5. Total Lurug Capacity (TLC). It is the volume of air
contained in the lungs after a maximal inspiration. It ·
can be computed as: VC + RV. Normal: 6 litres.

is¢§

0

@@

With the e"ception of FRC, ffJf and closing volume all
o ther lung volumes an d capacities can b e m easu red
with the help of a simple spirometer.
, ~-\W,- _6f.c9,JI,

Significance of FRC :::1>-' J , ~ ' r FRC ma· tains the residual vot'ume (RV) constant. Suppose
·
iratio.#1 gas
there is\D-2-'.RV' in lun~
for exchange is in ~
and durin
iratio gas for
uring inspiration partial
exchange is ,;;_' A
pressure of gases in the alveolar air will be very Righ
and very low during expiration, and death may occur.
Thus, 'fRC' acts as a buffer and allows the ~uous
exchange of g;ases to occur even during expiration thereby
prevents sudden changes in partial pressure of gases in
the blood.

=:

~!S

,-,,, y \ ve~,,.
Factors affecting FRC
tn~ FRC is increased in conditions of o,YE_e_L~ ation of the •lungs, which may result from:

2

2.1 L/m BSA.

<
(ii)
(.e)tr,~e.,

(iii)

(iv)

e..,

't;J-1{.'jr;,: '-J_~
o"o}
(v)

1. Qld age due to loss of Esticity~
'
2. w;nphyse.r9i!,
·\o
t. ~ cP~'u:>-~
VC is more in maJes because of (a) large chest size,
(b) more muscle power; and (c) more BSA (body
3. Braochia) asthma. and
surface area).
fl\ <J"'~l!tt,l,'l~, 4. AJ:electasis (areas of col pse of alve?li).
Age: VC decreases in old age du~ loss offlaW ctty- /;;\,
r~ ~
e'fS'O.. ~ ~~u/2 ~ ~ ~)..
of lungs. (With aging, elastic fibers get replaced by \GIIJYNAMIC LUNG VOLUMES AND c:.JX~ES
fibrous tissue.)
1. Timed Vit,al CapacihJ (TVC) or
Strength of respiratory muscles: VC increases in
Forced Vital CapacihJ (FVC)
N
swimmers and divers.
lf VC is re·corded 9n a k1fl{'Jg1;ap.n;f'~~) at the
Posture: in standing position VC is more as
known sp~
vo.@hFof~~xptllectcani5e timed.
compared to sitting or lying positions, because in
Thus, FVC is the maximum volume of air which can
standing position,
be breathed out as 'forcefully' and 'rapidly' as possible
(a) decrease in venous return, decreases the
following a maximum inspiration. Thus TVC is exactly
pulmonary blood flow and
similar to VC except that there is a special stress on
(b) diaphragm descends dow1;\_ ~ us increasing
"rapid, forcible and complete exhalation".
CGi-co.-"'
Compo11c11ts of TVC (TVC) (Fig. 46.5)
inspiration.
Pregnancy: VC decreases.
(i) FEV1 (Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 sec) i.e.
volume of FVC expired in 1st sec of exhalation.
Normal: 80% of FVC. \ f:e_eg )
(ii) FEV, (Forced Expiratory Volume in 2sec) i.e. volume
of FVC expired in first two secs of exhalation.
Normal: 95% of FVC. Cfo.
(iii) f EV1 (Forced Expiratory Volume in 3 sec) i.e. volume
of FVC expired in first three secs of exhalation.
Normal: 98-100% of FVC. \

"'tj ::t~

UVt>J

:

K.t2>-'t"I\S:,f\'-"'t ,
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Ntr~
In obstructive disorders (e.g. bronchial asthma),
inspiration is normal but expiration is obstructed,
therefore, VC is normal while FEV1 decreases.

Climrnl Siy111fic,wcr or TVC (Fl C)
To distinguish between 'restrictive' and 'obstructive' lung
disorders. (Fig. 46.6)
u No!J.e..~ ~a!,.
In restrictive_disot~s (e.g. emJ?b~eJ{la, ~ ~ o s i s~

)<all~

.

-

.

o~'llt-~ (_~dndylitis i.e. arthritis of vertebral
column) chest ex~ nsion is restricted, Therefore, @
decreases while v is normal. TLC, flow rates-anp
MVV (see below) so falls as VC decreases,
~:t,

,·

'-

P-t

1)1.l'>y \,g~~

,P,d ivt¼

:\-'

Hold the \
breath

!

GI

g

..

Cl
C:

Mid expiratory

....J

t

:,
..I

C,-~..

i

-1se<i-

re--' &)'Cf'10 ~ J.t '6

·~ s e c - - , ~

-~

/

I

,...

200 ml }

I

l}
·:,m,
I
I :::~,~~~')

)

Maximum

Inhale

f\eC

200-1200

FEF :zs-75%

T

:,

6\_

.J
( FEF _..- Time (sec)

I

E

.•

~\-\ ~ - --lt->-/2 ' ~

0

(~)

!
l

:.

ex-d

~1,,u.pe

i

vc

This is the mE:an expiratory flow rate during middle 50%
of FVC. Some workers call it erroneously as Maximum
Mid Expimtory Flow Rate (MMEFR) . ~rmal:
&
.
.
.
. .
.
,
;f
le.I a, Ne
300 L/ mm. Jt 1s a sensitive indicator of smn afrfl)Cy
disease where most of chronic obstructive pulmonary
diseases (like bronchial asthma, emphysema) start.
The time taken for FEF25-75 0 is called
Time (MET)t. Normal: MET 0.5 sec; increases in
~ctiv~i~g disorders.(ol.. r.>) f
J.

lulcli")'

Exhale

Yi

FEV1 is a much more sensitive index (i.e. most
reproducible) of the severity of obstructive lung_
disorders, but it does not allow for differentiation of
ilie VJ'\.DOllS ca•\$e$ of obstruction.
I\

~ 'i~ .

Maximum inspiratory position

a

©

!filn&>-

'--;• c.on
2. Forced Expiraton; Flow during 25-75% of Expiration
(FEF25_75~) (]Fig. 46.7) _., , . ) . ? ~c:a....

Emphysema is a degenerative disorder and is
characterised by a - loss of lung elasticity and
replacement of alveoli with large air sacs. Thus loss
of lung elasticity prevents full expansion of lungs (i.e.
ainvay restriction). Most common cause of emphysema
is ~eavy cigarette sm oking.

-

0

1200 ml

3.!D

r

bo~J.

(A)

-.

(B)

.__..__..__..__.._
Tl_
m...,_e-(s...Le-co
....n_d.....
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r-Jt ~ - 1~.A

3. Forced Expiratory Flow During 200-1200mL of
It is usually expressed as percentage of MVV i.e. (MWExpiration (FEF200_uoJ (Fig. 46.7) - ,<U'f\e..eJ'f\
PV) x 100/MVV; and called as percentage pulmonary
This is the mean expiratory flow rate between
reserve or )' J: r
r It
(DI).
200 to 1200 mL segment of FVC.
Normal % PR (DI) 60-70% (usually 90o/o).
Normal: 350 L/min. Disadvantage over FEF25-75%:
< 60%, Dyspnoea@)'usually present. J., .eiin i.!lilia.L.ph,ise of FVC, fall is verv rapid, therefore,
'C-}~
prE;SSLfe differt nce is too much; thus, it may .miss the
Pn1,\'?,
V\.I o. ~eQi:...
.
if
~au ot>sttuction m lhe au passage present.
A.fiX_EOm ~~ACE TENSION
4. Minute Ventilation (M V) or Pulmonary Ventilation
The lungs ancf?~h~~ are elastic structures. The
(PV) - j'M'l~\ja...
lungs are stretched when they are expanded at birth and ., •
This is the volume of air expired or inspired by the
at the end of resting expiration their tendency to recoil
lun~in one minute. Therefore,
om the chest wall is ·ust balanced b the tendenc of the
V = TV x RR per rninJ
~ chest wall to recoil in the opposite direction. Therefore,
= 500 X 12
~ if tRtW-ffie~Wau is opened the lungs collapse and if the
= 61/min, normally.
(t" lungs lose their elasticity, the chest expands and becomes

\:ti

fo . c...
5. Peak Expiraton1 Flow Rate (PEFR) _,,
~--i
This is the expiratory flow rate during the peak of
FVC. Nominl: 400-4501/ min.
It is a simple test of ventilatory function which is
widely used in clinical practice and is recorded with
the help of Wri ht's eak ow metre. Normal values are
dependent on i e, s and o y built. There may be a
marked fall in its value in cases of obstructive airway
disease. t ~
~)
6. Maximum Breatliing Capacity (MBC) or Maximum
Vohmtan1 Ventilation or Maximum Ve11tilation Volume
'
o.o.b- --.J\~ c\r-H.Xaon !n~\n
(MVV)
-.:,

o.xee.t-~ ,,..,,

VOJJ.'f\~~ ~1-.\.e\Y'")

It is the largest volume of air that can be moyed iotp
and out of the lungs in one roiontP by maximum
voluntary effort. Normal: 90-170 L/min (average
100 L/ min). ( \ •e-, \.oh~ 'TV =-~ oS L ) Cm~).

,--.i~~ B"Pl-l\.>

~ ~Pl'~
barrel shaped.
The tendency of the lungs to recoil ~
frQm the chest
wall is governed by 2 forces: ( f<v.lP bt9...'o0!!9..)
(1) Recoil o elastic tissue of the lungs, and
(2) Swface tension ·thin the alveoli, due to the fact
that alveoli contain a very, thin film of fluid lining
Ui~ir inner §.icj.~~ /~ t K.ll.© (~~l \
r~"tcf~~~ ue to J(e intrrmalernlar attrai:tion
between the surfa}ie m~~cules and thus it ~ u c e _
s ~ e area and t'~ e_~~e lungs. Hence this surface
tension must be reduced especially during expiration.
Otherwise, the lungs will collapse. Moreover, this force •opposes the expansion of the lungs during inspiration.
According to th~ nv of Laplac_!)page 318) in a spherical ...
structure like alveoli, outer force or 'distending' pressure
equals two times the tension divided by the radius,
i.e.

Hyperventilation if persists for 1-2 minutes, causes
(!:0 2 wasfio~ and e
o res t.ratory epressio
This may produce fainting; therefore, vo
s hould be mried out lo, 15 sec onlyt

Y<'\,I ' ~

r

p =

!

where,
P = distending pressurel . o ~~
T = tension on the walls tie to ~
R = radius

ce ten~on
)

The ability to reach a hi h MVV depends on:
(i) muscular forcefuailable, h-;,Tl\ '1-\,~oy>-R"
Surface te~~ (T) is the inward force. Therefore,
(ii) the 'compliance' (distensibility) of the thoracic wall G;,ith 'P' con~ ,µ}if 'T' is not reduced as 'R' ·s reduced
and lungs, an~
£<:.!Uh
during expiration, surface tension may ov come the
. · ") th e airway
.
·
r !...,
dis tena·mg pressure and then 1ungs w ill co11
.
(w
resistance
set up. f'">\ ~0-5'<. But m
MVV is markedly decreased in patients with:
the lungs, with reduction of radius, there is r ~ o n •
L~
(i) emphysema,
,
of surface b!m.ioo hy a SJJriac.e~werjng_ ~nt
(ii) airway obstruction, and
v\ '<o~
called Suifactant.gi..
G~
(iii) poor respiratory muscle strength.
(' vIA\_
)/\
•
7. Pulmonary Reserve (PR) or Breathing Reserve (BR) ~
URFACTANT
That is, maximum amount of the air above the
It is a mixture of protein-lipid complexes made up of
p ulmonary ventilation, which can be breathed in and
mainly Die.almitoyl Plzosphatid I Choline DPPC) lipid along
out of lungs in one minute.
with oth~ipid~ phosphatid'iU,l gll'.911e; phospholipids;
It can be computed as: MVV - PV.
neutral lipids); pl.fc'>teins and c bohydrate;---=.. \00\...- COL
(p c::,.> PL)

=-- 40 t... -
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Alveolus
Alveolar wall
~ It-- - - Alveolar Fluid - - -~

,.__ _ p _ ____lll-_ __

D

-

Pulmonary _ _ __,,...

'f)Jpe:l[ ~

surfac1ant
molecule

~\oo)~
Increased surfactant
to alveolar surface
area

Fig. 46.8 Distrib~ ~~

Decreased
surfactant
to alveolar

"Qi:;lllij~::a;:~~ -x-- Hydrophilic end

c~ t during (A) expiration and (B) inspiration

:t~

, t'-

lining epithelial type II cells and it comes to the surface
by the process of exocytosis. It is removed by pulmonary
alveolar macrophages (PAMS).
{A)
C> 'J:)Q.'tP(~\
Actfifu of Su,fadant and its Physiological Significance
1. There is a layer of fluid and air lining the alveoli which
causes surface tension.@urfactant reduces the surface
tensio by forming a layer between the fluid lining the
alveo · and alveolar air (Fig. 46.8). Thus, it prevents
development of surface tension between the fluid and
the air. Surface ten!sion between the fluid and the air
is 7-14 times more than that between the surfactant
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F,g. 46.9 Pressure-Volume relatiorlship in the lun!s inflated and
and the air.
ka:rr, A n ohv:l- lPC}.Ds\,
deflated with air (A) and saline (B)
2. Surface tension is ~¥,..retimITo.thet~ncentration
of surfactant per unit area. Surfactant molecules
are spread apart as alveolar size increases during
'zero', therefore, pressure-volume ~urve obtained
witlt saline measures the _tissue elasticity onJy.
inspiration but come closer during expiration thereby
adjusting surface tension during breathing. Its action
Therefore,
is more effective during expiration than during
(a) the pressure-volume curve obtained d~ing
inspiration. This can ~tfflf~ a simple
eriment ' \LQD\\<.o
inflation and deflation of the lungs with saline
in cats. (Fig. 46.9) ~ \ . .
\.~:'"·t~~\)~
f))
,
are virtually identical, and
(i) The lungs are remov~ ~
pt h ~ ~ o d
(b) the whole curve shifts to the 'left' of the fust
and are distended with air in increment vol e
curve, since the surface tension decreases to
to maximum while measuring the .fil!!a-pu n<l!Y
neady 'zero' which ~ f ,
t ~ ~ t i o n . (\·e·, r\15h 1<.Q.COI
pressure each time. rn~"fe.~. 1\{
(ii) Repeat the experiment during ~ n
(v) The difference between the two cUives (curve A
of the lungs.
and B in Fig. 16.9) measures the elasticity due to
(iii) The graph between the intra-pulmonary pressure
surface tension. It is much smaller at smaller than
and the volume, called pr ,; ·ure-vofomt (P-V)
at large lung volumes. Thus the surface tension is r
cmttif. It measures )M\th the components, the tissue
low when the a Iveoli are small. ( f-)"'\)'fn)_ a.pied t \.I
)
elasticity and sur~ tension within the alveoli.
3. S11rft1Ct' te11s1;011 ~-et ,~ thr alt>eo/1 in/ and thus helps
(iv) 11\ewhole experiment is repeated by successively
in exchange of gases. How? Co-P'\\o...."\('~
inflating and deflating the lungs with saline.
Normal pulmonary capillary hydros'tatic pressure
As saline reduces the surface tension to nearly
is 8 to 10 mmHg and oacatic pcese:_e is 25 ~ g.
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This produces an iQwardly directed pressure gradient
of about 15 to 17 m.mHg. Theref~ fJ._O~ pulmonary
hydrostatic pressure h elps to pull.!fil@:.from alveoli
into p ulmonary capillaries and keep s the alveolar
surface free of fluid (also see to page 383).
Surfactant It I s to prc,•r,1 J µI, 1011,
1edc1111 by
r ~ ~reducing surface tension. How?
c.SV If surfactant was not present, the un-opposed sncface
"' tgnsion in the alveoli would produce a
force, wh~ J ~df~~-~ t fluid from the blood
capillaries Jfto ~ ~
{i.e. transudation of fluid )
producing P.ulmonJoedema. Surfactant prevents
this phenomenon by lowering the surface tension.
Factors Affecting Surfactant
Surfactant decreases due to: (
~\:.r'D)
long-term inhalation of 100% 0 2, (as occurs during
r\
f ,,., cardiac surgery)
'(\t:,~ V /~ (2) occlusion of m~
__
o (3) occlusion of one@.bndy ~terr;"J
"<.,~ ~"" i,k4) cigarette smoking, a n ~
"v~ ,
. (5) cdtting both t h ~

@

.~p>

_tf (
.iti'J\

p~

Sur~s\~_creases due to: ,

B
(1) th'yf3il!'!iormones, incr
the size and number of
inclusion bodies ~
alveolar lining epithelial
cells, and
~ ( 2 ) g~ ocorticoids, accelerate the maturation of
surfactant.
C?J
(3) Absence of GM5:SF (page 66).
@
Applied
1. Hyaline Membrane Disease or Infant RespiratonJ
D~tres~ndrome (IRDS). It is a serious disease of
nrw~m 1bfants, due to deficiency of surfactant; or it
develops iti iofaots boro bet'ere their sm fart:aot system
becomes functional. (Surfactant is always present by 35
weeks of gestation). Normally after birth, the infant
~
n ~es several strong inspiratory movements and the
J - ~ntWngs expand. Surfactant keeps them from collapsing
again. But due to prolQnge_d imma~it)'i,.£>{~ithelial
t-Ja+ channels, c1- is
'ir~thin, the
~\P~"tJW'°alveoli, resulting in d~ ciency of:§B_~~t. Therefore,
J::i'
surface tension in the lungs of these infants is very
high, and there are many _
ar4'J in which alveoli are
collaos
elect as1sJ. ~ o n a r y oedema occurs
and inf ts e of pulmonary insufficiency. Infants
with "IRDS" show low thyroid hormone and cortisol
levels in their plasma.
' lRDS' is also called /1yalme membrane cliseast due to
formation of hyaline (a translucent) membrane from
~ i i @ . o n a r y fluid in the walls of the
alveoli and respiratory bronchioles ..
2. Patchy Atelectasis is seen in patients who have
~undergone cardiac surgery during which a

-,.

,

-ro

,.
°;(

-

~m&\~itlrn;e

o,megrum is used and the pulmonary circulation is
interrupted.

PRESSURE VOLUME RELATIONSHIP:
~~ball COMPLIANCE

-

A perfect elastic body like spring follows Hooke's Law i.e. •
length is directly proportional to force (within the elastic
limit). Therefore, greater the force applied, greater will ..
be the length, but .Q!J£f th e
are crossed, the ., •
spring tears off. (Fig. 46.10)
This relatcionship indicates stillness and expansion
_the spring. If line on the graph shifts towards left, it
s ring is more expandable i.e. less stiff. Conversely,
on the graph shifts to right, it shows spring is less
xpandable i.e. more stiff.
Same law can be applied to the lungs and thorax which
are elastic structures. In lungs we measure 'xclume'
eguivalent tu the leng th and 'pressure' equivalent to
the force. Therefore, by increasing the airway pressure,
lung volumes can be increased. However, in Jun~ the
above relationship wt!!_ not_!,g:petfectty lm:ea,r, as lungs
and thorax are not perfect elastic structures. Here, this
relationship .indicates the distensibility (or stretchability) of
~gs and thorax. This distensibility is called ~ ~nee.
erefore, compliance indicates the distensibiliry of tne
1 gs and thorax.

ei:=lW'J::Jits

AVyAP

coMPLIANICE
Definition: The change in lung volume per unit change in
siirn'.ay p res~~ {!1V/ Af>) is the 'distensibility' (compliance)
of the lungs and the chest wall.
Where V = volume of the lung
P = airway pressure
l1 = the difference .,.-~ ~,,
It is expressed as litre/cm
Compliance is studied under
"eadings:
(A) Compliance of the lungs and the thoracic wall
(B) Compliance of the lungs only.
-------,

..

More expansile (less stiff)

l

Normal
Less expansile
(more stiff)

O>
C:

a,
..J

-

Force-

Hg. 46.10 Hooke's Law: Linear relationship between Length (L)
and Force (F)

f::? ti o/ :Z::1
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(A) <t_qm.pbance of the I.mt.gs a11i1 Oze 1lwracic Wall le.

.

.

16.11 B).

-"" j{~ e..

L~

;30 miJl!ig.
airway pressure, and at the maximum expiratory
position it decreases to about 30 mm.Hg.
5. The pressure-volume relationship is almost linear
within physiological limits above and below the
. relaxation point. (Fig. 46.11 i3)
EB

cr.ro?-,

q

0

Factors affecting the cefmbined ~
liance of lungs
and thoracic wal4
tvo-t- T~n
It is more informative to examine the whole pressurevolume curve. The curve if shifted:
(1) Downwards and to the right, indicates that the
'complianc,e' is decreased.
- ~1
Causes
~~\e
(i) Pulmonary congestion (lungs filled with blood),
(ii) Interstitial pulmonary~o~stiffening and
scarrir1g l?fi~~
Ccl\J-'!.i~
(iii) Pulmc1n~ma·.~
:.- lS'1::X?l'N
(2) Upwards and to the left, indicates that the
'compliance' is increased.
Ca_uses r7 .Bon-el - ¥ ' ~
"
(1) Emphysema (page 411), and 1)o M,P~\
(ii) Old age.
o ldaq<:...
In these conditions, loss of elasticity occurs, therefore,\
more pressure is required to inflate the lungs. But,.N
clinically, it i.s seen that compliance increases. Why?
Not known; ilt may be due to some modification in the
acm;ogement of the elastic tissues. Therefore,
effect of em)Physema and old age on compliance is
paradoxical.

:Jt.,.u_ R

Q

Procrdure
'I ·
·
C
1. The subject breaths through mouth with nose clipped
through a spirometer from the end-expiratory position.
Just beyond the mouthpiece there is a 'valve' and a
pressure measuring device to measure the 'a,lrway
J2reSS11tP'. (Fig. 46.11 A)
---"'
2. ~
bject inha
wn amount of air from the
s~irometer,
valve
shut hus gosin.,g off the
a~.
3. The subject
respiratory muscles; any
m
pressure' is measured.

.

f?O(\/

4. Conversely, decrease in lung volume, decreases the

A. Measurement of Compliance of Lung and

r\k-1-:>it,.l

o...p"'- t )'~\

CiJ,,,.,, ( "" ,md Coric/ll';i ,11
1. It can be seen from the graph that, at end expir~
position when the lung volume is equal to ~ ~ ,
the corresponding 'airway pressure' is 'zero' mmHg
i.e. equal to the atmospheric pressure.-==2. The lung vol1Ume at
·ch irway pressure is 'zero'
mm.Hg is calle re axation vo um wjtich is egual t9
Therefoire, relaxa ·
o ume is the point where
the recoil of the chest and the recoil of the lung_s
balance. [€nd.- W ab ~p>n,h:,11j ~ 1h'O'f'>J
3. Increase in lung volume above the relaxation
volume, increases the 'airway pressure' bee Ho.,..:,
mspuatory muse es are re ax . At the maxiruu.u,
inspuatory pcis1tion, arrway pressure @J-eases to about

_!3/)

11zoradc Wall
The interaction between the recoil of the lungs and recoil
of the chest wall can be demonstrated in the living subjects
as under:

417

4. The whole procedure is repeated after actively
inhaling or exhaling various amounts of air upto the
maximum.
5. The curve of the airway pressure obtained in this way
when plotted. against volume is called, relaxation
pressure curv.e of tlte total respiratory system (Fig.

lungs inside the thorax.
The lungs are visco-elastic structures. They expand
to a certain volume by a certain increase in airway
pressure. Similarly, the thorax is a visco-elastic
structure so that greilte_r the pressure in the lungs,
gr~ater is the expaosion of the thoracic W-cill.
Norm~-""--- compliance of lungs and thorax
is 0.13 li!t'e/Cp-l H 29 ·.e. when there is an increase
of airwa~
by 1 cm HiO then the volume
of the lungs inside the thoracic wall increases by
.13 litre.
(B) C~nplia11ce of the Lu11gs 0111 i.e. lungs outside the
chest wall.
,
ormal valuefo~22 ~e/~_
i.e. when airway
pressure is inc~
By1 cm H 20 , then the lungs
expand by 0.22 litre.
Therefore, compliance of lungs alone = Approx. 2
times the compliance of lungs and thorax. This is so
because, inside the thorax, some energy is required
to expand the thorax also. Lungs can be distended
to such a great degree due to:
(1) Presence of la;:ge number of elastic fibers
throughout the Jung tissue, and
(2) P,.e511liat acrangcroent of these elas~c ~~e~s;
in the same way as an individual n g'if11'6er
cannot be stretched to that extent but whole
nylon sock can be stretched to a greater e"ictent,
because of the specific knitting arrangement of
its fibers.
~€€- ~ l
Measurement of Compliance
'\r~
Compliance is measured always under static conditions
i.e. when there is no airflow.
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"i • 46. 11 Comp~:mce oflung and thoracic wall: (A) Experimental set up (B) Pressure-Volume relati= p anf r e
f u ~ ~ f 'e curve

of the total respiratory system.

rJ~~----c=g,--e_ e..._

~

n)

B. Measurement of Compliance of Lrmgsl.Alouc.'
It can be measured by measuring intrapleural pressures
at different lung volumesQ!\trapleural pces:TI!te indicates

B

500

'd1stens1bility' of lungs> ·th more inflation of lungs,
intrapleural pressure is more egative since recoil forces
are more. Therefore, intrapleura
essure gives an idea
about the distensibility of the lungs JrM>leur 2_ress~ is
measured clinically by measuring 'i!Jk!!:gelJ[lgeal' ~
e.
A

0 01---

1. Let the subject i'}hale certain volum e of air from
spirograph from end expiratory position (i.e. resting
position) upto end inspiratory positioni.e. 500 mL and
then ~ d his breath. Therefore, any change m mtrap leuralpress ure-is not altered by the contraction of
respiratory muscles.
2. Measure the intrapleural pressure for different air
volumes inhaled and exhaled and plot a graph between
the two. (Fig 6 12)
3.
(i) AXB and BZA represent pressure volume
relationship during inspiration and expiration
respectively.
ii) P-V relationship is curved and different during
inspiration and expiration i.e. at identical intrapleural pressure, the volume of lung is less in
inspiratory phase than in the expiratory phase.
This type of curve is called@yife resis Cu ro.JI by
mathematician (Hysteros means to lag behind).
(iii) The d. erence in the' ist nsibili ' stretcha iii
of the lungs between inspirato and expiratory
phase accounts for the ystere is Loop. f the
compliance.

\)~

_~2,""'----4---- a---a~

F·

)

f'j

lntra~ral pressure (mm Hg)

fig -46. 12 Compliance of lungs alone: Pressure-Vi ume
relationship

(iv) Had the lungs been a perfectly elastic structure
then P- V relationship would have been linear; and
straight line thus formed is called a~ Complia11ce
Line (line AYB).
(v) But the line is curved both during inspiration
and expiration because of two ntistances (see
below):
(a) Viscous resistance, and
(b) Airway resistance.
H

(

I

J t,fil11 1
of ~ iration :
i.e. _w hen there is~ _airflow, ~us, there is,- airway •
r.f.S•stapc:e and n~ 1sca11s ces1sta.ore.
2. Calculate t:.V and t..P.
3. Calculate the compliance as t:.V / t..P.
Normal: 0.22 L/cm H 20.
This compliance indicates the 'distensibili ty' of lungs
alone due to elastic tissues only.
e ,

•,

1. Take the point on the graph at the ~
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Po_~ PT

Factors affecting only the/lung compliance
l. Li , , \, I 'L An individual with only one lung has
approx. 1/ 2 the change in lun~ volume (LlV) for a given
change in pressure (Ll.P).~ :i.. (L;1y, -p"l,OJ"\C:.e..
2. 1-'/
,f
Ji,, rCompliance is ~lightly
greater when measured during deflation than when
• • n{easured during inflation. Compliance decreases with
the inflation of the lungs as more pressure is required
to distend the already distended lungs.
• • 3_ t ,, ·rr 1f t,.r, it In the standing position compli
is l~ s at the apices of the lung_s as there are
re
distended alveoli at the apex (½'.h~
ge 410).
4. .,,
• If surface tension ~ s in deficien9'
of 'surfactant', more pressure is required to distend the
therefore, compliance is dec,eased. LAfi:j))

Ii :,

SPE
C COMPLIANCE
The comp.!!,a e, wh
sed as a function of 'FRC',
is calle spec · compliance, i:t:: compliance/FRC.

AIRWAY RESISTJ\.NCE
-......a::..-..::~:::::..
As we know flow in a tube&
P / R.
Where,
P = pressure d ifference between two ends of the tube
R = ;~~~~ce• to airflow
the refore,
R = P / F i.e.

r,

a

DPi-

pressure difference between
atmospheric and alveolar pressure
(cm Hp)
Airway resistance = - - - - - - - - - - - Airflow (L / sec)

cm

7'
l

~

e\ r\2..0'lt .t

av resistance is 1.5 to 2 cm H 2O / L/sec,

L,

J

i.e. when there is a fa]) of pressure by 2 cm H2O, there
is air flow of 1 lL/sec (compared with smoker's pipe,
for same flow ralte, pressure difference of SOO cm fiiO
is required).

2_ ~e,ui)\ e.. ~ n,
4.ri" mto 'L
In individuals with one lung only, lung compliance is
approx. half of the normal compliance. This is inspitc of
. the fact that the remaining lung may be healthy, with
normal 'distensibility'.
Similar!)'. in children because of smaller lung volume,
·-•comQliance will be_below normal inspite of normal
dist~~ibility. This fallacy is removed with 'specIB7
•• compliance since 'FRC' is proportionately reduced, and
specific compliance remains essentially constant.

Factors Affecting Airway Resistance ::: '(< f\O\J;,~ l!O,
1. To~ss-sectio11al area ( It')
to ~he air flow is inversely related to the
total cross-sectional area of
res irator
assage.
o(j_
2
Zt-~
l~ ~e~es froM . cm in the trachea to
.{
\_ l.~
lthe afveoli. Therefore, the resistance to
the air flow is high in the 'conducting zone', whereas
it is low in the 'respiratory zone'. Wl1y so?
Where the diiameter (cross-section) is bigger, the
resistance against the air flow is smaller and vice
.
0.-Y"\n . ( ~ versa. Althoug;h the diameter of the trachea is bigger
(DyO'll"\~
vv-- "O
than that of a single fine bronchus of any particular
W RK DONE DURING BREAIBING
.
generation, yet the combined value of the diameter i.e.
To move the air into the lungs, the muscles of respiration
t;Qtal cross-section, of the fine bronchi of a generation
have to do work t~ overcome all different forms of
is always greater than that of the trach_£a. Thus the
0
resistance. \£:;\{P'lJ
'10 c.W)..ty"J ~ f ' I resistance to the air flow is greater when air is passing
Therefore, J,;rk is done by e respiratory muscles:
through the trachea and big divisions of the bronchi.
(A) in stretching the el
·ssue of the lungs and the
Actuall approx. 80% of the total airwa resistance is
chest wan called _ __ _ _ _ . It ~ e force
offered by the a
and the bigger divisions of the
o"t elastic reco· , xerted by the luns(s el~ c fibers..
bronchi ueto 7th generation.
and force of
ion;
2. According to Poiseuille-Hage11 formula, the relation
(B) in movii'lg viscous material of lung tissues, called
between the flow in a long narrow tube, the viscosity
_____ ___
f ~J"'l\-6
of fluid and the radius of the tube is expressed as
• (C) when air flows through the airways, there is
fol]ows:
-= P
re1,istance to the airflow, therefore, work is done
R
in
moving
air through the respiratory passage, is
F
=
(PA - P 8) ): (1t/8) x (l/T]) x (r4 / L)
.. (i)
called _ _ _ _ _ ~) ~---~ fbSlb'-\J
where
=._P_
Distribution of various forms of resistances, when
F
= flow
PA - P 8 = pressure difference between two e
expressed as percenta~ of the tqtal resistance, is:
l. Elastic Resistanc~ ~o,
j N o ~ - ~-~
tube
2. Non-Elastic Resistance: 35o/o:
'Tl(eta)
= Vis,:osity
(i) Viscous resistance: 7~
~
L
= Length of the tube
(ii) Airway resistance: 28% .
r
= radius of the tube

r

.

i

~"'I

R
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Pressure difference between two
ends of the tube (PA - Pe)
Since Flow = - - -- - - -- - -- - Resistance (R)

ile,H·iiffu·isMN
.. (ii)

Therefore, from (i) and (ii), it follows
8TJL

R =

Thus,

['R

nr4

oc

'Tl' and 'L'

oc

1/r4

Therefore, if the radius decreases by 'half', keeping the
other factors constant, the resistance increases by '16 times';
but this does not occur in our body because as diameter of
the airways is large, there is no difficulty in breathing.

e

Pl , 0 1g, [ 1x,11 fica kl'
(i) Duration of expiration is 1.2 time the duration of

. - - - - - - .i;
--::-:
!t!!
""""
~ ion because, @
~--'~pn-~ 1:i.x w W#,iration is a Bassi'ie ~ ss, and
(b) ~ y resistance is high during expiration as
dia'frreter of airways decreases.
(ii) In Jzronc!J.,fu!__gsthmatic .patients (or aft
histamine
injection) bronchoconstriction develops
of the airways decreases causing inITW ed resistance
to the air flow, eventually produ~ g difficulty in
breathing. However, inspirationv is possible as
expansion of bronchioles ~oes take place hut during
the already constricted bronchioles are
constricted furth
causing mar ed increase in
airway resistance ..,___....,._ere is extreme difficulty in
expiration. Therefore, broncliial asthma is regarded as

&~

a disease of expiratory obstruction.
3. Type of flow

Airway resistance is more in 'turbulent' flow (e.g. during
rapid respiration) than in 'laminar' flow or streamline
flow (e.g. in quiet breathing) (page 317).
The type of airflow depends on Reynold's Number
(Re):

Increased atmospheric pressure, increases density of
gas and can increase resistance to airflow. Therefore,
when one goes for deep sea diving he must use low
density gaLs like helium (page 473).

L

Vd p )

Re=--

·•

Calculation of Work Done
Since pressure times volume (gm/cm2 x cm3 = gm x cm) has the same dimensions as work (force x distance), the work • of breathin~; can be calculated from the relaxation pressure
curve (page 418) during inspiration and expiration.

Work Done ,during Inspiration
Area AXBC.A represents total work done during inspiration
ffig 46.13).. Pressure-volume relationship could be linear
(straight line AYB) if lungs are perfectly elastic structures
i.e. no non-elastic resistance is present. Howeyer, during
inspiration the line is curved to overcome the non-elastic
resistance.
Therefore, area AXBYA represents work done during
inspiration to overcome non-elastic resistance i.e. airway
resistance and lung viscosity.
Area AYBCA represents work done to overcome elastic _

resistance.
Energy is required to overcome these resistances which
is provided by contraction of inspiratory muscles. Most of• -•
the energy iis used in overcoming elastic resistance.

...

Work Done during Fxpiratiorz
Less work iis required during expiration because it is a
passive process due to the passive recoil of the lungs.
When the lutngs are recoiling back some energy is required
to overcome non-elastic resistance i.e. resistance due to
airways and viscous material. Area AYBZA is the work
done to overcome non-elastic resistance during expiration.
Normally this falls within the area AYBCA.

C

500

B

11

where V = velocity of airflow
d = diameter
p = density of air
'Tl = viscosity
Therefore, 'Re' increases when V,r,d increases or 'Tl
decreases.
When e rises above 200 to 400, 'turbulent flow' will
occur at some branches of tracheo-bronchial tree, but will
die out
s
th portion of the tree. However,
when ' e' exceeds 200 , there usually occurs turbulent
flow even~ t , smooth bronchi and its branches
t"-and the airway resistance increases.

..

Tidal
volume

(ml)

0

-2

-4

lntrapleural pressure (mm Hg)

Fig. 46.13 Calculation of work done (Also see Fi . 46.12)
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Since during expiration no contraction of muscles
occurs then what is the source of energy?
Some amount of energy derived from contraction of
inspiratory muscles is stored in the expanded elastic fibers
and during expiration this energy is utilized to overcome
• the non-elastic resistance. The difference between the area
, AYBZAandAYBCArepresents the work dissipated as heat.
The amount of elastic work required to inflate the
whole respiratory system is less than the amount required
- - to inflate the lungs alone, because part of the work comes
from elastic energy stored in the thorax. The elastic energy
lost from thorax is equal to that gained by the lungs.
Total amount of work done on lw,gs and thorax during
normal respiration can be measured by placing the subject
in a chamber called RESPIRATOR and by measuring
continuously the pressure difference between lungs and
outside body and measuring corresponding volume changes.
Therefore, total work done during normal respiration
= Pressure x volume.
Nonnally total work done during quiet breathing
ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 kg-mt/min. A healthy adult person
at rest spends less than 5% of total oxygen consumption
on breathing.

~
~

®

D
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ALVEOLAR VENTILA~

LVEOLAR VENTILATION (VA)
~lar ventilation is the amount of a.tr ventilating the
alveoli per minute. Therefore,

, ~eolar Ve;tilation- j Tidal Volume - Qead Spac.e)
::.;~ x ..::..R.:..:e..:.
s -...:;:...c...c...:..;..;...cc..=--c='
= (500 - 150) X 12
= 4.2 L/min.

t°

Physiological significance of alveolar ventilation
Since respiration involves the gaseous exchange of 0 2
and CO2 by diffusion between the alveoli and pulmonary
capillary blood, therefore, maintenance of volume of
alveolar ventilation is of paramount importance. All the
factors which affect the tidal volume (TV), dead space (DS)
and respiratory rate (RR), affect the alveolar ventilation.
How?
For example, it can be seen from Table 46.1
·n rapid
shallow respiration (Tachypnoea), alveolar
tilation
decreases though the p p)monU¥ ventilation remains
normal, as a result less air is available for exchange;
while in slow and peep respiration, both alveolar and
pulmonary ventila'fi.on are normal.

Factors affecting total work done
1. Increases markedly during exercise (physiological). (&\ DEAD SPACE ®
is the amount of atr in the 'respiratory passage' which
•. • 2. Causes of pathological increase:
does
not take part in exchange of gases. It is of two types:
(i) Emphysema
(1)
Anatomical
dead space
(ii) Bronchial asthma
(2) Physiological (total) dead space
(iii) Congestive heart failure with dyspnoea
(iv) Orthopnoea
1. Anatomical Dead Space
\\111( <f I - I lff fJ
I ICrL ,Si l'I
'SI
I 11 / II
It is the volume of air present in the 'conducting zone'
The higher the breathing rate, the faster the flow rates
of
the respiratory passage i.e. from nose and mouth upto
and the larger the 'viscous work' area AXBYA. On the
terminal bronchioles (page 400). where exchange of gases
other hand, larger the tidal volume, the larger the 'elastic
does not take place.
(_ :if-N:/, Sen )
work' area AYBCA.
Normal value: 150 mL (approx. equal to the body weight
Important Note
pounds).
This is why patients with severe ~ a o stru
often breath slowly; while patients with r u
2. Physiological Dead Space or U21i!l Dead Space
complianc) , tend to take small rapid breaths. In both
It includes anatomical dead space pt@ .r2,lume of air in
cases, there is a trend to ;e
e work done on
the alveoli which does not take part in exchange of gases
the lungs.
(i.e. wasted alveolar ventilation).

'-;r

---

Table 46.1: Effect of variation of tidal nilume (TV), dead space (OS) and re~piratory rate (RR) on alveolar ,·entilation
Normal

:.

Rapid s hallow re spiration i.e. Tach ypnoea

SJow and deep respiration

TV

S00mL

200 mL

1000 mL

RR

12/min

30/min

6/min

DS

lSOmL

lSOmL

lSOmL

Alveolar ventilation

4.2 L/min

1.5 L/min

5.1 L/min

Pulmonary ventilation

6 L/min

6 L/min

6 L/min
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'n.f

1-)~

v-!Otl~-lo

For example,
? ...,r,e..
JI;. k ~r-\- tPNJI=:- (Alveolar air volume x COz°lo in alveolar air)+ (Dead
(i) Volume of inspirfd air whi~ ~tilates alveoli but
space x CO2 % in OS)
receives no pulmonary capillary blood flow.
1 \<>~ (Expired air volume - OS) x CO2 % in alveolar air
(ii) Some of the alveoli may be over ventila~
e-~o$' (Because alveolar air volume= Expired air volume
volume of inspired air which ventilates alveoli~ ~ minus OS, and CO2% in inspired air is 0.03%, hence
in excess of that volume which is required to
neglibile.)
equilibrate with the blood.
Expired air volume x (CO2 % in
.
Clinically anatomical and physiological dead spaces are
alveolar air - CO2 % in expired air)
Thus OS volume = - - - - - - - - - - - - same in healthy subjects. If ventilation and perfusion are
CO2 % in alveolar air
( not in equilibrium, then only they differ lJl volume.
~\,L\,\. exdt- o ~ a¼ o.!~u.
Therefore, by measuring the expired air volume a!Ild
Variations
CO2 % in expired and alveolar air, OS volume can be
1. hy iolog a
determined.
(i) Sex: OS is more io males.
(2) Indirect Method - Single Breath Oxygen Technique
(ii) Age: OS increases with age, because inflated lungs
Here, anatomical OS can be measured with the ,aid
pull the airways thereby increasing the airway
of 'nitrogen meter', which allows the rapid a!Ild
diameter.
continuous measurement of N 2 concentration of the
(iii) Body height: OS increases in proportion with
inspired and expired air. When the subject is breathing
ingease in body heigb t.
atmospheric air, the N 2 concentration of expired air
Patt olo~ical
is approx. 80%. After quiet (resting) expiration the
r0 vft (i) Emphysema: loss of elasticity of lungs in
subject takes a 'deep' breath of pure (i.e. 100%) 0 2
and then breathes out slowly and evenly. First portion
$e&..O.., e m p ~ - m l ~ i l , this p_roduces
l}Yp~ri'"°o'f'ftmgs ~ e increase m OS.
of 0 2 goes to the alveolar region and last 0 2 portiion
(ii) Bronchiectasis: It is associated wit.Q;.djlated brpnchj.
will be lying in tracheobronchial tree.
-~v 1,'5,
thereby causes OS to increase.
f
<0(:)l.S · (iii) Pulmonary embolism which produces ~~onal
fi11rii11xs <refer Fig 46.14A)
rbn~- decrease in pulmonary vascular bed. t ) ~
(i) during inspiration as pure 0 2 is coming in, N 2
percentage will be 'zero' in N2 meter;
Measurement of Anatomical Dead Space
(ii) during initial expiration, pure 0 2 comes out from • _
Two Methods: (1) Direct and (2) Indirect Method.
the dead space and N 2 percentage will be 'zero'
(1) Direct Metltod: It is based on Bohr's equation, which
(between I and II);
states that expired air volume equals the alveolar air
(iii) subsequently, the N 2 conten t of the remainder of
volume and inspired air volume in dead space, i.e.
expiration rises rapidly to reach a plateau at say
Expired air volume
60% N 2.
= Alveolar air volume + OS, or
(iv) If a square front were preserved between the de·a d
Expired air volume x CO2 % in Expired air
space gas and the alveolar gas, the expired N2

.

f

d~

r

j+ Inspiration -+!+---

I

I-Inspiration
100% 0

Expiration

I

100% 0 2

80

---Expiration

2

80

% alveolar N2
Ill

60

60
% alveolar

N

z

:,!!
0

750 ml 1250 ml
40

--~

% N2 increase

)

< 1%

20

% N2 Increase
> 10%

t

20

t

750 ml 1250 ml
0

I

II

IV

0

(A)

Fig. 46.14 Single breath 0 2 technique: Subject with uniform (A) and uneven (B) alveolar ventilation

(B)
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•

concentration would remain zero until a volume
equal to that of the anatomical dead space was
expired and would then rise sharply to the final
plateau concentration. However, this is not the
case, as there is some mixing between the OS and
alveolar gases during the expiration (i.e. between 11
and III).
Therefore, by placing a vertical line on the record in
- such a position, that the shaded area 'X' is equal to the
1
-. shaded area 'Y', the volume expired upto this point (IV)
is the anatomical dead space.

.

\1 o 11 • ,1mt I f I 'Iii/ wlt,,,1rnl (Total) DL 1£ Sp,11 •
According to Bohr's equation, Expired air gas volume =
Alveolar air volume + OS volume. Considering the partial
pressure of gases instead of CO2 %, because here exchange
is taking place at alveolar level and gaseous exchange at
respiratory membrane depends on difference in partial
pressure of gases. Therefore,
Expired air volume x pC02 in Expired air
= Alveolar air volume x pC02 in Alveolar air + OS x
pC02 in Inspired air (Negligible)
= (Expired air volume - OS volume) x Alveolar air pC02
= (Expired air volume - DS volume) x Arterial pC02
(because alveolar pC02 = Arterial pC02 )

423

is taking place at the alveolar level, while p02 varies from

alveoli to pulmonary capillary blood.
Uniformity of Alveolar Ventilation
In healthy subjec:t at rest, alveolar ventilation is uniform
and averages 2 -- 2.5 L/ m 2 / min. In diseased lungs there
may be unevenness of ventilation. This can be detected
by using 'single breath 0 2 technique' (see above). In the
healthy subject the N 2 concentration of the air expired
rises very little (+1%) if measured between an expired
volume of 750 mL and 1250 mL. In the diseased lung,
for example, in1 asthma, emphysema, pneumothorax,
fibrosis or conge•stive heart failure, the N 2 concentration
rises appreciably as the expired air volume increases from
750 to 1250 mL ffig. 46.14B).
en\; ~ ~ \ -

/. - aO'I/D--wo.a.,~ <th~

LV~~~Cc.,oun

ft:\VENTILATION PERFUSION RATI : VIP RATIO
the ratio of a1lveolar ventilation to pulmonary blood flow.
As ~ ~ o n is 4 .L/min and p ~ y
~ , 5 L.LJ~
therefore,veiJi~on perfusion ratio
= 4 L/ min divided by 5 L /min ~ -t)
Each lung normally displays the same ratio, receiving
2 L of air and 25 L of blood respectively.
But t£!al ratio is not iroportam: More important is that ,

'lr'is

Expired air volume x (pC02
in Alveolar air - pC02 in
Expired air)
Therefore, OS volume = - - -- - - - - - - pC02 in Alveolar air

••

O

pC02 is chosen because CO2 concentration of inspired
air is negligible (0.03%), therefore, complete equilibrium

~f

~ w s present unifacr:n.1¥- throughout the

lun.,gs for proper oxygenation. If it is not present, the
oxygenation will be defective.
-· w 1ple 1 (Fig. 46.15A)
Suppose in ri~;ht lung, there is full obstruction so no air
can enter into the lungs but pulmonary blood flow is
5 L/ min. In case of left lung, there is complete
obstruction to pulmonary blood flow and alveolar
ventilation is 4 L/ min, so total ventilation-perfusion
(B)

(A)

Right

No-cm! "5'0.t\O

Left

I

~>Q.4---'+--Partlal obstruction

Ro.h'o~
Com~•"

""""";°"

)rn'P-

..,,-~
(A.)
Right Lung

·.;

Pulmonary
capillary

Left Lung

Right Lung

Left Lung

4

3.5

0.5

2.5

2.5

1.4 (> 0.8)

0.2 (< 0.8)

Alv. vent (Umin)

Blood flow (Umin)

VIP ratio
Total VIP.ratio
(both lungs)
Fig. 46.15 Variations in V / P ratio

(B)

5

zero

ex

4/5 =: 0.8

4/5 = 0.8
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ratio is 4/5 = 0.8 i.e. normal, but patient will die of
complete lac~ of 0 2,t\ \'no 4-' ~\t_
£rnmple? (~tg. 46.lSB) _..;:;,Ae.L . -~
.
Suppose rn nght lung, alveolar ventilation 1S 3.5 L/rrun
and in left lung due to partial obstruction it is 0.5 L/
min, and pulmonary blood flow in both lungs is normal
2.5 L/ min. Then, ventilation-perfusion ratio for right
lung= 3.5/2.5 = 1.4 (more than 0.8), and for left lung
= 0.5/2.5 = 0.2 (less than 0.8).
Though ventilation-perfusion ratio is more than normal
in right lung, but it will go a s ~ n, i.e. it
will add to physiological DS an'a-K~ation will
be defective.

High V/P ratio in apices predisposes to tuberculosis
(T.B.), because high alveolar p02 provides favourable
environment for the growth of tuberculosis bacteria.

Verin\oli'o'O Et) <

(ii) In b .,al regio"l
ii"~
Increase in the alveolar ventilation is much less

t

•

relative to perfusion causing V/ P ratio to fall below
norm.al to 0.63. Therefore, p02 in the alveoli falls
because less 0 2 is delivered to it and pC02 rises
as less CO2 is expired (Fig. 46.16).
(2) Pathological Causes

All the factors which cause uneven alveolar ventilation
or non-uniform blood flow to pulmonary circulation
will alter the V /P ratio.
(i) Cau • of un., en alveolar ventilation
(a) Bronchial asthma
(b) l~.neWQthota~
Vi~fM m
(c) Emphysema
(d) i5itlmonary fibrosis
N+
(e) Co~
e heart fu ihJ re. ()...O.l\il....
(ii) Ca

I es ol non-unifon pulmon1. • ,lood lo"'
(a) Anatomical shunts e.g. Fallot's tetralogy (page

457)
(b) Regional decrease in pulmonary vascular bed

e.g. emph ysema
(c) Pulmonary embolism
(d) Increased pulmonary resistance due to fibrosis,
1~athow congestive heart failure etc.
Obviously, uneven alveolar ventilation may exist
without any abnormality of pulmonary blood flow
and v.ice-versa or both may be non-uniform e.g. as
in emphysema. t.fi)'\ corn~-r-,~ )O'Si!

..

-po.s~ie,1-£

Alv. vent.
1.92

J,

Blood flow

o.56

J, l.J.

VIP ratio

pO2

3.4

Middle zone

4.0

5.0

0.8

Lower zone (Base)

6.5

10.3

0.63

pCO2

28

89

pN2

pH2O

Relative pressure

71

553

47

Alv. P > Art. P > Venous P

573

47

Art. P > Alv. P > Venous P

582

47

Art. P > Venous P > A lv. P

Fig. 46.16Alveolar ventilation (L/ min), blood flow (L/min), V/ P ratio and gas tension (rnmHg) at different zones of the lung in a normal
upright subject (during sitting or standing) Alv. P and Art. P: Alveolar and Arterial pressure respectively.

, lmpo_rtant Note

When a person is supine, blood flow is uniform throughout the lung. 'When a person is standing, blood flow is
slowest at the apex and highest at the base of the lung due to the effect by gravity.

.
,.:
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Assessment for uniformity of VIP ratio
(1) Measure physiologjcal and anatomical DS. If
physiological DS greatly exceeds anatomical DS, there
m ust be alveoli which have a high V /P ratio.
(2) Continuously measure the CO2 content of expired air,
normally it changes little in its CO 2 content d uring
the completion of the breath. If the CO2 content of
the last part of the alveolar gas is much higher than
the initial value, the V /P ratio is non-uniform, being
high initially and low in the alveoli contributing to

~

e

ft 'p,~ t

tid:a:l:

lli·

CO:i me-n"t

Rna.l

V(>#i\

< < c sq. coo~

As solubility of CO2 > 0 2 > CO and MW: CO2 (44);
02 (32); co (28)
Ultimately, it follows that D0 = 1.23 x Deo and Deo
2
2
= 24.6 x Dea, and
Dco = 20.7 x D0
2

(N Aty

o!m

Factor.; affecting diffusion capacity (De)
1. Surface area and thickness of alveolar capillary
membrane
Surface area of alveolar
capillary membrane
(Normal: 70M2)
Diffusion Capacity (De) =
Thickness of alveolar
•_..,
capillary membrane
(Normal: 0.5 µm)

••

healthy subjects rapid diffusion of 0 2 and CO2 occurs
within 0.3 secs across the alveolar capillary membrane.
As De varies directly with surface area and inversely
with thickness of the alveolar capillary membrane,
therefore,
(i) De of lungs decreases when there is block in
pulmonary capillary or block in the airway because
of d ecrease in surface area of the membrane.
(ii) De of lungs increases markedly (>3 times) in
exercise because of increase in surface area of the
membrane due to (a) opening of closed capillaries,
and (b) vasodilatation.
(iii) De of lungs decreases in pulmonary oedema
d ue to collection of fluid in the alveolar capillary
membrane which results in increased thickness of
the membrane.

• .J

i.e. De is directly proportional to so u

i.e. diffusion capacity of CO2 is

Oinical significance
ln diseases due to defect in alveolar capillary membrane,

and should produce retention
of CO2 with lack of 0 2; but the patients suffer from only
lack of 0 2 wit:lh very little signs of retention of CO2,
because De02 is~times than that of D02 .
,,-,- - ~

t,::me1trii

A-

2

approx. 20 times than that of 0 2.

IFFUSIO CAPACITY OF LUNGS
Definition: It is the amount of a gas that crosses the alveolar
capiJ_la!]f_ membrane (respiratQ!Y_membrane) per minute per
mmHg difference in partial pressure of gas on the nAH- ~-'"'easurement o,f ·

sides of the membran e.
Normal diffusion capacity for o2 (Do ) =
2
20-30 ~ i f min/mm.Hg at rest.
1

D 425

1;o-.

sion capacity

Dco2 =- ~o X

0c'
\'19i.,

....._ - 0 2 consumption/min
D o = - - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - ,_
partial pressure difference of 0 2 on tv..-o sides of
the membrane (mmHg)
0 2 consumption/min
Mean alveolar pO2 minus mean pulmonary
capillary pO2

0 2 consump ftion /min can be easily measured b ut it is
difficult to measure the pulmonary capillary pO2.
Therefore, D0 is measured indirectly by measuring De
of carbon mono~ide (De0 ).
Deo

CO uptake / min

= - Mean
- -alveolar
- --pCO
- -- Mean

.. (i)

pulmonary capillary pCO

c h o E = 9 - ~ e c a ~ to combine with
haem.bin is 21cf'timesmorethan that of O . But
since CO is a poisonous gas, therefore, give in very
little concentration.

Procedure
1. Subject takes very small amount of CO and then

measure:
(i) CO u ptake / t-mn
(ii) mean alveolar pCO
(iii) mean pulmonary capillary pCO is 'zero', because
most of the CO combines with haemoglobin and
amount of CO in p lasma is zero.
(As partial pressure exerted by a gas in blood is the
property of dissolved gas.)
2. Calculate Dco from (i), then Dei = Dco x 1.23.
(The normal. value of Deo at rest is 25 mL/ min / mmHg)

......_

1
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UNIT VI: THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

fMffh#fo·i:ti
1. Draw well labelled diagram :
(i) Change in intra-pleural and intra-pulmonary pressure with respiratory cycle
(ii) limed vital capacity and its clinical significance
(iii) Pressure-volume relationship of lungs alone
(iv) Lung volume and capacities
(v) Distribution of surfactant during inspiration and expiration
(vi) Relaxation pressure curve of the total respiratory system
(vii) Compliance of lungs alone
(viii) Variation in VIP ratio in various zones of lungs
2. Write short no tes o n:
(i) Major muscles involved in respiration and role of each.
(ii) Factors affecting intra-pulmonary and intra-pleural pressure
(iii) Surfactan t and its actions. Explain the factors responsible for its maturation
(iv) Hyaline membrane disease
(v) Factors affecting vital capacity
(vi) Advantage of residual volume to the lungs
(vii) Factors affecting compliance of lungs
(viii) Specific compliance and its significance
(ix) Factors affecting total dead space
(x) VIP ratio and its physio-clinical significance
(xi) Factors affecting VIP ratio
(xii Factors affecting diffusion capacity of lungs
(xiii) Factors determining alveolar ventolation
(xiv) Airway resistance and factors affecting it
3. Give physiological basis/Explain:
(i) Most comfortable position of the diaphragm is in sitting position
(ii) Valsalva and Muller's manoeuvre
(iii) Straining at stool is not advisable in old patients
(iv) Compliance of lungs alone is greater than the combined compliance
(v) Lungs compliance increases in old age
(vi) Airway resistance is high in conducting zone as compared to the respiratory zone
(vii) Expiratory phase is longer than the inspiratory phase of respiratory cycle
(viii) Bronchial asthma is a disease of expiratory obstruction
(ix) During deep sea diving, one must use low density gas
(x) Why patients with severe airway obstruction often breathe slowly
(xi) High VIP ratio at the apices of the lung
(xii) Patients with defects in respiratory membrane suffer initially only from hypoxia symptoms and not of hypercapnia
(xiii) Pressure changes during ventilation
(xiv) What keep the alveoli dry?
4. Justify/Explain:
(i) Lungs first expand and facilitate air entry or entry of air into the lungs makes them expand.
(ii) Which is more dangerous situation, rapid shallow respiration or slow deep respiration.
5. Wha t will happen :
(i) If bilateral paralysis of diaphragm muscle occurs
(ii) if surfactant is deficient at birth
(iii) if intrapulmonary pressure increases
(iv) if pleura gets damaged
(v) if intrapleural pressure is increased
(vi) if FEVl decreases but FVC is normal
(vii) if lungs lose their elasticity
(viii) if chest wall is opened during operative procedure
(ix) if airway resistance is increased?
(x) to respiration if spinal cord gets transected above 3rd cervical segment?
(xi) to respiration if atmospheric pressure increases
6. Give physio-clinical significance of:
(i) Vital capaca y
(ii) Tuned vital capacity
(iii) Functional residual capacity
(iv) FEF 25_75 %
(v) FEF 200-1200 ml
(vi) Dyspnoeic index
(vii) Nveolar ventilation
(viii) Surfactant
(ix) Dead space
(x) Reynold's number to type of airflow
(xi) Diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide

(
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1. Eupnoea means:
.{aY Rhythmic normal breathing at rest
(c) Cessation of breathing

(b) Difficulty in breathing

(d) Consciousness of breathing at rest

2. For each 1 cm descent of diaphragm, the amount of air sucked into the lungs is:
(a) 100-200 mL
,Cbr'200-300 mL
(c) 300-400 mL

(d) 400-500 mL

3. Tendency of the lungs to recoil from the chest wall is balanced by the tendency of chest wall to recoil in the opposite
direction at:
J,.r'r End exprratory position( De,"o i\,.o• "0' 1 l 11t)
(b) Maximwn expirato,ry position
(c) End inspiratory position
..,
(d) Maximwn inspiratory position

Which of the following volume is expected to be equal in both men and women?
~(a) lnspiratory reserve volwne
Tidal volume
(c) Resid ual volwne
(d) Vital capacity
5. Vital capacity provides useful information about:
f (a) Size and development of the chest wall
(c) Patency of respiratory passage

Strength of respira tory muscles
(d) Pulmonary ventilation

6. The volume of gas contained in the lung at the end of maximum inspiration is:

.;,1J lnspiratory capaci~v

(a) Functional residual capacity
(c) lnspiratory reserve volwne
7. Spirometry measures all

(d) Total lung capacity

except:

(a) Vital capacity
JI[" Functional residual capacity

(b) lnspiratory reserve volwne
(d) Fun<:ti_ooal residual! v.olume

8. Timed vital capacity differs from vital capacity:
(a) Higher volume of air breathed out
(c) Cann ot be measured by simple spirometer

.

JpYSpecial stress on ra pid, forci ble and complete exhalation
(d) Provides useful information about strength of respiratory muscles
9. Most sensitive index to assess severity of obstructive lung disorders is:
(a) Forced vital capacity
FEV1
(c) Maximum mid expiratory flow rate
(d) Functio na l residual capacity

1C
•

10. The most important factor that tends to collapse the lungs is the:
(a) lntrapleural fluid pressure
(b) Total intrapleural pressure
._,W Surface tension of the alveolar fluid
(d) Tension in the intercostal muscles
l~u!factant causes:
Increased compliance of lungs
(c) Secreted by bronchus

(b) Decreased compliance of lungs
(d) Absent at birth

12. The size and number of inclusions in the type ll alveolar epithelial cells prodlucing s urfactant are increased by:
(b) Androgens
¥ Thyroxine
(d) Insulin
(a) Growth hormone
~
O;MI-0~
~alse statement for relaxation volume of lungs is:
v,a) Lung volume at which airway pressure is'zero' mmHg
(b) Equal to FRC
y. (c) Poin t where the recoil of the chest and recoil of the lungs balance
(c!Y1250 mL

-@ Maximum effort during normal res piration is done for which purpose?
(a) Lung elasticity
(c) Alveolar air spaces

'!!

(b) Respiratory air pas~;ages

Creating negative pleural pressure

15. Major percentage of airway resistance is offered by the:
W Trachea and bigger bronchi ' .' F"
(b) Terminal bronchiol,~s
(c) Respiratory bronchioles
(d) Alveolar ducts

~Irr

16. A swimmer breathing through a pipe has a respiration rate of 10/min, a tidal volume of 550 mL and an effective
anatomic dead space of 250 mL. What is his alveolar ventilation?
(a) 2500 mL/min
.)i,f 3000 mL/min
(c) 3500 mL/min
(d) 4000 mL/min
17. Ventilation/perfusion ratio is ratio of:
(a,Pulmonary ventilation to pulmonary blood flow
(c) Alveolar ventilation to pulmonary blood flow

(b) Minute ventilation to pulmonary capillary pressure
(d) Expired air volume to intra-pulmonary pressure
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18. In h ealth, physiological dead space is:
(a) Double than that of anatomical dead space
(c) Triple than that of anatomical dead space

(b) Less than that of anatomical dead space
-(dJ Equal to anatomical dead space

19. Diffusion capacity is the volume of gas diffusing:
(a) Each second for pressure difference of 100 mrnHg
£\ (c) Each minute for pressure difference of 100 mmHg

t_y

Each~ t e for pressure difference of ~ g
(d) Each second for pressure difference of 1 mmHg

Diffusion capacity of CO2 is approx. 20 times than that of 0 2 because of:
(a) Higher solubility coefficient
Jl,) Low solubility coefficient
(c) Smaller particle size
(d) Larger surface area of respiratory membrane available for CO2

21. Bilateral phrenic nerve paralysis results in:
(a) Death
(d)
(c) Is fatal without artificial respiration
Respiratory movements are associated with fluctuations in
the time of the:
(a) Late inspiration-early expiration
(b)
(d)
(c) Beginning of inspiration

@

'.l -

Adequate ventilation to maintain life
Normal respiration
blood pressure. The highest fall in cardiac output occurs at
Forcefu I expiration
Late expiration-early inspiration

23. Which of the following pulmonary volume for average young man is true?
(a) Tidal volume: 1200 mL
(b) lnspiratory reserve volume: 500 mL
(c) Residual volume: 3000 mL
Jtt) Expiratory reserve volume: 1000 mL
4. Closing volume of lung determines:
_M' Transmural pressure
(b) Residual volume

(c) Small air way resistance

25. All are the causes of decrease in vital capacity except:
(a) Old age
(b) Pregnancy

J.ElfDivers

(c) Lying position

Vital capacity is decreased b u t ~vital capacity is normal in:
(a) Bronchial asthma
(b) Scoliosis
(c) Chronic bronchitis
Maximum mid expiratory flow rate (MMEFR) indicates flow obstruction in:
(a) Large airways
(b) Small airways
(c) Trachea
28. In the event of lungs losing their elasticity:
.{aYChest expands and becomes barrel shaped
(c) FRC decreases

(d) Dead space

(d) Respiratory muscles weakness
(d) Trachea and bronchi

(b) Lungs collapse
(d) Vital capacity increases
J

29. All statements are true in an infant with hyaline membrane disease excepl':
(a) Associa ted with low thyroid hormone
J<lj Surface tension of the alveoli is low
(c) It is a serious disease
~here is patchy atelactasis
30. Lungs which easily expand:
(a) Have low compliance
(c) Owe their distensibility to a low level of surfactant

f:,.'1 ('£)

"r:J

Have high compliance .:?J
(d) Have high collagen/elastic fibre ratio

31. Elastic resistance during breathing is exerted by all of the following excep,t:
..J.<lf Lung's elastic fibers
(b) Force of surface tension
(c) Force of elastic recoil of lungs and chest wall
(d) Viscous material of lung tissues

False about bronchial asthma is:
(a) Diameter of small airways decreases
AA Airway resistance is high during inspiration
(c) Norma] expansion of bronchioles does take place during inspiration
(d) Regarded as a disease of expiratory obstruction
...,.,,,.., 0 v~
33. A person with rapid shallow breathing has his alveolar ventilation: R ..:../ r:>
(a) Normal
(b) Increased
(s:) Decreased

n-vlfh
V

l

(d) Equal to pulmonary ventiiation

,.
1. (a) 2. (b)
16. (b) 17. (c)
31. (d) 32. (b)

3. (a) 4. (b)
18. (d) 19. (b)
33. (c)

5. (b)
20. (a)

6. (d)
21. (b)

7. (c)
22. (b)

8. (b)
23. (d)

9. (b)
24. (a)

--~CXX)-----

10. (c)
25. (d)

11. (a)
26. (b)

12. (c)
27. (b)

13. (d)
28. (a)

14. (a)
29. (b)

15. (a)
30. (b)

Transport of Gases
.I. Oxygen Transport: Oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve
II.

Carbondioxide Transport

OXYGEN TRANSPORT
INTRODUCTION
1. D strbution of o ygen m he body
p02 (mmHg)
(i) Inspired air_ '\LU.,
158
(ii) Expired air ~ ...,. p f.i
116
(iii) Alveolar air ~ 'ftnf' 100-104
(iv) Arterial blood~ 0 1/, 98-100
-._. (v) Venous blood -"' R%40

f

~

remains unaltered even during exercise, as
velodly of blood flow increases during exercise.
4. Venous blood pO2 at rest is 4.Q.mmHg. lt varies according
to degree of body activity, since active tissue will
utilize more 0 2 and pO2 in venous blood decreases e.g.
(i) in moderate activity venous pO2 = ~ H g
(ii) in violent exercise venous pO2 = ~ g

0 2 content
21 mL/dL
16 mL/dL
13-14 mL/dL
19 mL/dL
14 mL/dL

Therefore,
(i) for each 100 mL of inspired air, 5 mL of 0 2 is
extracted by the blood; and t;;;"'/v ~7l_
(ii) for each 100 mL of arterial blood, 5 mL of 0 2 is
extracted by the tissues. c;•;. :::
2. Sumi'. ca11 c or I ·eolar pO 7
(i) pO2 difference across the alveolar capillary
membrane deter_gi.ines the diffusion of 0 2.
(ii)(lf(is fpi-1~ti6iiJy'-"lc~ constant, because air is
continuously going to the blood and coming from
inspired air.
(iii) It determines the pO2 and O~ ontent of arterial
blood.
3. Arterial pO2 is 98-100 mmHg. It should be equal to
alveolar pO2 but attains low value due to the fact
that the blood leaving the pulmonary capillaries with
oxygen tension equal to the alveolar pO2 is joined by:
(i) venous blood from the bronchial circulation
(normally there is extensive anastomosis between
a
ill ies), and
the br nchial d
(ii) venous blood from anterior cardiac and thebesian
veins, which directly empty into the cavities of the
left heart.
Arterial pO2 decreases when inspired air pO2 decreases
at high altitude.

CARRIAGE OF OXYGEN IN THE BLOOD
0 2 is carried in the blood in 2 forms:

(A) in dissolved form; and
(B) in combination with haemoglobin.
A. Dissolved Form
In dissolved form, amount of 0 2 is 0.3 mL per 100 mL
of blood per 100 mmHg pO2 . Amount of dissolved 0 2

increases in linearity with arterial pO2 i.e. greater the
arterial pO2, more the amount in dissolved form. The
tension (partial pressure) exerted by a gas in blood is
the property of dissolved gas and not the combined form
(Henry Law, page 403).

=

B. Combined with Haemoglobin
Each haemoglobin molecule has 4 heme groups which
have an iron in ferrous form. Sixth valency bogd of each
Fe2+ combines with 1 mole (2 atoms) of 0 2 . Therefore,
4 moles (8 atoms) ~ e mole of
haemoglobin. The reaction is rapid requiring <0.01 sec.)
The deoxygenation (reduction) of Hb4O8 is also very
r,rid. The 0 2 carrying power of haemoglobin is given
by Oxygen Haemoglobin Dissociation Curve i.e. the curve
relating percentage 0 2 saturation of the haemoglobin to
the pO2. It has a characteristic sigmoid shape. (Fig. 47.1)
429
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Fig. 47. 1 Oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve at pCO2 40 mmHg, pH 7.4 and temperature 37°C; and factors affecting it (inset)

Why curve is sigmoid shape?
(1) Due to shifting affinity of haemoglobin for O~.

In deoxyhaemoglobin, the globin portion is tightly
bound in a Tense C
V Configuration thereby reduces
.P
\ the affinity o(the molecule for 0 . Combination of
2
~o;; 1h 1 ~ olecule with 0 2 releases the bonds holding the globin
ax?Pe\.,~- ·· \hU.ts, producing a Rel~
on. This results
'
in exposure of more 0 2 binding sites and affinity~
haemoglobin m olecule with 0 2 increases. However, gfi;
4~ of Fe2+ do not combine with 0 2 immediately
and simultaneously. If they do so tl].en line should
be vertical. The combination is a step-wise process
and affinity for 0 2 is different at different steps e.g.
combination of 1st heme in the haemoglobin molecule
'th O increases the affinity of the 2nd heme for 0 2;
of the 2nd increases the affinity of the
3
erefore, the affinity of haemoglobin
for the 4th Oz molecule is many times that for the
1st. This shifting affinity of haemoglobin for Oz due
to T-R interconversion produces characteristic sigmoid
shape:
Hb4 + Oz
Hb40z
Hb402 + 02
Hb404
Hb404 +02
Hb406
Hb406 + 02
Hb40a
(2) If we increase the concentration of salts and
electrolytes, the curve becom es more sigmoid shae:,
therefore, it may be due to presence of salts.
~
um p..Q2 of aR_Prox. 120 mmHg, haemoglobin
gets saturated to full capacity and at this stage 1 gm of
haemoglobin can combine with 1.34 mL of 0 2 .
As normal average haemoglobin concentration is
15 gm/ dL, therefore, 100 mL of blood can carry
{!.34 x 15 = 20 mi)f 0 2 at fulJ saturation, this determines
the 0 2 carn1ing capacity of blood.

99% of the Oz that dissolve in the blood combines
with the haemoglobin; and presence of haemoglobin
within the RBCs increases the 0 2 carrying capacilty
of the blood 70-folds.

Factors affecting O 2-haemoglobin dissociation curve
(A) Shift to Right i.e. at any pO2, the 0 2 content that ican -

#

be held by blood decreases, causing " unloading'·' of
Oz.
'
Causes
l. Fall in blood pH due to (i) increased CO2 or (ii)
presence of any acid in blood
2. Increase in body temperature
3. Increase in concentration of 2, 3, diphosphoglyceric acid
(2, 3 DPG).
2, 3 DPG, a product of glycolysis, is very plentiful in
RBCs. It is a highly charged anion that binds to the
P-chains of deoxyhaemoglobin. It competes with Oz for
the binding sites on the haemoglobin molecule and,
therefore, at a given pO2 the percentage saturation of
haemoglobin with 0 2 will be reduced in the presence
of 2, 3 DPG. (Table 47.1)
All the factors which shift the O2-haemoglobin
dissociation curve to right, decrease the affinity • •
of haemoglobin for 0 2, therefore, a higher pO2 is _
required for haemoglobin to bind a given amount of ;
0 2 . Therefore, CO2 enters the blood from tissues and • _
helps unloading of 0 2. This phenomenon is called
Bohr Effect (Bohr 1904), i.e. the decrease in Oz affinity
of haemoglobin when pH of blood falls (or in simple
words, Bohr's effect is loading of CO2 to blood causes
unloading of 0 2, a phenomenon seen at tissue levell).

..
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Table 47.1 : Factors affecting concentration of 2, 3 D Gin the RBCs
Increase

Decrease

"

.

(i) Acidosis (low blood pH) - inhibits glycolysis in RBCs

(i) Hormones: thyroid, androgen; GH

(ii) Blood stored in acid citrate buffer in blood bank. (This is
not seen if the blood is stored in citrate phosphate-dextrose
solution. Also see to page 111)

(ii) Anaemia
(iii) Exercise

(iv) High alti'tude
(v) Increased! body temperature

• f

(vi) Chronic hypoxia

Important Notes
(i) Reduced

haemoglobin (deoxyhaemoglobin)
binds
H+
more
actively
than
does
oxyhaemoglobin.
(ii) The exercising muscles which are acidic, hot
and have high pCO2 benefit from increased
unloading of 0 2 in their capillaries.

•
t •

(B) Shift to Left i.e. affinity of haemoglobin to combine
with 0 2 increases, causing less release of 0 2 to the
tissues.
Causes
l. Carbon monoxide
2. Foetal haemoglobin (HbF)
3. Myoglobin
4. Decrease in body temperature.
(1) Effect of carbo11-111011oude (CO)
CO shifts the curve to 'left' due to inhibition of
synthesis of 2, 3 DPG. Affinity of 'CO' to combine
with haemoglobin is 210 times more than that of 0 2.
Higher affinity of CO for haemoglobin produces large
proportions of haemoglobin as carboxy-haemoglobin
(COHb) and, therefore, haemoglobin is unavailable for
0 2 carriage.
(2) foetal l,a,,,moglobi11 (HbF)
Affinity of HbF for 2, 3 DPG is considerably less than
that of HbA (because of poor binding of 2, 3 DPG by
the y-polypeptide chain). Therefore, HbF shifts the
curve to left i.e. a lower pO2 is required to bind a given
amount of 0 2. Thus, affinity of HbF to combine with
0 2 is more than that of adult haemoglobin (HbA). At
pO2 20 mmHg where HbA is only 35% saturated with
0 2, HbF is more than 70% saturated, that is why HbF
can store more 0 2. However, foetus never suffers from
hypoxia, as it requires less 0 2 for having low metabolic
activities.
(3) Role o 'ltfL •fol" 1
(i) It is an iron-containing pigment found in greater

quantities in muscles specialized for sustained
contraction e.g. muscles of leg and heart muscles.

(ii) It contaiins only one heme group with one
polypepllide chain i.e. one atom of iron per molecule,
therefore, its MW is 1/4 MW of haemoglobin.
(iii) It takes up 0 2 at low pressure much more readily

than does blood i.e. rate of association of myoglobin
with 0 2 i.s very fast. Thus, its dissociation curve is
a rectangular hyperbola rather than a sigmoid curve.
(Fig. 47J!)
(iv) It does not show Bohr effect, as a result even at
pO2 of 40 mmHg it is 95% saturated with 0 2;
and when pO2 falls below 5 mmHg, it becomes
< 60% saturated. Therefore, myoglobin acts as a
temporairy 0 2 storehouse in the muscles.
Physiological si1gnificance of O2-haemoglobin
dissociation cwve
It consists of 2 )Parts:
1. Flat (horizon tal) top part in 70-100 mmHg range, and
2. Steep part, below 40 mmHg.
l. Significance of flat top part. Suppose pO2 of inspired
air falls from 100 to 70 mmHg, then
(i) Percentage saturation of haemoglobin falls from
97.5 to 92.5% i.e. amount of oxygen carried by the
blood does not change much even if pO2 drops to
70mmHg; and

,.,,,,..--_.---
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Fig. 4~.2 Dissociation curve for haemoglobin and myoglobin at

37°C; pCO2 40 mmHg and pH 7.4.
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(ii) 0 2 content of arterial blood falls from 20 mL/dL to

18 mL/ dL only. Thus at moderate altitude (upto
12000 feet) subjects suffer little impairme nt in their
uptake of 0 2 by the body, i.e. can tolerate changes
in atmospheric pressure without compromising the
0 2 carrying capacity of haemoglobin.
2. Significance ofsteep part. When p0 falls below venous
2
p02 40 mmHg, curve becomes steeper causing more
release of 0 2 from haemoglo bin to prevent tissues
suffering from hypoxia.
Fall in pH, rise in CO2 and rise in body temperatu re,
shift the curve to 'right' but flat part does not undergo
any significant change; only steep part becomes more
steeper and is affected the maximum , thus causing
more release of 0 2.
Significan ce of P50: P means the p0 at which the
50
2
haemoglo bin is half (50%) saturated with 0 . Its normal
2
value is 26 mmHg, at pC02 40 m.mHg, pH 7.4 and
temperatu re 37°C. It is a convenien t index to tell the
haemoglo bin affinity for 0 2 . Haemoglo bin affinity for 0
2
is an inverse Junction of P50 value i.e. higher the P the
501
lower the affinity of haemoglo bin for 0 •
2
VEHICLES FOR OXYGEN TRANSPO RT

Vehicles for the transport of 0 2 are:
l. Plasma
2. Haemoglobin solutions, and
3.Blood

Which vehicle is ideal for transport of 0 2, can be
determine d from the oxygen-dissociation curoe, i.e.
determini ng 0 2 content at different p02 for each vehicle.
The vehicle which can give off more 0 to tissues at lower
2
p02 is the ideal vehicle for transport of 0 . (Table 47.2)
2

Therefore, blood is an ideal vehicle for transport of
0 2, to load itself in lungs with 0 and to unload 0 in
2
2
tissues.
CARRIAG E OF OXYGEN IN THE BODY
A. In the Tissues
l. At Rest (Table 47.3)

Table 47.2: Amount of oxygen held by difft•rl•nt , ·chides
Amount of Oxygen
Vehicle

In arterial blood
at p02 100 mmHg

In venous blood
at p02 40 mmHg

1. In plasma

0.3mL/dL

2. In haemoglob in solution
3. In Blood

Given to
tissues

Remarks

0.12 mL/ dL

0.18 mL/dL

19-19.5 mL/dL

18 mL/ dL

1-1.5 mL/ dL

(1) and (2) are insufficien t to meet the
tissue demand, therefore, they are not

19 mL/ dL

14 mL/ dL

5 mL/ dL

good vehicles for 0 2 transport.
Ideal vehicle for 0 2 transport

Table 47.3: Carriage of oxygl'n m the blood
p02

0 2 content

Arterial blood

100 mmHg

19 mL/ dL

Venous blood

40mmHg

14 mL/ dL

. ..

(i) Because of partial pressure gradient, at rest, tissues
remove 5 mL of 0 2 for each 100 mL of blood '
passing through them.
As cardiac output is 5 L/ min, therefore, approx.
5/ 100 x 5000 = 250 mL of 0 2 / min is transporte d
from blood to the body tissues, called
0 2 consumpt ion of the whole body at rest.
(ii) (c ,
,r < J r.t,/ _atio i.e. percentage of 0
2
utilized out of the amount which is made available
to the tissues, i.e.
0 2 taken by tissues/ 0 2 content of arterial blood:
5/ 19 = 0.26 or 26% .
2. During Activity
Changes which take place in the body are:
(i) Increase in CO2 productio n
(ii) Rise in body temperatu re
(iii) Increase in H + concentra tion
Factors (i) to (iii) shift Oxygen-h aemoglob in
dissociati on curve to right, therefore, more 0 is
2
given off to tissues at any p02. This can increase
0 2 uptake by tissues to 750 mL/ min i.e. 3 times
the resting level.
(iv) Increase capillary density (increase in number of · 1
open capillaries).
(v) Local arteriolar dilatation.
Factors (iv) and (v) increase blood flow to the
tissues.

Form in which 0

is earned
----(i) 0.3 mL/ dL in dissolved form
(ii) 18.7 mL/dL bound to haemoglob in
2

(i) 0.12 mL/dL in dissolved form
(ii) 13.88 mL/dL bound to haemoglob in
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(vi) Depending on degree of activity, 0 2 tension within
tissues may fall to 'zero'. This results in very steep
0 2 pressure gradient between blood and tissues,
thereby causing rapid diffusion of 0 2. Thus,
coefficient of 0 2 utilization varies from 65-80%.
- (vii) Increase in RBC count due to splenic contraction.
• ,
Factors (iv) to (vii) increase 0 2 delivery to tissues
by another 5 times. This along with 3 times more
0 2 extraction by the tissues eventually increases
the 0 2 transport to tissues by 15 times.
•
B. In the Lungs
Venous blood pO2 is 40 m.mHg and alveolar air pO2 is
lO0mmHg.
Thus, because of pressure gradient 0 2 rapidly diffuses
from alveoli through the thin pulmonary and capillary
endothelium into the plasma, therefore, arterial blood
finally leaves the lungs almost fully saturated with 0 2
(97% saturated), at pO2 100 mmHg with 0 2 content of
19 mL/ dL; 0.3 mL/dL in dissolved form and 18.7 mL/dL
bound to haemoglobin.

CARBON DIOXIDE TRANSPORT
INTRODUCTION
Tissue activity produces CO2 which enters the blood due
• _. to:
(1) Difference in pCO2 between arterial blood and tissues.
Arterial blood pCO2 is 40 mmHg and tissues pCO2 is
:,_
46mmHg.
(2) CO2 has high diffusion coefficient, 20 times more than
that of 0 2; therefore, even this small pressure gradient
of 6 mmHg is sufficient for CO2 transport.
(3) Decrease in 0 2 content, shifts "CO2 dissociation" curve
to 'left', causing further loading of CO2 from the
tissues to the blood.

.

CARRIAGE OF CO2 IN THE BLOOD
(1) CO2 content of arterial blood is 48 mL/dL and
that of venous blood is 52 mL/ dL. Therefore, each
100 mL of arterial blood which passes through tissues
picks up 4 mL of CO2.
- (2) As a rule, CO2 first gets accommodated in plasma;
when plasma becomes fully saturated, then it is
accommodated in the RBCs. Thus, of the total
4 mL /dL of CO2 transported in the blood, 60%
(2.4 mL/dL) is transported in plasma and remaining
40% (1.6 mL/ dL) within the RBCs.
(3) CO2 is carried in the plasma and RBCs in 3 forms:
(i) In dissolved form (0.3 mL/dL)
(ii) As carbamino compounds (0.7mL/dL), and
(iii) As bicarbonate (3 mL/dL).

(i) In dissolved form (0.3 mL/dL)
(a) In plasma

CO2 as it enters the plasma, (1) a part goes to
solution as CO2, and (2) remaining in small
amounts with water forms carbonic acid
(H2C03)-

15-20 min
This is a slow reaction because of absence of
enzyme carbonic anhydrase (CA) in plasma and
only 0.2 mL/ dL of CO2 is transported in plasma
in dissolved form.
(b) In RBCs
Here, CO2 gets rapidly hydrated to form HzCO3
due to presence of enzyme 'CA: in the RBCs.
HowevEir, only 0.1 mL/ dL of CO2 is transported
in the RBCs in dissolved form.
'CA'

CO2 + H 2O

HzCO3
(rapid reaction)

(ii) As carbamino compounds (0.7 mL/ dL)
(a) In plasmn

CO2 combines directly with plasma proteins
to form 'cabamino protein'. This is very slow
reaction, therefore, only 0.1 mL/dL of CO2 is
transported this way.
CO2 + PrNH2 PrNHCOOH
(b) In RBCs
CO2 with amino group of haemoglobin forms
'carbamino haemoglobin'; comparatively, a fast
reaction and 0.6 mL/ dL of CO2 is transported
in this way.
CO2 + HbNH2 -

HbNHCOOH

(iii) As bicarbmrntes (3 mL/dL)
(a) In plasnra

CO2 is carried in plasma as sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3). How?
- /111

',

•f I , I

h

CO2 + HzO

i

H 2CO3 + Na2HPO4
(disodium hydrogen
phosphate - basic)
NaHCO3 + NaHzPO4
(mono sodium dihydrogen
phosphate - acidic)
-

1/

fl/ l

t /I

I I f ,

1

HCO3- and proteins both act as acid and compete
for the base. During this process, proteins get
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reduced and some Na+ from proteins shifts to
HC03- forming NaHC03 . 2.1 mL/ dL of CO is
2
transported in plasma by these mechanisms.
(b) In RBCs
CO2 is carried within the RBCs as potassium
bicarbonate (KHC03). How?
Within RBCs, (1) haemoglobi n is a strong tt+
acceptor and (2) RBCs are rich in enzyme
carbonic anhydrase (CA), therefore, irreversible
reaction can take place within 1-2 sec.
'CA'
CO2 + H20 -+ H2C03 -+ H+ + HC03H+ are buffered by haemoglobi n rapidly and
prevent the reaction in the opposite direction,
as a result, haemoglobin is reduced but HC0 3
formation is rapid and in large amounts due
to p resence of 'CA'. HC0 - combines with
3
intracellular K+ forming KHC03. By this process
0.9 mL/dL of CO2 is transported in the RBCs.

70

(,$" - -

.S

40

40

46

30

I: .

Oxygenated blood
(p02 100 mm Hg)

20

(.)

10

0-+----- -.------. -.........0

40

.........----.

46

70

pC02 (mm Hg)

Fig. 4'".3 'CO2 dissociation' curve in whole blood (i) Arterial
point, (ii) venous point; (iii) Maximum venous point;
Dotted line (i) to (iii) is Physiological CO dissociation curve.
2

If we join the maximum venous point and arterial
point, which corresponds to extreme CO levels in
2
the body resp'ectively, it will roughly reflect changes
between pC02 and CO2 content in the body and is
called the h1, s,olog,cnl 0 , lJ,~ c, tt,m Cur,e. At
rest with venous pC02, 46 mmHg, where it cuts the
"physiological dissociation curve", CO conten t is ._•
2
52 mL/ dL, called the ve,1011 pom,. It can be seen
that, when the haemoglobin is oxygenated , the CO
2
dissociation curve shifts to 'right' i.e. the blood begins ' •
to lose some CO2 as it becomes oxygenated. This is
called Haldane Effect. In simple words loading ofoxygen
to tl1e blood causes unloading of CO2, a phenomeno n seen
at the lung level.

47.4, Fig. 47.3)
In tissue capillaries, blood 0 2 concentration decreases

2. In oxygenated blood at pC02 40 mmHg, CO2 content
is 48 mL/ dL, called the a·I t , 1 110 r 1.

50
1-t - -

o

Vehicles for transport of CO2 are: (a) plasma, (b) bicarbonate
solution and (c) blood. Which vehicle is ideal for transport of
CO2 can be determined by studying the 'CO,. -r issoc,m ou'
ettn•e i.e. curve relating CO2 concentration to pC0 . (Table
2

mt1xi11 m VtllOIIS 110111t.

I
CJ

VEHICLES FOR CO2 TRANSPOR T

producing deoxygenat ed (reduced) blood with p0
2
40 mmHg. In lung capillaries, blood 0 2 concentration
increases and blood becomes oxygenated with p0
2
100 mmHg. So, two separate "CO2 dissociation" curves
are there; one for deoxygenated blood with p02, 40 mmHg
and second for oxygenated blood with p02 100 mmHg.
1. In deoxygenated blood with maximum pC0
2
60-67 mrnHg, CO2 content is 65 mL/ dL, called the

:::.

C:
0

Ill

u,o;

60

s

C:

Deoxygenated blood
~1fim7-lgr

Factors affecting CO2 dissociation curve
1. In -re se in body temperature causes release of 0 from
2

blood, this shifts the curve to 'left' i.e. larger amount
of CO2 can be taken at a given pC02 .

Table 47.4: Amount of CO 2 held by different vehicles
Amount of CO2
Vehicle

In venous blood
at pC02

46mmHg

In arterial blood at

pC02
40mmHg

Taken by
the blood

Remarks

(a) In plasma

1.8 m L/dL

1.6 mL/ dL

0.2 mL/ dL

CO2 transport is very less, therefore not a
good transport medium for CO2 .

(b) ln bicarbonate

48 mL/dL

48 mL/dL

Nil

When pC02 increases 40 mmHg there is n o
further transport of CO2, therefore it is also
not a good transport medium.

52 mL/dL

48 mL/ dL

4 mL/ dL

Ideal transport medium for CO2

solution
(c) 1n blood

•
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J) •c1 a. e n rO_ shifts the curve to ' left', thereby helps
in loading of CO2.
This shows deoxygenation of haemoglobin i.e.
reduced haemoglobin carries more CO2 at any level
of pC02•

Chloride Shift or Hamburger Phenomenon
.,. (Hamburger 1918) (Fig. 47.4)
• '1. As the blood passes through the capillaries, the rise in
the HC03- content of RBC is much greater than that in
the plasma. Approx. 70% of HC03- formed in RBCs,
enters the plasma along its concentration gradient.
Therefore, electrical equilibrium is disturbed within
RBCs.
2. Normally protein anions cannot cross the cell
membrane; and Na+ and K+ do not diffuse freely
due to the operation of Na+-K+ pump. Therefore,
electrochemical neutrality is maintained quickly
within 1 sec by diffusion of c1- from plasma into RBC
(U1/oml£ 51,iftJ. This process is mediated by anion
exchanger - l (AE -1), which continues till electrical
equilibrium is attained within RBCs. The c1- content of
RBC in venous blood is, therefore, significantly greater
than the arterial blood.
• 3. For each CO2 molecule added to the RBC, there is an
increase of one osmotically active particle, either an
HC03- or c1- in the RBC. Therefore, RBC takes up
water and increases in size. Thus there are swollen
• • RBCs
in venous blood as compared to arterial blood,
that is why haematocrit of venous blood is normally 3%
greater than that of the arterial blood. In the lungs, the
c1- moves out of the RBCs and they shrink.

52 mL/ dL; whereas alveolar air pC02 is 40 mmHg
with CO2 content 48 mL/ dL. Therefore, for each
100 mL of venous blood, while passing through lungs
releases 4 mL CO2.
2. Since cardiac output is 5 L/ min, "CO2 output" from
the body is 4 x 5000/100 = 200 mL/min.
3. The sequence of reactions gets reversed when pulmonary
blood reaches the alveoli i.e. of 4 mL, (i) 0.3 mL (7%)
comes from breakdown of CO2 in dissolved solution;
(ii) 0.7 mL (18%) from carbamino compounds and (iii)
3 mL (75%) from bicarbonates.
4. Sequence of events in the lungs is as follows:
(i) A part of CO2 from dissolved solution and
carbamino compound breaks up to liberate CO2.
(ii) Haemoglobin becomes oxygenated forming
oxyhaemoglobin (acidic) which increases the
acidity of the cell to mobilize CI- shift in the reverse
order. CI- of KCl comes out of the cell, reacts with
NaHC03 in plasma, forming NaCl and liberating
HC03-.
(iii). HC03- from plasma enters the cells, combines with
free K+ forming KHC03 .
(iv) Within the RBCs, oxyhaemoglobin (Hb02) being
stronger acid than carbonic acid (fiiC03), releases
H+ from haemoglobin. The released H+ joins with
HC03- released from KHC03 forming H 2C03 and
free K+ with Hb02 forms KHb02 .
(v) fiiC03 is broken up by the carbonic anhydrase
in RBC into water and CO2 . CO2 diffuses out
into the plasma and since there is nothing to fix
it, CO2 there is liberated through the lungs along
the pressure gradient.

Diffusion

j

Diffusion
3
--4 - · HC0- In plasma

Diffusion

Fig. 47.4 Sequence of event during chloride shift
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CARRIAGE OF CO2 IN THE LUNGS
l. Venous blood pC02 is 46 mmHg with CO2 content

Red blood cell

..

O
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Summary of CO2 transport
CO2 transport in blood

Venous blood
52 mUdL

CO2 content

Arterial blood
48 mUdL
CO2 transport in blood

Total CO2 content

In plasma
2.4 mUdL (60%)

Forms of CO2 carriage
A. In dissolved form

In ABCs
1.6 n,Udl {40%)

In plasma

In RBCs

Total

(i) as dissolved solution

as carboniic acid

0.3 mU d L

(ii) as carbonic acid (H2CO~

0.1 mU dL (0.9-0.8)

(2.7-2.4) i.e. 7%

As carbaminoprotein

As carbamino-haemoglobint

0.7 mUdL

0.1 mUdL (1.1-1.0)

0.6 mU dL (2.6-2.0)

(3.7-3.0) i.e. 18%

0.2 mUdL (1.8-1.6)
B. As carbamino compound
C. As bicarbonates

As NaHCO3

(i) by phosphate buffer

As KHCO3

3mUdL

(ii) by protein reduction

0.9 mUdL (10.4-9.5)

(45.6-42.6) i.e. 75%

2.1 mU dL (35.2-33.1)
{Values in parenthesis indicate venous minus arterial lblood levels in mUdL.}

• j

tMI-JliiiiH:ti
1. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Arterial p02 is less than alveolar p02
(ii) Sigmoid shape of oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve
(iii) Oxyhaemoglobin binds less H+ than reduced haemoglobin.
(iv) Myoglobin acts as temporary 0 2 storehouse
(v) Haemoglobin in the blood is an ideal vehicle of 0 2 transport
(vi) PCV of venous blood is greater than that of arterial blood.
(vii) Alveolar p0 2
(viii) CO2 dissociation curve
2. Write short notes giving physiological significance:
(i) Bohr's effect
(ii) Haldane effect
(iv) CO2 transport in blood
(v) Role of carbonic anhydrase in RBCs
(vii) Oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve.

(iii) Pso
(vi) Hamburger phenomenon

3. Describe the factors that determine the amount of oxygen in the blood.
4. How does haemoglobin facilitates the transport of oxygen and carbondioxide?
5. Give distribution of oxygen in the body. Describe brie fly h ow is it carried in the blood.
6. Draw well labelled diagram:
(i) Oxygen haemoglobin dissociation curve
(ii) Dissociation curve for haemoglobin and myoglobin
(iii) CO2 dissociation curve in whole blood
(iv) Sequence of events during chloride shift
7. What will happe n and why to oxygen h aemoglobin dissociation curve:
(i) If concentration of salts and electrolytes is increased in blood
(ii) During exercise
(iii) At high altitude
(iv) Presence of CO is blood
(v) In HbF

i
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The partial pressure of o ~ ~ a l blood is normally lower than that of the alveolar gas primarily because:
(a) The lungs use oxygen
(b) Venous blood moves through the myocardium directly into the cavities of left heart
(c) Some portions of the lungs are ventilated but not perfused
(d) Some portions of the lungs are perfused but not ventilated
2. The amount of oxygen carried in blood in the dissolved form is ...... mL/100 mL of blood per 100 mmHg:
(d} Less than 0.03
(c) 0.03
--{b) 0.3
(a) 3
3. Saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen in arterial and venous blood respectively is:
(d) 50%; 50%
(c) 75%; 60%
.Jbr97%; 75%
(a) 100%; 50%

1i)

•

•

~·

4. A shift of 0 2 haemoglobin dissociation curve of blood to the right is a feature not found:
(b) When foetal blood is replaced by adult blood
(a) With rise in temperature
(d) In hypercapnia
In pulmonary capillaries
5. Which causes a left shift of the oxygen haemoglobin dissociation curve?
(b) Increased 2,3 DPG
Decreased diphosphoglyccrate
(d} Increased lactate
(c) Carbon monoxide

J9

(!) Not true of myoglobin:

(a) Found m greater quantities in muscles specialized for sustained contraction
V-¼ It takes up 0 2 at low pressure
hyperbola
rectangular
a
is
curve
-dissociation
O
Its
(G-)
2
It shows Bohr's effect
7. Physiologica l significance of flat top part of O 2-haemoglobi n dissociation curve is:
(a) Causes more release of 0 2 from haemoglobin when pO2 falls
(b) Shifting of curve to right makes this portion steeper
--(c) Amount of 0 2 carried by blood does not change with fall in pO2
(d) Uptake of 0 2 by body decreases at high aJtitude
Coefficient of oxygen utilization at rest is:
(c) 0.52
(b) 0.75
(a) 1.0
9. Percentage contribution of each form in which CO2 is carried in the blood is:
As bicarbonates
As Carbarnino compound
In Dissolved form
75
U
7
75
7
18
(b)
60
20
20
(c)
18
7
75
(d)

l--:

'

.

I •

s?

(d) 0.26

10. What is Haldane effect?
Jp) Loadmg of CO2 to the blood causes unJoading of 0 2
(b) Loading of 0 2 to blood causes unloading of CO2 l P,,
(c) Binding of CO to haemoglobin displaces O?
(d) Decrease in 0 2 affinity of haemoglobin wh;n pH of blood falls

t l.vNc..., S.)

@

Which is untrue about chloride shift?
(a) Essentially complete in 1 sec
.(I,) Chlonde content of arterial blood is more than venous blood
(c) Chloride content of venous blood is more than arterial blood
(d) Associated with diffusion of ct- from plasma into the red cells

of venous blood is:
•• 5 Hematocrit
3% greater than arterial blood
.,(a)
(c) 3% less than arterial blood

(b) 3 times greater than arterial blood
(d) 3 times less than arterial blood

13. What happens when blood passes through the systemic capillaries?
(b) O 2 -haemoglobin dissociation curve shifts to left
(a) pH rises
(d) a- concentration in RBCs falls
plasma
to
.(c) HCO3 pass from RBCs
14. Shifting of O 2haemoglobin curve to right means:
(bY Increased 0 2 delivery to tissues
(a) Decrascd 0 2 delivery to tissues
(d) Loading of 0 2 to blood
(c) Loading of CO2 to blood
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M yogJobin binds with:
..(a) 1 mol of oxygen per mol
(c) 3 mol of oxygen per mol

(b) 2 mol ofoxygen per mo)
(d) 4 m~l of oxygen per mol

16. P 50 means:
(a) pO2 at which the haemoglobin is half saturated with Oz
(b) At pO2 of 50 mmHg, haemoglobin is half saturated with Oz
(c) Amount of 0 2 carried by blood does not change much even if pO falls to 50 mmHg
2
(d) All of the above
17. Ne t diffusion of CO 2 from venous blood to alveolar spaces occurs b ecause:
(a) Diffusibility of CO2 in plasma is less than in the gaseous phase of alveoli
(b) Of its large kinetic activity
.(c) The alveolar pCO2 is lower than venous blood
(d) Of its very light molecular weight
18. The most important factor in transport of CO as bicarbon ate is:
2
(a) Affinity to haemoglobin
(b) Basic nature of HCO3
(c) Increased solubility of CO
(d)
Carbonic anhydrase in RRC
2
\.Y'

1. (b)
11. (c)

2. (b)
12. (a)

3. (b)
13. (c)

4. (c)
14. (b)

5. (c)
15. (a)

6. (d)
16. (a)

(

Cl"")'

7. (c)
17. (c)

...
...

..

- ' "'

8. (d)
18. (d)

9. (a)

10. (b)

---<XX )--• a

I

Regulation of Respiration
,.

.

.

..

"

I. I) Nervous regulation of respiration
li)Respiratory centres and factors affecting it
·1,~ Genesis of respiration
II. Chemical regulation of respiration
Respiratory chemoreceptors: peripheral, central
Chemical factors affecting respiration: 0 2, CO2 ; H+
Ill. Physio-clinical aspects
Dyspnoea; Apnoea; Breath holding; Asphyxia; Drowning; Periodic breathing
I

<fy,:,1''4r

l. The dorsal gro111' of neuro~ are located in and near

The normal rate of respiration in adults is 12-16/min, with
a tidal volume of approx. 500ml. The rate and depth of
respiration i.e. total pulmonary ventilation can be adjusted
to the requirements of the body. 'SpQ_ntaneous respuafi§D
is produced by r,rythmic discharge of motor neurons that
innervate the respiratory muscles. This discharge is totally
dependent on nerve impulse fr..oro the brain. The rhythmic
discharge from the brain that produces spontaneous
respiration is regulated b~ ~ecbaoisms·
I. Nervous regulatory mechanism, and
II. Chemical regulatory mechanism.
1 !

the nucleus of tracftJiolitarius. They are made up
of{ p ~l~ a n d provide rhythmic drive
to the d i a f ~ a tFf'e phrenic m~eurons.
Th~ r ~ ~ s from the ·
ys and
ch~receptors (aortic and carotid bodies via the
Xth and IXth cranial nerve respectively (page 444).
2. The ventral group of neurons extends through the
nucleus ambiguus and nucleus retroambiguus. It has
two d i v i s i c ~
, 1,µoo.,.t)•r r "r-'" ~ ' ;
(i{trqnigl di~
'!1~vat~~- u"= as_cessory musdes · '),e>).!)
f res iratio via vagus (X) nerve.
(ii)
1v1s10 provides
· inspiratory and
expiratory dr. e to the motor neurons supplying
the i n ! e r l ~ - ( ~ ,-, ~\.~e.1'J'

r ' Se£~ \ , ~~ .'l. \h&\
NERVOUS REGULATION OF RESPIRATION
This is brought about by two systems:
A. System responsible for C~
f
re~ira tion;is ini · e y rlzyJh{nic disc~ar~~ from
'p
, int e re~?ftngerf'\c~1)1ex. It is

---------

located in the med a near the nucleus ambiguus.
B. System responsible for fvo luntary
control) of
II
respiration is located in the cereb'fal cortex.

r .Dr . Po o~,

1ii

J <>-

HMM
In addition, dorsal and ventral group of respiratory
neurons project to the pre-Botzinger pacemaker
neurons.

Mdii

A. AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF RESPIRATION ~

The collection of certain groups of neurons in
(i) medulla, and (ii) pons constitutes theCmedullary;)md
('.pQ_ntine)espiratory centres respectively.
1

otaxic center (-)

r"

• Medullary respiratory centre
N\1
It is located in the ventrolatet~il-mi-s'du]la overlying the

re

~ ~ s . The respiratory neurons show rhythmic
• clischarge with varying frequencies and are of two types:
(1) those tha discharge during inspiration only,
- urons, and
(2) ose that discharge during expirati~@1e11rons.
These neurons are located in two groups in the medulla.
(Fig. 48.1)

I

@rsall7atory group
(inspiratory)
Vagus an,j
Glossopharyngeal
nerve H
('.glaphragm - ----'~2£>-l --

t

- - Adominal and
intercostal muscles

Output

I ~ig. 48.1 Pontine and medullary respiratory cen_tr_e_s _ _ _ __;
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The 'I' and 'E' neurons have ·
to
each other i.e. there exists reci rocal innervation etween
the two. Therefore, the motor ne ons to the expiratory
muscles are inhibited when those su plying the inspiratory
muscles are active and vice-v a; this ' reciprocal'
innervation is ~ a te.d. vis} collateral~ory
~ a y that synapse....urwnhmjtocy: in..u!me.urons. Thus,
an impulse that stimulates the one, will inhibit the other
and vice-versa.

'P ,--.1

2. An area in the upper pons, in the medial parabrachial

nuciew;, contains both I and E neurons, called
pneumotaxic c e n t~
~ t i v e in both
phases of respiration. It inhibits the neurons in the
lower pons, thus preve s apneusis.

. ...

iie,i+ii¥ifii mzl
1

these respiratory centres are bilate,e,lly
represeQfed in the brain stem with same sided
control and freely communicate with each other.
All

..

i

I
r-- -- 7

r----7

IL _
I-Neurons
I
_ _ _ ...J

IL _
E-Neurons
I
_ _ _ ...J

(-)

The rhythmic discharge of the neurons in the medullary
respiratory centre is spontaneous, but it is modified
by:
l. neurons in the~; and
2. by a!fu!~nts iu· the vagus nernes from receptors in
the a~rays and lungs.
These inflluences can be shown by evaluating the
resuJts from the following set of animal experiments

(-)

The area in the roed1 tlla that is concerned with res iration
has classically been called ~ respiratory centre.
l ·: R 1.<
<:of'°'\,.)
Pontine respiratory centre -=:@~0\_,Lt;;
1. An@ a int~ lower;;~contains neurons which are
the ' J-oe1JCOPs' in medulla.
tonica))y actwe and a
This area was previously referred to as a neustic centre
The activity in these neuron ·
"bited
afferents
in the ~ ~ t h e airw~s and lungs.
Therefore,
(i) if vagi a r e ~ regular rhythmic respiration
continues; and
(ii) if ~ ~ k~arrest of respiraijon occurs in
4
apneusis.

(Fig. 48.2)::

Experiment 1st Set: Complete transection of brain
stem:
1.(fuilow the medull]}(section 'D'), stops all respiration
(;fapnoea) ::;:>
-i
2.@iove po~ - b
2 colliculi i.e. Decerebration •
(Section 'A') when b
va
ut; regular
breathir1g continues (eupnoea~
r
1
Cottclusion. Respiratory centres are situated in between
2/3rd of medulla and
these two sections i.e.
pons.

Le

-- Section B -----

J'\./\/\J\
apneusis

-- Section C _ ____

1"

J\A,wl1rJlA_

["'?a__g,/)?1:j ;, ·, ~ .
RH'/T f\/1 IC.

VRG

---,g.

~~,g-e\-

ii

G)

---<e§__o) ---

0~
Fig. 48.2 Respiratory neurons in the brain stem: the effect of various lesions.
DRG and VRG - dorsal and ventral group of respiratory neurons

both vagus
nerve,s intact

both vagus
nerves cut

__________________________

_,
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Experiment 2nd Set{Electrical stimulatior} of different
areas in the medullary regiQt:Chelps ixt:z'catiao of
i.nsgirato~ and expiratDrtl ):entres by producing
prolongein spiration and ~iration respectively.

If"

-

...
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Experiment Stlt Set: Decerebration (section 'A'), exhibits
normal rhythmic breathing of a reasonable pattern,
however, the depth of respiration is increased and
rate is decreased after vagotomy.
Lou , 10, There is certain area in the upper pons
which inhibits the neurons in lower pons and thus
pi:eyeots apoensis This area is called Pneumotaxic
Center and is located in the nucleus parabrachialis. {N ~ )

act. This respiration is somewhat .::===== =--40::== ======- 0 -===== --~=
B. VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF RESPIRATION
~!=;=;:~ ~:tr-~ ' hY.! it is r.by_Qypic i.e. inspiration
Respiration can be modified both in rate and/or depth
l°'T
C'oo~
@
by expiration.
"°('.)'(~J at will fRt\a specific p~d only; for ~mple, voluntary
~ve
'>
l,A)Y'"''\e. 1tt.e.. f09-~~ yperve'Rtilatia.n, brea~oldi ng, forceful iospiratory or
expira® y efforts etc. The pathway for such a control is
ar_e_ pable of spontaneous
-_o_ns
,,.._--IJ.,~~lW~h.,.-e-ur
via corticospi,aj tra&t (page 899) which originates from the ge,e,,
~E~~=o a.rge though it is irregular.
cerebral cortex to end on spinal motor neurons innervating ·L .VJ
~;U.-1<1WJJ..W. ~ • is shown by the respiratory centre neurons
the respiratory group of muscles. Thus, this pathway
i.e. when · s iration is complete then expiration
"'o
r e ons.
·
~e
).
starts (e ·
3. That the influence of other parts is apparently there
which makes the rhythmic discharge of the medullary
neurons smooth and regular.

r

•

O

p~l

.-

,

..

I
Spinal
cord

,. J
lntercostal nmve (T12)
~ - - Phrenlc nerv13 (C 3 _4 _5)

~j
1

lntercostal muscles

)
Diaphragm-- - -~

Fig. 48.3 Organization of the respiratory centres

4 B~ ~A'\:a"~~

9\- n~

(+) : stimulation

(-) : inhibition

1
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""-r>'

,-,,5
a
(i'}:Dneurons in medulla send excitatory impulses t
'pneumotaxic' centre which, in tUin, discharges
inhibitory impulses to 'apneustic' centre.
~
The pulmonary stretch receptors in the lungs which get
stimulated during inspiration send inhibitory impulses
e'). via vagus to 'apneustic'
p~
~...,_ 3. The 'pneumotaxic' centre stimulates expiratory
~ ~ centre which reciprocally inhibits inspiratory centre.
'Apneustic' centre gets inhibited and ceases to activate
·:\{,O'} he inspiratory centre. As a result, inspiratory centre
¢"~ sto s discharging and expiration follows passively.
iration' is passive in eupnoea, however, when
expiration is active (e.g. voluntary hypemoea or during
exercise) probably the 'Rneumotaxic' cen tre ~ lays
excitatory effects origina ~ tr t t
KOTnOO
expiratory centre.
-ha.a--,)

r

(9 Rc7lllatio11 oj mtc anti rle11t/i of resp1ratio11
The exact mechanism responsible for the spontaneous
discharge of the medullary neurons is unknown.
The inspiratory neurons are characterized by
bursts of activity interspersed with p eriods of rest
12-15 times/ min. Unlike the inspiratory neurons, the
expiratory neurons do not discharge spontaneously,
but they can be excited via afferents that converge on
them and the inspiratory neurons from man sources.
When the activity of the inspiratory neurons · mcrease
are increased.
the rate and the deptl@ respira
(1) The ~_Jot respiration is increased because the

,
~
e~
~~"\.,~
J'
[?'!"-

,.,

-~-~-,-Yempol"~ \~~; ~.

p~n-<>-t

eX°P'11· \/4 OV~t.{)fut
Factors Affecting the Respiratory Centre

A. Chemical Stimuli (CO2, 0 2 and H+) (for details, refer
chemical control of respiration, page 444)
B. Non-chemical stimuli.
1. Afferents from higher centres

Q

spinal motor neurons innervating the respiratory
muscles (pathway for ' voluntary control' of
respiration).
(ii) • ~othalamus and limbic i;ystem
(a) Pain and emotional disturbances (fear, anxiety,
.
anger etc.) a ~ g h hypothalamus and limbic .. "
:,..~ system to~ ~ the respiration.
(b) ~ c t s via anterior hypothalamus, ~
on respiratory centre and produces
• ..
(rapid, s!1E.l.[mg respiration).
2. Vagal afferents fr%!!._ inflation and deflation receptors in
l)J
the lungs
These are stretch receptors located in the sm~othes,.
of the airways. They re= 'e medulla vL
e·
d
:;, tu Plpn~ c. c:.<U'\
afferents in the vagi.
(i) 'Steady' inflation of the lungs stimulates 'stretch'
receptors, impulses tra~ via vagi to inhibit the
'apneustic' centre, thus, inhibiting inspiration
PY&:lrci!.l~ ~longed expiration) called
, • (Hering, E and Breuer, E
1868).

~\?'

t ~ :tf"'\\.oh'o I')

Physiological significance of Hering-Breuer inflation
reflex
This reflex is{it,seot io bealtby eupn~~ with
tidal volume (TV) of 500 mL. The threshold level
of the reflex is at TV approx. 1-1.5 litres. Therefore,
this reflex may exert a considerable influence in
determining the pattern of breathing when respiration
is increased such a ~ u s prevents
excessive lung i n . f l a t i ~ ~
(ii)
is a decrease in the
duration of expiration produced by marked deflation
of thelungs.
(iii) Mar.le! ·
ti~
erinflation) of lll!gs, stimulates
~f
va al afferent nerve endings
fibers), located in a veolar wall called
or
(A.S. Paintal 1955) (Fig. 48.4). Impulses travel via
vagal fibers of small diameter (conduction velocity
2-3 mts per sec), reinforcing the action of the
'pneumotaxic' ce,ntre in produc~ iptw itte1!_CY
- - --f~ e \- ~y:,,e• tSl.\:tC_J

F~

Ek

(i) Cerebral cortex. Electrical stimulation of certain_
a.n~
.
T
areas of cerebral cortex e.g.
· a _
j ~ Iv olar wal
.]}.
or ventral surface of front cortex will inhibit
respiration; w ereas elec · l stimulation o~
~
timulates respir on.
ed via:
~
effects are me
Fig 48.'4 Location of]-receptor
(a) Corticobulbar tracts acting on respiratory centres
(Juxta-pulmonary capillary receptor)
in the medulla; and

~(!
-~

r

~;n:;:~=~::~~e:e

~=~of::;:~;~
activity is sufficient to overcome the more intense
inspiratory neuron discharge.
,:-:=(2) The respiratory a e 1
ecause the~
c
he va
otaxic afferents
to the medulla is
vercome.

(b) Corticospina1 tracts which modify the activity of

Pulmonary
capillary wall

jl · a

• ,,

,
Apne.- - f ~ ko.-

...
'

3t°<">c5@~~l[

T"~o-o

of inspiratory neuronal dischar~ thus producing
reflex apWoea, follo~d by ta~n~ (shallow,
r ·
eathing), hypetension and br~cardia.
J~receptors_ are primarily sensitive to the content of
m e~al fluid between the capillary endothelium
and alveolar epithelium, therefore, they respond,
better to:
(i) pqpnaoary caugestion,
(ii) pupnonary ernbolization,
Ct;OJ
(ili) pulrnonarv oedema, and
(iv) t ,l~ , ~ t , irritants or chemicals.
J-rece r may have ;iysiological role in severe
e
·se, which cause an increase in interstitial fluid
J,i JJ'le lungs. I-receptors get stimulated, inhibiting
/.f sp'i1al stretch reflex and thus limit the power of
J contraction of skefetal muscle, called /-reflex.

l

a

(~-) Str ~

rt
, It is a similar e~ iratory effort with
a continuo u s ~ _
(iii) Mechanism o tac I noe an bronchoconstriction:
Stimulation of irri ant
· the respiratory
zone of respiratory p assage s timulates inspiratory
motor neurons rod cing rapid, shallow breathing.
roncho-constriction is produced by release of
_bistamine and other chemical substances in the
lungs thereby li;niting the jrrjtants to reach the gasexchanging surface ('protective' mechanism').
(iv)
'
1
?
During a
swallowing movement__,respiration is jnhjhjted in C~e.coU
w hatevebstagg.2fJ,.,h~ the swallowing was
initiated (Det tition 'a![wea'). Afferent impulses ~
travel in glcfsj>;pharyng ~l (IX) nerve which inhibit _F-1{lfl.
the respiratory centres. The reflex is protective in
'r'
nature and prevents aspiration of food particles into ~K
the respiratory passage.
(v) •
It is a spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm
~
duces an mspiration during which the l)~NT
ddenly closes with production of sound. L)G£
n r,espond to breath holdin~ that increases
.
arterial pC02.
<=3~w.&
(vi) . ,.,,,
Physiological basis of yawning is not
known. Here underventilated alveoli have a tendency
to collapse which get reflexely stretched open by
deep inspiration and thus prevent the development
of at e ~sis (collapse of alveoli). It also jpcreases
the v~nous return t°sthe heart.

(ii)

g of the lungs during inspiration initiates
ses in vagal afferent fibers. These impulses in
inhibit inspiratory discharge and expiration
'--cb',c begins.
(ii) Hering-Breuer inflation as well as deflation reflexes
are mediated by vagus as both disappear after
cutting vagi.
(iii) After cutting the vagi, respiration becomes deep and
slow. 'Deep' because:
I
(a) vagal feedback activity to inspiratory discharge
gets abolished;
(b)
more time is required by 'pneumotaxic' centre
.,
J
2\cJ-\chbo'\~ 7.J~
to inhibit 'apneustic' centre.
'Slow' ~~ause..Q.f faij_in alveolar_Q..C02 . ( H1jpoca?f\~ Afferents from baroreceptoitand chemoreceptors
l ~ -0~
"'OJiG~
(i) ., ,
c
are stretch receptors situated in the
]
7
3. Afferents .from proprioceptors [
m f15"') ,\:.e.~ n.J )
aortic arch and carotid sinus. These get stimulated
Active or passive movement of joints, stimulates
by high blood pressure (impulses travel via vagus
'proprioceptors' in muscles, ten-9-ons andjoints; afferent
from aortic arch and in IX nerve from carotid sinus)
impulses stimulate the UJ§!>irafuzy'nW/on.c[to increase the
and cause inhibition of respiration by inhibiting
rate and depth of respiration. This effect helps increase
respiratory center.
ventilation during exercise.
~YQ~

l

. ~ D-

4. Afferents fro m pharynx, trachea and bronc/11

,

tlo.L\1

Throughout the ai~a~
trachea t&; respiratocy
bronchioles, there are ei/~gsfm_yklioated vagal afferents
that function as Irritant Receptors. Stimulation of these
receptors(e.g. by dust, p~
in
onduc ·
zone
of respira tory passage .jfPduc~ c
·
zit} ,
while in t res iratory z~ it produ
ac/1ypnoea (rapid,
"' sha ow
athin and ~choconstriction.
(
011gl1 Rc{l . It begins with a deep inspiration
followed b forced e iration a ainst a closed lottis.
Thi increasetl intrapleural ressure c:: 100 mmHg.
The
i then sudden! o ened ro uang an
outflow of ~"'

e (epinephrine) in high doses
.
rteri blood E!'essure, which
in turn inh· ·
· ti,Qo producing apnoea,
called Adrenaline Apnoea. Howe~-% io small doses,
adrenaline sti!!!Jllates res12iration y stimulation of
peripheral chemoreceptors.
(ii) 'ht ,ror.'tt pror (carotid and aortic bodies) get
stimulated by chemicals (e.g. lack of 0 2 or excess of
CO2), send impulses to respiratory centre to cause
increase in rate and depth of respiration. Impulses
travel in X (vagus) nerve from aortic bodies and in
IX nerve from carotid bodies.
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UNIT VI: THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEiru:
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CHEMICAL REGULATioJ OF(O \-,"7~e-=rrLl\°fM~€:.~
RESPIRATION -o/
;,
~ ():\~
The chemical regulatory mechanism adjusts ventilation
:cTo ""\tN.>~

in such a way that the alveolar pC02 is kept constant at
normal value of 40 rnmHg. It also maintains the tension of
0 2 , CO2 an d H+ of blood. For example: Fall in arterial pQ2
or pH, or rise in arterial pC02, st_ilnulates the respjratoor
~ neurons in the medulla to increas
of (Tidal
i":'~..i~ lume) respiration. Body 0 2 supply in'"Zreases and CO2
washed out, restoring the normal arterial p02, pH and
pC02.
These changes are mediated
~Jtirat,gw. cltemow_t1il. rec§_ii)f,:-.receptor ceHs in the c~tid
bodies,
and in me'dtl.lla that are sensitive to changes in the blood
"\J
chemistry and initiate impulses that stimulate respira tory
<ij)>'_'f-J( centre.

l

c\

~m_

Nm.,
Bralnstem respiratory area

l

Carotid sinus
Vagus nerve

nerve (branch
of IX nerve)

cJC'rs

Aortic nerve

and abWic

5(#°' ,

f'fe,,

. j

Common
carotid artery

---4..:&---_._·,
Aortic bodies

RESPIRATORY CHEMORECEPTORS
These are of 3 types:
A. Peripheral Chemoreceptors,
B. Medullary (or Central) Chemoreceptors, and
C. Pulmonary and Myocardial Chemoreceptors.

{J.)

cJ

.!,.K
Aortic Bodies
C..Offlf>Vl\:;..R
O(Discovered by Heymans, C and Neil, E in 1930 for which
they got the Nobel Prize.)
There is a carotid body near the common carotid
artery bifurcation on each side and there are usually two
I Fig. 48.5 Location of peripheral chemoreceptors (carotid and
or more aortic bodies near~arS,h of,fo~ _}Iig. 48.5).
l_:ortic bodies) with innervation (Also refer to Fig. 39.7, page 329)
Each carotid and aortic ona,r(gY'ofifbs")
__________
contains two types of ceHs, Type I and
Blood vessel
II ceHs. These ceHs are surrounded by
fenestrated sinusoidal capillaries. Type II
~ _.,f$Hs are glial ceHs (supporting ceHs) that
~5- support the type I cells (Fig. 48.6).
g eeu
In the carotid body unmyelinated
depolarizes
Glomus
cell
In
IW endings of carotid sinus nerve, branch of
carotid
glossopharyngeal (IX) nerve, are found at
intervals between type I and II cells. Type
I ceHs contain catecholamines (probabl
_ _ ....,,.,;:oii~- (_~~~'-)
D Voltage-gated Ca2•
d op amine). ~
Wh - l, s
ed v.5'
to . oxi
•
•
channel opens
they release c
at s
ae
};n
',)~O')t'>';.:._
the carotid sinus nerve via D 2~tftors.
A. Peripheral Chemoreceptors: Carotid and

\

..__a-~

i ••••\I
•

Mechanism of release of neurotansmitter uy
Type I cells
Hypoxia decrease activity of 0 2sensitive K+ channels decrease K+
efflux - increase Ca2+ influx (via L - type
Ca2+ channels) - depolarization of cell
membrane-. release of neurotransmitter
- stimulate afferent nerve endings.

Dopamine receptor in sensory neuron

Exocytosis of d~ o n t ainlng
vesicl~
~ _._.. ._ _

(0!2 TICl'~

D

Signal to medullary respiratory
centers to Increase ventilation

Fig. 48.6 Organization of the carotid body

..,

.
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CHAPTER 48: REGULATION OF RESPIRATION

O
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R
<:
Applied Aspect: Effect of dene a wn (or removal) of
peripheral chemoreceptors i.e. carotid and aortic bodies.

Blood flow in each carotid body (weighing 2 mg) is
approximately 0.04 mL/ mip (or 2000mL/ lO0gm/ min).
There is a little change in ventilation at rest, but th
bJOR.sJ..flow is hi~e~t in the bod~__,cqp.J2jlled wi~
54~/ 100 gm/ minflci~~ 4LO~/l00 gm/nun v~l<ltPrywS~ to c h ~ ~blood chemistry
hype)'rapnia and aciaero1ar is lost by approx.
and ~
if4~ L/ 100 gm/~
Therefore, the 0 2 needs
30'.}'o; rather they ~.!!Y cause ®ect depre.ssian of the
. of th~ lls can be met largely by ~ e .
• The receptors are not
in anaemia or carbonrespiratory centre.
(Refer Table 48.1 fr, mnior diffcrc11as betw cc11 rnrotld
monoxide (CO) poisoning because:
..,ricl is )
,•
(1) Although the combined oxygrn in the blood is
•
mfilkedly redu~ed yet the amourtf._of ~ lsp_g~. f
·~· 0 2 reaching the receptors is normal. ~ e partiaLJ
Table 48.1: Differences between carotid and aortic
pressure exerted by a gas in blood is the property
bodies
C aroh'dbo d'1es
of dissolved gas and not the combined form, Henry
Aortic b od ies
Law, page 403).
r--. • RP4 \J·~ w J\~ @)
.
(2) Due to further incr~ase.Jn.hloQd..fio.w in ~ mia.
1. Location
These are loca!ed near
These are
.
r ~ - Refr'OYe. n:6:~
el, common carotid artery located near
•
Q
bifurcation on each side. the arch of
Peripheral chemoreceptors get
(1) Hypoxia: when arterial pO2 decreases, the amount
o,.
aorta.
of dissolved 0 2 decreases and ~-Y 0 2 d iffereose
. .
.
A Ol\.:-,.
.2. Innervation
Carotid smus nerv~
Aortic nerve
,
in carotid bo~ies falls below 02JDL /d..L~\OO"'\.-:
branch o f ~ ,-~
branchofvagusy e ~ l
(2) Vascular stasis: The amount of 0 2 delivered to
pharyngeal (IX) nerve.
(X~

i.e.

f'Jf?ypox'IJ.,

stimulated

.

,T',

recepto~ per ~t 0 ~ time~
a~
----3. Effect of
(3) :"-5Phyx1a: Combination o "'~
excess)
stimulation
m the blo~ W
If' cJ' ri"'i.
(4)
(cy~de, ruc6tine, lobeline etc.) pre1+ve nt 0 2 _
utilization at the tissue level.
f-X~t-o't-o')(. \ c., , 6-.
.
.
hq~o)(.'
(5) Increase m plasma K+ levels, such as dtgg!g exerose,J
.uced ~ o e a .
contributes to ~

( o,

Drugs

• -

•

Seven tiroes more
They increase
effective in stimulating
only the
resp_iratio1'. than the
freq~en~y of
~ortic bodies. They
r~piration
increase both rate and
with small ("' QAu"d'fl.)
depth (i.e. tidal volulme) increase in I (.\.J .v•·fT
of respiration.
.
, ~ entilation.
( ~'jfeq \C\.'-t" )ono, ') '\

(~H1pc n
B. Medulla.ry (Central) Chemoreceptors

43w-er-,;~\r-

·

~F\V,~

crease in rat or de th of respiration regardl:hisnf
p;m.ent's _subjectiv_e sensatjon is called Hyferp_noe~;
) whereas mcreas~
r4te and depth of respiration If?
( called Hyperventilation.

-1

,

'1Gt_ R. ="\JC2.t"t\0-\

~lp E\

These chemoreceptors are located on the ~
f'
tlie..m,ed.y.Ua near the respiratory centre(Qy.t separate fro]D) ie,cty°)'O'J
it (Fig . ~7). They get C : ..
~
n
of ce~pinal fluid 1CSF) and br~ r stitial flwd. The ,(!X)..\- p«-'t..l
magnitude of stimulation is directly proportional to the f,(\U)(;~
local increase in tt+ concentration, which in turn increases
in linearity with ~
~ preceptors ge t
2. These ch
11/ 1b1ft1
~
thesia, wrude and d urin~ eep .

-::>~

fx-.f-rul'°"o

b.,

(PiC$j

Meclianism of H+ formation
CO2 readily penetrates membranes, including blood-<"Tl..J.....,.,..
brain and blood-CSF..PMper~ whereas
- c
p~
ly. Th~' t:
_ 0 2 fi{.i\
~e br~ and CSF w
is promptly hydrated to form carboruc acid (tliCO3)
which dissociates into H+ and HCO3-. Thus, local H+
')
concentration increases.

,.

._a

CO2 + ttiO -

Blood-brain
barrier

Medullary (central)
Chemoreceptor area

Fig. 48.7 Mechanism of action of CO2 on medullary (central)
chemoreceptors ( which are shown in inset)

( c.03-\o'()'("l\c. a._t\0
f½CO3 ¢

tt+ + HCO3-

E~~~e~:~eE:i:~e;;~~l~rd:~;ir~:~;r

of
l,Q_n g as H+ is held CQI)1!tau t, but any increase in CSF
H+ concentration stimulates respiration. Therefore,
the effect of CO2 on respiration are mainly due to its
movement into the CSF and brain interstitial fluid, where

f:
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Tuh,b'-t<: ~

C
it in~ reases H+ coocentrati~ ~ary
chemoreceptors.

- , (±) \/err\~ l&n

A. Effect of Hypoxia on Respiration ~\--.~~ ru13
Decrease in pO2 of inspired air (IpO2) ecrea es~ t~~raf)
pO2, this via peripheral chemoreceptors stimulates the
C. Pulmo~
{{IE!_-~J.O~~a!f_hemorecepto~ ~ ~ ~\\-> respiratory centre resulting in rise in pulmonary ventilation.
Injection ol ~~ti)JtidiLe or nicotine into ~~ ' W l f des:rease in IpGi is ahm,/,:\!i%&Bg, only slight increase
tor of o
ventilation occurs; however, rise is marked when IpO2
circulation stimulates chem
p ~ ~ ~...lv essels prod
car a
o~w
falls below 60 mmHg (Fig. 48:~}- This is because:ai RM~
a n ~ ~ followed
r3'p1 , ~aliow
(1) Hypoxia increases the amo~t ~~a~ogl,obin •
breathing), called pulmonary cl1emoreflex. A similar reflex
f f i f " b : ~ ~ ~ker.acid t h ~ ;
;) response is produced when ~s~~%~ts~ re introduced
~fo~W rea · .
in H+ concentratio~~~
#
into c~ s ~
ng thPj p ~ ~ de, called soronazu
to inhibit respiration.
Ci.d,!Ma ~l o ~
clJEnoref!ex or Bezofd-Jorisclr ref1ex (page 331).
(2) Any · crease in ventilation due to ~ c stimulation
on-respiratory cen
owew.-W-«i~~
r ,...._......,_ u hich
This reflex plays no physiolo~ l role and occurs
in p~ pological states
pulm'6Kary congestion or
also tends to inbitiit respiration.
· 'Nu
) U)e
emb61ism, and after my~dial infarction.
However, when arterial ~ 2 .ialls-belo.)Y ~
,
NC\.O-f'\GL-1" l'4a.i"'J ~); -+ e t , \ ~
hypoxic stimulation of peripheral chemoreceptors is so
Sum mary:
strong that it overrides the above inhibitory effects to
producP ruarked incr e in £~~If ventilati.O\'; te
Respiratory chernoreceptors - Refer Table 48.2.
Wccl1a11is111 of actiW~ HO \.~ s . JTh'"'fes r~spil-'ffelon
CHEMICAL FACTORS AFFECTING RESPIRATION
via stimulation of p'#fone a
moreceptors. This can be
These are:
demonstrated by the following experiment.
A. Effect of Hypoxia,
During recording of P.~O~¾Q'_v_enti~tion in a subject
B. Effect of CO2,
at rest, ask him to inhalefIT>Oo/;N2;-ili'is produces hypoxia
C. Effect of H+ concentration.
with marked increase in respiration. If we denervate the

i.W

·L

-.

SUMMARY

Table 48.2: Respiratory Chemoreceptors - Salient features
Peripheral chemoreceptors i.e.
Aortic and Carotid bodies

Medullary (central)
chemoreceptors

Pulmonary and Myocardial
chemoreceptors

1. Location

There are two or more aortic bodies near These are located on the ventral
arch of aorta; and two carotid bodies, surface of medulJa near respiratory
one on each side near bifurcation of centre but separate from it.
common carotid artery.

These are located in pulmonary
and coronary blood vessels.

2. Innervation

Aortic bodies by aortic nerve (branch
of X nerve); carotid bodies by carotid
sinus nerve (branch of IX nerve).

Nerve fibers from here directly project
over to the r~_eicatory centre.

Vagus (X) nerve.

3. Stimulated
by

(i) increase arterial pC02
(ii) decrease arterial p02

Increase in H+ concentration in CSF
and brain interstitial fluid, which
parallels arterial pC02; magnitude
of stimulation is proportional to
increase in tt+ locally.
CO2 + Hp
H 2C03 ¢
tt+ + HC03-

Injecting veratridine or nicotine
in these vessels.

(iii) cyanide
(iv) nicotine, and
(v) lobeline

[M~~

l 1
1~
O

lnhibited by: ana~i(a cyanide and

during sleep.
4. Effect

of
stimulation

(i) increase in rate (mainJy) and
depth of respiration; hypertension;
tachycardia
(ii) regulates the respiration from
brent/r to breath
(iii) ~ a l drive to increase
respiration in response to increase
in arterial pC02, and contributes
to 20% increase in pulmonary
ventilation.

f.f\&T

+i

NE.ff \<.le~·,

!LU2

,

,

(i) increase in rate and depth of
respiration only
(ii) regulates the respiration from

~-

(iii) provides late drive to increase

respiration in response to
increase in arterial pCO:y
and contributes to remaining
80% increase in pulmonary
ventilation.

r

•

.,

Bradycardia;
hypotcnsion;
apnoea followed by tachypnoea, •
called "p~onar..r chemoreflex" or
coronary
chemoreflex
(Bezold Larisch reflex). Plays no
physiolog ical role, pathological
reflex only.

sww.,.. £. f~,ua-.i,
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- Pulmonary
Jventilation 20
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L 11itatw11 to tl11s li11e,1, n .11 011,/111
When the CO2 concentration of the, inspired g_as is more
~ g1~ftS~ ~oc~~
than 7%, in~~ed air _p~ O1 ad
of Cili becom-;;
ar<{'Ci 2, ~s"'a ~'flltf>~liffii
a~
pCO2~ 0
artedal
difficult which causes alveola, and
la ·
accum
e
tio
·
abruptly inspite of h
presses ~a_ Ll,
1 erta nia
of 'CO2 in the .~o
~ ache, JI,.,) ~"
producin
es
to
r~
inc12·g
lly
.
Jt.\1"
, called Of . VUN>
eventua
and
oea
a
ss,
10n,
co
p.~
.
r,.
Co2 ttarcosrs
,.. .upc-:i '1tt If any comatose patient is brought
1 "
to the hospital with respiratory depress ion,('°' inhalatio n
can be given to stimulate the respiration but only after
assessing his CO% content of the blood, otherwise patient

-+I

ilo

l

I
I

30

I,.!)

~~Re sting
ventilation

10

I~J

6
0 0
I i jiI ~
21 ~o
(ii)
160 152

% 02

~-\·
I
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5

15

10

114

76 60 38

0

(i) and corresponding p02 In mmHg (ii) in inspired air

will die of CO2 narcosis.

~~p-wfe. ~ C E .

11PliMIJ ('

p

fE;h.~ patients there is 13% incerease io CO2

(.{O.,_

,

.

producti on for eacb l °C rise in tempera ture, and a
.lIPW~A e.l~~~ ~:s, then hypoxia cannot increase @)hig!l carbofld rate intake increaes CO2 producti on
e.
, rather it falls below normal. This
¥,LO"~
0Yl:5
R~p,1ro.t
RQ{
in
increase
e
of
because
direct inhibition of
CO2 increases pulmona ry
c
ventilation by stimulat ing the central chemo receptors
primarily, though it is capable of increasing the pulmona ry
ventilation by stimulat ing the peripher al chemoreceptors
1

B. Effect of CO2 on Respiration

Arterial pCO2 is kept constant at normal value of
40 mmHg. How it is maintained?

• ii

RI in a""'iai CO (due to aoy cause
e metabolism
e.g. increased t,
or rise in lpC02~

r ~\\

•

'-"'

n2..--l

I

o::~s;;~f.

~\IV-< \'••-r1'f':-p, w'f\
~ t\eoe..::
· ] Stimulates chemoreceptors [ cenu o.1 ]6

i

'(f)

1l~

m

p ulmonar y ventiJa_lion
The'." is _n o change
responses to inhaling CO2 in increment concentrations . ,
and after removal of peri l\lfral bf ril~p'r o'r& ..f \,;;~,utu\,
means there are some other chemoreceptors in the body er.l,.J b'i1
· h al chcmorecep tors tha t can sense the \ \ipa,-ic::
er
?ther th~n pen~
increase m artenal pCOa· When central chemoreceptors are

-\-'I
{ :_~,\

Stimulates respiratory centre , ('.\.U-\~ <:
(pulmonary ven! ation increases) 1 ,.., \)\.o'='" \ \>
lru;reasEl..Cn washout until

artir,arp cO~eco mes normal
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is inhaled (Fig. 48.9).
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(2) Inhalation of CO2 between 4-7% increases
in alveolar pC02 In mmHg (ii)
the pulmona ry ventilation markedl y in
to varying amount of
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C. Effect of ff+ Concentration on Respiration
H+ or HC03- cannot normal ly act through modific ation

of central chemoreceptors, because H+ enters CSF very
slowly.
·
In general, Acidosis (increased H+concentration in blood)
p"'.',_qduces prgnou nced respirat ory stimulation resultin g
in hyperve ntilatio n; and conversely, Alkalosis (decreased
H+ concent ration in blood) depress es respirat ory centre
produci ng hypoventilation. These effects are mediate d via
eripheral chemor eceptors.
?-

Examples:
l. Metabolic 4£Mosis i.e. decre~ in HC0 - concentration
3
in blood seconda ry to incfe'ase H+ concent ration in
blood.
~')Caus es:

(i) Diabetes mellitus due to .sccumu latig n of acidic
ketone bodies in the circulation.
(ii) Renal failure, kidneys filil to gxcrcte its normal
quota of ]:i:.
(iii) Severe muscul ar exercise leads to accumu lation of
lactic acid.
(iv) Starvat ion produc ing keto-acids.
(v) Infantile diarrho eas associated with loss of
NaHC03.
P.> )Compe11saton1

meclu~11is,n.

Rise in H+ concent ration in blood, via periphe ral
chemor eceptor s causes rolon ed res iratory centre
lation; therefore, 0 is washed ou and alveola r
decreases with subsequ ent decrease in arterial
{£:r
pro_ducing compen satory fall in blood H+
concentration.
2. Metabolic dlJmlos is i.e. increase in HC0 - concentration
3
in blood seconda ry to decreas ed H+ concent ration in
blood.
f>rJ Causes:
~
(i) SeYere vomiting due to pyloric or high intestinal
, m6()'d
obstruction.
~ \':
(ii) Loss of HCl from the body (due to any cause)
resultin g in loss of H+.
~} Compensatory meclumism:
Fall in H+ conce ntr~" in blood depress es the
respiration, so a~l~ an']gte@ LR_,C2 7, increas ~,
finally restorin g H + concent ra~ .. ~lood towards
normal.
-.Al,,Ka9.o-<4-'~
,
3. Respira tory 1 ~
s i.e. increase d pulmon ary
ventilat ion which occurs due to causes other than
increase in arterial H+ concentration.

frl Causes

(i) Voluntary hype,ve~ ti:;:::,,

"h_o +co_._~ \\CDs ¢

H,._~\-\co~

-

lo..,_,'C

,s ~•""""'·

InteractioJ of Chemical Factors in Regulat ion
of Respiration
(ry.,
A 11tteraction of CO2 and 0 2 ~ -:;Y
l. The effects on ventilation of decreasing the alveolar p0

2,

while holding the alveola r pC:0 constan t (Fig. 48.10).
2

'!
I~
!

e

40
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Fig. 48.10 Pulm~na ry ventilatory responses to hypoxia and
altered alveolar pCO2

(i) When the alveola r pC0 is held canst
at
2
level 2-3 mmHg above noirmal, the~
relationsfiTibbetween ventilat ion an the alveolar • •
p02 even in the 90-110 mrnHg range.
...,
(ii) When the alveolar pC02 is held constan t at a level •
2-3 mmHg below normal, there is UQ s_timula tio!,l •
ventilation bl,_hyp o~ until the alveola r p02
falls below 60 mmHg. ' ·.
2. The eff"ects on ventilation to varxing amount of inspired
CO2 while the alveola r pO is held constan t below the
J_,, normal level (Fig. 48.11) show:s at the slope of CO2
,esponse "'"" ITTcreases
es more steeper when .

;.,.ef

~,j~q'1,

~ eJ-' I> o

..-va G"6"0-""'~r""

\.Ope.. ~eCUV>,

f\l\OY&-

11"'~
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l

;.e.-, H;oC CJ),_

B. Interaction of CO2 and H+

I

30

H+ and CO2 on respiration
effe
The stimula
the subject becomes acidotic,1 '" 4~1'-3
When
.
e
shows ad 'tiv
CO2 response curve shifts to the 'left' without a change in
slope, i.e. the same amount of respirator y stimulatio n is
produced by lower arterial pC02 levels (Fig. 48.11).

20

C. Interaction of CO2 and Body Temperature

c
.E
C:

•

!2

ca,

...:

The effect of pC02 on pulmonar y ventilation , w hen
Jl}.easured with _!ncrease in body temp~ e, the "CO2
i.e. the lines become
response cu rves" s~
of action of
(Sens1hv1ty
the
that
more steeper, mdicating
<;Pa on respiratio d becomes more with mcrease in body
temperatu re (Fig. 48.12).

>

• .

"'

10

C:
0

6

"'5

0

E

Q.

40

30

"lb

apnoea point

Alveolar pC02 (mm

50

I\ N ~ ~,_ ,
o}- 0,_tve,di
Hg)

1"e.mp

.
•

i 40

Temperature c {
0

@;leJ~,, lclio

All the ventilatio n volume/p C02 lines though
differing in slope according to the p02, when
extrapola ted to a zero ventilatio n meet at a common
- point. This point correspoo ds to an alveolar pC02
value on X-axis, which may be regarded as that at
which CO2 causes 9a respirator y stimulatio n of
itself. This point of intersecti on is called the Apnoea
( Point.It can be seen, that in normal individua ls, this
5threshold value is just below the normal alveolar
pC02, indicating that normally there is a very slight
hut definite "CO2 drive" of the respirator y center
, (Also see to page 448).
P\\'ic,.. p')-)
I T"\
~C,.
'it'. ~f"\e)e.o._ t-7t.•

40

c

E
30
C:
0

c
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"'
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E
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Q.

0

C:
0

"'5

Resting ventilation
40
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i
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Alveolar pC02 (mm Hg)
curves
Fig. 48. 12 Effect of temperature on CO2 response
--

._

Summary: Regulation of Respiration

'Chemical' Regulatory Mechanisms

'Nervous' Regulatory Mechanisms

mediated via

•
..

•
'Voluntary' control system
(In cerebral cortex)

11.utomatic control
system (in brain stem)

'Medullary' Respiratory centre

'Peripheral'
chemoreceptors

Medullary (central)
chemoreceptors

Pulmonary and myocardial
chemoreceptors

'Pontine' respiratory centre

I
E-Neurons
I-Neurons
(Reciprocal innervation)

..1.t-h

Sensitivity of action of CO2 on respiration: [ \-e_"I \ A ~ '\
L.')
{l) increased by hypoxia, hyperther mia; and

the alveolar pOl is d ecreased (compare with Fig. 48.9).
Therefore, hypoxia makes the individua l more sensitive

1i1ti+d$?&S

o(

Summary

Fig. 48.1 1 Effect on CO2 response curve to varying amount of
hypoxia and pH

to m~ eas~ ; ~terial P.C~

o< W,_

:A.pneustic' centre
(in lower pons)

'Pneumotaxic' centre
(in upper pons)

I

J
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"X'J •. (l) d creased

@. s

(TS;)

cf)

by· sleep, hypothermi a, anaesthesia.

Sensitivity decreases as central chemorecee tors get
inhibited b__y these a~ s.

PHYSIO-CLINICAL ASRECTS
A. DYSPNOEA
Definition. Dyspnoea

Therefore, cardiac failure patients like to sit rather._
thill:L_!ic dow__n, because lying down position increases
pulmonary congestion and aggravates dyspnoea.
Dyspnoea in lying down position is called Ortl1op1wea
(page 392).
•
o 0-°9l'-

45

literally means difficulty in
B. APNOEA
breathing. It is defined as the breathing in which subject
•
Definition: Apnoea is the term used to describe ~
is <;Q_nscious of shortness of breath i.e. when breathing
or s~age of r~spiration.
enters consciousness, it becomes~leasant and produces
Causes:
• •
discomfort.
.l". Deglutition (swallowing)
•
b~
However, this definition is not correct, because there
~ - After hyperventil ation
f' vefi\1 ..
can be difficulty in breathing even jn pneonscjous s tates
@ Hering-Breu er deflation reflex
e.g. in diabetic coma.~
® Bezold-Jarisch reflex
[ \.-\ l?> 1)
One is not aware of his respiration till resting
J. During sleep (sleep apnoea)
pulmonary ventilation becomes more than double. Real
_/ ~DI NF_ J._!
RS&
dyspnoea (i.e. uncomfortab le breathin ) occurs when
Sleep ApnfleJrrn' few individuals, respiration gets
pulmonary ventilatio~ rease
3-4 tim This level
depressed with periods of apnoea during sleep, called
of pulmo - · n hen p~on becomes dyspnoeic
sleep apnoea. It may be due to:
is calie
yspnoeic Point.
r,_AL,
_ \...• ,..,. C(
(i) Respiratory failure secopdary tq (depression of
_•
_,/
~--~ Y<Jt)l'r\ .:.. "" " d'
Cl,N).O.( I ,.j/J.,:
.___.,.._,,
,1\ x..1, ':! R\v .
sentral chemorece t~ .
Dir-fl<..,..
Factors affecting Dyspnoea
'TO -e..
(ii) ln ad ·ron, during sleep there may b ~
Dyspnoea occurs when(pyspnoeic Index falls below---6.0.%)
o
eruo s
m
e to contract. Normally
(page 414).
1)1 :ri/\VV - fJY""J. \ 00 ·/-S (.€:~
s muscle keeps the tongue forward, when it
Therefore, dyspnoea occurs when:
rnVV
l€i.~'~ Jails to contract, the ~ ards and
1. maximum Voluntary Ventilation
is less than
obstructs the airways. (obstructive sleep apnoeanormal,
most common during REM sleep; page 986)
- .•
2. vital capacity decreases causing MVV to decrea ,
'-,U( 9'0~
~rn•
and
~
,/"';. ~ f1"' f'\ ~
his lec,1 n1moea ~ ~ me can occ~ at any age .. •
3. Increase in p~
azy-~tilatio h (PV) b 5 .
e syw toms include lo~ snoring moking headache .
(1) I I, 1:.10/og,cnl Causes.
increas~s
~ - f~ec, severe ~c£,rolon ged,~ e patient
pulmonary ventilatio~ "' t < ll,-lv\< ~...c;ul e-c)"
may
hwerteosive, pol1cyinem ic, hypoxeffiic and
1
\,.a \,..t u I..\( It VJ.ti/. 'j Cl
,t- (1J
(2) Pa liolo ical Causes
"
, e-"~
hypert:apnoeic. The apnoeic episodes are most common
(i) Bronchial asthma due to c.onstrictjon of
during REM sleep (page 986)~ form of sleep apnoea,
bronchjoies, decreases VC.
~ ~ ~ o r e commonly seen in pre~ture infan , is called
(ii) §mphysema (loss of ejasticity of lpngs),
sudden infant death sy,Jlj!Qlne (SIDS). High incidences
\3 N' C. \,
decreases VC.
c., NO~ b.j ~W are seen in Wan~~ mo~ who mokc or by an infant
_,u
(iii) Metabolic acidosis increases pulmonary
who sleep in e r~ ~ositton.
~ ov-" ·
ventilation. ('! ) ~ )
(.S UJ\JNA't IOI-Pf 0"-1)
~(iv) Ca rdiac Dysp11oea. It is due to heart failure,
C. BREATH HOLDING - ? R-<L
ci
-J'\~
this produces:
Respiration can be voluntarily inhibited for a period of
<j;
(a) Stagnant hypoxia (.~c,..e.w c)
45-55 secs in normal healthy subjects.
(b) Cardiac faiJure
e)
The point at which breathing can no lon~tr be
~ "r-~
,,
voluntarily inhibited is called the@reaki11g: Poi,; It is •
Pulmonar)" "' .,,..o -~
--c<,,;yrfl lo
due to:
congestion(
, 1"\ ""
1. mer ·a cci arterial pC.02 and
•
t
. .__, (\~\e.~c.~ ,
2. deer
d arterial 0 2.
Stimulate 'J-receptors' 1;.c.. c v:-Thus, brea holding can be i11crea:.ed:
t
:;...
1. If prior to breath holding, 100% O;i is inhaled, this
Tachypnoea - ts pulmonary l
.J) , \
~
.,i:,
iP,freases alveolasE,.02; the breath holding can be
(Rapid, shallow
ventilation I \.<.~c'(':1
increased by 15-20 secs.~ ltn ''ffl
respiration)
2. If prior to breath holding, ~ ~ o m
dys pnoea Tuv..-. '\UL &e\"t.c.\~r~ r 1
therefore, CO2 is washed off, arterial

~t>J

Cu

p-a;

m

+

~\,

t

J

0\ n,ofn
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by 1 min.
- ~. -~
3. After r'Jroava l affarotjd hprj ;;}_C
4. Psychological factors: subjects can hold their breath
longer when they are told their performance is
very good although it may not be so.
LIY\on..'V Pl'n.01\1)

y

.
~-o. ASPHYXIA r'f' 1)(:zjt e>(.p

#

r~~6pe"i~

Classification: Two types:
1. Cheyne-Stokes Respiration (gradual onset)
2.~ iot's Breathing ~brupt onset)

.

'

o0-~

&f)j..N>i
a followed

F. PERIODIC BREATIBNG
D efinitio_v: It is th~ repeated sequence of ~
}:!~\V&.,
hl.
.
b

pC02 decreases and breath holding can be increased

O 451

1. Cheyne-Stokes Respiration

"It is produced by Gcciusiao a£ airway~. This results in
hzyoxia (lack of 0 2) and hypercapnia (excess of CO 2).
Experimentally, asphyxia can be produced in an animal
by connecting him toa closed bag for respiration, after some
time 0 2 gets utilized and CO2 increases producing:
(1) initially there will be marked stimulation of
respiration with violent respiratory efforts;
(2) bJood pressure and heart rate increases; } G,v.96 0(3) blood pH falls;(f\CAA\~)
(4) increased cateshglamine secretions ~ pineRhJm ~
and nor-epinephrin~ cl1~~Cip
(5) later on, when CO2 incre~ above a certain level, it
(i) depresses res ira or@center an~
C
resulting : dea
- (ii) moreom ,
ere hypoxia also produces
cardia~
t in 4-5 minutes.
Treatment by 'artificial respiration' subject may be able

~tt~

f

Definit ion: The repeated sequence of gradual onset of
a ~ f~
y adual restoration of respiration is
called cheyne-stokes respiration.
('l
Causes·.
APN E.A
H\I p E;QVt,N'n
L..'f'l,\O
c..'-IC.L ~
A. Physiological
(a) Voluntary hyperventilation
( £,I]
(b) High altitude
(c) During sleep in some normal individuals
B. Pathological
't c.tJ ,.lt<Jve(a) Heart failure (left ventricular failure)·-=<1
(b) Brain damage
Ele.®Ll.ttJ
(c) Uremia
>Jo I \ ~ ,c:i ~Wlo.&\:~~ ~" \-c)-i\e\.-4

~ '"°'

Important Note

1"

-,

Some of the patients with Cheyne-stokes respiration
have increased sensitivity to CO2 d ue to distrutpion
of nerve pathways that normally inhibit respiration.

1

4'. to survive, but care has to ~e t~ n for: a.,U.(t\ l'l'""~~~
,
(1) 9ypoxjc damage of mrocar~ ~; and ~~~9.,\1.fll.,.,_c!tl'oluntary Hyperoentilati.on
• _
(2) increased eP-inep hrine and nor-epinephrinr
V oluntary hyperventilation for 2 minutes produces apnoea
secretion may ca~CJ.ij._ar ij,b rgiation due to
followed b_r.!~E'~ ~~ll -qtl~,EY~e
but
multip le ectopicj oci.
with a dec~ ~ ~o~ •w ~a~{M'f f i ~ tion
, \:Oh',:.. 0.r
comes back to normal. (Fig. 48.13)

'3~m.l•)i; _
Effects of drowning:
[ (A)
1. In approx.QO% of drowrung c~ , the first
gasp of water after losing
not
Breathing
to breath, triggers severe laryng'a~~asm
pattern
and further entry of water into the lungs Sin:~ to
is prevented, which produces asphyxia c\o.Y'<UJ6-€..
and finally death, without any water in
(B)
the lungs.
..c=:? op-e..n,n~ E\ ~d.c.,ro.,K '3 tf..l'l'-A<'n
2. ln ~ maining 90%) of drow'ning cases,
I
muscles of glottis relaxes and water
• • epters the lungs:
A~ a,1.1,aJ
..
(i) iffresh water eriters; being'1lypotonic'
Partial
pressure
gets rapidly absorbed and enters
(mm Hg)
the circulation causing Intravasculnr

___
Apnoeic spells

l'\~I
I

Hemolysis; r <fO-f\k
(ii) if sea water enters; being 'hypertonic'
drains the water from the circulation
into the lungs, thus blood volume
decreases. ' ·t ,
'-' \ ·,
Treatment: Artificial respiration.

______

i

t i i

•-.I~
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Time after sloping hyperventilation (sec)

Fig. 48.13 Changes in breathing pattern (A) and composition of alveolar air (B)

l -after
voluntary hyperventilation
- 2 minutes-of---- ------
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r

l""'\JU<

-

Mechanis m of developm ent of apnoea: At the end of

hypervent ilation,
(i) COi._WC1Sh out decreases alveolar pC0 to approx.
2
15 inmHg; and
(ii) alveolar p02 can in-™ to a maximum of 140
mmHg only, because normal atmospher ic pressure
is 760 mmHg due to pN2 + pH20 + p0 + pC0 .
2
2
Out of this, 573 + 47 = 620 mmHg is conbibute d by pN
2
and pH20 emajns constant aod cannot be changed, and
the remaining 140 mmHg left is contribute d by p0 and
2
pC02 . Now by hypervent ilation, even if whole CO gets
2
removed, 0 2 will contribute only 140 mmHg pressure.
Therefore, apnoea can be due to either increased
alveolar p02 or decreased pC02; former cannot produce
H <>
apnoea because inhalation of 100% pure 0 causes no
2
apnoea. Thus, apnoea is due to decreased alveo lar pC0
2
-~
(proof if hypervent ilation is performed after inhalation of
5% CO2, there is no apnoea).
~~la)\ ~Sequ~nce of events following hypervent ilation apnoea
.J1,
results in:
A f'T\,f!A..
(i) CO2 accumulation in the body with gradual increase
in alveolar pC02. As long as increase in alveolar
'. _'). pC02 remains below the normal level of 40 mmHg
f -, ~ ~ i.e. below the 'threshold ' level of stimulatio n of
~
\ respirator y centre, apnoeic spells are the .
_._.,,.,"'-_.-_,,
(ii) Fall in alveolar p0 to 60mmHg
ypox1
2
via periphera l chemo-rec eptors · ula
e
respirator y centre pr~du
·
hypervent ilation
and alveolar p02 increa but alveolar pC0 Tails
2
resulting in apnoea ag .
This sequence of apnoea followed by respiratio n is
repeated until and unless alveolar pC0 comes back to
2
normal value of 40 mmHg.

J!':~c..

l,

}

Phy,w-clinic11l 5ig11if1• 1111cc
Hyperven tilation due to an
e results in hypocapn ia
(page 563). The effects of& ocaP, ·a e:
1. On R espiration : Respirator y
osis (pa~e 448)
2. On CNS
( t\4+)
(i) decrease in cerebral blood flow by 30% or more
because of direct constricto r effect of hypocapn ia
on the cerebral vessel. The symptoms produced are
due to cerebral ischaemia / hypoxia (page 458)
(ii) On CVS: Constricto r effect on periphera l blood
vessels produces:
(a) increase in cardiac output
(b) increase in systemic BP (to slight degree due
to simultane ous depression of VMC which
tends to decrease the BP).
(iii) ~
- Refer page 710.

H"'f P t;'R C)')t\'0-~

\7 'fPO~l '\ €.R,.

iF:
ru "°'~p -oc~
,
b. Heart Failure
lM\\
~
£ \",,\~
It produces c/1ei;ne-stokes respiration specially left ventricula r
f~LVF ). Ilow?
associated with pulmonar y congestion producing
respirator y centre gets stimulated and ventj)ation
11;cceases alveolar p02 increases and pC0 falls, therefore ·
2
arterial pC02 falls.
•
As in heart failure, the circulation is slowed down
from lungs to brain, therefore, when such individua ls•,
hypervent ilate, it takes longer than normal time for the ·
blood with a low pC02 to reach the brain. When this blood
reaches the brain, the low pC0 inhibits the respirator y
2
centre producing 'apnoea'.
However, hypoxia is maintaine d because of pulmonar y
congestion, therefore, sequence of apnoea followed by
respiratio n keeps repeating till alveolar pC0 comes back
2
to normal or as long as the hei:lrt failure is not corrected.
t-\t10l8( ('f'l ~ o.. \/e.9'b'\· •
~'-¾1>0CPJNEA
I • :JI - . --r - ~

Q~

L'>{.OL ~~~

c. Bram Damage

Por-.ti r-e.

Qe,g.°'lf, CQU"\~
If there is damage of sueramed ullary inhlbitory pathways,
the medullary chemorec eptors become more sensitive to
the action of CO2; pulmonar y ventilation increases, CO
2
is washed out and alveolar pC02 falls producing apnoea.
As a result, CO2 accumulat es, alveolar pC0 rises and .
2
respiration gets stimulated . Thus, the sequence of apnoea
followed by respiratio n keeps on repeating.

Effects of Periodic Breathing

•

1. Fall in arterial pC02 causes severe vasoconst riction of. •

blll.Qg__lles.se.ls, as a result cerebral blood flow
decreases pro~ ing dizziness.
2. Hyperven tila~
eads to ~irat,2.!Y__alkalosis, therefore,
more ionisation of proteins occurs; protein anions bind
more Ca2+ and ionised Ca2+ decreases in t~ body
resulting in Tetn1111 (neuro-mu scular hyperexcitability,
muscle spasm, etc., page 710).
2. Biot's Breathing

,~ ABRUPT ON £-Br et

f&iriod .,ic ~ ' , ' r j

This is a type of periodic breat~ ~hich there are
~yctes o nonna! respica@,rollowe<U>y abrup t onset
of apnoea and again abrupt onset of normal respiration .
This cycle is repetitive (Fig. 48.14).
Seen in:

r> ~~1"1' \~~
(i) menirtgitis, and
(ii) diseases affecting the medulla. _.,

,'(',\ ~

• •

CT-.~~~~)-.

500 ml

I
t+--+l
2 min

Fig. 48. 14 B1ot's breathing in meningitis

__ ..,I
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tMffJit¥iiH,ti
1. Draw well labe lled diagrams:
(i) Physiological organization and relationship between respiratory centres
eptors denervation
(ii) Ventilatory response to hypoxia with intact innervation and after peripheral chemorec
(iii) CO2 response curve
(iv) Effect o n CO2 response curve to varying amount of hypoxia.
(v) Organizat ion of the carotid body

,

,<;
.

•'

•

2. Write briefly about:
(i) Automatic and voluntary control of respiration
(iii) Pulmonary stretch receptors
(v) Hering Breuer reflex
(vii) Role of vagi m regulation of respiration
(ix) Respiratory chemorec eptors
(xi) CO2 narcosis
(xiii) Sleep apnoea syndrome
(xv) Cheyne-S tokes respiration
(xvii) Periodic breathing

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)
(x)
(xii)
(xiv)
(xvi)
(xviii)

Genesis of respiration
Non-chem ical stimuli affecting respiratory centre
J Reflex
Deglutition reflex
Pulmonar y chemoreflex
Apnoea point
Breath holding
Irritant receptor
Factors affecting dyspnoea

3. What will happen:
(i) To respiration after cutting vagi
(ii) To respiration if adrenalin e is administe red in low and high dosage respectively.
(iii) 1£ peripheral chemorec eptors are removed
(1v) To pulmonar y ventilation by inhalation of CO2 in varying concentra tions
(v) If alveolar pCO2 falls below normal levels.
(vi) To respuation in a febrile person
(vii) To respuation during disturbanc es m the body metabolism
4. Give physiolog ical basis of:
(i) Cough and sneezing reflex
(ii) Tachypnoea and bronchoconstriction
(iii) Yawning and hiccup
(iv) Adrenaline apnoea
(v) Respiratory chemorec eptors are not stimulated in anaemia or carbon-m onoxide poisoning
(vi) Mild to moderate hypoxia stimulates the respiration but severe hypoxia depresses it
(vii) Pulmonar y ventilation is not much affected until IpO, falls below 60 mmHg
eptors
(viii) CO2 increases pulmonar y ventilation primarily by stimulatin g central chemorec
(ix) Sudden infant death syndrome
(x) Mechanism of developm ent of apnoea at the end of hyperventilation
(xi) Alveolar pO2 can be increased to a maximum of 140 mmHg only.
(xii) Hering-Br euer reflexes
(xiii) J-reflex
(xiv) Breaking point during breath holding
5. Give an account of effect on CO response curve to varying amount of hypoxia.
2

,..,.

6. Define apnoea. Give its physiolog ical causes.
7. Give experime ntal evide nce of:
(i) Reciprocal innervation,
(ii) Respiratory centre neurons are capable of spontaneo us discharge,
(iii) Medullary respiratory centre discharge get influenced by other inputs.
(iv) Central chcmoreceptors get activated by local increase in H+ concentration,
(v) Hypoxia stimulates respiration via stimulation of peripheral chemorcc eptors,
individuals.
(vi) There is very slight but defini te hypoxic and C~ dnve of respiratory centre in normal

s?
8. How is voluntary control of respiratio n brought about? What are its limitation
aim?
9. Give an account of chemical regulatio n of respiratio n. What is its main

.I
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1. The inherent rhythm.icily of respiration comes from:
(a) Vagus nerve
(b) Pons

(c) Cerebral cortex
2. Not tn,e of medullary respiratory centre:
(a) Insp1ratory neurons show rhythmic discharge with varying frequencies
(b) I and E neurons have inhibitory connections to each other ,
(c) Also called classical respiratory centre
(d) Expiratory neurons discharge spontaneously
3. Pulmonary stretch receptors:
(a) Get stimulated during expiration
(c) Send inhibitory impulses via vagus to apneustic centre
4.

(d) Medulla

"

(b) Get stimulated both during inspiration and expiration

(d} Stimulate the inspiration

Not true of Hering-Breuer inflation reflex:
(a) Absent in healthy eupnocic individual
(c) Determine pattern of breathing during exercise

(b) Threshold level is at tidal volume 500 rnL
(d) Inhibits inspimtion

5. J-receptors stimulation include all except:
(a) Inhibits spinal stretch reflex
(c) Play important role in severe exercise

(b) limits the power of contraction of skeletal muscles
(d) Initiated by hypoxia
6. Stimulation of irritant receptors in the respiratory zone of air passage produces:
(a) Sneezing
(b) Coughing
(c) Tachypnoea
(d) Apnoea

7. Blood flow in each 2 mg carotid body is ....... ml/min:
(a) 0.01
(c) 0.08

(b) 0.04
(d) 0.16

8. The respiratory chemoreceptors have all the features, except:
(a) Have blood flow rate similar to that of brain
(b) More influenced by arterial pO2 than by arterial oxygen content
(c) Stimulated by a rise in blood hydrogen ion concentration
(d) Wholly responsible for stimulation of ventilation in response to hypoxia
9. Ca rotid bodies differ from aortic bodies in all of the following

(a) More effective in stimualting respiration
(c) Get stimulated by hyperkalemia

except:

(b) Increases both rate and depth of respiration

(d) lnnervated by IX cranial nerve

10. There is no stimulation of ventilation by hypoxia until the alveolar pO2 falls below:
(a) 60 mrnHg
(b) 58 mmHg
(c) 50 mmHg
(d) 45 mmHg
11. Raised alveolar pCO2 though a res piratory stimulant, can cause respiratory depression when the level exceeds:
(a) 10 rnmHg
(b) 20 mmHg
(c) 40 mrnHg
(d) 60 mmHg

12. Which is not a cause of physiological apnoea?
(a) Sleep
(c) After hyperventilation

13. Breath holding time can be increased by all except:
(a) After removal of carotid bodies
(c) Inhalation of 100% 0 2 at 3 atmospheric pressure

.,

(b) Deglutition
(d) Bczold-Jarisch reflex

(b) Psychological factors
(d) Hyperventilating room air
14. Maximum voluntary ventilation effort, alveolar p02 can be increased to a maximum value of:
(a) 100 rnmHg
(b) 120 mmHg
(c) 140 mrnHg
(d) 160 mmHg
15. C heyne-Stokes respiration means:
(a) Apnoea followed by normal respiration
(b) Repeated seqence of apnoea followed by respiration
(c) Repeated sequence of gradual onset of apnoea followed b1gradual restoration of respiration
(d) 3-4 cycles of normal respiration .followed by abrupt onset of apnoea
16. Destruction of pneumotaxic centre in pons causes:
(a) Apnoea
(b) Forceful respiration
(c) Apneustic respiration
(d) Accelerated respiration

.
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17. Tachypnoea means:
(a) Normal breathing at rest
(c) Difficulty in breathing

18. One of the following does not stimulate peripheral chemoreceptors:

.. ..
:t'

(b) Hypocapnia
(d) Low perfusion pressure

19. Central chemoreceptors:
(a) Innervated by vagus (X) nerve
(c) inhibited dunng sleep
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(b) Stoppage of breathing
(d) Rapid, shallow breathing

(a) Hypoxia
(c) Acidosis

O

(b) Get stimulated by decreased blood pH
(d) Stimulation produces bradycardia, hypotension and apnoea

20. Most potent respiratory stimulant is:

(b) Carbon dioxide

(a) Oxygen
(c) W

•

(d) K+

21. Maximum concentration of CO2 in inspired air that results in hyperventilation and beyond which it produces depression
I

of CNS is:
(a) 1%
(c) 7%

(b)4%
(d) 10%

22. Raised alveolar pCO2 though a respiratory s timulant, can cause respiratory depression when the level exceeds:
(a) 10 rnmHg
(b) 20 mmHg

(c) 40 mmHg

(d) 60 mmHg

23. Uncomfortable breathing occurs when pulmonary ventilation is increased:
(a) 2 times
(b) 3 times
(c) 4-5 times
(d) None of the above
24. Respiration can be voluntary inhibite d for a period of:
(a) 45-55 secs
(b)
75 secs
(c) 75-90 secs
(d) More than 90 secs

pO-

...

.

25. Ch eyne-Stokes respiration is characterized by:
(a) Continuous hyperpnoea
(b) increased sensitivity of respiratory centre
(c) Fluctuating pO2 and stable pCO2
(d) Decreased alveolar pCO2 below threshold level of stimulation of respir~tory centre

•

....

liMllHI
1. (b)
11. (d)

21. (c)

2. (d)
12. (d)
22. (d)

3. (c)
13. (c)
23. (c)

4. (b)
14. (c)
24. (a)

5. (d)
15. (c)
25. (d)

6. (c)
16. (c)

7. (b)
17. (d)

8. (a)
18. (b)

9. (c)
19. (c)

10. (a}
20. (b)

-----<CXX)t----

'

'
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•

Hypoxia

..

I. Definition

~ 12,(. /4°\Q.~'>c\ ,'f':C'.'.I
\N;""'"' 0\.1.'t- 0
e.{')

II. Types: Hypoxic, Anaemic, Stagnant, Histoto:ric

Ill. Effects of hypoxia
IV Treatment of hypoxia
o Inhalation of 100% pure 0
2
.. Hyperbaric 0 2 therapy

~le_

R£>C...~

-

""~ ?1
''11'\;.
,'

f-',.

"p -

.. {b~

•

~ \\d

~"
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THiJoxia means thel ac~ pt,~ygtrf a t tissue level.
Janoxia means complete absence of oxygen in the tissues.

(2) low arterial 0 2 content,
(3) low arterial % 0 2-saturation of haemoglobin, and
(4) low A-V p02 difference.

1YPES

OIO~ _ f'ot\u.~ p1ac.t'

.>

A. Hypoxic hypoxia
B. Anaemic hypoxia
C. Stagnant (ischaemic) hypoxia
D. Histotoxic hypoxia

1W

No (UY

.i,». Causes

°'~

&

o/,f"l 'J.(..E,

Characteristic features:

f'f..;fo-:fa (Fig. 49.1 - A and B)

Feature

1. p02 (mmHg)
2. % 0 2-satu ration of haemoglobin

Therefore, a t tissue level

~--7

l. Low pO2 in inspired air, for example:
(i) High altitude (more than 10000 feet or 3000 mts
above sea level).
(ii) Breathing in a closed space.
(iii) Breathing an artificial gas mixture containing low
p02.
- T
2. Decreased pulmonary ventilation as seen j~
(i) Airway obstruction.
\Jc\.~o. f>'>-r'l_jO·

(ii) Weakness/paralysis of respiratory muscles.
(iii) Depression of respiratory centres by drugs specially
morphine. (f2.Cl(.i clcl...C\
3. Defect in exchange of gases through alveolar-capillary
membrane. This includes all the factors affecting
V /P ratio (page 424).

Characteristic feature (Refer to Table below)
(Fig. 49.1:B)
Thus, characteristic features of hypoxic hypoxia are:
(1) low arterial p02,
- /.

3. 0 2 content (mL/ dL)

-~:tfae..

.. ..

A. HYPOXIC HYPOXIA ""
Definition
It is characterized by a 1
c;apacity of
o
ra
f blood flow to tissues are

. 'f>n ·.-,~

U,

•

s:'eL \::,eb\e. Jn pcJ~~ 6
)n c.~
Y/QJJ_

' ~ °'-~c..c~
-

Qli,FINTnON

!

E\

0

V Applied Aspects:Cyanosis

0?--

'to ~ "

Normal

Hypoxic Hypoxia

Capillary

Capillary

Arterial End

Venous End

100

40

97.5% ~~i·/)

19

-15

_p.'\~ lctJtt°
--.;;75% (~3'/)
14 - - - - ~

19-14 = 5 mL/dL
100-40 = 60 mmHg
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Arterial End

Venous End

ss~Po!\ +S ) ~ 2s
85% (.J f,;·t-)
14

-~

45% ( ~3u,D
9

~ ~ ~ - ,14-9 = 5 mL/dL
55-25 = 30 mmHg

___ ____;::,,
hol.)

I

.
I
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(B) HYPOXIC HYPOXIA

(A) NORMAL

97.5%

100

J:

0 60
C

0 60
C

A-V pO2 difference
(100 - 40 = 60 mmHg)

0

0

40

2

..

100
A-V HbO2 Sat. diff. .o
80
(97.5 - 75 = 22.5% I

.o 80

..

:,

40

<ii
<I)

"'
<I)
0

0"'20

.•
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~"'20

';ft

0
0

20

(V)

(A)

40
60
80
pO2 (mmHg)

100

';ft

20

120

40
60
80
pO2 (mmHg)

100

120

•
(D) STAGNANT HYPOXIA

(C) ANAEMIC HYPOXIA

100

100

.o 80

.o 80

J:

I

0 60
C

0
C
0
-;,

0

·.:,

40

40
'{>

<ii
<I)

o"'20

~"'20

0

0

0

~

60

<ii

... . -

97.5%

20

40
60
80
p02 (mmHg)

100

20

120

40
60
80
p02 (mmHg)

100

120

100
.o 80

-

J:

0 60
C
.2

'§ 40
2

(E) HISTOTOXIC HYPOXIA

"'
<J)

~"'20
(V) (A)

";!.

... ...

0
0

20

40
60
80
p02 (mmHg)

100

120

I Fig. 49. 1 Effect of different types of Hypoxia on oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curve (A: Arterial, V: Venous)
4. Venous-arterial shunts

i.e.

xen ou s blood enters ~

!

blood ·t
it
in . t th
s, therefore, arterial
pO2 decreases. For exampl e: cyanotic congenital heart
d iseas.e

r~

(Fallot's Tetrolm). ·

~,6-\.\~1'

J

t

Pulmonary ventilation increases

.., CO2 wash out from the body

Pathophysiology

Arterial pC02 decreases

t

'Hypoxic hypoxia'

l

'Oxygen-haemoglobin curve' shifts to left

Via Q.eriDhera/ chemoreceptors
stimulates

Respiratory centre

•

J)_..

~ ~°'?

t

ess release of O from haemo lobi ,
Tissue hypoxia

0~ ei..\

\©'~
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B. ANAEMIC HYPOXIA Definition

W \r\,~'te,_

4. 0 2 content of arterial blood is less than normal,
approximately 10 mL/ dL at arterial p02 100 mmHg.
Hypoxia in ~hich arterial p02 is normal but the amount
Therefore, when this arterial blood reaches the tissue~,
of haerooglabio available to carry 0 2 is igdyced.
the tissues will take up 5 mL/dL of 0 2 (02 utilization
of resting tissues), hence in venous blood:
Causes
'T"lO,
ft
(i) p02 : 40 mmHg
1. Anaemia ...,.,
~&e.
(ii) % 0 2-saturation of haemoglobin: decreases, and
2. Haemorrhag e ...., t=-l©w e\, AnoU,
~'Y\()v.Jtl~
(iii) 0 2 content: 10-5 = 5 mL/ dL.
3. Conversion of haemoglobin to some a~ ormal form.
\For example:
Fotrio\-.og ~~\l.U'ltThus characteristic feature--. of anaemic hypoxia are: •
(i) Ml haemoglobin i.e. iron in the haemoglobin is
(1) normal arterial p0
'"
2
present in ferric (Fe3 +) form instead of ferrous
(2) arterial 0 2 content, moderately reduced
(Fe2+) form.
(3) arterial % 0 2-saturation of haemoglobin: decreases,
•
(ii) C'1rbo ·y (Carbo:-1monoxy) Haemoglobin COHb
and
•
i.e. haemoglobin combines with 'CO'. The affinity
(4) A-V p02 difference is normal, 100 - 40 =
of haemoglobin for 'CO' is 210 times its affinity for
60 mmHg.
fi'l~i
0 2 and COHb so formed liberates O:~ very sl~.
j.ocv.JLlt'i @ ~Y\OR
COHb i
..:--~ colour and visible in the ~
,
Pathophysiology
C\ ~
\
naf-Aseds an
membranes. 'CO' produces
In anaemic hypoxia'1f rest) hypoxia is not ~ ~ecause
severe hypoxia by:
in anaemia there is increased amount of -~ 3~
in the
(a) pr.;venting the haemoglobin to--~
e with
RBCs which combines with oxyhaemo§.K5bin an~ results
lend"
.__
_____.,,
in increased liberation of O .
ff',O,rul.~h
{b) shiiting 0 2-h aemoglobin dissociation curve to
HbO + 2,3 DPG
Hb 2,3 DPG + 0 2
_Ifill therefore, less release of 0 2.
Bu
ere is increase o;aemand
e to increased 0 2 consumption, the tissue
Important Note
~~~~=o=t==m=e=t~ful~
- ly and severe hypoxia develops.
The symptoms of CO poisoning are those of any type
'1.
of hypoxia (page 459). In addition, chronic exp?f?re to
C. STAGNANT 0SCHAEMIC) HYPOXIA
\' t..~ ·
posi~ sublethal concentr~ns of CO produces: ~~ssive
Definition
'--~ ~ 0 4'°'
19\r-< ;,: ··)
rain damage, m ~al changes and Pamnsonism
~
Hypoxia in which the blood flow~ ~ w
~
~ ke state (page 997)~
~
that adequate 0 2 is not delivered to them despite a normal
\o~l
the....circy latjngju!emQglobi is converted
arterial p02 and haemoglobin concentration.

.

,c.

@2

\' C'11c...J.W e.. 0..\

\er ,e_c._\..V"5

Causes ~
6 , ~ , \,U'fY\'I\-Cl.W'¥1
1. Circulatory failure 1h,
ec,n~,\"Gl t-'-jo1.;
2. Taer10rrhage, via baroreceptors prodi'fc'es')~
Venous End

-4.

P..-"\/ (:) d-.\ 'N, -

-= 'o rr,

C)As haemoglobin content is less than normal or it is
converted to some abnormal form, thus, ~
less tha ~
haem ogtubi:11 cont®t>
normal.
2. Arterial p02 is normal (100 mmHg), as there is no
defect in alveolar ventilation or pulmonary blood flow.
3. Arterial percentage saturation of haemoglobin with
oxygen decreases as its concentration in blood is low
(about 50% of normal) due to anaemia.

vasoconshiction and thus blood flow to tissues decre~
3. Congenital heart failure. It is associated with pulmonary
congestion which produces cl~
in oxyg:nation,
therefore, p~ ent also suffers f.5:Ri ypoxic ~oxia in
addition t~tagnant hyP~ ia.tf:?
Characteristic Features (Fig. 49.1 - D)

Stagnant (Ischaemic) Hypoxia
Feature

Capillary
Arterial End

1. pO2 (mmHg)

i!/,
Nar-rt'.J 100

2. % O2-saturation of
haemoglobin

97.5%

3. 0 2 content (mUdL)

19

"

Venous End

tt'i-:e..J
r

25

45%
9
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2. No difference of 0 2 content of arterial and venous
blood,
3. Normal arterial % 0 2 saturation of haemoglobin
4. A-V pO2 difference: 100 - 90 = 10 mmHg i.e. less
than normal.

l. Since there is no defect in oxygenation of blood,

% O 2-saturation of haemoglobin; pO2 and 0 2 content
of arterial blood are normal.
2. As blood stays for a longer ~e at tissue level,
:,, fi'c~
'"·
1
therefore,
(i) resting ~
ke b_1 tissu<:j increase1 from
5 mL/ dL to 10 mL/dL;
(ii) accumulation of CO2 in tissues shifts 'oxygenhaemoglobin dissociation' c:ucve to 'R j~ ~
0 is released from haemo lo in, therefore, venous
blood is further reduced.
Hence in venous blood:
(i) pO2 : 25 m.mHg,
(ii) % O 2-saturation of haemoglobin: 45%, and
(iii) 0 2 content: 19-10 = 9 mL/dL.
Thus, characteristic features of stagnant hypoxia are:
1. Normal arterial pO2,
2. Normal arterial 0 2 content,
3. Normal arterial % O 2-saturation of haemoglobin,
and
,
4. A-V pO2 dHfecencec 100-25
mo,e than
normal.

Summary
Table 49.1 gives summary of different types of hypoxia.

l

&: '\,"9J. \-fp
(!ii) ~-\ ~ ~'f'
All types of hypoxia (iceP.t anaemis1\vif~timulate
peripheral chemoreceptoIS tQ increase respiration. The rate ~
1
of increase in ventilation is in proportion to the severity 1~""'1\J ~
of the bypWQa of the peripheral chemoreceptors
Jou;)
~
-ti.1ob'ln->--m..'e, oC:
-x.h l M..~~
On
In all types of hypoxia, brain is affected 'first' and the
symptoms produced are more or less like those of overdose ..."',1 ~
nf nlcnhnl, viz.,
hi ~'l,JN>- ,
(i) drowsiness, im ·
·
~
t, dt.i.l.l.Raio sensibility,
•
e... (ii) depression or ex; i / men,
go
'- f\.C d w-l\b1N3 ral
D. HISTOTOXIC HYPOXIA~ v-::io.sftt!.\ COS'~~ (iii) hee_d '\te.X lp~s~ ~ control, disorientation, loss of
Definition
~cuq\"-j~
time sen~
9o 0-\ rn3'-'\
Hypoxia in which the amount of oxygen deliverecfto'the~
(iv) talkativ~ r s, emotiQnal outburst of laughing,
tissues is adequate, but because of the action of a toxic
shoutin g ~r
fixed ideas.
agent the tissue cells cannot m~
of the 0 2 supplied
A person thinks that his mind and judgement is.clear inspiif
to them.
of his dangerous behaviour. '»,.AL~' --It--~
1"'ir
At approx. 18,000 feet (5,400 mts) when arterial pO2 falls
Causes
to 40 mmH
rcentage O 2-saturation of haemoglobin
Cyanide poisoning: It produces hypoxia at tissue
is 70%, h o ic hip xin occurs, producing signs and
~'f
causing isonin of cellular enzy~
et~t Dic~ !=:
e
sympto
of
mvo vement which includes:
c,~~\e..
oxidnse, and-a-:1.su.nv~uccs tissue
~~'\ (i) Tremors,
1/-,.~
B~b\\-,,,...X-~, R o ~ (ii) Chetj11e-Stoke respiration (page 451) specially during
Characteristic Features (Fig. 49.1 - E)
17f1~
sleep, and
Apreo-.~
,&.o\~
(iii) Err~ s in simple manipulatio~
Feature
Histotoxic Hypoxia
When(% 0 2-satura@>l
elow 6 %,
there is unconsciousness wi
Capillary
in 4 to 5 ~
.....__/
Arterial End
Venous End

" •
•
'-"" •

EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA

iiii&ii

'!

"\jtiii;

afsmmttgj

_
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'iJOl"'l

'oL.Cf_l.t~~

't,-y~g~d

~~XJ~cc:.

\C-

1. p02 (mml lg)

2. "io 0 2-saturation of
haemoglobin

3. 0 2 content (mL/dL)

•

,I/,

NB~ 100
97.5%
19

No

-{I;

\.,¢,\\R·

90
96%
18.5

Since tissues cannot utilize 0 2 due to cyanide poisoning,
so practically there is no difference of A-V pO2. If tissues
take 0.5 ml/ dL of 0 2, then % O2-saturation of haemoglobin
is 96% with 0 2 content 18.5 mL/dL and pO2 90 mmHg.
Thus, characteristic features of histotoxic hypoxia
are:
l. Normal arterial pO2,

Hypoxia (except ~ nemic) - - stimulates peripheral
chemoreceptors stimulate,
~
s heart rate
(i) vasomotor centre (VMC)
and blood pressure
H
(i-....
(ii) rcsp~at?ry centre u-@es rate
of
respiration.
_ o_x_ia~ ~auses increase in heart rate,
Therefore,_)ii_e_v_e _re_h_yp
systemic arterial blood pressure and respiration.

~~"i,1h
@

4. ~ h~r_associatedffifID~toms due to hypoxia are:~v.9.mihng and an~x1a.
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Table 49.1: Summary: C harncteristic features of different types o f hypoxia
Hypoxic
hypoxia
1. Definition based

on:
(i) arterial pO2
(ii) haemoglobin
content
(iii) Rate of blood
fl.ow to tissues
2. Causes

Anaemic
hypoxia

ts;

..-s;

(i)
(ii) and (iii) are
normal; i.e. low arterial
pO2 when 0 2 carrying
capacity of blood and
rate of blood flow to
tissues are normal.

. - s;

(ii)
(i) and (iii) are (iii)
(i) and (ii) are
normal; i.e. t amount normal; i.e. rate of blood
of haemoglobin
flow to tissues ts so
available to carry 0 2 that adequate 0 2 is not
in spite of normal
delivered to them in
arterial pO2 and
spite of normal arterial
normal rate of blood pO2 and haemoglobin
fl.ow to tissues.
1) circulatory failur
(ii) haemorrha~~

Total ha oglobin
content ts due to:
(i) anaemia
(ii) haemorrhage
(iii) presence of
abnormal
hae globin:
C
or
methaemoglobin.

(i) ..,1pO2
(ii)

Stagnant (ischaemic)
hypoxia

't pulmonary

ventilation
(iii) defective V /P ratio

Histotoxic
hypoxia
(i), (ii) and (iii) arc
normal; i.e. normal 0 2
delivery to tissues but
they cannot make use
of 0 2 supplied to them
due to action of toxic
agent.

(iii) heart failurv

'ts (as lpO2 ..-s)

Normal

Normal

Normal

4. Arterial 0 2 content

..,s

Markedly reduced

Normal

Normal

5. Arterial %-02

'ts

..-s

Norma)

Normal

6. A-V p02 difference

..-s

Normal

More than normal

Less than normal

7. Cyanosis

Present

Absent

Present

Absent (as reduced
haemoglobin is
produced in small
amounts).

Present (as dissolved 0 2
in plasma ..-s)

Absent (dissolved
0 2 in plasma is
sufficient to meet
receptor demand).

Present (because arterial
pCO2 increases and pO2
..-s).

Present (cyanide ..-s
0 2 utilization at tissue
level.

(page 461)

8. Stimulation

of peripheral
c/iemoreceptors

Ct : decrease; t : increase)

®

1n 0

•

Basic treatment of hypoxia includes:
1. Treatment of the underlying cause. It depends on the

.

/\\ vc.o \'I
fZQ:.C

-

,.

£\· , ....

,., ' •

...

p,utl.l.~C v:. CL\R.l?.C.'
v->e.. 'l''\,e..

...

NO'\
~8l-

c!)
p~

i\;
o'v,reo.. 1.m1'f')
A. Inhalation of 100% pure 0 2 at l)
1 atmospheric pressure i.e. at 760 mmHg
This is only useful in hypoxic hypoxia, specially when it is
due to decreased IpO2 . However, it has limited value in
anaemic, stagnant and histotoxic hypoxia.

TREATMENT OF HYPOXIA

type of hypoxia.
2. O~ g;en thc&:apy

•

Cyanide poisoning.

3. Arterial p02

saturation of
hae111oglobi11

..

r,v-.~?4'"!i

r

-r'\,e.·.

OXYGEN TH.EM-fY
.t'\
w,-.\:, l . ~
Simple 0 2
n9kli~~e i ea~ ent of hypoxia
because diffusion across 'respiratory membrane' depends
upon partial pressure of a gas, therefore, alveolar pO2 can
be increased either:
A. by inhala tions of 100% pure 0 2, or
B. by inhalation of 100% 0 2 at high barometeric p ressure,
called 1,yperbaric oxygen therapy.

th&1,i'J:1!m

V

Dangers of inhalation of 100% pure Oi Oxygen toxicity
Inhalation of 100% pure 0 2 in normal individuals may
,
cause decrease in respiration, suggesting normally there •
is very slight but definite some hypoxic chemoreceptor
drive of the respiratory centre (Also see to page 469).
100% 0 2 also produces toxic effects on bacteria, fungi
and cultured cells due to production of superoxide anion
(O,-) and H 20 2 . Therefore, administration of 80-100% 0 2
in adult humans:

.

l f'\ (V ft)~ ..., R ~c 0.9..e_ ct:-~
we...~
lt\~

r

~D
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2. At 'two' a tmosph eric pressure, by inhalation of 100%
1. For more tbar{F) bam s will stimulate the 'irritant'
receptors in th e respiratory passage (page 443).
0 2, arterial p02 can be increased to: 2 x 673 = 1346
mmHg and dissolved 0 2 level increases to, 1346 x
Depending on the site of stimulation it can produce na ~ a l
congestion, sore throat, substem al discomfort, sneezin
0.003 = 4.038 mL/ dL of blood. This is still inadequate
coughing, tach
oea with bronchoconstriction.
for normal tissue resting 0 2 demand .
3. A t 'three' atmospheric pressure, inhalation of
2. For more t
2 hours causes bro11clw-p11e11111011fp oy:
- 100% 0 2, ,causes. arterial p02 to increase to: 3 x
(i) inhibiting ability of lung macropJ\.a ges to kill
bacteria, and CP~l'<' - d.-t.~~cil.)
673 = 2019 mmHg and dissolved 0 2 increases to
(ii) decreasing production of 'surfactant'.
2019 x 0.003 = 6.057 mL/dL of blood.
Newborn infants are very sensitive to 0 2 toxicity, and
Howeveay occur early (from few
sh ould n ever be given more than 40% Q2 jnhalatian.s
to 30 minutes) at high barometeric pressure (above 3
as this may lead to P. lif
es ls w ith
atomospheric), therefore, one has to be very careful in
the formation of fiQ.CPJ1s tii i ~retrolental ftbroplasiat ~creasing the pressure specially beyond 2 atmospheric.
p roducing perm an ent blindness. It may also lead s to
Whenever, p02 1500 mrnHg, in addition to '0 2 toxicity' •
as described above, it can also produce derangement of
form ation of lung cysts and densities (bro11clw p11lmonan1
dysplasia)
(;J3~D)
cerebral activ~ ; which includ® -::;rrrn~ <D
/F
1. nw sculn _ tlll.itdling, rin n
in ears dizzine~s
,
2.
n,
,.
3. co
· ~· and 1111 sciousness.
Rf'if'(\l\

.
4

...

Q

'

t}

It may be we~o· (T.i
II.\
(i) decrease!,. bf.A.in~ and~
con tent
(ii) inhibitio{li'O We enzymes activity in the body, and
iii) cerebral vasacaostriciton which causes:
(a) decrease in cerebral b lood flow,
(b) accumulation of acid products near respiratory
centre increases pulmon ary ventilation,
the1°efore, alveolar pC02 falls, further
constricting the cerebral vessels.

1~f\'\C..

.... . B. Inhalation of 100% pure 0 2 at high barometric

pressure: Hyperbaric 0 2 therapy
lt~ m
im is t incr se
o t
·s
2 in
p sm a
erefore, it is useful in:
1.
aemic hypoxia (specially d ue to 'CO' poisoning or
severe blood loss),
2. Stagnant hypoxia, and
3. Histotoxic hypoxia (Radiation induced tissu~ injury and
l Rl.Tl)
gas gangren e)

Mechanism of action
At sea level, barom eteric p ressure is 760 mmHg or
1 a tmospheric pressure with ~ g
0
an d ~ g . Therefore, inhalatio
a t 1 atmosp heric pressure can incre
arterial p02 to a
• maximum of 673 mmHg (760 - (40 + 47)}.
As normal dissolved 0 2 in plasma is 0.3 mL per
.,
100 mL per 100 mmHg p0 2 or 0.003 per 100 mL per
"' mmHg p0 2 . Thus,
1. A t 'one' atmospheric pressure by inhalation of 100%
0 2, the leve of · solved 0 can be increased only
to app rox.
ofbJood(67Sx 0:
since
,1\his may n ot be su "cient to m eet the tissue's resting
/ b2 demand of 5 mL / dL of blood, therefore, pa tient is
asked to inhale 100% 0 2 in a chamber at high pressure.

...
,._.

4-\o.~ '0.- ~ ~ t " j o(

.

a.:; \)

1' 0.:z_ 9

I

Since the harmful effects of b reathing 0 2 ar e
proportion ate· to the arterial p02, they can be
pr evented by d ecreasingJhe cQ_n cent@tion of 0 2 in
the gas mixtu:re to 20% or less.

\-\b

APPI.IED ASPECT: CYANOSIS

~U"

~\'9X

\.-'+oo> ,,_ 'l_

t,\T>

Definition
Cyanosis is the b luish colouration of skin and/ or m us
membrane due to the presence of at least 5 gm of re uced
haemoglobin per 100 mL of b lood in the ca illaries. ~<oh:d
Redu ced haemo lobin~
l~e ~ark: "Gt
The
skin and mucus membrane take blue colour w hen reduced
haemoglobin is presen t in th e capillaries.

-------

Sites

HH'g

Cyanosis is commonly seen at sites where the skin is thin,
for example (fig. 49.2):
1. M ucus membrane of under surface of tongue

2. Lips
3. Ear lobes
4. Nail bed s
5. Tip of Nose.

J;

f=~

f-
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Causes of Cyanosis
l. Hypoxic Hypoxia: Since arterial pO2 is less than normal
ff\ due to the defective oxygenation of blood, hence more
\t) of reduced haemoglobin will be there; when it exceeds
S gm/ dL, icyanosis develops.
2. Stagnant Hypoxia: When blood flow through the •
capillaries becomes very low or nearly becomes •
@ tagnant, more oxygen is extracted from the blood
causing increase in reduced haemoglobin producing 1
cyanosis.
3. Polycythemia: There is increase in total haemoglobin
,Qontent, '\therefore, polycythemia aggravates the
cyanosis.
Gu.\ N OT O'X"j~ef"I v-pb~

;1,,1+14&1~

Fig. 49.2 Cyanosis sites

Wotf\

\ve.o t;

mJ.f!;

8\,

L\~

fu_~

Hypoxic hypoxfa produces cyanosi~en reduced
haemoglobin exceeds 5 gm/dL. It also produces
'polycythernia' due to liberation of ~ thropoietl,p
which in turn aggravates the cyanos1s. I herefore,
cyanosis is a common occurrence in hypoxic hypoxia.

Pathophysiology ,Criteria for cyanosis occurrence
Occurrence of cyanosis depends on:
1. Total amount of haemoglobin in the blood,
2. The degree of haemoglobin W1Saturation, and
3. The state of capillary circulation.

~\

4. Local Factors

Crrlena 1

S gm/ dL of haemoglobin when frilly saturated with
0 2 will carry: 5 x 1.34 - 6,7 mT af 0 2 . This implies,
0 2 "Unsaturation" of 6.7 mL per 100 mL of blood will
produce cyanosis.
Criteria ?
Haemoglobin when fully saturated with 0 2 is called 100%
saturation of haemoglobin. As in normal adults average
haemoglobin content is 15 gm/ dL and for cyanosis
to occur, at least S gm/ dL of reduced haemoglobin is
required in the capillaries. Therefore, i!J, the remajnjng:
haemoglobin content of 10 gm/ dL, percentage saturation
of haemoglobin will be approx. 66% (lbux'iuJJS).
Thus, less than 66% saturation of h a ~ i n with 0 2
will produce cyanosis. @ 3 3 % m Ml"1:!.ahl\

""kd

1--..a b~

Pf

Xnme, _gont, _ ,,>
ffi

(i) Exposure to mifa 'cold (i .e. c1t approx: 20°C)
produces cyanosis. How?
Cold by produc·
taneous vaso-constriction
(arteriolar as we~s venous) ~ u e blood
~ ~ a ) . Therefore, ~ore and more
0 2 is extracted by the tissues; amount of reduced
haemoglobin increases and cyanosis develops.

.

(ii) Exposure to severe cold (at approx. 10°C or below)

1

produces no cyanosis. Why?
(' (a) O@'~ hamt-oglobin dissociation curve shifts
to1et'r,il:i.R1/"prevents release of 0 2 from the
haemo~ 8,QN(b) 0 2 consum,r.tion of tissues decreases
markedly. [ •. \-\iq>h 0-\\;''f'\i~ f\O.z;\.o~
Both the above factors decrease tfie amount of
Hl. \ reduced haemoglobin, hence no cyanosis develops.

- O\@Pe..-\,.c~d rlb /
(}...t -fw. CClf''~FeC\&.)

1. Anaemic Hypoxia: Cannot cause cyanosis, as total hjlemoglobin content is low, enough reduced haemoglobin

is not formed to produce blue colour.
L l •e.. , < 15~ .fV'l I & L.)
2. In 'CO' poisoning the colour of reduced h<temoglobin is obscured by the"cherry red" colour of carbonmonoxyhaemoglobin.
3. Histotoxic Hypoxia~ , as 0 2 is not taken up by tissues. Therefore, redl!ced haemoglobin~
either...not p raduc':'_ or pro uce m very small amounts(< 5 gm/dL).
·
4. Iil"the absence of local factors, presence of cyanosis indicates hypoxia (hypoxic or stagnant), whereas absence
of cyanosis does not indicate absence of hypoxia.
t ane similar to
5. High circulating levels of methaemoglobin produces discoloul-ation of skin and mucous rn
cyanosis (page 59).

.,.

...
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1. Give physiological significance of:

...

(i) Simple and Hyperbaric oxygen therapy
(ii) Retrolental fibrosis.
• 2. Write short notes on:
(i) Pathophysiology of hypoxic hypoxia
(ii) Effects of hypoxia
(iii) Oxygen toxicity
*
(iv) Criteria for occurrence of cyanosis.
3. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Cyanosis is not seen in anaemic and hislotoxic hypoxia
(ii) Peripheral chemoreceptors are not stimulated in anaemic hypoxia
(iii) Neonates should never be given 100% 0 2 inhalations
(iv) 0 2 therapy may cause death in an individual with severe respiratory failure
(v) Death may occur with hyperbaric 0 2 therapy
(vi) Exposure to mild cold produces cyanosis while it is not seen with severe cold
(vii) Cyanosis is a common occurrence in hypoxic hypoxia
(vtii) Inhalation of 100% pure 0 2 in normal individuals may cause decrease in respiration.
(ix) Cyanosis
4. Define hypoxia. Give its types. Describe any one of them in detail.
dissociatio n curvve.
5. Draw labelled diagrams to show effect of different types of hypoxia on Oxygen. Haemoglo bin
6. Define cyanosis. Mention its sites. List major causes of its occurrences.

•08·1

1. Hypoxia is:
Lack of 0 2 at tissue level
(a) Complete absence of 0 2 at tissue level
(d) Low p02 in insprred air
(c) Lack of 0 2 and accumulation of CO2 m the tissues
.,.. "
is:
2. Decreased arterial pOz with normal Oz carrying capacity of blood and rate of blood flow to tissues
hypoxia
Histotoxic
(d)
hypoxia
Stagnant
(c)
hypoxia
Anaemic
(b)
hypoX1a
B} Hypoxic
3. All features can be found in hypoxic hypoxia except:
jiiJ Low arterial 0 2 content
(a) Low arterial p01
(d) Low A V p02 difference
(c) Normal haemoglobin content
mmHg:
4. Inhalation of 100% Oz at 1 atmosphe ric pressure increases the alveolar pOz to about .......
760
(d)
SP-) 673
(b) 560
(a) 473
5. What is not true of carbon monoxide poisoning?
(a) Affinity of haemoglobin is more for CO than 0 2
(b) Its poisoning produces cherry red colour to skin
.Jjf Combines with haemoglobin to form carbamino haemoglobin
(d) Ggarette smoke emits CO
6. Cyanide poisoning causes death due to:
(b) Brainstem depression
(a) Respiratory depression
(d) G rculatory collapse
J.ef Destruction of cytochrome oxidase
*eriphe ral chemorece ptors are not stimulated in whjch type of hypoxia?
(c) Stagnent
(b) Anaemic
S;r1 Hypoxic

(d) Histotoxic

8. Earliest effect of hypoxia:
@ Increase in pulmonary ventilation
(a) Increase in heart rate and B.P.
(d) Cheyne Stoke respiration
function
hlgher
brain
in
(c) Decrease
Oxygen therapy has significant value in all the following types of hypoxia except:
(b) Hypoxia due to pulmonary oedema
(a) Atmospheric hypoxia
(d) Histotoxic hypoxia due to cyanide poisoning
blood
the
in
in
(c) Hypoxia due to decreased haemoglob

!)
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10. Cyanosis is:
(a) Substemal discomfort
(l,fBluish discolouration of skin and/or mucus membrane
(c) Presence of ~5 grn/dL of reduced haemoglobin in blood (d) Ringing in ears
Exposure to severe cold produces no cyanosis because:
(a) Tissue blood flow decreases markedly
(b) Less 0 2 is extracted by the tissues
(c) Less 0 2 is delivered to the tissues
(d) (a) and (c) aJ'.e correct
Not a true statement regading absence of cyanosis in an individual:
(a) Indicate absence of hypoxia (b)
Reduced haemoglobin in the capillaries is less than 5 gm/dL
.{9\ 0 2 unsaturation of blood must be below 6 mL/dL
(d) Percentage saturation of haemoglobin is above 66%
13. Causes of hypoxic hypoxia include all except:
(a) High altitude
(b) Emphysema
(c) Pulmonary fibrosis
J;if Carbon monoxide poisoning
14. Not a characteristic feature of anaemic hypoxia:
(a) Produces severe hypoxia during exercise
(b) Associated with increase amount of 2,3 DPG in the RBC
_.)t} Normal arterial 0 2 content
(d) Normal arterial p02
All can lead to cyanosis except:
(a) Cyanide poisoning
(b) Polycythemia
(c) Defective VIP ratio
(d) Heart failure
16. Severe hypoxia may produce:
~) Hypertension
(b) Hypotension
(c) BP fall followed by BP rise
(d) No change
17. Inhalation of 100% 0 2 at sea level for 24 hours may lead to all except:
(a) Nasal congestion and respiratory tract irritation
(b) Coughing
(c) Decreased surfactant production
(d) Convulsions, acidosis and coma
18. Hyperbaric oxygenation is useful in all except:
(a) Congenital heart disease
(b) Gas gangrene
(c) Carbon monoxide poisoning
(d) Nitrogen toxicity
19. In which type of hypoxia, cyanosis is not seen?
(a) Histotoxic
.jb) Anaemic('.:
(c) Stagnant
(d) Hypoxic
20. A premature infant should not:
(a) Be exposed to 100% 0 2 for a prolonged period
(b) Have a carbohydrate diet
(c) Have a diet poor in fats
(d) Maintained in a closed room at ambient temperature _of 20"C

@-

......

.._

@

i·i:tthii
1. (b)

11. (d)

2. (a)
12. (a)

3. (c)

13. (d)

4. (c)
14. (c)

5. (c)
15. (a)

-

6. (c)
16. (a)

7. (b)
17. (d)

--CXX)- - -

8. (c)
18. (d)

9. (d)
19. (b)

10. (b)
20. (a)
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Physiology of High Altitude
,

...

I. Introduction

II. Effects during rapid ascent: pulmonary oedema
III. Effects during slow ascent: motion sickness

rv. Acclimatization
-rff
,.._p~

?

</J

"!.. ~

~

'-'-'' ~()~ Os; 4t#
'
INTRODUCTION

l. Barometric pressure falls with increasing altitude but
composition of air remains the same as that present at
the sea level. Therefore, total pressure of the air (P) will

r

- j;~0'2

DO~')

0

decrease in ~ in the inspired air i.e. effects are same
as of HypoxicHypoxia (page 479).
5. The effects of hypoxic hypoxia at high altitude wµJ , •J.V
' ,,
tc..\t..•"tO. -~.!,,
depend upon (Table 50.1):
·,.) ,..,.
: 1
'J-.1,, '('
(i) the rate at which the hypoxia ~lops i.e. wh~) r
the onset is sudden (Rapid Ascent) or gradual ( ~·c,r9',-q,
A~t); and
'> c.v:3'<'t..>
(ii) duration of exposure: long-term stay e.g. permanent - > f')~f'\
residents at high altitude (High Altitude Native).

be equal to the sum of partial pressures of the gases it
contains (Dalton's Law, page 411) i.e.
/2v'<"
'\
P = p02 + pC02 _+ pN2 + pH20
2. pH20 does not depend on high altitude, because it
- ,
is entirely determined by the body temperature. As
h~
body can regulate its temperature at 37°C, irrespective
, ,.
Hazards of Rapid Ascent
t,o &St;~
,... •
of altitude, therefore, pH20 remains constant at
Rapid
ascen~m~e
than
10,000
feet
(3.000 mt§} can produce
47 mmHg.
f"f'OO r
...eNeo-I
.
.
.
div1·ctuals,
u
monary
e
ma.
t
1s
seen
m
m
l
P
3. Alveolar pCOz depends upon the balance between
(1)
engage in heavy phy: ·cal work during
metabolism of. the bod~
iration. Therefore,
3ctay~
after arrival, seen · 75-8 °o subjects;
when b~ F'm ~ ~~ ~ ~ s~ ~ veow- pC02
(2)
who
are
'acclimatized' to
altitudes; spendl
increases causin{p~nary ventil~o~ increase;
or
more
at
sea
level,
and
then
reascend.
j)
2
weeks
CO2 is washed out, restoring alveolar pC02. Opposite
<.rl.
\-e.c.\is seen when body metabolism decreases.
As the metabolic production of CO2 does not alter
j b~
Altitude (ft)
,~&tiA,
with increasing altitude, alveolar pC02 will not change
20000
10000
0
until the breathing is affected by some other causes e.g.
800 ~ - - - _ _ , L __ _ ___J_ _ _ __,
\,mb u.p
0)
150
hypoxia. It has been known that hypemoea (increase
J:
~O\()
0)
in breathin~_F'
~
s at high altitude when arterial p02
E
J:
.5. 600
falls belo~
, resultjng in fall in alveolar pC02 .
"I
100
f:,
(page 446)
OC f C.O.J.-t \.'-l~'f ..,_, '.o'l--"t. c"ro.~ .J .,
_
., 400
o"'
• 4. From the above, it is clear that with increasing altitude,
f
50 ,:,
(i) barometric pressure decreases, so the total pressure
f
.g
".,
ii
-.;
200
of the air decreases and (ii) p8i0 and pC02 remain
...
E
.E
,,
2
0
constant. Therefore, there occurs progressive decrease in
"'
Ill
0
p02 and pN2 with increase of height. A height in excess
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
of 10,000 feet (3,000 mts) above the sea level is defined as
Altitude (mt)
high altitude ~
0.1).
Fig. 50.J Changes in the barometric pressure and inspired pO2 J
•As decrease ~ r oduces no ill effects on the body,
with the increasing altitude
_J
therefore, effects pf high altitude are entirely due to

p

3

..

9b

t

'v

So,1 C)
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Table 50.1: Salient features of hypoxic hypoxia at high altitude
Type of ascent

Degree of hypoxia

I. 'Rapid' Ascent

Severe

II. 'Slow' Ascent

m.

Body's~ ompensato j
mechanisms ((

en)

Permanent residents at high
altitude (High altitude natives)

Effects of hypoxia

cO

il

Severe

Less

Present to some extent

Least

Well developed

r

Moderate
il due to Acclimatization (page 488)

...
'lc'-Tn~'- 'l

h~(.,l.~· ~o\y.(-'

~"'b

\\ooo- ~ ~ \ o..,-.

EFFECTS OF WGH ALTITUDE DURING RAPID ASCENT

pressure
(mmHg)

Inspired
air pO2
(mmHg)

Sea Level

760

160

1. Upto 5000 feet
(1500 mts)

630

128

2. Upto 10,000
feet (3000 mts)

520

104

3. Upto 12,000
feet (3600 mts)

490

98

Level of
altitude

-t:~ '5v--.

% -Oz
saturation of
haemoglob in
100-104

. ..

~

40

100%

80

40

95°'0

~ o effects ~ e produced on th~ body as
lacg '1S aly~lar QQ~ is abov(§O.m mHg
with normal alveolar pCO2 o ~ g .

60

40

89~o

Usually@o effects are seei] except only
at night there may be some r~ction
in visual capacity. Therefore, rapid
a~end upto 10,000 feet is a SAFE
ZQNE OF ASCENT.

55

slightly ts

85%

(below 40)

\ hc'lO.l;

Effects af bypo4ia develop which
manifest in th: : : ~f~ ~dia,
ertension, ·
s ·
onary
ventilation (for details, refer to
page 459).

Nil

,1

<flfj2't'<'
'

4. Upto 18,000
feet (5400 mts).

400

80

40

30

70%

Above changes plus hypoxic symptorru,
due to involveme nt of CNS (page 459).

5. Upto 20,000
feet (6000 mts)

350

70

<40

< 30

< 70°~

Hypoxic symptoms due to involvement
of CNS aggravate; if %-0~ snt11rntio11 of
haemoglobin /_alls I 11 60°0, it produces

6. Between

25,00030,000 feet

falls
- - - - further falls- ----

(7500-9000 mts)

60%

below

·-

Beyond this, ,
era has to be
~
. Therefore, called ritica/
Survival A ltihule.

.,,,..,,..,o==e can go till 45,000 feet (13,500 mts) only, because at this height barometric pressure falls
mis to a~fRQG a~ 12HP 47 roroHg; and pCO?, 30 mmHg. Therefore, pO is left with
2
o y. When pO2 falls below 40 mmHg, impairmen t of mental function occurs.

~ -...w...uu...i:= ~~~~ ~ mm

Po;= 110 -

(47 + 30) = 33

8. At approx. 63,000 feet (18,900 mts), barometric pressure falls to 47 mmHg and water will occupy all
the pressure; as a result •
body fluid s will boil at b~pera ture (theoretical). Therefore, above 40,000-45,000 feet, etcatiao gf
ao arti ftcial atmosphere
in a pressurised ca)2in (~
i~ is necessary and in such a cabin one can go upto any altitude.

Cause of pulmonary oedema
It is not due to cardiovas cular or lung disease because it
responds to tr5J...a nd
. It doe not evelop in individual s
who ascend to"'fil a
d radually a n d ~
exertion for the first few days of high altitude exposure.

-:r--

N0 o-'1-~

~cY-

Therefore , probable causes of pulmonar y oedema are:
1. J--i)'PO I gets ag r
and can increase
me
capillaries
producing Pr
e
a. Normal ly,~ona ry
c ~ r y h ydrostatic pressure of
10 mmHg

<. f>C HP)

.

- ....
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and ~ fiiopressu~ ~g, keeps the alveoli

,~e., H

dry.

I

p

<

GOP = NO

pulmon:c_ i3J~fim.a by reducing pulmonary artery

fn<>'\,S'O • t?') _.,~ pressure.

~ )

) ).uld oul;i~,.,,\\CY'2.' It has ~ ~ t . C.·: <9\,-

2. At high altitude, sympathetic activitJ' increases befat:¥e
of:
(i) h'iPoxjc stimuJali~ of the VMC
(ii) ~
(the temperature falls by 2°C for every
1,000 feet i.e. 300 mts. increase in altitude), and
(iii) increas4bysical work.) . \
Cr"'-0 ,
M,,\
,?'\ f\ U I )

"'-'N)_.

'iJ

:\.:'6(U.'O"I

Therefore,

roo\-

~b\,Ul-Ul

p\oJJ'rlO..\ ·· ·
boo)

_sPi a.pi~ ~

EFFECTS OF HIGH ALTITUDE
DUJlUNG SLOW ASCENT
'

l

Effects of hypoxia are not very severe here as body gets
some time to adjust to hypoxia. For example, in 1953,
\ru i
He.. b ....., , /
Edmond ~aff, 1~ ~
wnmit of Mount Everest, approx.
,
29,028 feet (8$ 48 mtsy;could walk nicely for 10 minutes.
After that he hadl to take 0 2.
..(n,t\- ,
At high altitude, a person suffers from Mountain' \ef1' '1.0'lfll
Sickness. It starts. approx. 8-12 hours after arrival at high.
altitude and lasts for about 4-~days. rci'I
CJ
1
It~ charact~~ed by: N ~~a, vomrtfug, heaoache} T'f\~or
insomnia, dyspnoea and irrffubility.
'D1 Vl N \.L\
~
\,~
Exact cause of mountain sickness is not known, but
'
it appears to be associated with ce~ b~ oedem a=-9 r

\1~'t~

v

~,S...
-0
t Sympathetic activity C~~,
~v>
t
\O~
Vasoconstriction c. d~;:ef'~)
t
..,
~)

l '-l-''vJ.

t pulmonary capillary hydrostatic pressure )<©

c1-H:, .:> cof';

t
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drives the fluid out of the oulmona;,~pillaries,
producing<i?utmoowy Qed_rna>

\-\C. t.

Important Note

If hypoxi• i> V't,!l( ,eve,~
oed em a.

~tl-\ft\..l.

r

will produce gepernlised
•

· ~

5 . ,__-e~~ -

~._,,

•

\- ff>,ar--.P> \C-0
»
a e.~\r, '¥- , e: 'n 'v,.o:>ot>
}
I.
( .
l,-_d- r<,.\O
, • Chara eristics of pulirumary oedema
"
l. It is associated 'th pulmonary artery hypertension. Ca2+
channel blocking ug (e.g. tJ~ipine), decreases the
0

1Co'i ~'¢_U

c¾,V-~

,

&
~

V<.-O
-

Inhe rent characteristics
Blunted hypoxic ventilatory response

CG~T"))

Lack of acclimatisation - --

1

1/

Brisk h¥floxic pulmonary --------- ""

vascular response
.
.
G enet1c determinants

t
t

Rapid ascend

(_"\n<l.rd ¥--D-

Accentuated pulmonary hypertension

""'--------._

Mechanical stress on endothelium - - - --

Cold

" e . . ~J

?-

" " ,-,d...,
,v.:

Exercise ( iv

1..o&:>)

I

t

(v~oc.9I\a.~)

Vulnerable endolhrm and epilheti,m
Fluid leak - --

Decreased clearance of sodium
and water from the lungs

-

A'ccentuated alveolar hypoxia

Decreased nitrjc oxide svnttiesis

tnclased sympathetic tone

- --

-

Interstitial and aveolar oedema.
high altitude pulmonary oedema

Summary: Pathophysiology of pulmonary oedema.

- - - --

Viral inlectioc
Inflammatory mediators
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Signs and symptoms of mountain sickness can be
prevented if:
(1) cerebral oedema is reduced by administration of
large doses of glucQc..ortic~ds; or nif~in~ (a Ca2+
channel blocker). 1.,:, Kl"), -c... -fe.. i;:;:i;.t-·

But it has been seen that in acclimatized subjects there
is sustained increase in pulmonary ventilation inspite of
decrease in alveolar pC02 or alkalosis. Why?
At sea level, normal arterial p02 and pC02 are 100 and
40 mm.Hg respectively. (Fig. 50.2)
(2) r~spiratory
alkalosii.,
that
results
from
(i) Rapid ascend in 111111cc/imntized subjects, upto
hyperventilation (p~:Pi4 !81..lLlrevented by
10,000 feet decreases arterial p02 to 60 mm.Hg ,..
treatment with aceta'zoran:ffcfe~• by inhibiting
while pC02 is kept normal. Therefore, no increase
carbonic anhydrase, decreases H+, and increase
in pulmonary ventilation occurs, but after
- e x c r e t i o n ~ - Thus stimulating
10,000 feet art. pC02 falls rapidly due to increase •
respiration and decreases the formation of CSf
in pulmonary ventilation.
~ .
B~ 1-1"""(!) C.
a.c.1~1--<>
(ii) In acclimnti=ed sub;ects,
the
'-sehsjrjyjty
of
.
c:.;=
L:..::
respiratory centre to 'hypoxia' increases. Therefore,
0~ - l B&oo-&~oJJw
i() 0{)T ½
e~wtth slight decrease of art~ al p02, pifuonary
~ ~finition
(0\ C..O C
ventilation increases and alve~ r pC02 falls. This
~
arious physi5fugical readjustments and cox)ipensa tory
increase in pulmonary ventilation is maintained
mechanisms in the body that reduce the effects of
by active regulation of pH of CSF and blood to
hypoxia it] peonaoeot residents at high altitude is called
normal levels. How?
'acclimatization' at high altitudes.
(a) Regulation of pH of CSF It is maintained
These processes permit a normal and prolonged life
.at normal level by either of the following
in people living at high altitudes. There are permanent
:mechanisms:
residents in Himalayas approx. 18,000 feet with p02 below
-- active transport of H C0 3- out of CSF; or
40 mmHg leading normal life.
·- active transport of H+ into CSF; or
Acclimatization is possible by following processes:
·- 'hypoxia' causes lactic acid formation; thus, _
tincreases H+ concentration in surrounding
1. Increase in pulmonary ventilation
central chemoreceptors area will try to
There is more increase in pulmonary ventilation
maintain increased pulmonary ventilation
in acclimatized subjects at high altitude than in an
(interaction of H + and CO2 is additive);
'
unacclimatized subject.
-- although there is lowering of alveolar pC02
yet 'hypoxia' increases the sensitivity of
2'1- ~ L '-,(5
pC0 2 action on central chemoreceptors.
Resting pulmonary ~tilation may increase by
5 folds to 60 litres/min. primarily due to increase
,.,\:re
in tidal volume which may increase to 50% of vital
~~>•i' ' capacity. ' - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ ( 2L)

'

»

~~--~ )

~0'><>-~~

TA<;fLIMAijZATION=

.
.

_!

...l"

.~':j

'l~lY
Mechanism
50

t arterial p0
t

2

10000 ft 5000 ft Sea level
40

1

Stimulate peripheral chemoreceptors

t

C)

t s pulmonary ventilation
t
CO2 wash out

t
t alveolar pC0
t

2

't

H+ concentration in blood (alkalosis) and this
should inhibit the respiration.

30

I
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.§.
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I

0"'
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Acclimatized subject (B)
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:;;

unacclimatized subject (A)
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0
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Fig. 50.3 Alveolar gas tensions in unacclimatized (A) and
acclimatized (B) subjects
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People acclimatiz ed at high altitude when come to sea
level, increased pulmonar y ventilatio n is maintaine d
for some time, inspite of normal inspired air p ,
because any reduction in breathing which may. sult
&om this oxygenati on, will increase arterial pCO2•
• This, in turn, increases H + c¢ entration m Csi-:
stimulatin g central chemore~ ptors and pulmonar y
' ventilatio n increases. •"• f>iu..\-0 YT'\O.l~~~e

dissociatio n curve to , rigb1_ releasing more 0 2 from
1
hJl:Y)
haemoglo bin. (
Hb 2,3 DPG + 0 2)
(HbO2 + 2,3 DPG

fli\'"

o\

~n'J
po\""-h
3. Rise in haemoglobin concentration
ietin
E!rythropo
'Hypoxia' is a 12owerful stimulus for
secretion thus activates the erythropoi esis; and 0 2 carrying
capacity of haemoglo bin increases. CN\ol'l- 'o'loc~
This process is slow to begin with and starts only
.hx)
P-V~'ci\o
rH9'n
@
after 2-3 weeks; it reaches to peak after several months.
h aema tocrit (PCV) increases
erefore, in high land
(b};R~ttv 11 01 blood 1'H Though with fall of arterial
and RBC count to
gm/
O
to
bin
haemo~o
pH
6Q%
blood
pCO2, there should be alka]osis but normal
Jill.
Ilion/
'
.,
~
_
,,.._,,,,
is maintaine d as kidne a ·vel excg.te more HCQ3e.
in urine producing @lkali11e

~cJ...--~--

c.,'DK ~OOC>
Acclimati zed subjects can also suffer &om 'mountain
sickness'; causes are:
(i) if renal failure occurs, then normal blood pH
cannot be regulated;
periphera l
of
sensitivity
in
(ii) decrease
chemorec eptors to hypoxia; then s ustained
increase in pulmonar y ventilatio n cannot be
maintaine d;
(iii) failure of cardiovas cular regulatory mechanisms;
so increased tissue vascularit y cannot be
maintaine d.

4. Increased vascularity of hypoxic tissues
tissue capillary density i.e. more
'Hyp<?ffi' incre~
capilla1~ open up (normally, at rest only 2 ° of capillaries
s dilatation .
are open). Moreover, hypoxia also c s
Therefore, more 0 2 can be supplied to the

5. Increased diffusion capacity of lungs for 0
Due to:
(i) increase in number of pulmonar y capillaries secondary
to increase in pulmonar y artery pressure;
(ii) pulmonar y vasodilata tion;
(iii) pulmonar y blood flow incroases (as erythropo iesis
expands the capillaries).

1
effed of hypoxia are:
_ • 2. Decrease affinity of the ltaemoglobin for O'i under ltypo~c .~- Changes at tissue let. el to reduce tlte
1 ) ~ ( 6 i,., (i) increase in number of mitochond ria, which are the
conditions
sites o f oxidative reactions; (ii) increase in cytochrom e
Within few hours after one is exposed to hyppxia at high
oxidase; (iii) increase in synthesis of m yoglobin (02
altitude, there is increased amount of 2,3 D1>G in RBCs
s toring p igment).
secondary to rise in blood pH. This shifts O 2-haemoglo bin

Summary
Table 50.3: Difference s between 'High Altitude Nati,·c' and 'Newcom er to High Altih.1de'
Newcomer to high altitude
High altitude native- - - - - ~·
1. Increase in pulmonary ventilation

More, therefore,
(a) chest becomes enlarged (barrel shape)
(b) alveolar ventilation is more
(c) FRC is more.

Less, therefore,
(a) chest is smaller in size
(b) alveolar ventilation is less
(c) FRC is less.

2. Response to hypoxic stimulation

More, therefore, hypoc:apenic alkalosis is less.

Less.

Alkaline.

Acidic.

• 3. Urine reaction
4. Affinity of haemoglobin for 0 2

Less, therefore, more 0 2 is released from
haemoglob in.

Zi~

More, therefore, body tissue
s uffer!. from 'hypoxia'.

5. RSC count

Higher, therefore,( P.CY
polycythemia these individ

6. Organ vascularity

More.

Less.

7. Mitochondria and myoglobin

High.

Low.

More.

Less.

Because of
ve red cheeks

Low.

content of muscles
8. Diffusion capacity of lungs for 0 2
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tMfifM#UH:ti
1. Write s hort notes on:
(i) Hazards of rapid ascent
(ii) Mountain sickness
(ili) Mechanism of acclirnahzabo n.
2. Depict, diagrammati cally, alveolar gas tension in unacclimatized and acclimatized sub ject at different
altitudes.
3. Give main differences be tween high altitude native and a newcome r to hig h altitude.
4. Give physiologica l basis of:
(i) Safe zone of ascent
(ii) Critical survival altitude
(iii) High altitude
(iv) Pulmonary oedema during rapid ascent (v) Cerebral oedema during slow ascent
(vi) Increased pulmonary ventilation in an acclimatized person, when he comes to sea level
(vii) Alkaline urine in a.n acclimatized person.
5. How high one can ascent with 100% oxygen inhalation? Explain.
6. Justify, with increasing altitude, partial pressure of all gases in the air decreases, then why are symptoms
produced due
to hypoxic hypoxia.
7. Describe briefly, pathophysiol ogy of pulmonary oedema at high al titude.

US·i
1. Composition of atmospheric air at 5000 mts above sea level is:
(a) 0 2 : 16%; CO2 : Nil; N 2 : 84%
(b) 0 2 : 8%; CO2 : Nil; N 2 : 92%
(c) 0 2 : 4%; CO2 : 0.03%; Remaining: N
(d) Same, as that present at sea level
2
2. A height in excess of ....... mts above sea level is defined as high altitude:
(a) 500
(b) 1000
(c) 2000
(d) 3000
3. Safe zone of ascent is upto ....... mts:
(a) 500
(b) 1000
(c) 2000
(d) 3000
4. Sudden exposure of an unacclimatized subject to 6000 mts (20,000 feet) would produce after 10 minutes:
(a) Improved night vision
(c) Nitrogen bubbles in the blood

(b) Acidosis
(d) Unconsciousn ess

5. Critical survival altitude is b etween
(a) 1500-3000 mts
(b) 3000-5400 mts
(c) 6000- 7500 mts
6. Pulmonary oedema seen in individuals during rapid ascent is due to:
(a) Cardiovascula r insufficiency
(b) Pulmonary insufficiency
(c) Increased sympathetic activity
(d) Hypercapnia
7. Not a feature of pulmonary oedema at hig h altitude:
(a) Associated with pulmonary artery hypertension
(b) Seen in individuals who engage in heavy physical work after arrival to high altitude
(c) Due to cardio-respira tory insufficiency
(d) [t responds to rest a nd 0 therapy
2

(d) 7500-9000 mts

8. What is not seen in acclimatizati on to a high altitude:
(a) Hyperventilla tion
(c) 0 2 dissociation curve shifts to right

(b) Polycythernia
(d) Decreased density of systemic capillaries
9. In high altitude acclimatized individual increase in diffusion capacity is due to following except:
(a) increased permeability of alveolar capillary membrane
(b) Increased alveolar capillary pressure gradient
(c) Greater number of open capillaries
(d) Capillary dilatation
10. High a ltitude acclimatizati on may be facilitated by all, except:
(a) Increased production of red blood cells
(b) Increased alveolar ventilation
(c) Growth of new blood vessels
(d) Growth of new skeletal muscle fibers

'
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11. Which of the following in the body does not vary with increase in altitude?
(a) p0 2
(b) pC0 2
(c) pN2

r

12. As one ascends higher than 3000 metres (10,000 feet) above the sea level, alveola.r gases change as follows:
p02
pC0 2
(a) Decrease
Increase
(b) Decrease
Slight decrease
(c) Increase
Increase
(d) Increase
Decrease
13. A person rapidly ascends to 3600 mts (12,000 feet) and d evelops acute breath-lessness; this is due to:
(a) Decreased pulmonary blood flow
(b) Stimulation of peripheral chemo-receptor
(c) Decreased hypoxic stimulation of respiration
(d) Mechanical interference of thorax

1. (d)

2. (d)

11. (d)

12. (b)

3. (d)
13. (b)

4. (d}

5. (d)

6. (c)

------,oc::o---

-

'

- .

(d) pHzO

7. (c)

8. (d)

9. (b)

10. (d)
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Effects of High Atmospheric Pressure
('

I

Caisson's disease

Il.

Nitrogen narcosis

" y-J \ ~n<t,'1~

?

2; ~ ~ ( ! _

:)---2.~2...13

..

\l.l High pressure nervous syndrome

fi,

Air embolism
I,

(\9._

<a 'O \ l'"'\ ':) ~\)

, '-'t.
r-> I 1 e_o

......,

12x)_f\C. (~&)
\M) t.se.

High a~
heric pressure is met ~ t.t,\,..,e.<eS\.9-. c~~-se.&
l. Deep sea diving: For every 33
mts) deep down
in the sea there will occur an increase in pressure by
1 atmospheric pressure. In fresh water it is for every
10.4 mts . .:.
G:io 0 D
~
isson's workers: Men~ dig under water tunnel are
w,Glr\ in a ~
on.To this chamber atmospheric
. high to prevent entry o f water.
pressure IS
When one is exposed to high a 2 c pressure, one
may develo~ptorns either d ~ o s u r e or when
one comes ~
rf~ce suddenly. For example, during
sudden ascent i.e. during sudden reduction of pressure.

ff

~

~ Oc

~°o~

EFFECTS OF
HIGH ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
1. Volume of gases sho~verse relationship to
Therefore, at two
atmospheric pressure
atmospheric pressu~ fue volume becomes 'half'
causing l@gs to become small and can produce serious
damage.
2.
ases the partial
to equalize the
abdomen. Main

dissolved and free gases in the body. It is caused by
increased pN2 in blood. N2 has two mairycharacteristic
features:
d"6'ri:l,~ww½:,
(1) it passes through cell ~mbr'P:._)1,'.'.'ery slowly; and
(2) it is about 5 fu!Q~~re 'rc;iuffie'~ fat than water.
Therefore, when a person breathes air under high
pressure for a long time, the amount of N2 dissolved in
the body fluids increases. Moreover, N 2 gets dissolved in
fat because fat has more blood supply.

D-v.,,de~
Characteri
Features: N 2 NARCOSIS
1. urin ex osur , when the body is exposed to high
atmospheric pressure, say 3-4 atmospheric pressure, (i.e.
at a depth of 25-30 mts in the sea) N 2 produces Nitrogen
Narcosis due to high pN2 . It is characterized by:
(i) Euphoria i.e. sense of well being.,
(ii) Impairment of mental funct!gns: intelligence,
and
(iii) Symptoms resembling of alcohol intoxication (page
459).
•
,, \<(V'l~ l'\~€. ~-e \(_~c,.a.Qi - ~
- \k~ttru>< \t.-0\,e.. b ~ di r..,_

'fe.t-¥-..0

Inhaled oxygen
(02) enters the
bloodstream

~ e n s i o n in ood produces Oxygen Toxicity
(page 461); whereas increase ~ ( p N2) produces
Caisson's Disease (Fig. 51.1).
o.tc..-

Oxygen leaves
the blood and
enter the tissue

c t ssON'S DIS~ SE or D~OM~ ESSION
SIC~SS or OY$'BARISM or TI-ffi"'BENDS
or D'rVER'S PALSY
Dysbarism means the effects of a pressure difference
between the ambient pressure and the pressure of the

I Fig. 51.1 Mechanism of development of Caisson's disease
472
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,

Not known. However, gases like N 2, x~oon. krypton, ( NOB.,E
! rgon, neon and helium that are physiologically inert Gf'IS'E.S.J
at normal atmospheric pressure act like anaesthe,tic
(!gents at ~igh pressme Thus the anaesthesia may be
due to their action on nerve cell membranes.
-Air Embolism, i.e. air entry into
the blood circulation.

N 2 come u m
orrns u
and blood due to reduction of pressure su
bubbles are primarily of N 2; because, body can g rid
of other gases very easily.
~'QT'\
3. Bubbles of N~ when present in: ~ '"15 ~-\:<l ,\(i) Fat depot, press the nerves producing senson1 a!Ji
motor disturbances.
(ii) Myelin sheath of
(a) sensW' ~erves p;-~uce _dis_~ance or loss
of sensations, pa~sthesia, i~ g etc.
(b) motor nerves produce motor paralysis
(temporarily), called Dher's l-'n/s11(iiil Blood capillaries block them; this blockage:
(a) in brain produces sensory and motor
disturbances (see above);
ooes< (b) in lungs produces '!}'.Spooea, called~
;
{'Nf,. (c) in heart leads to myo,sardial infarction: and
(d) in joints and muscles of limbs causes severe
I'\"\
J
pain, called bends (Fig. 51.2).
cc-:s:====:-

ir-Ja.,\ ch rno...'f\

Causes
,-,.
1. Deep sea divers or caisson's workers, when under
the water, breathe O2-He mixture at high pressure B o"YL~
to equalise the high surrounding pressure on chest t..o..uJ
wall and abdomen. If they come to the surfaceB l
suddenly holding the breath, there is sudden P o<
e
ses in the lun s causing rupture of
illaries (arteries and veins). Air enters
ctil~~ :oroducing air embolism. This
air embolism, which is due to the sudden fall in
pres ure, is calle'lt._xplosive Decompression.
2. In oc e ~<f~pressureismaintained,according
to the height of ascent. In the pressurised cabin if there
Treatment and Prevention
&o \.~ --tl-owllj
i~any leakage, s ~ s u r e causes
1. Subject should come to the surface slowly. When
. expansion of gases in the lung~ 'air embolism'
the subject com laint;--.oG,PaE- ~
~s~~es~nf~in~ ~~\c.\ develops.
1
put him into Com esswn Chamber. 'liecompression171
is t one first t9tidisspJve . the
bubbl~ then slow
SCUBA Diving
'~co~p~~n' Psu.d.cm~~ o~me b~~can get rid of
SCUBA (Fig. 51 .3) i.e. sel -c tained underii ter breathin
N 2 slowly.
a.2Paratus, consists of a c~
r and va
system for
breathing that is carried by the divers un~the water.
2. Nitrogen 11arcosis can be avoided by breathing
0 2- leltr11•1 mi.• run , instead of N 2 because helium
It is a compact arrangement to carry comp~sed air so
being low density gas is less soluble in fat than N 2•
that m re ·r can be c ri · les volume. The cylinder
of compressed air is connected via a mask and tube for
However, at high atmospheric pressure such mixture
(HPNS)
breathing through a valve. The valvepE'JJ]Jits an appmpri~te
can produce High Pressure=~:~
whi · characterized by
r.-t
ss or loss
amount of comp ressed a i&:_to be delivered1o the diver and
,. of sl c and de ression o ~ t y in § EG. Why?
the expired air is released into the surrounding water.

,
7
----i;

-

.

:::w;x:;:,e

Wt~

€..\~ E.r.t.q:>'r.11.o

~oor-ofl,;:in

· 'l Cl.f \,rde.R
J

(;..«n"'

Fig. 51.3 SCUBA apparatus
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tMffJit#UH,ti
1. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Caisson's worker
(ii) Diver's palsy
(v) Air embolism
(vi) Dysbarism

(iii) Chokes

(iv) Bends

(vii) Explosive decompression.

2. Write short notes on:

(i) Nitrogen narcosis

(ii) High pressure nervous syndrome.

3. Explain: dangers of high atmospheric pressure are n ever due to high arterial pCO2 .

..'

Ota·U
1. A person working in 20 mts deep in sea water is exposed to pressure of:
(a) 1 atmosphere
(b) 2 atmosphere
(c) 3 atmosphere
2. Caisson's workers are:
(a) Men who dig under water tunnel
(b) Workers working in a chamber in which atmospheric pressure is high
(c) Deep sea divers
(d) SCUBA divers

(d) 4 atmosphere

3. In deep sea diving, the main danger is from:
(b) CO2 and 0 2
(a) 0 2 and N 2

(c) N 2 and CO2

4. Air embolism due to sudden fall in pressure is called:
(a) Decompression sickness
(c) Dysbarism

(b) Explosive decompression
(d) The bends

.

5. SCUBA:
(a) It is meant to carry compressed air by divers
(b) Here diver is asked to breathe 0 2-helium mixture at high atmospheric pressure
(c) It refers to inhaling 100% 0 2 at sea level
(d) None of the above

-

6. Dysbarism is due to:
(a) Sudden fall in pressure of ambient gases in body
(c) Gradual rise in pressure of ambient gases in body

7.

8.

9.

10.

1.

(b) Gradual fall in p ressure of ambient gases in body
(d) Sudden rise in pressure of ambient gases in body
The ambient pressure increased by ....... atmosphere for every 10m of d epth in sea wa ter and every 10.4 m of depth in
fresh water:
(a) 0.3
(b) 0:8
(c) 1.0
(d) 1.8
If atmospheric pressure is double d:
(a) Lung becomes large
(b) Lung voJume is increased to 4 times
(c) Lung volume becomes half
(d) No change occurs in vital capacity
Decompression s ickness:
(a) Results from CO2 bubbles in the body fluids
(b) Can be prevented by rapid decompression
(c) Is characterized by pains and some- times paralysis
(d) Can occur if one descends a mountain too rapidly
False about high pressure nervous syndrome:
(a) Due to increased pN2 in blood
(b) Caused by breathing O 2 -helium mixture at high atmospheric pressure
(c) Characterized by tremors and drowsiness
(d) Associated with depressed a-activity in EEG

(c)•

3. (a)

4. (b)

5. (a)

6. (a)

7. (c)

• Add 1 abnospheric pressure of sea level to the pressure increased in 20 mts. deep in sea water.

- --o::x:J,___ _

8. (c)

9. (c)

10. (a)

Pulmonary (Lung) Function Tests
I. Tests to assess ventilatory
functions oflungs
<"

IL Tests to assess gaseous exchange across the lungs
Ill. Tests to assess t9nsport of gases in the body

~ ~rnput~
2. Measurment of compliance (page 416)
(i) compliance of ~ 1 1 ; and
(ii) compliance of Jungs, alone.

Pulmonary function tests (PIT) provide a quantitative and

objective assessment of the physiological derangement
associated with pulmonary diseases. While these tests do
not give a specific etiological or pathological diagnosis,
the reasons for pulmonary function testings are:
1. Identification of cause of respiratory symptoms.
2. Diagnos~ of functi~ l abnormali,.ties such as
(i) obstrlictive, res'ffi'.ctive or re~ ive diseases;
(ii) ventilation-perfusion mismatching;
.,.
(ill) abnormalities in the contr9l of ventilation; and
..
(iv) occupational-related pulmona_ur disabilities.
3. Diagn~sis of severrty"-<5f~9foful!i~ti~'n; "" including
sub~cal abnormalit~
., ~ etc.
4. Ide~ation of and sc~ ning of unsus~ ?ed 'aiseases.
5. Assessment of reversibility of airway obstruction.
6. Assessment of airway sensitivity.
'-> •-•-"~; orl
7. Evaluation of effecteness of short-term and long-term
therapy.
'
• k_o-$~~'-1 '..c d-..u4,a.\,1 \, "'I
8. Long-term follow-up.
,
On the basis of these requirements the various PFf can
be broadly classified into three groups:
I. Tests to assess ventilatory functions of lungs;
II. Tests to assess gaseous exchange across the lungs,
and
III. Tests to assess transport of gases in the body.

cvrn"t''-e,g

-:pi C\eor>
defects
\__: J
1. Measurement of static and dynamic Jung voluroes and
capacities by 'sp ~ r y' (page 411)
2. Measurement of ~ e (page 419)
These provide a fairly good idea of the physical fitness
in normal and the type and extent of derangement of
lung functions in patients.

II. TESTS TO ASSESS GASEOUS EXCHANGE
ACROSS THE LUNGS
1. Measurement of 'functional residual capacity' @
2. Measurement of 'dead space' ~
and uniformity of

'<Jlyeolar veoti)ati@' (page 421 and 422 respectively).
3. Measurement of diffwion capacity of lungs
(page 425).

III. TESTS TO ASSESS TRANSPORT OF GASES
IN THE BODY
1. e ure
t o a ens10 foJ..,.example@
cl\\,d
C
in ·
ired, expired and al~olar air.
~ct
2. Measurement of g_as tension and acid-base status of

J

the blood.

d..~]

Important Note

SR

.:::, .£~&

~on-.·1'6
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ltv~n_j

~o.

®.

The importance of ~ careful© jstory, r.hysical
examination and ~ y chest should not be
underestimated.

(i) intra-pulmonary (intra-alveolar) pressure; and
(ii) intra-pleural (intra-thoracic) pressure.
'J_'\I"
1"

,QL~-¼'\.-<

@ Assessment of restrictive and obstructive ventilatow

I. TESTS TO ASSESS VENTILATORY FUNCTIONS
OF LUNGS
A>ssessment of the expansion of lun~s and
..
chest wall (fm R@~~c.hve..
1. Measurement of pressure changes during ventilation
'T Fl p
(page 409). For example:

~C

s.~0\)]

-H'K o...c..v. o... I,
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Increased HR during exercise is due to
l. Neurogenic Control
(a) increased activi
i
cortex due to s chic stim
on medulla;
(b) decrease in '3gal ton~
(ii) Peripheral reflexes originating from:
(a) muscle spindles
(b) muscle-tendon receptors
(c) organ of corti.
2. Circulating llormones Liberation of (i) catecholamines
from adrenal medulla and (ii) T4 from thyroid gland in
response to stress.
3. Increase in body tempermure.
4. Cl t•mic,•l cflattges occurring in the blood
arterial pO2; pH and arterial pCO2) .

Important Note

As stroke volume depends on the heart size, i.e. why
it is larger in
(i) ' males' compared to female; and
(ii) 'Athletes', due to low resting HR that increases
end diastolic volume producing enlargement of
the heart.

Cfos-?.>o~

C. CARDIAC OUTPUT
Normal: 5-6 litres/ min (resting); it increases 5-6 tm
during maximum exercise due to increase in heart rate
and stroke volume.
That is why higher values of maximum cardiac output
can be <}rbieved in ymmgs compared ta aid subjects due
to higher maximum HR in youngs.

t

.µ:irt°'

~ o.~

f..._

2. lr1crease myocardial contractility by epinephrine and
nor-epinephrine from sympathetic nervous system and
adrenal medulla.
f>nce HR increases to 1207mm, 1here is _!ittle~ r no
further increase in stroke volume (limited by Starling
Law of the Heart) (page 182).

(i) Central reflexes:

<i

rx, 10--c\Ul'
Gv

~trn ,-n

\&

B. STROKE VOLUME
(1'60-1 g-omL°)
Normal: 80-90 mL (at rest). Increases to ~
l
value during exercise due to:
l. Increase in 1,enous return (VR), which is maintained
by:
D. BLOOD PRESSURE (BP)
(i) Muscle pump
1. In Systemic Circulat~
N01ft'Nl1: \00-\40rr-,-,.
(ii} Negative intra-thoracic pressure
(i) Systolic BP (SBP) increases in linearity with severity
(iii} Modification of tone in capac~ ce vessels.
of exercise at all ages and may increase to 200 mmHg
Thus, helps in redistribution of blood to active tissues
(Fig. 53.1). Increase is more in older subjects, because
from inactive tissues.
resting SBP is more due to atherosclerosis.

Hj

l ~: Orf e\\ed 6\i \.-) IZ1

I

250
{A)
\

200

200
Systolic

150

140

100

90

Mean

Diastolic

90
Pressure

70

50

(mm Hg)

I

(B)

30

25-30
Systolic

20
15
Mean

8·12

10

8-10
0------0-,__ _ _ _--o-> ------<O>---- 0 Diastolic
5-8

0
0

Resting

II

Ill

Grade of Exercise

Fig. 53.l Systemic (A) and pulmonary (B) blood pressure responses to exercise
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Increase is due to:
(a) increase in cardiac output, and
(b) vasoconstriction in non-working muscles.
(ii) Diastolic BP (DBP)

•

(a) No change in mild and moderate exercise
because total resistance falls considerably
due to drastic vasodilatation in working
muscles.
(b) Slight increase , in severe exercise due to
vasoconstriction in non-working muscles and
skin.
(iii) Mean BP (MBP) i.e. DBP + 1 /3 pulseJ ressure; it
increases{ftorn 90 mmHg)ffes°ting) ~ 40 mmHg)
~ e (also see to page 347).
2. In Pulmonary Circulation

Resting pulmonary artery
SBP
15-20 mmHg
DBP
5-8 rnmHg
MBP
8-12 mmHg
During mild and ,nodernte exercise, 'MBP' only increases
t o ~ due to intra-thoracic location of blood vessels
which provides low resistance to blood flow in pulmonary
circuit. Therefore, it can accept a several-fold increase in
cardiac output with only mild increase in pulmonary
artery pressure. However, during @eavy exercis) U!!!ili,
J to v~scular compliancg are approached and pulmonary
-~ artery pressure increases markedly.
E. BLOOD FLOW
1. Muscle Blood Flow
Resting: 3-4 rnL/100 gm/ min.
During heavy exercise, increases by 25-30 times to
approx. 100 m.L/100 gm/min.
Increase is due to increase in capillary densihJ i.e. opening
of more capillaries. Why? (refer to page 379)
Muscle blood flow increases before the start of exercise
and continues to increase until a P.lateau is reached i.e. a
steady state between inflow and outflow is reached. This
period usually takes 1-2 minutes in mild and moderate
exercise and longer in severe exercise.

A-V Oxygen Difference
• At rest: 19 - 14 = 5 mL/ dL with 26% co-efficient of 0 2
• utilization (100 x 5/19) (page 432).
During maximum exercise it increases by 3 times to
13-15 mL/ dL with 80% coefficient of Oz utilization; because
of Oz-haemoglobin dissociation curve shifts to right due to:
(i) rise in temperature

t arterial pCOz
(ii) t arterial pOz
(iv) t arterial pH
(ii)

UMN
The average distance between the blood capillary
and the active muscle cells also decrease in exercising
muscles.
Therefore, more 0 2 is given to the tissues at any
pO2. 25-30 times increase in muscle blood flow and
3 times increase in A-V 0 2 difference increases the muscle
metabolism by approx. 100 times during severe exercise.
2. Coronary Blooid Flow

At rest: 250 mL/ min i.e. 60-70 mL/100 gm per min with
70-80% coefficient of 0 2 utilization.
During maximum exercise, it increases by 5 times with
100% coefficient of 0 2 utilization due to:
(i) increased coronary blood flow, and
(ii) coronary vasodilatation by:
(a} catecholamines
(b) hypoxia
(c) fall in blood pH
(d) ATP and ADP.
3. Pulmonary Blood Flow

At rest: 350-800 ml/min; increases in linearity with
increase in cardiac output to 1400 mL/min during severe
exercise.
4. Skin Blood Flow
Resting: 500 ml,/min; depends on cooling power of
surroW1ding air and overall metabolic rate of the body.
(i) Slight decrease, at the beginning of exercise due to
reflex vasoconstriction.
{ii) Later increases upto 7 times due to stimulation
of hypothatlamus secondary to increase in body
temperature (page 375). This produces vasodilatation
and helps heat loss and transport of metabolites.
(iii) During s1evere exercise, decreases due to
vasoconstriction of skin blood vessels.
5. Adipose Tissue Blood Flow
Increases by 4 times during exercise.
Advantage: Helps to deliver fatty acids mobilized from
triglyceride stor,es to the working muscles.
6. Brain Blood Flow
Resting: 750 rnL/rnin; no change during any grade of

exercise.
F. BLOOD VOLUME
l. Decreases by 15% causing haemoconcentration of blood

due to:
(i) increased hydrostatic pressure in capillaries causing
loss of plasma water;
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(ii) accumulation of osmotically active metabolites

in tissue spaces (e.g. K+, PO/-, Lactic Acid),
causing drainage of plasma water from capillaries.
\,Ii. a rtage•
(i) 0 2 carrying capacity of blood increases because of
increased concentration of RBCs.
(ii) lncrease in acid buffering capacity due to increased
plasma proteins.
[),sad.,a itages
lncreases viscosity of blood, therefore, blood flow
decreases.
2. WBC count increases, due to washing out of WBCs,
from storage places and bone marrow.

During isometric muscle contraction, the HR rises
(due to psychic stimuli); SBP and DBP rises shortly;
SV changes relatively little, and blood flow to the
steady contracting muscle is reduced. (When a
contracting muscle develop more than 70% of its
maximal tension, blood flow is completely stopped
as a result of compression of its blood vessels.)
7. Visceral Blood Flow
Exercise Level

(i) Kidneys

(ii) Portal

venous

Resting

Mild and
Moderate

Severe

1100
mL/min

No change

decreases by
50-80%

1200

No change

decreases by
80% due to
stimulation of
sympathetic
nervous system

No change

-do-

mL/min

blood
(spleen
and GfD
(iii) Splanchnic

(Portal +
Liver)

1500
mL/min

~ P r o l o n g e d , heavy exercise
increases proteins, cells and other abnormal
substances in urine due to:
(i) decrease in renal blood flow (RBF) produces
glomerular capillary hypoxia, and increases
permeability to large molecules;
(ii) increase in plasma proteins during exercise;
(iii) decreased rate of RBF, thus larger time is
required to fil~
ese molecules.
d.

\.,31

Respiratory Rate = 10-15/min

rl
----.ilr

rrili1

(B)

n w. 69

Respiratory Rate = 40-45/min

FRC

FRC

lntrathoracic blood volume

'-RV--'__ _

j_

•

,
? '\NI

Wi

A. PULMONARY VENTILATION ( P ~ c i l ° t
..
At rest: Pulmonary ventilation is 6 litres per min with
frequency of breathing as 12 per
and tidal volume
as 500 mL.
\ .2. )( 50 O = <co 00 m \.. ( <;>'../)
During maximum exercise it increases by 20-25 times to
approx. 100 litres/ min due to (Fig. 53.2): NIL.f.
(1) increase in frequency of breathing to
40-45 breaths/ min; and (~"RJ
(2) tidal volume increases from 10-15% to approx. 50%
of vital capacity. ('2800 m\.. ) (-rV')
Pulmonary ventilation increases in parallel with the
increase in 0 2 consumption (V0z.) during exercise. It also
increases in parallel with increase in CO2 output (V co ) _
2
except during heavy exercise when ,2ulmonary ventilation ~increases disproportionately d ~ e L'
rnus':!es, which contributes an extra drive to
respiratory centre. The cause of such a drive is:
(1) B+ caoceotrntion in the blood and / or
(2) CO2 release as a consequence of high blood )act~
level.
However, increase in pulmonary ventilation during
maximum exercise is always of a lesser extent than
maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV). It shows that
respiration is not the main limiting factor in muscular
exercise.
p \J < f'/'IVV ; f::)) w ~.
.·. '"i'o~

(A)

l--\'9n ,gc.h-oo\ \'e>.

r

RESPIRATORY ADAPTATIONS
TO EXERCISE
~

•

lntrathoracic blood volume
RV

Fig. 53.2 Pulmonary function tests at rest (A) and during exercise (B) (abbreviations as given in the text)
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Control of pulmonary ventilation during exercise
1.
stimulation of respiratory centre by
increased activity in the mo tor cortex.
rro 11 p Oi,.iocep or~ in moving
2.
~
endon ill>,d joints to the brain.
• 3.
, secondary to changes in
• blood chemistry (t arterial pO2; pH; t arterial pCO2;
• serum K+). These changes also increase the sensitivity
~f respiratory centre to CO2.
• 4. ccu, rnlalion of ctic acw in blood.
• 5. l\.n. 1. ed bod" empe, 1t Jr" - stimulates
(i) respiratory center directly
' ·
/l ~ ti
(ii) sensitizes th~ponses of respiratory mechanisms
to arteri~C:t)
6. :-. 1 a e m ;>I
level.

+

.,

~m-::Y.

0

:· m

+ I<+

OD

oe,
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increase in VO . This point (level) of VO is defined as
VO max. for a iairticular type of exercise. is the product
of Jtaximal cardiac output and maximal oxygen extraction
by the tissues.
The VOi max. oJf an individual determines the maximum
aerobic work cair,acihJ i.e. it is the best physiological
indicator of aerobic work capacity in man. It is defined
as the highest attainable rate of aerobic metabolism during
performance of rhythmic muscular work that exhausts the
subject within 5-10 minutes.
VO max. increases during childhood and reaches its
peak talue during early adulthood, after that a gradual
and steady decline takes place with the increasing age.
Whether V O max. is_jimitP;fl-!?,1/.-'tlfilrt or by the lungs is
2
.
s till an open question:
1. Pulmonary factors impose no limitation to 0 2
transport, therefore, ca aci of
hea to increase f; ltN--

IF

.
Important Note
Periph~ral reflexes_ contr~l the respiration at the
the c~rdiac o -t ma~ b~
facto
ost frequently }bml\\~
of exercise while chPmical and thermal ~
considered 21s the main limiting factor.
J...l).w~
reflexes control the respiration d_urin.JI the exercis~ ~J.vfw<., 2. The ,mi)ity a!
·
·
delivered
\-\eDJ
2
\_~e,•1"_J
by CVS or p•~ripheral fac ors muscle mass) are other
,
.,,_ '

;i..

> H

'

,

OXYGEN (00

).

2 1-J-1~e
At rest: Dai= 20-30 mL/ min/mmHg.
t During m aximum exercise, D0 :t increases abo~
~
es due to:
(1) ~ 1 around t h e ~ in
the lungs; and
(2) o..12ening of more q p j))aries.
(1) and (2) increase surface area of contact between
aJveoli and p ulmonary capillaries.
C. OXYGEN CONSUMPTION (VO )
2

Resting V 02 = 250 mL/ min (page 432). 'fr''.During heavy exercise may increase to 15-20 times due
to:

J

possible limiting factors.

B. PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY FOR

Criteria for establishing that VO max. has been
2
achieved
. 2 consumpti n
reach -a la au
2. Achievement o,fjp~
nm beart'ra~ '22 - :-.A:~ D •~E
3.Qg.s.piratary q,uot,ent (RQ)) increases lJl0re than 1.15~ ' \o \ a}
4. Blood lactic add increases more than 70-80 mg/ dL
(normal 20-40 mg/ dL).

©

~

~
n ges in response to exercise
retumsm-j)~c:xemse level within.1,-.5..!!).i.nutes after
stoppage of the exer cise.

rn'€.Ch.

.
time: increase in A-Y 0 2 differ~ ce.
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
1mf. increase in 0 2 delivery to the tissues due
PHYSICAL ~ ~-~~
~'2:V
to:
Physical performance or .fitnes~
rsely related to
(i) increase in cardiac ou tput (\-\eo9,\)
:) O 2-deficit .
(ii) marked increase in alveolar ventilatio!\l. \...v"\
What is '0 2 d,efi')t!/ ..-. cl~ e1e-e~c.~e o.L~ c."'cO)
·
(iii) increase in capillary density.,l Q,'\~). t)•~t.~l In rh__ythmic d,mam~ muscul~ work, regardless of the
•
(iv) increase RBC count due to splenic contractiorl. · level of exercise, 0 2 consumption (V~) increases during
Therefore, m~
um 0 2 consum~ on (VO max.)
fir~
es of exercise, then reaches a plateau 1.e.
· - · depends on mu~ e mass and functiOOl dimeolions of
~ d~
~ Therefore, an O2-deficit is established
at the beginning of exercise, called Adaptation Phase,
" 0 transporting system.
2
I' \"5· 4 h
which remains throughout the whole exercise period
VO Max - m aximum 0 2 consumption
(Fig. 53.3).
2
When steady state VO is plotted against the ra te of work ~
performed, the 0 2 co~t of exercise is linearly related to <, Causes of 'O2-ddicit'
It takes a few seconds for the circulation to deliver the
the rate of work upto a limited value, above which a
extra
0 2 requirE~d by the working muscles. Therefore,
further increase of workload does not bring about further
(1)
(2)

j

I

'
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aerobic training, RQ decreases causing oxidation of
more fats. Therefore, increased fatty acids are mobilized
from
tissues stores into the blood, sparing glycogen.
0 2 -debt
750
(Recovery
As
physical
performance is a direct function of
phase)
glycogen stores, therefore, endurance of the individual
C:
increases.
.2
a.
4.
Higher V01 max can be achieved due to:
•
E
::,
250
Exercise
_
_
_
\,t'(i)
Increase
in
maximum
cardiac
output.
This
is
seen
Exercise
C:
0
started
)..e:)
secondary to increase in stroke volume. Stroke'
terminated
0
e volume increases as end-diastolic volume increases•
1
2
25
30
o
5
10
5
0
c ~ by better venous return to the heart.
.Time (min)
_ _ _ __ ....,
-~:..o(ii) Increase in A-V 0 difference, because
2
Fig. 53.3 Oxygen consumption (V02) during(iiade II excrcis0
(a) capillary density increases
_
(b) increase in number and size of mitochondria,
and
during this period ATP is primarily produced by anaerobic
mechanisms i.e. breakdown of creatine phos hate and
(c) myoglobin stores increase.
(iii) Less increase in both systolic and diastolic blood
muscle glycogen.<This 0 2-deficit is repaid after the st?ppage of exe~se, in
pressure because arterioles are opened more
completely in non-working organs, thus, peripheral
the form of 0 2 -debt. Therefore, the extra amount VO
during recovery above the resting level, is calle!'.i Re
resistance decreases.
Phase. This ~xtra 0 2 is used: \.o.tjive tu.. dt..l,icil ta.Kev\
(iv) Less increase in pulmonary ventilation because of
(1) to regenerate depleted stores of ATP and creatine
less accumulation of metabolites and lactic acid.
Therefore, less stimulation of respiratory centre.
phosphate;
(2) to resupply 0 2 to ':!yogi ~
(v) More increase in diffusion capacity of lungs for .
oxygen because pulmonary capillary density
(3) to resupply dissolved O:z jn tiss1~1ids and ood.
t' . .
increases.
This can be achieved
Important Note
by warm up and training. How?
,.
•
Ce,,l!l t,-..:, .1J-h.
'\. hrn,e_(jpRegular exercise improves coronary perfusion
A. WARM UP EFFECTS
} secondary to prodouction of prostacyclin and nitirc
' b
1. Increases the blood flow and nutrients to working
oxide by the endothelium of coronary vessels in
muscles.
response to shear stress.
1000

ti)

(.)

O 2-deficit (Adaptation phase)

i

Steady-state level

i

overy

I

.

2. Increases level of mitochondrial enzymes and energy
stores causing lesser use of anaerobic work.
3. ~revents heart damage during 1st few seconds of heavy
exercise; otherwise, there will be inadequate blood flow
to the heart.
4. Prevents m uscular or connective tissue injuries.

causing decrease in 'psychic stimuli' to VMC and
respiratory centres. Therefore, during exercise there is

dependence on anaerobic mechanism.

..

B. PHYSICAL TRAINING EFFECTS
1.

Summary

In trained individuals with onset of exercise:
1. P§.¥cbalogy impi:oves and ~ e s s;
2. Cardio-respiratory responses reach a steady state
early;
·
3. Optf[llill blood flow distribution, and
4. M,Qbil,izati,on,of 'FFA' occurs rapidly.
Therefore, these factors help in decreasing the

~cho!Qgy oUhe iodi.Yidual improves with training

(i) less increase in sympathetic activity; and
(ii) less decrease in parasympathetic activity.
2. Optimal blood flow distribution occurs i.e. cardiorespiratory response reaches a steady-state early.
3. Greater fats are ust::d for energy, sparing glycogen.
How? Respiratory Quotient (RQ), i.e. ratio of CO2
p roduction to 0 2 consumption at rest. (Normal 0.8
on a mixed diet). 'RQ' for lOO~o protein utilization is
0.83; for carbohydrates 1.0 and for fats 0.7. Because of

;

Important Note

The athletes have lower HR, greater end-systolic
ventricular volume and greater stroke volume at
rest. Therefore, they can achieve a given increase in
cardiac output by further increase in stroke volume
without increasing their HR to that extent as an
untrained individual.

•
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iMl-hMiH:ti
1. Give WHO classification of grading of exercise. Why is it required?

2. What will happen to the following parameters during Grade IV (very severe exercise); give physiological basis of
each.
(i) Heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac output
(iii) BP in systemic and pulmonary circulation
(v) Oxygen consumption
(vii) A-V 0 2 difference in coronaries

,

(ii) Visceral and skin blood flow
(iv) Muscle metabolism
(vi) Pulmonary ventilation.

e, 3. Write short notes on:
,

(i) Importance of exercise
(iii) V0 max
(v) 0 2zdeficit and Oz debt

(ii) Cardio-respiratory changes during moderate exercise
(iv) Effects of physical training
(vi) Athletic pseudonephritis.

4. Give physiological significance of:
(ii) Steady state exercise
(i) Warm up during exercise
5. Mention merits and demerits of haemoconcentration of blood which occurs during severe exercise.
6. Describe briefly the causes of increase in heart rate and pulmonary ventilation during exercise.
7. Why can a young person achieve higher cardiac output during exercise as compared to old subject?
8. Briefly explain the main limiting factors during muscular exercise.
9. Differentiate between:
(i) Cardio-respiratory adaptation to exercise in untrained and trained individuals
(ii) Oxygen deficit and oxygen debt.
(iii) Isotonic versus isometri.c exercise.
10. Justify, how long beneficial effects of regular exercise on the body will last after its stoppage.

. t
'II

&

- \ 1. Metabolic requirements of the body during exercise are met by:
(a) Oz delivery system to the tissues
(b) Increased tissue perfusion
(c) Cardio-respiratory system functioning
(d) Capacity to extract 0 2 from the atmosphere
2. Expenditure of energy during moderate exercise is:
(a) Less than 3 MEIS
(c) 4.6- 7 MEIS

(b) 3-4.5 METS
(d) More than 7 METS

3. All factors contribute to increase in heart rate during exercise except
(a) Psychic stimuli
(b) Stimulation of cardiac vagal centre
(c) Catecholamine
(d) Change in blood chemistry
'\4. Cardiac output increases to ........ times during maximum exercise:
(a) 2-3
(b) 3-4
(c) 4-5

(d) 5-6

5. The prime regulator of blood flow through exercising muscles is:
(b) Sympathetic control
(a) Venous tone
(c) Vasodilator metabolites
(d) Parasympathetic control

During maximum exercise, coefficient of 0 2 utilization of myocardium is:
(a) 26%
(b) 52%
,, _ •
' (c) 78%
(d) 100%
• ~7. Decrease in blood volume during exercise occurs due to:
(b) Polyuria
(a) Perspiration
(c) Increased capillary hydrostatic pressure
(d) Hyperkalemia
.;:

4 \6.

8. Exercising minute ventilation may increase upto ......... times of resting ventilation
(a) 5-6
(b) 6-10
(c) 10-20

(d) 20-25

9. During exercise, 0 2 consumption of the body may increase from 250 ml/min at rest to as high as:
(a) 4 L/rnin
(b) lOL/rnin
(c) 20 L/min
(d) 30 L/rnin

484
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10. Steady state exercise is:
(a) Very severe exercise
(b) Moderate to severe exercise
(c) 0 2 consumption reaches a maximum level
(d) 0 2 consumption reaches a plateau for a particular level of exercise
11. An
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

athlete is considered to h ave performed better than others for the sa me turn out of effort, if:
Increase in heart rate is less l PMj c~c ~mu.t)
Increase in heart rate is more
Pulmonary ventilation achieved is close to the predicted maximum breathing capacity
Oxygen consumption and CO2 output is less

I'

U. Trained athletes compared to untrained individuals have:
(b) Smaller stroke volume and higher heart rate
(a) Larger stroke volume and lower heart rate
(c) Smaller size of heart
(d) Decreased incidence of severity of myocardial infarction
13. Maximum h eart rate that can be achieved during very heavy exercise is:
(a) 100 beats/min
(b) 125 beats/min
(c) 150 beats/min
(d) 220-Age (years)
14. In athletes bradycardia is because of:
(a) Increased sympathetic tone
(b) Increased vagal tone
(c) Decreased cardiac output
(d) Low venous return
w 15. Tachycardia at the onset of exercise is due to stimulation of:
'l'(a) Chemoreceptors
(b) Baroreceptors
(c) Stretch receptors
(d) Joint proprioceptors
16. Maximum stroke volume which can be achieved during exercise is:
(a) 100 mL
(b) 130 mL
(c) 1wice the normal
(d) 200 mL
,)/,. 17. What limits the increase in stroke volume during exercise?
(a) Decrease in myocardial contractility
(b) Frank-Starling Law of the heart
(c) Tone of capacitance vessels
(d) Muscle pump
18. What happens to diastolic blood pressure during mild to moderate exer cise?
(a) Increase slightly
(b) Moderate increase
(c) Decreases
(d) No change
19. During exercise, A-V 0 2 difference:
(a) Increases
(b) Decreases
(c) Remains same
(d) First decreases then increases
20. During exercise, blood flow does not decrease in:
(a) Cutaneous circulation
(b) Hepatosplanchinic circulation
(c) Coronary circulation
(d) Renal circulation
21. Oxygen de bt:
(a) Is impossible to incur when breathing pure oxygen
(b) Can never occur in a healthy individual
(c) Is often evidenced by an increase in lactic concentration in the blood
(d) Is caused by lack of anaerobic metabolism

t .

Time required to repay an oxygen debt following moderate physical exercise is:
(b) 20-25 minutes
(a) 10-15 minutes
(c) 30-35 minutes
(d) That required to resynthesize ATP and creatine phosphate
23. Physical training is greatly influenced by:
(a) High carbohydrate diet (b) High protein diet
(c) High fat diet
(d) Mixed diet

1. (c)
11. (a)
21. (c)

2. (b)
12. (a)
22. (d)

3. (b)
13. (d)
23. (a)

4. (d)
14. (b)

5. (c)
15. (d)

- --

6. (d)
16. (c)

7. (c)
17. (b)

CXX)r----

8. (d)
18. (d)

9. (a)
19. (a)

10. (d)
20. (c)

.•
-

Physiology of Yoga
I. General
11. Yoga History
Ill. Requirements for doing Yogic Exercises
rv. Type ofYogic Exercises
A. Asanas or Body Postures
C. Purification (Cleansing) Practices or Kriyas
E. Deep Relaxation
V. 1he Health Bene.fits of Yoga Practice
VI. Yoga in Health and Disease
Vil. Yoga Versus Conventional Exercise

1

,
,

,,.

B. Pranayama or Breathing Exercises
D. Music and Sound nlE!rapy

GENERAL
WHAT IS YOGA ?

Yoga is a Sanskrit word meaning union. It is Hi11du spirihml
(religious belief) and self discipline method of integrating
the body, breath and mind. Yoga essentially imohcs:
1. Adopting certain simple to complex body postures
(Asanas) and maintaining the same for set periods of
time.
--'> 2. Controlled breathing;
3. Voluntary concentration of thoughts (meditation) or
Raja Yoga ; and / or
4. Repeated recital of phrases called mantras.
Yoga is thus described as comprising a rich treasure
of physical and mental techniques that can be effectively
used to create physical and mental well being. Since its
introduction into modern culture, yoga has enjoyed a
tremendous growth in popularity as an adjunct to healthy
living.

. t
...

.

Because yoga works on so many different levels it
has great pote111tial as an effective therapy for chronic
diseases and conditions that do not respond well to
conventional treatment methods.

General characteristics of yogic practices
1. The yogic system of health involves the exercise of

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

UMN
The branch of yoga that work with b oth adults and

all types of muscles of the body (skeletal, cardiac and
smooth)
The associate!d internal pressure such as intrathoracic
and intra-abdominal pressure changes form the basis
of yoga system of health.
Very little expenditure of energy is involved.
All walk of Hfe of people and of all ages can practice
yogic exercis,es easily and effectively.
Its 111ai11 aim is to achieve the highest level of integration
through the control of the modification of mind.
All yogic practices are complementary to each other.
The nature olf yogic practices is psycho-neuropl1ysical.

children is called Hatha yoga.

•

Experience after yoga practice
Yoga is not just a slow-motion calisthenics (i.e. freehand
exercises performed in a rhythmic sequence). Anyone
who practices yoga correctly soon begins to appreciate
the depth and breath of the following benefits:
l. The relaxation and softening of deep inner tension
and blockag,~;
2. Sense of body - mind equilibrium ; and
3. Feeling of energetic light - heartedness.

THE PURPOSE OF YOGA

-,. 1. To achieve highest potential
• 2. To experience enduring (i.e. permanent/ lasting) health
and happiness.
3. To improve the quality of life.
4. To extend healthy, productive years far beyond the
accepted norms.
485
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Studies conducted revealed that 1 hr/ day of yogic
practice for a period of 6 months leads to increase in
parasympathetic activities, provides stability of autonomic
balance during stress, improves thermoregulation
efficiency and cognitive functions such as : concentration,
memory, learning and vigilance. Clinical studies have also
demonstrated the therapeutic potentials of yogic practices
in the treatment of:
l. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease such as
Bronchitis and Asthma.
2. Diabetes melllitus.
3. Low backache.
4. Stress related psychosomatic disorders.
5. Coronary artery disease.
6. GIT disturbances
7. Postural defects and joint pain etc.
Risks of Yoga Practice
1. Potential to cause musculo-skeletel injury
2. Potential to induce arrhythmias
3. Dehydration
4. Fluctuations of the haemodynamic parameters
5. Thrombo-embolic phenomenon due to intimal tear
resulting in Stroke.
Such risks may occur particularly in those individuals
who are physically unfit or weak or yogic practices if not
performed within strict limits of safety.

YOGA HISTORY
Yoga is a tradition of health and spirituality that evolved
in the Indian peninsula over a period of some 5000
years. It has emerged from the earliest known human
civilizations of the Indus valley region. History of
yoga traditions starts with the yoga sutra (i.e text on
the philosophy of classical yoga between 200 BC and
300 AD), written by Patanjali, a renowned yoga teacher and
Hindu philosopher. Yoga entered the western mainstream
through the work of Swami Vivekananda who popularized
Eastern Hindu philosophy in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

REQUIREMENTS FOR DOING
YOGIC EXERCISES
Always use an exercise mat
Room should be well ventilated and clean
Yoga should be done on an empty stomach in peaceful
surroundings, wear clean, simple and least cumbersome
dress.
One should not speak while doing yoga.
All exercises should be performed slowly, gently,
smoothly and not to be taken to the point of exhaustion.

6. All exercises should be performed with the right
attitude i.e with conscious awareness of spiritual aim.
7. Inconvenient postures should not be attempted.
8. It is preferably be performed in standing posture at
the same time and at a fixed place every day for about
an hour. The best timing is day break time (D awn). ·
9. Learn the yogic practices first; persons wh o are weak r
or those who have recovered from illness should take
help of yoga therapist.

'

TYPES OF YOGIC EXERCISES
The basic yoga methods can be divided into five basic
areas of practice:
A. Asanas or Body postures
B. Pranayama or Breathing exercises
C. Purification (Cleansing) practices or kiryas
D. Music and sound therapy; and
E. Deep relaxation

Taking into account Ashtanga yoga, yogic practices
should also include:
1. Practice of Yama to increase the power of
concentration, mental purity and steadiness. It
comprises:
(i) Ahimsa (not to harm others)
(ii) Satya (to be truthful)
(iii) Asteya (not to steal)
(iv) Brahmacharya (celibacy); and
(v) Aparigarha (not to possess beyond actual
needs).
2. Niyamas -these are
(i) Shauch (external and internal purification)
(ii) Santosh (contentment)
(iii) Tapa (to make right efforts to achieve goals)
(iv) Swadhyaya (to study authentic texts and
religions scriptures so as to acquire correct
knowledge of self and the supreme divinity)
(v) lshwar Pranidhan (complete surrender to the
divine will).

t .

.

A. ASANAS or BODY POSTURES
Asana literally means 'posture' or 'pose'. The principle
of yoga practice involves the adoption and maintenance
of a particular posture of the body, which is both steady •
and comfortable (called psyclzo-physical posture). Along
with controlled breathing techniques it forms the basis of ·
Yoga's mind-body in tegration work.
More than a hundred classical postures, with as many
variations have been described. Of these, only few are
recommended and are being useful for regular practice.
The classic texts ad vice each asana to be maintained for
a period of 5-20 breaths.

..

•

,.,
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Fig. 54.1 Surya Namaskar (Salutation to Sun)
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TYPES OF ASANAS
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I. SURYA NAMASKA R (salutation to sun)
It means to greet. It is done facing the sun (Fg. 54.1).
It energises the entire neuro-glandular and neuro-musular
system of the body. Its regular practice enswes a balanced
supply of oxygenated blood and perfect harmony to all
the systems of the body, thus strengthenin g the entire
psychosoma tic system of human constitution.

II. PADAMAS ANA (Fig. 54.2)
Steps

Sit in the position as shown in figwe.
Keep head, neck and back absolutely straight.
Place the hands on the knees; breath normally.
Maintain this position for 4 to 5 minutes and meditate
with eyes closed.
5. Benefit: This asana is primarily meant for concentration
and helpful in relieving the physical, nervous and
emotional problems .

1.
2.
3.
4.

•

Fig. 54.2 Padamasana

III. OHANURA SANA (Fig. 54.3)
Steps
1. Lie prone with face down on the floor. Arch back with
hands holding the ankle.
2. Inhale as you arch and exhale when the final position
is reached.
3. Maintain this position for 1 to 2 minutes .

Benefits
(i) It provides the blood circulation and strengthens the

abdomen muscles.
(ii) It helps to remove constipation.
(ili) It helps to maintain the spine erect and flexible.
(iv) It is particularly helpful to control blood sugar levels

in diabetic patients.
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IV. VAJRASANA (Fig. 54.4)
Steps
1. Kneel down with the right leg folded on itself; turn it

back and place the sole under the buttocks with toes
pointing inwards.
2. Similarly, arrange the left leg under the left buttock.

l

V. BHUJANG SANA (Fig. 54.5)
Steps
l. Lie down on the abdomen with feet together; arms

should be by the side of the body and forehead resting
on the ground.
2. Raise the head and bend the neck backwards; ·
simultaneou sly raise the chest with the help of the •
arms and lift the back further without raising the navel.
3. Maintain this posture 1-2 minutes and then reverse to
bring the body slowly back to the ground.
4. Relax the arms and place them by the sides of the
thighs.

..
'

Benefits
(i) It keeps the spine flexible and strengthens the back
and abdomen muscles.
(ii) It helps to tone up the organs of the abdom1~n,
increases appetite and prevents constipation.
Fig. 54.4 Vajrasana

_J

3. Allow to rest your body weight between these two
heels; keep the upper part of the body absolutely
erect.
4. Place the hands on the thighs with palms down; relax
with eyes closed.
Benefits
(i) It strengthens the thigh muscles and produces
alertness.
(ii) It keeps all the body flexible, thereby prevents
stiffening of joints.
(iii) It improves digestion and blood circulation.

VI. HALASAN A (Fig. 54.6)
Steps
1. Lie flat on the back with arms straight by the side of
your body and palms touching the ground.
2. Slowly raise the legs together without bending knees
and bring them in a vertical position.
3. Now press the hands and without bending the legs
take them backwards as far as possible towards the
head till the toes touch the ground .
,.
4. Bring the arms from the side of the body beyond the • ..
head. Make the finger lock and taking its support at
the head bend the back further.
5. Slowly and gradually follow the reverse steps and
return to the starting position.

t •

7
Fig. 54.S Bhujangsana

_l

-1 ·.
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•

Fig. 54.6 Halasana
_...J
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VII. PAVANM UKTASA NA (Fig. 54.7)
Steps
1. Lie flat on the back with head resting on the ground.
2. Raise both the legs and bend them at the knee; hold
them between the arms and press them firmly on the
abdomen with both hands.
3. Touch the chin with your knees and maintain this
position for 1-2 minutes.
4. Breath in and out slowly and deeply.

t

Benefits
(i) It helps in expulsio n of gas from the abdomen . (Pavan
means wind and 111!/kta means release)
(ii) It helps in strength ening the muscles of back and
abdomen .
(iii) It also helps to remove constipa tion and abdomin al
fat.

...
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Benefits
(i) It helps to maintain flexibility of the spine.
(ii) It helps to strength en the abdomin al muscles and
prevents constipa tion.
(iii) It helps to remove all gastric discomfo rt.
· (iv) It is useful in controlli ng the high blood sugar
levels.
•
(v) It helps to prevent protrusio n of the belly.

•

CJ

Fig. 54.8 Shavasana

L__

IX. SHALAB HASAN A <Fig. 54.9)
It is so called, since the body takes the shape of a Locust
in the final position of the asana. (Shalablza means a locust
i.e., a tropical grasshop per)
Steps
l. Lie flat on abdomen with the chin resting on the
ground and the arms extended on the sides; keep the
feet together with the toes pointing backwar d.
2. Keeping the knees straight, raise both the legs with

maximu m effort.
3. Return to step 1 slowly by making reverse moveme nts.
Benefits
(i) It improve s the function ing of abdomin al organs like
liver, pancreas, and the intestine .
(ii) It also increase s the flexibilit y of the spine.

Fig. 54. ., Pavanmuktasana

•

.. '•

•

VIII. SHAVAS ANA (Fig. 54.8)
Steps
1. Lie flat on the back with all 4 limbs in a relaxed
position.
2. Close the eyes and breath slowly and deeply.
3. Relax all body parts by loosenin g them.
4. Meditate in this position. This will help you further in
relaxatio n of muscles of your body.
Benefits
(i) Shava means a dead body, thus this asana helps to
have complete relaxatio n of mind and the body.
(ii) It also helps a person to free himself from the mental
and physical stresses, therefore, more advantag eous
in reducing the raised blood pressure and relief from
insomnia (lack of sleep).

Fig. 54.9 Shalabhasana

X. PADAH ASTASA NA (Fig. 54.10)
Padn means feet and Hasta, the hands. Thus one has to stand
erect touching the feet with his hands.
Steps
1. Stand erect with feet dose together and hands by the
side of the legs; look straight.
2. Slowly bend forward without bending the knee; try to
touch the feet with fingers.
3. Bring the forehead between the arms and keep it close
to knees.
4. Maintain this position for some time and then return
graduall y to original position.
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Benefits
(i) It increases the flexibility of the spine and strengthens

the muscles of the back.
(ii) It also improve s digestion and removes the extra fat
from the abdome n.

5. Return to original position; repeat the steps 2 to 4 with
the left leg.
Benefits

(i) It strength ens the posture maintain ing muscles i.e.
muscles of the back and the legs.
(ii) It improve s coordina tion between the body and ,
mind.

XIII. PASCHI MOTIA NASANA (Fig. 54.13)
Steps
1. Sit in fully relaxed position with legs stretched
Fig. 54.10 Padahastasana

XI. TRIKON ASANA i.e., A Triangular fomz (Fig. 54.11)

Steps
1. Stand erect with feet close together and arms by the

sides of the legs.
2. Move the legs outward and raise the arms sideways .
3. Slowly bend the body forward and touch the right toes
with the fingers of the left hand.
4. Raise the right hand up and keep looking at it.
5. Maintain this position for some time then return to
the original position.

2. Raise the right leg and place the foot on the inner
aspect of the left thigh.
3. Perform 'namaskar mudra' in front of the chest.
4. Maintain this position for 30-60 seconds.

I

forward and hand by the sides with palm placed on
the ground.
2. Slowly bend the body forward as far as possible.
3. Place the forehead on the knees and try to hold the
great toe with fingers hooked together.
4. Maintain this position for 30-60 seconds, then return
to the original position.

t

Benefits
It makes the spine flexible and reduces the waist line.
XII. VRISHA SANA i.e. a tree (Fig. 54.12)
Steps
1. Adopt the position a step T above.

-..

Fig. 54. 13 Paschimottanasana
,i

Benefits

(i) Since Pascl1imottanasana means stretching of back,
this exercise improve s the flexibility of spine and
strength en the back muscles, and prevents sciatica.
(ii) It removes constipa tion and gastic problem s such as
acidity, indigesti on and flatulence.
(iii) It also strength ens the abdomin al muscles.

Fig. 54.11 Trikonasana
-------------------------~ J

Fig. 54.12 Vrishas~

-
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LFig.54.14 Mayurasan_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
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Xiv. MAYURA SANA (Fig. 54.14)
Steps
1. Kneel on the floor, bend forward and place the palms
on the floor with the fingers pointing inwards.
2. Bend the elbows and rest the belly on the elbows. Give
support to the chest with upper arms.
3. Stretch the legs straight.
4. Exhale, raise the legs from the floor with feet together.
Bring the body in a position parallel to the floor and
keep the balance.
5. Maintain this position for 30-60 seconds. Keep breathing
normally.
6. Return to original position.

2. Place the top of the forehead on the mat in such a way
that the palms touch the top of the head.
3. Exhale, bend the knees and raise the legs together from
the floor with a gentle swing. First raise the legs close
to the hips and keep the balance.
4. Now unfold the bent legs; stretch the legs and point
the toes upwards.
5. Keep the body perpendic ular to the floor. Breathe
normally and stay in this position for 30-60 seconds.
6. Bend the knees, lower the hips and come back to the
original position slowly.
7. Caution: A person with high or low blood pressure
should not do this asana.

Benefits
(i) It strengthen s the abdomina l organs.

Benefits
(i) It helps to improve memory, sleep and vitality.
(ii) It also give relief to cough, cold and sore throat.
(iii) It is particularly beneficial in preventing and treating

{ii) It improves digestion and also cures gastric discomfort

and helps to control blood sugar.

hypertens ion.
XV. SHIRSHA SAN A (Fig. 5-US)
Steps
1. Kneel on the floor; interlock the fingers and place the

forearms on the mat by keeping the distance between
the elbows equal to the width of the shoulders .

Asanas can be subdivide d into two categories: Active
and Passive
A. c l't 1•0~ res tone specific muscles and nerve
groups, benefit organs and endocrine glands, and
activate brain cells.

7

Fig. 54.15 Shirshasana
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Fig. 54.16 Pranayama

B. Pa !ii<
po_ 11r s are emp loyed primarily in
meditation , relaxation, and p ranayama p ractices.

UMN
One may not be able to safely or comfortab ly do the
posture the way the instructor is doing it. When you
are practicing a posture, do what you can without
creating more pain; modify or change the position so
it feels good for you.
Importan t Note

The complete set of yoga asanas covers the entire
human anatomy (from the top of the head to the
tips of the toes). Regular practice helps to correct
postural and systemic irregulari ties, and to maintain
the entire physiolog y in peak condition . The greatest
benefit from practicing asanas comes when we learn
how to relax in a given posture rather concentra ting
the mind totally focused on a single object.

B. PRANAYAMA or BREATHI NG EXERCISES

Pranayama is the science of proper breathing . Breath is the
main source of nourishment for all the cells of the body
and w e cannot live without oxygen for m ore than a few
minutes Therefore,
1. By learning how to increase to tal lung capacity plus
specific pranayam a practices, we can increase the flow
of vital energy to various organs in our bodies, build
our immunity to disease, and overcome many physical
ailmen ts.
2. By regulating the breath and increasing oxygenation
to brain cell, we help to strengthen and revitalize
both the voluntary and antonomic nervous system .
When practiced consis tently, p ranayama also has a
powerful stabilizing effect on the mind and emotions
thus promoting calm and relaxa tion .
Technique (h g. 5-1.16)
The yogic breathing technique of pranayam a involves a
slow deep brenth (about 6 min) inspired with the p redominant

use of the abdomina l musculatu re and the diaphragm .
The b reath is held momentarily in full inspiratio n within
the limits of comfort and allow slow and spontaneo us
exhalation . Again respiration is paused within the limits
of comfort in full exhalation . Obseroe the breath, feel for the
cool air passing through the nostrils d uring inspiration ,
and warm air leaving it during expiration .

UMN
Pranayam a and Asanas work hand-in-h and to
balance and integrate different physiolog ical
functions and to help dissolve emotional blocks and
negative habit patterns that can obstruct the flow of
vital energy within the body.
C. PURIFICATION (CLEANSING) PRACTICES
or KRJYAS

Purification p ractices are advanced form of yogic exercises.
They clean the insid e of the body and include:
1. A pranayama p ractice for eliminatin g excess of
secretions (phlegm) and mucus from the respira tory
system . It cleans the nasal passage and helps in rhinitis,
sinusitis, headache, insomnia etc.
Method: Nasal cleaning or Jal/Water neti-here water
is poured into one nostril and allowed to flow ou t of
the other. (hg. 54.17)

Fig. 54. 1

Jal (water) neti

t. ..
•
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2. An eye cleaning exercise (Tratake) It consists of gazing
steadily without blinking at an object placed at eye level
at a distance of approx l mt. for a minute. Then the eyes
are closed and the object is visualized mentally.
3. Technique for isolating and rolling the abdominal muscles,
This gives a powerful self-massage to the organs of the
abdomen, resulting in improved digestion and relief
from constipation.

•
*
1

Methods
, i - Here dhauti (or a piece
(i) 'J,c ma
water is swallowed and
salty
in
soaked
cloth)
of soft
then pulled out. (Fig. 54 18) It deans the stomach
and helps in flatulence and acidity complains.

O
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as to form a central ridge and arc then pushed in
and out. (l 1g. 54.19)
4.

c

, - It is performed

sitting with one nostril plugged at a time while
breathing in and out with the other nostril forcefully
and maximaUy. It is essentially a hyperventil ation
technique. It washes of carbon-diox ide and leads to a
feeling of emptiness in the head.

Purification/cl,~ansing practices being advanced
yogic techniques are by no means recommend ed for
a beginner.

D . MUSIC AND SOUND THERAPY
It include rhythm and melody, combined with hand
movements and sound combination . It help to develop

concentration, breath coordination, communication and
motor skill, as well as appreciation for the essentials of
tone and harmony. It can also produce a calming and
healing effect on the various system and psyche.

•
J

•

Fig. 54.18 Dhauti (Stomach cleaning)

.J r - A person sits in a tub
(ii) ( lo111 cI
filled with water and create negative pressure in the
abdomen, as a result, water is sucked into the rectum
and colon and then eliminated.
a , - It is performed
(iii) \b, , 1
standing with knees flexed and hands resting
on the thighs. After a maximal expiration, the
abdominal muscles are forcefully contracted so

I

By combining sound therapy techniques with
traditional yoga practices, such as chanting mantras
and sounding musical notes, it is possible to create
an ideal learning environmen t for all levels of yoga
practices.

E. DEEP RELAXATION
It is traditionally the conclusion and peak of every yoga
session. During 10-20 minutes of complete silence and
immobility, deep relaxation allows the body to absorb
all the benefits of previous asanas, pranayarna and
purification (cleansing) practices.

---Fig. 54.19 Nauli (Abdominal cleaning_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

J
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It is necessary to learn how to relax after a period of
activity to recoup the energy and vitality expended during
the day.
1. For infants and toddlers, soft music is combined with
massage of the feet and nape of the neck to help
induce relaxation .
2. For children and adults, deep relaxation begins as
they lie down on their backs with palms up and legs
spread one to two feet apart. Using soft backgroun d
music and muted lighting, encourage the release of
physica I tension and mental stress.

UMN
Relaxation

practices in yoga are different than
sleeping when prop erly done. Deep relaxation
can b ecome a powerful meditatio n p ractice. This
help to develop confidenc e and stabilize the minds
awarenes s in p ool of deep tranquilit y (calmness ) and
peace.

THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF
YOGA PRACTICE
The yoga begins by working with the body on a structural
level. The yogic practices stimulate and balance all the
systems of the body. The end result is increased mental
clarity, emotional stability and a greater sense of overall
well being. A few month practice of yoga (asanas or
pranayam a or meditatio n or various combinati ons of
these) triggers neurohorm onal mechanism s (see below)
that bring about health benefits.

I. PHYSIOLOGICAL BENEFITS
1. Effects on the Nervous system
(i) In general, yogic practices bring about stable
autonomic nervous system equilibrium with a
tendency toward I
a/ •
" ,
,
11
""'• ,tc , . This result in: (also refer to page 927)
(a) Decrease in heart rate and blood pressure (of
special significance in hypertens ive)
(b) Decrease in respirator y rate
(c) lmprovem ent in GIT and excretory functions
(d) Improvem ent in sexual activity
(e) Favours storage of absorbed nutrients
(f) Decrease in oxygen consumpt ion (fall in
metabolic rate)
(g) Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) increases
indicating lower reactivity to stressful stimuli
and greater stability of the sympathe tic
nervous system.
(ii) J .L ( Predomin ance of alpha waves; theta, delta
and beta waves also increases (during various

stages of meditation). This indicates a more relaxed
state of mind and result in:
(a) Sensory attenuation i.e minimal sensory input
(less distraction , better concentrat ion and pain
decreases)
(b) Motor attenuation i.e minimal motor input (comfortable posture)
I
(iii) I , 1e /'' ,c u of r e ,,er ,, us syst1111 (also refer
t
to page 1031)
(a) Improvem ent of higher intellectua l activities
such as: emotional affects, motivatio n,
behavior, learning efficiency, personalit y,
memory, moral and social sense etc.
(b) Improvem ent in cerebral blood flow with
synchroni zed neuronal activity.
(c) Depth perception (page 1101) and critical
fusion frequency (page 1094) improves,
indicating reduced fatigue and stress level.

I

.-

2. Effects on the CVS
(i) Heart rate and systemic BP decreases
(ii)Cardio vascular efficiency increases i.e a given level
of exercise is associated with a smaller increase in
above parameter s. This may be attributed to increase _
baroreflex sensitivity.
i 3. Effects on Respiratory System
,,
(i) Respirato ry rate decreases
(ii) Tidal volume increases
;,
(iii) Vital capacity increases
(iv) Breath holding time increases
(v) Maximum breathing capacity (MBC) increases
(vi) Respirato ry efficiency increases and respiratio n
become more smooth.
Mechanism
Parasymp athetic nervous system dominanc e with
decrease in sympathe tic activity.

-

4. Effects on Metabolic Rate
(i) Metabolis m is a good indicator of the rate at which
we live. Yogic exercises slow down metabolis m by
decreasing the oxygen consumpt ion. The fall in the
metabolic rate is much greater and more steep than
during sleep. Further, there is no fall in the internal l
body (core) temperatu re.
t'
(ii) Higher maximum oxygen consumpt ion (page 481) ;can be achieved due to increase in cardio--respiratory "
efficiency.
5. Effects on Neurohormonal Activity

Regular yogic practice result in reduction in intrinsic
neurohorm onal activity such as:
(i) Decrease in urinary exertion of catecholam ines
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(ii)
(iii)

•

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(viii)

•

(epinephrine, nor-epinephrine and dopamine);
aldos terone.
Serum catecholamines, testosterone and luteinizing
hormone levels decreases
Increase in the urinary excretion of cortisol.
Thyroxine increases
Oxyt ocin increases
Prolactin increases
Decrease in resting glucocorticoid levels. But its
secretion increases in response to acute challenge
indicating the improved ability to cope up with
stress.
Decrease in fasting blood glucose level

6. Effects on skeleto-muscular system
(i) E.M.G. activity decreases
(ii) Musculo - skeletal flexibility and joint range of
movement increases
(iii) Strength and resiliency increases
(iv) Endurance increases
(v) Energy level increases
7. Effects on Digestive System

•
•
""
• •

Proper digestion requires a proper diet as well as proper
exercise and posture. With a straight spine, abdomen has
the space it needs to carry out the digestive processes
without the ribs and upper internal organs interfering.
Yoga helps digestion by:
(i) Increase blood flow to GIT
(ii) Stimulate peristalsis
(iii) Relax digestive system and leads to more effective
elimination.

Uffiti

To develo p a strong digestive tract, exercises such
as yoga, sit-ups, push-ups, aerobics and swimming
are the most b en eficial. Caution: Avoid yoga asanas
if you have or had hiatus hernia, abdominal surgery,
a bdominal inflammation, hyperthyroid, severe back
problems or p regnan cy.

4

Il. PSYCHOLOGICAL BENEFITS
• l. Somatic and kinesthetic awareness increases

, , 2 Mood improves and subjective well being increases
Social adjustment increases
4. Anxiety and depression decreases
5. Hostility (unfriendliness) decreases
6. Psychomotor functions improves such as:
(i) Grip strength increases
(ii) Fine skill movements improves
(iii) Endurance increases
(iv) Integrated functions of body parts improves

• : 3:
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III. BIOCHEMICAL BENEFITS
The biochemical profile improves indicating an antistress
and antioxidant effect important in the prevention of
degenerative diseases.
l. Haematocrit, haemoglobin and lymphocyte count
increases
2. TLC decreases
3. Total serum protein and vitamin C increases
4. Glucose and sodium levels decreases
5. Lipid profile:
(i) Total cholesterol decreases
(ii) Triglycerides decreases
(iii) LDL and VLDL decreases
(iv) HDL i.ncr,eases.

YOGA IN HEALffl AND DISEASE
Psychological stress and faulty life style are the major
contributors to many diseases of modern civilization
such as: obesity, liyperte11sion, coronanJ artery disease
and diabetes mellitus, Mindfullness-bases (i.e. cautiously,
or careful based) stress reduction such as yoga has been
shown to play a major role in recovery and contribute
to the general h,ealth. It has gained immense popularity
as a form of recreational activity all over the world. lts
possible contributions to healthy living have been studied
and many interesting scientifically based revelations have
been made.
1. Obesity and Body Weight
A reliable indicator for body fat is Body Mass lndex (BMJ)
(page 781 and 1042). In many individuals attempts at
weight reduction have proved to be very challenging and
often unfruitful. Yoga has been found to be particularly
helpful in the management of obesity. By practicing yoga
for a year help significant improvement in the ideal body
weight and body density.
\ ,1 dllll 1.

(i) By simple ,excess calorie expenditure
(ii) Life style modification
(iii) Improvemient in dietary habits
(iv) Positive body-mind equilibrium

2. Hypertension
Impaired baroreflex sensitivity has been increasingly
postulated to be one of the major causative factors of
essential hypertension. A short period (3 months) of regular
yogic practice for 1 hr/ day is effective in controlling blood
pressure in such individuals.
I

(i) Restoration of baroreflex sensitivity with autonomic
readjustments.
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(ii) Progressive reduction of sympatho-adrenal and

rennin-angioten sin activity.
Important Note'·

Cardio-vascular response to shirshasana (head-down
-body-up-postural exercise) has been shown to be
particularly beneficial in preventing and treating
hypertension associated left ventricular hypertrophy
and diastolic dysfunction.

3. Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) / lschaemic Heart
Disease (IHD)
Reduced heart rate variability and baroreflex sensitivity
are powerful predictors of CAD/IHD. Further increased
intrinsic neurohormonal activity due to general stress
in life also contributes to increased risk of myocardial
infarction.
\I

I I

Ill ,, -

(i) Slow breathing yogic exercises along with recitation
of mantras increases heart rate variability and
baroreflex sensitivity by re-synchroning inherent
cardiovascular rhythms. This also decreases RR
interval in ECG, and reduces both systolic and
diastolic blood pressures.
(ii) Regular practice of yoga has shown to •
, ve
, ,
I in the patients with known JHD
as well as in healthy individuals.
(iii) Yoga based guided relaxation help in the '1 t1 m
of s} "Tlpatril'h c 1vity with reduction in heart rate,
GSR, oxygen consumption and increase in tidal
volume. The clinical neurohomomal activity, thus
facilitating protection against IHD and myocardial
infarction.
(iv) Yoga exercise increases n·grt. ~ion anc rct11 Is
r 1 e
o o
' .. osc r i in patents with CAD.
Lipid-lowering and plaque -stabilizing effects of
yoga exercise seems to be simlar to that of statin
drugs (HMG CoA reducatase inhibitors). The changes
brought about by the practice of yoga in the millieu
interieur by a neurohormonal mechanism seem to be
responsible for statin like actions.
(v) Yoga is also shown to have the ability to 1 H ·ol
l t c o· e 1...1
thus mimicking beta
blockade.
4. Diabetes Mellitus
Maturity onset diabetes can usually be controlled through
dietary life style changes. While yoga cannot 'cure' diabetes,

it can bring lifestyle changes necessary to keep diabetes
symptoms in check. Yoga exercises tone and shape the
body, improve posture and circulation (specially to the
extremities) and contribute to feeling of well-being.
Yoga is considered as a beneficial adjuvant for NIDDM
patients (page 747). It helps to reduce the frequency of·
hyperglycemia and need for oral hypoglycemics to.a
maintain adequate blood sugar levels.
't
'In , 1tl ms
Neurohormonal modulation
glucagon activity.

,lt

involving insulin

and

Important Note

Most effective asana for controlling blood sugar levels
in diabetics is Dhanurasana. This is true specially if
fasting blood glucose level is less than 250mg/dL.
5. Skeleto- muscular disorders

Yoga has been beneficial for skeleto - muscular disorders
such as backache, spondolytis (cervical/lumbar), arthritis etc.
Asanas strengthen back muscles and relieve backache.
They also help reliving muscular spasm by increasing
flexibility, decrease in body weight and stress, and
producing relaxation of the body as a whole.

•

..

6. Cancer Recovery
•
Individuals diagnosed with cancer, receiving chemotherapy
or radiation treatment, recovering from surgical tumor
removal or in remission may be dealing with symptoms
or side effects, anxiety or emotional issues. Depending on
what parts of your body are affected, what type of cancer
you have (or had), and your physical abilities; yogic
practice will be specific for you. Find out what works for
you and what helps you to move in a positive direction.
Yoga helps an adjunct to medical treatment by :
(i) ease the symptoms
(ii) give more energy
(iii) calm the mind; and
(iv) give tools for accepting, loving and motivation.

•

...

7. Psychiatric Disturbances

?

--..
Yoga practice has been long used for stress reduction as ,- •
well as for prevention and treatment of psychological
disturbances. Yogic exercises and relaxation improve
insomnia, tension headache and irritable bowel or
bladder.

CHAPTER 54: PHYSIOLOGY OF YOGA
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YOGA VERSES CONVEN TIONAL EXERCISE
CONVENTI ONAL EXERCISE

YOGA
1. Performed with the right/ positive attitude preceeded by
purification of behaviors

5. Low caloric consumption

(Note: Any conventio11al exercise perfom1ed with spiritual aim
may be considered yogic)
2. Sympathetic nervous system dominates
3. Cortical regions of brain dominates
4. Ass~iated with increased muscle tension with higher risk
of injury
5. Moderate to high caloric consumption

6 . Effort is minimized, relaxed

6. Effort is maximized

7. Energizing (breathing is natural or controlled)

7. Fatiguing

8. Balanced activity of opposing muscle groups.

8. Imbalanced activity of opposing muscle group

9. Non-competi tive ; process - oriented

9. Competitive ; goal-oriented

2. Parasympath etic nervous system dominates
3. Subcortical regions of brain dominates
4. Provides normalization of muscle tone; low risk of injuring
muscles and ligaments

•

1. Performed without any such attitude.

10. Awareness is internal eg focus is on breath and infinite

10. Awareness is external eg focus is on reaching the finish

11. Limitless possibilities for growth in self awareness

11. Boredom factor.

line etc.

tMffMiUH:ti
•

f

1. Explain:
(i) Yoga, Yarn a, Niyama, Pranayama and Kriya
2. Give physiological basis of :
(i) Improvement in higher intellectual activities with yoga.
(ii) How does yoga help in weight reduction.
3. Write briefly about :
(i) General characteristic and requirements for doing yogic practices.
(iv} Techniques of doing pranayama
(ii) Therapeutic potentials of yogic practices. (iii) History of yoga
(vi) Benefits of yoga practices.
(v) Oeansing practices
4. Name the asanas that help in improving spine flexibility and produces strength to the muscles of the back.
5. How does yoga help to develop a strong digestive system?
6. List the major disorders caused by psychologica l stress and faulty life styles. Describe briefly the role of yogic exercise

in overcoming them.
7. Describe briefly the part played by yoga in cancer recovery.

00·1

'

1. The main aim of yoga practices is :
(a) to achieve highest level of mtegration of body and mind.
(b) to control breathing.
(c) to adopt and maintain certain simple to complex body postures.
(d) to improve quality of life.
Asana that energis es the entire neuro-gladul ar and neuro-mus cular sys tem of the body is :
(d) Shavasana
(c) Halasana
(b) Dhanurasana
(a) Surya namaskar

3. All are the basic areas of practice of yoga exception:
(c) Yama
(b) Pranayama
(a) Asanas
except:
organs
abdominal
4. All asana improve the functioning of the
Shalabhasana
(c)
Halasana
(b)
(a) Dhanurasana

(d) Music and sound therapy
(d) Trikonasana
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5. Pran ayama:
(a) involves rapid and deep breathing for about 6 minuts. (b) is science of proper breathing.
(c) is advanced form for yogic exercise.
(d) is necessary to learn how to relax after a period of acitivity.
6. Not a part of kriya:
(a) pranayama
(b) jal neti
(c) kapalbharti
(d) deep relaxation practice
7. Deep relaxation practice is:
(a) traditionally the conclusion and peak of every yoga session.
(b) to recover the energy expended doing the day.
(c) to regain vitality.
(d) all of the above are true.
8. Minimum duration for which yogic exercise need to b e p erformed to trigger neuro-hormo nal mech anisms that
bring
about health be nefits is:
(a) 2 months
(b) 4 months
(c) 6 months
(d) 8 months or above
9. All are disease of mode m civilization except:
. (a) hypertension
(b) skeleto-muscular disorders (c) diabetes mellitus
(d) coronary artery disease
10. Yoga differs from conventional exercise that in yoga:
(a) sympathetic nervous system dominates
(b) is goal oriented
(c) Provides normalization of muscle tone
(d) awareness is external

1. (a)

2. (a)

3. (c)

4. (d)

5. (b)

-

-

6. (d)

7. (d)

8. (c)

9. (b)

i
_,

•

10. (c)
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Chapter 55: Physiological Anatomy of the Kidney
Kidney structure: Nephron; organizatio n and function of glomerulus; types of nephrons;
Juxtaglome rular apparatus
·
Kidney functions
blood vessels; peculiarities of renal circulation
Renal
kidney:
of
supply
Blood
Chapter 56: Mechanism of Formation of Urine
Glomerula r filtration: GFR; Glomerula r filtration versus systemic filtration; filtration fraction
Reabsorption and secretion in renal tubules of glucose; Na+; K+; HCO3 ; H•·; CJ- and water

Chapter 57: Re nal Clearance
Sigruficance
Applications: as a measure of : GFR, tubular secretory capacity, RPF, RBF, osmotic and freewater clearances, excertion of waste products; Uremia; Dialysis therapy

'

~-

Chapter 58: Mechanism of Concentrat ion and Dilution of Urine - The Counter Current System
Counter current system: counter current m ultipliers and exchangers; Role of urea
Diuresis: Water versus Osmotic; Diuretics
Chapter 59: Acidification of Urine
Ren al regulation of acid-base balance: buffer system in the kidneys; titratable acidity;
excretion of H+ ·
Chapter 60: Regulation of Volume and Concentration of Body Fluids
Regulatory mechanism s: Defence of tonicity, volume and H+ concentrati on
App lied: dehydratio n; overhydrat ion; acidosis; alkalosis; Anion Gap
Chapter 61: Kidney (Renal) Functio'n Tests
Urine and l?lood examination
Renal clearance tests: for glomerular and tubular functions
Miscellane ous tests

.

.

.

.
•
j hapter 62: Physiology of Micturition
of urina ry bladder
activity
postural
and
supply
Definition; Physiological anatomy, nerve
Micturition reflex
j
Mechanism of voluntary micturition and its reflex control
Applied: Deafferent.ation; denervatio n
f'

Ch apter 63: Regulation of Body Temperatu re in Humans
Normal value; factors affecting
Body heat production and heat loss
Temperatu re regulating mechanism s
Applied Aspect: fever; hypotherm ia
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Physiological Anatomy of the Kidney
•

I. Kidney Structure
Nephron
Types of Nephrons

•

Organization and Function of Glomerulus
Juxtaglomerular Apparatus

II. Kidney functions
III. Blood Supply of the Kidney
Peculiarities of Renal Circulation

@

,..

I

I

Renal Blood Vessels

(1) KIDNEY STRUCTURE

10-15 minor calyces join to fom:i two major calyces
which come out through the pelvis of kidney to the
widened end of the ureter.
2. The ureters exit from the hilus of the kidney and pass to
the bladder. The blood vessels, lymphatics and nerves
enter into or exit from the kidney via the hilus.

GROSS STRUCTURE
1. The two kidneys, each weighing 150 gms in adults are
located retroperitoneally in the upper dorsal region of
the abdominal cavity, on either side of the vertebral
column. The kidneys are bean-shaped organs, approx.
10 cm long, 5 cm wide and 2.5 cm thick. Th_! right
kidney is usually slightly lowetllian the left because '--==MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE
of the considerable space occupied b y the liver. Vertical
The basic functional unit of the kidney is the 11ephron.
section of the kidneys shows: (Fig. 55.1)
There are approximately 1 to 1.3 million nephrons in each
(i) 011te c rte, - reddish in colour; and
kidney which drain into the renal pelvis. Total length of
(ii) J ner med 1111 - p~ in colour. It contains
a nephron ranges from 45 to 65 mm.
:;:,11 ~O mm
10-15 Pyramids which terminate medially in the
The different parts of the nephron are: Bowman's capsule;
renal papillae. Papillae projects into 'c~es'; such
Glomerulus; The proximal convoluted tubule (PCI): length

~J

Left kidney
(in cross-section)

Inferior
vena cava

.

.
•

De;>C9nding
aorta

Cortex

Adrenal
gland

Medulla
Papilla

Right
kidney

Calyces (minor and major)
Renal column

Ureters
Renal capsule

•

Renal pelvis

Bladder

Renal pelvis

Fig. 55.1 Structure of the kidney
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(1-6 4- e-0+

1-o + ~ o)
15 mm; The loop of Henle: length 14-26 mm; The distal
convoluted tubule (DCT): length 5 mm, and The collecting
tubules: length 20 mm. (fig. 55.3)
A. Bowman's Capsule i.e. the initial d~d part of
the nephron. Its epithelial cell lining is about~
thick.
B. Glomerulus: It is about 200 µm in diameter and
formed by the invagination of a tuft of capillaries
into the Bowman's capsule. The capillaries are
supplied by afferent arteriole and the blood leaves@
from the tuft by efferent arteriole.
Bowman's capsule and the glomerulus together constitute
the M ~ s c l e (after Marcello Malpighi 1666).
(!)organization and function of the Glomerulus
The Bowman's capsule has two layers: (1) Visceral and
(2) Parietal.
1.
. 1 ·1/ l,, J , is very close,ly applied to the loops of
the capillaries so as to surround each loop on all sides.
It is continuous at the site of entrance of the afferent and
efferent
parietal layer. (I 1g. 55.2)

2. P, , 1 ·cll l, ft'r is applied to the 5,owman's capsule
pmper and forms the 011ter )jnjng of the glomerulus. It
is contjnuous with the proximal convoluted tubule.
A space is present between thevisceral and parietal
layers of the Bowman's capsule, called !,lawman's
S/!__ace. Thie structures intervening the blood within the .
capillary loop and Bowman's space is called Glomemlar •
mem.bra..tu· ac Glowerulnr capillary Yll!ll.
;:

Structure of Glomerular Membrane
l~
an extremely thin membrane and is made up of •
~ayers (Fig. 55.2):
Layer 1: 1- ll' • l • 'l'S o ·,_ ode c 1, t VISceral epithelial cell
layer covering the capillaries is not continuous. It
gives out series of processes called p(;dicles (feet),
inte1rdigitating upon capillary surface to form
fi,Jl:tfgi~l£ts(25 wi~)along the capillary ~all.
Layer 2: I , m, ram e,ttnlll 01 011ttr c ment lai1e·
Overlying this are the foot processes of podocytes.
Layer 3: , 1· , ,1 lenui - d~se structural portion of the
base·ment membrane.

Squamous epithelial cells of
Bowman's capsule (Parietal cell layer)

[

,ru1a, Ep;,holi"m

(Visceral cell layer)

Efferent arteriole

Filtration membrane
, - - -- -------Capillary endothelium rn"I
Basement membrane ~
,. - - - - --1'-C">J.i~oot processes of podocyte Afi:l
,---~H='---~---,
of glomerular capsule

1i

Capillary

.,

Fenestration (pore) -

- - - 1 -- - - . J

l-:t-0 , ~rrrn)
Three parts of the filtration membranu

Fig. 55.2 Organization of the glomerulus

--------
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Layer 4:

It

l

p rovides a bE:d foe tbe capiJla~ othelium.
I , · The endothelium of the
Layer 5: l 11 I /1,1/ r
glomerular capillaries is fenestrated wjth RQCPS of
100 nm in diameter. Thes~ features a llow plasma
plasma proteins and
filtration w ith retention
cells.
blood
2. The glomerular capillaries form a freely branching
an astomotic network. Each glomerulus contains
lobules and each of these consists of 3;6 capilla ry I~
i.e. 20-40 loops in all. Many anastomose s occur between
the capillaries within any one lobule. Arrangemen t of
Iomerulus
afferent and efferent arterioles w~
Q,<,,r,,;;Rc
.
allows the mamtenan ce of a m uch
in the glomeit:ru ar illaries than in
capillaries elsewhere (pressure ins temic capillaries is
25 mmHg). This high capillary p sure is well adapted
for filtration function which the glomeruli subserve.
majorJunction of glomenalar membrane is to produce
The
3.
an r ft rlrlt, ,/1. i.e. the glomerular filtrate w ill contain all

of

•
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the constituents of plasma except proteins. Functionally,
ge of
the glomerular membrane permits ~
neutral substances upto 4 001 in d iameter and almost
those with diameter &1.le~autl<.LllKY...,,,,"'-'J...
t~ all exctuaes'--..___:

____

The to~ I area of glomerular capilllary membrane
across which filtration occu rs is about

~

[Ovf'l

-

re is c a l l e i ~ A s a
e
e
Fil~
ertru'ough the
molecule
small
and
water
result
the proteins
eas
w
rapidly
membrane
glomerular
not.
do
and blood
C. Proximal Convoluted Tubule (PCT). .
(I i . ... 5.3)

11t1m

l. PCT lumen is continuous with tha t of Bowman's

capsule.

Nucleus
Microvilli

.:

Distal
convoluted
tubule

Proximal
convoluted
tub

-I

1 Low wwo,~
L eJ?ith-

COLLECTING
SYSTEM

Glomerular
epithelium

l

Capillaries

'

Collecting
tubule

~
Capsular
epithelium

Glomerulus

Capsular
space

Fi . :'iS 1 Histology of a typical Ncphron

Papillary
d uct

Thin

ifill

(__ d~

Collectlng
duct

limb
Renal
corpuscle

loop
of
Henle
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M---

Proximal convoluted tubule

- --

/ "I'll,- -

Renal sympathetic nerve

Smooth muscle cells

( Tunica \\l t&l'
~ - - Juxta glomerular cells
(releases Renin)

-\tu~u.i~)

Mesangial (or Lacis) cells
(supporting cells)
\'"'!i-'K-- - = - Macula densa cells (chemoreceptors)

..
Fig. 55.5 Structure ofJuxta glomerular apparatus (JGA)

-------------------------------------'

(iii) They also secrete various substances and take up@ Renin-Angiotensin System

immune complexes.
The JGA regulates the renin secretion into the blood stream.
Normal plasma renin level: 20~ ~ dL.

(D Regulation of Renin Secretion
(3)

If

'

ev

Angiotensinogen (0-i-globulin substrate in the
circulating plasma)
Renin an enzyme from JGA
(

Angiotensin I (inactive decapeptide)

I angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
t in the lungs, kidney and plasma

•II

1. Inhibition of JG cells by:

~

( \-\e.,

i) ~ h due to increase in afferent arteriolar
pressure
(ii) Angiotensin II (via negative feedback)
(iii) Vasopressin (ADH).
2. Increased rate of Na+ and c1- reabsorption across
macula densa.
3. Atrial natriuretic peptide:~ (page 559)

@
(])c.,, t'O
d Stimulation of JG cells by:

,.

Angiotensin II (octapeptide; 1/2 life 1-2 min)

t angiotensin converting enzyme in lungs
Angiotensin III

(PvS.et A\~~\-6U:>'M... sz.~ )

Angiotensin II and ill get rapidly des)!oyed by
circulating angiotensinase to inactive metabolites.

II

®
~

(i) increase in sympathetic activity via renal nerves
{hypovolemia, hypotension)
@ ii) increase in circulating catecholamines (act vi ~1adceuergjc receptor on JG cells)
@ iii) prostaglandins (specially prostacyclin)
2. Sodium depletion; Diuretics; Congestive cardiac
ure. (cc.,~)

Uffiti

.

The rate of renin secretion at any given time is
determined by the summated activity of all the
factors mentioned above. Also refer to page 726.
•

I

Actions of A11giotensin II (Mode of action: page 23)
1. Most potent presser substance (acts via AT1 receptors,
page 726) and by causing generalised arteriolar
constriction increases both systolic and diastolic blood _
pressµre; 4 to 8 time~ 1rWre pqtent than nor-epinephrine (NE).

..

{bn& otension II pressor activity is decreased in
· so ~ uy depleted individuals and in patients with
cirr~ s of liver.
2. Stimulates zona glomeruJosa of
to
~ o n ( p a g e ~ t,\len
leads to increased sodium reabsorption by the kidneys.

ls:n_~~-d ,

1-)

.

I'

'
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This action of aldosterone is slow because it requires
new protein synthesis.
3. Facilitates the release of NE by a direct action on postganglionic symphathetic neurons.
4. Contraction o ~ c ells with a resultant decrease
•

inGFR. -!,,
5. Increases Na+ - H + exchange in the PCT, thus directly
increases Na+ reabsorption by the ki eys.
• 6. Acts on circumven tricular organs (page 373) in the brain
to cause increased water intake; increases BP; increases
ADH and ACTH secretion.

D
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B. Homeostatic function i.e. to maintain the constancy of
~
al environment (Millieu interior, page 50) by
the following mechanisms.
1. • , I n J
, .cnt 1ti1111 of body
(Refer to page 557); and
•
J o
\c ,
.,1fr ,. (Refer to page 551)
2.
C. Endocrine function. Kidneys are endocrine organs

secreting:
1.
- it is a major component of the Reninangiotensin-aldosterone mechanism and helps to
regulate B.P.
2. r '1
n J,r- I ()1t' ,. ro J
erythropoietin,
page 68). In foetu e
neonates REF is primarily
se et d b the live . REF increases the number of
ci rculating erythrocytest
3.
( J
/~
I l
Dietary Vitamin 0 3 (cholecalci~; raooot be used
by body as such)

@

Important Note

Angiotensin ill has about 40% of the pressor activity
of angiotensin II but 100% of the natural aldosterone
stimulating activity.

@KIDNEY FUNCTIONS

r,;:z_ v " ' --- · '-- -. .. ,, o~

[GH

e]

A. Excretion of Metabolic Waste products. The main
function of kidney is to filter the blood and reject its
waste products in dissolved form in the urine. How?
25 ltydroxylase in liver(J_irst /t1fdroxylation)
1. Renal blood flow (RBF) is about(1.2 L per
i.e.
approx. 1700 L of blood is filtered by the kidneys
25 HOCC (h ydroxycholeca]~
, 2-5 times more
•
per day. Since glomeruJar filtration rate (GFR) is
effective than vitamin D3 in preventing r;:J_j
- ~F-t 125 mL/ min i.e. about 180 L/ day of cells and protein
rickets)
free fil teur~-formed; whereas normaJ urine volume
1-a hydroxylase in kidney PCT,(icond l111droxylntioii;)
· • \ J ~ 1 1.5 L/ day) ~ s, more than 99% of the filtrate
1,~ DHCC (biologically most :;-ctive form of
· l ~ norma ea sorbed.---:J- r\-'Ovv?
j '(,~Ze. '-,..Sn
vitamin D; 100 times more potent than
...
2. On the part of the renal tubular cells, the essential
ri,\)1
25 HOCC).
constituents of this fiJtrate are restored to the
D. Gluconeogenesis function . The kidne ac uires the
circulation together with water; and waste products
important ability to ynu...!!:e~s·~--t'1.lt11.J-~u..t::.u.:-~...........:
e.g. urea (non-toxic product of protein metabolism ),
produced from non-car~y
1 ~(end product of purine metabolism), crentinine
glutamine) only in unusual circ
anhydride
of
muscle
creatine),£
p rolznged sta cvatioo"find chr9IYG re1tpicatocy acido§is .
(an
endogenous
{
..slJ:i+are only partly absorbed. In fact, the tubular
P:;'\
Us actively secrete K+and H+into the tubular fluid.
BLOOD SUPPLY OF THE KlDNEY
ese rejected waste substances osroabrn!ly ath:act CnRenal Blood Vessels
•
I
t , a major branch of Aorta supplying each
some water and in 24 hours approximately 1- 1.5 L
kidney separately.
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UNIT VII: THE EXCRETORY SYSTEM

r: ere11t
riules - short and thick walled, each divide
into multiple capillary branches to ~orm, glomerulus They
form a major site of autoregulatory resistance (page 511) and
are also responsible for high hydrostatic pressure in the
glomerular capillaries than in the other capillaries (page 518)
,

(A)

Renal capsule
Interlobular
artery

t
(,/amer11lar Capillnm, exhibit higher pressure than that in

Arcuate artery

other body capillary bed because afferent arterioles are
short and thick walled.

t join to form

l

Arcuate vein

,

..'

Medulla~

fJ(~ tn1 1rterwles - diameter smaller to afferent arterioles
but possess a thinner wall due to relatively little smooth
muscle in them. These vessels have a relatively high

resistance.

! they bre~~ to form
(i) irtcortic<)Ynephrons - Peritubular Capillary Plexus

wh!Chsurrounds all the convoluted tubules in the
CO~.

(ii) ~ephrons - not only form peritubular capillary

,
J

fv

plexus but also subdivide into bands of straight
vessels, called Vasa Reeta, which run parallel to
the convoluted tubules into the medulla (Also see
to page 545).
(i) and (ii) join to form

@
@

Renal
artery

I t Vem

i drains into

1 mr ol 11/ar Ve1, (

G)

v,;-.DV
'01.e>V... (

e lob11r Vein

p·1g. 55 .6 BIood suppIy t o the kidneys
(A) Circulation in the cortex (B) Vertical section showing

·iii Rrnal Vein _., 1..~\.t9,.,0~

hini•Mifflis@ .

..

Renal
vein

t'\rcuate Veill

@/!
llllllllll!IIIIW. .ftllll-1!11111

(B)

V

v<!.)t (,..
r '-'' o...

.,

major arteries and veins

Co.:V'\--"

--

fl.y're9.~0\e_ f)s\-e.St,,0~-'1 ~l1. The arterial segments between glomeruli and tubules are technically a 'portal system' (portal means gate), and

the glomerular capillaries are the only capillaries in the body that drain into arterioles.
2. The efferent arteriole from each glomerulus breaks up into capillaries that supply a number of different

nephrons. Thus, the tubule of each nephron does not necessarily receive blood from the efferent arteriole of
that nephron.
3. In humans, total surface area of renal capillaries is equal to the total surface area of the tubules= 12 m 2•
4. The volume of blood in the renal capillaries at any given time is 30-40 ml.
5. The kidneys have an abundant lymphatic supply that drains via the thoracic duct into the venous circulation
in the thorax.
6. Pressure in renal vessels (Fig. 55. 7):
(i) In glomerular capillaries: 45 mmHg
(ii) In peritubular capillaries: 8mmHg (due to drop in pressure in the efferent arterioles)
(iii) In renal vein: 4 mmHg

•
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Fig. 55.7 The fall in mean BP across the renal circulation. Note that when the afferent arterioles constrict, the pressure in the glomerular
capillaries falls and when the efferent arterioles constrict, the pressure in the glomerular c:apillaries rises.

00

•
•

(iii) Increased reabsorption of Na+and water in the tubules
Innervation of Renal Vessels Renal vessels are innervated
due to a, direct action of catecholamines on the
by Efferent and Afferent nerves.
renal tubules. This effect may be mediated by both
A. Efferent nerve supply is by two branches of
ex or !3-adrenergic receptors.
autonomic nervous system:
B. Afferent Nerve Supply to convey pain sensibility in
1. P,1rasymp,11hetic I1111en 1atio11 from vagus (X)
kidney disease. The afferent fibers pass along the
nerve, function is uncertain.
sympathetic afferents into the doral nerve roots of
2. ~11111patl1e11c i1111 , c•r tio11 from T 10 to Li interL1,2 and lower thoracic segment.
mediolateral grey segment of spinal cord through
splanclmic nerves. The sympathetic cell bodies
Important N
are located in superior mesenteric ganglion and
An increase in ureteral pressure in one kidney
sympathetic fibres are distributed:
reflexly leads to a decrease in efferent nerve activity
(i) primarily to the afferent and efferent arterioles;
to the contralateral kidney to cause an increase in its
PCT, OCT and thick ascending limb of loop
excretion of Na+ and water (called Reno-renal reflex;
of Henle; and
probably mediated by renal afferents).
(ii) also end in close proximity to the renal tubular
cells and JG cells.
tors affectin,g blood supply to the kidneys
There is some tonic discharge in the renal nerves at rest. ~
This is mediated in part by VMC (vasomotor centre) in
1. C teclwh 11m1e.s, specially nor-epinephrine (NE)
constricts renal vessels, the greatest effect being
the medulla and by parts of cerebral cortex.
exerted on the interlobular arteries, the afferent and
efferent arterioles. However, dopamine causes renal
Stimulatiou of ,,,,,di s11n;pllt11ctic nen>e 11rod11ces
vasodilatation and natriuresis.
(i) Fall in RBF (renal blood flow) due to both afferent.
2. '\.11giotem,i11 IIand efferent arteriol;u constriction which causes
(i) In low concentration causes selective constriction
increase in renal vascular resistance, the effect is ·
mediated by:
of effe.rent arterioles
(ii) In high concentration causes constriction of both
(a) mainly by a.,-adrenergic receptors; and
afferent and efferent arterioles.
(b) to a lesser extent by post-synaptic exi3. PMs ,1gl1111t1 ·11s (PG) PGE2 and PG~-vasodilate both
adrenergic receptors
afferent and efferent arterioles and cause increase in
(ii) Increased renin secretion from JG cells via
blood flow in renal cortex but decrease blood flow in
~ 1-adrenergic receptors located on the membranes
the renal medulla.
of these cells by a direct action of released NE.

.
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4. bercise, increases sympathetic activity thus markedly
From (1) and (2) above, oxygen consumption (V )
decreases RBF due to increased release of NE and
of kidney is about 18-20 mL/min (6 mL/100
Angiotensin II.
~ ) which represents .8% of VOz of whole body at
5. Haemorrhage by release of catecholamines and
rest (normal: 250 mL/ min). Therefore, renal V0
angiotensin Il causes:
is very high and ranked second to the heart (hearl
(i) marked decrease in RBF
VO at rest= 8-10 mL/100 gm/min).
(ii) Prostaglandin production locally in kidney,
3. Narka! resting RBF amounts to~ 80% of
increases RBF
f l ~ l e ; q__u ring maximum vasodilatation it
Net effect is decrease in RBF.
in~reases to 1.5 ggi.es the resting level (as compared •
6. Clumge of posture from supine to standing position
to skeletal muscle resting blood fl.ow which is only •
causes BP to fall; this via baroreceptors, increases
1/20th to I/30th of the maximal). J>~00,,.!....
sympathetic activity and eventually RBF decreases.
{ 4. Renal vascular circuit has '-:er;y little basal tone·.~·~
7. focr"ase in renal nrter111/ B.P. causes reflex decrease
5. (A-V) Oz difference in most body organs is
in sympathetic tone, this by renal arteriolar dilatation
inversely proportional to their blood fl.ow, whereas
results in increase in RBF.
(A-V) Oz difference in kidney does not change inspite
8. A.cetylclzoli11e increases RBF by producing renal
of massive a~ ration in blood flow indicating that
vasod ila tation.
t h ~'f:tkidneys varies in direct proportion with
9. H1'(l1 protein diet increases RBF by increasing the
blood flow.
glomerular capillary pressure.
6. Blood flow and VO within the kidneys is not homo10. Otlll!r llge11t5. Bradykinin, nitric oxide and dopamine
genous because corlical blood flow and V O is more
by producing vasodilation of renal arterioles leads to
than that of medulla. (Table 55.2) C ;> IV\_
an increase in RBF.
·
Table 55.2: Blood flow and oxygen
consumption (Voz) within the kidney
Peculiarities of Renal Circulation
-..--: l. Under basal conditions, renal blood flow (RBF) is
Cortex
Outer
Inner
1.2 to l.3L/min. (300-400 mL/100 gm/min). This RBF
medulla
m edu11a
is very liigh as compared to flow through other body
1. Blood flow
5
2.5
0.6
organs. For example:
mg/gm of tissue/ min

gm?

..

@

f

Coronary blood flow

60-80 mU100 gm/min.

2. Percent of total RBF

Brain blood flow

55 mU100 gm/min.

3. Vo2

Skeletal muscle blood flow

3-4 mU100 gm/min.

90-92%

7-10%

1-2%

9

0.4

50

15

I'

(mL/100 gm/min)
4. p02 (mmHg)

A large RBF is required to produce a high GFR for
the excretion of metabolic byproducts e.g. urea, uric
acid, creatinine.
2. Arterio-venous oxygen difference
(A-V Oz difference or oxygen extraction) across
kidneys is low. Therefore, renal venous blood has
high pOz and is 80-85% saturated with oxygen.
~
..~o

Lt m~

\.<.\&t)

J.~

,

J

,
- Kidney

19

-

High cortical blood fl.ow is due to the fact that it
contains the major components of the nephron. Low
blood. flow in inner medul
ue to >low velocity
of blood traversin in th vasa ect which in turn is
due to:
(i) Vasa recta length is 40 lll!ll, this is about 40 times
the length of an ideal systemic capillary which -.
increases the resistance to blood flow.
··
ear hair pin beng in the inner most part of •
6e%u.: medulla, interstitium osmotic pressure is higb ,
(2000 mosm/L) which causes dehydration of
blood,
thus increases viscosity near the hair pin ·
1.5 ( ~\t,w)
bend (for details, refer to page 544).
10-12
(iii) Lo';V hydrostatic pressure head.

17.5

Coronary
circulation

19

7-8

Brain

19

12

6-7

Whole
body

19

14

5

Slow medullary flow is of great importance for the
development of hyperosmolarity of the inner med~a
and hence for the production of hypertonic urine.

1
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7. A1.1toreg1.1latio11 of renal blood flow (RBF) and
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (fig. 55.8)

(i) RBF shows efficient phenomenon of autoregulation
\ e.g. in most organs increase in perfusion pressure
is associated with a decrease in vascular
resistance across the organ, therefore, blood
flow increases; whereas in kidney there is an
increase in resistance w hich parallels the increase
in pressure and blood flow is w1changed.

0

\

.I 'NiRYN ~\ C. c.A),.._
•
J'lY\.OC>~
(viY Autoregulation is due to ,itrk oxide d alteration
in the intrinsic myogenic tone of afferent arteriolar
vessels _in response to changes in the perfusion
pressure (page 315). How? The afferent arteriole ,
has a larger diameter than the efferent arteriole
and is major site of autoregulatory resistance.
When resistance is altered in the afferent
arterioles, RBF changes in the same direction,
e.g. stretch of the afferent arterioles caused by a
e a contracti response of
rise of pressure c
the smooth muscle of the teriolar media and

p-

e.}rue.it'\t

..

i:iH'ffi10;

•

,9,~

r-f\A-LVO~V"'-"'"\..:.;:>'

h)aad fl ow.
(vii) At low perfusion p r e s s u r e ~ o plays
a role by constricting the efferent arterioles, thus
\Z
maintaining the GFR. That is why renal failure ~
_ -:._1f,. 1'
sometimes develops in patients with poor renal
soo
:::=)
- ~ : : ; ; , perfusion who are treated with drugs which
inhibit angiotensin converting e ~ e (page(
/
506).
( ~Lt iT'1°\,;1bitt>);I J
soo
(viii) Autoregulation of RBF and GFR are related
to the fi ltered load of salts, NaCl. How? By
Tubulo-glomerular Feedback mechanism, i.e.
a n,ggative feedback relating the delivery of salt
(NaCl) to the macula d ens~ to at.£erent arteriolar
200
resistance, As the rate of flow of fluid through
the ascending limb of the loop of Henle and first
part of the OCT increases, glomerular filtration
0
in the same nephron decreases; and conversely,
50
100
150
200
250
a decrease in flow increases GFR. Thus the signals
Mean arterial pressure (mm Hg)
from the renal tubules in each nephron feedback to
Fig. 55. Autoregulation of renal blood flow (RBF) and
affect filtration in its g[omerulus. This tends to
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) in kidney
maintain the constancy of the load delivered to
the distal tubule. For example, an increase in
NaCl delivered to the macula densa region of a
(ii) RBF and GFR remain rewarjs:ahly constant desRite
single nephron is accompanied by a reduction
the change in mean arterial BP between 90 and
220 nunHg (Bay/iss-Fo/kow-1902).
in the filtration rate of the same nephron.
(iii) Autoregulation is- a
o flllm/1 -~lo u·n It., 1 e1 l 1111 k (Fig. 55.9)
,I
The sensor for the response appears to be the macula
edullar blood flo
does not show
densa, and GFR is probably adjusted by constriction or
~Lllll~Ll<l.j#l-.t::~~sum~1edullary blood flow is only
dilatation of the afferent arteriole. How? The increased
@ ~-'UJ~IUl.Ce,.lr e
t of BP on the RBF due
Na+ (and CI-) that enters the macula densa cells in
to chan~-2!$ e~arv ~i\' 18 r \ ~ d .
OCT casues increased Na+-K+ ATPase activity thereby
(iv) At th~
p; :Sslt-e o'f s !hnm7-ri·RBF is
resulting in increased ATP hydrolysis and finally more
600 mL/ min (200mL/100 gm/min), if perfusion
adenosine is formed. Adenosine acts via adenosine
pressure decrease < 50 mmHg the kidneiJ does not
A 1 receptors on macula densa cells to increase
filter. (Also refer to page 353).
the release of Ca2+. This causes afferent arterioles
Renal autoregulation is present in denervated and
vasoconstriction and a resultant decrease in GFR.
in isolated perfused kidney; in the transplanted
Constriction may be mediated by thromboxane Ai,
kidney after adrenal demedullation and in the
renin-angiotensin system, prostaglandin (PG) or cAMP.
absence of blood cells, but it is prevented by
The component of the tubular fluid responsible for the
the administration of drugs that paralyse the
feedback may be ci- , and the degree of constriction is
vascular smooth muscle.

1

!

m ~-;,

'o\.\

Important Note
The pO2 of medulla is 15 mmHg, thus it is vulnerable
to hypoxia if blood flow is further reduced. However,
nitric oxide and prostaglandins (secreted by type I
medullary interstitial cells)maintain the balance
between low blood flow and metabolic needs.
I
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f ;olute reabsorpti~~ in PCT

0
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i
t Fluid delivery to loop of
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Bowman's capsule
Glomerulus

Henle and first part of DCT

0

..
PCT

t Na+ and c1- entry in macula O
densa cells

t Na+-K+ ATPase activity

t

t ATP hydrolysis
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I Fig. 55.9 Mechanism of~
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ar feedback

probably proportionate to the rate of c1- reabsorption
across the macula densa. The sensitivity of the feedback
is increased when ECFV is decreased and decreased
when ECFV is expanded. (Also refer to page 525,
Glomerulo-tubular balance).
8. RBF, Renal VO and tubular reabsorption of sodium
2
The kidneys are unique in that changes in RBF are
accompanied by parallel changes in renal VO . The
renal function with which the renal VO corielates
best is the rate of active transport of Na+ 6ecause the
largest chemical energy expenditure of the kidneys
(renal VO ) is required to reabsorb the filtered load
of sodiurri".

0-9ie.

'\f\

'\o)8' e,

No C) 6e..\,"'\re.,-rt..&_ .\,o
'fl-e..p'r-rovf) , C.Cl!J..&-e&

-l,-e..edbo...tk C. Tv<tovl..o - b\l.-mi'\tR OU\'R)
~ e 'i'G R C~B
') nu.,J (:1)
L·.· Pr\\effl",Y- ~
As the filtered 'load of sodium to be reab~ ' a ~t
any one [Na+] in the plasma is determined by the
GFR, it follows that renal VO is linearly related to the
active reabsorption of"J'-!a+. A de~rease in RBF is usually
associated with a decrease in GFR, which leads to a •
decrease in the filtered load of NaCl to be reabsorbed.
Thus, there exists a linear relationship between renal
VO and RBF above perfusion pressure of 50 mmHg;
thil also holds true for GFR.
The kidney is ttttique in that the blood flow, hence GFR
and hence filtered load of sodium determines renal
metabolism (compared to skeletal or cardiac muscle,
metabolism determines the blood flow).
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9. RBF ca11 be measured witli:
(i) flow meters e.g. electromagnetic flow meter;
(ii) by applying the Fick's principle to the kidneys i.e.
by measuring the amount of a given substance

•7().>l.O.
•.

•

0..IM\~

r

4(1_R.:: 0 . 9)

1. Write short notes on:
~o Tf\€.Ql..-8U.~
(i) Juxta glomerular apparatus
<DlCl.RTT\.O.:..~O\Jii)
(iii) Actions of angiotensin Il
T
(iv)
(v) Functions of the kidney
( NO'f (\~~
(vi)
(vii) Autoregulation of renal blood flow
(viii)
(ix) Two types of nephrons in the kidney
(x)
(xi) Malpighian corpuscle
(xii)
(xiii) Factor affecting blood supply to kidneys

ReNJb

!

taken up per unit of time and dividing it by the
arterio-venous difference for the substance across
the kidney.

l,\;\ ppe,,.,suc. O-L2cl:.· _ _ _. .,._

u.\,()
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Renin angiotensin system
Regulation of renin secretion
Peculiarities of renal circulation
Tubuloglomerular feedback.
Peritubular capillary plexus and vasa recta
Innervation of renal vessels

2. Draw well labelled cliagram of:
(i) Electron microscopic structure of glomerular membrane
(ii) Juxtaglomerular apparatus.

•

3. Give and explain the perfusion pressUie at which kidney does not filter?
4. Give physiological basis of:
(i) PCT has a high rate of oxygen consumption
(ii) High pressure in glomerular capillanes
(iii) High resistance is offered to blood Aow in afferent arteriole
(iv) Medullary blood flow does not show autoregulation
(v) Renal failure develops in persons with poor renal perfusion.
(vi) Cortical blood flow and oxygen consumption is more than that of medulla.
5. Give physiological significance of
(i) Ultrafiltrate
(ii) P and I-cells in collecting tubules
(iii) Macula dense
(iv) Rena -renal reAex
(v) Tubuloglomerular feedback
6. Justify, one major function of kidney is "Excretion of waste products".

[ ERVi -

HA·i
•

1. Tnte about glomerular membrane:
(a) A closely applied membrane to the loop of Henle
(b) A closely applied membrane to Bowman's capsule proper
(c) Comprises visceral and parietal layers of Bowman's capsule
(d) Structures intervening the blood within the capillary loop and Bowman's space
2. Capillary pressure in renal glomeruli is:
(a) Lower than pressure in efferent arterioles
(b) Increases when afferent arterioles constricts
(c) Higher than the most other capillaries in the body
(d) Fall by approx. 10% when BP decreases by 10% from normal level
3. Normal kidney does not allow passage of:
(a) Substances >8 nm in diameter
(b) Lysozyme
(c) lgG
(d) Albumin

ex
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4. Not a feature of proximal convoluted tubule:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Tubular cells have brush border and are rich in mitochondria
Respon sible for active reabsorption of 80% sodium filtered
Low rate of 0 2 consumption
Cells at the apex are united by tight junction

5. Juxta glomerular cells are located in:
(a) Afferent arteriole
(c) Distal convoluted tubule

(b) Effe~e~t arteriole
(d) Glomerular tuft
6. Cortical nephrons differ from juxtamedullary n ephrons in all except:
(a) Smaller size glomeruli
(b) Rate of filtration is slow
(c) Play a major role in excretion of waste
(d) Filtration at glomeruli occurs under pressure
7. Which is true regarding renin secretion:
(a) Increased K+ in PCT increases renin secretion
(b) Decreased Na+ in DCT increases renin secretion
(c) Inversely proportional to the potassium levels
(d) Directly proportional to the ADH levels

..

8. Most potent endogenous vasopressor is:
(a) Aldosterone
(b) Nor-epinephrine

(c) Angiotensin II
(d) Cortisol
9. Kidneys cannot concentrate urine more than ......... times the plasma osmolar concentration:
(a) 2-3
(b) 4-5
(c) 6-7
(d) 8-9

10. Glomerular capillaries exhibit higher pressure than that in other body capillary bed because:
(a) Afferent arterioles are major site of autoregulatory resistance
(b) Efferent arterioles have relatively high resistances
(c) There are two sets of capillaries in the kidney
(d) All of the above
11. Not trne of blood supply to renal tubules:
(a) Glomerular capillaries are the only capillaries in the body that drains into arterioles
(b) Tubules of each nephron receive blood supply only from the efferent arteriole of that nephron
(c) Total surface area of renal capillaries-is equal to the total surface area of the tubules
(d) Pressure in renal vein is about 4 mmHg
12. The volume of blood in the re nal capillaries at any given time is:
(a) 30-40 mL
(b) 70-100 mL

13. Action of renal nerves on urine formation is limited to their effect on:
(a) Release of angiotensin
(b) Pressure and flow of blood through the kidney
(c) Reabsorption of glucose
(d) Reabsorption of sodium by the tubules
14. A-V 0 2 difference in kidney is:
(a) 1.5 mL/dL
(b) 5 mL/dL
(c) 10 mL/dL
(d) 15 mL/dL
15. True statement regarding oxygen consumption in the kidney is:
(a) Oxygen consumption increases as blood flow increases
(b) 0 2 consumption is maximum in renal medulla
(c) 0 2 consumption in mL/min is maximum as compared to any organ in the body
(d) ConsU01ption is equal in both cortex and medulla
1

16. Normal distribution of percentage of total renal blood flow to cortex, outer and inner medulla respectively is:
(a) 90-92%; 7-10%; 1-2%
(b) 80%; 18%; 2%
(c) 80%; 1-2%; 17-18%
(d) 7-10%; 80%; 1-2%
17. Kidney does not filtE:r if the p erfusion pressure falls to:
(a) 100 mrnHg
(c) 70 mmHg

(b) 90mmHg
(d) 50mmHg
18. Not a trne statement regarding autoregulation of renal blood flow:
(a) Remarkably constant between mean BP of 90 to 220 mmHg
(b) Feature of only cortical blood flow
(c) Also present in denervated kidney
(d) Angiotensin II plays a major role
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19. Not a mechanism of tubulo-glomerular feedback:
(a) Sensor for the response is macula densa
(b) GFR is adjusted by alteration in d iameter of efferen t arteriole
(c) CJ- is probably responsible for the feedback
(d) Sensitivity of feedback is increased when ECFV is decreased

"::

20. Hydrostatic pressure is highest in capillaries of:
(a) Brain
(c) Live!'

(b) Kidney
(d) Lungs

21. Normal glomerular capillary press ure is ...... mmHg:

WB

~25

w~

22. Juxta glomerular apparatus 0GA) comprises of all of the following except:
(a) Juxtaglomerular cells
(b) Macula densa cells
(c) Lacis cells
(d) Principal cells
23. Juxta-medullary n ephrons in kidney are what percentage of total nephrons?

~w

WB
WW

!

~W

24. Macula densa ce lls get stimulated by:
(a) Hypovolemia
(c) Decreased Na+

(b) Decreased K •
(d) Altera tion in transmural pressure

25. What percentage of glomerular filtrat e is n ormally reabsorbed?
(a) 1%
(b) 10%
(c) 80%
(d) 99%
26. Increased amounts of erythropoietin might be released from the kidneys except when the:
(a) Arterial pO2 is normal and the arterial 0 2 content is reduced
(b) Arterial pO2 a nd arterial 0 2 content are reduced
(c) Arterial pO 2 is low and the saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen is much reduced
(d) Tissue pO2 anti renal blood flow are both increased
27. Normal peritubular capillaries pressure is:
(a) 4 mmHg
(c) 25 mm.Hg
28. The renal function with which the renal 0
(a) Ra te of active transport of Na+
(c) Renal blood flow

1. (d)
11. (b)
21. (d)

2. (c)
12. (b)
22. (d)

3. (a)
13. (b)
23. (a)

4. (c)
14. (a)
24. (c)

2

(b) 8mmHg
(d) 45 mmH g

consumption correlates best is:
(b) A-V 0 2 d ifference across the kidney
(d) GFR

5. (a)
15. (a)
25. (d)

6. (d)

16. (a)
26. (d)

7. (b)
17. (d)
27. (b)

8. (c)
18. (d)
28. (a)

9. (b)
19. (b)

10. (a)
20. (b)

•
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Mechanism of Formation of Urine
I. Introduction
• II. Glomerular Filtration
A. Glomerular filtration Rate (GFR): Definition; Normal value; Mechanism and factors
affecting.
B. Glomerular .filtration versus systemic filtration.
C. Filtration Fraction (FF).
III. Reabsorption and secretion in renal tubules or Renal tubular transport
A. General considerations.
B. Overview of renal transport mechanisms throughout the tubular segments.
C. Transport of individual substances in different segments of the renal tubule.

G)

..

INTRODUCTION

Therefore, glomerular filtrate is called the UltrafiltrqJ;e
The constancy of body internal environment is maintained,
?f plasma fpage 503). It practically contains ~ i n
in large part, by the continuous functioning of its about
fil!.,d .1l9 c.d!,s.
~
.-.,
6,6 million nephrons. As blood passes through the kidneys,
A. GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE (GFR)
the nephrons clear the plasma of some substances e.g. urea,
011
while simultaneously retaining other essential substances \].; Definition - GFR refers to the volume of the glomerular
such as water.
filtrate formed each minute by all the nephrons in both
1. Substances to be e~ ted are removed by Glomerular
the kidneys.
Filtration and Rena'Ftubular Secretion and passed into (]) Nonna I value: 125 mL/ min = 170-180 L/ day. GFR ~.
the urine (Fig. 56.1).
value in females is 10% lower than those in males.
At a rate of 125_ mL/min the kidneys filter, in one day,
2. Substances~ a~ the body needs are retained by Renal
Tubular Ab~ twn e.g. Na+, HCO3- and returned to the
the amount of fluid:
body by Reabsorptive Processes.
(Also refer to pages 519-520) t')

@

®G)GD'oc.~
E,f\~

0'~
1

@:;:J)

, • ~Y\1..V'"" .

i

r)(L(~

f '\.

\<'°O...nQ'f\

&r- -- - - -- - - - - - A r t e ~

Afferent arteriole

+----,,-

-Z-~ ;,G
!.~tw.:=:i~~~:?~

-+--

Glomerular capillary
Efferent arteriole

\ ~ small solutes across a membrane. Glomerular filtration
•'.1 • \ is the initial step in urine formation, the plasma that
traverses the lomerular ca illaries is filtered by the highly
permeabl lomerular membr
' d the resultant fluid,
th)'T"l€ A elomerular filtrate, is pass~d into Bowman's capsule.
f"b-'.2-1
ormal Renal blood flow (RBF):
\... _,,
= 1.2 to 1.3 L/ min ~about 20-25% of resting cardiac
output)
A= G,if"l<.~ I ~'5 rnL /rn,n
Approx. 1110th of RBF is filtered off into Bowman's
/ capsule as the blood pass; s through the glomeruli, the
filtrate is identicaJ with plasma in respect of following:

J,

-

Bowman's space

I

__,__ __

Peritubular capillary

Vein

O

\
11

ll

(1) osmolality, pH
(2) electrical conductivity
(3) concentration of electrolytes and of smaller organic
molecules, e.g. glucose, urea and creatinine.

Fig. 56.1 Filtration, secretion and reabsorption in kidn
Amount Excreted ( 4) = Amount filtered ( 1) + Amou t
secreted (2) - Amount reabsorbed (3)
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= 4 times the total body water
= 15 times ECFV v,\4 L
= 60 times the plasma volume

t-t\,t-J)

~ hanism of glomentlar filtration (~ g. 56.2)
• The mechanism of filtration across the glomerular
' capillaries is the same as the mechanism governing the
• filtration across all other body capillaries (page 53) i.e.
(i) the hydrostan, presa_ure fil'adient across the capillary
l- f-V\,OOR~ ~ ' \ \'t,cu-,.'o'ry
11
wa
"" Pl"OS t
")
th
/7u
01'1
the capillary w all
(u
e osmotic pressure ~ '¥en across
(iii) the pwneabj]jt:y of the capillaries; and
(iv) the size of the capillary bed.
Therefore, for each nephron, e~
vtfiltration pressure
(EFP):
~NQ.

fl)W__b'J~ \-lr

)I.

OOY'l\y(}_C,~

u....-\· a.x

~m il'~O;Y4 i

where, /"
J
-1)
Kr : I tio 1 -o '!] ·,
of the glomerular membrane. C.
The glomerular barrier consists the capillary
endothelium, basement membrane and filtration
slit of the podocytes, Thus 'kf' is a function of the
capillary surface area and the membrane permeability.
In both the kidneys GFR at l
is called
'K/(J;J_?rmally K, = 12.5 mL/min/rnmlii
-rNO l
Therefore, GFR = 12.5 [(45-10) - (25-0)]
•·

1,, ffR

= 12.5 X lQ
= 125 mL/min.

c ~ , .\kn~-- -<~

(Ki)

E:f p ~-,: 50 fl\
'Y

l -- - - ----1'-1

Wctors
glomerular fil tration rate (GFR)
1. GFR decreases '1.4h advancing nge due to decrease in
renal plasma flo~RPa cardiac ~ tput (CO) and renal
tissue mas!(. R 'f"f() ) (JJ
EFP
= (PCap - P 80w) - (COPeap - COPBow)
where,
2. GFR changes in linearity with changes in tlze RBF, i.e.
Hydrostatic pressure in the glomerular
(gFR is directly proportional to RBt)
Pcap
capillaries = 45 mmHg. (Higher than that
3. Changes in hydrostatic pressure m the glomen,lar capillaries
in other capillaries - Why? page 508). It
(PCap).
constitutes a filtration force driving fluid
(i)~
ges in systemic BP
out of the glomerular capillaries and into
PCa is directly proportional to systemic BP when
Bowman's capsule.
systemic arterial BP falls below 90 mmHg
Hydrostatic
pressure
in
the
Bowman's
or
rises
above 220 mmHg. {As between 90 to 220
PBow
cap sule = 10 mmHg. It opposes filtration.
mmHg MBP, ch
rena vascular resistance
Colloidal osmotic pressure (COP) of the plasma
due to aut
on tend to stabilize filtration
COPeap
in the glomerular capillaries bringing fluid
pressure, page 511).
into glomerular capillaries = 25 mmf-lg.
(ii) ,1tferent or efferent arteriolflr constriction. Constriction
COP80w : COP of the filtrate in the Bowman's capsule,
of afferent arteriole reduces both the RPF and GFR
normally it is 'zero', because glomerular
whereas efferent arteriole constriction reduces RPF
filtrate contains n o pro teins.
but increases GFR (page 519). However, the GFR
K
([ p"\.- .P
TT <=.Ctr J ) ends _to_ be ~aintained when efferent arte~ola
c. ">
GFR = Kr x EFP
a cons~c~on IS greater than afferent artenola
constriction.
@ Hydrostabc pressure
4. Clranges in ltyd/.liJ;tatic pressure in Bowman,s ca~ ,le
(45 mm Hg)
(PBow>·
to)
t H?
~
lloidal osmotic
Endothelial cell
pressure (25 mm Hg)
(i) Ureteral ~ strttction (e.g. Renal stones) ' \;
in~
es P Bow decreases GFR. (. f\CC.U,mw · l' o\
Basement
(ii) O ~ a of kidney inside tight renal capsule membrane
Glomerular
decreases GFR.
O~ e.t\...
increases P Bow -

=

~J.. [

9 re..c.

l
l

capillary lumen

Bowman's
capsule space

Podocytes

0t" i~

Hydrostatic ~
olloidal
pressure
osmotic
(10 mm Hg) ,,_,._..,---,.

E,\\
A\\

5. Clmn'5es in the concentrawqn of plasma proteins. (C

Nat attacrlva l
filtration
pressure
(10 mm Hg)

Fig. 56.2 A diagrammatic representation of mechanism of
glomerular filtration.
{Note: Length of the arrows denotes magnitude and direction
~ f the force.)

\)ij'-

(i) Hypoproteinemia .:.+ decreases COPCap increases GFR.
(ii) Dehydration (or 'f RBF) increases COPCap
decreases GFR.
6. State of gtomerulnr 111e111brnne (filtering membrane).
The permeability of the glomerular membrane is
the skeletal
Normally,
(i) gl'-om
- er_u..,,aJ membrane is absolutely impermeable
to molecules more than 4 nm in diameter or
moleculac W.f!ight (MW) above 70,000
1

A\\ · o.5l\.e.15)
•

_,.

c.~nnru:Il Or')
-

\

r~-

C Q,.r, ~u..~

'.

. ;: 0\ C ~

'.
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Taole 56.2: glomcrular filtration versus
systemic filtration
1. Capillary exchange rate

Total glomerular
capillary exchange
area: Approximately
0:}-1.5m2 / 100gm of renal
tissue.1. of which 2-3% is
available for filtration.
Therefore, filtration surface
measures 320-480 cm2.

Total exchange area of
systemic capillary bed:
lQQQ_m2, if all the systemk
capillaries are open. At
rest only 25'',, of systemic
capillaries are open at any
time.

2. Filtration rate

Important Note

C~, o.l. o

GFR i.e. fluid filtered from
Fluid filtered from
glqmerular capillaries,
systemic capillaries:
is 180L/ da_y which far
approx. 20L/ day; of these
exceeds the filtration from
16.::1 SI,/day are reabsorbed
systemic capillaries. It has
and rema1rung z-4 L/ day
been. f~und that filtration t \·\ )represent lymph flow.
coeff1c1ent of the glomerulus
is 50-100 times grea~er than
ithat of a muscle capillary.

IM)

In diseases, the negative charge n
glomerular
membrane disappear and its permeability increases,
this result in filtration of large amounts of albumin
and other large molecules. [ P\, b urn--.n l£..,l5)0..

A- l bv-mil"\ 1'l-h'adlOf"\ orro~-e.d \?:(=v-e.

-

i,t c~

7. Size of tlze capillary bed

1

~;";eC. FILTRATION FRACTION:

Contrcrction of mesan

It is the fraction of the plasma passing through kidneys
which is filtered at the glomerulus i.e. the ratio of

l".:'::-::=-:::::-::--:::---n:::-::--=

glomerular filtration rate (GFR) to renal plasma flow
(RPF).
.,' _,
G 'P- .
Therefore,
-) rn~-n "t\'tooh
~

cells (page 505) tl:!nds to
the capillary lumen thus, there
.l.\./_
ilable for filtration (Table
tration co-efficient, page

~.....;;::::::::::::::::::.:.FR.

[

Table 56.1: Agents causing contraction or relaxation
of mcsc1ngial cells

i GFR

Contraction -

Angiotensin II
(important regulator)

Relaxation-.

tGFR

·

lfANP (Atrial natriuretic
peptide) (page 559)
Cyclic AMP

·

Endothelins

ro.sn-e>1.

FF = GFR (mL/ min) = 125 mL/ min
RPF (ml/ min) 700 mL/m·

= 0.16 - 0.20 i.e. 16-20% of RPF
Sigi:ifi~ance: ~ ase- in FF p roduces increase in the
P.rotein conce~
n of peritubular capillaries b lood
;hich leads to increased reabsorption in the PCT (opposite
happen when FF decrease)

UMN

,./Dopamine

In h ealthy individuals, n ormally 16-20% of th e

Hi~tamine

- Q~&o-

Leukotrienes C and D
Nor-epinephrine (NE)
PGF2 (prostaglandin)

plasm a flowing through th e kidneys gets filter ed
through the glomerular capillaries. The filtration
fraction gets altered by any of the factors affecting
eithe r GFR or RPF or both)

Platelet-activating factor
v Platelet-derived growth factor (_ P'O(,v)

Thromboxane Ai

i :decrease; t :increase (Note: There are angiotensin ll
receptors in the glomeruli)

B. GLOMERULAR FIL11µ2Jgtj.,VERSUS S)'ST~C
FILTRATION
"-7
N~ . , .
Refer to Table 56.2.

.>~XPUr\

Relation ~
n arteriolar resistance, GFR and RPF
(Table 56.3)
> (10v'C..'o~
IY\ {a.d v"),.(
1. (.n11smctio11 of " vessel If flow is constan t,
vasoconstriction results in an increase in hydrostatic ·
pressure proximally (P1) and a fall in hydrostatic
pressure distally (P2).

- - - - - - -- l - - - -- - tp1
.,. .t. ._'-. ____ lP,

~~~r~-ru},~~

rG"\ ,JI" N{)

_._'f_ _ __

o(.~

'

I
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Table 56.3: Effects of changes in renal vascular resistance with constant renal perfusion
Renal arteriolar vascular resistance

1.

.
•

RPF(mUmin)

GFR (mUmin)

t

t
G)
(D

Filtration Fraction (GFR/RPF)

Efferent

Afferent

ro

~~----=------------

2.
..--. - !_ _ _ _ _ ___lJL__ _

3.

t

4.

CD

No change
No change

lnc rcases
(seen in glomerulonephritis; and hypotension
which causes efferent arteriolar constriction)

t

Decreases
(seen in essential hypertension)

@
2. C ,,,,• 1c 1011 i/
'"IL
reduces both the RPF
and GFR without affecting FF
(i) t RPF is due tot resistance proximal to glomeruli,
and
(ii) t GFR is due to t hydrostatic pressure within
capillaries of the glomeruli (PCap).

•

- - - -- !
Efferent arteriole

Afferent arteriole

f

c L,

111101

V

IU:15
O pposite happen s when afferent arterioles dilates.

•

denotes the a~ e traoS£')rt of
solutes and the passi~move~nt of water from
the tubular lumen into the peri~ bular capillaries
i.e. it is the removal of a substance from the filtrate
re=-"\) (~.g. Na+ reabsorption from PCT).
r The Filtered Load i.e. the amount of solute transported
across the glomerular membranes per unit time.
Mathematically, filtered load t f \..) = ~,; -c. f>
= GFR x ~
oncentration of the solute (Px)
= mL/min x mg/mL
( No\- '" ~\om~)
= mg/min.
3. Tlie Excretion Rate. It is the amount of a substance
that appears jn the urine per unit time. Mathematically,
·
excretion rate
= urine flow rate (V) x urine concentration of the
substance (Ux)
(ii)

~tv-1- FF

3. Co1t,trictw11 of effLru, 11rteriole reduces RPF but
increases GFR, leading to an increase in FF
(i) t RPF is due to t resistance distal to glomeruli;
and
(ii) t GFR is due to t hydrostatic pressure within
capillaries of the glomeruli (PCap).
.

Afferent arteriole

-

t -- - --

Efferent arteriole

1

UMN

Opposite happens with dilatation of efferent
arterioles.

REABSORPTION AND SECRETION
IN RENAL TUBULES
• A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. The terms, Renal tubular secretion and Renal tubular
reabsorption refer to the 'dir~ ction of transport', not to

differences in the underlying mechanisms of transport,
therefore, ( ~ UT'\~"~ NH.ch . 05\..e. ~~f'<\~)
(i) Secretim, refers to the transport of solutes (e.g.
K+, H+) from the peritubular capillaries into the
tubular lumen, i.e. it is the addition of a substance
to the filtrate.
•
•
r~
0

~· -~-~

= vux
= mL/min x mg/ mL
= mg/min.
(~
(i) Secretion: if the excretion rate

the filtered
load, net tubular secretion of that substance h as
(f L ~R )
occurred.
(ii) Reabsorption: if the filtered loaa- exceeds the
excretion rate, ntt reabsorp.tion of that substance
has occurred.
4. Re11al Tubular Transport Maximum (T,,)
It refers to the maximal amount of a given solute that
can be transported (reabsorbed or secreted) per minute
by the renal tubules. The limit is due to saturation of
the specific transport systems involved.
(i) The highest attainable rate of reabsorption is called
the maximttm tubular reabsorptive capacittJ
and is designated 'Tr' (or Tm). Substances that are m
reabsorbed by an .active carrier mediated process and
that have a Tm include: phosphate ion (HPO/ - ),
Sulphate (SO/-), glucose, amino-acids, uric acid,
albumin, acetoacetate, ~-hydroxybutyrate and
cx-ketoglutarate.
(ii) The highest attainable rate of secretion is called
the maximum tubular secretonJ capacity and is

>

/
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designated T5 (or Tm). Substances that are secreted
B. OVERVIEW OF RENAL TRANSPORT
by the kidneys and have a Tm include: p~lin,
MECHANISMS THROUGHOUT THE TUBULAR
c. certain ~ cs, salicylate, para-amino hippuric
SEGMENTS OF THE NEPHRON (Table 56.4).
acid (PAH) and thiamine (Vitamin_B1).
c ~ Pumps represent 'IUfwary activ_e transport processes'
Calculation of Tr or Ts: Transport maximum is the ~ V(page 18). They directly use the energy obtained from
I:\
difference betw~•ere{ aaci and excretion rate.
the hydrolysis of adenosine triph osphate (ATP) to ·•
\.Y Exceptions
_ _ - __ F L - 8R.2)
transport material against an energy (e.g. concentration, •
electrical) gradient. For example Na+ transp or t through •
(a) Uric acid (organic substance) and K+ (inor.gan,ic cation)
are both reabsorbed and secreted by the kidney.
the basolateral membrane of PCT cells is mediated , ·
(b) Some solutes have no definite upper limit for
principally by the Na+ - K+ ATPase pump, which
unidirectional transport, and, hence, have no
transports Na+ against an electrochemical potential
transport maximum because their rate of transport
from the cell interior and maintains a low intracellular
is determined by the electrochemical gradient and
Na+ concentration (Figs. 56.3 and 56.4).
renal tubular flow rate. Examples:
2. Carriers represent 'Ja.5:ilitated diffus ion' (p age 15), which
(i) the rea.bsorption of Na+ along the nephron has @ involves the p~~ive tr~ort of a substance by a protein
no transport maximum; and
carrier from a region of higher concen tration to a region
(ii) the secretion of K+ by the OCT has ~ rt
of lower concentration. This provides energy for active
maximum.
(uphill) transport of other solutes (e.g. glucose, amino
(c) n,e t~
o~
e!!trario11 i.e. the plasma
acids). Therefore, also called carrier mediated (secondary
concentration at which a solute begins to appear in
active) transport (page 19).
urine. It is characteristic for the substance.
5. Reabsorption and excretion of various substances by the
PCT cell
kidney in a normal adult human (see to table below).

n-,1 S

0

Substance

Plasma cone.

Basement
membrane

(mgldL)

Reabsorbed
per day

Excreted
per day

330
17
100

98%
94%
100%

2%
6%
Nil

Na+
K+

fGlucose
HCO3. ci-

Urea
. Uric acid
· Ca2+
Phosp.hate
Total solute
Water

C:
0

tlC:

a,
(.)

.:!,

1'
0)
F

>
a:

(Transcellular)

s

2

..J

al
.!:

a:

150

100%

Nil

<)

365
30

98%
53%
98%
98.8%
76.5%
99%
88-90%

2%
47%
2%
1.2%
23.5%
1%
10-12%*

a:

4
10

3

:>

* In the presen ce of m aximal ADH effect, more than
99% of the water is reabsorbe d.

2

s::,

ID

Secretion
(Transcellular)

a:

Basolateral membrane

Fig. 56.3 Arrangement of PCT cells with major modalities of
renal transport

Carriers
Symporters

Channels
Antiporters

3Na+ - 2K+ - ATPase

Na+ - Glucose

Na+ - H+

3tt+ - ATPase

Na+ - Amino Acid

Na+ -NHt

H+ - K+ - ATPase

2Na+- HPO/-

Na-1- - 'Ca2+ '

Ca2+ -

Na+-3HCO3-

ATPase

Na+ -2C1- -K+
K +- c1-

"'

UJ
Cl.

Table 56.4: Various transport mechanisms that exist in a nephron
Pumps

2

..J

Basal membrane

I

Hmll

"'u,

Q.

Reabsorption

Na+

c1ca2+
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C. TRANSPORT OF INDIVIDUAL SUBSTANCES IN
DIFFERENT SEGMENTS OF THE RENAL TUBULE

Na+ + K+ATPase

(1) General

1. The PCT

H•

(i) Reabsorbs: 70% - 85% of the filtered Na+; CJ- ;
HC03- and water; and almost 100% of the
fil'tered K+; HPO/-; amino acids and glucose

Na• channel -

UMN
Reabsorption of ~ s i v e ;m d reabsorption of

NaCl-----+

1

• Glucose
(or HPo/-)

Glucose

Facilitated
diffusion

~ te~
assive or active; ~olute reabsorption
gen erates an osm otic gradient, w hich causes the
passive reabsorption of water (os.mosis).

(ii) Secretes:( £y-, end products of metabolism
(organic acids and bases Slllch a_s PAH, bile salts,
Pumps
- -+ Transport against a cone. gradient
oxalate, urate, catecholamine) and potentially
along a cone. gradient
Carriers
harmful drugs or toxins such as penicillin and
=::::::::::: Channels
salicylates.
2. Loop of Henle
Fig. 56.4 Transport system of proximal convoluted tubule
(i) Thin descending segment: highly permeable to
water but relatively impermeable to solids
Carrier h;pes (Fig. 2.6, page 20)
. ~ially Nacl). @ ~cn1.l'ill '!)~
(i) U111170•,as are carriers th at transport a single
(ii~ascending segment: impermeable to
r
particle in one direction, e.g. facilitated diffusion
but permeable to Nacl an<~
; cause passiv
of glucose. l'r"'l GiLDT -;....
~orption of Nacl.
(ii) 611mporters ((oll'a•1~11c rl) denotes the transport of
(iii)
ascending segment: impermeable to water
two substances by a protein carrier in the 'same
Pen ~ nd solute but actively reabsorbs Nacl by
direction'. l°':)0.~-Cs..\.v.J ~ ~mpct'tt,..
ve Na+-K+ gumpandN..11+--2c1-..-= K+swporter
11, por,
defi.ries the
\iQ.Ci.Ht· (page 545)
(iii) \11tipor,er ,(,, ,,
In passing through tlte loop of Henle, of the total
transport of two substances by a protein carrier
in 'opposite directions'. No.),.-rJf Cl-nn~,'tu..
filtered load: 5-10% of water gets reabsorbed
3. Clu11111els represent dift11sio11 (page 15). It is a p assive
(mainly from the Hun descending limb) and
process by which un_charged particles in solution flow
20-25% of Na+, c1- and K+ are reabsorbed
down their concentration (chetnical) gradient (i.e.
(mostly in the thick ascending limb).
particles move from areas of high concentration to
3. DCT and CT
areas of lower concentration) For~ ample a diffusion
(i) Reabsorbs: 5-20% of the filtered Na+, CI-, HCO3
mechanism is availaple for Na+ ft:1> pass through the
and water
tight junction of PCT cells in association with c1-.
(ii) Secretes: K+ or H+ via cc,~>etitive processes (this
4. Transepitlzelial Transport (Refer to Fig. 56.3)
involves the exchange of Na+ and HCO3 (pages
524 and 526)
differences betweeri apical and basolateral
embrane properties accoUJ1t for the transepithelial
transport of all solutes, which can occur via two
In the terminal OCT and CT, urea along with water
pathways:
is
p ~ e d under the influence of ADH
(i) The T(1f§jsc II• J,.r P llm•, 11 (i.e. across the
(page
545).
ceU), is dseafor'@tive transepithelial transport.
Approx. 2/3rd of the Na+ transport is active and
transcellular. t 't\,Lffif Cltn v-.\y]
1), GLUCOSE REABSORPTION
1
1. Glucose is filtered at a rate of .approx. 100 mg / min.
(ii)
1r ucl111l r
~1/11/ar) Path, , 11, which
(Filtered load of glucose) How?
foll s the lateral intercellular spaces, is u ed
Resting plasma level of glucose x GFR = 80 mg/ dL
for ssive transepithelial transport. Approx. 1 /3rd
x 125 ml/min. Essentially all 1[100%) of the glucose
of NaCl transport is passive and paracellular.
l ChD-nnci aA;v-'°'jj

Q

r~,ve

oo.,

©
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is actively reabsorbed into the PCT provided its
concentration in the plasma is normal.
2. The glucose reabsorption and excretion processes are
function of the plasma glucose concentration (Pc). How?

linearly with Pc, the limit is referred to as
Jul tll'r \foxmwm for Glucose (TmG) and
the reabsorption of glucose as a Tm-limited
process.
(v) The TmG is approx. 375 mg/ min in men and 300
mg/ min in women. Thus, the renal threshold i.e.
Pc above which glycosuria occurs can be predicted •
from TmG. How?
•
Normally, when glucose is filtered@ 100 mg / min,
Pc is 80 mg/dL,
if glucose is filtered @ 375 mg/ min, Pc will be
80 X 375
= 300 mg/ dL
100

(Fig. 56.5)

(i) Increasing the Pc results in progre~ve linear
increase in the fi.ltered load of ghicase (1)
(ii) At low Pc, the reabsorption of glucose is complete
(100%), hence no glucose is excreted in urine.
(iii) When Pc increases abo_ y ~/ dL, the
glucose reabsorption is q9'}::omplete and it passes
out in urine (Glycosu,{;;(j. This plasma glucose
level at which lucose fir
ears in urine is
called 'Renal I111es/10ld for
actual renal
threshold is:
li 200 mg/ dL of arterial plasma, and
lf< 180 mg/dL of venous plasma (because 20 mg/dL
gets utilized while passing through tissues). (Also
see to Table 56.5)
(iv) As the 'reabsorptive limit of tubule' (Tr) (page 519)
is approached, the urinary excretion rate increases
linearly with increasing Pc· Why?
(a) Wh~n the Tr is reached, the amoWlt of glucose
reabsorbed per minute remains constant and
is in?ependent of Pc·
··
(b) When the Tr is exceeded, the amount of
glucose that passes in the urine increases
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Therefore, the predicted renal threshold for glucose
would be approx. 300 mg/ dL. However, the actual
renal threshold for glucose is about 200 mg/ dL of
arterial plasma or 180 mg/ dL of venous plasma.
This is so because the relation between Pc and Tc would
have been obtained as ideal curve (Fig. 56.5), if (i) TmG in all the tubules were identical i.e.
375 mg/ min, and
(ii) all the glucose were removed from each tubule
when the amount filtered was below the TmG.
However, actual curve obtained is roWlded rather
than sharply angulated aI\d deviates considerably
from the ideal curve. This deviation is called 'SPLAY'.
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Fig. 56.5 Relation between the plasma glucose concentration (P G) and glucose transport

Table 56.5: Factors affecting renal threshold for glucose
Increases

1. Old Age - Blood vessels sclerosis therefore, less glucose is filtered .

t

Decreases

t s RBF -

t

Mild GFR,

2. Extreme diabetes mellitus glucose is filtered (i) glycosuria
. .
(ii) osmoticcliuresis-t Na+ excretion- t Na+ concentration
within tubules - t renal threshold for glucose.

t : increase; 't : decrease

Renal diabetes or Renal glycosuria. Here TmG is low (because
of kidney diseases), therefore, even with low blood glucose,
glycosuria occurs.
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It represents the secretion of glucose in urine before
saturation of reabsorption (TmG) is fully achieved. It
is due to two reasons:
(1) Not all the 2.6 million nephrons in the kidney have
exactly the same TmG or filtration rate. In some,
TmG is exceeded at low level of Pc·
(2) Some glucose escapes reabsorption when the
amount filtered is below the TmG because the
reactions involved in glucose transport are not
completely irreversible.
The degree of rounding is inversely proportional to the
efficacy with which the transport mechanism binds the
substance it transports .
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Important Note

The plasma glucose of a healthy subject almost
never becomes high enough (even after a meal) to
cause glucose excretion in the urine. However, in
uncontrolled diabetes ma!Jitus plasma glucose rise
to high levels, causing the filtered load of glucose to
exceed the TmG; Thus resulting in glycosuria.
~

Glucose reabsorption in the kidneys is similar to •its
nd Na+
absorption as in the GIT (page 260). Gluc~
• bind to a common carrier (or symport i.e. SGLT-2) in the
luminal membrane, and glucose is carried into the cell
• as Na+ moves do~ its electrical and chemical gradient
(Fig. 5 .6). The Na+ is then pumped out of the cell into
the lateral intercellular spaces, and the glucose moves into
the peritubular capillaries via GLUT-2 by simple diffusion.
Thus, glucose transport across PCT cells is an example
of
(page 18); the energy for
the active transport is p rovided by the Na+ - K+ ATPase
that pumps the Na+ out of the cell. 100% of the filtered
glucose is reabsorbed in the PCT.
_ _ _ ___
_____
....-Na• (Lateral lntercelluar space)
Na• -K•
AT Pase

Active transport
Passive transport

·

(§)Na+ REABSORPTION

SGLT-2)

\9~
X

A. Reabsorption from PCT

Na+ reabsorption across the PCT occurs in 2 steps:
(:-ig. c;,,."')

Ste p 1 : Tl1ro11gh aeJca/ (/11111i11a/) 111e111bra11e i.e. from the
tubular lumen into the tubu lar epithelial cells. Na+ is
transported through apical membrane passive/1/ ,d own an
electrical and chemical gradient by facilitated diffusion.

Peritubular

Tubular
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interior

Concentration
(mmol/ kg water)
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Membrane potential (mV)
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:--::--1--============-- -

3'2>0
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0
Filtered load of sodium is 575-580 gm)c?ay; approx. 98% of
which is reabsorbed: 60% by PCT, 20% by thick ascending
limb of loop of Henle, 15% gets reabsorbed by OCT, 2-3%
by CT and the remaining 2% is excreted in urine.
--

{_1.<)~\1€.J

Carrier
(symport i.e.

basolateral
membrane

l1
Sodium reabsorption from PCT
( .. Na' cone. mM/ kgwater)

hanism of glucose reabsorption_

Tubular
lumen

Apical
membrane

(* positively charged Na· attracted by negative interior)

This step involves two processe~:
(1) First, a+ undergoes 'p~ sJ!!.:..£.ot':!!!1~ t' with the
secondary active transporfotgfucoseoramino acid
via ~2]1£'M!!;L!? (page 20).
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(2) Next, Na+ reabsorption occurs coupled with H+ ~
th i.e~
of the Na+ presented to the OCT and
secretion (by N!'+-H+ exchange). The transport of Na+
gets ~rbed by chloride driven sodium transport
in the PCT is not associated wi.t h K+ secretion.
e above).
To maintain electroneutrality the entry of Na+ into
(2) The remaining 1/4th i.e.S
of Na+ is reabsorbed by
the ~bula:1' cell 1S bala~ced_ by 2 ~e.~~~sms: ,C\
~o electrically linked catwn-exchange processes:
(1) (mainly) by p a s s i v e ~
A (1) Na+/ H + exchange - this process involves Na+
down its concentration gradient (CJ- is' the
C
reabsorption and H+ secretion;
onl u
·ta ·vel reab orbable anion in the
(ii) Na+~exchange, involves Na+ reabsorption and
'j .. filtrate), or .
K+ ~ecretion.
(n) by re~neration of H£Q3- from cellular
These t_a..,.ti_o_n_--e x
- c-;h-an
_ g_e_p_ro_c_e_s_se_s_ ar_e_ c_o _m_p_e--:-t:iti:.v-e~(P.e.
CO2 and water in the presence of carbonic
K+ competes with H + for Na+) and are enhanced by
anhydrase.
aldoste'r one (see below).
Step 2: Througli the b£11fo{qtera/ 111e111bm11e1 involves two
processes:
@ Factors affecting Na+ Reabsorption
(1) The intracellular Na+ is actively pumped out of
1. Peritubular capillary hydrostatic pressure (CHP) or
the cell into the lateral intercellular space. The
colloidal osmotic pressure (COP) of plasma proteins
energy for the active transport is provided by the
CHP or COP transport of solute and water
Na+ - K + ATPase that
ps the Na+ out of the
into the capiJlaries - expansion of lateral intercellular
spaces - leakage of some salt and water across the
cell. Approx. 2/3rd i.e. 67% of Na+ reabsorption is
based on this active tran
process, and
tight junctions back into the tubular lumen - ts the
(2) The remaining 1/3rd i.e. 3% f Na+ reabsorption
net Na+ reabsorption. For example:
occurs 'passively' and parace ularly by Solvent Drag
(i) 1/ C,l-R mer 'l<;es, it leads to:
(page 18). How?
(a) oncotic pressure of plasma by the tiµ,.e
(i) The efflux of Na+ into intercellular space
~oJ(Q.-it reaches the efferent arteriole Na+
creates an electrical gradient for the efflux of -r-°\:;c,e~· reabs~tion
'· ~J,
CJ- and HCO3-, which, in turn, generates an
s Na+ filtered lo~d - ts Na+ exat'etion
osmotic gradie~! for water transport into the
.,::;,,- which exceeds Na+ reabsorption.
•
~ 'W"" (a) and (b)~ result would be an increase in Na+
intercellular spaces.
(ii)E1e osmotic movement of water generates a
excretion (~uresis).
.
small increlllent in hydrostatic_ p~essure, and
(ii) Cluw~e i11 fC F\I
some bulk flow of water contammg Na+, c1(a) Intravenous administration of saline t
and HCO3- proceeds into the peritubular
circulating ANP (atrial natriuretic peptide
capillaries.
secreted by atrial .~ ~ ! ls) - relaxes
mesangial cells
GFR (page 518) -=,-SJ. (.,l~c;;/. H W ~
Natriu ·. Bvi
(b) in
renal vasoconstriction Norm ally 75% of the reabsorbed Na+ is accompanied
h dros · pressure in peritubular capillaries
by c 1- (chloride driven sodium transport) and 25% by
s Na+ reabsorption from PCT.
HCO3-.
2. Effect of hormones
(i) \/dostero11e Na+ - K+ ATPase in basolateral
membrane of OCT and primarily of CT (by
B. Reabsorption from loop of Henle
increasing number of Na+ channels page 724) In the thin segment of the ascending limb, NaCl is passively
Na+ reabsorption with secretion of K+ and H+.
reabsorbed. In the thick segment the reabsorption of Na+
Potent stimulant for aldosterone secretion is the _
is maintained by a prunary active process dependent on
activation of renin-angiotensin mechanism with
Na+ - K+ ATPase pumps. The l ~ a l
of _tJa:Jnto
production of angiotensin II (page 506).
e p ~ s o this segment is by cotransport with K+
(ii) Glucocorticoids e.g. cortisol and c1- via the
+ - 2CJ- - +
r (for details
(a) Na+ reabsorption
refer to page 545).
from OCT and CT
(b) GFR
C. Reabsorption from OCT and CT
3. Effect of other ions
Only 18-20% of the filtered Na+ is reabsorbed at the apical
For every Na+ reabsorption in OCT, one K+ is secreted
membrane in OCT and CT. This involves i p;ocesses:
into the lumen which competes with H+, therefore, any
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factor which affects K+ or H+ secretion will affect the
Na+ reabsorption.
4. Other factors prod11ci11g Nntriuresis
\.,
(i) Increased .t 1 ,
by decreasing al~
one
secretion
(ii) ."G
by inhibiting Na+-K+ ATPase, and by
increasing intracellular Ca2+, which inhibits
Na+ transport (via inhibiting number of Na+
channels)
(iii)
e,th 11 m, IL- Stimulate PGE2 formation
(iv) f\ '). by increasing iotracelJular cGMP. It also
produces ~

~

(~ f9).

Important Note

C1.0 0D 1.
Stimulation of ~ pathetig renal nerves increases
Na+ a nd water reabsorption (Mechanism page
505). It also increases renin release thus activating
angiotensin II formation (page 506)

R® ation of Na+ excretion
The amount of Na+ filte
is s~iuge that if total amount
of Na+
d ta e
t, a small rise in GFR
of only 2 mL per min ould result in Na+ excretion
• more than double. Conversely, a small fall in GFR would
reduce Na+ excretion to zero. However, total amount of
Na+ reabsorp tion is directly proportjona) ta GFR i.e. total
• • amount of Na+ reabsorbed rises when GFR rises and vice
cur in PCT. Thus "the tubule
. versa. Most of this
i
tends to reabsorb
than a constant amount .
proportionality is referred
to as ~ lomen1lo-titb11lztt Buhttf9. It is true for a number
of other substances also, but is especially apparent in the
case of Na+ reabsorption mechanism of glomeru/o-tubular
balance (for details refer to page 512). Exact mechanism of
this is not known, however,
High GFR -+ oncotic p ressure of plasma by the time
it reaches the efferent arteriole sodium reabsorption
from the renal tubule.

t

t

®

Summary: Mechanism of glomerulo-tubular balance

O
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1 n
•
retain excessive amount
of Na+ and become oedematous due to:
(i) Acute glomerulonephritis d,ecrease in amount of
Na+ filt~red,
G)
(ii) (a) Nephrotic syndrome increase in al~
one
secretion; and
(b) decrease in plasma protein oedema plasma volume aldosterone secretion via
renin-angiotensin system.
2. In ' i
• (induced by chronic vomiting
or hyperaldosteronemia),
exchange of H+ lfr Na+ ~Cl¼.\
is greater than the exch
of K+ for Na+, the urine
;,becomes more acidic and plasma becomes more
alkaline.
3. In , . r u .u,, t, Jn 1 t Na+ reabsorption from
ocr - t secretion of K+ and tt+ causing hyperkalemia
and acidosis.

1.

t

@f)
More th 98% o the total body po!tassium is contained
in the cells and only 2% is in the ECF (Normal: ECF [K+]
is 4 mEq/L). This precise control of ECF [K+] necessary
for normal cell~.Stb~
hypo or hyperkalemia results
in intracellular adctos1s or alkalosis respectively (page
5~~!. also refer to page 178). The maintenance of ECF
[K+] depends primarily on kidneys to adjust their K+
tr~
ort.

1~~~:~:t:~::~~~;

:c~,~~

is4

1

_£Cl tee. into the renal tubules.
ransp,ort in the ~ ,
2. K+ reabsorption occ~s by a~
ascending limb of loop of H ~ e,
and C
Y,
•'() \l
(i) Almost a the filtered K+ is a tivel
r".7 =-::3::::l
by
P
and not more than 10% of the
load is elivered to the OCT.
(ii) Most of the K+ prod uced in the urine is due to
secretion of the K+ in the DCT which contributes
approx. 75% of the excreted K+. (Fig. 56.8)
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Fig. 56.8 Potassium transport in distal convoluted tubul-=-------_j
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µ'f ~R ~Pt\.Pt"t;Ml~ ·. -'>b. -~ rt\W10 \ / ell
3. •
•r
n involves an active and a passive process. It
is largely a function of the OCT and is influenced by
aldosterone.
(i) The critical step is the active~---+<.::'
•the int~rstitial fluid (bloo across
basolateral
membrane into the DC
~
. Th.
·ve transport
step is associated with a · e Na+ efflux via the
Na+ - K+ ATPase syste .
(ii) The elevated intracellular K+ so achieved favours
the net~+ diffusion at the apical membrane down
..
a concentration gradient into the tubular lumen.
The ~anscellular transport of K+ is passive (OCT
cells are freely permeable to K+).

G) Factors affecting

K+ transport
1. Tubular secretion of K+ is markedly decreased in K +
and Na+ depletion.
2. In OCT, K+ and ff+ are both exchanged for Na+ which is

t-o

Table 56.6: Factors producing ypo and hypcrkalemia
Hypokalemia

HyperkaJemia

Mechanism: By shifting K+
into cells, therefore, ECF
[K-'-] decreases

By shliiting K+ out of the cells,
therefore, E£ F [K:J increases

Major causes
1. Insulin (page 748)

1. Diabetes mellitus due to

(!)

insulin deficiency
(page 752)

2. Aldo terone (page 725)

2. A_Q,Sjison's dise11se due to
aldoster~ne deficiency.

3. Catecholamines by
activating P2-ad renergic
receptors (page 739)

3. Tiss,ue dam~e (specially
skeletal muscle or RBC
Iysis)

4. Alkalosis (page 528)

4. Acidosis (page 528)
5. After heavy exercise due
to K+ loss from the skeletal
muscle

K reabsorbed and the two ions compete for the e~ange

<:!.::;)
o-< N~

mechanism. Therefore, K+ excretion is decreaseo when
H+ secretion is increased. (Also. refer to page 527).
3. The rate of K+
· i~_proportionate to the rate of
flow of the tublifar
Through the distal portion of
_ffie nephron, because with rapid flow (as occttrs with
high sodium intake) there is less opvortunity for the
2.
tubular K+ concentration to rise to a value that stops
further secretion. ( ~o.cH\t ~
1 J)
4. Mineralocorticoids e.g. aldosterone, increases K+
secretion by:
(i) increasing the ag;iyjt;x of basolateral Na+ - K+
ATPase pump, which increases K+ entry into the
3.
OCT and the [K+] gradient from cell to lumen,
(ii) increasiJ:lg the p.ermeability
of the luminal membrane®
..to.X+, further increasing
K+ diffusion (secretion).
(Refer to Table 56.6 for
Tubular lumen
factors producing hypo and
hyperkalemia).@
Na

g(,.

P.!~Xl~

G)

(9 HC0

3-

6. Increase plasma osmolality
due• to cell11lac dehydration.

PCT by , , , ,/ ,,, 1, ,
.,
(antip ort) via the
Na+ - H + exchanger, this represents more than 4000
mEg / day.
,
The secreted H+ reacts with filtered HCO3- to form
carbonic acid (H2CO3). The presence of carbonic
anhydrase (CA) on the microvilli of the luminal border
of the PCT catalyzes the rapid dehydration of ~CO3
to form CO2 and water (fig. 56.9).
Both CO2 and ~O diffuse back into the PCT cells
which together with CO2 derived from cell metabolism

HCO~-

r

~c\),.

A. Reabsorption from PCT
1. Approx. oor of the filtered

· rea b sorbed m
· to the
Hco3- 15

______ _

•

\c- -~+

blood

+-=~:..__ H+ exchanger (Antiport)

lt is important to note reabsorp tion
of HCO3- alone cannot maintain
H2C03
normal acid base balance, therefore,
kidney is c~ble of generating new
H 0
0 ___ _
HCO3- as well. HCO3- re~ rption
2
2
[
occurs throughout the nephron,
except in the descending limb of
F : filtered
loop of Henle.
ON\../ : secreted

-•

PCT cell

Na• - H•

REABSORPTION -

•

H•

I

I(

•

Na• - K• ATPase

.....:.- : - K•

HCo3 -

H2C03

t~A

H•pump

- - ~ 02

20

Secondary active
transport

.

I Fig. 56.9 Bicarbonate reabsorption in proximal convoluted tubule
largest fraction of HCO 3 reabsorption)

(PCT) (it accounts for
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is rehydrated by intracellular 'CA' into H 2CO3; which
dissociates to form H + and HCO3-. This HCO3- is
termed as newly sy nthesized HCO3- by renal tubular
cells.
(i) This newly synthesized HCO3- is reabsorbed across
the basolateral membrane by a 'secondary active
transport system' into the peritubular blood along
with equimolar amounts of Na+, and
(ii) the H+ is secreted again by H+ pump into the
lumen.

527
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+ SECRETION
l. H+ secretion is a process by which the filtered
HCO - is reabsorbe and the tubular fluid becomes
acidic. The process of H+ secretion, like the HCOt
reabsorption, occurs throughout the nephron, e~ep t in
the descen.ding limb of the loop of Henle. H+ secretion
permits conservation of HCO3- .
2. H+ secretion into the tubular lumen occurs by active
transport and is coupled to Na+ bso tion. Therefore,
for enc mol
, one mole Na and one mole

of CO are rea sorbed into the peritu ular capillaries.
[Figs. 6. , 59.1 (page 553) and 59.2 (page 554)) The
iv~ed to the peritubular capillaries
renal epithelium secretes approx. 4300 mEq (rnmol)
th~ filtrate in the lumen whereas
ofH+d~
CO3 transported into the capillaries is
3. Approx. 5''" of the total H+ secretion occurs m the
s
·
within th~ CT ceU and is not the
PCT. PC cells are {iery rich in enzyme carbonic tZI_~,?J-,
same HCO3- that was
d.
an hdrase A
2. For each mole of HCO3- moved from the tubular
4. Approx. 0 o of the total H + secretion occurs in DO ,
fluid, one mole of HCO3- diffuses from the tubular
an~
cells into the blood, even though it is not the same
5. Appro~
f the total H+ secretion occurs in CT by
mole that disappeared from the tubular fluid.
the
so~.
3. Buffering of secreted H+ by filtered HCO3- does
not contribute to the urinary excretiQlt of H+. The CO2
N.0 H--\-- i..&
formed in the lumen from secreted H+ returns to (Dtt+ Secretion in PCT, OCT and CT
the tubular cell to form another H+ an~
erefore,
(See under HCO3- reabsorption, page 500)
~
01
(~O NETH+ SECRETION occurs. )
Important Note

-

• • B. Reabsorption from the DCT and CT
. l. Theremaining10-15°'oofthefilteredHCO - is reabsorbed

In the D~T and g, H+ secretion is relatively
ingeJ2Cndeo t of Na+ and most ofH+ is secreted by an
ATP-driven proton pump.

by the OCT
the exchange o'/
•f o~' K or H+ (as 1the PCT).
2. Unlike the PCT, the OCT and CT have H + - K+ @ Factors Affecting tt+ Secretion
- f TPase (or Na+ -K+ -ATPase p umps) at the luminal
and HCO3- Reabsorption
membrane and the lack of 'CA' from that site (Fig.
1. CO2 content of the tubular cell
56.10).

1. The HCO3 th
tubular cell d
HCO3 and th
3 in
the renal vein e
the amount th al
en tered the kidne¥,S. Thus, the kidneys
besides conserving the filtered HCO3
also add newly synthesized HC03 to the
plasma.
2. The renal contribution of new HC 3
is accompanie
y
ex.s;r.e tiQn ,Q an
equivale
· in the urine
in the form of Titrata e Acid, NH4 + or
both (page 553).
3. The amount of new RCO3 formed/day
(approx. 70-100 mEq/day) is much less
than the quantity of filtered HCO3
reabsorbed/day(> 4300 mEq/day).

~:\\ ~ >J.~,

OCT cell

Tubular lumen

PeritubtJlar
capillary

Na+ - K+ ATPase

K•

H2 C03
Carbonic
anhydrase

C

2

20

____________...,

ig. 56. 10 Bicarbonate reabsorption in distal convoluted tubule
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and K+ secretion and t HCO3- reabsorption.
(i) In h}poventilation (e.g. emphysegia, respiratory
depression, CO2 inhalation or res iratory acidosis)
Opposite happens when ECFV expands.
6. Aldostero11e
\e.,
- f respiration ·
ut of CO2 t aldosterone secretion by its 'direct action' on tubular
t C9z in tubular cells
intrace war
cells and by increased Na+ reabsorption causes t H+
'Q-\
.~
+secretion.)nd t HCO3- reabsorption.
and K+ secretion and t HCO3- reabsorption.
(ii) 1n .hyperventilahon (e.g. hi~h altitude, voluntary
t
hyperventilation, systemic alkalosis) respiration t washing out of CO2 from the
body f CO2 in the cells - f H+ formation
within tubular cells
In general, conditions which increases the tt+ secretion
are associated with increase HCO3 reabsorption. This
(a) f H+ secretion causes t K+ secre9on by DCT
is seen in:
(since K+ and H+ competitively occupy a
t K+
(i) hypoventilation
common transport mechanism) ~
ii) hypokalemia
excretion.
.
'.\~~ (b) f HCO3- reabsorption- f Na+ reabsorption
···) hypovolemia
..f\~~ i.:::!.J
t NaHCO3 excretion in urine (alkaline
(iv) decrease in plasma [Cl-]; and
'J~'
urine).
(v) increased alqost~rone secr~tion.
(.6...i.,.sl r-.'I~
~&'t-)
2. CarbonicA.11hydrase Inhibitors (CA.l) e.g. .Acetawlaroide
(diamox)- f 'CA'
f intracellular HiCO3 formation
+1
- 't tt+ formation within tubular cells (!)CI- TRANSPORT ~U.S~~~W - a. .
(i) 't H+ secretion
} tom. i\-Qiss 11
1. c1- reabsorption occurs at a rate of 20,000mEq/ day
(ii) t K+ secretion and
, ·
··
and is inversely_related to HCO3- reabsorption. Therefore,
i
(iii) 'f HCO3- reabsorption
plasma [Cl- ] varies inversely with the HCO3.__ /v..._)r 3. Plasma [K+J. There is an itwerse relationship between
reabsorption rate.
plasma [K+] and proximal HCO3- reabsorption (Fig.
2. c 1- is the chief anion to accompany Na+ through the
)_.€.,
56.11).
renal tubular epithelium. As Na+ reabsorption is under
C~(;)f:)\\~ ) Ilypokalemia -tinHCO3- reabsorptionbecause
aldosterone control, the plasma [CI-] is secondarily·•
't plasma [K+] influenced by aldosterone.
(a) intracellular acidosis
3. Passive transport (Fig. 56.4, page 521)
J
(b) provides a concentration gradient for K+
(i) ~l"ater moves out of the tubule secondary to Na+ ·
e~b~orption, the i~crease in luroinal [CI-1 a~ts as a
efflux, therefore, both H+ and Na+ enter the ~ ~
j. dnvmg force for paracellular c1- reabsorption by
cell to maintain electroneutrality.
Increase in intracellular [H+] favours HCO3diffusion.
Active transport of Na+ leaves the luminal
reabsorption because HCO3- reabsorption depends CJ~
on H+ secretion.
~ ! \ C membrane n e ~ with reference to the
(ii) IIy pe kalemia f in HCo3- reabsorption,
interstitial fluid. ~tt'bular voltage adient
constitutes a seco d driving force for paracellular
because t in plasma [K+] c1- reabsorpti by diffusion.
(a) intracellular alkalosis
(b) K+ influx H+ and Na+ efflux to maintain
electroneutrality.
(a) and (b) - f HCO3- reabsorption.
Hyperkalemia -+ Acidemia
Hypokalemia -+ Alkalemia
&J(.1/c f 4. P_Iasma [Cr] _
_
.....,
11 dee eases, 1t causes t HC0 - reabsorption
3
ECF
ECF
and t H+ secretion.
(tK+) .
(fK+)
Opposite is seen when plasma [Cl-J
increases.
K+
K+
QC., ft~ ECFV ~
H+
H•
1f decrease. Renal vasoconstriction INTRACELLULAR
INTRACELLULAR
ACIDOSIS
ALKALOSIS
t peritubular capillary hydrostatic pressure
- t Renin release - stimulate reninangiotensin mechanism - t aldosterone
Fig. 56.11 Effect of plasma [K+] on cell reaction
secretion - t Na+ Reabsorption - t H+
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2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Albumin is absent from the urine of normal individuals
(ii) Filtration of cationic substances is greater than that of anionic and neutral substances of same diameter.
(iii) Predicted renal threshold for glucose is more than the actual value
(iv) Otloride driven Na+ transport in PCT
(v) Hyperventilation is associated with alkaline urine
(vi) Patients with kidney disease become oedematous
(vii) Acidosis is a common complication in chronic renal disease.
3. Write short notes on:
(i) Mechanism of glomerular filtration and Factors affecting GFR
(ii) Filtration fraction and factors affecting it.
(iii) Maximum tubular reabsorptive and secretory capacity
(iv) Renal transport mechanisms
(v) Mechanism of glucose reabsorption in the kidney
(vi) Tubular handling of Na+ and water
(vii) Renal tubular rcabsorption and secretion of HCO3and H+
(viii) Effect of plasma [K+] on cell reaction
(ix) Factors affecting renal threshold for glucose
(x) 'Splay' in TmC
(xi) Na+ reabsorption from PCT and factors affecting it
(xi) Factors affecting H.,. secretion and HCO3 reabsorption
(xii) Aquaporins.
(xiii) Clomerular versus systemic filtration
(xiv) Obligatory and facultative reabsorption of water
(xv) Agents causing contraction or relaxation of mesangial cells
(xvi) Transepithelial transport
(xvii) Factors producing Natriuresis

. 00·1
1. Glomerular filtrate is identical with plasma in respect of the following except:
(a) Osmolality
(b) pH
(c) Concentration of electrolytes
2. Factor not affecting the glomerular filtration:
(a) Size of capillary bed
(b) Permeability of the capillaries
(c) Hydrostatic and osmotic gradient across capillary wall (d) Change in posture of the individual

(d) Organic molecules

3. Not a true statement regarding filtration coefficient of the glomerular membrane:
(a) Normally is 10.5 mL/min/mmHg
(b) Is a function of capillary surface area
(c) Is defined as GFR at 1 mmHg effective filtration pressure
(d) Is determined by permeability of glomerular membrane
4. What happens to GFR if efferent arteriolar constriction is greater than afferent arteriolar constriction?
(a) Increases
(b) Decreases
(c) Tends to be maintained
(d) First increases then decreases
5. Filtration of cationic substances is greater than that of anionic s ubstances because:
(a) Sialoprotein present in the wall of filtering membrane are negatively charged
(b) Cations are smaller in size
(c) Cations have lower molecular weight
(d) Cations concentration is greater
6. Glomerular filtration differs from systemic filtration in:
(a) Mechanism of filtration is different
(b) Amount of filtered fluid is more
(c) Capillary exchange area available for filtration at rest is more
(d) All of the above
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7. Decrease in renal filtration fraction is seen in:
(a) Glomerulonephritis
(c) Constriction of afferent arterioles

(b) Essential hypertension
(d) Constriction of efferent arterioles

8. Tm limited reabsorption implies that:
(a) Reabsorption is passive
(b) Amount of reabsorption depends critically on the length of time the substance is present in the tubules
(c) Below a threshold tubular load, the substance is completely reabsorbed
(d) Renal clearance of substance reabsorption decreases as its plasma concentration increases until its Tm is reached
9. Which substance is actively transported by the tubular cells but has not been shown to have a Tm?
(a) Allbumin
(b) Haemoglobin
(c) Glucose
(d) Sodium ions
10. Na•-K• ATPase pump in renal tubules helps in:
(a) Absorption of sodium
(b) Excretion of sodium
(c) Absorption of sodium and excretion of potassium
(d) Absorption of potassium
11. A major process involved in transport of substance in the kidney:
(a) Transepithelial transport
(b) Transcellular transport
(c) Paracellular transport
(d) Intercellular transport
12. The substance poorly reabsorbed in the nephron:
(a) Creatinine
(b) Urea
(c) Uric acid
(d) All of the above
13. Predicted : actual renal threshold for glucose is ....... mg/dL of arterial plasma:
(a) 300 : 200
(b) 200 : 300
(c) 200 : 180
(d) 180 : 200
14. Percentage reabsorption of total sodium filtered in different parts of a nephron:
(a) PCT (80%); DCT (15%); CT (2-3%)
(b) PCT (80%); OCT (20%)
(c) PCT (60%); OCT (30%); CT (10%)
(d) PCT (20%); OCT (80%)
15. Not true about chloride driven sodium transport in PCT:
(a) Na+ efflux is associated with efflux of O and l lCO 3
(b) 75% of Na• reabsorption is accompanied by Ct(c) 25% of Na+ reabsorption is accompanied by HCO- 3
(d) ls an active process
16. Na• - 2 CI- - K+ cotransporter is active in:
(a) PCT
(b) Descending limb of loop of Henle
(c) Thin ascending limb of loop of Henle
(d) Thick ascending limb of loop of Henle
17. Aldosterone:
(a) Produced in the juxtaglomerular apparatus
(b) Increases sodium reabsorption by the nephron
(c) Increases potassium rcabsorption by the ni:phron
(d) Tends to increase the hydrogen ion concentration in the blood
18. Not a cause of natriuresis:
(a) Increase in GFR
(b) Cortisol
(c) Aldosterone
(d) Overhydration
19. Tnie about glomerulo-tubular balance:
(a) Renal tubules tend to reabsorb a constant fraction of Na+ filtered rather than a constant amount
(b) Total amount of Na+ reabsorbed by renal tubules stayed constant
(c) True only for sodium ions
(d) GFR has no role to play
20. What is not true for the potassium?
(a) Secreted in the distal convoluted tubule (OCT)
(b) Reabsorbed in proximal convoluted tubule
(c) Competes with hydrogen ions for secretion by OCT in exchange for sodium ions
(d) Excretion in urine is decreased by mineralocorticoids
21. Which part of nephron is essential for maintaining plasma potassium homeostasis?
(a) PCT
(b) Loop of Henle
(c) DCT and CT
(d) All of the above
22. Potassium secretion is controlled by all except:
(a) Glucocorticoids
(b) Na•-K+ ATPase
(c) Electrochemical gradient between tubular lumen and blood
(d) Permeability of luminal membrane to K+
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23. Bulk of H+ secretion along the length of renal nephron appears in the tubular fluid at the level of:
(a) PCT
(b) Descending loop of Henle (c) Ascending loop of Henle (d) DCT
24. Percentage of water reabsorbed in different segment of the nephron:
(a) PCT (80%); Loop of Henle (10 %); DCT and CT (Nil)
(b) PCT (80%); Loop of Henle (10%); DCT and CT (10-12%)
(c) PCT (88%); DCT and CT (12%)
(d) PCT (99%); DCT and CT (1 %)
25. Percentage of filtered water reabsorbed by the kidney in the absence of ADH:
(a) 10-12%
(b) 50%
(c) 75-80%

(d) 88%

26. In the kidney, obligatory reabsorption of water differs from facultative water reabsorption:
(a) Occurs by active processes
(b) Responsible for 75-80% of filtered water reabsorption

(c) lnfluenced by ADH

(d) Occurs in the terminal DCT and CT

27. Obligatory volume of urine:
(a) Cannot be less than 500 mL/day

(b) ADH is secreted in high concentration
(d) All of the above are true

(c) Necessary to excrete waste products from the body
28. Glomerular filtration per day is:
(a) 40-50 litres
(b) 90-100 litres

(c) 140-150 litres

(d) 170-180 litres

29. Hydrostatic and colloidal osmotic pressure in glomerular capillaries respectively is:
(a) 45 and 25 mmHg
(b) 25 and 45 mmHg
(c) 10 and 25 mmHg
(d) 25 and 10 mmHg
30. Net filtration pressure in the kidney is ...... rnmHg:
(a) 5
(b) 10

(c) 15

(d) 20

31. Normal re nal filtration fraction is ...... %
(a) 12-16
(b) 16-20

(c) 20-25

{d) 25-30

32. Which of the following is not normally filtered or reabsorbed to a significant degree by the tubules of kidney?
(a) Inulin
(b) Plasma proteins
(c) Uric acid
{d) Para-aminohippuric acid
33. The primary active transporter in the kidney includes:
(b) H+- K+ ATPase
(a) Na+-K+ ATPase

(c)

Ca2+ ATPase

...

(d) All of the above

34. Not a symporter carrier transport mechanism in a nephron:
(a) Na+ - glucose carrier
(b) Na+ - amino acid carrier
(c) Na+ - H+ carrier

(d) Na+ - 2 o - - K+ carrier

35. The proximal convoluted tubules (PCT):

(a) Reabsorb most of the water and salts of the glomerular filtrate
(b) Reabsorb half the glucose in the glomerular filtrate
(c) Contain juxtaglomerular cells which secrete renin
(d) Are the main target cells for antictiuretic hormone
36. In renal glycosuria, the renal threshold for glucose is:
(a) low
(b) high
(c) same
37. Glucose is transported through:
(a) Na+ antiport
(b) Na+ cotransport

(c) K+ antiport

·-

(d) greatly increased
(d) K+ symport

38. All of the following ai.:e reabsorbed in DCT except:

(a) Na+

(b) K+

(d) H+

(c) HCO3

39. True statement regarding sodium reabsorption from DCT and CT:
(a) 75% gets absorbed by cation exchange process
(b) 25% gets absorbed by chloride driven sodium transport

(c) K+ competes_with H+ for Na+ reabsorpti~n

1. (d) 2. (d)
16. (d) 17. (b)
31. (b) 32. (b)

3. (a)
4. (c)
18. (c) 19. (a)
33. (ct) 34. (c)

5. (a)
20. (d)
35. (a)

6. (b)
21. (c)
36. (a)

(d) Stimulated by ADH

7. (b)
22. (a)
37. (b)

8. (c)
23. (a)
38. (d)

9. (d)
24. (b)
39. (c)

- - -oco---

10. (c)

25. (d)

11. (a)
26. (b)

12. (d)
27. (d)

13. (a)
28. (d)

14. (a)
29. (a)

15. (d)

30. (b)
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I. Introduction

II. Significance of Renal Clearance
III. Applications
B. As a measure to estimate tubular secretory capacity
A. As a measure of GFR
C. As a measure of RPF and RBF D. As a measure of'osmotic' and 'free-water' clearances
E. As a measure of excretion of waste products
rv. Applied Aspect: Uremia; Dialysis therapy
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INTRODUCOON

Normally:

Tlie clearance value (C) of a substance (or plasma
\jl~ constituent) is the volume of plasma (in mL) that contains the
~ele>\" amount of the substance (or constituent) which is excreted
in the urine, in one minute. Thus, clearance is measure of

f

Uurea : Urinary concentration of Urea

= 20 mg/ ml

the volume of plasma completely freed of a given substance per
minute by the kidneys.L1'rrro~ e)Ct.11t.\l'11'1 l'T°' usl-rc..")
Renal clearance of a given substance (Cx) is calculated
from the urinary excretion rate of that substance (Ux.V page
519) divided by its plasma concentration (Px) i.e.

=

~: Clea.9'!1.1' ce. .e:::. 6.FR
Arterial plasma concentration of a substance is same
in all parts of the arterial circulation. However, if the
sub~~f~ eot metabolized in the tissues, its level
in p
c.
l venous plasma can be substituted for
the arterial plasma level.
For example: clearance value for urea (in mL/ min) i.e.
eurea

X

100

,<-x·

Amount of urea excreted in urine
in one minute

@ APPLICATIONS

=--- - - - - - - -- - - p urea

20

plasma concentration of Urea
= 30 mg/i

SIGNIFICANCE OF RENAL CLEARANCE

Important Note

= Uurea V

:

Renal clearance provides a useful way of assessing the
excretory funcfums of the kidneys such as: glomerular
~
on, tubular reabsorpti~n and s~
n; and ~ How?
1. The equation e x = U xV / Px' can be used to measure
the clearance of any substance that is present in the
plasma and excreted by the kidneys.
Plasma concentration rather than whole blood
concentration is used in calculation of renal clearance,
because qnly the plasma is cleared b y filtration.
2. By a simple
ran em,......... _."the renal clearance ratio:
ex· Px = Ux · ; the 'clearance
a comparison of the '
amount of substance re
from plasma per unit
time
P x) with the amount of substance excreted
in th~ urine per unit time fPx· V).

concentration of the substance
in the arterial plasma (Px)

plasma concentration of urea

Purea

)

30

substance (Ux.V)
= _______
.:..___,:....___

P~

: Urine flow per minute = 1 ml/ min ( ~

= 67 mL/ min

renal 'excretion rate' of the

t)~ xY

,(\d.-~

V

A. AS A MEASURE OF GLOMERULAR FILTRATION
RATE (GFR)
A substance which is treely filtered out from the glomeruli
{ in the same concentration as in plasma and in the tubules,
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and should ~
ither reabsorbed nor secreted will
Afferent
Glomerular
arteriole
m,.eas11re
capillary
Renal artery
The amou¥of such a substance in the urine per unit
of ti.me must have been produced by filtering exactly the
~ - - Efferent
P,n= 1 mg/ml
arteriole
number of 'milliliters' of plasma that contains that amount.
· Salient features of a substance suitable for measuring the
' GFR by determining its clearance are:
l. Freely filtered i.e. not bound to protein in plasma or
separated in the process of ultra filtration.
Amount filtered
2. Not reabsorbed or secreted by tubules.
zero% inulin
= Amount excreted, i.e.
] reabsorbed
3. Not metabolized to another substance.
GFRxP = U x V
4. Not stored in kidney.
U;0 XV
GFR = - 5. Not toxic and biologically~
- -- - - Peritubular
P,n
capillary
GFR = 125 mUmin
6. Has ~
te.t
7. Preferably easy to measur~ in plasm~ ~
rine.
Some examples of such a substance ~
are:
(i) 111(111 - a polyasaccharide, polymer of fructose
W----Urine
with
5200; it does not occur natura.]!y~ -- -_----:b:--.::~:'::R-..
u ln = 125mg/ml
(100% inulin
body
'l)~'V: . 1 ~ -nq,-J
~CL!::.J
excreted)
V = 1 mUmin
ff&
,c,u, . QI.XI~
~ ii) Crenti11i 1e (Cr)~ ) / 1 ~ iOj l!."'
Fig. 5 7. I Measurement of G FR &om 1nulin (in) clearance
(iii) Sodium fe rocyanides
(iv) Mannitol
J ?f)\-\ fi
I method (Abbrevfation as given in tlie text)
(v) Sorbitol CX'Ulfl-rri~
C~o...,-u. ~
Q '..tn ~
(vi) Sucrose C..~ l t= ~ -1\0m)WPF"rlt O..C:\~
Creatinine Clearance -, .~'r (1 Ff:'. Q..(t,~O'f>·
Although inulin clearance can be used to measure GFR,
vii) Radioactive cobalt labelled Vit. B12
51
in 'clinical' practice it is niore common to determine the
viii) Cr-labelled EDTA
{
(ix) Radio iodine labelled hypaque
24-hour endogenous 'creatininc( clearance as estimate of
Clearance value of any of these substances will be equal
GFR. Its determination does not require administration
•
to GFR.
of ex~
ous creati.nine, as creatini.ne is a product of
Cl)
muscle metaQ.6lli;m. Normally p !:9duction and breakd,pwn ::: C..OMt·
lnulin Clearance: Method (Fig. 57.1)
rates of phosphocreatine are relatively constant, and the
To determine the GFR in man a l<!_
r ne initial d9se of inulin
plasma concentration of creatini.ne does not vary much.
is injected intravenously (1.V.) which is followed by a
Endogenous creatinine clearance is easy to measure and
constant inulin infusion at a rate which compensates for
hence used clinically as an estimate of GFR.
Normal range for creatinine clearance: 80-110 mL/min.
its loss in urine. A reasonably constant arterial plasma
level is thereby maintained. The inuli.n concentration of
However, some creatinine is reabsorbed by the tubules and
plasma of venous blood (Pi1) , the urinary concentration
some may be secreted. Therefore, when redse measurement
(U111) and the-volume of urine excreted per minute (V) are
of GFR is required, inulin clearance (C;11) is preferred.
determined and the clearance calculated, for example:
Significance: lnuli.n clearance is used as 'inaicator of
Let
p. = 1 mg/mL
).~
plasma clearance mechanism'. How?
= 125 / L
A comparison of the dearance of a given substance (C)
m
mg m
with the cli;arance of inulin (C;,) provides information about
V -- 1 mL /min
the renal mechanisms used to remove the substance from
then cin = Uin · V = 125 x 1
plasma (Fig . 57.2).
C.x <2.
c..omp~on
pin
1. W1rm C, equals C;,, (1c. GFR), excretion is bv filtration
1
alone. Therefore, the mass of the substance excreted
= 125 mL/min
in urine per unit time (Ux · V) equals the mass of the
substance filtered during the same time (GFR · Px)
i.e. ux. V = cin. PX (as cin = GFR).
If a substance is not metabolized to any extent in
Here, the clearance ratio (ratio of clearance of any
the tissues, its level in the venous plasma can be
~ /Yb~ ~ e 'Cx' to the clearance of inuli.n 'Cin' i.e. Cxl
substituted for the arterial plasma level.
" e..nOUA
~'te-n c,j_
C cm U

thElG~!Y

10

10

®

i
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UM§

=
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Fig. 57.2 Clearance of Various substances plotted against their plasma
concentration

-

Fig. 57.3 Relation between plasma PAH
concentration _(PpAH) and PAH transport.
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pP,r\ p\o.sQ"\O..
A clearance ratio 1 indicates, on a net basis, the
substance is neither reabsorbed nor secreted and, therefore,

is only filtered.
~\·

20

Substances with clearance ratio close to 1 include:

...:.,_\ . ®

eJ.. many,tol, so,Jflol, Je,;_ri.cyanide, Vitamin 8 12 and suyrose
;{f'~\v- (I. V.).
CP
2. When C is le"~ than Cm, excrctio11 is by JJ.ltration
11nd reabsor ,tio11.
(i) Here Ux - V < Cin - Px excretion rate of substance
< fil tra on oa
(ii) Cx/ Cin < 1
(a) A clearance ratio <1 indicates, on a net

. PR Ha,\~t(l. i)h-ok.

1

plasma PAH concentration (P PAH) is greater than that
in the glomerular filtrate. However, PAH binding does
not significant! diminish the effectiveness of tubular
secretion.
F-L; G~Rx \ PM·\
The filtered a page
1s a linear function
of plasma PAH (PpAfi), but PAH secretion increases as
PPAH increases only until a TmPAH is reached (Fig. 57.3).
The TmPAH is about 80mg/min, therefore,
1. When PPAH is low, practically all of the PAH that is •
not filtered is secreted, and PAH is almost completely
cleared from the plasma by the combined processes • .
of glomerular filtration and tubular secretion (Fig. •

basis, the substance undergoes reabsorption.

57.3).

(b) Substances with clearance ratio <1 include:

2. When ?HH 1s above 20 mg/d i , the transepithelial
Glucose, xylose and fructose. CJ1'\ol'-,Ol1o.c..c.'ri-')
secretory mechanism becomes saturated, and the
3. When C is greater tha11 Cin, cxcri:tw,z 1 hy fi.ltrntw11
TmPAH is reache«;i. At this the quantity of PAH
and <;ecretio11. Here,
secreted per minute remains CQQ§J:ip t and is
(i) Ux · V > Cin · P x (excretion rate of substance >
ipdepegdent of PpAJi·
~~'ttn
•
filtration load)
3. When the PPAH increases above TmPAll' ~ e~ans:e
(ii) Cx/ Cin > 1.
of PAH (CpAH) falls progressively and it becomes
_ (a) A clearance ratio of more than 1 indicates & { more a function of glomerular filtration (because •
the net secretion of the substance into the
the amount of PAH secreted becomes a smaller and
lumen, therefore, the substance is cleared by
smaller fraction of total amount excreted). Finally
filtration and secretion.
the CPAH approaches clearance of inulin (~).
(b) Substances with clearance ratio greater than
4. Because the TmPAH is nearly constant, it is used clinically
-ye.o}:e. o....
1 include: para-aminohip;puric o.&id (PAH),
to estimate tubular secret?;Y capacity (T).
•
T.>~l..l \,
phen~l :ed, iodopyracet, certain 12.enicillins and
de.o..,o.,'n (.£ = ~A\-\ + t \LI.id ~)k~)\r
•

__,-=;-n

creatmme.
L J_,O(')c \-- \ \ r c... ov-\.J..I
1-

t

1

B. AS A MEASURE TO ESTIMATE TUBULAR
SECRETORY CAPACITY (T5) :

\I

?ffi'H
C. AS A MEASURE OF RENAL PLASMA FLOW
t;;\
(RPF) AND RENAL BLOOD FLOW (RBF)
\e) Principle

'1,) PAH Clearance
Para-aminohippuric acid (PAH) is a weak organic acid that
? , ~is actively secreted into the PCT by a transport maximum
limited process.
\o •f. P l'=\r\ .
( No rn~th
un~ &
A s approx. 10% of the plasma P~
plasma proteins, PAH is not entirely freely filtrable and

\ke.a...clerusa."ce

RBF can be measured by applying the Fick's principle to
the kidneys, i.e. the amount of a substance taken up by
any organ per unit time is equal to the arterio-venous
difference for the substance across the organ times the
blood flow.

~W\ru<;

~ax. u-reo.. cJ
::- ';f-S:- m \ t min .
1&\d,
~ . : : S: Tf'lt /rn}.'9rER 57: RENAL CLEARANCE
hc.k',s
• • B\ooclli.na C..O'r'IC •
Amount ohubstahce taken/ min =
(A-V) difference of substance x Blood flow
per minute

l

O
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= ~ q.-l.\orni t dL
be zero. Thus,
[ - -- - - - - C-P'_AH
_]
RPF = UPAH · V =
APAH

i.e. Blood flow per minute =
1. Approx. 10-15% of the total renal plasma flow perfuses

Amount of substance taken/ min

I •

non-excretory (non-tubular) portion of the kidney,
e.g. the renal capsule, perirenal fat, renal medulla
and renal pelvis, therefore, this plasma cannot be
completely: cleared of PAH by filtration and secretion
(Thus CPAH does not measure RPF to this region of
the kidney).
2. As about 10% of the PAH remains in the renal venous
plasma, the RPF calculated from Cl¥<J I underestimates
the actual flow by about 10%. Therefore, CPAH
actually measures the effect1v,r reual plasma flow
(ERl,'F), i.e.

(A-V) difference of the substance

I

Since the kidney filters plasma, the RPF equals
the amount of i::substc(nce excreted per unit time divided
b)'. the renal ai-terio-venous difference of the substance.

@

RP r-

E:: grF -

RBr

Cnteria of the substance used
A substance
(1) which is almost completely extracted from
the blood during each passage through the kidney,
(2) which is neither met~ olized, st~ ed, nor pr)t@uced
by the kidney,
(3) which does not itself affect m(p,
(4) if its concentration in arterial and renal venous
plasma can be measured easily, and ( f\ - V )ct~\ ·
(5) which is actively secret~d by the tubules from the
blood into their lumen.
The clearance value of such a substance gives a measure
of the RPF.
A few such substances are:
(1) Diodrast-olgaoir jodjne compound, often have
. 'iinpl';asant. side-effects when injected, ( tJ.il
(2) Para-amino Jtippuric acid (PAH) - P~eferred,
because its extraction ratio (E) (page 514) is high

€.l

ERPF = UPAH. V = CPAH

3. Because PAH is not meta~ lized or ex,3,(eted by any
organ other than the kidney, a sample from peripheral
vein can be used to measure arterial plasma PAH
concentration. Therefore,
u
.y
ERPF = PAH
= CPAH
PPAH
e.Lho'fll\\L)
Normally UPAH = 14 mg/ mL
V
= 1 mL/ min
PPAH = 0.02 mg/ mL

'--"> 0 . 9

i.e.

Arterial PAH Concentration minus)
~ = Renal Venous PAH Concentration :::-\ (

n. ,7'~'On Arterial PAH Concentration

~\/ f"'-1.

___:!' Therefore,

ERPF =

c..x~GY\o--i

14

X}

= 700 mL / min

0.02

More than 90% of PAH in arterial blood is removed in
a single circulation in the kidney. RPF can be measured
by modifying the Fick's principle. Therefore,
Amount of PAH excreted
RPF= in urine/min: UPAH · V

<=

Thus RBF can be determined from ERPF as follows:
When plasma flow is 55 mL per miin (100 - Haematocrit:
45%), total RBF = 100 mL per min.
As normal plasma flow is 700 mL/ min

where,
UPAH
- urinary concentration of PAH: mg/mL.
V
rate of urine flow: mL/min.
APAH or VPAH- Concentration of PAH (in mg/ mL)
in renal artery and renal vein
respectively.
.~ ~ T~on~~.g~ of PAH in arterial plasma, the
renal' ~ earan~e 1s nearly complete. Therefore, the PAH
concentration in renal venous plasma may be taken to

lOO x 7oo
55
= approx. 1273 mL/ min.

Total RBF =

()

(

D. AS A MEASURE OF "OSMOTIC" AND 'FREE
WATER' CLEARANCES
m) is the amount of water necessary
05

(!} Osmotic clearance (C

to excrete the osmotic load in a urim:! that i$ i9 tanic with
plasma. It measures the rate at which plasma is cleared
o~otic particles and is calculated as:

Ro}Q..

Q.\.~ t e
r::\

4"",\ "

~\
Qri,-,,-..

©M1,on c:.

?C6t\

.
v- C~m·
-Ye
(page 528). It can be calculated as follows:
where V

=

U osm =

Amount of urea excreted in urine
(U) x rate of urine flow (V)

rate of urine flow
urinary osmolality

curea=

Posm = plasma osmolality
Normally, Cosm is abou 3 mL/min. tis:
(1) increased in osmotic diuresis (page 547), and
f?,;\ (2) decreased in fasting or diet deficient in proteins. \ //./
In order to quantitate the gain or loss of water by\Y
excretion of a concentrated or dilute urine, the "free -1 (ii)
water" clearance (CH 0 ) is calculated:
.
2

CH O = V - C
2
osm

.

From the above equation
Uos~ . V
CH2o = V p
osm

l

J

~\~"

17'1~

i

L _..

S:-..J

\) + /

plasma concentration of urea
(Purea)

When rate of urine flow is less than 2mL/ min,
clearance of urea is called pnudoul 1'(ea Clearance
(Curea-J. It is calculated as&fJ'/ P urg)Normally it is • •
5! mL(ffiin (range: 40-65 mL/rnin).
When rate of urine flow is more than 2mL/ min,
excretion__of urea is maximal, called the Maximum
l.bea c1--:anince( Curea-m>· Normally it is'75mL/min
(r"!lge: 60-90 mL/min).

C11,ea measures the rate of excretion of waste products.

Normally, QDe half of urea filtered is returned to the blood
1/17
{ from the tubular fluid; when the tubules are damaged their
\
relative impermeabi.4.ty to urea is decreased and more urea
= v (1 _ Uosm)
correspondi_n_~re~s to the blood. Hence, during the
early ~tages~
JyunJfil renal failure, Curea remains low
P osm
and blood urea concentra~on is corresp~>ndingly raised.
Normal U, ,m is more than P0 ,m, therefore, CH 20 is
Because normal range of Curea is wide and it does not
usually negative. (Table 57.1) This means that the volume
give much information, therefore, currently it is an obsolete •
of urine e re ea is less than the osmolar clearance i.e. the
test and is not used clinically.
urine is more concentrated (hypertonic) than plasma. Thus
/,:-'\
CH O measures the rate of clearance of 'free water' that
APPLIED ASPECT: UREMIA
is Jot bound to the osmotic particles. Similarly, during
In chronic renal failure, (i.e., progressive and irreversible
antidiuresis (e.g. in dehydrated state and in the presence of
loss of n?)tfllons Junction) breakdown products of protein
ADH), Uosm is more than Posm' therefore CH O is negative,
metabolism (\.¢a, crelt'fuune, ort¢uc acid and R)fenol etc.,
page 621) accumulate in the blood, resulting in a clinical
indicating that water is being conserved by2the excretion
of a small volume of concentrated ;:;rine.
syndrome called Uremia.
In water diuresis (seen in the absence of ADH or • @
following water ingestion), free water clearance (CH 0 ) . 'c?araderistic features
becomes positive i.e. urine becomes hypotonic (U~sm , '- r. Larly: Nausea, vomiting, anorexia, lethargy, anaemia,
is less than Posm>· Maximum 'free water' clearance is
frequent fractures.
2. Lute ·
15-20 L/ day (10-15 mL/min).
(i) Impairment of higher mental functions resulting
E. AS A MEASURE OF EXCRETION OF WASTE
in drowsiness, impaired judgement, dull pain
PRODUCT
sensibility, headache, loss of self control, disCurea measures the rate of excretion of waste products
orientation, confusion etc.,
Table 57.1: Alterc1tion in water metabolism produced by ADI I
GFR

(mUmin)

% of filtered
water
reabsorbed

Urine volume
(mUday)

Urine isotonic with
plasma

125

98.7

2400

290

ADH-maximum
antidiuresis

125

99.7

500

1400

No 'ADHdiabetes insipidus

125

87.1

23300

30

Urine concentration
(mosm/kg water)

Gain or loss of water in
excess of solute mUday

1900 gain i.e. CH

2O

20900 loss i.e.

CH o
2

:

Negntive

: Positive

(ii) Muscle twitching, convulsions, coma and finally
death.
(For other features refer to summary (Fig. 57.4))

2. Aim

(i) to remove w.a,ste prach,cts and e x c e s s ~ions from the blood stream.
(ii) to maintain proper clinical balance of the blood.
3. Principle/Physiological basis
Treatment
Dialysis is based on the principle of
· Failing kidneys reach a point when they can no longer
Equi
libimm. The blood is made to pass continuously
• exrrete waTu{@nd io(ls at rates that mantain body balance
between two thin membranes of ce
· on t~
• of these substances. Moreover, they cannot excrete waste
other side of the membrane is a@.!!l11=i11g t 11 ·
- . products as fast as they are produced. The techniques
allow all_ the constituents of plasma except proteins
• used to repiace the kidney's excretory functio~Dialysis
tQ diffuse in either direction. Therefore, if the plasma
therapy. Dialysis literally means to separate substances
[K+] of the patient is above normal, K+ diffuses out of
r
using a membrane.
.
the blood across the cellophane tubing and into the
dialyzing fluid. Similarly, waste products and excess
DIALYSIS
£°10~b\c ~\~\d ~ ' o n of other substances also diffuse into the dialyzing fluid
and thus are removed from the body.
1. ~ e!j¢tion: It is a process of separating the soluble
The dinly=iug fluid (tlze Dwlysate) is salt solution
~stalloids from the colloid in a mixture by means of
with ionic composition similar to or lower than those
a p.ialt1ser ( r . e . ; - ' ~ generally made
in normal plasma. In general, it contains Na+, K+ and
of cellulose or cellophane that is highly permeable to
HCO3- in a higher concentration than in normal plasma;
most solutes but relatively impermeable to protein and
and
~
, c~
w.e, phosphate, sulphate are
completely impermeable to blood cells.)
absent.
n_

@

®

=Gt\.o~ cu. b\.\...-o.,e,.

~-=

He,~, Bloo c!

Summary: Clinical features of uremia.

J

NEUROLOGICAL - + - - - - - - - - - - -\ Fatigue
l Drowsiness
\ Peripheral neuropathy
11rritability
Depression
Decreased concentratability
Insomnia

----

mo·
Ul1'l '/

f
•

RESPIRATORY -+--Uremic lung
Pleuritis
Pulmonary edema

-

- -- - -- - - '

METABOLIC -+--- - - - - - - - - _ _ _ , ,
Hyperglycemia CG\_\) )
Hypertriglyceridemia ( PA'T)
Hyperuricemiac_ v~,c /'IC.\D)
Metabolic acidosis ( ~ CI.D)

1
l
f

l

REPRODUCTIVE+-- - - - - - - - - - '
Infertility
Decreased libido
Impotence
Amenorrhea
Delayed puberty

f-\\l:e.YeJ p

)"'

Pallor
Pruritus
Dry skin
Yellow-gray color
Decreased perspiration
{ Brittle dry hair

~-e.,' (\

1CClh\)\

f
f

OCULAR

1 Red eye

u

Dl/-- -- - - - - -~ DERMATOLOGIC

!

J Retinopathy

l w1c,__ 1'

ENDOCRINE
Hypothyroidism
~parathyroidism

.....__ _ __ __. CARDIOVASCULAR
Congestive heart failure (_ C.C...f)
Hypertension
Pericarditis

LA'Tf

l"\'vt- - - - - -- -

f
l

HAEMATOLOGICAL
Anemia
Bleeding tendency
Susceptibility to infection

~ - - - - - GASTROINTESTINAL
., Nausea
.,, Vomiting
Anorexia
GI bleeding
., Diarrhea
Uremic letor (breath)
' - - - - - ---MUSCULOSKELETAL
Renal osteodystrophy
Osteomalacia
Osteitis fibrosa
{ Osteosclerosis
Soft tissue calcification
Retarded growth

-T

I
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4. bidications
(i) Patients with acute reversible renal failure (may
• require treatment only for days or w~k.
(ii) Patients ,with chro~c irreversible renal failure
(may require treatment 1z~ eral times a week for
the rest of their lives, unless they receive a renal

[A]
Cephalic vein

transplant.)
(iii) Patients suffering from poisoning or drug
overdose.
5. Types/Techniques
(A) Hemodialysis (or Artificial Kidney)
(Fig. 57.5)

Here heparinized (anticoagulated) blood is pumped from
one of the patient's arteries through cellophane tubing
that is surrounded by a large volume of dialyzing fluid.
Rlnod flows in oi;ie direction and dialyzing fluid in the
across the tubing. The tubing then conducts the
purified blood back into the patient by way of a vein.
As blood flows through the tubing, the concentrations
of non protein plasma solutes tend to .reach diffusion
equilibrium with those of the solutes in the dialyzing
1iuid. DiaJysate flowing out of the machine is collected
outside in a bottle and discarded. The treatment requires
4-{i hours dialysis run.

----------

[BJ

Artery

I

Pressure

Air trap (
and
detector (

'--_)

l'e.."2,)t,or,,e.o.\. C(w;\y

Pressure monitor

(B) Peritoneal dialysis A
-= 1)\ f\L'f.Z e:f(;
It uses the lining of the person's own abdominal cavity · · Fig. 57.5 Hemodialysis: (A) Arteriovenous fistula and
(peritoneum) as a dialysis membrane. Dialyzing fluid is
(B) Technique
in~cted via a needle inserted through the abdominal
~--------------wall, into the cavity and allowed to remain there for
hours, during which splutes diffuse into the fluid
from the patient's blood. The dialyzing fluid is then
removed by reinserting the needle and is replaced
with new fluid. This procedure can be performed
several times daily (anywhere or at home) by a
patient who is simultaneo~sly doing normal activities
(Fig. 57.6).

5. Limitations
(i) Dialysis cannot maintain comple~ normal body
fluid composition as kidney does.
(ii) It cannot replace all the kidney functio~
hich
are aff~s1;ecially secretion of ery~
etin;
a dial sis

(00 ~;~fo'\.,>'emia foll05'

7. Complications rA\
(i) Hypotension ; anaemia
(ii) Nausea
(iii) Dyspnoea, chest and.back pain

l Fig. 57.6 Peritoneal dialysis

i~;t( )

a:,~~ (iv)

--------------:------'

HyPersensitivity reactions
(v) Hypoproteinaernia
(vi) Peritonitis, a major complication of peritoneal
dialysis.

CHAPTER 57: RENAL CLEARANCE

D

iMffhiiiH:ti
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Significance and application of renal clearance
(iii) Physiological significance of inulin clearance
(v) Osmotic and free water clearance
(vii) Clinical features of uremia
(ix) Artificial kidney

(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
(viii)

Characeristics of a substance for measuring GFR
PAH clearance
Urea clearance
Dialylsis therapy

2. Why is PAH used to measure tubular secretory capacity?
3. Give advantages and disadvantages of inulin and creatinine clearance to measure GFR .

•

4. By giving suitable examples: How would you determine that excretion is
(i) Filtration alone
(ii) Filtration and reabsorption

(iii) Filtration and secretion.

S. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Renal clearance of a substance
(ii) Clinically creatinine clearance is used to estimate GFR
6. Name tests separately to measure each of them and describe any one them in detail.
(i) GFR
(ii) Tubular secretory capacity
(iii) RPF and RBF
(iv) Water clearance
(v) Excretion of waste products

•

00·1
1. Not true of renal clearance of a given substance is:
(a) Expressed in mL/min
(b) Excretion rate of substance to its concentration in plasma
(c) Measure of volume of plasma completely freed of a given substance per minute
(d) Can be calculated by considering concentration of substance in the whole blood
,

2. Renal clearance can be used to measure all except:
(a) GFR
(b) Tubular secretory capacity
(d) Renal blood flow
(c) Tubular reabsorptive capacity
3. Which of the following is filtered but not reabsorbed by the re nal tubules?
(a) Para-aminohippuric acid
(b) lnulin
(c) Plasma proteins
(d) Glucose
4. Following is least absorbable in tubules:
(a) Creatinine
(c) Urea

(b) Glucose
(d) Sucrose

5. Widely used clinical test for estimation of GFR is:
(a) Inulin clearance
(b) Creatinine clearance
(d) Radioactive cobalt labelled vitamin B12
(c) Sucrose clearance
6. Creatinine is not ideal to measure GFR in humans because?
(a) It is toxic
(b) Some of it is reabsorbed by tubules and some may be secreted
(c) Not freely filtered
(d) Affects filtration rate
7. When clearance of a given substance equals inulin clearance, excretion is by:
(a) Filtration and reabsorption
(b) Filtration alone
(c) Filtration and secretion
(d) Synthesis of a substance in tubules and secreted
8. When a substance is excreted via kidneys by filtration and secretion, it is most likely to be:
{a) Mannitol
(b) Glucose
(c) PAH
(d} Vitamin B12
9. Two substances that can probably be used to determine filtration fraction are:
(a) lnulin and mannitol
(b) Urea and diodrast
(c) PAH and phenol red
(d) lnulin and PAH
10. Effective renal plasma flow is lower than actual renal plasma flow by:
(a} 5%
(b) 10%
(c) 15%
(d) 20%
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11. Amount of water necessary to excrete the osmotic load
(a) Free water clearance •
(c) Negative water clearance
12. Amount of inulin reabsorbed after filtration is:
(a) Zero
(c) 2 mg

in urine that is isotonic with plasma is called:
(b) Osmotic clearance
(d) Positive water clearance
(b) 1 mg
(d) 3 mg

13. Substance not excreted via kidney by filtration alone is:
(a) Glucose
(b) Vitamin B12
(c) Mannitol
(d) Sucrose
14. For which of the following substances would you expect the renal clearance to be the lowest, under normal
conditions?
(a) Vitamin B12
(b) Creatinine
(c) PAH
(d) Glucose
15. A substance which has a renal clearance more than that of inulin is probably:
(a) Only filtered at the glomeruli
(b) Only secreted by the tubules
(c) Filtered and reabsorbed
(d) Synthesized in tubules and secreted

•

•

16. Substance clinically used to measure renal plasma flow (RPF) is:
(a) Para-aminohippuric acid (PAH)
(b) Diodrast
(c) Cr-labelled EDTA
(d) Radioactive labelled iodine

2. (c)
12. (a)

1. (d)
11. (b)
t '

3. (b)
13. (a)

4. (a)
14. (d)

5. (b)
15. (d)

6. (b)
16. (a)

7. (b)

8. (c)

9. (d)

10. (b)

I

---CXX)>----
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Mechanism of Concentration and Dilution
of Urine - The Counter Current System
I.

General Considerat ions

ll. Mechanism of Concentra tion and Dilution
A. Overview
C. Counter Current Exchangers
E. Other examples of Counter Current System

B. Counter Current Multipliers
D. Role of Urea
F. Summary

Ill. Diuresis-w ater versus osmotic diuresis

•

IV. Diuretics

CD

@

GENERAL CONSID ERATIO NS

MECHA NISM OF CONCENTRATION

AND onuno N
widely in its
W
OVERVIE
A.
solute concentration according? the need of the body,
f> \ 0-&"('("')0.. o,g'n\o\a Sl,~:: 600Yt'luL m/ \. l. The fundamen tal processes involved in the excretion
e.g.
of a concentra ted or diluted urine include:
J!e,;._hy_dration, kidney can produce urine of
(i) In O
tion
50 mosm/ L i.e. 116th the osmolar concentra
•- '
of plasma.
(B)
Inflow = Outflow
(A)
(ii) During rjel111ilratio11 kidney can produce urine
..,,_
15'C
(ffl"""a constant
/'
rate 10 mUmin)
of 1200 mosm/ L i.e. L.times the osmolar
concentra tion of plasma-:- --2s· c
20·
B. Compone nts of the concent ating and diluting
30' C
25•
system
35'C
30•
1. The formation of urine that is dilute (hyposmotic
C
40'
35•
to plasma) or concentra ted (hyp~rosmotic to
45' C
40•
plasma) is achieved by the Counter Current
System. ( l.U)
--,+ +t2. 'I'Iussyste m consists of the
---I-+ +l-(DLH)
(i) Descending limb of the loop of Henle
(ii) Thin and thick segments of ascending
loop of Henle (ALH)
2 ·c
'f, ...
(iii) Medullary interstitiu m
'•
:·'
,
.,. ...\ , '.
(iv) Distal convolute d tubule ...
,. •4, : .•
.•I '•, .
,
(v) Collecting duct, and
... .. _::, ;.
recta.
Vasa
(vi)
,.
C. A counter current system is a system in which the
inflow runs p ~ t o , caunte.t to and in qgg
proximity to the outflow for some distance. The
2o·c
operation of such a system in increasing the heating
Fig. 58. l The operation of a thermal counter current exchange
at the apex a loop of pipe raises the temperatu re
system (A) Heater surrounds a pipe and raises the temperature
away
flowing
water
of water by 5° , ut the heated
of water flowing through the pipe by S°C. (B) Pipe is bent into a
from the heater w ms the inflow (Fig. 58.1). A
tight U-shape. The same heater appljed at the base of the U sets up
is thus set up along the
gradient of tempera
a temperature gradient tµrou~ut .the len~h of the eipe, so that at
temperatu re is raised
pipe, so that at the bend
the b,end the temperature is raised from 45 to 50°C.
not from 15 to 20°C but from 5 to 50°C.

A. The kidney forms urine which

I

+~

..·kf-1·
-·.

.

I

'c.ua ·.

'Re.\e." d.
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~ ~ . c 6u ~ep'r-.

(i) Variable permeability of the n![!!!!Pn to the passive
300 mosm/ kg water. (Also refer to page 550)
reabsorp tion of water along an osmotic gradient
and passive diffusion of urea along its concentration
2. Tlie Loop of Henle --"' mo.in Ro\t..
gradient.
A. DLH - it is the 'conce,rt ratin~ segment of the
(ii) Passive reabsorption of NaCl by the
segment of
nephron. How?
ALH.
DLH is • highly permea ble to water due to •
(iii) A ~ ~eabsorption of Na+ by the t~
segment of
Cn: ~, all~~pres~nce of A,g~aporin-1, and
• •
AlJf via the Na+ - 20- - K+ sympor t~ and the
• ';Trelatively
imperme able
(low
Na+ - K+ -ATPase p ump. :f'l'pi?'he& :
~'jrJ))
permeability) _to solute. •
2. The concentration of the tubular fluid occurs mainly in
There:fo:-r...,.e:_
, ..,......- ----~:-- ----,:-- -:----:- :--the juxta medull
ne hron alone, therefore counter
(i) ~ lute-free water moves into the interstitium
;')
current system is the eature o ·uxta medullary nephron
(ii) sofute concentration in DLH increases; the
owever, similar events also occur in the cortical
predomi nant solute is NcJ1Cl with relatively small
nephron . (·: N\e....o,u. U.
1..~\.o-<~n\Jm=,"l'l'p·)
amounts of~3. The concentrating mechani sm depends upon the
(i) and (ii) result in:
existance of a gradient of increasin& osmolali along
(a) fluid in the DLH to become concentrated;
the medulla ry pyramid s. This gradient is: OM
(b) fluid in the DLH nearly attai ns tbe asroa)ali ty eL
(i)
operatio n of the l~.:...i.i.L..l..l=u-- and
adjacent medulla ry interstiti um which is about
collecting duct as Counter Curren t Multipli ers,
100(}-1200 mosmol /L.
and
Importa nt Note
(ii)
1 Vasa Reeta as Counter Cu rren t
Exchangers.
The{fu:t...,r= =~==.....,"1"
(i) and (ii) together called as Counter Current Multipli er
free so
Extcht,aC,nge ~ Jtem or Coun ter Current System.
M E-C:a.i
6;;,.,
B. ALH - The thic ~nd t)b segment s of ALH
B. COUNTER CURRENT MULTIPLIERS ~
constitute the 'Diluting ' s~
of the nephron .
(Refer Fig. 58.2)
How? (Fig. 58.2) .
1. In tlte PCT as about@ , of filtered solutes and water
(i) The thin segment is
Q J, O\.u_W
get reabsorbed, therefore, osmolar concentration of PCT
• imperme able to water, and
fluid is equal to osmolar concentration of plasma i.e.
• permeable to NaC1 and ™
~'f', tO\ C)A,fW<DC \ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0

*

-·

-

- - -~1, 0-C' ~'I'\
DCT

@

NaCl

H20 + -

l

.11') it) l.r\

CORTEX

400

OUTER
MEDULLA

600

INNER
MEDULLA

600

M'I\A..O\M

NaCl

H20 •

800

!.T'~A .~~
~~f\,

300

UREA

UREA
....
•.._ H 0
2

NaCl

UREA

HYPER

D

1000

:

HYPER
NaCl

UREA

1200

it
-

To Ureter
(A) Vertical and Horizontal Osmotic Gradients
Direction of tubular flow (counter current)

(B) Solute and Solvent Transfe,r

Active
· - - - • Passive

Water impermeability
-• : Secondary acttve transport (symporter)

Fig. 58 .l Summary of changes in the Osmolality (in mOsm/ L) of tubular fluid in various
par):s of the Jux1tamedullary nephron
ALH and DLH: Ascending and descendin g loop of Henle

CD~ n~

•

.

mott~n~8l_~

~~o~tn t:=-)Nl '-Ct
ENTRATION' AND DILUTION OF URINE -

;,09
(ii) The thick segme!J is -"'

1

G.dl.~

..

Henle.

(L~~t:. f>-...-.-t-)

The greater the length of the loop of Henle, the
greater the osmolality that can be reached at the tip
')-- lenq +h 0( OJ..Y'f\Ol o.1, ~ .
of the pyramid ·

fluid becomes more and more
~
'hfposmotic', rich in urea, which flows into
OCT and collecting d ucts.
Active and passive transport of NaCl from ALH
(thick and thin segments respectively ) to the
interstitium forms a aorizontal osmotic gradient
of upto@:o mosm/ kg _"'ater between the tubular
fluid of the ALH and the combined fluid of the
interstitium and the DLH.

r

\

CC..~

-~ • rned..o..°\lQS..'-\ ,'f'\tt\1,.t"l~vm .l ~ ~ )

.
3. DCT and collecting dud
portion of OCT and
medullary
A. Cortical a11d outer

1

Important Note

Cb)

•
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In the renal medulla all the tubular structures
(except the ALH) are in osmotic equilibrium with
interstitium . Therfore, DLH acquires the increased
osmolality of the surrounding interstitiurn . This
effort is multiplied a~. new iso-osmolar filtrate
arrives at the DLH and forces the concentrate d
tubular contents towards the tip of the loop of

~OU.Ut-(:'._

• impermeabl e to water and solute, but
• actively transports NaCl out of the lumen
mto mterstitiurn by Na+- K+ -ATPase mtd' •.
Na+ -2q-- K+ sympor_ter. (Secondary active ·,
0, Pri~
.
transport)
ALH, NaCl
the
through
Therefore, as fluid passes
~ u t into the interstitiUQ'l causing:
'hyperos~o tic'
'~
(a)~

THE COUNTER CURRENT SYSTEM

r

Concentratio n of the fluid in this segment is further
increased by the forceful active transport of Na+
from the adjacent ALH. Therefore, Counter C11m11t
Sys "Tl oper tes:
(1) to establish an osmotic concentratio n gradient
in the interstitium, increasing from the
corticomedu llary junction to the tip of the
loop of Henle;
(2) to concentrate the urine by the passive
'. extraction pf water aQd urea through the
_
collec.ting ducts.

collecting duct.
The early part oROc1' (in e_ffect an extension of tJ-\e . , ,
LHJ is rel · l impermeable
thick segment ~
to water. However, the ollecting du segment
UNTER CURRENT EXCHANGERS ~V~Q ~c_\o..
C.
, u permeable to
is i"JE_ermeable to urea and
(Refer to Fig. 58.3) The osmotic gradient ill the medullary
~ water., Therefore, as the fluid passes through this
pyramids would not last long if the NaCl and urea in
(JY segment
circulation. The
the interstitium were removed
osmolaHty
(a) increased medullary interstitium
the medullary
ure~
and
Na+
concentratio ns of
causes urea-free water reabsor tion from this
i)
fl w ·
interstitium are kept high
segment into ·t,e_d,. - t--1.~~,\ , 1,,~rrs
anu
v~cta (page 510). Toes s utes remam m e
(b) urea concentratio n of tubular fluid increases
mtersbbum
medullary
ffie
of
ality
hyperosmol
maintain
to
markedly.
primarily because the vasa recta operates as counter
· tubular fluid
Thus urea becomes the
current exchanger. The arrangemen t of the descending
e mner medullary collecting duct.
enterin
and ascending limbs of the vasa recta in dose proximity
B. Inner medullary J!.Ortio11 o collectin duct.
to each other functions to m .. intain the hyo rosmolal ty
ure
ater and
In this portion A
of the medu llary i 'lterstitium . How?
permeabiliti es, therefore,
l. The descending vasa recta have a non-fenestr ated
(a) Urea along ) ' § ~oves out passively
endothelium that contains a facilitated transporter fo
gradient into
along its
_
trapped
urea; and the ascending vasa recta have a fenestrated
is
VR't~T€1) medullary interstitium where it
that helps to conserve solutes.
,~tm,9 ffl=
W ~e by counter current exchange in vasa recta,
2. NaCl and urea at have been P.assivejy reabsor_bed from
thus maintaining the high osmolality of the
enle and collecting tubule accumulate in
o
t
medullary pyramids.
interstitium, where they are absorbed by
medullary
the
-onal water under the
(b) Removal of~
limb of vasa recta and returned to the
descending
the
ults in the excretion of
influence of ADH
ascending limb of The vasa recta.
the
interstitium by
low volume, ypertonic urine. (A~so refer
3': This counter current exchange 'traps' the solutes in the
topageS~
medullary interstitium and increases the medullary
(c) In the @_,H ~bsm ct , the dilute tubular fluid
osmolality.
entering th'e'DtT and collecting tubule
4. At the same time water diffuses from the descending
remains hypotonic and is excreted as a hlgh
limb of vasa recta into the interstitium and thus plasma
volume, hypotonic urine.
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5. The medullary osmolality is inversely proportional to

t

t

medullary blood flow. Therefore, if medullary blood
flow increases, e.g. due to h ~ a s e
in ECFV, it
(i) decreases medullar osmolality, and
@ (ii) decreases water reabsorpti on.
•
(i) and (ii) result in productio n of large volume of
diluted mioeG (D\\J ~ES\~)
Conversely, decrease in medullary blood flow causes. productio n of smalJ volume of concentra ted urine.
•

Cortex

Outer medulla

'-- H 0

c/ 'tC..O?)

Inner medulla
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O ROLE OF UREA
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1. The main functions of urea in the counter current

------~

.. ... ,.
\

L(it\

is ::.~

go\1J..\u

<liA

J

.b>M ~0 ..r
·
system are:
.
~· - ~
p~
n in the descendi¥lg limb of vasa
(i) to exert an os~c ~ffect ori th~(des cending
recta increases. In, the ascending 1.¼I!,b of vasa recta,
limb of the loop of Henle);
A
the ~
e causes the capillaries
(ii) promotin g the ex~ ~
of w~, and '2:,;
to t~flajd . C,H- 2,f)}
(iii) raising the ~ummafconce ntration of ~
l.
In this manner, water reabsorbe d by the nephron
2. Urea increases urine osmolality as follows (Fig. 58.4):
is removed from the interstitiu m and returned to
(i) The urea concentra tion of the tubular fluid is high
the general circulation. Therefore,(Ibe solutes tend to
when the fluid enters the inner medullary portion
recirculate in the medulla and water tends to bypass
of the collecting ducts and urea passively diffuses
· so that medullary interstitiu rn hyperosm olality is o..N\
into the medullary interstitium along with water
maintaine d. The faster is the flow the less effective
where it is trapped by counter current exchangers
_!E!: bypa::'
OU-re..
in the vasa recta.

fo..'te,

lJ~o.)

Counter current exchange is a 'Passive Prog,ess'. It
depends upon the diffusion of water and solutes in
both directions across the permeabl e walls of the
vasa recta. It could not maintain the osmotic gradient
along the pyramids if the process of counter current
multiplica tion in the loop of Henle were to cease.
( 13u m , l:>C..'T , er)

I

Fig. 58.3 The vasa recta function to maintain the hyperosmol ality
• t ers ti.ti.µm
m

:_N o..Ll ,

~t11

Importan t Note

Cortex

-------- ~

I

---

lnterstitium concentration of NaCl is high here
due to its reabsorptlon in the thick ascending
limbs of Henle

NaCl

Outer medulla

- ------ -- -

Inner medulla

Urea

- --- -

- -

Tubular urea concenfra1ion Is high here due to
water reabsorption above. Therefore , urea diffuses
into interstitlum increasing osmotic gradjenJ )or
additional water reabsorptlon.

Fig. 58.4 The differences between the relative NaCl and urea concentratio ns in tubular fluid and the interstitium

are represented by 'Type size'

•
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2. When , I otu111 11•1 , is produced , the hypotonicity
of tubular fluid persists throughou t the length of
Urea transport is mediated by four Urea transport er:
OCT. However, when 011 , 1c or I !JI , rr , tr , is
nd all are regulated by ADJ-I~
UT-Al to UT@
produced, the tubular fluid regains isotonicity by the ( B'J
last 3rd part of the OCT. Therefore, htbular fluid at the ()J::h"\.e,
lln\ u '=,'t,t·)
er ""frO.l\'-)>:
end of OCT is eitlter ltypotonic or isotonic, but · ·
(ii) Increased urea concentra tion in the inner medulla
e\ ~Q
occurs
urine
of
dilution
that
shows
This
.
hypertonic
exerts an osmotic effect on DLH causing water to
b
is
tion
concentra
its
while
before the OCT is reached
n1Jllle out o{DLH. Tiili;irn.reases aCI concentration
achieved by the reabsorption of water from the tubular
tecstitiJ.1m thus favouring
in DLH ab§ve tha~
as it traverses the collecting duct.
fluid
passive reabsorpt ion of NaCl from the ALH into
3. The osmolality of the interstitiu m increases down the
the interstitium.
cortico-medullary junction.
(iii) As urea is the principal solute in the tubular fluid
medullary osmotic gradient decreases in --1!r
The
4.
establishes
this
of inner medullary collecting duct,
and increases when ADH is administe red.
diuresis
the gradient for urea and NaCl in the opposite direction
5. ~smola lity ~f the urine produced is usually@ .
i.e. urea concentration in inner medullary collecting
to the osmolality of the tissue at the tip of the renal
tubular fluid is higher than that in the interstitium
papilla.
and NaCl concentration in the collecting duct is
6. The productio n of conceotf~ed urine depends on the
lower than that in the outer medullary i.nterstitium.
relatively l,2.w renal medullary blood flow. Increase in
(The high NaCl concentration in outer medullary
medullary blood flow produces dilute urine.
interstitiu m is due to NaCl reabsorpti on from the
amount of water reabsorbe d in the collecting duct
The
7.
thick segment of ALH).
depends on:
(iv) Thus, d~pite eq1~al osmolalities on both sides of
(i) OsmolalihJ of the medullary interstitium: This
Lr;\ the collecting tubules at the inner-oute r medullary
determine s the magnitud e of the force available
~ ju,nction, the effective driving force for water
for translocating water.
transport favours water' 'reabsorption.
1
(ii) Circulating level 0/ @li: The higher the plasma
Therefore, urea adds to the effects of NaCl in creating a
ADH level, the greater would be the concentration
hyperosmolal state in the med11/lanJ interstitium .
of urine formed and less its volume.
• 3. The amount of urea in the medullary interstitiu m and
urea
of
finally in the urine varies with the amount
filtered. Therefore, a@gh protein diil}y increasing the
of nephrons or disruptiol}-o.(
Loss of functio@
filtered load of urea increases the ability of the kidney
m result in fixed
mechanis
t
cu@
counter
to concentrate the urine.
568)
(page
urine
of
gravity
specific
4. At low urine flow rates, only@:30%.-bf the filtered
~ ~xcreted and at lygh urine ~ rates approx.
the filtered urea is excreted.

UM§
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E. OTHER EXAMPL ES OF COUNTE R CURREN T

Vein
Artery
Vein

SYSTEM
1. Heat exchanges between the arteries and venae

comitantes of the limb (more in mammals living in
cold water), therefore, heat is transferre d from the
arterial blood flowing into the limbs to the adjacent
veins draining blood back into the body, making the
t i ~ whiJe consewn g body heat (also
see to page 586) (Fig. 58.5). (YI
2. There is 'counter current system' of villous blood
vessels in the small intestine ·(page 380).
F. SUMMAR Y: IMPORTA NT POINTS TO REMEMBER
1. The concentration ability of the kidney is directly
related to the length of loop of Henle. The DLH is

the concentrating segment of the nephron whereas the
ALH is the diluting segment.

(A)

The flow with the heat from the body is put Into
the flow with no heat to the body

(B)

Fig. 58.5 (A) Heat exchange between arteries and veins; (B)
Mechanism of counter current heat exchange system
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DIURE SIS: WATER VERSU S
OSMOT IC DIURE SIS
Diuresis means increase in flow of urine (also refer to page
529). Differences between water and osmotic diuresis are
given in Table 58.1 (also see to page 538).

@

L \\o.u

Agents that cause increase in urinary flow are called
Diuretics. (Normal urine flow is lmL/mi n or 1.SL/day ).
These are often administ ered in clinical conditio ns such
as oedema and bYPecteo sion in which ECFV is expande d.
Some of the importan t features of various diuretics are·
given in Table 58.2.
·

•

Table 58.1: Water and Osmotic Diuresis compare d
Water diuresis

Osmotic diuresis

1. It is produced /Jy drinking large amounts (about 2°10
of body weight"' IL) of water or hypotonk fluid. It
begms about 15 minutes after ingestion of a water
load and reaches its maximum in 40 minutes.

1. It is produced due to presence of large quantilties of unabsorb ed solutes
such as Na , glucose, urea etc. in the renal tubules when the filtered load
exceeds + e maxi.mu~ ~the tubule to reabsorb them.
C\-\~?c11_\.--e.t-1-,o n, 'D f'<'\ , U"'fel"t'io.:)
2. It is characterized /Jy diuresis in which concentra tion of urine is
approxim ately that of plasma _(300 mosmol/ L) in spite of maximal ADH
secretion and very large urine flow rates (>20L/da y) can be produced .

2. It is characterized by diuresis of dilute yrjn e
• (SO mosmol/L ) upto a volume of 20L/day.

Nt>inni

g

The maximal urine flow that can be
produce d during water diuresis is 15
~ L/min (page 538). If water is ingested
t<>~ a{- a higher rate than this, ECF become
hypotonic and may lead to ~
intoXJcafior))(pag e 720).

, _.
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rnoTh

pele.(mo\oJ.)

..,~ .,.., ·

I..A!>
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o ~ o\~)
c.c..i 1 •
3. It is produced due to i.nrubition of AD secretion 3. It is produced due to d ecrease
inth~ P{'j) and loop
secondar y to decrease in plas
smolality
of Henle secondar y to:
,
~
: after water is absorbed . Therefore, amount of
(i) administr ation of large amount of sodium, urea or mannitol.
J:'l-'t>\-\
water reabsorbed in the PCT of the nephron is
(ii) Substance s present in amounts exceedin g the capacity of tubules
, .,.__~'Of i> normal.
to reabsorb them e.g. glucose in DM.
1

fflm

Table 58.2: Diuretic s-Salien t features
Mode of action

Name of the agent (Trade name)

Remarks

1. Inhibition of ADH secretion

Water; Ethanol

• Produ,es water diuresis (see"fable above)

2. Secretion of large quantities of
osmotically active substance s within
renal tubules

Glucose; Mannitol

• Produ•ces osmdtic diuresis (see table above)
• Clinical use-limi ted

3. Inhibition of action of ADH

V2 (Vasopressin) receptors antagonis t

• Used for research purposes

4. Inhibition /decrease d renal tubular
reabsorpt ion of Na+ r-.~ Tczo.be, l,

Xanthines (Caffeine, theophyll ine)

• Clinically not used

.

5. Acidifyin g the tubular fluid 1-1-t ~a. f Acidifyin g salts (CaC~, NH Cl)
4
6. Carbonic anhydras e inhibitors
Acetazola mide (Diamox)
causing decrease H• secretion

-Recr

.J,

• Clinically not used
• Also produces increase in Na+ and K+ excretion •
and decrease HCO3- reabsorpt ion (page 528)

• Extensively used c/i11ically

• Hypokale mia is a major side effect
7. Inhibition of Na•-K•-2 0- crM"po rt
in the thick ascending limb ~
p of
Henle

• Furosemi de (Lasix)
• Ethacrynic acid (Edecrin) ~E:,l
• Bumetan ide (Burnet)

8. Inhibition of Na•-CI co-transp ort in
the OCT

• Thiazides (Diuril,

9. Inhibition of Na•-K+ exchange ©
in collecting ducts by inhibiting
aldostero ne or Na• channels (ENaCs)

• Spironola ctone (Aldactone)
• Amilorid e (Midamor, Biduret)

Esidrex)

• Popularly called loop Diuretics.
• Extensively used clini'cally
• Hypokale mia, a major side effect

• Extensively used clinically
• Hypokale rnia, a major side effect

:>c: :::-c ---c=

• M(!SI cammo11ly used diuretic in c/111ical practice
• K• sparing (retaining) diuretics, do not produce
hypokale mia.

•
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1. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Countercurre nt multipliers and exchangers
(ii) Water and osmotic diuresis
(iii) High protein diet increases the ability of kichiey to concentrate the urine
(iv) Renal medulla is sensitive to hypoxia damage

•

2. Write short notes o n:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Counter current system in the body
Role of urea in counter current system
Loop diuretics
Counter current exchange system

3. H ow is hyperosmola lity of the m e dullary interstitium is m aintained?
4. What determines the amount of wate r reabsorption in the collecting tubules?
5. What de termines the production of con centrated and diluted urine?
6. What will happen and why?

'

(i) If blood flow in the vasa recta increases
(ii) to urine solutes concentration in overhydration and dehydration
(iii) if medullary osmolality decreases
7. Define counter current system . Give physio-clinic al significance of its operation.
8. List the major classes of diuretics used clinically. Give the ir m echanism of action.
9. Draw diagram:
(i) Operation of a thermal counter current exchange system
(ii) Urea increases urine osmoiality

-·Hti·ii
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plasma:
1. Kidney is capable of altering the urine osm olarity from ........ to ........ times the osm olar concentratio n of
(b) 1/6 to 4-5
(a) 1/8 to 2-3
(d) 1/2 to 8-9
(c) 1/4 to 6-7
functioning of all except:
upon
ends
2. Concentratin g or diluting ability of urine dep
PCT
(b)
(a) Loop of Henle
Collecting duct
(d)
(c) DCT
3. The fundamental process involved in excretion of a concentrate d or diluted urine include all except:
(a) Variable permeability of nephron to water
(b) Passive diffusion of urea into the medullary interstitiurn
(c) Active reabsorption of NaCl by thin ascending limb of Henle
(d) Active reabsorption of Na+ by thick ascending limb of Henle
4. Water permeability is maximum in which por tion of the n ephro n:
(b) Thin ascending limb of Henle
(a) Descending limb of H enle
(d) OCT
(c) Thick ascending limb of Henle
NaCl
5. The counter curre nt multiplier system that maintain m edullary interstitial osmoiality is largely dependent upon
to move out of:
(b) Thin and thick ascending limb of Henle (ALH)
(a) Thin descending limb of Henle
(d) Collecting tubule
(c) Distal convoluted tubule
6. Which of the following statem ent is incorrect?
(a) Countercurre nt flow in the vasa recta minimizes solute loss from the medulla of the kidney
(b) There is a net movement of water out of the descending loop of Henle
(c) The thick ascending loop of henle is highly permeable to water
(d) Blood flow through the vasa recta is very low
7. The production of concentrated urine from glomerular filtrate:
(a) Is d ue to active reabsorption of water by the tubular epithelium
(b) ls completed in the loop of Henle
(c) Is dependent on anti-diuretic hormone
(d) Increases progressively along the renal tubule
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8. 1n the nephron all is true, except:
(a) Fluid in the tip of the loop of Henle is hypertonic with respect to glomerular filtrate
(b) Glomerular filtrate is hypertonic with respect to the fluid in the distal convoluted tubule
(c) Antidiuretic hormone causes the fluid in the collecting ducts to be hypcrtonic with respect to that in
the proximal convoluted tubule
(d) The fluid at the end of proximal convoluted tubule is hypcrtonic with respect to glomerular filtrate
9. Tnte about counter current excha nge process in the kidney:
(a) A passive process
(b) Could maintain osmotic gradient across the pyramids alone
(c) Depends upon diffusion of water out of vasa recta
(d) Depends upon diffusion of solutes into the vasa recta
, 10. Water diuresis diffe rs fro m osmo tic diuresis in th at:
(a) It is produced due to presence of large quantities of unabsorbed solutes in renal tubules
(b) Characterized by production of large volume of urine
(c) Produced due to decreased reabsorption of water in PCT and loop of Henle
(d) Charactrerized by diuresis of dilute urine
11. Counter curre nt system is m ainly feature of:
(a) Cortical nephron
(b) JuxtarneduUary nephron
(c) (a) and (b) both
(d) Vasa recta
12. Osm olar concentration of PCT fluid is:
(a) 300 mOsm/L
(b) Less than osmolar concentration of plasma
(c) More than osmolar concentration of plasma
(d) Isosmotic
13. Diluting segment of the nephron is:
(a) PCT
(b) Descending segment of loop of Henle
(c) Thick ascending segment of loop of Henle
(d) Thin and thick ascending segment of k><>p of Henle
14. Which of the following ion is not h andled a t loop:
(a) Na+
(b) K+
(c) ct(d} Urea
15. Normally a horizontal osm o tic gradient of ....... mosmol/L exists b e tween the ascending segmen t of loop of
H enle and
m edullary inte rstitium:
(a) 100
(b) 200
(c) 300
(d) 400
16. Not a true state me nt about counter curre nt system, it operates:
(a) To establish an osmotic concentration gradient in the interstitium
(b) To concentrate the urine
(c) To passively extract water through collecting ducts
(d) To actively extract urea out of the tubules
17. The hyperosm olarity of the re nal m edulla is due to increased content of:

w~

(c) Glucose
(d) Na+
18. At high urine flow rate, what p ercentage of filtered ure a is excrete d?
(a) 20-30%
(b) 40-50%
(c} 50 70%
(d) Above 70%

1. (b)
11. (b)

2. (b)

12. (a)

3. (c)
13. (d)

4. (a)

14. (b)

5. (b)
15. (b)

6. (c)
16. (d)

7. (c)
17. (b)

----;CXX),----

8. (b)
18. (c)

9. (a)

10. (d)

•
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Acidification of Urine
L Introduction

11. Renal Regulation of Acid-Base Balance
A. Introduction
B. Role of _the Kidneys
C. Buffer Systems in the Kidney
D. Titratable Acidity

l) VO\CU\\.e.o.!Jd..: ca.Q..,¼,Q~c.a_c..\&

E. Excretion ofH+

,2.) r,j{{)'\"', - vo\cJ-i\e.. =

•
INTRODUCTION

+\ ,c.<:tl = No"'..-CC.!.9.\:i~,c

_ ¥G oN'£'f S.

(iii) Renal tubular generation of H+.
(iv) Other sources of H+ are the same as that of sources
of non-carbonic acid (see belcow).
5. There are three processes available for acid removal i.e. foi
maintaining the concentration of H+ within normal
limits:
(i) Combination of H + with:
(a) a blood buffer e.g. HCO3-, haemoglobin; or
(b) an iutrace!lu lar buffer e.g;. organic or inorganic
phosphate
r-"\
(ii) Reduction of Carbonic acid CttiCO3) by elimination -v
of CO2 via respiration. t-r"-l·
..2-o +
(iii) ~ u~t:i.on 0£ooo-carbooic acid by renal eliminatio~
of H +
6. Co11cept of pH, H+ co11cent~ation and l,uffe~ system
(page 31)

1. An Acid is a substance that acts as a proton (i.e. H+)

donor. The acids (such as hydrochloric and sulphuric
acids) th~t?(\100% ionized in solution are known as
while carbonic and lactic acids, which
do not completely ionize in solution, are igeak acids.
The acidity of a solution refers to the ~ )
~ n in the solution.
- ' 2. A Base is a s ubstance that accepts protons (i.e. H +) in
solution e.g. bicarbonate ion (~-), phosphate ion
(HPO/-), acetate ion (CH3COO-), proteinate-, Hbp2and fil-. Strong bases are 100% ioruzed rn solution
whileweak bases are only partially ionized.
3. The body produces large aJROunts of acid in two
forms:
(i) Cf rl,011ic t>cid (HiCO3) is called v olatile acid
because CO2 can be formed from HiCO3 and, in
tum can be eliminiated by the lungs, and &.
RENAL REGULATION OF
(ii) Vo11-rnrbo111c acids cannot be converted tC\!91'2
ACID-BASE BALANCE
+ and, therefore, are called Non-volatile or fixed acids
A. INTRODUCTION
Nl:\ e.g H 2SO4 (a product of protein catabolism), HCl,
1. The kidneys are responsible fQ!...clearin the bod of
.\-IC! phosphoric acid l~PO4' a product of phospholipid
. metabolically produced [}_On-carbonic acids (see above).
metabolism), ketoacids (aceto-acetic acid and
Therefore, normal urine reaction is acidic in nature.
~-hydroxy-butyric acid) and lactic acid.
2. Sources of 11011-carbonic acid: (also the sources of tt+,
However, body fluids are maintained in an a}k.~ s)
see above)
• state (pH = 7.4).
~
&uc, • (i) Cellular metabolism produces CO2, a large part
4. Sources of H+ [ LU N~ g. \:- ¥: \.O'N 'fc.'11 ' t ~e..w..ov-J of which is expelled from the lungs and remaining
(i) As an end product of metabolism: the greatest source
gets hydrated with body flu:ids to form carbonic
of tt+ is CO2 produced as end product of cellular
acid (H2CO3).
metabolis'm, the amount of CO2 produced during
(ii) High protein diets contain large amounts of
a da in a normal individual is capable of forming
_ phosphorus and sulphur; oxidation of these
20-40 mE of tt+.
0.9--41-'2_0-t CC?,_~ \-\1 ~ '1C.O complexes forms anions of phosphate (PO/-) and
(ii) Diets which are high in protein, generate between
..1 sulphate (SO/-) which lead to formation of non- (20-100 mEq of H+ p er day)
carbonic acid e.g. 8i5O4 and H 3PO4.

sg:anl·!ti:f!s;
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(~~'1AXe OJ:i.d..os.~)
4. If there were no buffers that 'tied up' H + in the urine,
l\_1•.•.r ~
this pH would be reached rapidly and H+ secretion
(HzPO4-).
,
(iv) Strenuous exercise le~asTu-formation of lactic acid
would stop. However, three important reactions
j. e\£-J from skeletal muscles. (
(Buffer Systems) in the tubular fluid remove free H+,
permitting more acid to be secreted.
(v) Under some pathological conditions such as
diabetes meJiitus
5. The mi.1or b1,fju systt'ms present in kidneys are:
starvation or uncontrolled
accumulation of organic acids such as acetooceti~ .
(i) Bicarbonate system
acid and P-hydrc;y(ybutyric acid occurs.Cketoo.o~0) (ii) Dibasic phosphate system, and
C t\1\.\-m.c:d.lu..\~ •
(vi) Ingestion of acidifying salts e.g. NH4Cl and CaClz
nia system
:,.. f\OJZ\f..AD<.. ~, ...
which in effect add HCl to the body.
(vii) Renal tubular generation of tt+.,Therefore, in renal
C.~R
STEMS IN THE KIDNEY
failure, failure to excrete normal acid load leads to
General ( o see page 31)
~"' \-\ \,.
acidosis.
1. At normal blood pH of 7.4 (approx. that of the
glomeruJar filtrate), since pKH2CO3 = 6.1, the ratio of,
3. In all body fluids, electrical neutrality must be
maintained i.e. anions like pho5f1hate or sulphate must
[HCO3-J/[~CO3] is 20/1 for pH= pk+ log [HCO3- ]/
•
be 'covered' by an equal amo~ of cations. This can
~CO3] ... (page 29)
c~bvroxe lo\L\Yl>
only be achieved by daily excreti,on of the excess of
i.e. 7.4 = 6.1 + 1.3
~"½\ ~rn
(formed whether normally or otherwise) in the
7.4 = 6.1 + log 20 (as log 20 = 1.3}
urine. If these anions whic
e excreted in the urine
Thus, at a urinary pH of 6.1,
are full 'covered' b an
nt amount of cations
log [HCO3-]/[H2CO3] is zero,
(mainly Na+), this will pr
erious consequences.
and hence [HCO3-J = [H2CO3]
2. Similarly for pKphos = 6.8
However, this situation is prevented due to manufacture
of two important cations, H+ and NH~
the kidneys
i.e. 7.4 = 6.8 + log ~ o l-J/lHzPO4-] Rn-which 'cover ' the excreted anions. 'V
7.4 = 6.8 + 0.6 - '--=.
7.4 = 6.8 + log 4 (as log4 = 0.6)
lB. ROLE OF THE KIDNEYS
Correspondingly, the phosphate equilibrium m plasma
1. The kidneys perform two major functions:
is such that four parts of basic phosphate (HPO/-) • (i) The kidneys stabilize the standard HCO3- pool by
exist to one pa.rt of 'acidic' phosphate (HzPO4-) at a
obligatory reabsorption (mainly by PCT) and by
.pH of 7.4. Thus at a urinary pH of 5.8, ten parts of •
controlled reabsorption of filtered HCO3- (by the
• phosphate are in the acidic fom1 and one. part in the
OCT and CT) {page 526).
i"'Oke
~~~f'basic form.
.
(ii) The kidneys exa:e!e a daily load of 50-100 mEq of
(5.8 = 6.8 ...1) (as log 1/10 = -1)
metabolically~
uced non-carbonic acid, which
For each phosphate ion excreted as H 2PO4- one t-Ja~
represents a H+ excretion of 1 mEq/kg of body
. saved at)d one H+ is excreted.
weight/day.
~ :
,t°\,yJw_d. b~
2. Tiu , , 11or c;;ites of 11r111e 11cid1firnt101i tJl'e rl,e D( T
n111t11•M,.ll!fl!iil
E'..~
'D
J
•
f
d
H
+
·
PCT
f
•j,.j.f.j2£ffll~m
·
l
~ l 11,, ( T since most o secrete
m the
orm
• • ·---;
CO2 and ~O from HzCO3. Essentially, all of the H+
The p~osphate are ~y fa~ 1:"ost_important buf!er in
.
within the tubular lumen is from the tubular secretion
the unne, although m acidic unne the formation of
a_c,\; a! of H+ generated by metabolism. There is no signifiqmt
NH;from NH1 and H+ helps to keep the [H+] lower
1)C...f
contribution of H+ from the glomerular filtrate, which
than it would otherwise be (see below).
.
.
accounts for <0.1 nmol of H+ per day.
C,"f"
3. The amount of acid secreted depends upon the
A change of pH in the tubular fluid is achieved by a • •
'\
subsequent events in the tubular urine. The maximal
tubular transport system, described as under:
s;-S-f,.
H + g~dient against which the transport mechanism
can secrete H+ (in humans) corresponds to a urine pH
I. Bicarbo11ate System: Reactio~ 11ith hirarbj ate ions
of about 4.4 i.e. a [H+] of 40 x 1~ Eq/L. Since the
/(HCO3- ) (Fig. 56.9 page 526) ~'K:::: b0 1
plasma [H+] is 40 x 10-9 Eq/L, the kidney can cause
1. The concentration of HCO3- in plasma and
a 1000 fold [H+J gradient between the plasma and urine.
)
consequently in glome~ar filtrate is~4 mEq/C)
Because the lowest pH attainable in urine is 4.4, which
whereas that of phosphate is only 1.5 mEq/L. The
J
majority of secreted 1:+ in_ the PCT re~cts with
is thus called the Limiti11g pH of Urine (Davenport,
H.W.-1969).
HCO3- to form HzCO3 and lS used to bnng about
(iii) Waste products of metabolism form acid phosphate
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CHAPTER 59: ACIDIFI ATION OF URINE
I-

H-\C°i"--> ~1p+cu,.

f

d.f'"\'>\-eAAB.\,

\ o ~~

HCO3 reabsorption. The cp~ ~med in the lumen
fr.Qm secreted H+ r e ~ to the tubular cell to form
another H+ and no net H+ secretion occurs. (:z,ee
2. Since most of the secreted H+ is removed from the
tubule, the pH of the tubular fluid is changed very
J,ittle; as a result it does not contribute to the urinary
excretion of acid.
3. The [H+ secreted in excess Jof those required for
HCO3- r(#bsorption are excreted in the urine as
titratable ~ d. These H+ are buffered in the tubular
fluid by the remaining other two buffer systems (see

•

..
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:I, C.F
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ill. Ammonia System: Reaction with A m ~
A. Secretion of A11pnonia (NH3 )
~ \ := g

c.~"'

b I

t

)

e ow ·
II. Dibasic Phosphate System: Reaction with Dibasic
phosphate ions (HPO/-) (Fig. 59.1) ~ \( !:= C:, ..
l. Besides HCO3-, HPOl - repre:s~ maiori'itered

conjugate base. Approx. 75% of the filtered HPO/is reabsorbed by the PCT, therefore, only 25% of the
filtered HPQ/- is available for buffering in OCT
and CT (because it is here that the phosphate which
escapes reabsorption in the PCT gets concentrated
by the reabsorption of water).
2. The H+ secreted into the tubules, therefore, can
react with filtered HPOl- rather than the filtered
HCO3-. Approx. @:30 mEq (mmol)
H+ per day
are buffered by HPO/-.
3. The exchange of H+ for Na+ converts dibaflic ~odi_um
phosphate (Na2 HPO4 ) in the gl<?snerular filtrate into
acidic sodium dihydrogen phosphate (Na.HzPO4) and is
excreted in the urine as Titratable Acid.
4. The PCT is the major nephron site where titratable acid is
formed. Additional titratable acid is generated along
the collecting duct by a tJ.+-ATPase pump.

9£

1. Amm~~3) enters the tub ar lumen

NQJ

BY F~
ON but by tubular synthesis and
secretion, which normally is confined to the OCT
~ T~nfu.& i.xe.,.
-2. The sources of "-h3 in renal tubular cells are:
(i) 60% produced by deamination of amino acid
'glutamine', which comes mainly from the
metabolism of amino acids in the liver.

µ,,i

f

·

Glutaminase
Glutamine - ----,------,--.
(abundant in renal
+ HzO
tubular cells)

Glutamic

60°/

acid + NH3

(ii) 30% produced by deamination of glutamic
acid
Glutamic
Glutamic
a-ketoglutaric acid
acid
dehydrogenase
+ NH
3
l GiP~)

30 "f..

(iii) 10% produced by

(a) dearoioation of other amino acids e.g,
Asp~e, glySH"e, al~e etc. into
o.-ketoacids and NH3 .
(b) Some
comes directly from arterial
blood.
3. Most of the ammonium ion (NH4+) excreted in urine
is produce in the PCT cells from amino acids,
N"tt~
primarilyfglutamine. - -,.. \W-

l

PCT

B. Formation of Ammonium ion (NH4+)
NH3 passively diffuses out of tubular cells easily
(because it is lipid soluble) along its concentration

H""-<e...c.~~
Tubular cell

Peritubular capillary\ )

CRe ~c. o 11'ot"().

i)

No~- v:"

U

2)~0.<\-- \<-""

3) N~ -\4c._q
Ji
CA : Carbonic anhydrase
O : ATPase pump
0 •
: Protein carrier
F : Filtered
S : Secreted
HPO~- : dibaslc phosphate ion
H2 PO4 : Monobasic phosphate ion

"

UMti

u.'.nn.e

The HCO3- that is generated in the tubular cells and enters the peritubular capillary blood represents a Net gain
of HCO3- by the blood, rather than merely a replacement of filtered HCO3- (compare with Fig 56.9 on page 526).

\&'
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gradient, called non-ionic diffusion (page 16) of Nlis· In
the lumen NH3 combines with H+ to form ammonium
ion (NH4+). NH4+ is relatively lipid insoluble, therefore,
·
stays in the lumen.

NH3 serves as the major urinary buffer, and NH4+
excretion can increase from a normal value of 30
mEq per day to 500 mEq per day. How?
During metabolic acidosis (i.e. accumulation of acid
other than H 2C03 because CO2 of HiC03 can be
breathed out) the~ formation in kidney increases
causing further removal of tt+ from tubular fluid
and consequent!)'. tu.rther increase in tt+ secretion.

C. Excretion of Ammonium ion (NHt +)
l. The important physiologic characteristic of the
•
ammonia system (NH3 /NH4+) is that, as tt+ is
combined with intra-lumina,l,_ J?uffer (NH3), tt+ is
excreted in urine as
a s~ tance that does not
Causes of metabolic acidosis
qmse the pH Qf_urine ~ all. (.\. e.,.1 "\>oeit)t \~'\oti)c.e.
(i) Diabetic acidosis leads to accumulation of
2. Ammonia system has a very high pK (about 9), ?~)
acetoacetic acid and P-hydroxybutyric acid.
which means that, at the usual urine pH of 6.0,
(ii) ~xercis,e results in accumulation of lactic acid.
:. N
practically all of the nonpolar NH3 that enters
(iii) Renal failure
a1- '9cm ;n ~c,.9,J;'..
J.o°'~ the OCT lumen immediately combines with H+
(iv) Starvation
•
O
)-\'I"
to form NH4+. Therefore, when urine pH is more
(Also refer to Table 60.3, page 565)
o)-e. than 6.0, NH3 being lipid soluble and in gaseous
In fCT
c..ot,.Ab-;'r'\ah'or-.
l\"
form, diffuses to the other side of the membrane
D. TITRATABLE ACIDITY = ~\- ~•th
7
r\l4 i.e. absorbed into the peritubular capillary. Thus,
l. H + secreted into the lumen that reacts \$~C03ammonium content of the urine is negligible until
is not excreted, whereas tt+ secreted into the lumen
I)
pH falls below 6.0. Aml}\onium _excretion then
that reacts with a non-bicarbonate buffer remains in
increases linearly as the urinary pH falls below
the tubular fluid and is excreted . (Also refer to page
this value. The renal excretion of NHt causes the net
552).
.
1j3()..l-e (1)
addition of HC03 to the plasma.
2. The renal c~ntribution of newly svnthesized HC03- (page
3. The amount of NH4+ formed depends upon the pH
526) is accompanied by the excretion of an equivalent
of the tubular fluid and the rate of NH3 production.
&1l'.-9iHt\ of acid in the urine in the form of Titratable
At any given rate of N~ production, the amount
1+ or b_Rth. Therefore, each H+ that r e ~th
of NH/ formed is proportionate to the amount
buffer organic anions other than HC03- contributes
of H+ available arid; tnerefore, to the r~
f H+
to the urinary Titratable Acidity. It is measured by
secretion. Thus, the NH4content of an a~
urine
determining the amount of alkali (in mmol/L) that must
(pH more than 6.0) is nil whereas that of amaximally
be added to the urine to return itsGg to 7.4 i) . the normal
t];fid urin~
_ _......,pH of the glomerular filtra te.
The ~
ium system assists t t@lnS~t@tiDJJ of@
3. TI_trat~ble acid is lai:gely attributed to th~ ~onversion of
and
.
'--=r
dibas1c hos hate ions (HPO 2 - ) to ac1d1c phosphate
Approx. 30-50 mEq (mmol) of H+ per day are
ion (H2PO4-) • efore, this is a poor measure of the
totai amount of tt+ secreted by the tubules.
buffered by NH3 and excreted as NH4+.
Applied Aspect
k~o
Ht-@
4. The titratable acidity obviously measures only a fraction
In chronic severe meta~
acidosis (page 565),
of the acid secreted since it does not measure the 1f+
that combines with HC03- nor that which t
Perftubu/ar capillary
combines with NH3 . ~
®
Cell
5. PCT is the major nephro~ e~
e titratable
acid is formed.
6. The titratable acidity (in mmol/L) multiplied
•
by the urine volume (L/day) gives the •
amount of sodium conserved by the renal
mechanism of H+ secretion. In healthy man
this is normally 20-30 II1plOl/ d~y and may
increase to 5 folds in severe diabetic acidosis.
\ ,nnro..lo\.,e Cl..Q.[djt\! ').
w\.
E. EXCRETION OF H+
-=- f'Y't-p'\..
l~
The total amount of H+ excretecPJ~ by an
f) )"-0 a:'" - ¥: \'\L°ff'
individual with a normal diet equals the sum
Fig. 59.2 Ammonia buffer system (K : Anion
\
of titratable acid and NH4+ excreted i.e. approx.

NH,i:

\-\J

1:::>o.M

'r.:>\-..:'f

e\i ,
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o~~tb?J

1"'

'A'5~

u.n~
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?
f«'... - 1=t" y\(\\~
l\J~- ~cq ,&4mp-i'\eJ.
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40-80 mEq (rnmol) of H+ per day. It is only a minute
concentration of free H+ w hich normally exists in the final
urine inspite of 4300 mEq (mmol) of H + secreted daily.
4°'.?>0{) TT\ ff\.,

~

~ O-W Y1'.biii
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Urinary Acid
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•

11 n:

The normal urinary ratio of NH4+ to titratable acid is
between 2.5 and 1. In diabetic ketoacidosis, this ratio,
however, remains within the normal range. (Table 59.1)

Normal Excretion

Excretion in Diabetic ketoacidosis

Titratable Acid

(25%)

10-30

75-250

Ammonium ion

(75%)

30-50

300-500

' t>\

\,._el!..Q_

. \-o...c.'"' c..{j._(_\-cl
. t> t\i\ - ~et.\JCO-.O.~

•

..

1. Write short notes on:
(i) Limiting pH of urine
(iii) Major buffer systems in kidney
(v) Renal regulation of acid base balance

V'QW'I.\

(ii) litratable acidity and its significance
(iv) Volatile and non-volatile acid.
(vi) Buffer system in the kidney

2. Give the sources of production of:
(i) W in the body

(ii) NH3 in the renal tubular cells.
3. Outline the process involved in the secretion of H + into the renal tubules.
4. Name the processes by which acid is re moved from the body.
5. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Urine reaction is acidic in nature
(iii) PCT is the major site where titratable acid is formed.
6. Draw diagrams:
(i) Dibasic phospha te system

•

•

1. False about volatile acid:
(a) Forms carbonic acid from CO2
(c) H 2C0 3 is an example

ln~eJ.>\-~ e..~~

\-\c.:.03

votu..v-.\~ ;\i\.

4f~t

(ii) Major sites of urine acidification are the DCT and CT

Re.!l..p·
Pii-~~\$

C-: cm.,__~'\wl.i
(ii) Ammonia buffer system

l-\c.0-

(b) Forms CO 2 from carbonic acid
(d) Can be eliminated by the lungs

2. Greatest source of H + in the body is:
(a) End produc t of cellular metabolism
(b) High protein diet
(c) Synthesized by renal tubular cells
(d) Waste product of metabolism
3. Process not involved in maintaining normal H + concentration of the body: •
(a) Elimination of CO2 via respiration
· (b) Reduction of non-carbohic acid by renal elimination of H +
(c) Blood buffer e.g. organic phosphates
(d) Intracellular buffers
4. Cations manufactured by the kidney to cover the excreted anions in urine are:
(a) H " and Na+
(b) NH4+ and H +
(c) Na+ and H·

(d) K+ and H+

5. The maximal H + gradient against which transport mechanism can secrete H + corresponds to a urine pH of:
(a) 4.4
(b) 4.8
(c) 5.2
(d) 6.0
6. Not true statement regarding titratable acid:
(a) PCT is the major nephron site of its formation
(b) Some of it is also generated in collecting tubules by H+-ATPase pump
(c) Measured by determining the amount of alkali that must be added to urine to return its pH to pH of glomeru lar filtrate
(d) Each H+ that reacts with HC03- contributes to its formation
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7. Major source of ammonia production in renal tubular cells is by:
(a) Deamination of glutamine
(b) Deamination of glutamic acid
(c) Deamination of other amino acids: glycine, asparagine, alanine
(d) Comes directly from arterial blood
8. Body fluid pH depends primarily on the renal control of:
(a) Reabsorption of sodium in exchange for potassium
(b) Secretion of H+ in exchange for ammonia
(c) Secretion of H+ in exchange for potassium
(d) Secretion of H+ in exchange for sodium
9. Not a true statement regarding fixed acids:
(a) Also called non-volatile acids or non-carbonic acids
(c) Can be formed from HzCO3
10. Which is not a source of production of non-volatile acid
(a) Ingestion of acidifying salts
(c) High carbohydrate diet

•

(b) Cannot be converted to CO2
(d) Ketoacids is an example
in the body?
(b) Starvation
(d) Renal tubular generatioo of H+

11. Renal failure Tesults in:
(b) Alkalosis
(a) Acidosis
(d) Overhydration
(c) Dehydration
12. Kidney can cause ....... fold [H+] gradient between the plasma and urine:
0010
(c) 1000
(d) 10000

•

13. The buffer system in the kidney to excrete H+ is all except:
(a) Bicarbonate
(b) Dibasic phosphate
(c) Ammonia
(d) Urate
14. What percentage of filtered dibasic phosphate ions (HP~-) is available for buffering?
(a) 25%
(c) 75%

(b) 50%
(d) 100%

15. The pK of ammonia buffer system is:
(a) 6.1
(c) 7.4

·1. (a)
11. (a)

'2. (a)
(c)

p.

3. · (c)
13. (d)

(b) 6.8
(d) 9.0
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~er -

t

o NO..\-_ \.-'\

+-' cq-

7. (a)

6. (d)

5. (a)
15. (d)

4. (b)

14. (aj

8. (d)

9. (c)

10. (c)
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Regulation of Volume and
Concentration of Body Fluids
( Kt ci
'!

•

\.MJLMW~t~~)

I. Regulatory Mechanisms
A. Introduction
B. Defence of Tonicity
C. Defence of Volume
D. Defence ofH+ Concentration
ll. Disturbance of Volume and Concentration of Body Fluids - dehydration, overhydration

Ill. Acid-base Abnormalities
A. Respiratory Acidosis and Alkalosis
rv. Anion Gap

•

1 ~w: 1..GF

B. Metabolic Acidosis and Alkalosis

_ Cv..o\ u.o... - ~ p~'VQ\c..t.M! c. .-e\.t.b~
1-\:i_O,n1=>v\: · ~
~
n~
d\15'e.O~ ~
·_ _ _ -

REGULAtDR

A. INTRODUCTION

tLt

ISMS " - ~
C.O.Y\

C.~'jc..!l

The details of 'body fluid compartments' (ECF, ICF etc.)
are discusse~ in Un.it I, Body Water and Body Fluids (page
27).
1. The compositions of the ECF artd ICF differ from each
other and are maintained in a steady-state condition by
a variety of regulatory processes called IJomeostatic
Mechanisms e.g. the buffering properties of the body
•
fluids and the renal and respiratory adjustments to
the presence of excess acid or alkali are examples of
' homeostatic mechanisms. (Also refer to pages 4, 507)
2. The composition of the ECF is maintained by the
CVS, respiratory, renal, gastrointestinal, endocrine and
nervous systems acting in a coordjnated fashion.
3. The composition of the ICF is maintained by the cell
•
~embrane which mediates the transport of material
between the ICF and ECF.
Given here are the major homeostatic mechanisms that
operate, primarily through the kidneys and the lungs,
to maintain the tonicity, the volume and the specific
ionic composition, particularly the fl.+ concentration pt._
the ECF.
/' 'Jx)P.e..~ 1'r:>\e

C

Tbw

N\.OO't\~~c.e.

- "

Therefore, total body osmolality c:hanges if there is a
disproportion between the amount of these electrolytes
and the amount of water ingested 01r lost from the body.
Mechanisms defending ECF tonicity are summarized in
Fig. 60.1.

The intensity of thirst and ADH secretion is directly
proportional to the plasma~sm2..Ialih(.O( 1h,.y.(lt I
Significant changes in ADH secretion occur when
plasma osmolality is changed as little as 1%. Therefore,
the osmolality of the plasma in normal individuals is
maintained very close to 290 mosm/ L.

etiw

-+

]

Na~ Ecua..n.ce_

C. DEFENCE OF VOLUME [
Volume of the E~F is determined by two mechanisms:
l. by the plasma ~smolality primarily, and
2. by control of water excretion through:
(i) ADH; 6-tl-'='R; 1h,""bt\- ~Y\OV\~W- . ; l.h~ne.., ~ ;
(ii) Angiotensin II, and
- - 'I ·
(iii) Atrial Natriuretic Peptide (Al'.JP).
l. Plasma OsmolalihJ i.e. the total amount of osmotically

active solute in the ECF (page 17). Th~ ) and 9- are
predominant osmotically active substances in the ECF.
1-\ 'Q ~ut' -,,,
L \O
\A
Since changes in c1- are mainly secondary to changes
;)...
f o.ec QJ(, ,
E. ~~.{. in Na+, therefore, the amount of Na+ in ECF is the most
•
• B. DEFENCE OF TONICITY 1tiil-.l.OOW\L
c_\,lMlf}mportant determinant of ECF\l. Illus, the mechanisms
Normal plasma osmolality is: 280-295 mosm/ L (Average
that control Na+ balance are the major mechanisms
290 mosm/ L) (page 17). Defence of tonicity is primarily
defending ECFV (Refer to page 524).
the function of
h <2.0\ er, 9
(1) ADH (vasopressin, page 673), and
~o~m -u 2. Control of Water Excretion
(2) Thirst Mechanism (page 1008).
(i) ROLE OF ADH
In general, increase in ECFV inhibits ADH secretion
Total
bodyfJa)
plus Total body@
Total body osmolality a _
__
....:.__l,,......,c....:.__ __
~ -=::..._
whereas decrease in ECFV stimulatres it. However, major
Total body ~
(TBW)
stimuli for ADH secretior,s are: plasma hyperosmolality

c~(

~ ~'{L\~}..

r-

f
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Q_t..:...:,!~ =

0

If osmotic pressure of plasma t s more than

0

r

Thirst controlling
pathway

(i.e. osmolality of ECF s)

I

j

(+)

:

Osmoreceptors

ADH secretion

(located in the anterior
hypothalamus)

(from posterior pituitary)

:

..

(+)

•
Inhibition

Thirst

t Wateri intake

Water retention

\ee~bO-t\<)

t

Releas of ADH
into ca illaries

:

DILUTION OF ECF
Fig. 60. 1 Mechanisms· defending ECF tonici

4

..

'

'

'..,,f

<

*

(ii) ROLE OF ANGJOTENSIN II <Fiq. ~0-~ .
t¼-: ~o.&11.-tN\. E._ VO~ jQ
Haemorrhage, di~tic administration, salt depletio~ ~
hypotension; chronic disorders associated with oedema e.g.
cirrhosis with ascites, CCF (congestive cardiac failure) and
nephrotic syndrome

)

t
t (_+-\'IfO V OLEN'1'1PI)

t in Effective circulating blood volume

t ADH secretion
-J

•

························=' ~,--I

; ( +): Stimulation (Inset: Thirst controlling pathway)
------

and hypovolemia. Therefore,
directly
(a) 1% to 2% increase in plasma osm ality
t O smo\a\i"jstimulate Osmoreceptors (locate in the anterior
du.~ -\o N rt hypothalamus); and
·
(b) 10% decrease in effective circ11latin blood volume J, e,,,cod
decreases firing from Barorece ors (venous and
\ / { ) ~ arterial).
(a) and (b) -

( -""le :

t

•

Renin secretion from

-

piasina ADH

Renin-Angiotensin System

Angiotensin ijAormation (page 506)

[

t permeability of DCT

]

and collecting tubules to water

t
t solute free water reabsorption

t
t water excretion.
(For details of ADH actions, refer to page 673)

t
(i) Generalised vasoc~ rictor effect
(ii) Stimulate secretion and n sis of Al sterone from
the adrenal cortex Na+ reabsorption in CT
and CT
/
(iii) Stimulate ADH secretion solute-free water
reabsorption (see above)

t

t

(iv) Stimulate tt e fmechanism water intake,
(ii), (iii) and (iv) help to increase ECFV,
therefore, Angiotensin II plays a key role in the body
response to hypovolemia

·••'

~\...

Important Note

Since the plasma [Na+] accounts for 95% of the
effective osmotic pressure, therefore, in general, the
plasma [Na+] is the primary determinant of
secretion. In states of hypovolemia, h owever, the
~timuli become dominant over the osmotic
...volum.§
regulation of ADH secretion; because, decrease in
blood volume without an alteration in the tonicity of
body fluids may cause ADH release.
(·: ..lt P,\ . \lo.V-n-e @)
Hl\f 0¥0\c..rn) o..)

-

"

Important Note

..

ClO\ ~ r , . l, 2,
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Difference between Aldosterone and ADH in
regulation of ECFV is that:
By restricting the renal excretion of Na+, which is the
main determinant of plasma osmolality, aldosterone
regulates the ECFV.Therefore,Aldosterone regulates the
total body Na+ content; while ADH regulates the plasma
Na+ concentration by conserving total body wa.ter.
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The Renin•anglotensin-aldosterone system
(JY1Reduced blood volume (ECV) or pressure; decrease NaCl deliv_e;
to macula densa; increased sympathetic tone or reduced [NaCl] in
macula densa release renin (Also see to page 506)

.

Increased blood
volume (ECV)

Aldosterone

'

•

ACTH

•
K'

Distal
tubule

t Renin

Increased reabsorption of Na+ and water
Increased K+ secretion

Angiotensinogen

Fig. 60.2 Renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (ACE: Angiotensin converting enzyme)

---=-----------------------'

N o.. ;1\ u.,-n-re
ROLE OF ATRIAL ~

UEfilC PEPTIDE

(ANP)

•

•
•

ANP refers to a group of polypeptides produced by the
atrial muscle cells that increases the urinary excretion of
sodium. ANP is secreted when NaCl intake is increased
and/ or increase in ECFY.
t ECFV - stimulate atrial stretch receptors in the right
atrium - t Secretion of ANP
(a) Batriuresis and
(b) Diuresis. How? "lh"l"Ough R~1"iS E
~R
tANP--..
J,
(a) 'Efferent arteriolar constriction 4 t Glomerular
capillary pressure - t GFR--.. Natriuresis (Page
517).
(b) 4¥£erent arteriolar relaxation4
- t Hydrostatic pressure at JGA 'K_~~\N
- tin NaCl delivery to macula den: a 1.~\-\\~\
- also t glomerular capillary pressur
(i) and (ii) t Renin Secretion t Angiotensin Il Aldosterone Na+ reabsorption --..
Natriuresis.
ADH - Diuresis

•t

t

•t
. Emir "\/~odf\.GJ:m- J
A@' inhibits
,.

reni~ ecretion. It als&antagonizes
the action of many vasoconstrictor a~ ts and thus
decreases arterial B.P. '\J . occl, \

ci.

{§)

D. DEFEJ ~ ~ ~ ~~N~TION
Functioning of a cell is very sensitive to changes in its H+
concentration. Intracellular H+ concentration is different
from extracellular pH which in tum is dependent upon
ECF H+ concentration (Also refer to page 31).

The intra and extracellular pH are generally ~tained
at very constant level e.g. the pH of the ECF is\Zj) and in
health, this value varies less than+ 0.05 pH unit. Body pH
is ste.,b~ ed by the Buf!Ping upacity of the body fluids.
The principal buffers in the body fluids and body buffer
systems are given in Table 60.1.

.,

.

Table 60.1: The principal buffers in the body fluids i.e.
'Body Buffer Systems'
1. Whole

(i)

tJaemoglqhiJ"i system (H Hb

+ Hb-) '
(ii) fiQteio System (H Prot

Blood

H+
.

H+ +

rrot=f
(iii) ~

onic Acid-Bicarbonat~ System
H+ + HCO3- )

o-LiCO3
2. Interstitial
Fluid

(i) Carbonic Acid-Bicarbonate System
(HzCO3
H+ + HCO3- )

3. Intracellular
Fluid (ID)

(i) ~ s y stem
(ii) Pbaspbate ~ystem (HzPO4-

H+

+ HPOi-)

Important Concepts
I. The bicarbonate buffer system does no)(unction as a
buffer for carbonic acid.
2. The QQQ-bicarbonate buffer systems (haemoglobin,
protein and phosphate) can bu#r both non-carbonic
and carbonic acids. Therefore,
(i) Whole blood is an excellent buffering system
because of its non-bicarbonate and bicarbonate
buffer systems. More than @ of the blood's
capacity to buffer carbonic acid is attributed to
the haemoglobin buffer system.
.
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UNIT VII: THE EXCRETORY SYSTEM

(ii) Plasma wbicb Jacki. haemoglobin has a considerable

capacity for buffering non-carbon.@:ids but a
much smaller capacity for buffering carbonip,..,.
acid.
3. The [HCO3-J of the interstitial fluid is higher than
the [HCO3-J of plasma. Therefore, the total capacity
of the interstitial fluid to buffer non-carbonic acid is •
considerably greater than that of the total blood to
buffer these acids.
ry"ci
4. Protein and organic ph~
te compqunds exist in
quantitatively signiffcant amounts.in the ICF, giving
this compartment tii,capacity to effectively buffer both
non-carbonic and carbonic acids as well as ~ 1. Haemoglobin System

'=-

6 )(.

?YI·

-p\Mrna.F"t.tu.\\~Y

The buffering action of haemoglobin is due mainly to the
imidazole groups of the histidine residues. Haemoglobin
~ lecule contains 38 histidine, plus it is present in large
amounts; haemoglobin in blood has 'six' times the buffering
capacity of the plasma proteins. In addition, imidazole groups
_ 1 _. , _ ..I\ of deoxy-haemoglobin i.e. reduced haemoglobin (Hb-)
dissociate less than those of oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2);
I
~\L-io therefore, Hb- produces less H + at a given pH than does
U~
oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2), making it a weaker acid and
thus Hb- becomes a more effective buffer when CO2 (and
~ nee H +) are added from the tissues.

¥c..

Carbonic acid-bicarbonate syst·em is one of the most
effective buffer systems in the body, because the HzCO3
level in plasma is in equilibrium with the dissolved CO2
(tiiCO3
CO2 + H 2O); and the amount of dissolved
CO2 is controlled by respiration. In addition, the plasma
concentration of HCO~- is regulated by kidneys.
The reaction CO2 + H 2O
HzCO3 e._oce~ds slowly·
in either direction unless ~ ergy_me cao(onic anhydrase •
(CA) is present. There is no "CA" in plasma, but there is. an abundant supply in RBC, gastric acid secreting cells •
and renal tubular cells.
4. Phosphate System

The system H 2PO4H+ + HPO/-has a pK of 6.8.
In plasma, the phosphate conoentratio\tjs tao low for
this system to be a quantitatively imp}ifant buffer, but
it is important intracellularly, and it frequently plays a
significant role in the urine (pag;e 553).

•

..

•

DISTURBANCE OF VOLUME AND
CONCENTRATION OJ~ BODY FLUIDS
GENERAL CONCEPTS
1. The clinical terms for volume abnormalities are •

dehydration and overhydration associated with .,
decrease or increase in ECFV respectively.
I e.# d.¼oc • -=> t°l'IO'(°o -<ta.p\e. pr\
2. Tonicity refers to the osmolallity of a solution relative· . •
2. Protein System
ij
8~\i\f"{~ \--\~(1_- to plasma..
•
Plasma proteins are effective buffers, because both their
(i) lsoto11ic so.lutio11 means solution having the same
free carl?oxyl (COOH) and their free amino (NH3 +) groups
osmolality as that of plasma. Such solutions do not·
dissqpfu.te (page 53), therefore,
~ e of the cell. Examples of isotonic
solutions are: 0.9% NaCl; 5% glucose; 20% urea;
10% mannitol. -RCOOH
RCOO- + H+
(ii) Hypotonic solution means osmolality of solution
Therefore, rpH = pKRCOOH + Log (RCOO-]
less than that of plasma. It causes a cell to •
[RCOOHJ]
swell, and if sufficiently dilute, to ~
and
(iii) Hypertonic solution means osmolality of solution •
more than that of plasma. It causes a cell to
Therefore, pH = pKRNH + + Log IRNH2l
(undergo crgnation).
3
[RNH/ ]
3. The isosmotic, hyperosmotic and ltyposmotic refer to
3. Carbonic Acid-Bicarbonate System
the osmolar concentration of the ECF in its new steady,,.-?OiiC03
H+ + HC03-)
state and are used to describe changes in volumes (i.e. This system consists of fiiCO3 (weak acid) and HCO3- .
dehydration and oYerhydration).
I Carbonic acid. (8iCO3) is only partially dissoci{lted into 4. Both water loss and Na+ loss are associated with a •
I H+ and HCO3- . Therefore,
.
decrease in ECFY, which is determined by the amount
(i) if H + is added to a solution of H 2CO3, the
of Na+ in the body i.e. Na+ content, not by the Na+ •
I
equilibrium shifts to the.left and most of the added
concentration in the plasma.
L H+ is removed from solution, and
(i) A simple water deficit redµ-ces -thb1 Bg and ICF
[
(ii) if OH- is added, H+ and OH- combine, taking H+
proportionately;
out of solution.
(ii) A NaCl deficit always de,:reases the ECFV.
However, the decrease is countered by more dissociation
Dishtrbances of volume and concentration of body
of H 2CO3, and the decline in H+ concentration is
fluids in dehydration and overhydration is given in Fig.
minimized.
60.3 and Table 60.2.
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Table 60.2: Disturbance of volume and concentration of body fluids in dehydration and ovcrhydration (Also refer
to Fig. 60.3)
Osmolality
(mos m/L)

Volum e
{L)

Type of Change
ICF

• 1. Dehydration
'

1. lsosmotic

0

ECF

1

ICF

Description

Causes

ECF

0

0

Initially loss of fluid from plasma get replaced
from LS. - No major change in ECF osmolality;
therefore, no change in ICFV.

• Haemorrhage
• Burns - plasma loss
• Vomiting

•

• Diarrhoea
2. Hyperosmotic

t

Q}:a-\\ioi.o
~ y e.c.}tan

3. Hyposmotic
(,~
~

,\
.J

t

t

t
\

II. Overhydration
1. Jsosmotic

t

e

+

Water deficit due to
• J, intake
• bi-;i;;tes mellitus
• Diabetes inslpidus
• A1coholism
• Excessive s~ting

Fluid loss from plasma plasma osmolality
plasma draw fluid from I.S. osmolality of
l.S.
I.S. draws the fluid from ICF compartment,
therefore, finally both ICFV and ECFV decreases with
osmolality.

t

Addison's disease renal loss of NaCl due to
adrenal insufficiency

1-"- d..,~\...o'4Ul., v-!lcJ-vt- 'Q,o"{t-.~
\Jowi"-~,

'\':"~
0

0

0

• Oedema

• t l.V. Administration of
isotonic

2. Hyperosmotic

t

...•

t

t

ECF: volume increases with normal osmolality
lCF: both volume and osmolality normal

aCI

•+

Administration
hypertonic fluids

of

t plasma osmolality (i) water shifts
from l.S. into
plasma-t
osmolality
plasma volume
ofECF
(ii) NaCl to diffuse
into LS.
water to move out of ICF ( ICFV) .,+ ECFV
Finally, therefore, osmolality of both TCF and
ECF

- t

-

i

t

•

3. Hyposmotic

t

t

•
I.S. : Interstitial space;

•

t : Increase;

• Ingestion of large volume
of water
• SIADH (syndrome of
inappropriate
ADH
secretion, page 673)

t

I.n.itially, plasma volume plasma osmolality
- Shift of water to I.S. - I.S. osmolality
Water enters ICF compartment
Finally, both ECFV and ICFV increases with
osmolality

t5 -

t

: Decrease; 0 : No change

ACID-BASE ABNORMALITIES
GENERAL
• l. Acidosis (Acidemia) is an abnormal clinical condition
caused by accumulation of acid (or loss of base)
sufficient to decrease pH below 7.35 (or to increase
the [If]) of blood in the ~bsence of compensatory
changes. ·
2. Alkalosis (Alkalemia) i.e. an abnormal clinical condition
caused by the ~cumulation of base (or the loss of acid)
sufficient to raise pH above 7.45 (or to decrease [H+])
of blood in the absence of compensatory changes.

3. Disturbances of Acid-Base balance are giv~ in
Table 60.3.
4. Acid base disturbances of Respiraton; Origin lead to
secondary changes in blood [HC03- ] by appropriate
adjustment of the rate of H+ secretion/ excretion from
the renal tubular cell into the tubular lumen.
5. Acid-base disturbances of Metabolic Origin lead to
secondary adjustment of the CO2 tension (arterial
pC02) by changes in the rate of alveolar ventilation.
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fig. 60.:l Distribution of volume and concentration of body fluids

H +, therefore, rate of H+ secretion (and hence rate of
HC03- reabsorption) is directly proportional to arterial •
pC02 i.e. greater the amount of CO2 that is available
to form H 2C03 in the cells, th,e greater the amount of
H + that
ted.
ai'\c:Un ~rt>•

A. RESPIRATORY ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS
Overall View
R~spiratory disorder

+
Changes

arterialpC02

l

,, - '\
'f '1 "f 'K.0- T ~lF)J )
t~~)

1

From H;.nderson-HasselbalcJ1 equation for \ ,

UJ

.s.,
I

Acid-Base Disturbances: Refer to Table 60.4

24
20

0
(.)
::c

16

OI

12

OI

8

E
Cl)

Renal Compensation: Refer to Fig. 60.4 and
Table 60.5
1. HC03- reabsorptionintherenaltubulesdependson
(i) Filtered load of HC03(i.e. GFR x plasma HC03- level)
(ii) Rate of H+ secretion by renal tubular
cells.
2. Since HC03- is reabsorbed by exchange for

I

28

!

a:

pCO2 40 mmHg

Compensated

32

Changes [HC03-1 / [CO2] ratio

Changes arterial pH

.

36

the bicarbo11ate system (pages 29 and 581)

• pCO2 60 mmHg
/

Uncompensated
Respiratory acidosis
pCO2 48 mmHg

1

1

/

Nlormal

.

--..
.»

4
0

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.~i

•

Uncompensated
Resp iratory
a/ka/osis
pCO2 27 mmHg

Compensated
pCO,1 20 mmHg

7.0

'

7.6

pH

Fig. 60.4 Changes in plasma pH, HCO 3 and pC:O2 in respiratory acidosis
and alkalosis
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Table 60.3: Disturbances of acid-base balance y: decrease;

D 563

f : increase

Arterial plasma

Definition

Condition

Normal
A disorder characterized by a
reduced arterial pH (t [H+]),
_ t CO2 tension (Hypercapnia),
HCO ® and a variable t in the plasma
[HCO3-1
t t~co - ) 1

(1) Respiratory
Acidosis

•

-t

'H t

-

HCo3-

pH

Causes

pCO2

(mEq/L)

(mmHg)

7.40

24

40

7.34

25

48

't in alveolar ventilati,.in due to:
• COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary
clisease)
• overdose of respira:tocy de12x:essants
• Emphysema
.
• Breathing 7% CO2 C00~ N<:nwiv.)

<

fc.0.,.1 .
A disorder characterized by an
elevate<;l arterial pH ("t[H+)), a
~
· - r"l?w CQ2 tension (Hypocapnia),
'H ,1, \-\C...~\.:!'.J a'nd a variable 'tin plasma
[HCO3-J

7.53

A disorder characterized by a
low arterial pH ( t [H+]) or a
reduced plasma [HCO3-J

7.28

(2) Respiratory

t in alveolar ventilation due to:

27

22

• Hyperventilation (H y,peqmoea)-voluntary
or at high altitude
r,
)
• Anxiety, hysteria
L\-\('.)SH
• Salicylate overdosage

Alkalosis

(3) Metabolic
Addosis

+

Fistula

'\-} CO i

30

7.50

A disorder characterized
by an elevated
.
arterial pH (l[H+])
or an increased plasma
[HCO3-J

(4) Metabolic
Alkalosis

•

• Accumulation of Ketoacids
mellitus) or Lactic c~d (Exercis~
• Ingestion of - ~2J, NH4Cl, salicylates
• Loss of HCO3- : severe Diarrhoea,

40

l R~.<- ~~@)

H 't B C0-3 ..i,

+
H l,

18

• f production or Joss of acid via - kidneys

40

or GIT (vomiting)
• Ingestion of HCo3-· or other base
• ~ v e renal realbsorption of HCO3• Overtreatment with HCO3- or Lactate

-

+- In uncompensated state - .

Table 60.4: Acid-Base disturbances in respiratory acidosis and alkalosis corn pa
Respiratory acidosis

alveolar ventilation )

Respiratory alkalosis

~<'--- ---'Q~ /J al,,.olac ,entHatlon )

i
i

•

t arterial pCO2 (due to CO2 retention)

(i)
(ii)

•

't arterial pCO2 (due to CO2 washout)

i

t [H+] - 't pH (e.g. !> 7.2)
t [HCO3-J

(i)

(ii)

~-.

•· · -

t

.

.

In Respiratory acidosis

(1) Renal tubular secretion of tt+

the body _,..

o p

1.e.

s, _,.. removal of H+ from
corrected to normal)

t CJ- excretion _,..

t pH (e.g.

;?

.

7.6)

sis

In Respiratory alkalosis

A t HCO3 rcabsorption in spite of t plasma HCO3-

~ t in plasma HCO3

[H+) [HCO3-J

further

plasma ct)

(1) Renal tubular seEr:etioi:i of y + {, s, -

body

retention of tt+ in the
fall in pH i.e. pH corrected to normal.

--

t

(2) {, l-!(O3 reabsorpti?n HCO3 ex,:retion already low plasma HCO3.

further {, s

Chh'on -

B. METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS

Acid-Base disturbances and body compensation
(respiratory and renal) during metabolic acidosis and
alkalosis are summarised in Table 60.6 and Fig. 60.5.

ANION GAP ~
The concentration of anions and cations in plasma,
must be equal to maintain electrical neutrality (page 29).
Thus there is no 'anion gap' in the plasma. However, in
clinical practice, only certain cations (Na+) and anions
(CJ- and HCO3) are normally mea5ttfe4-'.1lus. res ts in
the 'anion gap'. Its @ rmal value is: 12mE /L. How?.

I
I

36

Compensated • ........._Uncompensated
pCO2 48 mmHg
metabolic
alkalosis
pCO2 40 mmHg

32
28

81\
I

cu

E

16
12
8

1. Increase in cations
concentration of K+, Ca2+
or M g:+{ V.nmtaJl)..~ c.dn~)

2. Increase in concentration
of unmeasured anjons
essentially the plasma
proteins.

4

7.1

7.2

Anion gap: Decreased in

1. Decrease in plasma

• Compensated
pCO2 20 mmHg

U)

cu
ii:

Anion gap: Increased in

Uncompensated
metabolic acidosis
pCO2 40 mmHg

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

pH

· . 60.S Changes in plasma pH, HCO3- and pCO2 in metabolic
acidosis and alkalosis

I

Sodium

2. Decrease in plasma
albumin.

..
..

3. Accumulation of QrgaIUC
anions such as lactic acid,
ketoocids This results in

metabolic acidosis. (Page

•

565)

---------

INCREASED ANION GAP: METABOLIC ACIDOSIS

Chloride

•

Bicarbonate
Lactic acidosis:

Ketoacldosls:

LH-L- + H+

~HB- + H+
AAH-AA-+W

~HBH -

Allunln

Phoeptlala

Normal
anion

•

acids.
The anion gap t h u s ~ ith the alteration in
1measured ani s (such as albumin,
the f,f:fsentratio~
phospftate, su1p'iui7e and other organic acids) and
concentration of unmeasured cafl ns (such as Ca2+, M~2+
~
+). Conditions that can alter the anion gap are given
in the Table below.

24

w
E, 20
I

P>n10~

Plasma Anion gap= [Na+] - [HCO3] - [CJ-J
= 145 - 24 - 109 = 12 mEq/ L
Clinically acid-base status (specially metabolic acidosis
see above) can be diagnosed by assessing the difference
between the concentration of cations (other than Na+) and
the concentra ·
·ons (other than c1- and HCO3) in • •
the plasma f'\!!1011 _G'J1 (Fig. 60.6).
It includes prdterns in the anionic form (dibasic
phosphate ions: HPOf-, sulphate ions: soi-) and organic • ·

lgA

gap

UA-

UA-

HCO3

lHC~

Na+

lgG

er-

HC~

_...,

Na+

er

Increased Unmeasured Anions (UA-)

(A)

UA~HBAAHCO3

Na+

Na '

c,-

UA-

c,-

Increased Unmeasured Anions

(B)

Fig. 60.6 Anion gap (A) Normal and (B) in disease conditions (LH: Lactic acid; ~HBH: ~hydrooxybutyric acid-ketoacid)

•
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Table 60.6: Metabolic acidosis and alkalosis compared
Metabolic Alkalosis

Metabolic Acidosis

-

Changes
Addition of acid or remova l of base -+- t free H + -+(1) tt+ is buffered forming H 2C0 3, and
(2) Hb-, proC, HC03- Jevel in plasma falls .

t pH

-+-

ts plasma HC03- level and
t s pH

•

-:.._

Ji

j •

•

Compensation
A. J\ ..,

01""

1

t in plasma [H+] -+- s~
t pH to normal.

B.

, I

01111,•1

,.,

A.

H

at~es~-+--

t arterial

CO?

"

1

,.. '"

11io11

(1) The anions that replace HC03- in the plasma are filtered, each with
a cation (mainly Na+), thus maintaining electrical neutrality.
(2) The renal tubular cells secrete H + into the tubular fluid in
exchange for Na+; and for each H+ secreted, one Na+ and one
HC0 - are added to blood. Ht1w-.- r secreted H+ reacts with
3
buffer systems in the kidney@~ge 55
erefore, large amounts
of H+ can be secreted, permittutg'.'ta:~~'nounts of HC03- to be
reabsorbed.
(3) In chronic acidosis, glutamine synthesis in liver is increased and
provides the kidneys with an additional source of NH/. The
respiratory compensation tends to inhibit the renal response,
• because decrease in pC02 hinders acid secretion, but it also
decreases the filtered load of HC03- , therefore, its net inhibitory
effect is slight.

,.;

..

t

t

in plasma [H+] -+- in pulmonary ventilation-+- arterial
H + + HC03-, bringing pH back to
normal and elevating plasma HC03- level further.
The magnitude of this compensation is limited by the
carotid and aortic chemoreceptor mechanisms, which drive
the respiratory centre if there is any appreciable fall in the
arterial pC02•

ti~ ~~<t V "tN11.~) pC02 -+- t H 2C03

It causes excretion of extra 1-1+. How?

.

B. /
1 Jll I Jr
It causes in HC03- excretion. How?
(1) t{nre renal H + secretion ,is e x ~ed in reabsorbing
thh iDcreased filtered load of HC03- -+- acidic urine,
e ceeds
however, ii the HC03- level in plas
28 m Eq/ L, HC03- appears in the urine page 2
on by
(2) The rise in pC02 inhibits the renal co e
facilitating acid secretion, but its effect is relatively
slight.

t

tMifM#UH,ti
1. Write short notes on:
(i) Mechanisms maintaining: ECF tonicity, Volume and H+ concentration
(ti) Body buffer system
(tii) Major stimuli for ADH secretion
(iv) Anion gap
(v) Principal buffers in the blood
(vi) Unique features of bicarbonate buffer system
(vii) Major sources of acid loads presented to the body in daily living.
(viii) ANP (Atrial Natriuretic peptide)
(ix) Function of angiotensin II
(x) Role of aldosterone and ADH in regulation of ECFV
(xi) Compensation in respiratory acidosis and alkalosis
(xii) Compensation in metabolic acidosis and alkalosis.

I

2. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Plasm a Na+ concentration is the primary determinant of ADH secretion
(ti) Angiotensin II plays important role in the body response to hypovolemia
(iii) Increase in ANP secretion leads to natriuresis
(iv) Haemoglobin is the main buffer system in the body.
3. Describe briefs disturbances of volume and osmolality of body fluids in:
(ii) lsosmotic overhydration.
(i) Isosmotic dehydration, and
4. Give examples of homeostatic mechanisms.
5. Give the conditions producing disturbance in the acid bas e balance. Also give the ir biochemical picture.
6. Depict diagrammatically:
(i) Renin angiotensin-aldosterone system
(ti) Changes in plasma pH, Hco; and pC0 2 in respiratory acidosis and alkalism
(iii) Changes in plasma pH, Hco; and pC02 in metabolic acidosis and alkalism
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1. Changes in ADH secretion occurs significantly when plasma osmolality is changed as little as:
(a) 0.5%
(b) 1.0%
(c) 1.5%
(d) 2.0%
2. The most powerful feedback system for controlling plasma osmolality and sodium concentration is:
(a) ADH and thirst
(b) Salt
(c) Angiotensin-renin system
(d) Countercurrent system
3. Which of the following changes would not occur as a result of dehydration (loss of water, but not solute)?
(a) Increased secretion of antidiuretic hormone
(b) T_n.creased plasma sodium concentration
, ,
(c) Decreased permeability of the collecting ducts to water (d) lncre~sed ·solute concentration in the renaf1nedu1Ja·
4. Which

.

of the following plays a key role in the body response. t~ ~ypovolemia?

(a) ADH
(c) Atrial natriuretic peptide

.

(b) Arigio~ensin II
(d) Alc;losterone

5. Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) causes:

(b) 1ncrease in blood volume
(a) Increase in cardiac output
(c) Increase in urine output
(d) Increase in renin secretion
6. The principal buffers in the ECF are the following except:
(a) Haemoglobin
·
(b) Protein
(c) Phosphate
(d) H CO
2

7. Which of the following acts as an intracellular buffer?
(a) HCO3-

(c)

Po/-

.

(b)
(d)

3

c,so/-

8. Which is not an isotonic solution?
(a) 0.9% NaCl
(c) 20% urea ,

(b) 20% glucose
(d) 10% mannitol

9. Respiratory acidosis is characterized by:
(a) Decreased pCO2 and decreased pH
(c) Increased pCO2 and increased pH

(b) Increased pCO2 and decreased pH
(d) Decreased pCO2 and increased pH

10. Severe anxiety may cause:
(a) Respiratory acidosis
(c) Metabolic acidosis

(b) Respiratory alkalosis
(d) Metabolic alkalosis

11. ff arterial plasma parameters read: pH 7.34, "HCO3- 25 mEq/ L and pCO2 48 mmHg, the person is suffering from:
(a) Respiratory acidosis
(b) Respir::itory alkalosis
(c) Metabolic acidosis ·
(d) Metabolic alkalosis

12. Severe diarrhoea may lead to:
(a) Metabolic acidosis
(c) Respiratory acidosis

(b) Metabolic alkalosis
(d) Respiratory alkalosis

13. Which is not a cause of isosmotic dehydration?
(a) Haemorrhage
(c) Alcoholism

(d) Burns

(b) Diarrhoea

14. Metabolic alkalosis associated with prolonged vomiting is primarily due to loss of:
(a) Sodium
(b) Potassium
(c) Chloride
(d) Hydrogen ion
15. Most important renal defence against respiratory alkalosis is:
(a) Increased excretioh of HCO3(b) Increased excretion of I-I+
(c) Decreased production of ammonia
(d) Increased secretion of K+
16. Renal compensation for metabolic acidosis involves all of the following except:
(a) Increased tubular secretion of hydrogen ions
(b) Activation of the tubular ammonia buffer system
(c) Increased filtration of bicarbonate ions
(d) Increased excretion of hydrogen ions in the urine
17. Nom,al plasma osmolality is:
(a) 260 mosm/L
(b) 270 rnosm/L
(c) 280 mosrn/L
(d) 290 mosm/L

..
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18. Which of the following generate thirst?
Increased tonicity of intracellular fluid
(a) Increased plasma osmolality (b)
(d) Increase in ECFV
(c) Increase in cell size
19. The acute control response to increased extracellular fluid volume involves all of the following except:
(a) Increased urine osmolarity
(b) Decreased sympathetic stimulation of kidneys
(c) Decreased secretion of ADH
(d) Increased urine output

l.

20. Not an action of atrial natriuretic p eptide:

,.,

(a) Natriuresis
(c) Increases GFR
21. Buffering action of haemoglobin is mainly due to:
(a) Heme (Haem)
(c) Imidazole group of histidine
22. Hypertonic contraction of fluid volume is caused by:
(a) Addison's disease
(c) Salt losing nephropathy
23. What happens to plasma HCO3 in metabolic acidosis?
(a) Increased
(c) Unchanged

(b) Diuresis
(d) Decreases glomerular capillary pressure

(b) Porph.yrin
(d) Histidine group of imidazole
(b) Cushing's disease
(d) Diabetes insipidus
(b) Decreased
(d) Variable

,,
,;.

2. (a)
12. (a) ·
22. (d)

1. (b)
11. (a)
21. (c)

3. (c)
13. (c)"
23. (b)

4. (b)
14. (d)

5. (c)
15. (a)

-

6. (c)
16. (c)

7. (c)
17. (d)

9. (b)

8. (b)
18. (a)

19. (a)
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10. (b)
20. (d)
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Kidney (Renal) Function Tests
.

•

. r

'

I. Urine examination

.. R ~-n a). c...lt e.a.5la.l"') t..~
• Re.:f'\cu ~ \ o \ ~ ~
@
'iD

II. Blood examination
III. Renal clearance tests
A. Tests for Glomerular functions
B. Tests for Tubular functions
IV,

"Renw

\'Or~ ~-

Miscellaneous Tests

p

Pl\-\~

~~Td.e'I

'f.-~&:~
'f5'\wL\- - ~ A .

Renal function tests are done:
d o...~1. To assess the functional capacity of the kidney.
2. To detect the renal impairment as early as possible.
Therefore, these tests may detect kidney disease well
before the symptoms develop and determine the
etiology of renal disease.
Renal function tests are divided into the following:
I. Urine ExnminaHon
II. Blood Examination
ill. Renal Clearance Tests
(.JJW-."M
(i) Tests for glomerular functions
\_'DE'H'l'\>
(ii) Tests for tubular functions
IV. Miscellaneous Tests.
f\l.C;..l>W.11 •
inio

Olig11ria

- Urine output less than the minimum

normal volume of 400 mL/day (called
Obligatory Urine Volume).

otdl

Seen in • VQ.Y'\~ ~
Q'O
(i) Acute gloihe~nephritis
(ii) Terminal stages of renal failure
Polyuria - Urine output > 2.5 L/ day'
1
,
Seen in 'D1 a}.,. ,M;
€ ">l~ (i) ~
c glomerulonephritis
\ \-\i_O (ii) Renal failure associated with
ON ~~1o\, n_:_phrosclerosis
A~ria
- Urine output < 100 mL/ day
•
Seen in
o R~f\(ll ..(~J..o1..on
Renal failure
• V i,Y"'I~ -ns-~\OJ. P)N% Pi~~
o .S.e..~~ ~ l ·
O~ t ~
URINE EXAMINATION C~'lCi~') 4. Specific Gravity (S.G.)
1. Colour
1001 -1040 (determined by Urinometer)
_
Normal - pale lemon yellow in colour due to presence
1001 -with maximum diluted urine
:1.0031"' .030
of pigments:
1040 - with maximum concentration power of ki~ ys
(i) urochrome (metabolic cell product)
In general, S.G. is inversely proportional to quantity
(ii) urobilin
Bro"'J'r>½J : ,JQ.J..,\.n&,ce.
of urine. It is contributed by electrolytes Na+, K+, CI-and
(iii) uroerythrin
'F(l'O~'f-:
urea.
(p Composition
R.e..d&Cl.Sl'f.. b'WIA:>T"I : ?o'!!-p¼-n&..
S.G. is affected by the nature as well as by the
Inorga11ic :Na+
6 g/ day
number of osmotically active particles in the solution. K+
2 g/day
Approximate correlation between S.G. and urine
Ca2+
0.2 g/ day
osmolality is as follows:
phosphate
1.7 g/day
S.G.
Osmolality (mosm/kg)
Organic : Urea
20-30 g/day
1001
100
Uric acid
0.6 g/ day
1010
300
Creatinine
1.2 g/ day
1020
800
@ Volume
1025
1000
\·ormal - 1-2.5 L/ day
1030
1200
(Average 1.5 L/ day)
1040
1400

?'c:hu. , {'('\ illl~

,~~t

9\ -{.~

6.~~«

vro~'n .

@

o~o,a.r,~
SO - \ l.OO'rn ~II\/~

1

UT

,o., "o

~,o...,'\>o
~re ·""" 1ooomo-.§10
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of the tubule made up of high molecular weight
mucoprot.ein substances formed in the OCT and CT
· e
epitheliwn. They are seen as small cylinders with
1000
n
to become 1025 with osmolal concen
rounded ends, pale, transparent and homogenou s
mosm/L. Failure to do this indicates abnormal
GRe.
bodies.
renal functioning. a°c i;:to.no.h"'tn)=') fid'd.t'c W'l"'r\t.
·
' G~ e,
. .Jf;S;., ~
Casts
vGffl1411/ar
of
Presence
is
which
urine
of
(ii)_Jhe persistent production
abnormat.
is
/Jpcfies
e
~
1
·
Al
• smolar with plasma (300 mosm / L) with S.G.
Ar&,1;•~
yaline casts embedded with
b ~~ re ~
despite variation in water intake is called
_
~ W B C s or these are ~egenerated g:lomerular
Je;tlzenuria (fixed low S.G. urine, seen in renal
·..
&e
LA-~
Their
cells or tµhu )ar epithelial cells in large number.
failure - also see to pa 547). It indicate that the
presence ~ i.9!tes renal destruction of glomeruli or OVA~
s
diluting and c
1
ells.
~
ue to loss of functioning
have been lost. This
e seen as roughly cil:cular with c~ear yellow
~
of nephrons or disruption of the coun@ urrent
centres; whereas 'Epithelial cells' are seen as large oval
mechanism.
cells with a single nucleus.
., '- c is seen in:
(iii) I ere 1
Albuminuri ;a i.e. excretion of albwnin in urine in
\ ~if.>f!.VM')O'N
(a) low water intake
f amount ~ le 150 mg/day.
(b) diabetes mellitus due to presence of glucose
.,
.
!
\
(c) albuminurl3
'°"'
'r'O\.e.:t"~
f
(d) acute nephritis
@sffl§
1 ') <., is seen in:
(iv) fh
The amount of protein in the urine is normally less
(a) kidney damage (tybular damage resulting
than lO0mg/day, most of wh ich com e from shed
in loss of concentratio n power of kidney
tubular cells.
't 1)\L\.JT'i:. \JR n..i e
tubules)
(b) absence of ADH.
(;,:)
Lauscs
5. Reaction i.e. urine pH ranges from 4.5 to 8.0 (average
(1) Change in the glomerular capillary permeabilit NJ
6 - 6.5; slight acidic, therefore, turns blue litmus red)
due to !_lypoxia, nephritis (inflammati on e.g. TB)
litmus
red
(turns
.t
After meals it may become alk~e
and carcinoma.
blue).
(2) Faihu:f...D.f reabsorptive process in the tubules.
On e?<Posure to atmosphere, urea in urine splits causing
(3) In some of normal individuals because of unknown
• NH4+ release resulting in a ~ e reaction.
cause, albumin appears in the urine when they
sediments
urinary
for
done
IS
It
.
6. Microscopic Examination
urine
are in standing position, called Orthostatic
obtained after centrifuging the freshly voided
Albuminuria.
sample at a rate of 3000r.p.m. in centrifuge machine
for 15 minutes. It normally contains (Fig. 61.1):
BJLOOD EXAMINA TION
(~) t-2 W B C ar pus cells/HPF. They appear slightly
measure the substances in blood that are
to
with
done
It is
larger than the normal WBCs, round shape
normally excreted by kidney. In general, their level in
lobed nuclei and refractile granular cytoplasm.
blood increases in kidney dysfunction .
(ii) N,on-squamous epithelial cells, called H.JJaline Cast
fuoeo...o<
cast
colourless
clear,
1. Blood Urea: 20-40 mg/dL
are
They
- occasionally seen.
2. S. (ser11m) creatinine: 0.6-1.5 mg / dL
These are useful indices of glomerular filtration. The
blood urea is nearly doubled when the GFR is halved.
®
@
Hair /
(j
S. creatinine level also increases with failure of
thread
0.
@
i)~
glomerular filtration.
/ :
I' •
e
/
Bacteria
3. S. Electrolytes
I @
@
SmEq/L; incre~ in severe oliguria
(i) S.K+
WBCs
or anuria
9
(
~
152 mEq/L (3-3.5 mg/mL)
(ii) S. Na+
(I
9-11 mg/ dL
(iii) S. Ca2 +
•
RBCs
~- @
(iv) S. PO/- 3-4.5 mg / dL
0.5~1.5 mEq/ L
(v) s. so,i22
_J
1.5-2.5 mEq/L (1-2 mg/ dL)
(vi) S. Mg +

(

Applied
(i) 12 hours water deprivation resuJts in .G.

ffi

. 01p

l

.~I

•

'

-

,,,,.•

J
~J
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4. S. Proteins

N•r-h~C ~&.ri

et'\:-~

'-t"'

Total
6.4-8.3 gm/dL
ED~
Albumin
3-5 gm / dL
Globulin
2-3 gm / dL
(_A/ G ratio : 1.7: 1 )
In newuotjc S)'?2drome, S. albuminJ,decreases and
S. globulin f ncreases, thus causing ~ G
ratio. (cx.2- )
5. S. cholesterol: 150-240 mg/dL; increases in nephrotic
syndrome.
6. S. uric acid: ~-4 mg/ dL.

®

RENAL CLEARANCE TESTS
These tests are done to assess the functions of different
parts of nephrons.

A. TESTS FOR GLOMERULAR FUNCTIONS • '
1. lmilin clearance
2. Creatini11e clearance

These are used to measure the GFR and are indicators
of plasma clearance mechanisms (page 535).
3. Others
(i) measurement of renal plasma flow (!3PF) and renal
blood fl-ow (RBF) (page 537)
(ii) measurement of fi.ltration fraction (FF)

excreted in urine in the first 15 minutes of administration;
and at least 70% of injected dye is excreted in 2 hours.
_3{_ease in PSP excretion indicates a general loss of
n ~ n function.
Increase in PSP excretion indicates:
(i) early stage of renal inflammation;
(:ii) hr.eerthyroidis:im.
4. Measurement of Water Reabsorption

(i) NormalJy concentration of creatinine in urine (U)
and plasma (P) i.e. U / P for creatinine is 100/ 1;
if ratio decreases, it indicates decreased water
reabsorption; if ratio becomes 1/1, it indicates no
water reabsorption.
(ii)
11(1 ' IC t
r l , • I I JI
Withdrawal of oral fluids for 12-18 hours in a healthy
individual results in concentration of urine.
T (a) ~G . is > 102Q} indicates no.z(oss abnormality
A
i.e. kidney's concentration power is normal.
(b) ~ .G. 1008 to lQl,O) s isotonic with plasma. This
p.
S.G. requires ~ work to be done for excretion
T
i.e. lo_§s of concentration power of kidneys.
p> (iii)v

\1'

If/

I

As the TmPAH (maximum secretory capacity of tubules for

PAH) is nearly constant at about~Omg/ ~ i t is used
clinically to estimate tubular secretory capacity (page
537).

Measurement of power of tubular transport can also be
assessed by determining TmG. Decrease in TmPAH and
TmG values indicate tubular damage.
Normal average plasma PAH (PPAH) value is 20 mg/ dL;
it may increase to 50 mg/ dL where tubular secretory
~,
a. C ~
function is at maximum.~1,..,,yy
- 1)- -

00
r-

1

2. Urea Clearance (Cu.rea> (Refer page 535) ~

: 1)M1

t

I

1D'o/ W1lh,'f\
0

5. Others: Methods

B. TESTS FOR TUBULAR FUNCTIONS
1. PAH clearance

L

Water intake of about 2% of body weight (approx.
l,k) in a normal individual results in excretion of 70%
of the water intake within 5 hours with S.G. 1005.

0¥Study of Tubular Functions

sample.

, 1 ·u1 'L , z i.e. studying slices of renal
tissue at different depths
Osmotic pressure of various slices increases as one
goes from cortex to medulla. Therefore, kidney
functions can be assessed by studying the changes
which take place from 'outside to inside'.
(iv) \ ftcrntlt'ctrod <ir, tfw,
These have been done to measure the membrane
potential of the tubular cells.
(iii)

eliminated by kidneys only and its concentration in urine
can be measured easily. The time of its first appearance
in urine and quantny eliminated within a definite period
are taken as a measure of the functional capacity of the
kidnex_s.
In normal individuals, 25% of the ini~~e is

'e'I(.~
..- • ('_ \ •• :i_.... ,..,_

())._..

¼

-.

(i) Micropuncturing the various parts of tubules and
analysing fluid with reference to volume and •
composition.
(:ii) Stop Flow Tecli11iq11e
Ureteral obstruction for 1-11 / 2 minutes, prevents
further filtration (back pressure effect). After 4-8
minutes, take samples (0.5 ml each) of tubular
fluid (30 samples) from ureter. First 5-6 samples
will be representing fluid from CT; next few from
OCT; another few from loop of Henle and last
5-6 samples from PCT; analyse each sample. One
minute before releasing the obstruction, inject Inulin
or ferrocyanide I.V. (as an indicator). Therefore, the
moment it appears in urine it will indicate the last

b1.. • .

3. Phenol Sulphon~hthalein (PSP) Excretion Test
A known amount of PSP administered I.M. or l.V. PSP is

•

\f'\

,_

.
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(a)
(b)

pot. diff. b/ w tubular lumen and
interior of PCT cells

- 70 mV; former -ve

pot diff. b / w tubular cells and

- 70 mV; former -ve

ECF

(c)
(d)

pot. diff. b / w lumen of first 1/ 4
PCT cells and ECF

- 2 mV; former -ve

pot diff. b/ w lumen of last 3/ 4

+2 mY; former +ve

2.

PCT cells and ECF

•

(e)

pot diff. b /w lumen of
descending loop of Henle and

- 7 mV; former -ve

3.

ECF

(f)

pot. diff. b / w lumen of ascending
loop of Henle and ECF

+7 mV; former +ve

(g)

pot. diff. b / w lumen of OCT
and ECF

-45 m V; former - ve

(h)

pot. diff. b / w lumen of CT and

-35 mV; former - ve

4.

ECF

5.

(pot. diff : potentinl difference; b/w : between; - ve: negative; +t•e
: positive)

6.

MISCELLANEOUS TESTS

/~V\O..~e.

l. Intraveuous Pyelograpliy (I.V.P.) ~b\'-SU , ~ \ ~ ... ~\¼

s

The agents Diodrast or lopnx are rapidly excreted~~~.....,
kidney and are opaque to X-rays. About 15 gm of the
substance in 20 mL of a 10% glucose solution is given
I.V. and X-ray is taken . In a normal healthy person, a

distinct Pyelogram (i.e. size, shape and detail anatomy
of kidneys) will be obtained in 2-10 minutes. In renal
insufficiency, it may be delayed for hours. Titls method
is also useful in demonstrating stone, growth etc. in
renal passage.
Measurement of alkaline reserve; pH of the blood; total
and free acidity of urine; ammonia in urine; systemic
arterial blood pressure, gives idea about regulation of
these functions .
Arteriograplry
After administration of radio-opaque dyes in any
convenient artery, usually in the femoral artery, X-ray
is taken. Titls gives an idea of renal vasculature and
any obstruction therein can be visualised.
Ultraso11ograplry ( Pll\.~t TTv~&e-n)
The shape and size of the kidneys, the presence of any
stone/ cyst/ tumour can be diagnosed from this test.
Currently it is very popular.
Isotope Perfusio11 Studies are done for academic/
research interest only
Renal Biopsy
By means of a special needle inserted into the back,
biapsy speciroeo a£ tbe kidiley H'lii)' ee 01.itaiiliid
for histological and cytological examination. The
whole procedure is referred as fi11e 11eedl ,, 111ratio11
uftolc ,,.,, (I- \U. The method is of a great clinical
importance in the diagnosis and assessment of kidney
dysfunctions.

•

fMN-M#UH,ti
1. What gives colour to normal urine?

2. Define and explain:
(ii) Obligatory urine volume
(i) Oliguria, polyuria and anuria
(v) Albuminuria
(iv) Hyaline and granular casts
3. Mention the finding of normal urine examination.
4. Write briefly about:
(i) Tests for glomerular function

(iii) Water concentra tion and dilution test
(v) Tests for excretion of waste products by the kidney.

(iii) lsosthenuria
(vi) FNAC.

(ii) Tests for tubular fu nction
(iv) I.VP.

5. Give an account of various tests done to assess the functional capacity of the kidney.
6. What tests will you prescribe to detect an early impairment of re nal function.

OR·i
1. Which of the following is minimally excreted in urine?
(d) Phosphate
(a) Urea
(b) Creatinine
(c) Uric acid
2. Specific gravity (SG) with maximum diluted and concentrated urine respectively is:
(a) 1001; 1040
(b) 1010; 1020
(c) 1020; 1030
(d) 1030; 1040
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3. False statement with reference to specific gravity of urine:
(a) Inversely proportional to quantity of urine
(b) Increases in kidney damage
(c) Affected by number of osmotically active particles
(d) In renal failure it becomes fixed and low despite variation in water intake
4. Uri ne normally contains all of the following except:
(a) 1-2 pus ceUs/HPF
(b) Hyaline casts
(c) Granular casts
(d) Non-squamous epithelial cells
5. Granular casts in urine:
(a) Are regarded as normal
(b) Arc hyaline casts embedded with RBCs
(c) Made up of mucoprotein substances
(d) Formed in the OCT
6. Excretion of proteins in urine upto ....... m g/day is regarded as normal:
(a) 50-150
(b) 150 250
(c) 250-500
(d) Zero

•

7. Test to assess renal tubular functions include all except:

(a) PAH clearance
(c) Intravenous pyclography (IVP)

(b) Urea clearance
(d) Measurement of water reabsorption

8. Not a true statement about urea clearance:
(b) Obsolete test, not used clinically
(a) Measure the rate of excretion of waste products
(c) Normal standard urea clearance is 54 mL/min
(d) When rate of urine Aow is below 2 mL/ min, excretion of urea is maximal

9. Withdrawal of fluids for 12-18 h ours indicates kidney concentration power is normal if specific gravity of urine is:
(a) 1001 to 1007
(b) 1008 to 1010

(c) 1010 to 1020
(d) Above 1020
10. Isosthenuria is:
(a) Low fixed specific gravity of urine (1010) despite variation in water intake
(b) Dilute urine of specific gravity (1001)
(c) Concentrated urine of specific gravity (1040)
(d) None of the above
11.

Not true of urinary hyaline casts:
(a) Presence is abnormal
(c) They are clear, colourless casts of renal tubules

(b) They are non-squamous epithelial tubular cells
(d) Seen as small cylinders with rounded ends
12. In wate r dilution test for tubular function, the patient can excrete at least .... % of volume ingested within 5 hours:

w~
ww

1. (c)
11.

(a)

•

~oo

2. (a)
12. (c)

3. (b)

4. (c)

5. (b)

6. (a)

7. (c)

8. (d)

9. (d)

10. (a)

---CXX).----

..

..

Physiology of Micturition
l. Definition

II. Physiological anatomy of the urinary bladder
Ill. Nerve supply of the urinary bladder

rv.

Postural activity of the urinary bladder
V. The micturition reflex
VI. Mechanism of voluntary micturition and its reflex control
VII. Applied aspects: Deafferentation; Denervation

G)

is never approached under physiological conditions.
The urine stored in the bladder remains unchanged in
chemical composition since the luminal surface of the
transitional epithelium (urothelium) forms a complete
barrier to the passage of water and solutes.

DEFINITION

Micturition is a process by which the urinary bladder
:.mpties itself when it becomes filled.

@ PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF
THE URINARY BLADDER

®

NERVE SUPPLY OF THE
Urinary bladder is mainly a smooth muscle hollow vesicle.
URINARY BLADDER
The fibers are arranged in S£_iral, longitudinal and circ.ular
Urinary
bladder
is innervated by (Fig. 62.1):
lt bundles. Urinary bladder is composed of the following:
• 1. Tlie /iQ.d.y which is comprised o
A. Efferent nerve supply: B-a'"o.\~ .... b\~~
rttsor Muscle. It is
1. Sympathetic
mainly responsible fo e p mg of the bladder during
2. Parasympathetic
micturition.
A~
3. Somatic
2. The Trigone, a small triangular area near the mouth
B. Afferent nerve supply 13\~"6 __., \6"1°'~
of urinary bladder, through which both ureJrs and
ure.tfua pass.
A. EFFERENT NERVE SUPPLY (Table 62.1)
3. The lntenial Sphincter. The trigonal muscle fibers
B. AFFERENT NERVE SUPPLY
get interlaced around the opening of urethra forming
1. From the external sphincter and posterior urethra,
internal sphincter. Its main functions are:
afferent fibres pass along the Pudenda[ Neroes into the
(i) to maintain tonic closure,ek the urethral opening;
and
I.::!) 1·e.-,clot Q. \" lD"'.ti~ dorsal nerve roots of S2,3,4 - C Btl\ - ~c..t'>C\.\e')
, ·fo.~
(ii) prevents reflux
semen into bladder during
2. From the body, trigone and internal sphincter, afferent
fibers take a double route:
ejaculation.
(i) along the SYJ!!pathetic nerve into the ~ I nerve
4. 11ie External Sphincter. It is a voluntary skeletal muscle.
-:-----.
all NC N--\t T• d
roots of L1,2 and the lower thoracic segment;
N orma11y this sphincter remains toruc y co.n!@f!e
•
(ii) along the ~cral parasympathetic nerves into the
which prevents constant dribbling of urine; but it
sacral dorsal nerve roots.
can be reflexly or vQ!yntarily re!ax~d&f the time of
•
micturi tion.
Functions
At\e~~ :
The 11l1ysiological rnl'acir, of the urinary bladder
1. Indicate the degret of dt trnsw11;:E~~inary
varies with age.
bladder. This sensation of stretch is ainly carried by
At birth
: 20-50 mL
afferent nerves which run along sacr
sympathetic
At 1 year
: 200 mL
i'("lc..
nerves.
Adults
: 600 mL
Xll'l
2. To convey
,s,l ,It . This is mainly carried b@
The mrntomical 1 ' ' "
of bladder is/10. It is the
iifferent
nerves
which
r ~ symP51thetic nerve.
capacity just before bladder ruP.ture occur~owever, it

•
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Lateral sympathetic chain

Coeliac ganglion - -- - --

Superior mesenteric - -- -ganglion

-

-.

L2
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I
Cl)

- ,,

Pre-ganglionic
neuron

Pre-sacral nerve _ __ _ ___ ,

Efferent sympathetic nerve

Hypogastrlc nerves

!\ : Dor~ c_c:n\u.~

Efferent somatic nerve

1>e\rv, c g &u.~ol

f'~R.P.
S'-1

'

Efferent parasympathetic nerve

Afferent nerve

8

'
~P>H\ . 's32
"'

;

S4 ; "

Pelvic nerve
(nervi erigentes)

i<'rl~"i'O

Anterior primary
divisions

J.o_\ e,:. cu) "'OlT°"

,.J

..

•
Pudenda! nerve

External sphincter -

Fig. 62.1 Innervation of the urinary bladder [

-

-

t. f{1. N ) _____

Go\h A b

Therefore, traction~fr'e s~
erves causes crushing
kind of pain which is localized m the urinary bladder
itself and is not referred to the skin.

POSTURA L ACTIVITY OF fflE
URINARY BLADDER
Nor a urinary bladder muscle shows property of
asticihJ e. when it is stretched the tension initially
P,ro
.
· ed. Therefore, no constant
relationship can be assigned between the fiber length and
the tension (page 188). No ~e).~~
The relat~onship between intra-vesica l pressure and
volume can be studied by inserting a catheter into the
bladder and emptying it; then recording the intra-vesica l
pressure while the bladder is filled with 50 mL increment
of water (Cystometry ).

A -plot of intra-vesica l pressure against the volume of
fluid in the urinary blad_d er is called Cystometro gram.
The curve shows three components (Fig. 62.2):
1. An initial slight rise in pressure, say upto 10 cm
H 2O when the first increment in volume, upto 100 •
mL is produced.
2. A long nearly flat segment as further increment upto
300-400 mL is produced. Why so? Due to intrinsic R
tone of urinary bladder wall itself.
(It manifests Law of Laplace, which states, distending
pressure (P) in phenc h ollow viscus is equal to
twicer<"'~Ll!:'-Y-"""nsion (T) divided by the radius (R)
i.e = 2-2:0 page 318). Thus, the tension increases
as e organ fills, but so does the radius. Therefore,
the pressure increase 15 slight unttl ... the organ is
relatively full.)

...
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Table 62.1: Features of efferent nerve supply of the urinary bladder (Refer to Fig. 62.1)
Parts innervated

• Pre-synaptic fibers descend do~ through
lateral symfa teetic chain, coeliac and
l)I:
superior mesenteric ganglia.
Sacral Nen•e
• Both fibers join to fo~
ch divides into two
in front of sacrum~
Hypogastric Nerves to end in hypogastric
,lJ,
ganglia.
• Post ganglionic fibers from here supply the

The body (detrusor)
• Trigone and 0
• Internal sphincter

1. Sympall1etic

•

From pre-ganglionic
neurons which lie in

... • the intennediolateral
matter of 1,
segments of sp1
cord

grey

•

:\. \'

bladder
2. Pnc115Ympathetic

From pre-g~io nic
cells in S2.3 (occ)
intermed1 0 ateral
grey matter of spinal
cord

• P'j

n, C!Y\e"

Effect of stimulation

Course

Origin

0

r

"'°~

cti;~"l~1?.\ c. q~\'iQ..

<?~

• Pre-synapti ~ fibers pass m-Pell11P Nerves
(Nero, Erigentes) to end in Hy7fogastric
glionic relay
Ganglia (which serves as the
station for both sets of a nornic fibers)
• Parasympathetic pos nglionic fibers from
hypogastric ganglia pass to innervate the
bJ.ad.der

Relaxation of detrusor muscle;
Contraction of trigone and
internal sphincter resulting in
retention of urine

1

O
Contraction of detrusor muscle;
relaxation of trigone and
internal sphincter resulting in
emptying of bladder

• The body (detrusor)
• Trigone O
• Internal sphincter
(")

c_ ff)'\ t nJ~ \>ft:ON~
o- )

,Ar~

·

O'\

3. Somatic

Anterior horn cells Pudenda/ (Pudic) Neroe
primary
(anterior
division) of S2.3.4

• Prostatic (posterior)
urethra and O
• External sphincter

(,r,- - - - - - - - -

'

=)
100

r 1~.G ~ 1_.., fY1n~~t;
0

0
en'),~-)

parts innervated are under
higher control, therefore,
they can be reflexly and
voluntarily relaxed at the time
•
of micturition

y ll\<~~ - - -

'-

@ ~U 80
60

(?)

I

20

so

1\--0 200
300
___. --tmta-vesical volume (ml ) (

100

Fig. 62.2 Cystometrogram in normal human

~"O"(n'\.. 'rnctu·r~"\g ..

3. Beyond thjs point, collection of more fluid results in
a sudden sharp rise in pressure as the Micturition
T 1' J
is triggered (sec below). ( -: R -l,
R~
of Cystometrogram are calJed
Tfie
the segments
In cystometr og__;_a_m_,- s""'u-perimpo scd on the tonic
pressure changes during filling of urinary 'bladder
are periodic acute rise in. the pressure, called
Mich,ritio n (Co11tractio11) Waves, which last from
few seconds to more than a minute. These are the

500

400

V)

I

I
I

-

~

-J

_J

result of sy-etd, reflex initiated by stretch receptors in
the urinary bladder and proximal urethra.
Importan t Note
Stretch receptors have a lower thr~shold than the
inherent contractil e response of the smooth muscle.

This pressure can rise only few cm of water or it can
rise above 100 cm H 20 at which a nervous reflex,
called Micturitio n Reflex occurs, which either causes
Micturition 6ba con;tant desire to urinate.

..c.~o--- -re.
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TIIE MICTURITION REFLEX: REFLEX

CONTROL OF MICTURITION

"N~\

n

el:I'IC::.

~2,,., ,.

UMN

~ "fJ\1)
aesife
turition once

Lesions in the su e
to u®,te and : culty in stopping
it has started .....,., Cfi,,u-~"OT $'10f' 'tf

As the urinary bladder fills with urine, the wall stretches,
impulses are initiated by stretch receptors in the bladder
Smzrto
wall causing sensory signals to convey to the dorsal nerve CA~ URINATE.
root S2,3,4 segments of spinal cord through pelvic nerves
lb) MECHANISM OF VOLUNTARY
·
and then back again to the urinary bladder through
M ~ O N AND ITS REFLEX CONTROL •
parasymp athetic. fibers in the same nerve. This whole
l. Affere11t patl,way
constitutes the Micturitio n Reflex. During this reflex,
When the urinary bladder is sufficiently filled, intra-vesical ·
sympathetic efferents are reflexly inhibited.
pressure rises causing stimulatio n of stretch (pressure)
Threshold for rnicturition reflex is adjusted by the
receptors in the muscle coat and sends off im ulses
activity of the 'facilitatory' and 'inhibitory' centres in the
through pelvic nerves along cral parasympathetic neiy
brain stem.
into the sacral dorsal nerve roots (S2,3,4 ); then via dorsal
columns to brain, po.s,t-ceotraj i;:xrus (a sensory area in
Higher Control of Micturition Reflex
cerebral cortex) which gives desire to micturate.
It is in the brain stem by two areas:
Path of afferent fibers within CNS is not known.
1. Facilitaton; Area is located in the p 11h. t.
• n
2. Effere11t patl,way
.- ostciior · ypothal IOU!,, Transection of brain stem
1n response to desire to micturate, urinary bladder can be
just above the pons causes lowering of threshold of
voluntarily emptied. Impulses from the top of motor area
micturition reflex. Therefore, less urinary bladder
in cerebral cor!fx pass down to sacral segments causing
filling is required to trigger micturition reflex.
stimulatio n of efferent parasymp athetic fibers; then
2. Inliibitory Area is located in the
1 r • Following
impulses pass along pelvic nerves (nervi erigentes) to cause
transection at the top of mid brain, threshold for
contraction of body of urinary bladder wall and relaxation
rnicturition reflex is
of trigone and internal sphincter. The
~
ain
1erefore, ftmdamentnlly 'michtrition reflex' is n Spinal
c~trolling_ th~er,IJ, al sphincter is ( relJaly
Reflex, fncilitnted and inhibited by higher brain centres.·
finally resulting in Emptying of Bladder (Fig. 62.3).
I
-\\Cf'Ot'\,~ ~,+--- Sensory afferent
~r1J-~t~'b )
From brainstem
(B)

~:!:::!'b·~

Nerve endings

sensitive to stretch

! -Spinal cord

Nerve- :
impulses
to cerebral
cortex

,+-Volunta ry
(
inhibition of
:
reflex

.,,

•
•• • ,\ •

Sympathetic
ganglion

\
\

~®

,

I

I
I

External urethral '
sphincter
-

Nerve Impulses to spinal cord
Nerve Impulses stimulate contraction of
detrusor muscle
Nerve impulses stimulate relaxation of
internal urethral sphincter muscle
Conscious contraction of external urethral
sphincter overrides reflex micturition

,r

-~
'
internal

Sphincters

Sympathetic
postganglionic
(tonic) fibers

-C: external

I Fig. 62 J Neural pathway for contr~I of micturition (A an_d_B_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
____

_ _ _ _ ____,

..

"

'
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11. Post11rnl behaviour of urinary bladder can be i11Jl11enced
'-'
The normal bladdl I com le t.h e pt) a h
G c.,
by:
of micturi on; and the intra-vesica l pressure is equal to
the
e e.g.
(i) I rnotio111l
the intra-abdom inal pressure.
bladder to ~longateuim fe'rs as
urinary
of
power
are:
3. Accessory muscles i11v olv ed duri11g micturitio11
is in s~ ension. Therefore,
increase
contents
its
Lou,f'I-.
}
(i) perinea! muscles are relaxed
results in constant desire to micturate with
(ii) abdominal wall muscles contracts
passage of only small quantities of urine on each
u e-, ~&j
(iii) diaphragm descends
occasion.
pp
closed.
(iv) breathing is held with glottis
er .<t'l:>-ne(
;..;:·= ::....t.....-=-b=la:..::d:..::d:..;:;;
unn
--.-.;;;
(ii) r 1t'i (inflammati on)
(Glottis is a triangular space between thyroid and
stones cause increase irl&'eqtfen
arytenoid cartilage which is covered by vocal cords,
(mechanism as above).
p age 1032.)
"lU ., ., of children, mechanism not clear; probably
(iii)
(U, to (iv) cause increase in intra-abdom inal pressure,
it is psychologic al or as mentioned above.
therefore, compress bladder ffom without. This results
in sharp increase in intra-vesical pressure and finally

[£

1

0
,_"'7'"""_ _ _
bladder emptying.
4. After urination, the female @-ethra emptie§)by gr~i"while in males the urine remaining in the urethra
is expelled by several contractions of the bulbocavemosus muscle. l o\
,e is felt at a urinary bladder volume
5. First urge to p~
of approx~
sense off11ll11ess or discomfort is felt at about
6. A
mL_( which normally results in initiation of
fl
--~tu
nuc n h on re ex.
7. If inconvenient to micturnte or desire to hold urine, impulses

APPUED ASPECTS

In @I fypeso urinary biadder dysfunctioo s, bladder
contracts but c~ntractions are insufficient to ~ ty the
bladder completely, therefore, some urine is left in the
urinary bladder, called Residual Urine.
A. Deafferenta tion i.e. effect of injury to afferent nerves
seen in Tabes dorsalis (s hilis which causes lesion
of lumbo-sacra l orsal nerve roots. It is th act 11 ed rl..
~: !NVOLUN • C~e. -lo,& \J~ UN · {:~e.R - . (I{:, o f
l6Jt "t>Gl
Pl~ hon.t
. unaware
.
1. p atient
or 1~tens1on
of-I s'f~e
1s
•
bladder.
vru,.mo.-i,\~
Pf'"-" ",i rn\&'<ro\n 2. Voluntary micturHil1\' is possible.
from cerebrnl cortex v;a
it
intervals"'
regular
at
micturate
to
fails
patients
If
3.
(i) inhibiting sacral parasympat he efferent excitatory
bladder,
urinary
in
causes accumulatio n of urine
itn .
~1 , l"'VU}T\
activity, and
which leads to either
which
stimulation,
r
n
(ii) sympathetic efferent
(i) precipitatio n of involuntary automatie
bJ.t
(i)
Ro.d3u.\
reJ.a_xes detrusor muscles.
evacuation by contr.sctjon of detrnsor roiiscle
of minary I
(i) and (ii) cause~ inhibiti~ ~ ~~~
•
due to stretch, or
(
pressure and ~
bladder wall which decre~
(ii) increase in intra-vesical pressure till resistance
micturition contractions passes off wholly or partially.~
of sphincters is passively overcome resulting
a
only
is
Therefore, desire to micturition passes off. This
in dribbling of urine. ( ~ ok"lre. \ ' ~ ~
.
temporary phase, as micturition coJ_ltractions reappear
,~at ic)
In either condition urinary bladder is called~
after some time and when pressure increases to more
Bladder as a result of this it becomes distended, tl'iir(
than 100 cm IfiO, it results in acute discomfort and
walled and hypotonic.
subject begs to be allowed to empty his bladder.
n i.e. effect of injury to both affer~nt and
Denervatio
B.
8. By constant practice urinary bladder can be trained
efferent nerves. This is seen in ttynour or injury to
to accommoda te very large volume of urine before
cauda eguina and is , 1 · , 1 1..c. , ., :
uncontrollable and unbearable rise of intra-vesica l
r micturition. Therefore,
1. Complete loss of vol
\.e.x]
pressure occurs. u,aj,,ho n <::11
e act and patient cannot
o
initiation
in
difficulty
9. Even moderate 11mg of urinary bladder upto 200 mL,
+"'
hold the urine at will.
esire to mictura results in sharp increase in pressure,
Waccid and d istended,
becomes
bladder
Urinary
2.
bladder.
of
initiating micturition reflex and emptying
ed Blndder.
Decentraliz
or
Bladder
Isolated
called
10. In young cltildren, postural activity of urinary bladder~
plastici~ .
of
property
shows
wall
bladder
Urinary
3.
is less perfect and even small quantities of urine
peculiar.
become
bladder
urinary
of
activity
postural
causes increase in pressure sufficient to send afferent
Therefore,
impulses upto the spinal cord. Higher centres are not
(i) 1111wl ,, urinary bladder responds at i;;egular
i.e.
reflexly
involved and micturition occurs, entirely
intervals to adequate internal distension by
at spinal level from stimulation of pelvic nerves (nervi
contraction of detrusor muscle, but these
1tR'l ~~l t S
erigentes). l'\"t?."Jl
Tcht.i\t)on)
/

5-)
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responds purely passively to distensio n with
urine like an elastic bag or dead organ resulting
in Rete11tion of Urine. (':
f'Cli\iclhi ~)
(iv) As a result of retention of urine, bladder
becomes increasin gly over-stretched, sphincte rs
are finally forced open by high intra-vesical
_ _,. \ \ (J:;'t"vl. pressure with escape of small amotu1.t of urine
~
at frequent intervals , called Rete11tio11 witlr
{
\ Overflow or Passive Incontinence or Overflow :
lttcontinence.
2. Late Stage: Seen when early stage is over.
,,
(i) Micturit ion refle~ turns although there is
no v
tary co~l and no fa®tio n or
ition from the higher centres. Therefor e,
micturiti on can be initiated by pinching or
contracti ons are not powerfu l enough or well
stroking the thigh, provokin g a
reflii
~,Z.(:.q~ ~il
coordina ted resulting in incomple te micturition.
(page 883).
Thus, a large volume of residual urine (upto
1
(ii) OvWitrrtc}.ing of urinary bladder wall decreases
~~U I.BQ.
300 mL) may be left in the bladder (Fig. 62.4).
i ~ n; predispo ses to infection, eventual ly
f'l l,}Jt)f'MflC. (ii) l
, urinary bladder shows periodic automag c
producin g
st· is.
emp@g through the interven tion o f ~ ,Q (iii) Repeat,1d jnfechon s of
urinary bladder cause
p~ii¥a l neµro-m uscular mechani sms.
h ~ of its wall, bladder 'shrinks'
C. Effect of Section of Facilitat ory and Inhibito ry
CO..V)l\.f ~
sing -ir;eversible damage to bladder i.e.
path~ay s descend ing from the brain.
sh'Jin). bladder never again responds normally to •
As long as one pyramid al_tract is functioning perfec!!J,
~ internal distensio n. Therefor e, micturiti on
control of urinary bladder .n:mams ~
al. Therefore,
reflex becomes h~eract ive, 5 obably due to
urinary b l a d
ysfunctjo
de~
willd
appear only when
@~erJk tiao bypP Pnsiti;at i
(page 189). As
the function of
a ts is impaired by a
a result, bladder contracts at irregular intervals
spinal lesion above the lum ar region. It is seen in:
fA <3,Ill and even with small amotu1.ts of urine, called •
l. Acute transection of spinal cord.
.. Spastic (or Contracted) Neurogenic Bladder rig
2. Syringomyelia.
~ ~
2.5. This bladder d11sfunctio11 can be prevented by
3. Early compression of spinal cord.
. 111-~"\a:>, J'®eterizing the urinary bladder within 24 hours
4. Disseminated sclerosis (scattered fibrosis): Here nerve
of spinal injury.
cells get ;eplaced by neurogli a cells due to their
proliferatitm. How? Viral disease leads to myltipl~
Bladder
i.r_}tlammatory foci, dissemin ated irregular ly
througho ut the length of the cerebrospina] axis.
Grey and white matter bo~ get involved and show
~m)leli,n~ tion.
1. Early Stage: During spinal shock. L ,
, ,
ca I
&PlNf i L TR~N gb.~C..'" O~J
(i) Voluntap, micturition is completely lost, therefore,
patient finds difficulty in initiation of the act and
cannot hold the urine at will.
(ii) Urinary bladder_becomes flaccid, distende d and
J._
Sphincter
tlll.responsive. ( De--f\~~o¥-eJ 'te.-nr-,-g\:>"IS°O.~ -)
Sphincter
muscles
(iii) Activity in detrusor muscle remains in suspensi on
muscles
squeezed shut
relaxed
·
for long period but activity in sphincte rs tone
Fig. 62.5 Spastic neurogenic bladder
returns soon. Why? Not known. Therefore, bladder
(.~ N~) - -
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1. Draw well labelled diagram to s how:
(i) Innervation of the urinary bladder
(ii) Cystometro gram
(iii) Neural pathway for control of micturition

2. Write short notes on:
(i) Cystometrogram and its physiological significance
(ii) Functions of nerve supply to urinary bladder
(iii) Postural activity of urinary bladder
(iv) Micturition reflex and its higher control
(v) Reflex control of micturition
(vi) Factors influencing postural behaviour of urinary bladder
(vii) Automatic bladder
(viii) Spastic (contracted) neurogenic bladder.
(ix) Residual urine
3. Mention physiological capacity of urinary bladder at different ages. What is a natomical capacity of the bladder?
4. Give physiological basis of:
(i) Micturition waves
(ii} Frequency of micturition during nervousness
(iii) Chemical composition of urine stored in the urinary bladder remains unchanged.

5. What will happen and why? If:
(i) Afferent nerve to urinary bladder is cut
(ii) Urinary bladder is completely denervated
(iii) Higher control of urinary bladder is lost.

.-· UR·I
1. During first year of life, urinary bladder physiological capacity is increased by .... times:
(a) 2
(b) 3
(c) -l
(d) 5
2. The difference between physiological and anatomical capacity of urinary bladder in adults is ...... mL:

(a) 200

(b) 300

(c) 400

(d) Zero

3. Pudenda! (puclic) nerve controls:
(a) External sphincter of rectum
(c) Size of pupil

(b) External sphincter of urinary bladder
(d) Gastroesophageal reflex

4. Not a component of micturition reflex:
(a) Stretch receptors in Lhe bladder wall
(c) Parasympathetic efferent nerve

(b) Dorsal nerve root S:z.3,4
(d) Sympathetic efferent nerve

5. False statement with reference to micturition reflex:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

initiated at a urinary bladder volume of approx. 150 mL.
Has a fixed threshold
Can be inhibited or facilitated by centres in the brain stem
Cannot be inhibited, once intra-vesical pressure rises above 100 cm H20

6. Amount of urine left in the urinary bladder at the end of micturition is .... mL:

(a) 50

(b) 100

7. In young children micturition is:
(a) Controlled by higher centres

(c) Voluntarily controlled
8. Residual urine is:
(a) Urine left in the urinary bladder after micturition
(c) Never seen with urinary bladder dysfunction

(c) 150

(d} Zero

(b) a spinal reflex
{d) A perfectly controlled activity

(b) A normal phenomenon
(d) A common finding of examination anxiety

9. Deafferentation of urinary bladder is characterized by all except:
(a) Voluntary micturition not possible
(b) Person unaware of state of distension of bladder
(c) Automatic bladder
(d) Residual urine

O
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10. Repeated infection of urinary bladder may lead to:
(a) Flaccid distende d and unrespon sive bladder
(c} isolated bladder

(b) Retentio n with overflow
(d} Spastic neurogen ic bladder

11. Filling of urinary bladde r upto 300-400 mL fluid incre ases the
intraves icle pre ssure to:
(a) 10 cm
(b) 30 cm
(c) 50 cm rfiO
(d) Above 100 cm H 20
12. Micturit ion waves:
(a) Initiated by stretch receptors in the urinary bladder
(b) Aie periodic acute rise in intra-vesical pressure during filling of bladder
(c) Aie superimp osed on the tonic pressure changes
(d} All of the above are true
13. Facilitat ory and inhibito ry areas for mic turitio n reflex a re mainly
located in the:
(a) Medulla
(b) Pons
(d) Midbrain
(d) Brain stem

~o

~o

14. The first urge to pass urine is felt a t a urinary b ladde r volume
of abo ut .... mL:
(a) 50
(b) 100
(c) 150
(d} 250
15. In a n ormal adult the sen se of fullness or discomf ort is felt whe
n urinary bladder vo lume is about .... mL:
(a) 200
(b) 400
(c) 600
(d) 800
16. De n e rvation of urinary bladde r may result in:
(a) Complet e loss of voluntar y micturiti on
(c) Insufficie nt emptyin g

1. (c)
11. (a)

2. (c)
12. (d)

3. (b)
13. (d)

4. (d}
14. (c)

(b) Isolated bladder
(d} All of the above

5. (b)
15. (b)

6. (d}
16. (d)

- ----<0 00-- -

.
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7. (b)

8. (a)

9. (a)

10. (d)

/
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Regulation of Body Temperature
in Humans
I. Introduction
11.

Normal Body Temperature

Ill. Factors Affecting Body Temperature
IV. Body Heat Production and Heat Loss
V. Temperature Regulating Mechanisms
VI. Applied Aspects
A . Fever

B. Hypothermi a

Ao\·

'-,~~.
2justing

optimal. Therefore, normal body functions depend
on a relatively constant body temperature .

INTRODU CTION

,c , temperature
ft l animals • • 0
mechanisms are relatively rudimentary .
Therefore, their body temperature fluctuates over a
considerabl e range. The examples include: reptiles,

l

J

NORN.lAL BODY TEMPERATURE

i h c9,e ~-1

1. ORAL TEMPERATURE
Average: 37°C (98.6°F)
amphibians , fish. l I ')... ,;
Range: 36.3 -- 37.1 °C 97.3 - 98.8°F)
body
1111t),
(Ho111Mtl11•r
animals
2. In 'warm blooded
To convert °C to °F, multiply by 9/5 and add 32; and
narrow
a
temperature is maintained constant within
to convert °F to °C, subtract 32 and multiply by 5/9).
range inspite of wide variations in environmen tal
Oral temperature is affected by many fa_o-ors i.e. hot
(ambient) temperature . The examples include: in_an,
or cold drinks, chewing gum, smoking, mouth breathing
other mammals, birds. ~ , 5
etc. It is closely correlated with rise of temperature in
3. Human beings are Homeothen ns. Although the
s,ubclavian artery.
'l'tliter_nal body temperature)
! r, 1, '"at~
- 'l
~
Various parts of the body are at different temperature s,
the
through
man
in
constant
fairly
\!:Yis maintained
regulation of heat balance in the body, t h e ~ extremities are generally cooler than the rest of the body.
temperature can show considerabl e va.,nation. --= ~empera ture of the ~ m is carefully regulated nt
4. Neutral (or Comfortable ) Zone Temperature or Zone
E.xh-eml},esz C.0 0\..l~R !!
f Thennal Neutrality or Critical (Ambient) Air

rl

**

2. CORE TEMPERAT URE
or INTERNAL BODY TEMPERAT URE
It has been widely assumed to be an a~curate index of
to which the hypothala~ c
the
tl1ermoregu latory receptors (page 586) are exposed. lt IS
0.5-1°C more than the oral temperature. It varies least with
changes in environmen tal temperature , therefore, it gives
a poor reflection of rapid changes in blood temperature,
but for slower changes it is less subjected to technical
errors (Fig. 63. . ) .
Sites for recording core temperature: rectum, vagina,
oesophagus , tympanic membrane.
• • r. is~~S1 this leads to N~
rt
I
I
z
..J
death due to cardiac failure.
Lippa It rl1,1 I , ot1' tu1111c, a t11re i s @ this leads to
Q.N) 0 \.
d ea th due to ~ t st;mke.

emperature - Normally is 27 ± 2°C.
J1111tw11. The zone of ambient temperature at which
warming and cooling of the body is Least difficult i.e.
th; ambient temperature at which there is no active
@ s s or heat ga@ani sms operated by the
body. ie: PC n'\/1;:;,.
Thus, it is the lowest ambient temperature at which
mammals can maintain its body temperature at
the basal metabolic rate. Any deviation from this
temperature causes initiation of heat production or
heat loss mechanisms .
5. WI, J rtt 1/ 1tw11 cf l1od11 r '"' r r, ,. , 111i •,I'
(i) because the seeed. of chemical reactions varies with
the temperature, and
(ii) because the enz_yme systems of the body have
narrow temperature range in which their function is

{2)
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43.5°C Upper lethal

--==--- ==---,---r--;:..:.:5. Diseases
(i) H~

rthyroidism -

t BMR -

body temperature

is chronically elevated by 0.5°C.
Sweating

!
f!

I

Vasodilation
37.soc

i@ ., ~.(, 0

2

'8

Normal body !emperature

36.5°Cj

.0.

!

Vasoconstriction

0

0

Shivering

26°C Lower lethal

Fig. 63. 1 Core temperature

UMN
Core temperature of 41°C for prolonged periods
produces irreversible brain damage.

i.\~f,. ·1, f,
FACTORS AFFECTING BODY
TEMPERATURE PrcCDP6°E

(ii) liypoithyroidism

(Myxoedema)

opposite

occurs.
6. Exercise. iLf marked,may cause increase in temperature upto 40-4ll°C (104-106°F) due to:
(i) Inability of "heat dissipating mechanisms" to
handle the greatly increased amount of heat
produced.
(ii) There is elevation of body temperature at which the
h~at c~ting mechanisms are a¢ vated during
exercise i.e. resetting of the tlzennostnt.
7. Emotional factors can increase the body temperature
by as rpJJ,j;b as 2°C due to unconscious tensing of the
muscles. This may account for some unexplained
fevers.

BODY HEAT PRODUCTION AND
HEAT LOSS
In health,

o dy , m1 era tu re is always kept fairly close
to normal level by maintaining a balance between heat
production and heat loss (Fig. 63.2).

1. Age

(i) Infants show wide
range of variations in body
<
temperature. It is generally more by 0.5°C above
t-...... 9J'
the established norms for adults due to:
tiJ -~
;::)
(a>-' irregular activities
(LJ a,'
(b) brown fat (see below), and
~'
cl5
Q.
,
(c) thermoregulatory mechanisms are not fully
" ,§
developed.
V ~-t (ii) In old age, temperature is 'sulznormal' due to:
(a) druease ac!!_vity
C..,
Cb
(b) f ~ o n (because BMR is low)
ol' "
(c) th~oregulatory mechanisms are weak,
~;
that is why they are intolerant to extremes
of external temperature.
.
-......,
2. Sex
(i) In females body temperature is slightly low due
to:
(a) Low BMR
(b) More subcutaneous fat (non-conductor)
(ii) Menstruation: At the time of menstruation average
t
erature is at a m~m and increased by
0.5°C at the time of o v u l a t i o n ( ~
page800).
3. Constitutional Hyperthennia i.e. normal healthy adults
with body temperature above normal upto 100°F.
4. Diunial variation (circadian fluctuation) of upto 1.5°C
may occur in normal person.
Lowest: in early morning_ (after night rest) and
maximum: in the evening. (Rhythm is reversed in night
workers, which occurs after a few days.)

.£

J

-

A. HEAT PRODUCTION or THERMOGENESIS
1. By mellboli, activitie.; of the body specially in:

(i) Liver

t N Q~l

'imf)

(ii) Heart

(i) and (ii) cause relatively constant heat
prodiuction.
(iii) Skeletal muscle generates variable amount of
heat, but a major source of heat production in
the body:
At resit: very little; and
In exeircise: a great deal.
H eat production under basal {resting) conditions,
called bas~tl metabolic rate (BMR) is 1 kcal / kg/hour or
37-40 kcal/m2 hour. This output works out at about
1500 kcal/day in females and 1700 kcal / day in males.
(Al so refer to page 652).
2. By assimilation of food i.e. spe.E.!Jic ,/1111 , ·L ao,n 1
(SDA) of food. The SDA of a food is the obligatory
energy expenditure that occurs during its assimilation
into the body Maximum heat roduction is seen after
ingestion c
3. Heat gained by body _fnn I the eiwiro11111t ,t from objects
hotter than itself:
(i) by direct radiation from the sun or heated
ground
(ii) by reflected radiation from the sky.
4. By L'mfocrille •nt: 1111111 u,,
(i) Epinephrine and nor-epinephrine produce a rapid
but short lived increase in heat production.

1'½,~ ca)

~c..h'V\):q

E\ ~

.
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FACTORS INCREASING

•

HEAT

LOSS

i

HEAT PRODUCTION
(THERMOGENESIS)

1. To the surroundings by
Radiation; Conduction;
Convection

i

_ _ .. 1. Metebolic activities of the

Jl\~J

Ce,
body in:
Skeletal muscle, liver, heart
2. Specific Dynamic action of
e.~~r-d,h.t...-re
food _., e>b\iq~ e..ne..~
cu<i-rm ~ ~r
. Heat gained from
hot
the su"ounding
environment by:
Direct and Reflected radiation
4. Endocrine mechanisms
Ep, NE, T4 {1h\Jo'Otd, Ac:l'$l?X)a..\.)
5. Brown fat
(specially in infants)
6. Exercise; increased
voluntary activity
7. Shivering
8. Increased food intake

"Fd

i ,
g\\\u.. eo,½\l'a

-

.1·u ;

?'°'i'f\-S

J
vo\~

C.V\,~

3. By Excretion
Urine; faeces

4 . Cutaneous Vasodilatation
5. Decreased clotting
6. Increased air movements

J

boil,

motth 'r'O\t'IT'\,~ ?t·
.q

2. By Water Evaporation
Sweating; Insensible wa~
loss; Respiration

3s•c

m~ ~~ln
~v,3'f\

37°C (Normal)

I
UMN

Fig. 63.2 Balance between factors increasing heat production and heat loss

Sympathetic disch arge is increased by feeding.
(ii) Thyroid hormones produce a slowly developing

but prolonged increase in hea t production.
5. A source of considerabl e heat production is a special
t, which makes up a small
t
type of fat, called
percentage of total body fat. It is more abundant in
infants but is present in adults also. As brown fat
cells contain several small droplets of fat
e
mitochondr ia, increased fatty acids oxidation i
ction (i.e. has a high
rnftoJ:6n~ increases heat ~
rate of metabolism) .
Sites of brown fat: Between the scapula; at the nape
of neck, along the great vessels in the thorax and
abdomen (for details, refer to page 611).

Important Notes

1. The standard unit of heat energy is the 'calorie'(cal),
defined as the amount of heat energy necessary
to raise the temperatur e of 1 gm of water by 1 °C.
This unit is also called the Gram calorie, small
calorie or standard calorie. The unit commonly used
in physiology and medicine is the Calorie (k:ilocalorie, kcal), which equals 1000 calories.
2. One kg of body weight requires 0.8 kcal of heat to
raise its temperatur e by 1 °C. Therefore a person
weighing 70 kg requires 56 (70 x 0.8) kcals of heat
to raise its body temperatur e by 1°C.
B. HEAT LOSS

The processes by which heat is lost from the body when
the environmen tal temperature is below body temperature
are given in Table 63.1.
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Table 63.1: Processes by which heat is lost fr ,m the body

om;~

1.

By Radiation* from the body to cooler objects at a distance ( '1 Q

2.

By Conduction** and Convection ..• to the surrounding atmosphere

3.

By Vaporization (evaporation) of water

di b 'j ~

)

50%}
20%

Cf~~lr~o'f)')

(ii) Warming and humidifying of inspired air

27%
2%

...

By excretion in urine and faeces ~ati~anE_ defec~on)

1%

1, 2 and 3(i) mechanisms are directly under the physiological control.
It is the transfer of heat from one object to another at a different temperatuiie with which it is not in contact.

* It is the heat exchange between objects at different temperatures that are in contact with one another. The amount of heat
transferred is directly proportional to the temperature difference between the two objects in contact (thermal gradient).
• It is the movement of the molecules of a gas or a liquid at one temperat:ure to another location that is at a different
temperature. It is greatly increased if the object moves about in the medium e.g. if a subject swims through water or a fan
blows air through a room.

The relative contribution of each process that transfers
heat away from the body varies with the environmental
temperature, for example,
l. At 21 °C, vaporization is a minor component in
humans at rest;
2. As environmental temperature approaches
body temperature, radiation losses decline and
vaporization loss increases.
Since the conduction occurs from the surface of one
object to the surface of another, the temperature of the
skin determines to a large extent the degree to which
body heat is lost or gained.
The amount of heat reaching the skin from the deep
tissues can be varied by changing the blood flow to the
skin, for example,
(1) when the cutaneous vessels are dilated, warm
blood flows into the skin, and
(2) in the maximally vasoconstricted state, heat is held
centrally in the body.
The rate at which heat is trans erred fro.m the deep tissues
to the skin is called the ~sue Conductan
In humans, the other major process transferring
heat from the body is by the way of Vaporization of Water
from the skin and mucous membrane and respiratory
passage.
Va orization o

..

'

~""'~) Vaporization of sweat ~~d::insensible water loss

4.

70%

· (approx. l ml) of water removes about

0.6 kca o heat. A constant amount of water is vaporized
all the time as follows:
A. Through Lungs

On average the water loss from the lungs is approx.
· ml:/ da , uivalent to a heat loss of nearly 200 kcal.
ome
y heat is also lost via the lungs by raising
the temperature of inspired air to body temperature,
therefore, an increase in pulmonary ventilation
(specially when the air is dry and cool as in winters)

increases heat loss. This explains the dry feeling in the
respiratory passage in cold weather.
B. Through Skin@
l. lllse11sible water loss (perspiration) It consists

of the :>assage of water by diffusion through the
1 err~
hich cannot be seen or felt. The fluid
os
IlQt orme
s
s.
It amounts to 50 mL/ hour and is equivalent to
heat loss by evaporation. of approx. 30 kcal
hour. It: is produced over the wh ole body surface
at a fairly uniform rate ~d,i~.l~rgely independent
of environme~al conditions. It is always present
;:;;:iess humidity is 1QO%.
2. Sweating. There are two kinds of sweat glands in
the body:
(i) Ec:crine Glands are densest on the palms and
soles; next dense on the head, and much less
dense on the trunk and extremities. They
are supplied by cholinergic. fibers present in
sympathetic nerves and secrete a dilute
solution containing NaCl, urea and lactic
acid. Atropine inhibits its secretion.
Ec:crine glands are responsible for Thermal
Sweating because their secretion increases
due to:
(a) rise of external or internal body
temperature
(b) emotional states resulting in sweating over
palm, sole and axilla
(c]I exercise
(d) vomiting, and
(e) after ingestion of spicy food.
(ii) AJpocrine Glands develop from hair follicles.
Fo,und mainly in the axilla and around the
nipples and in females in labia majora and

